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Section  I  of  this  volume  offers  fragments  from  three  Christian  texts.  5128  combines  biblical  ex¬ 
cerpts  within  a  larger  text,  perhaps  a  hymn.  5129  represents  the  first  text  of  Justin  Martyr  to  appear 

among  the  papyri.  5127  is  a  miniature  parchment  copy  of  Psalm  GIX,  a  favourite  text  for  amulets. 
Section  II  has  fragments  of  two  lost  classical  works.  5130,  an  excerpt  from  Alcidamas,  the  once 

famous  sophist  and  rival  of  Isocrates,  proves  that  he  wrote,  or  was  thought  to  have  written,  a  paradoxi¬ 

cal  ‘Praise  of  Poverty’.  5131  provides  a  central  scene  of  Greek  Tragedy,  with  a  corpse  borne  onto  the 

stage  in  the  presence  of  Athamas:  perhaps  Euripides,  Ino,  possibly  the  corpse  of  Athamas’  son  Learchus, 
whom  his  own  father  had  killed. 

In  section  III,  5132  (from  the  same  roll  as  3840  and  4935)  adds  an  early  witness  to  the  tradition 

of  Aristophanes,  Thesmophoriazusae.  There  follow'  three  groups  of  known  prose  texts.  5133-5147,  from 
speeches  of  Isocrates,  exemplify  various  dates,  formats  and  levels  of  production :  textually,  they  show  no 

tendency  to  side  with  one  or  other  family  of  medieval  MSS,  so  confirming  the  fluidity  of  the  tradition 

at  this  early  stage.  {This  part  was  made  available  to  editors  of  the  Isocrates  OCT  in  advance  of  publica¬ 
tion.)  5148-5152  contain  fragments  of  speeches  of  the  Demosthenic  corpus  rarely  represented  in  pa¬ 
pyri:  note  the  final  stichometric  total  in  5151,  and  the  quite  unusual  textual  interest  of  5148  and  5150, 

both  of  relatively  early  date.  5153  -5158  contain  works  from  Plutarch’s  Moralia.  These  too  add  new  read¬ 
ings  and  confirm  old  conjectures;  and  three  of  them  have  been  dated  to  the  second  century,  a  further 

indication  that  works  of  Plutarch  circulated  at  Oxyrhynchus  within  a  generation  of  their  author’s  death. 
Section  IV  provides  utilitarian  literature.  5159  is  a  rare  example  of  a  metrical  handbook.  5160 

presents  a  commentary,  learned  and  detailed  notes  on  an  Old  Comedy,  perhaps  Eupolis,  Goats.  5161 

5163  belong  to  another  uncommon  type,  glossaries  for  Greek-speakers  learning  Latin.  This  might  be 
expected  under  the  Tetrarchy  and  later  (5161),  much  less  expected  in  the  first/second  century  AD 

(5162-5163,  where  the  Latin  is  transliterated  into  Greek  script). 

Section  V  collects  documentary  texts  of  various  types.  5164-5172  date  from  the  earliest  years  of 

Roman  rule  in  Egypt,  when  the  new  regime  set  out  to  increase  revenue:  for  taxation  see  5167  and  5172 

(pig-  and  dike-tax),  5166  (slave-sales  tax);  for  public  sales  of  unproductive  land  see  5171,  where  the  Pre¬ 
fect  excludes  officials  from  such  purchases  (providing,  that  is,  against  insider  trading).  From  the  second 

century  come  letters  sent  to  officials:  5178  raises  questions  about  the  lading  of  corn-transports  at  low' 
Nile  and  on  the  Sabbath;  5179  shows  that  the  internal  customs  had  a  post  also  at  Ptolemais  Hormou. 

Other  items  touch  everyday  crises.  So  5168  employs  a  w'et  nurse  for  a  foundling  from  the  dung-hill; 

5169  shows  an  under-age  girl  working  as  a  servant,  against  a  loan  made  to  her  father  and  brothers;  and 
in  5182  Ghcnthonis  complains  to  Petosiris  (on  the  back  of  the  Glossary  5161)  that  his  father  and  the 

local  governor’s  guards  had  appeared  at  her  door  and  exacted  tax-money  from  her  Vith  insults’. 
Most  items  in  section  V  have  benefitted  from  the  comments  and  criticism  of  Professor  Thomas. 

The  industry  and  scholarship  of  Dr  R.-L.  Chang,  Dr  D.  Colomo,  and  Dr  W  B.  Henry  have  been  invalu¬ 
able  at  every  stage  of  the  preparation  of  this  volume.  Dr  Henry  further  read  the  penultimate  version 
of  all  editions,  compiled  the  indexes,  and  coordinated  the  correction  of  the  proofs.  The  plates  were 

produced  from  digital  images  created  by  Dr  Chang, 

Once  again,  we  are  grateful  to  Dr  Jeffrey  Dean  for  his  deft  copy-editing  and  typesetting,  and  to 

The  Chaiiesw'orth  Group  for  efficient  production;  and  we  remain  in  the  debt  of  the  Arts  and  Humani¬ 
ties  Research  Council  and  the  British  Academy  for  their  very  generous  support. 

October : P.J.  PARSONS  /  N.  GONIS 
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NOTE  ON  THE  METHOD  OF 

PUBLICATION  AND  ABBREVIATIONS 
I.  THEOLOGICAL  TEXTS 

The  basis  of  the  method  is  the  Leiden  system  of  punctuation;  see  CE 7  (1932)  262-9. 
It  may  be  summarized  as  follows : 

The  letters  ar e  doubtful,  either  because  of  damage  or  because  they  are 
otherwise  difficult  to  read 

Approximately  three  letters  remain  unread  by  the  editor 
The  letters  an 2  lost,  but  restored  from  a  parallel  or  by  conjecture 

[...] 

0 

Approximately  three  letters  are  lost 

Round  brackets  indicate  the  resolution  of  an  abbreviation  or  a  symbol, 

e.g.  (apTapri)  represents  the  symbol  "3-,  cTp(aT7jyoc)  represents  the  ab- 
breviation  c 

The  letters  an e  deleted  in  the  papyrus 

aft/ 

The  letters  an e  added  above  the  line 

<a/3y> The  letters  an e  added  by  the  editor 

[aft.} 
The  letters  ar 

e  regarded  as  mistaken  and  rejected  by  the  editor 

Bold  arabic  numerals  refer  to  papyri  printed  in  the  volumes  of  The  Oxyrhynckus  Papyri. 

The  abbreviations  used  are  in  the  main  identical  with  those  in  J.  F.  Oates  et  al.,  Checklist 

of  Editions  of  Creek  Papyri  and  Ostraca  (BASP  Suppl.  no.  9,  5200i);  for  a  more  up-to-date  ver¬ 
sion  of  the  Checklist,  see  http:// scriptorium.lib.duke.edu/papyrus/texts/ clist.html. 

5127.  LXX,  Psalm  xc  4-13  (Amulet) 

95/74^)  8.6  x  3.8  cm  Late  fifth  century 

A  small  sheet  of  parchment  forming  two  consecutive  leaves  which  give  the 

central  portion  of  Psalm  xc.  When  the  sheet  is  open,  the  flesh  side  is  uppermost. 

The  page  dimensions  (4.3  x  3.8  cm)  correspond  to  the  smaller  examples  in  Turner’s 

group  of  ‘miniature’  parchment  codices  [Typology  29-30).  The  wild  orthography, 
the  small  quantity  of  text  per  page,  and  the  absence  of  stitching  suggest  that  the 

sheet  did  not  belong  to  a  codex  containing  a  Psalter:  the  original  document  prob¬ 

ably  consisted  of  only  two  sheets,  5127  and  another,  now  lost,  the  latter  providing 

the  first  leaf  (with  the  beginning  of  the  Psalm,  1-41  ev  rote)  and  the  fourth  leaf 

(with  its  end,  from  132)  of  the  quire.  The  ratio  of  the  space  available  to  the  number 
of  letters  is  not  incompatible  with  this  reconstruction :  the  missing  opening  of  the 

Psalm,  not  counting  the  heading,  contains  186  letters  in  Rahlfs’s  edition,  the  final 
missing  portion  213  letters,  while  the  first  and  second  leaves  of  5127  contain  about 

254  (the  uncertainty  depends  on  the  corrupt  illegible  text  in  10-11)  and  261  letters 
respectively.  It  would  not  be  surprising  if  the  original  first  page  contained  less  text 
than  the  others. 

The  first  three  pages  have  ten  lines  each,  the  fourth  page  eleven.  The  number 

of  letters  per  line  is  markedly  variable  (between  9  and  15).  The  majuscule  writing, 

sloping  slightly  to  the  right,  roughly  bilinear,  is  clumsy  and  irregular,  with  incon¬ 
sistency  in  letter  shapes  (a  generally  with  rounded  loop,  often  open  at  the  top,  but 

also  in  three  strokes;  h  generally  h-shaped,  but  also  with  crossbar  ascending  and 

linked  to  the  top  of  the  second  vertical;  v-shaped  y  alternating  with  y-shaped;  cen¬ 

tral  stroke  of  n  both  oblique  and  curved).  It  can  be  dated  to  the  late  fifth  century: 

compare  PSI  inv.  535  (Cavallo-Maehler,  GBEBP  19c).  The  verses  are  written  con¬ 
tinuously,  without  division,  and  punctuation  and  other  lectional  signs  are  lacking. 

There  are  many  spelling  mistakes,  and  the  rules  of  word  division  are  not  observed. 

In  fol.  1  (a)  the  text  is  often  extremely  difficult  to  read,  as  the  ink  is  faded  and  the 

surface  damaged  in  many  places. 

Psalm  xc,  due  to  its  content,  was  the  Psalm  most  frequently  used  in  protec¬ 

tive  amulets  (for  full  information,  see  J.  Chapa,  in  G.  Bastianini  and  A.  Casanova 

(edd.),  Ipapbi  letterari  cristiani  (2011)  59—90).  5127  is  no  doubt  an  example  of  that  use, 
since,  in  addition  to  the  medial  fold,  there  are  three  further  vertical  folds  running 

down  both  leaves:  the  sheet  was  evidently  folded  to  form  a  small  packet  (r.1.1  x  3.8 

cm),  to  be  carried  or  fastened  on  the  person,  possibly  inserted  in  a  tubular  capsule. 

Once  the  text  had  been  written,  cuts  were  made  at  mid-height  through  the  central 
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fold  and  through  the  innermost  and  the  outermost  of  the  three  folds  running  down 

both  leaves,  so  that  five  rhomboidal  holes  are  visible  when  the  sheet  is  opened,  of 

which  the  outer  four  form  two  pairs,  the  outer  pair  smaller  than  the  inner  (similar 

cuts  in  VIII  1077  =  PGM  P4;  Christian  amulet,  parchment,  vi;  cf.  also  P  Bingen 

19).  The  cuts  have  resulted  in  the  loss  of  some  letters.  The  sheet  was  trimmed  at 

top  and  bottom  with  a  similar  disregard  for  the  text,  causing  the  loss  of  the  upper 

part  of  the  first  line  and  the  lower  part  of  the  last  line  on  each  page.  Such  minia¬ 

ture  ‘codex  amulets’  are  well  known:  cf.  XVII  2065  (parchment,  page  2.85  x  4  cm, 

Psalm  xc  52-io2,  v  or  vi),  P.  Ant.  II 54  (papyrus,  page  2.6  x  4  cm,  Pater  Noster,  in), 
and  the  other  references  given  in  the  introduction  to  E  Leid.  Inst.  10;  add  MPER 

XVII  10  and,  possibly,  1  (see  M.  J.  Kruger,  JTS  53  (2002)  81-94).  See  in  general 

T.  S.  de  Bruyn  and  J.  H.  E  Dijkstra,  ‘Greek  Amulets  and  Formularies  from  Egypt 

Containing  Christian  Elements’,  BASP 48  (2011)  163-216. 
The  text  of  5127  is  highly  corrupt:  v.  8  of  the  Psalm  is  displaced,  and  v.  9  and 

part  of  v.  10  are  omitted  (see  22-8  n.);  the  expected  text  does  not  appear  at  10-n; 

see  also  1,  5,  6-7,  17,  28  nn.  Two  known  variants  are  conflated  at  12-15.  There  ap¬ 

pears  to  be  a  unique  reading  at  18.  Some  errors  shared  with  the  contemporary  XVI 

1928  maybe  of  interest:  24-5  o<j>daXp.oic  ( c)ov ,  33-4  oBaic  cov  (1928  oSe  cov),  37-8 
ttoBov  (also  P.  Ryl.  I  3),  38—9  ern  ac77i£a. 

Collated  against  A.  Rahlfs,  Psalmi  cum  Odis  (*1979).  In  the  notes,  Rahlfs’s  sigla 
are  employed  for  mediaeval  manuscripts,  but  the  usual  abbreviations  for  papyri. 

Fol.  1  (a)  (hair) 

fxej[a(f)p€]v\_oic  auTou] 

€moqac[a  c]o 

mo rac  7TT[epuy]ac 

avroy  [eAmetJc  077- 

Xoj 
kvkXojcIci  ce]  77 

Bta avr9{v  ov]  W- 

. M?  h 

fa VVKTCpiVOV 

70  peAofuJc  77€TOV- 1  . 

Fol.  i(b)  (flesh) 

(4)  U [...]. 

pa.yp.aToc  ev ckoti  Bianop- 

evop,evov  €V 

„  ck[ o]t.  a7TO  [c]yM- 

5  7[™]^aro[c]  Kac 

8a[4]/xovi°u 7T€CLT0.t  Se  €K 

rov  «[A,]to vc  cou 

20  x[tAiac  K\m  y.. 

Fol.  2(a)  (flesh) 

piac  [€K  Sefiion] 

COV  7 Tpoc  C€  Be  KdKa 

kcu  /uacTtf  ovk  e- 

ye  1  7 tXtjv  drjc  o<j>6- 

■a  aAp[o]ic  011  <car[a-] 

Fol.  2(b)  (hair) 

[P‘  COO  TOO]  8.. 

10  ta(f>aiXa^e  ce 

e  7racatc  Tate  oB- 

8  ate  cov  em  xiPa>v 

35  apovciv  ce  /xipro- 

(6) 

12 

W«?[c]«c  xai  avra- 

T€  7TpOCKO^j[r)]c  TTp- 

rroBociv  apaprov- OC  Xldov  TOV  770- 

Xoc  Olfitv  OTL  T7]C II  Bov  COV  €771  ac- 

avyeXr/c  avrov 77 t£a  /cat  /3act- evreXciTCu  [Vje- 

Xlckoc  emfiv 

Ipi  (tai  KarmiJaT- 1  Atfr[a^/>e]v[otc  auTou].  The  reading  is  difficult,  but.  e  is  highly  probable  and  t  possible.  The 

transmitted  text,  as  printed,  appears  about  two  or  three  letters  too  long  for  the  available  space,  but  this 

may  be  explained  by  miswritings,  so  numerous  in  our  document.  Note  however  that  arnov  is  omitted 

by  LXXm  4931. 2  €iricKiac[\  a  guess  based  on  the  expected  text  rather  than  a  reading. 

c]ot :  so  most  of  the  witnesses;  ce  P  Oslo  inv.  1644  (SO  24  (1945)  141-7),  P.  Laur.  IV  141,  P.  Duke 

inv.  778  (BASP  4.1  (2004)  93-113).  The  reading  is  quite  uncertain. 

3  wo  with  all  MSS  except  55  and  P.  Bodmer  XXIV'  which  have  cm. 
5  The  reading  of  the  faint  traces  between  Aw  and  the  internal  lacuna  is  far  from  certain,  and 

the  distribution  of  the  individual  letters  insecure.  In  any  case  spacing  seems  insufficient  for  the  ex¬ 

pected  text,  as  printed  above:  possibly  an  iotadstic  spelling  of  kvkXcoccl  was  used,  as  in  P  Laur.  141 

and  P.  Duke  inv.  778:  more  likely  a  major  accident  occurred. 

5

-

 

6

 

 

1.  aXtjdeia. 

6

-

 

7

 

 

. [ct-rr]  9.  The  traces  are  too  faint  to  read,  but  spacing  requires  more  than  the 

of  most  MSS  (Rahlfs’s  text).  5127  may  have  agreed  with  one  of  the  witnesses  that  have 

here  a  longer  text:  ov  4>ofir)6r)cr)  k<u  airo  l>ofiov  S  Sa,  P  Laur.  141;  ou  pofirjQ-qccTai  a.  <f>.  P.  80dm. 

XXIV';  ov  4[o]^rjdrico,uu  a.  <f>.  P.  Duke  inv.  778;  ov  (j>of3r/0r)ccu  (1.  -q?)  01  (‘possibly  meant  for  ov  or  T 

ed. pr. )  a.  <f>.  1928. 
8  vvKT€givov:  only  tiny  faded  traces  of  ink  remain  from  the  first  seven  letters.  There  is  a  space 

between  v  and  ov. 

9  S  Sa  and  P.  Duke  inv.  778  have  /cat  before  u7ro. 

9

-

 

1

0

 

 
TTCToy\ov  (1.  yc7-o(jue)v|oy)  -pp.cpa[c.  The  reading  is  very  difficult.  No  variants  are  attested; 

however,  
the  space  

after  ire  accommodates  

only  three  letters;  
then  the  parchment  

breaks,  
but  just  at 

the  point  where  
the  right-hand  

margin  
should  

fall  (so  that  1 rerojufev]  
would  

be  too  long,  even  if  w  were 
a  plausible  

interpretation  

of  the  trace). 

1

0

-

 

1

2

 

 
After  ijjuepac  all  MSS  have  nvo  npay^aroc.  5127  has  pu.yp.aroc  at  the  beginning  of  12, 

but  the  traces  
at  the  end  of  11  do  not  suit  airo  it-:  see  n.  Apparently  

the  second  
half  of  10  and  the 

whole  
of  11  contained  

an  extraneous  
text  (a  dislocation  

as  in  22  -8?),  
but  since  

the  traces  
are  largely 

illegible,  
it  cannot  

be  determined  
what  it  was. 

11  The  traces  are  extremely  confusing  and  their  distribution  uncertain.  /'Viter  the  last  internal 
lacuna:  a  vertical  with  smudged  ink;  possibly  a  triangular  letter  (delta?);  perhaps  a  vertical  followed 

by  a  possible  short  cross-stroke. 
12-15  ev  ckoti  (1.  -ei)  8iaTTop\evofxcuov  |  ev  ck[o]ti  (1.  -ei).  5127  appears  to  conflate  the  two 

readings  between  which  MSS  are  divided:  ev  ckotci  Bia-rropevopevov  (the  word  order  of  the  Masorctic 

Text)  L"  1219, 1928,  2065,  E  Ryl.  I  3,  P.  Laur.  141,  P.  Bodrri.  XXIV  and  Siairopevopcvov  ev  ckotci  B' 
R”  Ga  A’,  P.  Gen.  6,  BKT  VIII 12,  BKT  VIII 13,  P  Vindob.  G  348  (Vig.  Chr.  37  (1983)  42),  P.  Duke  inv. 
778;  as  for  4931,  see  n.  Docs  die  error  derive  from  collating  two  exemplars? 

13  There  is  ink  above  the  o  of  ckoti.  If  not  accidental,  perhaps,  as  Dr  Coles  suggests,  an  at¬ 

tempt  to  insert  e? 
17  After  8a[i]poviov  all  other  copies  have  pccrjpPpivov. 
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18  1-  irec«rau 

Se:  not  attested  elsewhere. 

19  k[\l]tovc  :  so  Rahlfs  and,  among  the  papyri,  only  P.  Gen.  6  and  P.  Bodmer  XXIV;  the  other 

papyri  have,  in  various  spellings,  kXltov  ;  see  4931  6  n.  for  details. 

20  -21  fj.  \piac:  the  scribe  certainly  did  not  write  /xu-,  nor  do  the  two  traces  (a  small  round  let¬ 
ter,  it  seems;  the  right  end  of  a  horizontal  emerging  from  a  lacuna)  conform  to  any  attested  iotacistic 

spelling  (cf.  a]c  P.  Duke  inv.  778,  fipipiac  P.  Leid.  Inst.  10).  Probably  y.ou-:  cf.  19  jrouc  and  35 
apovciv  for  the  second  oblique  of  upsilon  curving  to  right  at  top  (for  v  >  ov,  see  Gignac,  Grammar  i  215). 

22— 8  The  jumps  from  7®  to  101,  then  backwards  from  io2  to  81,  and  finally  from  82  to  11 1  may  be 

explained  as  sauts  du  meme  au  mime  (irpoc  ce  Se  ~  irpoc  ce,  eyyiei~eyyiei,  tm~<m).  They  have  resulted 

in  the  omission  of  91— io1  oti  cv  .  .  .  irpoc  ce  and  io2  ouk  eyyiei  rco  c/cTjvco/xan  cov. 

2

3

-

 

4

 

 

1.  eyyiti. 

24  1.  TOtC. 
25  ou:  a  haplography,  ( c)ov ,  as  in  1928,  P.  Ryl.  1 3  and  P.  Duke  inv.  778. 

27  -8  1.  ap-apnoXcov. 
28  oifnv:  it  is  uncertain  (as  in  the  case  of  oifn  in  1928)  whether  otfiei  of  L!  or  oiprj  of  all  the  other 

authorities  was  intended. 

28—9  1.  rote  ayyeXotc. 

31  3  :  after  3  ink  for  1-2  letters,  the  first  of  which  suggests  a  and  the  second  possibly  a  vertical. 
If,  as  is  probable,  this  represents  the  beginning  of  8ia.<f)vXagai,  a  spelling  mistake  of  an  unexpected 

33  !■  «■ rra.ca.ic  with  most  witnesses ;  vaciv  R,  om.  B. 

33-4 1. 0801c. 

34  L  xsipcov. 

3

7

-
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1.  
7ro3a. 

38  cm  with  R  /.dTHeS‘  A”,  1928,  BKT  VIII  13,  P.  Ryl.  3,  E  Gen.  6,  P  Duke  inv.  778  :  eir’ 

(Rahlft’s  text)  B'  I*»,  P.  Vindob.  G  348,  P.  Bodm.  XXIV 

3

8

-

 

9

 

 

1.  
acmSo. 

3

9

-

 

4

0

 

 

1.  
^OCiAlC/COO. 

4

0

-

 

4

1

 

1.  
emftijcrj. 

41  [cv]  /cat  KaTair  jaT-:  I  waver  between  this  and  \cq  tcai  /car]  aw-. 

F.  M  ALTO  MINI 

5128.  Christian  Text  with  Biblical  Excerpts 

88/125  part  4.5  x  3.6  cm  Third/fourth  century 
Plate  I 

A  fragment  from  a  leaf  of  a  papyrus  codex  with  remains  of  5  lines  on  each 

side.  There  are  neither  codicological  nor  internal  elements  to  indicate  which  page 

comes  first.  On  the  —>  side  the  left-hand  margin  is  preserved  to  a  maximum  of  1.7 

cm.  On  the  basis  of  the  reconstruction  of  -»  4  and  f  4  (see  ->■  4  n.)5  we  may  reckon 

with  an  average  of  20  letters  per  line  and  a  written  area  approximately  10  cm  wide; 

assuming  that  side  margins  were  not  less  than  2  cm  each,  we  obtain  a  width  of 
about  14  cm. 

The  script  looks  professional  and  presents  some  standard  features  of  the 

Severe  Style,  with  the  typical  contrast  between  broad  square  letters  and  narrow 

rounded  ones:  xx  and  n  are  particularly  large;  o  is  rather  small;  c 0  (f  2)  presents 

a  flat  base  without  division  into  two  lobes.  Note  also  the  contrast  between  ascend¬ 

ing  and  descending  diagonals  of  A,  of  which  the  latter  is  slightly  thicker,  and  the 

ligature  between  a  and  o  in  ->  1.  Two  good  parallels  are  PSI  X  1169  (Pap.  Flor. 

XXX,  pi.  liii),  of  the  end  of  the  third  century,  and  P.  Herm.  4  [GBEBP  2a),  written 

around  320  (but  here  p  is  rather  different).  On  this  basis  I  have  assigned  5128  to 
the  third/fourth  century. 

There  are  no  lectional  signs.  ->■  3  is  written  in  eislhesis.  f  3  and  4  are  line-ends 

(3  ends  with  a  blank  space;  in  4  the  cross-bar  of  the  final  epsilon  is  extended);  i  5 
ends  with  a  blank,  but  well  to  the  left  of  3,  so  that  the  space  may  indicate  a  short 

verse  or  a  paragraph-end  or  simply  punctuation.  An  interlinear  addition  by  the 

same  hand  in  a  slightly  smaller  size  occurs  in  i  3  above  the  final  blank:  perhaps 

a  carry-over  from  the  line  before.  For  an  estimate  of  letters  lost  in  lacuna,  see  -*  4. 

-*  2-5  contains  parts  of  Exodus  34.6-7,  and  f  4-5  parts  of  Susanna  35a  of 

the  Old  Greek  version  (=  42  in  Theodotion’s).  However,  on  both  sides  (->  1,  3,  L 

1-3)  there  are  textual  elements  that  do  not  match  the  known  text  of  the  LXX  for 
the  books  of  Exodus  and  Susanna.  These  unidentified  textual  elements  may  be 

explained  in  two  ways : 

(1)  They  are  quotations,  but  unrecognizable  because  either  (a)  they  have  been 

garbled  in  quoting  from  the  LXX  or  (b)  they  derive  from  a  quite  different  version 

of  the  Greek  translation,  (a)  Quotations  within  exegetical  or  homiletic  texts,  and 

generally  in  patristic  literature,  are  often  written  by  heart  and  therefore  rather  free: 

see  N.  Fernandez  Marcos,  The  Septuagint  in  Context:  Introduction  to  the  Creek  Versions 

of  the  Bible  (2000)  259  -60,  265-6,  269-71.  (b)  In  the  case  of  Exodus,  we  can  think 
of  a  revision  of  the  LXX  text  from  the  Hebrew  text:  since  it  does  not  seem  to  be 

possible  to  trace  back  the  putative  revision  in  the  Massoretic  Text,  we  could  as¬ 
sume  a  different  Hebrew.  For  examples  of  revisions  of  Exodus,  see  van  Haelst  34 
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(=  Rahlfs-Fraenkel  885,  pp.  280  81;  ed.  M.  V  Spottorno,  N.  Fernandez  Marcos, 

Emerita  44  (1976)  385-95);  and  van  Haelst  16  (Rahlfs-Fraenkel  886,  pp.  183-4,  367; 

ed.  A.  Billow  Jacobsen,  J.  Strange,  APF  32  (1986)  15-21),  which  points  to  a  Hebrew 
Vorlage  different  from  the  Massoretic  Text. 

(2)  The  fragment  belongs  to  a  larger  text,  in  which  quotations  are  inserted. 

On  this  view,  the  eisthesis  in  3  could  be  explained  as  a  means  of  distinguishing 

quotations  from  the  main  text.  Certainly  the  two  passages  quoted  in  5128  are  in¬ 

dividually  very  popular  in  patristic  literature  (see  ->•  iff.  n.,  4-  4—5  n.) ;  and  the  fact 

that  quotations  from  two  different  books  occur  within  a  single  leaf  of  a  codex  may 

encourage  us  to  seek  a  thematic  link  between  them.  On  the  one  hand,  the  Exodus 

excerpt  outlines  divine  mercy  and  justice,  and  on  the  other,  the  quotation  from 

Susanna  focuses  on  the  spatial  and  temporal  omniscience  of  God;  in  other  words, 

both  passages  concern  the  divine  nature.  But  the  two  quotations  appear  to  be 

even  more  closely  connected  by  the  concept  of  Justice:  the  former  refers  to  God’s 

SiKcuocvvr)  (-»  5),  in  the  latter  God  is  invoked  against  the  avopcoi.  Moreover,  i  1 

aXrjdeia  echoes  as  a  ‘catchword’  the  word  aXrjdivoc  that  we  should  probably  supply 
in  lacuna  at  ->■  4. 

If  we  accept  (2),  we  need  to  consider  what  genres  of  text  might  include  these 

quotations.  At  least  three  suggest  themselves:  collection  of  testimonial  homily/ex- 

egesis;  prose  hymn/prayer. 

Testimonia.  The  two  quotations  may  form  part  of  a  testimony  collection;  see 

LXXIII  4933  introd.  (pp.  11-12)  for  a  general  discussion  and  bibliography,  to 

which  add  A.  Delattre,  AnPap  18-20  (2006-8)  119-23.  In  the  case  of  5128  the  focus 

of  the  quotations  is  on  divine  qualities.  Although  their  formulation  appears  at  first 

rather  general,  they  can  easily  be  inserted  into  a  ‘messianic’  context,  which  is  what 

one  expects  in  a  testimonial  collection :  the  attributes  of  clemency,  justice,  and  om¬ 

niscience  could  be  related  to  the  divine  plan  of  the  salvation  of  mankind  through 

Christ’s  descent  to  the  world.  In  the  notes  to  ->  1  ff.  and  J  4-5 1  offer  a  few  examples 

of  these  quotations  interpreted  in  a  Christological  direction  within  a  ‘messianic’ 

context.  Comparable  examples  of  excerpts  that  despite  their  rather  generic  formu¬ 

lation  are  inserted  in  messianic  contexts  occur  in  Ps.-Epiphanius,  Testimonia  ex  divinis 

et  sacris  scripturis  30.1  and  81. 1.  In  such  collections,  deviations  from  the  textns  receptus 

and  exegetical  remarks  are  both  frequent  (cf.  M.  C.  Albl,  And  Scripture  Cannot  Be  Bro¬ 

ken:  The  Form  and  Function  of  the  Early  Christian  Testimonia  Collections  (1999)  100-101, 

66):  the  unexplained  elements  in  5128  might  belong  to  either  strand. 

Homily.  Ps.-Athanasius,  Homilia  de  passione  et  cruce  Domini ,  PG  28.196  §28,  in 

discussing  divine  omniscience  and  clemency,  refers  to  the  threatened  destruction 

of  Nineveh  announced  by  Jonas  (Jonas  3.4— 4.1 1)  and  reinforces  his  theme  with  our 

quotation  from  Susanna  and  another  from  Jonas  4.2  (cf.  Joel  2.13;  see  — >  iff.  n.) 

that  is  modelled  on  our  Exodus  34.6-7.  Here  certainly  the  two  quotations  are  juxta¬ 

posed  on  the  basis  of  their  thematic  similarity.  Thus  Ps.-Athanasius  and  5128  have 

something  in  common.  In  similar  cases  scholars  have  argued  that  both  authors 

drew  their  material  from  the  same  book  of  testimonia  (see  Fernandez  Marcos,  Sep- 

tuagint  269  n.  53;  Albl,  Scripture  66—7;  id.,  Pseudo-Giegory  of  Nyssa:  Testimonies  against 

the  Jews  (2004)  pp.  xiv-xv).  However,  in  our  case  the  argument  would  be  hazardous: 
we  do  not  know  the  order  of  the  quotations  in  5128,  or  the  size  of  the  codex  page 

that  separated  them.  Nevertheless,  the  apparent  ‘coincidence’  between  5128  and 
Ps.-Athanasius  remains  striking. 

Hymn.  A  hymn  or  prayer  might  incorporate,  not  necessarily  verbatim,  well- 

known  textual  segments  from  the  OT:  the  text  of  5128  could  be  considered  as 

a  series  of  eulogistic  phrases  in  the  nominative,  probably  not  extending  beyond 

a  single  leaf.  The  mid-fourth-century  prayer  collection  ascribed  to  Sarapion  of 

Thmuis  may  offer  an  example  for  biblical  quotations  inserted  in  prayers  (see  M.  E. 

Johnson,  The  Prayers  of  Sarapion  of  Thmuis  (1995),  esp.  88).  As  an  example  of  Chris¬ 

tian  liturgy,  5128  would  be  very  early:  the  comparable  LX  4011  belongs  to  the 

sixth  century.  However,  the  layout  on  the  4-  side  (see  2-3  n.),  suggesting  a  text  set  out 

in  verses  like  the  Psalms,  seems  to  offer  some  support  for  this  possibility. 

The  text  of  Exodus  has  been  collated  with  the  edition  of  J.  W.  Wevers,  Exodus 

(1991);  I  have  also  used  Wevers’s  Text  History  of  the  Greek  Exodus  (1992).  The  text  of 
Susanna  has  been  collated  withj.  Ziegler,  Susanna ,  Daniel ,  Bel  et  Draco  (1954). 

fj.aKpod[yjj.oc 

-?
['
 

-n-oAueAJoc  kcll  aXrjdivoc  Kai 

5  8ikcuoc[ 

1  [,  slightly  below  line-level,  two  tiny  traces  very  dose  to  each  other,  the  second  higher  than 
the  first,  both  perhaps  part  of  a  gently  rising  diagonal 

I 

]  aXr/9eia[ 

h.[.]w.Xoiv[ 

]a^.[.}rvl 

0  eiBcoc  Ta  7rja.vra  rrpiv  ye- 
5  V€C€iOC  ajvTcov  [ 
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i  ]  ,  upright  projecting  below  baseline  2  c,  blurred  traces  at  raid-height  v  ,  traces 

in  horizontal  alignment  in  upper  part  of  writing  space  3  ]  ,  right-hand  arc  _  [,  two  traces  in 

diagonal  alignment  ascending  from  left  to  right  at  line-level  and  at  top-line  respectively  5  after 
a]  vtu)v  blank  space  equivalent  to  two  letters 

1  ff.  In  2, 4  and  5  it  is  possible  to  identify  elements  contained  in  Ex.  34.6-7 :  xal  iraprjXde  Kvpioc 
7 Tpo  rrpocdnrov  avrov  xai  ixaXecc  Kvpioc  6  @coc  oixTippcov  xal  iXcr/pwv,  paxpodvpoc  /cat  iroXveXeoc 

xal  aXrjdivoc  /cat  Bixaiocvvijv  Siarrjpdjv  /cat  -ttokov  IX eoc.  The  passage  is  particularly  striking  since  it 

contains  the  self-definition  of  the  divine  nature  in  the  frame  of  the  ‘Covenant’,  which  occurs  with 

slight  variations  in  other  biblical  passages  {Num.  14.18.1,  Esdras  ii  19.17,  Ps.  btxxv  15.1-2,  cii  8,  cxliv 
8,  Od.  12.7.2,  Joel  2.13,  Jonas  4.2)  and  with  comparable  textual  variations  in  numerous  patristic  texts. 

Two  relevant  works  based  on  testimony  collections  interpret  the  passage  in  a  ‘Christological/ messi¬ 

anic’  sense,  as  containing  the  revelation  of  the  complex  mystery  of  God  beyond  the  God  of  the  Old 

Testament:  Eus.  DE  V  17,  p.  239.20-21,  and  Ps.-Greg.  Nyss.  Testimonia  adversus  Iudaeos  PG  46.197.37- 

200.26  (cf.  Albl,  Pseudo-Gregory  94—5);  cf.  Cyr.  H.  Catech.  1-18, 10.8-9.  See  also:  Eus.  Generalis  elementaria 

inlroductio  p.  45;  Cyr.  Alex.  Comm,  in  xiiproph.,  i  380—81;  Cyr.  Alex.  Comm,  in  lohannem  I,  i  140-44;  Bas. 

Caes.  Lilurgia  PG  31.1649;  Jo.  Chrys.  In  epistulam  ad  Hebraeos,  PG  63.223-4.  In  relation  to  the  hy¬ 
pothesis  that  5128  is  a  hymn,  we  should  note  that  an  echo  of  this  passage,  in  the  form  o  iX eqpwv  xai 

olxTippiov,  6  pa.Kp68vp.oc  x al  iroXvkXeoc,  occurs  in  Constitutiones  Apostolorum  7.33.2  as  a  ‘free-floating 

liturgical  formula’  inserted  in  a  prayer  with  many  originally  Jewish  elements  (see  P.  W.  van  der  Horst, 
J.  H.  Newman,  Early  Jewish.  Prayers  in  Greek  (2008)  39  with  n.  83,  89  with  n.  259). 

1  <£iAo[]  [.  Since  die  divine  attributes  in  Ex.  34.6  begin  with  olxrippojv,  I  am  tempted  here  to 

suggest  (j>iXo{i)x[rippa)v\ :  of  K  there  survive  only  two  traces  just  below  the  base-line,  which  would  suit 

its  sloping  upright.  This  adjective  does  not  occur  in  the  LXX,  but  is  frequendy  attested  as  a  qualifica¬ 

tion  of  God/ Christ  in  the  Church  Fathers.  Note  especially  Eus.  Comm,  in  Psalmos  PG  23.892.15-16  xal 

k-rriXpccrai  tov  olxTciprjcat  6  paxpodvpoc  xal  rro XveXcoc  xal  tpiXoixrippiov;  This  clearly  paraphrases 
Ex.  34.6  (unless  indeed  it  quotes  a  variant  text  which  had  piXoixrlppojv  instead  of  olxrlppcov,  perhaps 

in  a  different  word  order);  and  it  would  support  the  supplement  suggested  here.  Note  also  Cyr.  Alex. 

Exposilio  in  Psalmos  PG  69.965   8  6  pev  yap  ecr iv  ayadoc  xal  piXoixrippojv  xal  da. ttov  pcravowv  eirl 

rale  xaxlaic,  Kara.  ri)i/  Epapr/v,  where  ptravocov  enl  rate  xaxiaic  appears  to  recall  the  slighdy  dif¬ 

ferent  formulation  of  our  Ex.  quotation  found  in  Od.  12.7,  Joel  2.13,  and  Jonas  4.2  (see  ->  iff  n.  and 
introd.). 

3  vo[  in  eisthesis.  In  tiieory,  this  might  continue  the  quotation,  paxpod[vpoc  xal  ttoXvIX eoc  xal 

dAij0i]|vo[c  xal  Sixaiocvvyv  Siarrjpwv,  with  the  indentation  marking  the  continuity,  as  sometimes  in 

the  lemmata  of  commentaries.  However,  that  produces  a  line  length  substantially  greater  than  the 

plausible  restoration  in  4-  4-5.  Otherwise,  vo[  does  not  match  the  LXX  text,  and  the  eisthesis  may  serve 
to  distinguish  the  text  (of  a  homily  or  of  an  exegetical  commentary?)  from  a  quotation. 

4  I  have  supplied  the  lacuna  exempli  gratia  from  the  last  phrase  of  Ex.  34.6:  the  space  would  be 

enough  if  we  assume  a  left-hand  margin  of  at  least  2  cm  on  the  4-  side  and  a  smaller  size  of  letters 

at  line-end.  Alternatively  5128  may  have  contained  a  slightly  different  text,  for  example  without  the 
first  xai. 

5  Si/catoc[.  The  Ex.  passage  suggests  the  supplement  Si/catoc[i>i'7ji'  Bia-rqparv.  But  note  that  in 
free  quotations  of  the  passage  this  phrase  is  often  replaced  with  the  simple  adjective  Sixaioc,  which  in 

theory  cannot  be  ruled  out  in  5128;  see  Jo.  Damasc.  Sacra  parallela  PG  96.392.38-40,  and  Ephr.  Syr. 

Sermones paraenetici  ad  monachos  Aegypti  xxxii,  lines  29—30. 

iff  There  is  more  than  one  way  to  articulate  the  sequence  ]  aX7)9eia[  in  1,  and  relate  it  to 

what  follows.  (1)  The  word  aX-pdcia  may  be  part  of  a  commentary  on  the  passage  Susanna  35a  (=  42 

in  Theodotion’s  version),  which  appears  in  4-5:  this  is  part  of  a  direct  speech  of  Susanna,  in  which 
she  calls  God  the  omniscient  (o  eiSo/c  ra  -navra  irplv  yevkcecuc  avra>v)  as  witness  of  the  truth  against 
the  false  accusations  (1 ficvBrj)  of  her  enemies.  Following  this  line  of  interpretation,  the  sequence  in  3 

can  be  articulated  as  a-no  afujnjc  and  referred  to  Susanna  (but  see  4-  3  n.  for  alternative  articulations). 

(2)  The  trace  in  1  before  aXr\8cia  is  a  descender,  which  would  suit  p.  A  possible  supplement  would  be 

TTaTT)]p  aXrj8cia[c,  an  expression  well  attested  in  patristic  literature:  see  2  Clem.  3.1,  Or.  Cels.  8.12, 

Didym.  Caec.  Comm,  in  xjicchanam  III  §1.1.  Alternatively,  we  could  consider  t]ij[c]  aAijfleiafc  (1  Esdras 

4.40  cvXoyrjToc  d  8coc  rrjc  aX-qdelac).  But  this  is  palaeographically  not  very  satisfactory:  the  descender 
appears  to  be  too  long  and  curvilinear  to  suit  the  right  upright  of  H,  and  the  space  would  be  very 

narrow  for  the  putative  c. 

2-3  In  3  we  seem  to  have  line-end,  with  a  final  blank  of  c. 3  letter-spaces.  The  interlinear  koc[ 
stands  above  this  blank,  which  suggests  that  it  is  not  superscript  to  line  3,  but  subscript  to  line  2.  If 

that  is  right,  we  cannot  take  x oc[  as  the  insertion  of  an  omitted  tvord,  since  w'e  would  expect  it  to  be 
added  above  the  line;  we  should  assume  instead  that  line  2  was  unusually  long  and  the  last  word  had 

to  be  pushed  down  underneath.  That  in  turn  would  suggest  a  text  set  out  in  verses  (like  the  Psalms), 

i.e.  with  line-end  coming  at  fixed  places.  Note  the  line-end  in  4  and  what  may  be  a  very  short  line  in  5. 

On  this  basis,  a  rather  tentative  supplement  would  be  9  [c]  weycov  [rov]  |  /coc[p,ov].  This  as¬ 

sumes  that  [rov]  was  squeezed  in  at  line-end,  and  that  /coc[  continues  the  phrase.  The  expression  so 
reconstructed  refers  to  the  divine  entity  in  pagan  philosophers:  Xen.  Mem.  4.3.13.7  0  rov  oXov  xoepov 

cwt6.ttc>}v  re  xal  cwkyorv,  Porph.  De  antro  nympharum  33.13  6  cvvkywv  tov  xoepov  Srjpiovpyoc;  cf.  also 

Scholia  inAratum  (scholia  cetera)  1.41-2  xal  avroc  81a  ttomtoc  Ipyerai  tov  xoepov  cvvkywv  avrov,  and 

Chrysipp.  Stoic.  SVF  fr.  447.3-4.  For  the  verb  cvvkyiu  applied  to  God/Christ,  see  Lampe  s.v.,  Cyr. 
Alex.  Comm,  in  xii prophetas  minores  ii  310.7  cvvkytov  ra  vavra  7790c  to  ev  ctvai  xal  t,i]v ,  and  Bas.  Caes. 

De  spiritu  sancto  5.7.35-6  ovroc  icnv  6  cvvkywv  tt)v  yrjv  xal  irepiScSpaypevoc  avrrjc. 

3  ] .  o-tto  [_  ]ttjc.  The  sequence  may  be  restored  in  various  ways.  The  remains  of  the  first  let¬ 
ter  certainly  point  to  a  round  letter,  o  (but  perhaps  it  would  be  too  large  in  comparison  to  the  other 

occurrences  in  this  script)  or  e;  the  diagonal  traces  at  0  .  [  would  allow  A,  A,  A.  Apart  from  ]  _  a7To 

a[v]rT)c  (see  iff.  note)  we  could  consider  (1)  ]  9  a7roA[u]  rqc,  ‘the  liberator’;  cf.  Agathangelus,  Histona. 
Armeniae  25.6-7,  where  Christ  is  presented  as  rrjc  pvXaxfjc  twv  Secptov  anoXin-qc.  (2)  ]  9  a77oS[o]rijc, 

‘the  donor’;  however,  I  have  found  no  parallels.  (3)  pic]9a7To&[o]rric,  in  the  sense  of  ‘rewarder’,  ap¬ 
plied  to  God/Christ;  see  Ep.  Hebr.  11.6.3  Lampe  s.v. 

4-5  0  e  1810c  ra  njavra  vpiv  ycjjVeceojc  ajuro tv.  The  precise  calculation  of  the  space  available 
at  line-beginning  in  4  is  difficult:  after  attempts  to  reconstruct  the  lost  text  through  tracing,  I  cannot 

rule  out  the  possibility  that  o  was  omitted.  The  passage  from  Sus.  restored  here  does  not  occur  any¬ 
where  else  in  the  LXX.  It  is  very  popular  among  Church  Fathers,  who  sometimes  quote  it  with  slight 

variations.  Particularly  interesting  are  the  following  cases,  w'here  the  quotation  is  inserted  in  a  clearly 

Christological  context:  Eus.  PE VI  11. 20.5-7,  Cyr.  Alex.  Comm,  in  lohannem  IV,  i.  557.11— 15;  Or.  Comm, 

in  Gen.,  PG  12.57.13-19  (all  three  passages  focus  on  Jesus’  omniscience  in  relation  to  Judas’  betrayal); 
Or.  Selecta  in  Psalmos,  PG  12. 1104.37-54  (related  to  the  crucifixion). 

D.  COLOMO 



10  THEOLOGICAL  TEXTS 

5129.  Justin  Martyr,  First  Apology  50.12,  51.4—5 

103/ 1 3(h)  6.3  x3.4  cm  Fourth  century 
Plate  I 

A  scrap  from  the  foot  of  a  parchment  codex  leaf.  Inner  and  lower  margins  are 

preserved,  the  former  to  a  width  of  about  0.9  cm  on  both  sides,  the  latter  to  a  depth 

of  about  2.2  cm  on  both  sides;  the  original  margins  are  unlikely  to  have  exceeded 

these  figures  by  much.  The  hair  side  precedes  the  flesh  side,  which  will  have  held 

approximately  25  lines.  The  dimensions  of  the  written  area  will  have  been  approxi¬ 

mately  9.5  x  10.6  cm.  If  the  outer  margin  was  approximately  as  wide  as  the  inner 

margin  and  the  upper  margin  two-thirds  as  deep  as  the  lower  (cf.  Turner,  Typology 

25),  the  original  dimensions  of  the  leaf  will  have  been  about  11.3  x  14.3  cm,  and  the 

codex  will  belong  to  Turner’s  Group  XI  ( Typology  29). 

The  text  is  written  in  a  medium-sized  upright  angular  hand  of  the  ‘severe’ 
type  with  small  e,  o,  and  c  hanging  from  the  notional  upper  line.  Letter  formation 

is  not  perfectly  consistent:  for  example,  c  is  fairly  tall  at  the  start  of  a  line  (hair  side 

3)  but  can  be  very  short  (as  later  in  the  same  line).  A  fairly  similar  hand  is  that  of 

XXXIV  2699  (1 GMAW 2  49),  which  Turner  dates  to  the  fourth  century,  comparing 

P.  Herm.  5  ( GMAW 2  70)  of  about  317-23.  The  only  preserved  lectional  sign  is  an 
inorganic  trema  on  an  initial  v  (flesh  side  2),  probably  due  to  the  original  scribe. 

This  is  the  first  published  ancient  copy  of  a  work  of  Justin  Martyr.  The  text 

is  otherwise  known  only  from  the  unreliable  manuscript  A  (Parisinus  graecus  450, 

of  1364).  5129  corresponds  closely  in  the  Isaiah  quotation  at  51.4-5,  as  was  to  be 

expected,  but  differs  significantly  at  50.12,  where  it  has  a  shorter  text.  Collated  with 

D.  Minns  and  P.  Parvis,  Justin,  Philosopher  and  Martyr:  Apologies  (2009). 

Hair  side 

irpg<f)'qT€iaL[c  e]y  a[ic  iravra  raura  (50.12) 

rrpoeLpTjTO  y€vr)c[ofxeva  Tricrev 

cavrec  /cat  8vva.fi[iv 

Flesh  side 

]  o[i/ccuo]y  ey  SfouAeu  (51.4) 

ovra  rroAAoic]  teat  rac  a/xapriac  v 

p-wv  avroc  avojtcei  Sta  tovto  a vtoc  51.5 

5129.  JUSTIN  MARTYR,  FIRST  APOLOGY  50.12,  51.4-5  11 

Hair  side 
As  text  of  this  sentence  runs  as  follows : 

■navra  ravra  rrpoelpyro  yevrjeopeva  SiSd^aoroc,  /cat  etc  ovpavov  avepyopevov  ISovtcc  Kal 

ntcrevcavrec  Kai  8vvap.iV  eKefflev  avrotc  nepifi&eicav  Trap’  avrov  Aa/lovrec  icai  etc  rrav  yevoc 

avdpcvncov  iXdovrec,  ravra  e8lSa£av,  Kal  a-n-dcToAot  TTpocr/yopevOrjcav. 

evr vyetv  was  evidently  not  present  in  this  copy  following  7rpo^.ijTetai[c  (1),  but  e]y  a[ic  navra 

ravra]  may  provisionally  be  accepted  at  the  end  of  the  line:  it  gives  a  line  of  suitable  length,  to  judge 

from  the  other  side,  where  the  supplements  (in  a  quotation  from  Isaiah)  are  not  open  to  much  doubt. 

The  text  of  the  following  line  must  again  have  been  shorter  than  that  known  from  A.  yevrjc[opeva 

7Ttcrcu]|cavrec,  as  printed  above,  appears  to  be  of  the  right  length,  and  it  accounts  for  the  case  of 

npp<j)T)reiai[c,  now  governed  not  by  evrvyeiv  as  in  A  but  by  mcTCv]\cavTec.  The  absence  of  evrvyetv 

before  e]y  a[ic  (1)  could  by  itself  be  explained  by  parablepsy,  but  no  easy  mechanical  explanation  is 

available  for  die  apparent  absence  of  StSaljavroc  Kai  etc  ovpavov  avepyopevov  tSovrec  /cat  following 

yevr)c[o/j.€va  (2).  Perhaps  the  fuller  form  of  the  text  known  from  A  is  the  result  of  a  later  elaboration. 

Admittedly,  the  iKeWev  that  follows  Swa/ifu/  (3)  in  A  would  be  deprived  of  its  reference  if  etc  ovpavov 

avepyofievov  ISovrec  did  not  precede,  but  there  is  no  way  of  telling  whether  the  word  (or  the  phrase  to 
which  it  belongs)  was  present  in  diis  copy. 

Flesh  side 

2-3  v\[pojv:  A  has  rjpdtv  both  here  and  in  the  quotation  of  the  same  passage  (LXX  Is.  53:11)  at 
Dial.  13.  n.  The  Septuagint  has  avrcov  with  no  variants  recorded  except  in  these  quotations  in  Justin. 

It  is  not  easy  to  choose  between  the  readings  of  this  copy  and  of  A.  ii\[p.a)v  may  be  due  to  the  influ¬ 

ence  of  the  second-person-plural  forms  at  51.3  eav  Score  nepl  a paprlac,  17  ip vyr)  vp.tov  oiperat  cneppa 

paxpofi tov.  But  either  reading  could  produce  the  other  by  itacism. 

W.  B.  HENRY 



II.  NEW  LITERARY  TEXTS 

5130.  From  Alcidamas,  Praise  of  Poverty 

88/197  Fr.  i  ii.*  x  18  cm  Third  century 
Plate  II 

The  main  fragment  offers  the  end  of  a  roll,  with  colophon.  There  are  a  few 

line-ends  from  one  column,  then  an  intercolumnium  of  1.5  cm;  then  a  second  col¬ 

umn  to  full  width  (6.5  cm,  20-24  letters),  with  a  right-hand  margin  of  at  least  3  cm, 

and  a  lower  margin  of  at  least  4.3  cm  below  the  colophon.  Writing  with  the  fibres; 

back  blank.  The  vertical  edge  of  a  kollesis  shows  just  to  the  right  of  the  line-ends  of 

col.  ii.  Eight  scraps  are  assigned  to  the  same  item  on  the  basis  of  the  handwriting; 

backs  all  blank.  Fr.  2  may  have  belonged  in  col.  i,  but  I  have  not  managed  to  join  or 

place  it  precisely;  on  frr.  3+4  see  note  there. 

The  script  is  a  rapid,  practised  semi-cursive,  without  abbreviations  (except 

perhaps  final  eta  suprascript,  frr.  2.7,  6.3);  it  is  assignable  to  the  third  century,  com¬ 

pare  for  example  XVII  2106  (Letter  of  Prefect,  ad  306  or  not  much  earlier).  No 

lectional  signs  except  paragraphos  below  fr.  1  ii  16  (and  probably  below  frr.  3+4.6) 

and  a  final  coronis  whose  top  can  be  seen  to  the  left  of  fr.  1  ii  21-2;  short  blanks 

mark  clause-end  in  fr.  r  ii  19  (after  vaic)  and  20  (after  e^ec),  cf.  frr.  3+4.1  and  2.  Un¬ 

marked  elision  fr.  1  ii  12?,  16.  Iota  adscript  written  correctly,  fr.  1  ii  21-2.  Corrections 

fr.  1  ii  5  (word  added  above  line),  18  and  19  (both  currente  calamo ). 

The  colophon  describes  this  piece  as  ck  tov  AAKiSapcavTOC  rreviac  iyKajfxtov. 

The  e/c-formula  typically  introduces  an  excerpt,  for  example  in  Stobaeus.  The 

script  suggests  that  this  was  a  private  enterprise,  not  part  of  a  tralatician  anthology; 

of  course,  copying  extracts,  especially  from  rare  books,  is  a  normal  part  of  ancient 

literate  practice;  see  William  A.  Johnson,  Readers  and  Reading  Culture  in  the  High 

Roman  Empire  (2010)  153-6.  This  copyist  is  literate,  ending  his  work  with  a  coronis 

and  a  formal  end-title,  spaced  and  centred;  in  the  few  surviving  lines,  his  orthogra¬ 

phy  is  perfect,  including  iota  adscript  as  needed;  his  one  lapse  from  the  professional 

is  the  syllable  division  between  fr.  1  ii  12  and  13  (see  note).  We  cannot  exclude  the 

possibility  that  he  abridged  or  paraphrased  his  ‘excerpt’.  However,  the  lines  fully 
preserved  show  110  example  of  hiatus,  and  each  clause  has  some  form  of  cretic 

ending  ( - -  -  fr.  1  ii  15,  18-19,  19-20,  23-4,  -  w  -  w  16,  -  w  —  w  22-3);  see  on 

this  M.  Winterbottom  in  D.  Obbink  and  R.  Rutherford  (edd.),  Culture  in  Pieces  (201 1) 

263-5.  That  speaks  in  favour  of  taking  them  as  authentic  Alcidamas,  written  /xer  ’ 
aKpifietac  Kal  pv9p,ov  (tt cpl  twv  ypapovrojv,  Artium  scriptores  B  XXII  15.16). 

The  work  itself  may  be  mentioned  by  Menander  Rhetor  346.17  (p.  32  Russell 

and  Wilson):  rrapaBo^a  Se  (sc.  iyKcbpua)  ofov  AAKiSapeavToc  to  tov  @ava.TOV  iyKOJ- 

5130.  FROM  ALCIDAMAS,  PRAISE  OF  POVERTY  13 

fuov  7}  to  tt}c  Ilevlac  [17  tov]  IlpcoTeaic  tov  kvvoc.  The  bracketed  words  occur 

in  only  one  of  the  three  branches  of  the  tradition  (manuscripts  MmW;  the  other 

representatives  of  the  branch  do  not  contain  this  passage :  see  Russell  and  Wilson 

pp.  xli-xliii).  Spengel  printed  them  without  comment  in  his  edition  of  1856  (. Rhetores 

graeci  iii  346),  which  was  for  long  the  standard  version;  Bursian  in  his  edition  of 

1882  (pp.  23,  46),  and  Volkmann,  Die  Rhetorik  der  Griechen  und  Romern  (2i885)  316,  ar¬ 
gued  for  their  omission,  and  so  R.  Kassel,  Untersuchungen  zur  griechischen  und  romischen 

Konsolationsliteratur  (1958)  15  n.  3;  Russell  and  Wilson  omit  them  as  ‘clearly  wrong’. 
With  this  omission,  Menander  mentions  only  two  works,  the  Encomium  of 

Death  by  Alcidamas,  and  the  Encomium  of  Poverty  by  Proteus  the  Cynic.  Against  this 

we  could  argue  that  no  other  source  mentions  any  specific  written  work  of  Pere- 

grinus  Proteus;  Lucian  credits  him  with  ‘many  books’  [de  morte  Peregrini  11),  but  in 
the  context  of  his  alleged  Christian  phase,  so  that  the  information  has  not  always 

been  taken  seriously.1  In  favour,  we  have  the  difficulty  of  explaining  the  longer  text. 
Various  editors  have  understood  it  as  (a)  \  .  .  or  the  encomium  of  poverty  or  (the 

encomium)  of  Proteus  the  Cynic;  ( b )  ‘.  .  .  or  the  encomium  of  poverty  or  Proteus 

the  Cynic’  (alternative  titles  of  the  same  work);  (c)  ‘.  . .  or  the  encomium  of  poverty 

(by  Alcidamas)  or  (the  encomium  of  poverty)  by  Proteus  the  Cynic’.  However,  (a) 

and  (b)  have  the  disadvantage  that  they  give  no  author-name  to  balance  that  of  Al¬ 

cidamas;  (c)  would  work  only  if  tov  were  emended  to  to  or  to  tov.  See  the  editions 

of  Alcidamas  by  G.  Avezzu  (1982)  68-70  and  J.  V.  Afuir  (2001)  p.  xxvii  n.  58;  M. 
Narcy  in  R.  Goulet,  Dictionnaire  des  philo sophes  antiques  i  (1989)  108. 

The  new  papyrus  shows  that  Alcidamas  did  leave  (or  was  credited  with)  an 

Encomium  of  Poverty,  Cornford  argued  from  Aristotle,  Rhet.  1401a  that  he  left  also  an 

encomium  of  the  dog/ Cynic  {CQ 3  (1909)  281-4).  It  would  be  neat  if  Menander 

cited  three  examples,  all  by  Alcidamas;  but  in  that  case  nptoTewc  must  be  elimi¬ 

nated,  or  the  text  is  more  seriously  corrupt  or  interpolated.  Russell  and  Wilson  note 

the  npcoTevc  kvojv  rj  c orfncTrjc  attributed  in  the  Suda  to  the  elder  Philostratus;  but  it 

is  also  worth  remembering  that  Alcidamas’  contemporary  Antisthenes  wrote  IIcpl 

IJpcoTecoc  and  TIcpl  tov  ’OSuccecoc  Kal  Kal  [so  P:  /cat  ora.  B]  Trepl  tov 

kvvoc  (DL  6.17-18),  presumably  the  Odyssean  Proteus  and  the  dog  Argos. 

The  papyrus  gives  us  only  the  very  end  of  Alcidamas’  argument,  which  sets 

up  a  disjunction  between  ‘praising  those  who  have  most  despised  wealth’  and  ‘not 

thinking  like  them’.  If  fr.  1  ii  12-13  is  rightly  reconstructed,  he  will  have  condemned 
this  situation:  it  is  absurd  to  laud  great  examples  of  austerity  in  the  past,  yet  not  to 

1  See  e.g.  C.  Heusch,  Gymnasium  114  (2007)  458  with  n.  80  (I  owe  the  reference  to  Dr  Henry). 

P.  Ross.  Georg.  I  22  i  15  would  provide  concrete  evidence,  if  we  accept  Cronert’s  flelpeypivov  arrfo]- 

Xoylai  in  place  of  Jernstedt’s  Ne]iyf)ivov  dTr[d\\oylai  (M-P3  2089;  see  CPF  I.i*  (1989)  no.  2  with  IYq 
pi.  242;  R.  Otranto,  Antiche  lisle  di  libri  su  papiro  (2000)  no.  15  with  pi.  xn);  and  indeed  Lucian,  mart. 

Per.  20,  mentions  an  Olympic  apologia.  However,  neither  reading  seems  verifiable  from  the  published 

photographs. 
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share  their  attitude  in  the  present.  For  the  subject  matter  in  general,  see  W.  Meyer, 

Laudes  inopiae  (diss.  Gottingen,  1915);  W.  D.  Desmond,  The  Greek  Praise  of  Poverty 

(Notre  Dame,  2006). 

I  am  greatly  indebted  to  Dr  W.  B.  Henry  for  his  amendments  to  the  detail  and 

to  the  overall  interpretation  of  this  text. 

Fr.  1  col.  i  col.  ii 

■  ].[ 

]  77apac/ceu[ ]  TCOVfJjC  _  [ 

5  ]  _  Ser<i>va 

]  ySerc ov 

]  iavSe 

]  OVTOV 
]  0CYi 

10  ]/xara)v 

](f)deipei 

]cocBovk ■  •  ■  ?.o.[].y..W.a.[...]A°‘.. 

]r/  €7raiv€ivTovc7rX  []  [  ]ou/x a 

■=  XicraKa  a7T€(j)pp[  ] rjKOrac 

p,r]<f>pov€iv8cK  [  ]oicoju.oia 

.  .  .  eycofj,evovviK[  jcuce/8  ot] 

6r)ca.TcucavQpcD7TeioiC7rXa 

VCUC  et8eTtc|a7TtCT€l|8uC7T€t 

20  crooceyei  rovicovxpovov 

TUiiXoyaiihiarpapacovKai 

=  TrjicvvrjOetatSeBovXev 

]vTti)TTOl€lcdcOTT)VKpi 

]  KTOvaX-KiBapavToc 

]  €ViaCGyKO){J.LOV 

col.  ii 

2  ]t7  _ ,  c  rather  than  e?  3  ]  ,  horizontal  tip  joining  tt  at  mid-height  4  ] . ,  point  on 

edge  above  cross-bar  of  t  [,  a,  m,  possibly  n  5  ],  upright  element  curving  leftwards  at  base 

6  ]  ,  oblique  element  sloping  down  to  join  v  at  mid-height  7  ] . ,  right-hand  elements  of  B? 

8  ]  i ,  shallow7  oblique  descending  to  join  o  at  mid-height  9  ]  ,  point  at  two-thirds  height,  then 
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upper  part  of  upright  (together,  n?)  13  a  foot  of  vertical,  then  high  horizontal  joining  o  o  [], 
two  verticals,  with  traces  of  high  horizontal  on  the  broken  edge  above,  apparently  tt  but  narrow  v, 

lower  arc  v,  trace  on  line ;  then  e.g.  right-hand  side  of  n  or  to  /x  []  ,  lower  hook  e.g.  of  e ;  foot 

of  sloping  upright  14  [,  lower  loop  ] .  [.  ],  shadowy  ink,  vertical  with  horizontal  crossing 
at  top ;  then  patch  of  damaged  surface,  no  ink  visible  15  a  ,  high  horizontal,  damage  below 

16  k  .  in  ligature  with  k  ink  rising  to  right  18  dp  overwritten  on  a  (perhaps  a  diplography  of 

the  preceding  av)  23  of  j  the  upright  and  higher  up  horizontal  ink  joining  left-hand  tip  of  to 

26  ]  ,  ligature  rising  from  mid-height  to  left-hand  tip  of  k  27  ]  ,  upright 

Fr.  2  Frr.  3+4 

].[  ]..□?[ 

]  .  .  .  [  ]  .  pOTTCOV  [ 
JvaAAi  [  ]/x[  ]  °8oKi/Lta[ 

]vTotc't  po[  ]...[]. 

5  ]  tov7tAouto[  ]  [  ]  av£et&€p  [ 

]  vavaipojy  [  ]^€^[]  T€p[ 

].[].[]...[ 

!  •  •  • ]...[ 

Fr.  2 

3  t,  no  diaeresis  visible,  but  surface  damaged  _  [,  upright,  separate  trace  at  mid-height  to 
right:  N?  4  .  />,  high  trace  (tip  of  rising  oblique?)  above  damaged  patch  5  ]  ,  trace  on 

edge  just  below  left  horizontal  of  t  ]  [,  promontory  of  papyrus  preserved  to  upper  level,  no  trace  of 

ink  6  ]  ,  point  level  with  letter-tops  above  hole  v  [,  after  y  papyrus  preserved  to  mid-height, 

no  trace  of  ink,  probably  line-end  7  [,  upright,  short  horizontal  at  top  left,  tt  or  perhaps  t; 

to  right  lower  arc,  above  line-level,  cf.  fr.  6.3  8-9  disordered  fibres 

Frr.  3+4 

These  fragments  show  a  common  fibre-pattern;  each  provides  half  of  omicron  in  3  8o«,  and  of 

nu  in  4  eve[  i  One  letter-space  blank  before  ?  2  ]  ,  horizontal  trace  at  two-thirds  height 
end,  one  letter-space  blank  after  cov  3  ]  ,  upright  curving  leftwards  at  top  4  ]...[>  clear 

but  ambiguous  ink,  e.g.  ] it  [,  ]ctt  [  J  i,  apparently  1  in  ligature,  e.g.  At  5  ]  ,  perhaps 

ink  from  left  joining  the  upper  junction  of  A  [,  part  of  oblique  loop,  A  or  o?  6  ]  ,  perhaps 

the  top  overhang  of  e  or  c  7  ]  [,  horizontal  ink  in  the  interlinear  space,  rising  to  the  right: 

paragraphus  rather  than  extended  top  e.g.  of  t  with  or  without  ligature  from  left. 

Fr.  5  Fr.  6  Fr.  7  Fr.  8  Fr.  9 

1^.1  ].x  l/H'l  ]..[  M 

].«[  ].“  ]™[  ]»?.[  .  . 
].»’  U 
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i  [,  upright  hooked  to  right  at  foot,  €•?  2  ],  horizontal  ink  joining  e  at  mid-height 
cross-bar  of  6  extended  but  not  joining  next  letter 

Fr.  6 

Line-ends.  i  ]  _ ,  foot  of  vertical  well  below  the  line,  e.g.  i  2  ],  curving  trace  low  in 

line,  perhaps  lower  right  of  o  3  ]  ,  oblique,  rising  from  left  to  right,  in  upper  part  of  line Fr.  7 

i  ]  ,  turned-over  papyrus  may  conceal  traces;  otherwise  perhaps  line-beginning 

Fr.  8 

Probably  not  the  same  hand.  2  0  [,  from  the  apparent  o  a  long  vertical  descends  into  the 

line  below:  original  p  corrected  to  o?  After  9,  probably  N 

Fr.  I 

col.  i  col.  ii 

•  ].[ 

h./“[ 
]  7TapacKev[ 
]™^.[ 

5  J  rc ova 

]  vbercov 

]  OVTOV 

] . oc  y f 

10  ]fxarojv 

]<f>9eip€i 

]coc8ovk 

■  ■  ■  ?.».□. y..w.n.[...]Aai..(  ’ ]  rj  €ttcuv€lv  rove  tt\  []  _  [Jou  jU,a- 

15  Atcra  KOLTaire^po^rjKOTac 

] .  M  fooveiv  8  ’  eK£[iv]oic  ofioia. 

eycb  /xe v  o8v  t/c[av]dic  epoT)- 

drjca  rate  dvOpcorrelotc  1 rAa- 

VCLLC’  €1  Se  TIC  [[a,7rtCT€f|  SuC7T€t- 

20  CTOJC  €%et,  TOV  LCOV  XP°vov 

rah  Xoycoi  Siarptijjac  ov  /cat 

tt)i  cvvqdeiai  BeSovXev- 

K€V  o]  VTCO  TTOieLcOoj  TTjV  Kpl- 
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17 

*>  ] 

]  €K  TOV  AkKlSapaVTOC 

]  Ilzviac  'EyKcoplov 
£.  .  .  How  is  it  not  absurd  to  praise  those  of  the  ancients  who  have  the  most  contempt  for  wealth,  but 

not  to  think  like  them? — Well,  I  for  my  part  have  done  enough  to  rescue  human  error.  If  anyone  finds 
himself  incredulous,  let  him  spend  the  same  time  on  the  argument  as  he  has  also  spent  enslaved  to  the 

customary  view,  and  on  that  basis  make  his  judgment.’ 
(End-title)  ‘From  Alcidamas’  Praise  of  Poverty ’ 

14  actually  ranges  with  the  line-space  between  ii  14  and  15. 

15  See  below  on  frr.  3+4. 6-7. 

7  /?«<•? 

IO-II  E.g.  xpii^ran’  (nM/Ooc?)  .  .  .  Siafflclpci. 
12  ovk:  the  kappa  is  very  cursively  written,  but  I  see  no  dear  alternative;  and  ovk  \  aroirov 

seems  likely  as  a  phrase.  However,  the  division  over  the  line-end  is  then  anomalous  {qv\kcltqttov  would 
be  the  norm),  a  strange  carelessness  in  an  otherwise  literate  copy. 

J3  <?.  °.  [] .  v\  perhaps  aroirov.  ovk  \  aroirov  by  itself  could  introduce  a  positive  assertion  (in 

which  case  e.g.  op)i]coc);  tt]u>c  S’  ovk  |  aroirov  would,  as  often,  introduce  an  incredulous  question. 

The  choice  affects  the  interpretation  of  14-16:  ‘to  praise  those  who  most  despise  wealth  but  not  to 
think  like  them’ — ‘that  is  not  absurd’,  or  ‘how  is  that  not  absurd’? 

]Aat  .  :  perhaps  ]Acu cov.  Dr  Henry  suggests  e.g.  raiv  fj-ey  [ira]Xaia)y,  commenting  ‘Perhaps  A. 
has  just  been  discussing  famous  persons  of  old  who  are  generally  praised  but  who  (in  his  opinion)  can 

be  shown  not  to  have  thought  highly  of  wealth.  People  revere  these  men  but  have  failed  to  act  on  this 

reverence  by  adjusting  their  own  attitude  to  the  pursuit  of  wealth  accordingly  (or  rather  have  simply 

failed  to  notice  the  problem).’ 
14  wA  [  ]  ov:  presumably  ir\o[v\rov,  with  a  space  between  r  and  ov  to  avoid  a  flaw  in  the 

surface. 

15  Dr  Henry  notes  the  (intentional)  jingle  -<f>povi)-  .  .  .  (jipovetv. 
16  E»re[iV]o4c:  the  space  looks  tight  for  [tv],  but  the  typical  ligature  of  a  helps.  Not  8e  a[uTjou:. 

1

7

-

 

1

8

 

 
li<[av]d)c  if36i)0i)ca:  Uavcoc  epor/drjcev  Plato,  Phaedo  88e  (to;  Aoyw),  Euthyd.  297D  (helping 

a  person). 

1

8

-

 

1

9

 

 
Ta‘c  •  •  •  ̂ Aajvatc.  Either  the  writer  is  wandering,  or  avOpdmeioc  is  here  treated  as  two- 

termination.  

LSJ  and  DGE  
quote  

Lucian,  
Asin.  

46  for  this  (avOpcoireiov  

rpo(j>rjc  
all  MSS,  

to  judge  
from 

Macleod’s  
silence);  

W.  Kastner,  
Die  griechischen  

Adjektive  
zweier  

Endungen  
auf  -OC  (1967)  

69  n.  43,  cites 
also  SEG  

XI  922.20  
(Gytheion,  

Laconia,  
ad  15)  rate  pLerpoorepaic  

re  Kai  avOpcuireioic  

(sc.  rt/aatc). 

1

9

-

 

2

0

 

 Suctte tcraic  eyet.  The  adverb  is  attested  only  in  this  phrase,  and  the  phrase  appears  first 

in  Isocrates  
(Panegyricus  

18),  then  
once  

each  
in  Dion.  

Hal.,  
Plutarch  

and  Justin  
Martyr.  

It  appears 
also  once  

in  [Plato] 
,  Eryxias  

405B,  
a  dialogue  

on  the  use  of  riches  
that  

might  
well  

have  
made  

use  of Alcidamas. 
The  copyist  first  wrote  the  simple  amcrei,  then  crossed  it  out  with  a  single  horizontal  stroke  and 

carried  on  with  the  correct  phrasing:  his  dictee  interieure  comprehended  the  whole  clause,  but  at  this 

point  lapsed  momentarily  into  paraphrase. 
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20— 21  tov  l cov  xpovov  |  rcot  Xoycoi  8iarpii[>ac:  the  plain  dative,  where  we  might  expect  e.g.  ev 

ran  Aoycot,  by  anticipated  parallelism  with  r rjt  cwr/delai? 

21— 2  toil  Xoyan  ...  rrji  cvvr/de tat:  abstract,  ‘reason  .  .  .  convention’,  or  particular,  ‘my  reason¬ 

ing  .  .  .  your  conventional  usage’  ?  The  use  of  the  article  might  favour  the  latter,  but  compare  e.g. 

Julian,  TIpos  ‘HpaieXeiov  kwikov  4  .  .  .  ti }  cvvrjOeiq.  npoceyeiv  ov8ap.d>c  -npocr/Kei,  ra>  Aoya)  8e  avrtp 

22— 3  rrji  cwr/deiai  5e8ouA€u|[»cev:  for  the  image  see  e.g.  Menander,  Sarnia  624—5  °PK0C>  ttoOoc, 

/  xpwoc,  cwr/dei',  ole  i8ovXovp.rjv  eyw  (I  owe  the  reference  to  Mr  E  G.  McC.  Brown),  Posidon.  fr.  76 
Theiler  eparn  /cat  tj)  Trpoyeyevqp.evp  cwqQeLq.  8e8ov\o)pevov,  Greg.  Nyss.  Oratio  Catechetica  Magna  18 

cwrjdeiq.  p-dXXov  rj  Biavoiq.  BovXevovrec  (and  commonly  in  the  Church  Fathers).  In  Tre.pl  re ok  ypapov- 

rcov  Alcidamas’  picture  of  the  chained  prisoners  expresses  the  idea  much  more  picturesquely  (Artium 
scriptores  B  XXII  15.17),  c£  Plato,  Resp.  514A-518D. 

Fr.  2 

].[ 

]...[ 
>aAA..[ 

JvTOtCt  po[ 

»  \tovAovto[  ]  [ 

]  vavatpcov  [ 
]jU€VOUV  [ 

L.vari 

]...[ 

The  line-spacing  suggests  that  this  might  belong  to  fr.  1  col.  i,  but  not  to  col.  ii  as  preserved.  5 

and  6  probably  line-ends. 

3  E.g.  aAA’  tv  [a. 
4  E.g.  TOtC  ifpo[ic. 

5  (-)rov  7tAouto[v]. 
6  E.g.  c]av  avatpcov,  avai/xuv| [rat.  The  verb  in  similar  contexts,  Isocr.  Panath.  19, 112. 

7  E.g.  p,ev  ofiv.  At  the  end,  apparently  a  raised  letter  (cursive  eta,  as  in  fr.  6.3?):  abbreviation? 

Frr.  3+4 

]..[]?[ 

]  pOTTCOV  [ 

]ju[  _  _  _  ]  _  o8oKLfj,a[ 
]...[]. 

5  ].au|ei8ep.[ 

]&«□■«/.[ 

].[].[]...[ 

2  ]t poTTcov  acceptable;  small  space  (i.e.  word-  or  phrase-end?)  after  v. 

3  a]iro8oKip.a-  acceptable. 

5  E.g.  oftfo. 
6-7  The  paragraphos  shows  (hat  these  are  line-beginnings;  and  diat  excludes  an  otherwise 

tempting  join  with  fr.  1  i  15  to  give  a]7roSo/ct/ta|  £77,  since  the  resulting  line  would  be  much  shorter  than 

those  of  fr.  1  col.  ii.  Alternatively,  the  ‘paragraphos’  might  belong  to  one  or  two  extended  letter-tops, 
but  the  ink  stands  very  high  and  no  connecting  traces  are  visible. 

P.  J.  PARSONS 

5131.  Tragedy  (Euripides,  Lyo?) 

18  2B.66/F(2-3)d  12.5  x  20.5  cm  Third  century 
Plate  III 

Parts  of  two  consecutive  columns  of  a  verse  text  written  in  a  sloping  book- 

hand  not  unlike  that  of  XXVII  2458  (GMAW2  32;  Eur.  Cresphontes );  for  a  datable 

parallel,  compare  LXXV  5046  (Xenophon),  on  whose  verso  is  a  document  dated 
286-305. 

The  style  suggests  an  ascription  to  Euripides:  see  the  notes  on  ii  5,  8-9,  10, 

14.  One  of  the  two  surviving  speaker  indications  names  Athamas  (ii  8).  A  numeral, 

/3,  was  added  to  the  name  on  a  second  line,  apparently  at  a  later  stage,  perhaps  to 

indicate  that  the  lines  are  assigned  to  the  deuteragonist.  The  fragmentary  speaker 

indication  at  ii  12  seems  also  to  have  included  a  numeral  on  a  second  line,  also 

perhaps  added  later.  The  indication  of  speakers  by  letters  of  the  Greek  alphabet  is 

found  elsewhere :  see  Turner  on  GMA  W2  32 ;  T.  Gammacurta,  Papyrologica  scaenica 

(2006)  240-47.  The  combination  of  name  and  numeral  however  appears  to  be 
unusual.  Of  the  corrections,  those  at  ii  24  and  25  at  any  rate  appear  to  be  due  to 

a  second  hand,  while  that  at  ii  16  may  be  due  to  the  hand  of  the  main  text,  as  are 

the  marks  of  elision  at  ii  8  and  10,  these  being  the  only  lection-signs  in  the  papyrus. 

Deletion  is  effected  by  oblique  cancel  strokes  (ii  16,  25  (twice)).  The  back  is  blank. 

Col.  i  is  lost  apart  from  two  line-ends.  Col.  ii  begins  with  two  indented  lines, 

perhaps  in  a  lyric  metre,  followed  by  a  paragraphus.  There  follow  five  anapaestic 

lines,  from  which  we  learn  that  a  body  is  being  borne  aloft  to  the  home  of  a  ruler; 

TTjv  fiapvhaip.ova[  (5)  might  suggest  that  the  body  is  female.  The  line  of  Cadmus  is 

mentioned  (6).  These  verses  would  naturally  be  assigned  to  the  chorus-leader,  and 

since  there  is  no  speaker  indication  at  3,  one  may  suppose  that  the  opening  of  the 

column  forms  the  end  of  a  passage  of  choral  lyric.  Following  another  paragraphus, 

Athamas  is  named  as  the  speaker  of  four  iambic  trimeters  (8-1 1),  in  which  he  in¬ 

structs  bystanders  to  lay  the  body  gently  in  front  of  the  palace  and  to  uncover  it. 

According  to  a  probable  supplement,  their  burden  is  said  to  be  painful  to  him  (9). 

At  12,  there  is  a  change  of  speaker;  some  at  least,  perhaps  all,  of  the  following  lines 

are  in  lyric  metres,  and  the  vocalization  of  pvxa  at  12  is  also  indicative  of  sung  verse 

if  part  of  a  singular  form,  as  seems  most  likely.  Little  can  be  made  of  this  part  of 
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the  text,  but  the  few  recognizable  words,  including  the  repeated  Svctt/voc  (15,  ig), 

are  suggestive  of  a  lament. 

Athamas  was  a  character  in  the  two  Phrixus  plays  of  Euripides  and  in  his  Ino. 

For  the  plot  of  Ino  we  are  dependent  on  Hyginus,  Fab.  4: 

Athamas  in  Thessalia  rex  cum  Inonem  uxorem,  ex  qua  duos  Jilios  ( susceperat),  perisse 

putaret,  duxit  nymphae  Jiliam  Themistonem  uxorem;  ex  ea  geminos  Jilios  procreamt. 

Postea  resciit  Inonem  in  Parnaso  esse,  quam  bacchationis  causa  eo  pervenisse :  misit 

qui  earn  adducerent;  quam  adductam  celavit.  Resciit  Themisto  earn  inventam  esse,  sed 

quae  esset  nesciebat.  coepit  velle  fdios  eius  necare;  rei  consciam  quam  captivam  esse 

credebat  ipsam  Inonem  sumpsit,  et  ei  dixit  ut  Jilios  suos  candidis  vestimentis  openret, 

Inonis  Jilios  nigris.  Ino  suos  candidis,  Themistonis  pullis  operuit;  tunc  Themisto  de- 

cepta  suos  Jilios  occidit;  id  ubi  resciit,  ipsa  se  necavit.  Athamas  autem  in  venatione  per 

insaniam  Learchum  maiorem  Jilium  suum  interfecit;  at  Ino  cum  minorejilio  Melicerte 

in  mare  se  deiecit  et  dea  est  facta. 

Thus  an  ill-starred  female  mentioned  in  this  play  may  be  either  Themisto  or 

Ino.  (i)  If  she  is  Themisto,  newly  dead  by  her  own  hand,  then  ii  I2ff.  may  be  as¬ 

signed  to  Ino.  But  Ino  would  not  be  expected  to  sing  a  lament  for  Themisto,  who 

had  plotted  to  loll  her  children;  and  Themisto  is  not  likely  to  have  killed  herself 

away  from  home,  (ii)  Alternatively,  she  may  be  the  grief-stricken  Ino,  whose  son 

Learchus  Athamas  has  killed  while  hunting:  in  that  case,  we  are  close  to  the  end 

of  the  play.  If  she  is  dead,  it  will  be  necessary  to  suppose  that  she  has  left  behind 

a  corpse  on  becoming  a  goddess,  and  that  this  corpse  has  now  been  recovered  and 

brought  back  to  the  palace;  it  is  again  not  clear  to  whom  ii  mff.  are  then  to  be  as¬ 

signed.  It  may  be  easier  to  suppose  that  she  is  still  alive,  and  that  she  herself,  once 

uncovered,  sings  at  ii  12  ff.  The  reference  to  Cadmus’s  line  at  ii  6  is  easier  to  account 

for  if  there  is  a  reference  to  Ino ;  and  Athamas’s  request  that  she  be  laid  ‘gently’  in 
front  of  the  palace  may  indicate  that  she  is  alive. 

An  alternative  hypothesis,  suggested  by  Professor  Parsons,  would  make  the 

body  that  of  the  boy  Learchus  himself.  The  bearers  would  be  the  hunting  party, 

with  Athamas  (now  recovered  from  his  madness)  at  their  head.  Athamas  orders  the 

body  to  be  uncovered;  Ino  laments  over  her  son.  Ino’s  flight  and  death  and  deifica¬ 
tion  (announced  by  a  deus  ex  machina ?)  will  have  occupied  the  rest  of  the  play.  This 

interpretation  requires  us  to  explain  away  the  feminine  article  in  ii  5  (see  5-6  n.). 

On  the  other  hand,  it  would  give  a  special  point  to  ii  9  /xiKpov  .  .  .  ayOoc  (a  child’s 
body);  and  it  would  be  confirmed  if  we  recognise  a  masculine  participle  in  the 

damaged  stretch  of  ii  11.  See  further  on  ii  i2ff. 
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]  t  3.  .r.[ 
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]^™.[ ] . ovrn .  [ 

col.  i  8  Traces  of  a  tail  joined  to  an  upright 

col.  ii  1  e  [,  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  with  specks  below  and  a  trace  suggesting  the 

end  of  a  cross-bar  at  mid-line  level;  the  lower  end  of  an  upright  on  the  line  ]  .  7  [,  a  cross-bar 

with  a  trace  suggesting  the  top  of  an  upright  projecting  above  it  at  approximately  its  mid-point;  an 

upright;  traces  suggesting  the  left-hand  part  of  the  cross-bar  of  t  joining  its  upright,  to  which  a  fur¬ 
ther  trace  lower  down  perhaps  also  belongs;  to  the  right,  a  trace  at  a  higher  level  2  of  the 

paragraphus,  only  specks  3  [,  a  trace  at  mid-line  level  4  u,  the  left  arm  and  ink  in  place 
for  the  foot  [,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  ]  ,  the  top  and  bottom  of  an  upright  preceded  by 

a  trace  high  in  the  line  [,  on  the  lower  layer,  a  short  oblique  ascending  from  the  level  of  the  cross- 

ada/jia 
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bar  of  r  ] ,  o,  an  upright;  most  of  a  small  circle  high  in  the  line  5  _  (first),  the  upper  part  of 

an  upright  (second),  the  foot  of  an  upright  [,  at  mid-line  level,  an  oblique  ascending  from  left 

to  right  6  of  e,  the  turn-up  ]  _  [,  a  high  trace;  above,  the  edge  of  the  upper  right-hand  arc 

of  a  circle,  abraded  on  the  left  There  are  no  further  traces,  although  the  cross-fibres  continue  to 
the  right  8  mg.  2  ft  written  in  a  greyer  ink  than  that  of  adapac  above  it  8  of  c,  the  base 

and  a  trace  of  the  left-hand  side;  of  y,  most  of  the  upper  part  and  the  tip  of  the  tail;  of  x,  the  upper 
part  of  the  first  oblique  and  specks  compatible  with  the  upper  part  of  the  second  [,  level  with 

the  base  of  o,  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  9  . ,  two  uprights  connected  by  a  cross-bar 

sagging  very  slightly  in  the  middle,  the  second  projecting  slightly  above  the  end  of  the  cross-bar  and 
with  a  hook  serif  to  the  right  ,  an  upright  descending  below  the  line;  an  abraded  trace,  perhaps 

the  edge  of  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  ro  y,  the  lower  part  of  a  slighdy  concave 

upright  ik,  an  upright;  a  trace  suiting  the  right-hand  part  of  the  upper  branch  of  k  together  with 
part  of  the  upright  and  a  speck  in  place  for  the  end  of  the  lower  branch  11  of  t,  the  lower  part 

of  an  upright  joined  to  a  of  Ae,  the  lower  parts  _  , ,  first,  the  foot  of  a  stroke  sloping  slightly 

to  the  right;  second,  the  foot  of  an  upright  followed  by  abraded  traces  suggesting  the  end  of  a  cross¬ 

stroke  high  in  the  line  joining  an  upright;  third,  abraded  traces  suggesting  a  cross-bar  at  mid-line  level 

crossed  by  another  stroke  perpendicular  to  it;  fourth,  perhaps  the  right-hand  end  of  the  base  of  co 

with  specks  belonging  to  the  left-  and  right-hand  sides  of  the  letter  12  mg.  _ .  [,  the  lower  part 
of  an  upright;  at  a  slightly  higher  level,  the  foot  of  an  upright,  followed  at  a  still  higher  level  by  a  trace 

suggesting  the  base  of  a  tiny  circle  or  the  junction  of  an  oblique  descending  from  left  to  right  and  an 

upright:  N  seems  possible  ]  ,  in  greyer  ink  and  at  a  slightly  lower  level,  the  lower  half  of  an  oval 

with  a  stroke  suggesting  the  tail  of  A  or  the  like;  above,  the  edge  of  an  abraded  stroke  suggesting  the 

upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  12  ] ,,  low  and  high  specks  . . ,  joined  to  the  tail  of  A,  perhaps 
the  cap  of  c  or  the  like;  specks  [,  a  high  speck  13  ]...[,  a  high  trace;  the  upper  parts  of 

an  upright  and  of  an  oblique  descending  from  left  to  right  of  k,  which  would  be  narrower  than 

expected,  traces  suggesting  the  lower  part  of  the  upright  and  the  lower  branch  _  [,  on  the  line,  part 

of  a  stroke  ascending  from  left  to  right  14  ] ,  ,  a  shank  crossing  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of 
a  circle,  <j>  perhaps  the  likeliest,  though  the  traces  are  not  quite  like  any  of  the  preserved  examples; 

a  speck  r6  The  supralinear  6  is  abraded  on  the  right;  e  may  also  be  possible  . . .  •  a  trace  at 

mid-line  level;  an  upright  with  a  short  cross-stroke  emerging  from  its  top,  abraded  on  the  right,  closely 

followed  by  another  upright:  perhaps  n  ,  the  lower  parts  of  two  uprights,  the  first  with  a  leftward¬ 
pointing  finial  at  the  foot  ,  the  foot  of  an  upright  close  to  the  tail  of  a;  low  traces  17  ]  , 

anomalous,  perhaps  the  right-hand  side  of  co  18  ]ct,  the  tip  of  a  tail  close  to  c  21  ]  , 

specks  _  [,  a  speck  22  ]  _ ,  the  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  p  near  the  top  23  ] , . , 
a  trace  suggesting  an  upright;  traces  of  a  stroke  descending  below  the  line  24  ] . . ,  an  upright; 

in  greyer  ink,  a  large  L-shaped  sign,  its  base  extending  below  the  line  as  far  as  the  right-hand  side  of 

co,  with  fainter  traces  suggesting  a  flat  top  extending  above  the  letter-tops  just  beyond  the  upright  of 

the  following  r;  more  may  be  lost  below  the  line  on  the  left  25  [,  a  trace  at  mid-line  level, 

not  prima  facie  belonging  to  the  oblique  cancel  stroke,  perhaps  the  left-hand  end  of  the  cross-bar  of 
t,  and  a  speck  on  the  line,  possibly  casual  27  above  the  first  upright  of  p,  specks  on  the  edge, 

perhaps  casual  [,  the  top  and  lower  part  of  a  slightly  concave  upright  on  the  edge  28  ]  , 

a  cross-stroke  sloping  upwards  on  the  right  to  join  the  top  of  o,  perhaps  e  or  T  [,  a  speck  on  the  line 
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.  .  empty  . . . 

‘Another  (disaster  has  struck?):  here  . . .  have  arrived  bearing  aloft  the  ill-starred  .  .  .  the  line  of 
Cadmus  ...  to  the  ruler’s  house. 

Athamas  Lay  . . .  gently  before  (the  palace?),  bystanders  (?),  a  small  burden  for  you,  but  griev¬ 
ous  to  me.  Uncover,  display  to  the  light ...  so  that  . . .  wrapped  in  robes  .  .  .  not .  .  . 

*[?]  .  .  .  soul .  . .  shameful,  o  much-suffering  .  .  .  wretched  .  .  .  wretched  .  .  .’ 

2  The  paragraphus  is  vestigial,  but  the  horizontal  alignment  of  the  traces  suggests  that  they 
are  more  than  accidental. 

3—7  Anapaests :  4-5  probably  dimeters  (5  with  quasi-caesura  between  the  two  halves  of  a  com¬ 
pound  adjective:  West,  Greek  Metre  95  n.  56),  6  monometer  or  (more  probably)  dimeter,  7  dimeter  (not 
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paroemiac,  although  it  ends  the  system).  Attic  77  3,  5.  The  acatalectic  dimeter  in  final  place  is  anoma¬ 
lous.  Perhaps  something  has  dropped  out  after  7:  for  example,  the  scribe  may  have  skipped  ahead  to 

a  second  instance  of  -vrec  at  line-end  concluding  the  system. 

3  cwe/c[upc{e)?  Cf.  Eur.  Ion  144.6-8  7 roBev  pot  cweKVpc’  dSo/crjroc  ijSovd;,  /T875  tic  rvXa  /rot 

cvyKvprjcei;  Then  e.g.  68vvrj  peXadpocc  (IT 195—6  fctAAotcf  S’  aAAa  npoclfi a  Xpveeac  apvoc  peXaQpoic 

oSuva),  or  fiapeia  tvXV-  Or  cwe/B^?  Cf.  Eur.  fr.  963.3  p/tfi  ’  rp>  n  cvpfirj  8vcXepec.  Then  e.g.  vvv 
Suer vXia. 

4.  7 jkovc[l:  both  the  shape  and  the  position  of  the  trace  suggest  y  rather  than  N  (rjieoy). 

5  <j>opa8r)v  Eur.  And.  1166,  Rhes.  888;  in  a  diff  erent  sense  at  Soph.  OT 1310. 

fiapvSalpojv  Eur.  Ale.  865,  Tro.  112  [and  a  conjecture  at  fr.  913.1] ;  not  elsewhere  in  tragedy. 

6  ] .  [:  the  surface  is  stripped  to  the  left  of  the  trace,  and  though  it  is  present  to  the  right, 

further  traces  may  have  been  lost  to  abrasion.  If  the  trace  is  casual,  we  could  treat  the  line  as  a  mo¬ 
nometer;  if  not,  we  need  another  dimeter. 

5-6  If  the  reference  is  to  Ino  (or  Themisto),  restore  e.g.  rfjv  f3apv8a.ip.ova  [vvpRqv  \  Ka.8p.ov 
yeve[ac  or  (in  apposition)  KaSpov  yeve[av  (monometer);  or  an  equivalent  dimeter.  If  the  reference  is 

to  Learchus,  Parsons  suggests  e.g.  tt)v  fiapvSalpova  [9-qpav  \  Ka8pov  yeve[dc  yevwrjpa  veov  (Br/pav  con¬ 

crete,  ‘prey5,  as  at  Soph.  Phil.  1146;  cf.  Eur.  Ba.  1144  Brjpa  hvciroTpoj).  Hyginus  says  simply  in  venalione 
. .  .  interfecit;  more  explicitly  Apollod.  1.9.2  irogevee,  3.4.3  toe  eXa<f>ov  dr/pevcac. 

7  Bccttocvvoc  is  found  in  Aeschylus  (Pers.  587;  Cho.  942  8ecirocvvojv  8 opwv)  and  Euripides  (Hec. 

99, 1294,  IT 439,  Pha.  88  D.  [fr.  773.44]),  but  not  in  Sophocles. 

8—9  Eur.  Tro.  1 156 — 7  deed1  apefjtTopvov  acnih  ’  "Ektopoc  ire8 an,  |  Xvnpov  deapa  kov  (f>iXov 
Xevcceiv  epol. 

8  7 rpo  8[ajpaTajv  likely:  cf.  Eur.  Here.  525*,  Or.  479, 1504*,  1541,  IA  820*  (*  =  in  this  place  in  the 
line);  not  elsewhere  in  tragedy. 

jr]eAac  (]c,  though  damaged,  seems  clear;  not  wJuAac)  will  have  been  preceded  by  the  article. 

Otherwise  the  line  would  lack  a  regular  caesura;  and  the  precise  rrpo  8[ojpa.Toj v  is  not  likely  to  have 

been  paired  with  the  vague  ‘nearby’.  We  also  expect  a  direct  object  to  which  the  accusative  in  the  fol¬ 

lowing  line  may  stand  in  apposition,  as  in  Eur.  Tro.  1156-7,  quoted  above,  deed’  r/cvX[ajc  viv  01 7r]eAac 
would  fit  the  space  and  produce  a  line-beginning  comparable  to  that  of  Eur.  Phoen.  762  (in  a  suspect 

part  of  the  play)  Tpe<j>’  a^taJC  viv  cov  re  rr/v  t’  ipi)v  Xapiv. 

9  piKpov  pev  vpiv  dX8oc,  aAyetvfov  8 ’  epol.  At  the  beginning,  puepov  rather  than  irucpov :  u 
rather  than  it,  since  the  top  horizontal  is  (slightly)  concave,  and  the  word  itself  makes  a  better  contrast 

with  dXyetv[ov,  all  the  more  so  if  the  body  is  a  child’s.  Less  likely  aAyetv[ov  8’  opojc  (cf.  Eur.  Hel.  268 

f3apv  pev,  olcreov  8’  opeoc,  Or.  230  aviapov  ov  to  Krfjp’,  avayiea tov  S’  opojc)  or  aXyetv[ov  9’  apa  (cf. 

Eur.  Hipp.  348  1781CTOV,  (3  77Ctt,  ravrov  aXyeivov  9'  apa). 
10  Eur.  Hec.  679  cdipa  yvpva>9ev  veiepov,  Plipp.  714  ec  <f>aoc  8ei$eiv. 

End,  perhaps  ?ro[Aet  fiXeneLv,  with  the  infinitive  as  in  Soph.  El.  1458-9  KavaSeuevvvai  .  .  .  opav, 

OT 791-2  (?),  Pind.  01.  9.74-5,  Nem.  6.8.  None  of  these  contains  etc  <f> doc  or  a  comparable  qualifica¬ 

tion,  but  since  Sc'ikvvt’  etc  </>doc  is  hardly  more  than  ‘uncover’,  the  objection  is  not  a  serious  one. 
tro[9u>  fiAeireiv  preceded  by  punctuation  is  a  theoretical  possibility  (cf.  Eur.  Ion  1432  iro9d>  padeiv),  but 
would  make  little  contribution  to  the  sense. 

11  pi)  teal  XaXrjdojc  seems  acceptable,  and  suitable  to  the  theme  of  a  shrouded  body.  It  would 

confirm  that  the  body  is  that  of  a  male.  At  the  end,  TrewAoic  or  -Aotci(v),  then  a  verb  in  the  subjunctive, 

e.g.  evpedfp  iyKpvtff),  elcljj  (‘enter’  the  palace  for  the  npoOectc). 
11— 12  A  paragraphus  marking  a  change  of  speaker  may  have  been  present.  We  should  not 

expect  any  trace  of  it  to  survive  as  the  surface  is  stripped. 

12  mg.  The  traces  on  the  right,  at  a  lower  level,  could  be  taken  as  the  lower  loop  and  further 

remains  of  A,  corresponding  to  in  8  mg.  and  written  in  the  same  greyer  ink.  The  higher  traces  to 
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the  left  should  then  offer  a  character  indication.  If  so,  iy[a>  or  iy(co)  is  a  possibility,  though  no  more, 

consonant  with  a  if  that  signifies  ‘protagonist’. 
iQff.  If  it  is  Ino  who  has  just  been  brought  on,  who  sings  this  lament?  The  dying  Hippolytus 

laments  his  own  fate  (Eur.  Hipp.  1347-88),  but  he  walks  on,  supported  by  his  servants;  the  victim  in 

5131  is  carried  shoulder  high.  r)cvX[  (ii  8)  might  hint  at  the  care  due  to  a  still-living  person,  but  the 

general  context,  and  the  brusque  stripping  of  ii  10,  suggest  the  contrary.  But  if  Ino  has  been  brought 
on  dead,  we  must  find  another  character  to  sing  these  lines.  On  the  other  hand,  if  Ino  is  the  singer, 

we  must  find  another  victim,  and  her  son  Learchus  would  fit  the  bill. 

12  ipvXac€poX9[,  however  articulated,  seems  possible  but  cannot  be  confirmed.  We  have  con¬ 

sidered  also  <jivXa8  (4ivXa  8  ’,  8e),  but  if  the  trace  represents  the  left-hand  oblique  of  delta  it  seems  too 
close  to  the  alpha  before  it. 

13  (3a[X]d)v  appears  suitable.  Before  it,  perhaps  [t<ap]aKi,  ‘with  a  spear-shaft’,  with  reference 
to  the  killing  of  Learchus,  though  in  Apollod.  1.9.2  the  fatal  weapon  is  an  arrow'  (5-6  n.).  [Kap]aKi 

(3a[X]<uv  could  be  the  end  of  a  dochmiac:  cf.  14  n. 

14  Eur.  And.  131  8epac  abeeXiov  KaraAeijSeiv.  The  adjective  is  not  found  elsewhere  in  tragedy.  It 
is  seldom  used  of  persons;  Parsons  proposes  popoc  ajeixeXioc. 

ToXaneiptoc  is  used  for  raXalnajpoc  by  the  tragedians  according  to  the  Et.  Gen.  and  Photius 

(Trag.  Adesp.  599).  No  other  word  beginning  with  these  letters  is  attested  for  tragedy;  raXa-nevdijC 
only  in  epic  and  in  Bacchylides.  d>  TaXa7r\eipie  or  a>  raXa7r[elpioe  may  be  considered;  or  oj  may 

represent  <L. d]ei/ceAioc  d>  raAawfeiptx  may  be  the  end  of  one  dochmiac  and  the  whole  of  the  next. 

15  If  the  metre  is  dochmiac,  word-end  is  likely  before  x]o,v  Stienjvoc  (West,  Greek  Metre  110). 
The  first  word  may  be  a  participle,  e.g.  9av]djv. 

16  Perhaps  At  tov  corrected  to  At  9ov. 17  d™[c(]V? 

a*  (-IItcW-Wj*. 
24  For  the  sequence  corAac,  cf.  perhaps  Eur.  Ale.  837  <1  TroAAa  rAaca  Kap8ia  <cai  Xetp  eprj,  Ion 

1497  (I  8e iva  rAaca,  pi)rep.  The  function  of  the  sign  placed  after  the  first  letter-trace  is  unclear.  The 
thick  upright  might  be  a  divider;  its  continuation,  a  thinner  concave  stroke  extending  horizontally 

below  oj,  suggests  a  v<f>  ’  iv.  The  corrector  may  have  intended  to  show  that  ojtXo-  forms  a  unit  (w  + 
arAa-  in  crasi?),  but  if  so  we  do  not  see  how  to  continue.  Perhaps  two  lines  had  mistakenly  been  run 

together  (as  in  Bacchyl.  13.159-60)  and  the  corrector  simply  wished  to  indicate  the  correct  division. 

W.  LUPPE  /  W.  B.  HENRY 
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III.  KNOWN  LITERARY  TEXTS 

5132.  Aristophanes,  Thesmophoriazusae  1203-9 
(Addendum  to  LVI  3840  +  LXXIII  4935) 

87/281(0)  2.2  x  4.5  cm  Second/ third  century 

A  newly  identified  fragment  belonging  to  the  right  of  4935  fr.  2  and  to  the 

same  column.  3840  (inv.  87/281^)),  taken  from  the  same  folder  as  the  new  piece, 

gives  1185-93,  and  will  he  from  the  previous  column,  but  its  level  relative  to  4935 

fr.  2  +  5132  cannot  be  established  as  there  is  a  kollesis  on  the  right-hand  side  of 

3840  and  so  no  possibility  of  tracing  the  fibres  across.  Each  of  the  fragments  offers 

only  a  small  quantity  of  writing  for  comparison,  and  some  degree  of  variation  may 

be  observed,  as  was  to  be  expected  in  a  semi-cursive  hand  of  this  type,  but  I  am 

confident  that  all  four  are  the  work  of  a  single  writer.  The  letters  of  Hippocrates  in 

P.  Berol.  7094  v.  (BKT  III  5-9)  are  copied  in  a  similar  informal  style,  assigned  to  the 

second/ third  century  (BKT  III  pi.  1,  CPF  IV2  pi.  26).  5132  contributes  a  second 

double  dot  signifying  change  of  speaker  (1209)  to  add  to  that  at  1190  (3840).  The 

cross-bar  of  final  e  is  greatly  extended  at  1206,  as  at  1190.  The  length  of  the  long¬ 

est  iambic  trimeter  (1203)  maY  he  estimated  at  10.5  cm;  1208,  which  extends  to  the 

right-hand  edge  of  the  new  piece,  was  about  9.6  cm  long.  The  back  is  blank. 

There  is  no  presumption  in  the  case  of  this  part  of  the  collection  that  items 

placed  in  the  same  folder  were  found  close  together.  Rather,  it  appears  that  5132 

and  3840  were  put  together  as  giving  the  ends  of  comic  trimeters  in  the  same 

hand,  while  the  two  fragments  published  as  4935  (inv.  88/287)  were  associated 

instead  with  the  prose  manuscript  LXXVI  5084  (Plato,  Crito,  with  the  same  inven¬ 

tory  number),  whose  writing,  though  not  identical  in  every  respect,  is  probably  due 

to  the  same  hand. 

The  supplements  printed  are  taken  from  C.  Austin  and  S.  D.  Olson’s  edition 

of  the  play  (2004).  The  manuscript  is  their  II3,  and  P68  in  N.  G.  Wilson’s  Oxford 
Classical  Text  (2007).  There  are  no  readings  of  interest. 

4935  fr.  2  5132 

Epfx\,Q  SoA[ie  ravn  p,cv  en  /caAcuc  iroeic 

cv  (Ijev  ou[y  aTTorpcye  Trcudapiov  to]v[tl  Aaficov 

eyed]  Se  Au[cai  rovSe  cv  8  ottojc  ap]5/?[i./ca>c 

1205  orctv  X\y9\rfc  rayicra  (f>cv£e  1  Rat]  rei^eic 

ojc  ttj]v  y[vvcuKa  kcll  ra  ttcuSi  oncac)]e  [ 

qu,oi  /Me]A^[cei  raura  y  T]v  cnra £  Avff]a)  \ 

AeAucoJ-  co[v  cpyov  <f>€vye  npiv  rov]  to£ott)v  [ 

yjKOvra ]  Ka[raAa^€LV  cycu  8r]  tovto  %«<•■  [ 

1210  cu  ypa8i]  ojc  [/ca/nevTO  coi  to  Tvyarp to]  j 
kov  8vckoA  aAAa  7rpao  rrov  to  ypaSio  ]  j 

1210-11  The  space  to  the  left  of  5132  would  also  accommodate  the  transmitted  -rptov]  (1210), 
SuocoAA*  (1211). 

W.  B.  HENRY 

5133-5.  Isocrates,  Ad  Nicoclem 

This  section  includes  fragments  of  a  parchment  codex  and  two  papyrus  rolls 

preserving  sections  from  the  first  part,  the  second  part,  and  near  the  end  of  the 

speech. 

The  primary  mediaeval  manuscripts  are  T,  representing  the  first  family,  and 

the  group  of  the  second  family  AIlNSVat.  In  addition,  A,  while  basically  a  descriptus 

of  T,  may  have  in  some  cases  independent  value  (see  M.  Fassino,  in  I.  Andorlini  et 

al.,  Studi  sulla  tradizione  del  testo  di  Isocrate  (2003)  151-200,  esp.  163-81;  S.  Martinelli 

Tempesta  in  CPF  1.2*,  p.  xii).  Sigla  of  MSS  are  based  on  the  list  in  CPF  1. 2*, 

pp.  xxxi-xxxii;  sigla  of  papyri  are  those  adopted  in  CPF  1. 2*  and  1. 2**.  As  colla¬ 
tion  text  I  have  used  my  forthcoming  edition  of  Ad  Mcoclem,  which  is  part  of  the 

joint  project  to  publish  a  new  edition  of  Isocrates  for  the  Oxford  Classical  Texts 

series.  F.  Seek,  Untersuchungen  zum  Isokratestexl  (diss.  Hamburg  1965)  is  cited  as  Seek, 
Untersuchungen. 

Hitherto  21  papyri  and  parchments  preserving  parts  of  Ad  Me.  have  been  pub¬ 

lished  (pi6— 33,  pngT,  pi2oT,  and  P.  Gen.  IV  160,  a  sixth-century  school  exercise 

including  Ad  Me.  42-43,  46,  together  with  a  passage  of  Ad  Dem.),  of  which  eight 

(pi8,  pig,  p2i,  p26,  p28,  P29,  P30,  P32)  come  from  Oxyrhynchus. 
I  am  grateful  to  Dr  Stefano  Martinelli  Tempesta  and  Dr  Marco  Fassino  for 

helpful  advice. 

5133.  Isocrates,  Ad  Nicoclem  4-5 

105/219(13)  {b)  3.9  x  6.8  cm  Third/fourth  century 

Two  fragments,  (a)  and  (b)>  from  a  leaf  of  a  parchment  codex.  Each  page 

holds  11  lines.  Upper  and  lower  margins  are  preserved  to  1.2  and  3  cm;  preserved 

straight  edges  suggest  that  these  are  the  original  figures.  The  inner  margin  is  about 

0.8  cm  wide  (probably  the  original  figure,  since  a  straight  edge  is  present)  and  the 

preserved  outer  margin  about  1 .7—2  cm  wide.  The  original  size  of  the  page  was  7-5 

x  g.8  cm;  the  written  area  was  4.8  x  5.8  cm.  Thus  5133  is  a  miniature  codex,  to 
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be  assigned  to  Turner’s  group  XIV  ( Typology  29-30).  Three  other  published  parch¬ 
ment  codices  of  Isocrates  have  similar  dimensions:  P  Ant.  II 84  (p8g;  in/rv),  LXIX 

4717  (pi8;  rv)  and  VIII 1096  (p43  +  P95;  iv).  Traces  of  ruling,  extending  into  the 

outer  margin,  are  visible  on  the  flesh  side  above  and  below  the  first  line.  Page  num¬ 

bers  are  partially  preserved  above  the  outer  edge  of  the  column  of  writing,  with 

the  upper  margin  extending  to  a  height  of  0.3  cm  above  the  tops  of  the  numbers. 

Of  the  codex  we  have  the  leaf  representing  pages  119  and  120.  Assuming  an 

average  of  143  characters  per  page,  we  can  calculate  that  Ad  Me .,  which  contains 

about  16,109  characters,  occupied  c.113  pages:  it  started  on  page  no  (probably  in 

the  second  half  of  the  page)  and  thus  was  preceded  by  another  text  (cf.  VIII 1096, 

which  contains  the  end  of  Panegyricus  and  the  beginning  of  De  Pace  on  the  same 

page). 
We  can  try  to  reconstruct  the  original  content  of  the  codex  with  the  help  of  the 

information  available  on  the  Isocratean  paradosis:  Ad  Nicoclem  is  the  second  speech 

within  the  group  of  the  so-called  rrapcuveceic,  the  first  being  Ad  Demonicum  and  the 

third  Nicocles,  and  these  three  speeches  could  be  transmitted  as  a  corpusculum  separate 

from  the  rest  of  Isocrates’  works,  as  we  see  from  P  Kell.  Ill  G  95  (see  LXIX  4717,  in- 

trod.  ;  CPF  1.2*,  pi,  esp.  pp.  256-7;  M.  Menchelli,  ‘Gli scritti  d’apertura del  “corpus” 

isocrateo  tra  tarda  antichita  e  medioevo’,  in  I.  Andorlini  et  al.,  Studisulla  tradizione  del 

teslo  di  Isocrate  249-327,  esp.  289-95.  Ad  Dm.  (about  15,571  characters),  copied  in  the 

same  format,  would  have  occupied  about  iog  pages.  The  initial  paragraphs  of  Ad 

Nic.  would  then  have  occupied  pages  1 10-1 18.  The  third  speech,  Me.,  at  about  20,020 

characters,  would  require  a  further  140  pages.  Thus  the  whole  corpusculum ,  in  this 

format,  would  have  reached  about  362  pages.  This  seems  to  result  in  a  rather  bulky 

codex  considering  its  miniature  size.  Compare  the  figures  that  have  been  calculated 

for  the  other  miniature  codices  mentioned  above:  1096  would  have  required  300 

pages  for  Panegyricus  and  De  Pace ;  P  Ant.  II  84,  180  pages  for  Panegyricus ;  4717,  40 

pages  for  Ad  Nic.,  but  probably  contained  other  texts  (cf.  S.  Martinelli  Tempesta, 

‘Dai  rotoli  al  codice:  tracce  della  formazione  del  Corpus  Isocrateo  nell’Urbinate 

greco  in’,  Accademia  Rafaello:  atti  e  studi  10/2  (2011)  73-88,  esp.  83). 
Alternatively  the  codex  could  have  contained  only  the  first  two  paraenetic 

speeches,  making  about  222  pages.  Photius  ( Bibliotheca  cod.  159)  mentions  Ad  De¬ 

monicum  and  Ad  Nicoclem  as  a  pair,  qualifying  them  as  xpycip'°vc  vapaiveceic  nepie- 

Xovrec ,  while  the  anonymous  /hoc  IcoKparovc  clearly  implies  that  the  two  speeches, 

sharing  the  paraenetic  element,  are  complementary  to  each  other:  on  the  one 

hand,  Ad  Dm.  is  addressed  to  private  individuals,  on  the  other,  Ad  Me.  to  kings 

(Mathieu-Bremond,  Isocrate:  Discours  i  p.  xxxv  68-83).  Moreover,  P  Massil.  of  Ad 

Me.  (pi7)  contains  the  title  Aoyoc  BB,  which  could  be  interpreted  as  ‘of  the  two 

paraenetic  speeches  (i.e.  the  pair  AdDem.  and  Ad  Nic.)  the  second’,  and  thus  provide 

evidence  for  the  transmission  of  the  two  rrapaivcceic  Ad  Dm.  and  Ad  Me.  as  a  corpus¬ 

culum  (cf.  Menchelli,  ‘Scritti  d’apertura’,  291—5). 

5133.  ISOCRATES ,  AD  NICOCLEM  4-5 

The  text  is  written  in  a  now  brown  ink  in  a  formal  book-hand  of  medium 

size,  of  the  mixed  type  with  a  very  slight  slant  to  the  right.  It  is  basically  bilinear. 

An  even  right  edge  is  produced  by  the  use  of  smaller  letters  at  line-end  (p.  119.2,  3). 

Shading  is  not  particularly  emphasized,  but  cross-strokes  tend  to  be  thinner  than 
uprights.  Parallels  for  this  hand  are  P.  Flor.  II 259  (c.260),  especially  the  script  of  the 

two  Homeric  verses  written  in  the  left-hand  margin  perpendicular  to  the  main  text 

(Pap.  Flor.  XXX,  tav.  126;  Roberts,  GLH 22d),  and  P.  Herm.  4  and  5  (c.325)  ( GBEBP 

2a  and  GMAW2  70).  XI  1352  (=  GBEBP  12a),  assigned  by  Cavallo-Maehler  to  the 
early  fourth  century,  is  also  comparable,  but  its  hand  is  upright  with  alpha  made  in 

three  strokes,  while  in  5133  alpha  has  an  oval  loop. 

Elision  is  applied  and  marked  by  apostrophe,  which  has  been  added  later 

apparendy  by  the  same  hand  (p.  120.3,  8).  5c  is  not  elided  at  line-end  (p.  120.10). 
Inorganic  diaeresis  occurs  at  p.  119. 10. 

5133  overlaps  with  pi6  (P  Kell.  Ill  G  95),  pi7  (P.  Massil.),  pig  (PSI  XI  1198) 

and  p22  (PL  II/ 40).  One  good  reading  is  shared  with  the  other  papyri  and  the  sec¬ 

ond  family  against  F  (p.  120.8-9),  anc*  another  with  the  other  papyri  and  T  against 
the  second  family  (p.  119.10-n). 
Page  1 19 

Page  120 

(a) 

pi]8 

(a) 

P f 

T<av  iSuurjeuov  (§4) 
rove  \yv  rate  povap 

tcov  juejy  €iri€iK(oc X^clic  ov[rac  evet 
Sc  7Tpar]rOVTOJV 

Sav  S’  e[vdvpr)d(0 

T)  TOV  TOJV  T]vpav «  rov[c  Wove  Ka. 

(b)  5 

V€vo]vt[wv  ora],  §5 

P) 
»  x[oac  K1]VSa[voUc 

p]?r  yap  [>*■<#£ 

Kac  S^ovr^c 

ijjojctv  €i[c  rac  rt . ]‘V  rove  ̂ [£V 

pac  Kai  rove  [7rAou 

.  .]  OJV  TjKlC  ’  6 

rove  kcu  rac  [Seva 

Xp]yv  Si€(ft6ap 

.0 

creiac  ico0[eouc  a 

11 

“  Pf]y?Vc  rove  Se 

7T<XVT€C  [vOpU^OVCL €LC  TOu]  C  OlK€tO Page  ng 

2-7  pi7  omits  p,€]y  (2)  and  yap  (6)  uniquely  and  [top]  (4)  with  A  alone  (but  the  error  will  have 
arisen  independently  there);  it  also  offers  the  unique  corruption  airofiXeifiovciv  for  [aTroj3Ae]\iJtu>civ 

(6-7). 

7~io  €f[c  rac  nfl/xac  .  .  .  rac  [Swa]|creiac  with  P"1'  AHNSVat.  In  pig  and  p22  this  read¬ 
ing  can  be  reconstructed  on  the  basis  of  the  space;  pi6  inserts  avrcov  after  ripac,  while  pi7  wrongly 

omits  the  preposition  before  rac  |  [Vi/x]ac;  T  has  irpoc  rove  rac  Tip.ac  .  .  .  rac  Suvacreiac  eyovrac 
(interpolated  from  §8). 

IO-II  a]\TTavT€c  with  pl6  pI7  p22  F:  amivTac  AFINSVat:  7r[avrec  vel  77 [avrac  pig.  On  the 
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(inferior)  reading  of  the  second  family,  see  Seek,  Untersuchungen  41—2  n.  14;  CPF  1.2*  on  pty  HI  8 
(p.  402).  Of  course  one  cannot  rule  out  the  possibility  that  5133  offered  iravrec,  not  a\\iravTec\  the 

space  would  allow  either.  On  Isocratean  usage,  see  Seek,  Untersuchungen  78  n.  8g ;  LXIX  4721  5-6  n. ; 

CPF  I.a*  on  pi7  XIV  3-4  (pp.  433-4). 

Page  120 

2-3  £T7ei]|Sav  S’  with  the  rest  of  the  witnesses,  apart  from  pt6,  which  omits  Sr  and  transmits 

7  . ]tv:  opuici  pty  (pptociv)  r :  evpaici  pi6  (evpaiciv)  AIINSVat.  The  former  seems  too  short 

here.  (It  is  not  clear  which  pig  had.)  For  a  detailed  discussion  of  the  two  readings,  see  Seek,  Unter¬ 
suchungen  42  n.  15,  who  states  that  evptoci  gives  better  sense,  especially  in  relation  to  the  preceding 

participle  Siefiovrec,  and  is  supported  by  Isocratean  usage;  cf.  also  CPF  1.2*  on  pty  IH  11  (p.  402). 

8  _  J :  restore  v<f>]  (pi6  IT),  e<£]  (AllS'Vat),  or  a<f>]  (NSsl).  v<f>]  gives  the  best  sense:  see  CPF  1.2* 
on  pty  III  12  (pp.  402-3). 

8-9  tjkic.  \  e\\xp]vv:  VKlCTa  XPVV  r:  rjxicTO.  ixPVv  P1®  Pl7  P22  A  AIINSVat,  inserted  in  r8  as 
a  correction.  Only  tiny  vestiges  of  the  letters  represented  by  sublinear  dots  are  preserved.  Perhaps  the 

scribe  wrote  r/Kicra  in  full  and  then  cancelled  the  final  a  and  substituted  an  apostrophe.  The  variation 

Xpyv/ exPVv  represents  an  interesting  problem  in  the  textual  tradition  of  Isocrates;  see  recently  (on  this 

passage)  CPF  1.2*  p.  403.  We  have  no  reliable  evidence  for  normal  prose  usage  in  the  fourth  century 
bc  (Attic  inscriptions  provide  scattered  examples  of  both  forms,  but  all  in  verse  texts  of  Hellenistic 

and  Roman  date;  see  Threatte,  Grammar  ii  499);  the  form  with  syllabic  augment  is  that  normally 

attested  in  documentary  papyri  of  the  Roman  and  Byzantine  periods  (Gignac,  Grammar  ii  226).  M. 

Fassino,  Z/Encomio  di  Elena  e  il  Plataico  di  Isocrate  (diss.  Milan  2011;  available  at  http://air.ummi. 

it/ handle/ 2434/ 158082),  comm,  ad  Plat.  21,  pp.  271-2,  argues  that  ixpyv  should  be  preferred  except 
where  hiatus  would  result. 

io-n  <§e  |  [etc.  The  scribe  seems  to  have  written  Be  |  [etc  with  scriptio  plena:  there  was  no  room 

for  8  ’  etc  in  10,  but  without  Be,  the  line  would  have  been  too  short. 

D.  COLOMO 

5134.  Isocrates,  Ad  Nicoclem  39-41 

104/117(0)  fr.  1  3.2  x  6  cm  Early  third  century 

Two  fragments  of  a  papyrus  roll,  possibly  from  the  same  column.  Intercolum- 

nium  is  preserved  to  c.1.5  cm  on  the  right-hand  side  of  fr.  1.  The  column  width  was 

about  7  cm.  The  back  is  blank. 

The  text  is  written  in  a  small  hand  of  the  Severe  Style,  slightly  sloping  to  the 

right;  cf.  II  223  (Roberts,  GLH  21a),  assigned  to  the  early  third  century  on  the  basis 

of  the  document  on  its  front  (II  237,  a  petition  of  186).  High  stop  is  found  at  fr.  1.9. 

5134  overlaps  with  pi6  (P  Kell.  Ill  G  95).  It  presents  one  certain  agreement 

with  r  (fr.  1.8-9)  and  one  very  probable  agreement  with  the  MSS  of  the  second 

family  (and  partially  with  pi6;  see  fr.  2.3—5  n0-  Moreover,  5134  partially  preserves 

the  section  of  §39  quoted  in  die  Antidosis  in  an  abbreviated  form,  a  section  which, 

together  with  other  parts  of  the  same  oration,  has  been  considered  by  several 

scholars  as  a  later  interpolation;  see  fr.  1.1— 7  n.;  P.  M.  Pinto,  Per  la  storia  del  testo  di 

5134 :  ISOCRATES,  AD  NICOCLEM  39-41 

Isocrate  (2003)  172—6;  S.  De  Leo,  ‘La  citazione  della  “De  Pace”  nelT ‘Antidosis”’,  in 
I.  Andorlini  et  al.,  Studi  sulla  tradizione  del  testo  di  Isocrate  215—22,  esp.  217.  P33  (E  Lips, 

inv.  1456),  assigned  to  the  late  third  century  bc,  provides  comparable  textual  evi¬ dence  for  §§33—4. 

Fr.  1 

rote  tt pay ptactv  kcu  toic]  a[v] 

dpomoLC  Svvapievovc  ko]i  per/ 

Si araparropievovc  cv  r]atc  roy 

fiiov  pccrafioXaic  aAA]a  Ka 
5  Arne  kcu  pLerpioic  kcu  t] ac  cvpi 

(jiopac  kcu  rac  <f>c 
pciv  emcTapLevovc  Ka]i  per) 

davpcacrjc  ei  iroWa  rtov]  Xeyo 

pcevcov  ecTiv  a  kcu  cv  yiyvco]cK€ic 

io  ouSc  yap  epie  tovto  tt apjeAa 
dev  aAA  r)7TLCTapLT]v  on]  to 

(c.5  lines  missing) Fr.  2 

]  ayrot  j[yyx avov civ  €7TiTi]]SevovT[cc  aAAa  yap  §41 

ovk  ev  ro]tc  Xoyoic  [Xprj  toic  ne 

pi  tcov  €Tr]LTri8cy[pLaTcov 

5  irjrciv  rac  Kajtvor^rac 

Fr.  1 

1-7  5134  docs  not  support  the  view  that  part  of  §39  is  a  later  interpolation,  a  view  based  on  the 
fact  that  the  corresponding  extract  quoted  in  Anlid.  is  shorter  and  contains  variations,  y  and  9  transmit 

two  short  sections  of  Ad  Me.,  xpco  .  .  .  tovtcov  (end  of  §38)  and  copovc  .  .  .  Aeyovrac  (beginning  of 

§39),  in  inverse  older,  a  transposition  very  probably  made  by  Isocrates  himself,  possibly  for  the  sake  of 
the  rhythm;  see  Pinto,  Per  la  storia  del  testo  di  Isocrate  176  n.  54. 

3  The  supplement  printed  may  be  slightly  too  long  for  the  gap. 

8-9  Xeyo\[p.evcov  with  T :  elpqpievcov  pi6  AIINSVat.  Seek,  Untersuchungen  88-9  n.  135,  expresses 

a  slight  preference  for  the  second  reading:  he  notes  Isocrates5  tendency  to  use  the  participle  elpTjpeva 

to  indicate  Vorhergehende  Darlegungen’  and  Xeyopeva  to  indicate  statements  that  follow  in  his 

speech. 

9

 

 

The  supplement  printed  seems  about  two  letters  too  long. 

(§39) 

§40 
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i  o-i  i  I  have  restored  e.  g.  trap]  eAa|  \6ev  with  T  against  ZieXaQev  transmitted  by  pi  6  and  the  MSS 
of  the  second  family,  but  the  space  would  allow  either  reading.  Seek,  Unlersuckungen  89  n.  136,  defends 

the  reading  of  F  on  the  basis  of  Isocrates’  usage. 

Fr.  2 

3  -5  In  the  supplemented  parts,  for  rote  trepi  (pi 6  AIINSVat;  suggested  here  by  the  spacing, 

and  preferred  by  Seek,  Untersuchmgen  89—90  n.  139),  T  has  toutoic;  andpi6  has  xpv  after  Qqrciv  rather 
than  after  Xoyoic.  Note  that  the  supplement  printed  seems  about  2  letters  too  short  to  fill  the  space 

available  between  €Tr]iTYj8ey[para)v  (4)  and  xa]  tvor[vjrac  (5). 

D.  COLOMO 

5135.  Isocrates,  Ad  Nicoclem  48-9,  51-2 

I05/ 77(c)  4.8  x10.8  cm  Third  century 

A  fragment  of  a  roll  containing  parts  of  two  columns,  written  along  the  fibres. 

The  back  is  blank.  The  upper  margin  is  preserved  to  1.3  cm;  intercolumnium  of 

c.i  cm.  Of  col.  i,  only  line-ends  survive;  of  col.  ii,  beginnings  of  22  lines.  Col.  i  ap¬ 

pears  to  have  held  about  38  lines.  Ten  lines  of  col.  ii  occupy  an  area  about  4.5  cm 

high.  The  height  of  col.  i  will  then  have  been  about  17. 1  cm.  Column  width  can  be 

calculated  at  c. 8-8.5  cm-  Col.  ii  will  be  the  penultimate  column  of  the  work.  The 

entire  Ad  Nicoclem  in  this  format  would  have  required  a  roll  about  1.85  m  long.  How¬ 

ever,  it  is  possible  that  5135  belonged  to  a  larger  roll  including  the  corpusculum  Ad 

Demonicum ,  Ad  Nicoclem,  and  Nicocles  (for  which  see  5133  in  trod.).  Such  a  roll  would 

have  been  about  6  m  long.  For  comparable  ‘reconstructed’  cases,  see  D.  Colomo, 

Segno  e  testo  6  (2008)  27-30. 

The  script  is  a  medium-sized  hand  of  the  Severe  Style,  slightly  sloping  to  the 

right.  Contrast  is  rather  emphasized:  horizontals  and  rising  obliques  are  thinner 

and  sometimes  delimited  by  finial  dots.  A  good  parallel  is  VII  1012  (pi.  IV;  CPF 

IV2,  pll.  152-3),  written  on  the  back  of  a  tax-register  of  r.205  (VII  1045).  I  am 

inclined  to  assign  5135  to  the  mid  third  century,  but  I  do  not  rule  out  a  date  in  the 

second  half  of  the  same  century. 

A  thick  paragraphus,  written  in  lighter  ink  apparently  by  a  second  hand,  oc¬ 

curs  below  ii  5,  very  probably  to  mark  pause  within  the  line,  where  a  new  clause 

begins.  In  the  intercolumnium  there  are  remains  of  an  annotation  (or  correction  ?) 

to  the  left  of  ii  3,  written  cursively  and  at  small  size  by  another  hand  (perhaps  the 

same  that  wrote  the  paragraphus,  judging  from  the  colour  of  the  ink). 

5135  overlaps  with  pi 6  (P.  Kell.  Ill  G  95),  but  shares  none  of  its  unique  read¬ 
ings  and  idiosyncrasies.  It  agrees  with  the  MSS  of  the  second  family  in  an  inferior 

reading  (ii  12-14)  and  in  a  superior  reading  (ii  9,  reading  supported  by  pi6  also);  the 

deviation  in  ii  5-6  is  merely  a  slip. 
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Col.  i  Col.  ii 
ot  pev  §[t,a  tojv  epicTiKWV  (§5*) 

Xoyojv  o[i  Se  Sia  tojv  ttoXl 

tlkojv  oi  S[e  St  aXXojv  tlvojv 

7TOn^ct]y  «:[at]  (§48)  ’  ppovLp(p\jepovc  ececdai  rove 
5  rove  7 Tpwrovc  evpovrac]  jpa  5  avrotc  Tr[XrjCLa^ovTac  e/cei 

ycoSiav  a£iov  davpal,ei]v  voi  Se  7rajVrec  opoXoyovciv 

OTL  KCLTl&OVTeC  TT)V  <f>VCl\v  OTl  Set  To[v  KdXoJC  7T€7raiSei> 

TTjV  TOJV  avOpOJ-TTOJV  ap]<f>0  p€VOV  e[£  CKOCTOV  TOVTOJV 

T€pa tc  rate  tSeaic  rauratc  /c]a  yev[ec0ai  jSovXevecOai  Sum 

10  T€Xpv)cavTo  irpoc  tt)v  ttoi]t]  10  pev[ov  XPV  tolvvv  ape  §52 

civ  o  pev  yap  tovc  aya>va]c  §49  pev[ov  tojv  appicfir) 

/cat  tovc  noXepovc  tovc  tco]v  Tovp\evojv  eiri  to  opoXoyov 

r/pideojv  epvOoXoyrjcev  ot]  pevo[v  cXQovto  Xapfia 

Se  tovc  pvdovc  etc  ayotvac]  vetv  [aim ov  tov  eAeyyov 

15  /cat  irpa^eic  KaTecrqcav]  15  /cat  ̂ [aAtcra  pev  em  tojv 

ojctc  prj  p ovov  aKovcTo]yc  Kat,p[cov  Oeojpew  cvpfiov 

T)(uv  aXXa  Kai  6ea tovc  yev]e  Aeufovrac  et  Se  pi 7  /cat  Kad  o 

c0at  toiovtojv  ovv  7rapaSet]  Aa>v  [ tojv  irpaypaTOJV  Ae 

ypaTcov  vnapxovTOj]v  yov\rac  /cat  tovc  pev  pr)8ev 

20  SeSet/cTat  toic  eTndvpov ]  20  yt[yvo)CKOVTac  tojv  S eov 

clv  tovc  aKpoojpevovjc  t[ ojv  airodoKipa^e  S rjXov 

y[a p  ojc  o  prjSev  ojv  at >toc 

Col.  i 

The  above  reconstruction  is  proposed  exempli  gratia  and  cannot  be  confirmed  in  detail. 

1  At  the  level  of  line  1,  on  the  edge,  0.7  cm  from  col.  ii  (i.e.  clearly  within  the  intercolumnium), 

there  is  a  short  stroke,  i  mm  long,  more  or  less  horizontal,  in  the  same  ink  as  the  main  text:  remains 
of  annotation  or  correction? 

21  The  supplement  printed  may  be  slightly  too  short  to  fill  the  space. 

Col.  ii 

2

-

 

3

 

 

o[t  8c  8lcl  tojv  ttoXIWtikwv  01  a[e  Si  aXXojv  nvwv  with  T  AIINSVat :  oi  Se  Sm  tojv  aXXojv 

tlvojv  
pi6  (apparently  

saut  du  mime  
au  mime  

rather  
than  

a  genuine  
variant;  

cf.  K.  A.  Worp,  
A.  Rijks- baron,  

The  Kellis  
Isocrates  

Codex  
(1997)  

41). 

3

-

 

4

 

 

To  the  left  of  these  lines,  in  the  intercolumnium,  we  see  ]  _  a  ,  apparently  written  by  the 

same  
hand  

as  the  paragraphus  

below  
5.  After  

what  
looks  

like  a  cursive  
alpha  

comes  
a  long  

descending oblique  
ligatured  

to  it,  possibly  
iota  or  perhaps  

the  sign  
of  abbreviation.  

Before  
the  alpha,  

an  upright 
whose  

top  seems  
to  carry  

the  right-hand  

end  of  a  cross-bar  
projecting  

slightly  
to  the  right;  

this  would 
fit  pi  (rather  

than  
tau),  

but  pi  in  a  much  
less  cursive  

hand  
and  without  

ligature  
to  the  next  

letter. 
Alternatively,  

one  could  
see  the  putative  

pi  as  the  end  of  another  
abbreviated  

word  
(e.g.  

iota  
with 
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horizontal  bar  above);  the  intercolumnar  space  to  the  left  would  hardly  have  room  for  more  than  two 

letters.  Since  the  meaning  of  the  annotation  is  obscure,  we  cannot  know  whether  it  referred  to  line  3 

of  col.  i  (now  lost)  or  to  line  3  of  col.  ii.  Textual  variants  and  textual  annotations  are  usually  written  to 

the  left  of  a  column,  while  explanatory  annotations  are  accommodated  to  its  right;  see  K.  McNamee, 

Annotations  in  Greek  and  Latin  Texts  from  Egypt  (2007)  15—16. 

4.-5  roue]  |  auTOic  with  all  MSS,  except  pi6,  which  has  rote  avrot,  apparently  a  mere  slip. 

5—6  €K€t][vot:  eKewo  pi 6  T  AIINSVat.  This  apparently  unique  variant  is  in  fact  a  mere  slip, 
produced  by  a  sort  of  homoearchon  within  the  kola  between  lines  2  and  6  (ot  8e  ...  ol  8e  ..  .  hceivo 

Se)  and  probably  also  by  the  fact  that  ckcivo  Se  is  followed  by  another  nominative  plural,  Travrtc. 

6  ofxoXoyovciv  suits  the  space,  pi  6  alone  has  avopoXoyovav,  a  compound  that  does  not  occur 
elsewhere  in  Isocrates. 

8  e[|  with  all  MSS  apart  from  pi6  (a<f>).  The  traces  in  5135  are  clearly  compatible  with  epsilon, 

but  not  with  alpha. 

9  yev[ecdai  with  ITNSVat:  yiyvecOat  pi6  A  (yiveedat):  paivecdai  T.  For  discussion  of  these  vari¬ 
ants  cf.  Seek,  Untersuchungen  97  n.  165,  who  defends  yiyvecdai  as  giving  better  sense  after  ifcacrou 

tovtoiv]  compare  Antid.  187  and  293. 

10  Line  slightly  shorter  than  the  average:  perhaps  blank  space  after  [8wa]\pey[ov  to  mark  the 

start  of  a  new  section/new  paragraph? 

11  If  we  reconstruct  this  line  according  to  the  text  transmitted  by  all  witnesses,  it  would  contain 

14.5  letters,  i.e.  the  line  would  be  too  short,  even  taking  into  consideration  the  fact  that  in  the  lacuna 

broad  square  letters  predominate.  Therefore  I  am  tempted  to  assume  a  different  text  or  a  case  of 

dittography  of  some  elements. 

12-14  [em  to  o^oAoyou]|/u,€vo[v  eA 9ovra  restored  with  AnNpc(rov  Nac  v  induct.)SVat  on  the 
basis  of  the  space.  F  transmits  cm  tov  cwoixoXoyovp.evov  (preferred  by  Seek,  Untersuchungen  97-8 

n.  166).  pi 6  transmits  em  rove  opoXoyovpev ovc  eXOovra,  where  opoXoyovpevovc  can  perhaps  be  re¬ 

ferred  to  Xoyovc  (so,  doubtfully,  Worp  -Rijksbaron,  The  Kellis  Isocrates  Codex  209). 

1
6
-
 
1
7
 
 

cvpf}ov]\\ey[ovTac:  so  T:  rove  cvpftovXevovTac  pi6  and  MSS  of  the  second  family.  The 

shorter  reading  seems  to  fit  the  space  better;  and  in  any  case,  as  Seek,  Untersuchungen  
98  n.  167,  points 

out,  the  participle  here  has  a  predicative  
function  and  therefore  does  not  need  the  article. 

1
7
-
 
1
8
 
 

The  paradosis  is  divided:  Kai  Kad’  oXcov  T :  tov c  Kad’  oXu>v  pi6  l\Tpc:  roue  Kad’  oXov  Na,:: 

roue  Kal  ko.8’  oXcov  SacVat:  touc  ko.1  Kad’  oXov  S'01:  roue  Kad’  oAou  A:  roue  /cat  Kad’  oXov  II.  Kad’ 

oXcov  (pi6  rNllcSi,':Vat)  
is  certainly  right;  see  CPF  1.2*  on  pi7  IV  9  (p.  404).  Before  this  phrase,  to  judge 

by  the  space,  5135  may  have  had  /cat  (I1)  or  roue  (pi6  N)  but  not  both.  Seek,  Untersuchungen  
98  n.  168, 

rejects  both  /cat  and  roue,  but  the  former  gives  good  sense  (‘even’)  and  should  be  adopted. 
D.  COLOMO 

5136-9.  Isocrates,  Nicocles 

Four  newly  identified  papyri  are  edited  here,  one  from  the  beginning  and 

three  from  near  the  end  of  the  text.  All  except  the  first  include  parts  not  otherwise 

preserved  in  ancient  copies:  of  these,  twelve  have  been  published  so  far  (pi,  p68— 77> 

P125T),  including  four  from  Oxyrhynchus.  The  primary  manuscripts  are  T  and, 

from  the  second  family,  AIINSVat  (and  for  the  opening  sections  also  Auct  =  Bodl. 

Auct.  T.i.ii).  Collations  have  been  kindly  provided  by  Dr  Mariella  Menchelli.  The 

collation  text  is  E.  Drerup,  Isocratis  Opera  omnia  i  (1906)  131—46. 

5136.  Isocrates,  Nicocles  1-2 

A.  I0D  B4/ 7(H)i-2  3.2  x  3.4  cm  Second/ third  century 

A  fragment  of  a  roll.  On  the  back,  written  across  the  fibres,  six  lines  of  third- 

century  semi-cursive.  A  line  of  the  Isocrates  text  was  about  7  cm  long  and  held 

about  21  letters.  The  speech  probably  began  at  the  top  of  the  column  to  which  this 

fragment  belonged.  The  column  will  then  have  had  at  least  21  lines  and  been  at 

least  12.3  cm  high.  If  the  speech  had  begun  at  the  top  of  a  preceding  column,  that 

column  could  be  no  more  than  9.4  cm  high,  which  seems  excluded:  see  Johnson, 

Bookrolls  and  Scribes  119-25.  The  gently  sloping  hand  is  an  example  of  the  ‘Severe 

Style,’  comparable  to  that  of  LX  4045  +  4053  (Aeschines). 

The  papyrus  offers  a  new  but  probably  false  variant  (i). 

This  part  of  the  text  is  also  transmitted  in  pi  (P.  Kellis  III  95;  iv). 

e]vpr)covci  yiy[vop,e  (§l) 

me  e7re]ira  ko.K€iv  [aronov  §2 

ei  \eXrf\6ev  avrovc  [on  ra 

■n€pi  tou]c  deovc  euc[e/3 ovp.ev 

5  /cat  rrjv]  8iKcuocvv[riv 

1  <r]up7?couci:  evp-qcopev  is  given  by  the  other  sources,  including  pi .  The  third  person  plural  verb 
makes  sense  but  is  probably  a  corruption  due  to  the  influence  of  the  preceding  third  person  plural 
forms  in  -ovci(v). 

2  €TTe\na\  e-nena  Se  pi,  wrongly:  see  the  editors’  note. 
kokciv  [  (as  T)  or  -p[o  (as  pi  AIINSVat  Auct). 

W.  B.  HENRY 

5137.  Isocrates,  Nicocles  55,  57 

67  6B.n/F(2)a  7  x  4.4  cm  Sixth  century 

A  fragment  of  the  inner  edge  of  a  papyrus  codex  leaf.  The  inner  margin  is 

about  1.7  cm  wide.  If  the  reconstruction  printed  is  more  or  less  correct,  a  line  will 

have  been  about  14  cm  long  and  contained  about  28  letters  on  average.  A  column 

will  have  held  24  lines  and  occupied  an  area  about  15  cm  high.  The  written  area 

will  then  have  been  approximately  square,  and  the  codex  will  perhaps  have  be¬ 

longed  among  Turner’s  ‘aberrants  of  Group  5’  {Typology  18). 

The  ‘Biblical  Majuscule’  hand  displays  an  exaggerated  contrast  of  thick  and 
thin  strokes:  the  latter  can  now  sometimes  scarcely  be  made  out.  A  has  a  very 
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narrow  loop  joining  the  back  of  the  letter  low  in  the  line.  There  is  some  resem¬ 

blance  to  the  second  hand  of  the  Vienna  Genesis  (cod.  theol.  gr.  31;  GBEBP 

29b;  vi). 
There  are  no  new  variants.  Textual  uncertainties  make  the  reconstruction 

of  the  missing  parts  rather  complicated:  for  the  procedure  followed,  see  the  com¬ 
mentary. 

The  papyrus  briefly  overlaps  with  P75  (P.  Vindob.  G  29797  =  P.  Rain.  Cent.  22 ; 

III?)  in  §57  (up  to  tt]v  TraiSeuctv  rqv  TOLavr[rjV). 

.[ 

[  Xa^€  (§55) 

itou[c]  r)  7Tpao[r€povc  eivai  rove  rvpav 

voyc  aXXa  Ka\i  tov  rporrov  tov  twv 

TToXlTOJV  7To[XXoi 

I 

].[ 

mu8]eyq[v  n)l>]  f[i]  (§57) 

pr}p,€vr)v  €0i£er  avrovc ]  ojc  jua[A]tcra 

diarpifieiv  r/v  yap  KaXcoc  ap]xccdai  peadep 

5  civ  ttoXXco  fxaXXov  apyeiv]  Bvvrjcov 

«*  

' 

].[ 

Choice  among  the  transmitted  variants  is  constrained  by  the  need  to  ensure  a  perpendicular 

left-hand  margin  on  the  4-  side.  For  the  stretches  of  text  to  be  supplied  in  4-  4  and  5,  apart  from  minor 

variants,  a  longer  and  a  shorter  form  are  known  from  the  later  manuscripts:  but  if  the  lines  are  to 

begin  on  the  same  alignment  as  4-  3,  the  longer  versions  must  be  adopted  in  both  places,  in  conjunc¬ 
tion  with  the  shorter  of  the  two  possible  verbs  in  4-  3.  There  is  then  a  similar  choice  between  shorter 

and  longer  versions  to  be  made  in  ->  3  and  4;  again,  if  the  lines  are  to  be  of  about  the  same  length 

as  those  previously  reconstructed  on  the  4-  side,  the  longer  versions  must  be  adopted.  But  no  certainty 

can  be  claimed  for  the  reconstruction,  since  the  papyrus  may  have  had  in  some  places  readings  not 
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2-5  These  sentences  are  transmitted  by  Stob.  4.6.18. 

3  irpao[T£povc:  so  F,  followed  by  Drerup.  AIlNSVat  Stob.  have  rrpdovc. 
4  The  second  tov  is  present  in  T  Stob.  (followed  by  Drerup),  but  not  in  AIlNSVat. 

2—3  rr/v]  e[tpT)fj*w]v:  so  T,  followed  by  Drerup.  A  has  ri)v  TOiaur^v,  as  did  P75  (ttjv  rotavrlvv), 
while  IINSVat  have  tjjc  TOiavrr/c  aperrje. 

3  I  have  supplied  edi^er  with  AIlNSVat  (-ere).  F,  followed  by  Drerup,  has  8t8aa<6r’,  repeated 
from  the  beginning  of  the  sentence. 

4  I  have  supplied  ijv  (T :  iav  AIlNSVat)  and  kclAojc  (T:  ora.  AIlNSVat),  following  Drerup. 

5  7roAAai  p.aAAov  supplied  from  AIlNSVat.  T,  followed  by  Drerup,  has  ttoAAcuv,  which  has  been 

doubted  (E  K.  Herdein,  Neue  Jahrbiicher  109  (1874)  18).  But  Isocrates  always  has  ttoAv  jxdAAov  rather 

than  7roAAc3i  p.aAAov  (Preuss,  Index  Isocrateus  65),  though  he  uses  ov  voXXcbi  with  vertpov  (Paneg.  72, 

Hel.  26). 

W.  B.  HENRY 

5138.  Isocrates,  Nicocles  59-60 

23  3B.i3/L{i-4)  3.9  x3.2  cm  Fourth  century 

The  upper  outer  corner  of  a  miniature  codex  leaf.  A  line  will  have  been  about 

5.6  cm  long  and  held  about  15  letters.  The  -*  page  will  have  had  about  10  lines, 

occupying  an  area  about  6.3  cm  high.  The  upper  margin  is  about  0.3  cm  deep,  and 

the  outer  margin  0.3  cm  wide  on  the  -►  side  and  0.9  cm  wide  on  the  f  side. 

The  hand  is  crude,  with  considerable  variation  in  letter  size  and  formation.  It 

has  some  resemblance  to  the  only  slightly  more  skilfully  executed  hand  of  II  209 

(Romans  1;  GBEBP  ia;  R.  Cribiore,  Writing,  Teachers,  and  Students  in  Graeco-Roman 

Egypt  (1996),  no.  302),  ‘no  doubt  a  schoolboy’s  exercise,’  which  ‘was  found  tied  up 
with  a  contract  dated  in  316  ad,  and  other  documents  of  the  same  period.’  (The 
contract  in  question  has  been  identified  as  1 103 :  see  further  A.  Luijendijk,  JBL 129 

(2010)  575-96.)  No  doubt  5138  is  also  a  school  exercise.  The  format  has  no  good 
parallels  in  papyrus  codices  of  classical  texts  (Turner,  Typology  22,  25),  but  closely 

resembles  that  of  the  schoolbook  E  Vindob.  G  29274  [MPER  ns  IV  24;  Cribiore, 

Writing,  Teachers,  and  Students,  no.  403;  rv-v),  which  is  preserved  complete  in  four 

sheets  of  papyrus  measuring  9.5  x  5  cm.  The  book  to  which  5138  belonged  may 

have  had  about  the  same  number  of  pages.  There  is  no  way  of  telling  how  much 

of  it  was  occupied  by  this  extract. 

The  text  appears  to  have  been  fundamentally  a  good  one,  but  it  is  marred, 

as  expected,  by  poor  spelling  (77  for  e:  ->•  2;  t  for  ei:  -f  4,  5(?)).  The  frequency  and 

nature  of  the  errors  suggest  that  the  text  may  have  been  copied  from  dictation. 

The  same  is  plausibly  suggested  in  the  case  of  the  other  published  student’s  exer¬ 
cise  consisting  of  an  extract  from  the  Nicocles,  P.  Vindob.  G  39977  (§19;  P125T;  first 
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edition:  J.  Lundon  and  G.  Messeri,  %PE  132  (2000)  125-31;  vi).  In  general  on  the 

use  of  the  Cyprian  Orations  in  education,  see  R.  Cribiore  in  R.  S.  Bagnall  (ed.),  The 

Oxford  Handbook  of  Papyrology  (2009)  329-30. 

The  papyrus  overlaps  with  5139. 

-+  J 

vop ara)]r  e/cacrov  tojv  (§59)  /xac  avrov[c  napcyov  (§60) 

TTpayfxaroAv  tvjtv  rec  c£i\cov 

X^ksv  rjoiaurac  77  cdcu  rote  [npocyov 

yeicOe  /ca]t  rac  Suvaf  ct]v  <f> lXlv  \oicc9c 

5  peic  aurjojy  e[tvat  5  Stv  /c]a[t 

This  sentence  is  transmitted  by  Stob.  3.1.69. 

1  eKacrov.  So  T  (followed  by  Drerup):  eKacra  AHNSVat  Stob.  (Tr.:  eKacrov  Stob.  cod.  Par.  1985 

according  to  Gaisford,  apparently  an  emendation). 

2

-

 

3

 

 

T7)Tv\xr)K€v:  1.  re-.  AIINSVat  Stob.  omit  the  v. 

3
-
 
5
 
 

Tjoiaurac  .  .  .  rac  Syyaf/xeic:  a  unique  corruption  (singular  for  plural)  is  offered  by 

5139i-2. 

3-4  fyeicde.  So  T  All  S  Vat  Stob.  (followed  by  Drerup):  rjyelcQai  (nacNSac)  not  excluded. 

The  first  sentence  (up  to  3-4  \npoexovci]y)  is  transmitted  by  Stob.  3.38.40. 

1

-

 

2

 

 

7 TapeXov]rec.  So  5139  T  AF>C  Stob.  (followed  by  Drerup):  -rac  A“cIINSVat. 

2
-
 
3
 
 

e6[coi/]c0ai.  So  5139  AHNSVat  Stob.  (MAJBr:  *ai  i£icovcde  S  Tr.)  T*  in  mg.  (followed  by 

Drerup):  atjiovcdai  T.  The  supplement  
is  uncertain,  since  line  2  could  easily  have  accommodated  

the 
whole  of  the  infinitive.  Perhaps  the  writer  committed  

an  error  of  some  kind. 

3  rote  om.  Vat. 

3

-

 

4

 

 

[Trpoexovct]y.  So  T  S:  npoexovci  All  (-e-)  NVat. 

4
-
 
5
 
 

<f>i Xiy  and  [Stv] :  1.  <f>iXeiv  and  8etv.  [8  tv]  is  not  quite  certain  but  suggested  by  the  space 

available. 

W.  B.  HENRY 

5139.  Isocrates,  Nicocles  59-61 

15  2B-42/C(e)  2.6  x  7.6  cm  Second/third  century 

The  foot  of  a  column  of  a  papyrus  roll,  blank  on  the  back,  with  a  lower  mar¬ 

gin  1.4  cm  deep.  The  column  was  wide:  a  line  held  about  31  letters  and  was  about 

9.5  cm  long.  Johnson,  Bookrolls  and  Scribes  206,  notes  only  two  rolls  from  Oxyrhyn- 

chus  containing  prose  texts  whose  columns  fall  in  this  ‘aberrantly  wide’  group, 
XVIII  2181  (Plato,  Phd.)  and  LII  3667  ([Plato],  Ale.  ii):  in  both  cases,  the  column 

width  is  estimated  to  be  10. 1  cm,  while  the  column  heights  are  estimated  to  be  21.7 
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cm  (2181)  and  23.25  cm  (3667).  Ten  lines  of  5139  occupy  a  space  about  5  cm  high. 

Since  the  text  from  the  end  of  this  column  to  the  end  of  the  work  would  occupy 

only  about  26  lines,  this  is  almost  certainly  the  penultimate  column. 

The  text  is  written  in  a  small  informal  and  rather  irregular  round  hand  with 

numerous  ligatures.  The  upright  of  t  has  a  right-pointing  hook  at  its  foot,  as  do 

both  uprights  of  h  and  sometimes  1.  2  is  cursive  and  descends  below  the  line;  p 

also  descends,  as  does  1  when  ligatured  to  a  preceding  a.  a  and  y  may  be  looped 

at  the  apex  (a)  or  base  (y),  but  the  loop  and  tail  of  a  are  usually  made  separately. 

The  only  lection  sign  is  a  trema  on  <r£tc[ouc#at  (5),  presumably  added  by  the  scribe. 

Among  Isocrates  papyri,  the  hands  of  LXIX  4722  ( AdNic.;  P30;  11)  and  5141  (Be 

pace',  n/ in),  which  was  found  together  with  this  papyrus,  are  similar,  but  in  some 

respects  the  semi-cursive  hand  of  LXX  4760  (Antonius  Diogenes;  n/m)  is  closer. 

Cf.  also  SPP  XXII 1  (Harrauer,  Palaographie  Abb.  143;  ii/m),  especially  its  Ai  and  2. 

The  papyrus  offers  a  new  corruption  (1).  There  are  three  instances  of  -at  for 

-€  in  verbal  endings  (-cflat  for  -c9e:  4,  6;  -rat  for  -re:  9),  but  ppovei]Te  (10)  is  spelt correctly. 

5139  overlaps  with  5138  at  the  beginning  (1-6)  and  with  P76  (P  Erl.  10;  in)  at 

the  end  (7-12).  The  latter  has  a  similarly  pronounced  tendency  to  substitute  -at  for 

-e  in  verbal  endings  (3,  6, 11,  12  (x2),  22),  and  in  the  one  place  where  it  is  possible  to 
check,  the  papyri  agree  in  offering  the  false  spelling  (5139  9,  P76.3). 

]  TOLavTYjy  [yyeicdcu ko.1  Trjv  Svvap.iv  aujrtuv  ctvai  \jxrj  pdo 

veire  tolc  Trap  epot]  irpojT€Voy[civ  aA 

A  apiAXacdai  Kai  neijpacdaL  yp[rjCTOVc 

5  vpac  avrovc  7rapexo]vT€c  €^ic[ovcdai 

toic  7Tpoexovctv  piXeijv  oiecdat  [8eiv 

Kat  ripav  overrep  av  #c]at  o  fiaci\€y[c  tva  /cat 

nap  epov  ruyyav^re]  tojv  avrojv  t[ovtojv 

ota  nep  napovroc  po]y  Aeyerat  r[o] t[airra 

10  /cat  anovroc  <f>pov€i]T€  rrjv  evy[oiav 

,  TTjv  npoc  Tjpac  ev  toic  c]pyoic  €vSc[t/cvt/ 

cdai  paXXov  rj  ev  tolc  Aojyotc  a  nacx\ovT€C 

1

-

 

2

 

 

]  ToiavT7]y  [.  .  .  -rqv  8vvap.1v:  other  copies  (including  5138)  correctly  give  the  plural  roiav- 

rac  .  .  .  rac  S vvapeic.  The  corruption  may  be  due  to  the  influence  of  the  preceding  singular  eKacrov 

(v.l.  eKacra:  sec  on  5138  1). 

1,  4,  12  -cdai  supplied  for  -ede:  cf.  4,  6,  and  9  for  the  scribe’s  practice;  5138  -*■  3-4  n. 

2

—

 

6

 

 

p, t)  <f>6ove ire  .  .  .  rrpoexov civ  is  transmitted  by  Stob.  3.38.40. 

4  /cat  7T€i]pac0ai  (1.  rreipacde)  om.  Stob. 

5  TTapeXo]vTec  e£i'c[ouc0at:  for  transmitted  variants, 

(§59) 

§60 

§61 

see  on  5138  f  1-3. 
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9—10  As  no  margins  are  preserved,  it  is  not  possible  to  determine  reliably  on  the  basis  of  the 

space  available  whether  5139  had  uep  (F2  AIINSVat) .  .  .  /cat  (AIINSVat),  as  given  above,  or  irepi  .  .  . 
/cat  77-e/3t,  with  T  (followed  by  Drerup),  but  I  have  tentatively  preferred  the  former.  For  discussion,  see 
CPF  1.2**  on  P76.2  (p.  685). 

9  Xeyerai:  1.  Aeyere.  The  same  error  in  P76. 

12  In  the  supplement,  I  have  tentatively  preferred  17  ev  (F2  [p76] :  pAv  I1"),  printed  by  Drerup,  to 
7)  (AIINSVat)  on  grounds  of  space.  For  discussion,  see  CPF  1.2**  on  P76.5  (p.  685). 

W.  B.  HENRY 

5140-43.  Isocrates,  De  Pace 

Four  further  papyri  of  this  work  are  presented  here,  of  which  5140  is  the 

most  extensively  preserved  ancient  copy  of  the  work  except  P46  (P.  Lond.  Lit.  131). 

The  others,  though  small,  shed  interesting  light  on  the  ancient  transmission.  5141 

presents  in  its  short  compass  two  unique  deviations  from  the  word  order  as  known 

from  other  manuscripts.  5142  and  5143,  the  earliest  copy  published  to  date,  dem¬ 

onstrate  the  ancient  circulation  of  corruptions  hitherto  unique  to  P46:  for  a  com¬ 

parable  case,  cf.  P59  (LXIX  4737)  ii  10-1 1  n. 

18  other  ancient  manuscripts  have  been  published,  of  which  15  are  from  Oxy- 

rhynchus.  All  four  of  the  new  papyri  overlap  with  P46;  5140  alone  also  overlaps 

with  P48  (LXIX  4728),  p49  (LXIX  4729),  p5o  (P  Heid.  I  208),  P51  (P.  Oxy.  Hels. 

7),  P53  (LXIX  4731),  p55  (LXIX  4733),  and  p58  (LXIX  4736;  possibly  part  of 

an  extended  quotation  in  Antid).  The  later  manuscript  tradition  is  represented 

by  F  and,  from  the  second  family,  AHN;  in  the  passages  cited  in  Antid.,  (y)9\  are 

used.  The  collation  text  is  the  Bud6  edition  of  G.  Mathieu  (1942).  Information 

about  manuscript  readings  is  drawn  from  B.  Mandilaras,  '0  nepl  zlpr/vr/s  A oyos 
tov  looKparovs  e/c  to v  7r<nrvpov  tov  BperavviKov  Movoeiov  (i975)>  an<^  E.  Ehenrpj 

De  codicum  Isocrateorum  auctoritate  (Leipziger  Studien  xvii/ 1,  1895)  136-60,  and  from 

CPF  where  available.  N  has  been  collated  from  digital  images.  For  the  quotations  in 

Dionysius  of  Halicarnassus  ( Dem .  and  Isoc),  the  Bude  edition  of  G.  Aujac  (1978-88) 

has  been  used.  Variants  in  the  restored  pordons  are  only  mentioned  where  consid¬ 

erations  of  spacing  seem  decisive,  and  minor  variations  in  such  matters  as  use  of 

elision  or  scriptio  plena  and  presence  or  absence  of  optional  final  v  are  not  generally 

mentioned.  Poorly  attested  corruptions  in  other  manuscripts  are  recorded  only 

selectively. 

W.  B.  HENRY 
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5140.  Isocrates,  De  Pace  13-14,  16,  22-3,  25-7,  31,  35-6,  40-44, 

46-7, 49-50. 58-63. 70-73. 76-9. 88-91, 99, 
102-3,  ”2-13.  I24-5,  ‘36-7,  H2 

87/ 53(a)  +  88/ 242  Fr.  8  9.2  x  14.5  cm  Second  century 

Numerous  fragments  of  a  papyrus  roll,  written  along  the  fibres.  (Not  included 

below  are  several  unplaced  fragments  and  scraps.)  The  back  is  blank.  The  frag¬ 

ments  represent  about  24  columns  scattered  throughout  the  text  of  the  speech. 

No  complete  line  is  preserved,  and  none  of  the  columns  is  preserved  to  its  original 

height.  Fr.  8,  the  largest,  contains  the  lower  portions  of  two  adjacent  columns,  the 

second  of  which  had  about  48  lines.  Frr.  25  and  29  preserve  the  top  and  foot  of 

a  single  column  also  of  about  48  lines.  Apart  from  frr.  8  +  9, 14-16, 17-18,  and  25-9, 

the  arrangement  of  fragments  in  columns  is  uncertain,  but  each  of  the  following 

groups  is  likely  to  have  belonged  to  a  single  column:  frr.  4-5, 19-21,  and  23-4.  The 

height  of  each  column  was  about  29  cm  (one  of  the  highest  figures  attested  for 

a  roll  from  Oxyrhynchus:  see  Johnson,  Bookrolls  and  Scribes  12 1-5),  the  width  was 

about  6.5  cm,  and  lines  contained  between  18  and  22  letters.  Fr.  17  preserves  the 

upper  margin  to  a  depth  of  2  cm.  Fr.  8  preserves  the  lower  margin  to  a  depth  of  2.5 

cm  and  an  intercolumnium  1  cm  wide.  The  height  of  the  roll  was  therefore  at  least 

32.5  cm.  A  rough  letter  count  suggests  that  fr.  1  is  to  be  assigned  to  col.  4  of  the  roll, 

fr.  2  to  col.  5,  fr.  3  to  col.  7,  fr.  4  to  col.  8,  fr.  5  to  col.  9,  fr.  6  to  col.  10,  fr.  7  to  col. 

11,  frr.  8  +  9  to  cols.  13-14,  fr.  10  to  col.  15,  frr.  11-12  to  col.  16,  fr.  13  to  col.  18,  frr. 

14-16  to  col.  19,  frr.  17-18  to  col.  20,  frr.  19-21  to  col.  22,  fr.  22  to  col.  23,  frr.  23-4  to 

col.  24,  and  frr.  25-9  to  col.  27.  The  reconstruction  of  the  end  of  the  roll,  where  no 

column  tops  or  bottoms  survive,  is  more  uncertain.  If  we  assume  that  each  column 

in  this  stretch  of  the  text  contained  on  average  about  1,080  letters  (the  approximate 

figure  for  the  column  represented  by  frr.  25-9),  then  fr.  30  will  belong  to  col.  30,  frr. 

31  and  32  to  col.  31,  fr.  33  to  col.  34,  fr.  34  to  col.  37,  fr.  35  to  col.  40,  and  fr.  36  to  col. 

42;  the  work  will  have  ended  in  col.  43.  If  a  lower  average  letter  count  is  assumed 

for  the  final  columns,  the  work  may  have  occupied  44  or  possibly  45  columns.  43 

columns  would  give  a  short  total  length  of  about  3.25  m  for  the  roll  (not  including 

initial  or  final  titles).  Kolleseis  can  be  recognized  in  frr.  11,  14,  16,  and  25. 

The  text  is  written  in  a  roughly  bilinear  medium-sized  informal  round  hand. 

a,  a,  and  a  extend  above  the  line,  and  cj)  both  above  and  below  the  line,  tt  and 

t  are  often  shorter  than  adjacent  letters,  and  00  is  sometimes  shallow,  c,  ©,  o,  and 

p  are  narrow;  aa,  tt,  and  00  are  broad.  There  is  no  shading  and  little  ornamenta¬ 

tion.  The  top  of  <j)  carries  a  hook  to  the  left  or  a  serif.  The  top  of  A  occasionally 

bears  a  hook  to  the  left.  1  sometimes  has  a  half-serif  to  the  left  at  the  top  and/ or 

to  the  right  at  the  foot,  b  has  a  short  descending  oblique  joining  its  upright  on  the 

line  from  the  left.  The  right  leg  of  tt  curves  and  sometimes  hooks  to  the  right,  a  is 
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usually  rounded  but  sometimes  angular,  e  and  c  are  tall  and  angular  at  the  top;  o 

and  the  loop  of  e  are  tall  and  oval,  slightly  pointed  at  the  top;  p  is  rounded,  and 

the  bowl  of  is  triangular.  The  writing  is  often  careless  and  letter  forms  are  not 

consistent.  Letters  occasionally  slant  to  the  left  and  sometimes  touch.  Comparable 

hands  include  those  of  P.  Mich.  inv.  3690  (Aristophanes,  Heroes ;  CLGP 1. 1.4,  pi.  8) 

and  the  letter  LXXIII  4959;  see  further  the  introduction  to  the  latter. 

Lectional  signs  are  rare.  A  strong  pause  is  occasionally  marked  by  a  paragra¬ 

phs  or  high  stop.  A  space  filler  (>)  ends  the  line  at  frr.  1.3,  8  +  9  ii  22, 17*5,  and  17.9. 

Elision  is  effected  but  not  marked;  scriptio plena  at  fr.  27.23.  Crasis  is  not  effected  at 

frr.  8  +  9  ii  21.  Iota  adscript  is  not  written  (frr.  1.12, 16.31,  and  19.2).  et  is  substituted 

for  1  at  frr.  1.4,  17.4,  36.3,  and  probably  at  5.9  and  34.4,  and  1  for  et  at  fr.  22.7.  Cor¬ 

rections  are  made  by  striking  out  letters  or  with  additions  above  the  line  (frr.  8  +  9 

ii  43  and  48,  18.13,  and  I9-3)j  at  least  some  of  the  corrections  are  made  with  a  thin 

pen  by  a  different  hand.  There  are  uncorrected  errors  at  frr.  2.3  and  19.2.  There  is 

a  marginal  addition  (perhaps  a  variant  reading  or  correction)  at  fr.  16.27. 

As  a  witness  to  the  text,  5140  is  of  value  chiefly  as  providing  for  the  first  time 

ancient  evidence  for  known  good  readings  in  places  where  the  tradition  is  divided. 

In  most  of  the  passages  in  question,  where  its  text  can  be  determined  with  a  rea¬ 

sonable  degree  of  certainty,  it  sides  with  all  other  witnesses  (if  trivial  errors  are 

excluded)  against  P46  alone  (frr.  3.5,  8  +  9  ii  21-2,  16.36,  22.3-4,  8,  25.2,  35.4)  or 

P46  and  Dionysius  (fr.  1.12);  in  a  few,  the  mediaeval  manuscripts  are  divided  and 

the  papyrus  agrees  with  F  alone  (frr.  8  +  9  ii  45,  17.3,  33.9-11)  or  FIIN  (fr.  19. 1-2). 

It  presents  four  new  readings:  an  apparent  inversion  of  word  order  at  fr.  5.9;  per¬ 

haps  7 toitjcovccv  for  noiovccv  at  fr.  14.8;  perhaps  CKTreinTOVTac  for  cKTrcirTcvKOTac  at 

fr.  34.4;  €77 J  for  ii  (v.l.  arr*)  at  fr.  36.7.  The  first  of  these  is  at  least  possible,  but  the 
others  seem  inferior. 

For  the  identification  of  some  of  the  smaller  fragments  we  are  grateful  to  Ms 

D.  Bafa  and  DrW.B.  Henry. 

Fr.  1  1 

“]£»<»'  Savp.ai,e[iv  (§13) 

€1  TIC  eA]l7l£fl  TT)V  ttoXlv  rot[ou 

TOtC  Cv]fJ,jSovXoiC  XpOJflC> 

VTjV  677t]  TO  ficXretOV  C771OC0 

5  cetv  ey]cp  o  otSa  per  oti  rrpoc  §14 

avrec  ec ~\tiv  cvavnovcdai 
rate  upejrepatc  Stay  [01]  ate  /cat 

on  8qp.o]KpaTtac  oyerje  ovk  c 

cri  7rapp] 77 [ct]  a  TrXrjv  cv6a 

10  8e  per  roic  ajippovccTaTOic 

pevatc  p.c[v  Trpoc  fiaciXca  (§16) 

/cat  AaKc8atpoyio[vc  irpoc 

rarovccuc  8c  roue  EX\Xqvac 

avrovofAOVC  etvat  /c[at  rac 

<f)povpac  etc  twv  aXXor[pioj v  rro 

Aecoy  e^tevat  /cat  t[t) v  av 

TWV  CyCIV  CKaCTOVC  [tOU 

rcov  yap  ovtc  ot/cator[epac 

CVpqc[op.€V 

I 

Kai  ̂ Sev  u/i]»  (jtpov-rilov 
Ctv  CV  Se  TO)  dcjaTpCO  TOtC  KO) 

ptoSo3tSac]/caAoi[c  o  /cat  77av 

TWV  CCTt  8€t]vOTaj[oV  OTI  TOtC 

15  pev  cKtficpjqvc t[y  etc  rove  aA 

Xovc  EXXrjvac]  -ra  tt)[c  ttoXcwc  a 

papr^para]  TOca\inqv  eye 

T€  xaptv  OCqjv  ov8[c 

Fr.  3  Fr.  4 

p.q8]cvo[c  twv  aXXorptwv  e  (§22) 

< f>tcjpcv[ovc  vvv  pev  yap  et 

/co]tcoc  <j>o[fiovvTat  yctrova 

7T]oir)cac6[ai  Trjv  ttoXlv 

5  r]atc  a\yTwv  SvvacTctaic 

opjwct  y[ap  qpac  ov  cTcpyov  §23 

t]<xc  c<j>  [01c  av  cywpcv  aX 

Tapayac]  pq8  a[vafioXqv  aAA  a  (§25) 

TraAAayJ-flv  ev[pqcopcv  t iva 

c.  3  lines  missing 

Fr.  5 

].□.[ 
p]wTcpa[v  /cat  KcpSaXcwTcpav  (§26) 

etjvat  t[?7c  TroXvrrpaypocvvqc 

F\qv  8e  8[tKatocvvqv  Tqc  a8i 

5  /ct]ac  Tqv  [8e  twv  tSiwv  cttl 

pJeAetav  [rqc  tcov  aAAorpt 

wjv  67710  [t/ptaC  77€pt  C OV  OvSctC 

77]c0770T6  [tCOV  prjTOpOJV  €V  V 

p] civ  cnr[ctv  CToXpqccv  cyw 

10  Se]  Ttcpi  av[Twv  tovtiov  tovc 
ttX]clctov[c  twv  Xoywv  peA 

A]  co  77otet[c0at  77 poc  upac  opco 

y]ap  Tqv  c[v8atp,ovtav  cv to\vtoic  c[vovcav  aAA  ovk  cv 

15  ot]c  vvv  Tv[yyavopcv  npaT 

t]ovtcc  a[vayKq  Se  tov  ci<x>  §27 

TCo]v  Cldl[cpLCVWV  CTTiyCL 
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povjvra  8\rjpTjyopeiv  kcll 

rac  vp\  cr[epac  yvcopac 

Fr.  6  Fr.  7 

aSi/aac  y\apov  S  oio[x7-at  (§35) 

fiuocecQai]  tovc  javTrj  \j(pco 

pcvovc  r]a>v  ttjv  tt[ov7) 

pi av  npoTjpTjpc]  vco  [v  Tjfiov  §36 

Xoprjv  c.8  ] 

ro]v  /3iov  [tov  ko.6  rifj.€p]av  cvp.  (§31) 

(fijepovcay  [ttjv  8c  St/cjatocu 

v\rfv  €v8oK[ip.ov  pev\  aAuct 

tc\Xtj  8c  /cat  [jiiaAAov  Su]va[ 

Frr.  8+9 

Col.  i 

(&.  9) 

(Fr.  8) 

™  rac  pe]v  k[o»]«[k]  *[a]f 

rac  Top\ac  tcov  larpcov  [o]ito 

/we]  ye  tv  tv  a  wAeYov  <ov  aX 

yrj]8ovcov  arraXXayojpcv 

5  to]  uc  Sc  Ao[yooc]  anoSoKipa 

£etv  irpiv  etJSevat  ca<f>coc 

et  rotavrrjv  ej^ouct  ttjv  8v 

vafiiv  coct  (o]<f>cX.Tjcai  to[u]c 

CLKOVOVTClC  too]  TOO  CVCKO 

10  ravra  npocmov]  on  7repi 

nov  Xoittojv  ou]oev  imoc 

TciXapcvoc  aAA]  a  rravra 

Traciv  avctpcvjojc  pcX 

i  line  missing 

«  ].[ 

Col.  ii 

c. 20  lines  missing 

vavna  toic  Tore ]  irpa.T> 

tovtcc  ayava.KTOv\p,€v  ci 

JMT]  TTJV  avrrjv  Tl\p-7)V  C 
25  KCIVOIC 

3  lines  missing 

Xpo[vov  ycvopevcov  o 
(§40)  30  COV  [01  p,€V  VTTCp  T7)C  TCOV 

EXX[tJV(OV  COJTTjpiaC  TTJV 

tc  7r[aT/nSa  ttjv  a vtcov  ck 

At7re[tv  CToXpTjcav  kcu 

pax[opcvoi  kcu  vavpaxovv 
35  tcc  t[ovc  fiapfiapovc  evi 

K7fc[av  rjpcic  8  ov8  vncp 

ttj\c  rjpcTCpac  avrwv  ttXc 

§41  o[ve£tac  Ktv8vv€veiv  a 

£i[ovp,ev  aXX  a px*LV  fl€V 

40  a7r[avT]a>[v  C,t}tovjlcv  crpa 

TCVC cda[l  8  OVK  cOcXopCV 

kcu  iroXepi[ov  pev  ptKpov 

8ctv  7T poc  [arravTac  avdpco 

■ttovc  [avaipovpc6a  npoc  Se 

(§42) 

(§43) 
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c.4  ]eA#to[v  Kai  prjTr\co  c[v]y 

8i\ccf)9appevoc  rjpiv  aAA  e 

£ ai\cf)V7]c  eTTicrac  toic  yiyv[o 

p,e]yoic  ovk  av  paivcc9ai 

tovtolc  o\yx  Tjpac  avrovc 

acKOvpc[v  aAA  avdpamovc 

rove  pev  [a7roAtSac  touc 

3  ayroW>'o[Ao«c 

kcu  ttjv]  ttoXlv  Ta[yrr)v  rrpoTC  (§49) 

pav  oi\Kicdr/va[i  tcov  aXXcov 

TTpjoCTJKOV  8  Tjpa.[c  anaciv 
eivat  irapaSciypa  t\ov  KaXcoc 

5  /cat  TCTaypcv[co]c  np[XiT€V€ 

c9ac  x€LPov  KCLl  Tap[a%coSec 

reppv  ttjv  rjpCTc[pav  av 
tcov  SioiKOVpcv  t[cuv  ap 

ti  rac  ttoXcic  oikiIov[tcov 
10  kcli  cep.vvvop,eda  [pev  §50 

Kai]  fieya  foomvfcev 

5  lines  missing 

Fr.  12  Fr.  13 

8v]cyc[v€iac nXciCTOvc  8e  Ti]dcp,[cvoi 

vopovc  ovtcoc  oX\iyov  [ 

r.14  lines  missing 

Frr.  14-16 

(Fr.  14)  TTOiofuciK  -qpeic  8  Eire i  (§59) 

r]oic  <ocr  ei  v[ov v  eX0ip.€v 

ajAA^Aotc  av  [etc  Tac  ckkXtjci 

ac  apyvpiov  Tr[apexoipiev  o 

5  TroTcpp[i]  yap  a[v  nXeovaKic  cvX 

AE7tuc[i]v  out[oi  TOVC  CVaVTl 

ovc  a/ixe[tvov  -npaTTCiv  not 

(§5°)  lA  exfiKijcav  Sij^aioi  rlaicE  (§58) 
S]atjLto  [viovc  ckcivoi  jxcv  € 

X]€v6c[pojcavTcc  ttjv  TIcXo 

n]ovy[rtcov 

pojyc  au[T<ov  tSta  Xvp,aivo  (§46) 

peda  /c[at  SacpoXoyovpev 

t]va  to  [ic  anavTcov  kolvolc 

€X]dpOl[c  TOV  fJllcQoV  CKTTOpi 
5  Qcpfxe[v  tocovtco  8e  x^ipovc  §47 

[ 
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ycov[civ  xpy  Sc  rove  Kai  puKpa  Xo  §60 

yi]£ec0a[t  Svva/xevovc  ovk 

io  ev  to ic  tcuv  e[ydpoiv  apcapTy 

fiaciv  tclc  eA-7r[iSac  c^etv 

rye  ccoryp[iac  aAA  ev  rote  av 

tcuv  7rpa[yp,aciv  kgu  rate  at* 

tcuv  Sta[roiaic 

15  i  line  missing 

(Fr.  15)  cvfi[$aiv]ov  [ijfuv  ayadov 

rvyov  a]y  7rau [cairo  kcli  Xafioi 

p,eTafio]Xyv  [to  8e  8l  y fiac 

avTovc  y]iy[o]p.[evov 

3  lines  missing 

(Fr.  l6)  Xyfx[l/j€tC  TTOlOVp,€VOVC  ov  xa  (§61) 

Act t[ov  avrenreiv  ei  8e  8y 

25  tic  /ao[i  irapacrac  tcuv  emei 

K€cr[epov  8iaK€ifx€vcov  a 

^  •  •  XyOy  [/uey  Aeycty  p,e  irpocop,o 

Xoyyc[eLev  kcu  TTpoeyKOvroje 

e7TLTi[p,av  toic  yiyvofievoic 

30  St/cat[oy  8  etvai  cftaiy  rove  e 

tt  cuv[oi]a  voy[deTOVVTac  fiy 

fxovoy  KaTy[yopeiv  tcvv  7 re 

TTpaypcevcov  a[AAa  Kai  cvpLj 8ov  §62 

Aeuetv  tlvojv  [airexop-e 

35  VOL  KCU  TTOLCOV  [opeyOfX€VO l 

TTa[v]ccup,€6  av  [ ravryv  e 

XOv\tcc  ryv  yv[ojfxyv  Kai  tol 

avra ]  el;ap,apTa[vovT€c  ovtoc 

Frr.  17-18 

(Fr.  17)  o  Aoyoc  a7ropetv  a]v  p,e 

7TOLyC€l€V  a7To]KpiC€OJC 

ovk  aXydovc  k]<xi  cvpL<f>epoy<:[yc 

aAA  apecKov\cyc  vp,eiv  ov 

5  j uyv  aAA  £7T€i]8y  irep  a7ro> 

K€KaXvp,pL€VCo]c  copfiy/xai 
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Xeye lv  ovk  air\oKvyT€OV 

arrowy vacd at]  Kai  rrepL  tov 

tojv  a  fiei-  ovv  v\irapxav>  §63 

10  i  line  missing 

(Fr.  18)  p,ovyceiv  ryv  eocc/ScJtay  *at 

ryv  cco<j>pocvvyv  Kat]  ryv  aX 

Xyv  aperyv  oAiJyjfoyJ'a/  rrpo 
repov  eipyKapl\cv  wc  8  av 

15  raxLcra  tt poc  to  tol]ovtoi  ye 

Frr.  19-21 (Fr.  19)  ai]c  Toivvv  [ouS]c  8e£ac[dai  81  (§7°) 

8o]vp.evy[v  t]t?  7roAe[t  cup. 

<f>e\pei§yj  So/c[etTe  pot  TaytcT  ay 

c]  Keide\v c.  17  lines  missing 

(Fr.  20)  jSataic]  /cat  tt)[v  ttoXlv  Kai  tovc  (§71) 
aAAo]uc  EXXyv[ac  ayayetv  a  §72 

vayi <]y  8e  tovc  [vovOctovv »  Tac  Kat]  To[uc 

c.17  lines  missing 

(Fr.  21)  r]ac  c VIL</>oR[ac  rac  (§73) 

44  air  avT]cov  yiyofxev[ac 

Fr.  22 

EXX]a8oc  [klvSvvoic  ovtco  (§76) 

8e]  TTlCTe[vOfXeVOV  WCT€  rac 

77-]AeiCTac  [auTai  tcdv  noXe 

co]v  eKo\ycac  eyyctptcai 

5  c]  «56ctc  au7-[ac  tovtojv  8  virap  §77 

XojvTCOV  [aVTt  pL€V  Tyc  7 TO 

Atjrtac  t\tjc  napa  iraciv  ev8o 

Ki\/xovcy[c  €tti  TOiavTyv  a 
KoJAactav  [ y  Suvaptc  yp.ac 

io  av\ry  -npo^yyayev  yv  ovdetc 

a]y  avSpoj\7TO)v  c-naivecd 
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c]y  avr[t  Se  tov  vikclv  tovc 

ejirccTpaj [evovrac  ovtco 

tov]c  7roAi[rac  £77at8evcev 

15  coc]tc  jU7?[Se  npo  tcov  tci 

Xa>]v  ToX{jxav  enegusvat 

TOtjc  7T0A[€fU0lC  O.VTI  §€  §78 

T 7)]c  ey[votac 

Frr.  23—4 

(Fr.  23)  aceAye]iav  rwy  [  (§79) 

rrarepcov  tcov  y]peT€pcoy  [ 

01  cvvayovrec]  aira crj[c 

c.\  lines  missing 

(Fr.  24)  r]ac  rpi^peic  air^a. 

VOVTO  TOlJc  EXXt)CLV  [kCU  TOVC 

10  pev  jSeA]rtcrouc  tco[v  ev  rate 

aAAatc]  rroXcciv  e£[e/3aAAov 

rote  8e]  ttov7)pot<it[olc 

Frr.  25-9 

(Fr.  25)  pov  61] €<j>vyov  €vpr}[copcv  cm  (§88) 

ttjc  apx]r]c  7]c  CTTidvp[ovpev  ava 

ctotovJc  yeycv7]p,€v[ovc  coct  cl  §89 

TIC  CK07TClcOai\  j6ov[AotTO  ITCpl 

5  tcov  aAAcov]  cocnep  y[poc  8ctypa 

tovt  avacjijepcov  [ 

r.9  lines  missing 

(Fr.  26)  rvpavvtSac  /c]are^[oi'rac  pv) 

17  8c  rove  /aet]£co  8[vvacT€iav 

tov  Si/catov]  kckt\t)p,€vovc 

aAAa  rove  a£t]  ovc  (pev  orrac 

20  [T7?c  p-^yccTTjc  TipTJC  CTepyov ] 

(Fr.  27)  rac  S  e]m  Ta[.c  vno  rov  nXr, 

9ovc ]  Si8oja€[raic  ravr^c  §90 

yap  e£]tv  ovtc  [a virjp  ovtc  770A1C 

Aaj8et]v  av  8y[vatro  cwovdaio 

25  repav]-  ovS  ac[<f>aXecT€pav  ov8e 

49 
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7rActo]yoc  a£ia\y 

c.  6  lines  missing 

(Fr.  28)  k<x[koic  KadccT(OT€c  aAAa 

7 Tc\pL  pCV  TT)V  Tpof^rjv  TT]V 
35  Kad  [ 

c.  11  lines  missing 

(Fr.  29)  cctiv  rove  apxo\peyo[vc  rate  (§91) 

48  avTcov  ej-nipcXciaic  [7 toiciv 

Fr.  30 

rac  njcojyc  avr)[povv  $e  rac  (§99) 

ev  /raAia  /c]at  Ct/ce[Ata  77oAitci 

ac  Kai  Tv]pavvoy[c ]  K[adiCTa 

cav  cXvpaiv]ovTO  8e  TTj\v 

ct8ov  pr)8ev  8  t)]tt ov  <£[o/3ct  (§112)  pa^]ac  ac  ovto[i  7T€7Toir)Kaciv  (§124) 

cd at  tovc  <f>vXaTTo]vTac  r\  r[ovc  tco]v  pev  aA[Acov  7toXitojv 

€7TL^OvX€VOl'Tac]-  OVTCO  [8  V770  77o]AAoVC  €K  t[ (OV  TTOTpCOCOV 

tttcoc  7 Tpoc  a7r]avTa[c  e^etv  e#c]77€t7TTor[rac  tovtovc  8  ck 

5  coctc  prj8c  to] tc  o\iK€t,OTa  5  77e]y7;T[a>]v  7r[Aovctovc  yeye 

tolc  dappeiv  77]A^[cta^ovTac  vrj]pev[ov]c  o[vk  ayavaKTOV 

clkotcoc  c]yvtc[act  yap  tovc  §113  pc]y  ovSe  cf>d[ovovpev  rate  ev 

7 rpo  a v] rcov  j[€TVpaw€V  7rpayi]aic  a[vTcov  aXX  vi to  §125 

KOTaC  TOv]c  pc[v  V770  TCOV  pCVOpejv  t[t]V 

10  yovccov  a]vT)p[r)pevovc  tovc  ..... 

8  V7 TO  tco] V  7ra[t8a)V  TOVC 
].[ 



50  KNOWN  LITERARY  TEXTS 
Fr.  35  Fr.  36 

tt)v  tt]v  ttoX\iv  aA[Aa  Kai  rove  (§136) 

aXXovc  EX]  Xrjvac  a  [rravrac  ov  §137 

Se  yap  aJAA-q  rwv  Tr[oXecov 

ouSep-iJa  toX/j.7}cc[l  nept 

5  aurouc]  e^afxaprav[€iv  aXX  o 

Kvr)co]yciv  teat  TToXXrj[y  rjev 

Xta-v  a£o]ycw  oray  [ctBiociv 

c<f>e8pcvov]cay  [ 

].[ 

Fr.  1 
5

 

 

on  with  P46  codd.  Dion.  hoc.  16. 

8  In  the  lacuna,  on  (codd.)  rather  than  Sion  (P46  Dion.). 

8-10  ovk  ecn  napp-qcia  precedes  -n-Xrfv  evdaSe  pev  as  in  P46  codd. :  in  Dion.,  the  order  of  the 
two  phrases  is  reversed. 

12  no  8e]a-rpip  with  codd.:  rote  dearpoic  P46  Dion.  For  discussion,  see  CPF  1.2**  on  P46.35 

(P-  55i)- 

12-13  «a>[pco8oSt8ac]KaAoc(c:  so  P46pc  F  A4:  KtopoiSiSacKaXoic  AIIN  Dion. 

1
5
-
 
1
6
 
 

aAAouc  restored  with  codd.  Dion.;  om.  P46.  For  discussion,  see  CPF  1.2**  on  P46.40 

(P-  552)- 

1
6
-
 
1
7
 
 

ra  .  .  .  [ap.apTTfp.ara] :  Dion,  alone  omits  the  article  and  has  the  singular  apaprrfpa. 

18  ov8[e:  om.  IIN. 

KT7]cacdai]  8c  [ttj  rroXei  ttjv  (§142) 

7]yefJ.ovta]v  etc  [tov  array 
T“  xrf?>'l0]>''  H-cv 
a]7racac  rac  Tvpa\yvtKac 

ap]xac  Kat  Tac  Su[vacT€iac 

a]  yaXoyicap.c[vovc  rac  cvp. 

<l>o]gac  rac  ctt  av[rwv  yeye 

vrjfjtjevac  ̂ [Atocai  Se  Kai  pu 

jl nj]cac6ai  -r[ac  ev  AaKeBaipto 

Fr.  2 

1  pe[v:  om.  Dion. 

3  -rar-:  1.  -rarr-.  The  error  appears  to  be  due  to  confusion  of  ttpoctclttco  and  Trpocrareio 

(WBH).  On  -T-  for  -tt-,  cf.  Gignac,  Grammar  i  161. 

6

 

 
e£tevat:  so  p4.6pK  codd. :  e^ewai  p46at  Dion. 

6-7  t[t?v  av]nov:  Dion,  offers  rrjv  avrr/v  (FAV)  or  avrrfv  (TB). 
Fr.  3 

5  a[vTiuv  Svvacreiaic:  P46  alone  offers  Sfuvacretcuc  av]7oiv.  Against,  see  CPF  1.2**  on 

P46.191-2  (p.  556). 

7

 

 

e<j)  with  T  (and  P46  to  judge  from  the  space):  om.  yVIIN. 

Fr-  5 

3  t[t}c  om.  P46  (to  judge  from  the  space). 

8-g  ev  up]  eiv  ei7r[eiv:  1.  ev  vplv  elireiv.  el-new  ev  vpw  T  FIN  (and  P46  to  judge  by  the  gap):  el-new 
vp.lv  A.  As  often,  it  is  hard  to  be  sure  of  the  original  word  order:  Arckid.  2  nov  elOicpeviov  ev  vplv  ayo- 

pevew  does  not  point  clearly  in  either  direction.  See  in  general  CPF  1.2**  on  P46,  pp.  549-50  (WBH). 

10  tovtojv  seems  likely  to  have  been  present  in  the  gap.  It  is  omitted  by  H'  (ins.  F2)  and  P46  (to 
judge  by  the  space). 
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14  Spacing  strongly  favours  to]vtolc  with  T  AIIN  (and  P46  to  judge  by  the  space)  rather  than 

t olc  roiojurotc  with  6X.  See  CPF  1.2**  on  P46.262  (p.  558). 

15  vvv  Tv[yXavopev:  er vyXavopev  AN. 

Fr.7 

1  oto[vrai :  only  feet  preserved:  oie[  (for  T’s  oiec 8ai)  not  excluded. 
5  ]  [:  a  high  horizontal;  the  spacing  suggests  that  it  is  the  upper  portion  of  tt  in  npoXeipov. 

Frr.  8+9 

Col.  i 
3  nXeYovcov:  the  1  intersects  the  cross-bar  of  e  and  is  presumably  a  later  addition.  On  the  evi¬ 

dence  for  -nXe-  and  7rAei-  in  this  word,  cf.  CPF  1. 2*  on  pi7  X  9  (p.  422). 

7  There  is  an  upright  on  the  edge  extending  from  the  upper  left-hand  corner  to  the  lower  left- 

hand  corner  of  ]x:  apparently  the  scribe  began  by  writing  another  letter. 

11-12  ou]Sev  u7roc|retAa/n€voc:  reversed  in  8. 

1

5

-

 

1

6

 

 
Tt]c  [yap  av  aAAo|0ev  e]yeA0cuv  suits  the  traces  (that  in  15  suggests  the  lower  part  of  c) 

and  spaces,  av  was  present  in  P46  (to  judge  by  the  space)  All  9X,  Dion,  hoc.,  Dion.  Dem.  17,  and  Dion. 
Dent,  ig  (AVJBT),  

but  omitted  by  T  N  with  Dion.  Dem.  19  (I).  Then  at  the  end  for  e]-neX8cov  
P46  has 

eXSiov.  See  CPF  1.2**  on  P46.466-7  
(pp.  562-3). 

1

6

-

 

1

7

 

 
M™]1?  <:[u]v[St]f<^0ap/xevoc:  variants  are  known  from  Dion,  (prj  cuv8ia<f>8eip6pevoc  Isoc.  : 

p-rf  cvv8ie<f>6appevoc  
Dem.  17  and  19). 

17  Tfpiv:  vplv  AnN. 18-19  y‘yv[o/xc]votc.  The  first  v  is  unusually  small,  extending  from  the  top  to  only  the  middle 
of  the  line.  In  place  of  the  present,  Dion.  hoc.  alone  has  yevopevoic. 

Col.  ii 

2

1

—

 

2

 

 

Kai  ra  e|vavrta:  so  8:  Kai  Tavavna  F  AIIN  A  Dion.:  r[a  8e  ev] avna  pq.6  (so  Bell:  see 

Mandilaras  
(1975)  

223  on  lines  486-92). 

2

2

-

 

3

 

 

-npaArovrec:  nparTopevoie  voiovvree  A. 

24-5  n]pifv  e|[K€tvotc]  with  P46  P49  T  8X  Dion.:  eKewoic  np-rjv  AIIN. 
25  The  trace  looks  like  the  top  of  an  upright  or  oblique  with  a  half  serif  to  the  left,  surrounded 

by  a  circle,  all  in  a  thin  pen.  This  may  be  a  correction  or  punctuation. 

29  For  the  supplied  yevopev cvv,  8X  alone  have  yeyevtfpeviov.  See  S.  De  Leo  in  Studi  sulla  tradizione 
del  testo  di  hocrate  (2003)  228. 

31  EX A[tjvcvv  with  P46  P49  AIIN  Dion.  Dem.  17  and  19 :  aAAwv  P48  Y  6X.  For  discussion,  see  CPF 1.2**  on  P46.501  (p.  563). 

32  re  with  P48  p4g  codd.  Dion.  Dem.  17  and  19:  om.  P46.  See  CPF  1. 2**  on  P46.502  (p.  563). 

Tqv  is  uniquely  omitted  by  P48,  but  is  likely  to  have  been  present  here  to  judge  by  the  space. 

After  it,  pq6  and  Dion.  Dem.  have  eavnov  in  place  of  a vnov:  either  is  possible  here. 

32-3  eK]\Xnre[w  eroXprjcav  with  P48  P49  codd.  Dion.  Dem.  17  and  19:  eToXp[-qcav]  e[KX\i-neiv 
P46.  See  CPF  1. 2**  on  P46.503-4  (p.  564). 

37  Spacing  favours  restoring  a  vnov  with  P46  (to  judge  by  the  space)  P48  P49  T  AIIN  A :  om.  P50 

(to  judge  by  the  space)  8  Dion.  Dem.  17.  See  CPF  1.2**  on  P46.507  (pp.  564-5),  P50.A2  (pp.  609-10). 
39  The  supplied  pev  is  uniquely  omitted  by  P49. 

40-41  CTpa]revec6a[i  with  P46  [p49]  [p5o]  codd.:  crpareveiv Dion.  Dem.  17. 

43  Manuscripts  have  either  Seiv  (r2  AIIN  8X  Dion.  Dem.  17)  or  Set  (P46  P1).  Here  a  correction 
reflects  this  disagreement;  a  second  hand  has  added  a  shallow  v  above  the  line  between  1  and  tt. 
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45  rovroic  with  F:  tovtov  [P46]  AIIN  OX  Dion.  Dem.  17. 

46  After  the  supplied  avOpomovc,  T5  mg.  OX  add  a IpovfieQa. 
48  Originally  no  doubt  ayTovo[piovc  as  in  Dion.  Dem.  17  (I);  a  second  hand  has  crossed  out  v 

and  inserted  a  shallow  p.  above  the  line. 

The  letters  in  this  line  (and  the  interlinear  space  above)  seem  vertically  compressed:  apparently 

the  scribe  was  making  an  effort  not  to  let  the  column  of  writing  extend  into  the  lower  margin. 

Fr.  10 

1— a  18 ia  Xvfxaivojfxed a  restored  with  P46  Dion.  Dem.  17:  8iy  ovc  Xupiaivopeda  F5  mg.  OX:  Xvpai- 

vojj-e&a  Pr  AIIN.  See  CPF  1. 2**  on  P46.537-8  (pp.  565—6). 
3  anavnov  koivoic  supplied  with  P46  P51  AIIN:  anavTOjv  avOpumasv  koivoic  F  OX,  anavT oiv 

koivoIc  avOpdmajv  Dion.  Dem.  17.  See  CPF  I.a**  on  P51.2-3  (p.  615). 

4  pucd ov  restored  with  all  witnesses  but  P51,  which  gives  fiiov  (on  which  see  CPF  1. 2**  on  P51.3). 
(There  is  no  need  to  assume  that  tov  was  not  written  at  the  lost  end  of  P.  Oxy.  Hels.  7  (P51)  2.  [NG]) 

5  After  the  supplied  8e,  Dion.  Dm.  17  (but  not  Dm.  20)  uniquely  has  kou,  for  which  there  is  not 

Fr.  11 

3-4  anaciv]  eivar.  in  Dion.  Dem.  17,  anaciv  is  omitted  and  AVJ  have  rail'  aXXiov  after  etvai. 
4  After  the  supplied  kclXidc,  Dion.  Dem.  17  has  re. 

1

1

 

 

pLeya  <fipovov[piev:  peyaXo^povovpcv  Dion.  Dem.  17. 

Fr.  13 

3  A  letter  count  suggests  that  the  papyrus  did  not  have  the  re  presented  by  T  alone  after  rijv:  so 

too  [P46]  [pso]  AFIN.  See  CPF  1.2**  on  P50  B  II 2  (p.  610). 

Frr.  14-16 
1-2  r)pu]v  .  .  .  [cKetvjoic  with  r :  77/xac  .  .  .  iieelvov c  AIIN.  P50  had  the  dative  in  the  first  and 

presumably  also  the  second  place.  See  CPF  1.2**  on  P50  B  II 13-14  (pp.  611-12). 

7-8  Probably  noi\r)<ov[civ  for  the  noiovciv  of  the  other  witnesses.  Cf.  for  the  corruption  Me.  50 

onorepov  av  ev  xaipcp  kcl  1  pier  ’  aps-rijc  ylyvrjrat,  tout’  axfreXei  rove  noiovvTac,  where  for  di <f>e\ei  (r 
Stob.),  pi  [p73]  AIINSVat  have  the  future  <h<f>e Xrjcei.  (WBH) 

8  The  supplement  printed  may  be  over-long.  Perhaps  the  papyrus  had  tov c  puKpa  (TIN)  rather 

than  rove  koX  puKpa  (T  A)  or  Kai  rove  puKpa  (p46  P50).  See  CPF  1. 2**  on  P46.695  (p.  572). 
9-10  The  presumed  division  ouk|6v  (instead  of  ov\kcv)  seems  irregular,  but  P.  Kell.  Ill  95  (pi) 

has  ovk’  at  line-end  at  Me.  28  (line  171);  cf.  also  5130  fr.  1  ii  12  n.  (WBH) 

23  -]Xr)p[ifseic:  1.  -A^i/retc. 

27  Above  and  to  the  left  of  A,  the  remains  of  two  lines  in  a  small  cursive  hand,  perhaps  a  vari¬ 
ant  or  correction.  (Annotations  are  extremely  rare  in  papyri  of  oratory:  see  K.  McNamee,  Annotations 

in  Greek  and  Ixitin  Texts from  Egypt  (2007)  117-18.) 

In  the  supplement,  irpoc-  appears  to  have  been  omitted  by  P46  alone;  so  too  roic  yiyvope- 
vote  (29). 

34-5  Tivcov  .  .  .  noiiov  with  T :  noLtuv  .  .  .  rlvcov  AIIN.  (P46  has  no[ia>v  in  the  second  place  and 
presumably  had  tivoiv  in  the  first.) 

36  na[v]caipeO  av.  P46  uniquely  has  navcu)[pieda  corrected  to  navcofoxeda. 

Frr.  17-18 
3  #c]ai  with  T:  ouSe  \p^6]  AnN. 

5  a7ro-:  variants  in  A  alone  (ini-  Apr,  vno-  A5  mg.,  a7ro-  A4). 
12  After  cajppocvvYjv,  AIIN  have  Kal  SiKaiocvvriv,  but  spacing  indicates  that  it  was  omitted 

here  as  in  P46  T.  See  CPF  1. 2**  on  P46.739- 40  (p.  573). 

13  :  only  letter-tops  preserved,  apparendy  with  an  expunction  stroke  on  the  edge. 

Frr.  19-21 

1-2  Se£ac[0at  8iSo)vpievr,[v  (1.  SiSopeiur/v)  t]V  noXe[i  with  THN:  818-  8ifr  r.  n.  A:  Sefr  r.  n. 

818-  P46.  For  the  inserted  nu,  cf.  Gignac,  Grammar  i  118. 

22-3  TOV c  aAAoJyc  EXXi)v[ac  with  P46  T  FIN:  tovc "EXX-pvac  t ovc  aAAouc  A. 
44  The  traces  favour  yiyo/xev[ac  with  P46:  yiyvopivac  P53  codd. Fr.22 

3-4  ai>Ta>  TOJV  noXeu>]v  with  codd. :  tow  noXeeov  avr 10  P46.  See  CPF  1.2**  on  P46.924-5  (p.  575). 
8  ei)8o(a]/xoycy[c  with  codd.:  ev8oKovcqc  P46. 

ii  a]y  om.  IM. Frr.  23-4 

3  A  letter  count  suggests  that  the  papyrus  had  evvayovTce  (P46  AIIN)  rather  than  cvvayayovrec 

(P462  r).  See  CPF  I.q**  on  P46.963-4  (p.  576). 
Frr.  25-9 

2  cnidvpi[ovpL€v  with  codd. :  enedvp.ovp.cv  P46. 

5  Spacing  favours  n[poc  Seiypia  with  T  rather  than  n[po c  napa8eiypa  with  P46  UN,  though  it 

does  not  exclude  n[apa8eiyp^a  with  A.  For  discussion  see  CPF  1.2**  on  P46.1119  (p.  581). 

22  Spacing  favours  Si8op.e[vaic  with  P46  F  rather  than  SiSojuAatc  8copeaic  with  AIIN. 

23  Qi:  an  upright  on  the  edge)  with  P46  T:  i^ovdav  AIIN. 

ovre  [av-qp  with  P462  (oure  corrected  from  ovt  av )  T  ( ovt‘  avr/p) :  ov8elc  ovre  avi )p  iVTIN. 

34  p-ov-  pov  om.  p46. 

Fr.  30 

3  Tv]pavvpv[c]  with  P46  T  FIN :  Tvpavv t'Sac  A. 

Fr.  31 

4  [anecTeprjd-pcav]  supplied  with  P462  T :  enecT-  P46 :  ecr-  AIIN.  The  spacing  is  of  little  help  in 
determining  which  the  papyrus  had  when  so  much  is  lost. 

Fr.33 

9-11  [toji.  with  I  :  ya.f/.j.  .  .  .  7Tat5a)vAIlN. 

Fr.  34 

i  out 0^1  with  P46  F :  aurot  AHN. 

4  The  letters  do  not  accord  with  the  transmitted  iKnemcoKorac.  The  left  end  of  a  high  hori¬ 

zontal  is  preserved  after  1,  probably  n.  Following  o  there  is  the  left  edge  of  a  short  upright  curving  to 

the  right  at  the  base  with  a  slight  projection  to  the  left  at  the  top.  It  is  unlikely  that  the  scribe  made 

an  ungrammatical  error  as  there  is  no  sign  of  correction.  A  plausible  reconstruction  would  therefore 

be  €K]neinToy[Tac  (1.  -nlnrovrac),  present  for  perfect.  But  the  perfect  provides  a  better  balance  for 

yeyevrj]p.ev[ov]c  below  (5—6). 
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In  the  supplement,  for  tovtovc  P462  alone  has  rove. 

7  ouSe:  of  S,  the  top  of  the  descending  oblique:  not  t  (ovtc  P462). 
Fr.  35 

2  Spacing  favours  [aAAouc]  as  in  pq6  T  QA  over  its  omission  (cett.). 

4  ovSepija  ToA/L4ijcf[i:  reversed  in  P46. 

5-6  Spacing  favours  okvtjco]vc tv  with  P46  P>r  (-ci  ;\I3N]  rather  than  opovoycovciv  with  r5  mg. 
M(-a). 

8  e<f>e8pevov]cay:  placed  here  in  the  primary  tradition,  where  it  is  followed  by  njv  Svvapiv  rf)v 

rjperepav  (P46 17)  or  rt)v  rjperepav  -rroAtv  (AIIN);  9 A  have  instead  rfjv  Svvap.iv  rrjv  rjperepav  followed  by 

i<f>eSpevovcav.  See  S.  De  Leo  in  Studi  sulla  tradizione  del  testo  di  Isocrate  (2003)  232—3. 

Fr.36 

1  Spacing  indicates  that  [tv?  woAec]  was  written  as  in  P46  P58  T  6A  rather  than  omitted  (AIIN). 

3-4  pev  a]iracac  with  P46  T  AIIN  rather  than  Sc  nacac  as  P58  9 A. 

5  rac  Sy[vacTCtac  with  P46  F  AIIN :  Suvacrciac  P462  P58  ut  vid.  9A.  See  CPF  La**  on  P46.1802 

(P-  595)' 

6  a]yaAoyicape[vovc  with  P462  T  6 A:  -Aoyi^opevovc  P46  (prima  manus)  AIIN. 

7  err:  a  new  but  inferior  variant.  c|  P4.6  F  9 A:  an’  AIIN.  Cf.  Phil.  122  e£  avrwv  5145  F  AIIN: 
677  ’  aVTOJV  ©. 

7-8  yeyevr)pev]ac  supplied  with  P462  T:  yevrjcopevac  AIIN:  yiyvopevac  9 A.  See  CPF  1.2**  on 

P46. 1803-4  (pp.  595-6).  The  spacing  here  does  not  point  decisively  to  any  one  of  the  attested  variants. 

M.  J.  ANDERSON 

5141.  Isocrates,  De  Pace  38-9 

15  2B.42/C(i)  2  x  9.2  cm  Second/third  century 

The  top  of  a  column  of  a  papyrus  roll,  with  parts  of  13  lines  and  upper  mar¬ 

gin  preserved  to  a  height  of  2.2  cm.  A  line  contained  20-25  letters.  The  column  will 
have  been  c. 6  cm  wide.  The  back  is  blank. 

The  text  is  written  along  the  fibres,  in  an  elegant,  semi-cursive  hand,  with 

serifs  and  small  hooks  regularly  added  to  uprights  and  obliques.  The  letters  are 

medium-sized  and  upright,  e  is  narrow,  p  descends  below  the  line,  and  the  upright 

of  4*  is  very  tall,  almost  filling  the  interlinear  spaces  above  and  below,  and  contrast¬ 

ing  with  the  letter’s  flattened  oval  loop.  Other  distinctive  forms  are  ©  with  a  broad 

cross-bar  extending  beyond  its  body  in  both  directions,  k  with  upright  and  upper 

branch  made  in  a  single  movement,  looped  at  the  foot,  and  cursive  2.  This  hand 

can  be  placed  alongside  others  affiliated  to  the  Chancery  Style,  such  as  those  of 

5139  (Isoc.  Me.;  ir/m),  with  which  it  was  found,  and  LXVI  4505  (pi.  xrv;  n/m). 

There  are  no  lectional  signs,  but  a  possible  example  of  blank  space  used  as 

punctuation  (10). 

The  papyrus  has  a  different  word  order  from  that  of  all  other  witnesses  at  6-7 

and  8-10. 
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wpoc  vpac  <Hrex0ei]m'  8ok[«  (§38) 

fxev  yap  p,oi  (3 eArio]r  eivai  St[a 
X^ydrjvai  rrcpi  avjrcov  opto  [S  v 

p.ac  xaXe7T(OT€pov]  StaTi^€/x[e 

5  VOVC  7TpOC  TOVC  eni\TlpLa}VT\(LC 

rj  npoc  tovc  ainouc]  y€yev7]p.e[ 
vovc  ro)v  KaKtxiv  o]u  p.y)v  aAA  a [ic  §39 

Xvvdei rjv  av  a  p.aX\Xov  <f>povr i[ 

TTjC  €fiaVTOv\  So^TjC  Tj  T7][c 

10  KotvTjc  ccoTTjpiac  <f>]av€t/i)v 

fiov  ptev  ovv  epyo]v  cctlv  k[oli 
tcov  aXXtov  rcov  Kr)S]pii€V(o[v 

rrjc  voXctoc  Trpopaip€ic]dai  t[cov 

2  pev  restored  with  P46  T  9 A  on  grounds  of  space :  om.  /VON. 

3-4  In  llie  lacuna,  S  vpac  (with  P46  T  9A)  or  Se  vpac  (with  AIIN). 

5  A  short  cross-stroke  touches  1  on  the  left  near  the  foot. 6  irpoc  om.  P46. 

6-7  yeyevT)pe[vovc  tcov  xaxwv:  twv  xaxwv  yeyevrjpevovc  pq6  codd.  ‘The  usual  word  order 
is  defended  by  De  bigs  14  role  alrloic  tcov  cvp<f>opcov  yeyevrjpevoic;  cf.  also  Plat.  32  tovc  airaci  toic 

"EAA-qciv  amove  tt?c  ccorqpiac  yevopevovc.  In  such  expressions,  we  expect  yeyevrjpevoc  to  come  at  the 
end:  sec  CPF  1.2**  on  P46. 1344-5  (pp.  587-8).’  (WBH) 

8-10  <f>]aveir)v  is  here  uniquely  placed  at  the  end  of  the  sentence.  pq6  and  the  primary  medi¬ 

aeval  manuscripts  haw  it  before  paX] Aov  (8).  Dr  Henry  notes:  ‘<f>avelr)v  belongs  immediately  after  et: 

cf.  Pamth.  22  el  <f>avel-qv  cnouSa^wv  ktA.  The  text  as  given  in  the  papyrus  would  be  in  danger  of  being 

understood  as  meaning  “if,  being  more  concerned  (i.e.  inasmuch  as  I  am  more  concerned) .  .  cf. 
Antid.  44  el,  voAAb-Kic  elpr/Kaic  on  ktA.  Isocrates  could  not  reasonably  expect  a  reader  to  go  back  and 

reassess  the  construction  on  reaching  favetyv  at  the  end  of  the  sentence.  If  the  undesirable  ambiguity 

is  to  be  avoided,  <f>a velrjv  must  come  first.’ 
9  The  high  speck  at  the  right-hand  edge  cannot  belong  to  c.  Its  function  is  not  clear. 
10  The  short  blank  space  after  <f>]aven)v  may  have  been  intended  as  punctuation. 

10-11  e[pov  pev  restored  with  [P46]  F  (ipol  pev  6):  epov  AIIN  A. 
1 1  ecTtv  with  r :  ecrl  P46  AIIN  BA. 

12  KVS]opevu>[v  with  r  AnN:  Kr,Sep6v(ov  9A. 
R.-L.  CHANG 
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5142.  Isocrates,  De  Pace  127,  130 

38  3B.84/G{i-3)c  3  x  3.5  cm  Fourth  century 

A  fragment  of  a  papyrus  codex  leaf  with  six  line-ends  on  the  -»■  side  and  seven 

line-beginnings  on  the  4  side.  The  papyrus  breaks  off  just  before  the  right-hand 

margin  on  the  -»■  side  except  at  6,  where  a  little  of  the  margin  is  preserved,  while 

the  line-beginning  is  indicated  at  4-  3-7  by  the  presence  of  oblique  strokes  in  the 

margin.  On  average,  the  line-length  will  have  been  about  13  cm,  with  about  29  let¬ 

ters  per  line.  A  page  will  have  contained  30-31  lines.  Five  lines  and  the  interlinear 

space  underneath  occupy  an  area  about  3  cm  high.  The  written  area  will  thus  have 

been  approximately  13  x  19  cm.  Of  the  codices  listed  by  Turner  in  Typology,  those 

with  similar  dimensions  (written  area  only)  and  date  are  XIII 1599  and  IX  1170, 

classified  under  Group  4  and  among  the  aberrants  of  Group  6  respectively  ( Ty¬ 

pology  16,  18). 
The  text  is  written  in  an  informal,  upright,  basically  bilinear  hand  related  to 

Biblical  Majuscule.  There  is  considerable  irregularity  in  letter  formation:  e.g.  o  can 

be  vertically  compressed  (e.g.  ->•  4)  or  fill  the  space  between  the  notional  upper  and 

lower  lines  (->  5) ;  a  similar  variation  is  seen  in  e  (->  5,  4  3).  Cross-strokes  and  the 

oblique  of  n  are  thinner  than  other  strokes.  The  descender  of  y  may  curve  slightly 

to  the  left  at  the  foot,  a  is  triangular  with  a  more  or  less  horizontal  crossbar.  The 

upright  of  t  joins  its  crossbar  rather  to  the  right  of  its  mid-point.  There  is  some 

resemblance  to  the  hands  of  the  parchment  codices  P.  Ant.  II  82  (pi.  iv;  Isoc.  Hel. 

[p66])  and  XIII 1621  (pi.  v;  GBEBP  13b),  both  assigned  to  the  fourth  century. 

There  are  no  lectional  signs.  A  supralinear  bar  replaces  v  at  line-end  (-*  4). 

Single  oblique  strokes  are  found  to  the  left  of  most,  perhaps  all,  lines  on  the  4  side. 

Their  precise  function  here  is  impossible  to  determine :  see  K.  McNamee,  Sigla  and 

Select  Marginalia  in  Greek  Literary  Papyri  (1992)  17-18. 

There  is  a  correction  at  ->  6,  and  a  supralinear  addition,  perhaps  another  cor¬ 

rection,  at  4  2.  The  latter  involves  a  variant  found  only  here  and  in  P46. 

TOCOVTOV  CKCIVOV  SL€VrjVo]xaclv  [  (§127) 

were  Aeyeiv  fxev  ToXficociv  co]c  81a  tt)v  [ 

tcov  koivouv  emjueAeiar  ou]  Syvavrai  [ 

toic  avTcov  lSloic  7rpocep(et]v  tov  vov  [ 

(f>aiv€TCu  Se  ra  j uev  ap-eAGuJ/xem  roc au[ 

tt]v  eiXrjpora  ttjv  emSocij/j  [[  J  crjv  ov  [ 
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4 

c]tojy  [/cat  tcov  evrevdev  Arj/x/xarcov  v  (§I3°) 

]  ( f>  avrovc  [Sta  rrjv  evSeiav  rjva ynacp-c 

]/  vovc  ei y[ai  kcu  7 ToXXrjv  XaPLV  €Xov 

],  rac  rate  e[icayycXiaic  Kai  rate  ypa<f>atc 

],  kcu  rate  a[AAaic  cvkoc/xivt taic  rate  St 

],  avrcov  y[iyvop.€vcuc  ev  ovv  rate  a7ro  §131 

]/  [ptatc  ev  ate  S vvacrevovav  ev  ravraic 

2  roXfiwciv  (codd.)  suits  the  space  better  than  toA/acocl  (p46). 

4  aurajv:  om.  p46. 

6  [  Jojy:  die  letter  on  the  line  (possibly  n)  is  crossed  out.  Although  o  is  small,  the  shape  and 

ink  suggest  that  there  is  no  change  of  hand. 

4- 

1-2  Oblique  strokes  may  have  stood  at  the  beginnings  of  these  lines  too. 
2  avrovc.  The  mediaeval  manuscripts  have  the  dative  (aurotc  F,  am  ole  ATIN),  while  p46  has 

avTOic  corrected  to  avrovc.  The  superscript  i  in  our  papyrus  seems  to  have  been  added  by  the  original 

scribe.  As  the  upsilon  on  die  line  is  not  deleted  (contrast  the  correction  in  6),  this  may  be  either 

a  correction  or  an  indication  of  an  alternative  reading.  The  latter  may  be  more  plausible,  since  both 

v<f>’  aurotc  and  v<f>‘  amove  may  signify  subjection,  diough  Isocrates  uses  the  dative  in  this  sense,  es¬ 
pecially  when  the  prepositional  phrase  is  governed  by  chat  or  yiyved) at.  There  is  a  similar  variant  at 

Panath.  166  {u<f>’  aurotc]  vtt’  amove  ©,  v<j>’  amove  A). 
6-7  Restored  exempli  gratia. 

R.-L.  CHANG 

5143.  Isocrates,  De  Pace  127-8 

22  3B.2o/H(d)  2.5  x  4  cm  First  century  sc/first  century  ad 

A  fragment  of  a  papyrus  roll,  with  the  ends  of  seven  lines  written  along  the 

fibres.  There  are  between  19  and  27  letters  in  each  line.  The  column  will  have  been 

roughly  7  cm  wide.  On  the  back,  against  the  fibres  and  in  a  different  cursive  hand, 

there  are  three  line-ends. 

The  hand  is  an  untidy  semi-cursive.  It  resembles  that  of  XIV  1635  (pi.  11; 

also  Schubart,  Griechische  Palaographie  Abb.  21,  p.  45;  Cavallo— Maehler,  Hellenistic 

Bookhands  85),  which  dates  from  44-30  bc  (see  BL  VII 140),  though  1635  has  a  more 
polished  appearance,  and  some  of  its  letter  forms  are  different  (in  particular  aa  and 

t).  These  papyri  share  a  distinctive  cursive  form  of  a,  found  again  in  5166  (c.20s 
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bc),  but  recurring  in  e.g.  XXIII  2367  (commentary  on  Bacchylides)  and  LXV 

4443  (LXX  Esther),  both  plausibly  assigned  to  the  late  first  or  second  century. 

A  date  in  the  second  half  of  the  first  century  bc  or  the  earlier  first  century  ad  will 
not  be  far  off  the  mark. 

No  lectional  signs  are  present.  A  blank  space  is  used  as  punctuation  (2). 

There  is  a  case  of  haplography  (shared  with  P46)  in  7.  The  assimilation  of  v 

to  y  before  the  velar  stop  y  in  2—3  is  rather  characteristic  of  Hellenistic  papyri;  see 

5148  I  9-10  n. 
Among  published  papyri  of  Isocrates,  only  P33  (P.  Lips.  inv.  1456;  late  in  bc), 

P65/ P98  (B  Yale  II 103;  both  early  in  bc,  on  either  side  of  the  same  roll),  and  B  To¬ 

ronto  inv.  F4107  (APE 54  (2008)  153-60;  m  bc)  certainly  predate  5143. 

padvfiajc  aXX  oSvpfjuojy  p.e  (§I27) 

cttjv  eivat  rr)v  TToXi\v  01  /xey  §128 

yap  rac  ttgvi ac  xat  ra]c  evSeiac 

avayKa^ovrai  Sie£te]vcu  Kai  dpr) 

5  veiv  rrpoc  c<f> ac  avrovjc  01  8e  to 

'nXrjBoc  tcov  -npocTay]fj.aTa}v 

xai  rcov  XeLTOvpyicov  kcu]  ra  Ka  ra 

6  TTpocTay]jxar<j)v  restored  with  P46  All  by  reason  of  space:  -npayp-arcov  V  N,  ‘an  error  clue  to 

a  misunderstood  abbreviation;  cf.  Ad  Me.  17  with  CPF  1.2*  on  pi7  IX  1  (p.  418)’  (WBH). 
The  curved  stroke  in  the  lower  part  of  n  looks  more  like  an  accidental  extension  of  the  right- 

hand  upright  than  a  correction. 

7  tcov  restored  with  P46  F  on  grounds  of  space:  om.  AON. 

ra  Ka,  1.  ra  Katca.  The  phrase  is  omitted  in  AIIN.  The  haplography  found  here  occurs  also  in 

P46.  The  sequence  KaKara  could  be  mistaken  for  the  preposition  /car a. 

R.-L.  CHANG 

5144-6.  Isocrates,  Philippus 

This  section  presents  three  papyri  of  this  work,  the  first  to  appear  from  Oxy- 

rhynchus.  Only  three  other  ancient  manuscripts  have  been  published:  P.  Toronto 

inv.  F4107  (ed.  APE  54  (2008)  153-60;  M-P3  1268.1 1),  a  cartonnage  fragment  of 

unknown  provenance  assigned  to  the  third  century  bc  and  containing  §§1-2; 

P  Rain.  Ill  40  (pg6  in  CPF  1.2**;  M-P3 1269),  from  the  Fayum,  remains  of  a  leaf 

of  a  fourth-century  parchment  codex  containing  §§38-9,  40—42;  and  MPER  II 

74-6  (p97;  M-P3  1270),  also  from  the  Fayum,  a  fragment  of  a  book-roll  of  the  sec¬ 

ond  century  containing  §§114-17;  cl',  also  IV  683  (pi26T;  M-P3  2194.1),  a  second- 
century  fragment  of  an  unknown  historiographical  work  quoting  §97. 

5144.  ISOCRATES,  PHILIPPUS  70-77 ,  79-80,  101-5 

The  primary  mediaeval  manuscripts  are  T  and  four  manuscripts  of  the  sec¬ 

ond  family,  0AIIN;  see  the  discussion  of  the  manuscript  tradition  in  CPF  1. 2* 

pp.  xviii- xxxiv.  Collations  of  r©AII  were  published  by  H.  Buermann,  Die  hand- 

sckriftliche  Uberlieferung  des  Isokrates  i  (1885)  16-28;  see  also  A.  Martin,  RPh  19  (1895) 

191  (for  T);  E.  Drerup,  De  codicum  Isocrateorum  auctoritate  (Leipziger  Studien  xvii/i, 

1895)  40-46,  and  PhiloL  55  (1896)  660-66  (for  A).  0  (Laur.  Plut.  87.14)  and  N  (Laur. 

Plut.  58.5)  have  been  collated  afresh  from  the  digital  images  on  the  library’s  web¬ 
site.  Dr  Pinto  has  provided  collations  of  the  remaining  primary  manuscripts  for 

the  parts  represented  in  the  new  fragments.  Minor  orthographical  variants  are  not 

always  reported.  C.  Muenscher  (i.e.  K.  Miinscher),  Quaestiones  Isocrateae  (diss.  Got¬ 

tingen  1895),  ̂   cited  as  ‘Miinscher’. 

5144.  Isocrates,  Philippus  70-77,  79-80,  101-5 

Frr.  1  and  3:  38  3B.86/N(4-5)a  Fr.  1 4.9  x  25.8  cm  Fourth  century 

Fr.  2:  38  3B.85/K(i-2)a  Fr.  2  4.6  x  5.8  cm;  Fr.  3  12.8  x  21  cm 

Three  fragments  from  a  single-column  papyrus  codex.  Fr.  1  is  a  tall  strip  pre¬ 

serving  about  half  the  width  of  a  column  and  its  full  height  (36/7  lines  =  <7.18  cm), 

with  an  upper  margin  of  c. 2.8  cm  and  a  lower  margin  of  c. 5.2  cm.  Fr.  2  is  relatively 

small  and  preserves  parts  of  11/12  lines  on  each  side.  It  belongs  to  the  leaf  follow¬ 

ing  that  represented  by  fr.  1  and  begins  eight  lines  down  the  column.  Fr.  3  preserves 

parts  of  the  first  29  lines  of  a  column,  up  to  full  width  (c.6. 5  cm)  in  places,  but 

a  good  portion  of  its  upper  half  has  been  destroyed.  Calculation  indicates  that  it 

belongs  to  the  fifth  leaf  after  that  represented  by  fr.  2.  Its  inner  margin  measures  c.4 

cm,  its  outer  one  <7.1.3  cm-  Each  line  holds  about  22  letters. 

The  dimensions  of  the  codex  fit  Turner’s  Group  8  (‘B  half  H,  B14/12  x 

H30/ 25’  cm),  most  of  whose  representatives  belong  to  the  third  and  fourth  centu¬ 
ries;  see  E.  G.  Turner,  The  Typology  of  the  Early  Codex  (1977)  20-21,  24.  It  was  prob¬ 

ably  a  single-quire  codex,  like  most  codices  in  this  group  (Turner,  Typology  24,  58). 

If  it  contained  only  the  Philippus ,  letter  count  suggests  that  the  speech  would  have 

covered  60  pages  =  30  leaves  =  15  sheets.  In  that  case  fr.  2  would  come  from  the 

exact  middle  of  the  codex  (leaf  15),  and  the  alternation  of  fibres  from  in 

the  first  ‘half’  (i.e.  frr.  1  and  2  =  leaves  14  and  15)  to  in  the  second  ‘half’  (i.e.  fr. 

3  =  leaf  20)  would  strengthen  the  hypothesis  that  this  was  a  single-quire  codex;  cf. Turner,  Typology  57,  65. 

The  hand  is  small,  rapid,  and  leans  heavily  to  the  right.  Bilinearity  is  minimal. 

The  letters  are  very  densely  crowded,  with  occasional  ligatures  (e.g.  77  and  /3  in  fr. 

1  -*  9;  7T  and  0  in  fr.  1  ->  31),  and  are  so  rapidly  executed  that  they  often  approach 

informality.  A  is  in  one  movement,  narrow,  and  with  an  oval-shaped  loop;  b  is  tall, 

with  its  two  loops  separate  from  each  other;  A  is  so  oval  that  its  two  sides  often  do 

not  meet  in  an  apex;  e  e  o  c  are  narrow  (but  c  often  has  an  extended  cap);  z  is  in 
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two  strokes,  sometimes  with  detached  upper  horizontal;  h  is  h-shaped;  a’s  second 

leg  stops  at  mid-height;  aa  is  deep  and  broad;  the  oblique  of  n  and  the  arms  of 

k  sometimes  approach  the  horizontal;  2  is  cursive;  it  is  broad,  with  its  horizon¬ 

tal  projecting  in  both  directions;  t  sometimes  has  a  split  top;  co  is  broad,  with 

a  pronounced  central  cusp.  Some  letters  have  hooked  serifs  (e.g.  b,  h,  i,  k).  The 

hand  is  generally  similar  to  that  of  P.  Mich.  inv.  1570  (GBEBP  4b,  from  a  codex  of 

Matthew),  which  is  assigned  to  the  first  half  of  the  fourth  century  on  the  basis  of 

comparable  documentary  scripts. 

The  right  and  left  margins  are  not  very  even,  as  letters  at  line  beginning  and 

end  are  often  enlarged  and  their  horizontals  (especially  at  line  end)  prolonged  be¬ 

yond  the  notional  margin.  One  can  observe  in  fr.  1  i  that  the  beginnings  of  lines 

make  a  progressive  shift  to  the  left  (‘Maas’s  Law’). 
The  scribe  does  not  write  iota  adscript,  accents,  or  punctuation.  An  inorganic 

diaeresis  appears  over  initial  v  in  fr.  1  ->  8,  fr.  2  -i  10.  Nu  is  sometimes  written  as 

a  suprascript  bar  at  line  end.  Line-fillers  in  fr.  1  ->■  13,  20.  In  most  cases  elisions  are 

tacitly  effected,  but  there  are  two  exceptions  (fr.  2  ->  11  re  eraipovc;  fr.  3  ->■  16  coctc 

e/cetvcu).  Orthographical  mistakes  are  mainly  limited  to  iotacistic  confusion  of  et 

and  1,  especially  in  the  aorist  optative. 

Besides  the  usual  mixture  of  readings  known  from  the  two  main  families  of 

medieval  manuscripts  (including  agreements  in  possible  error  with  ©AIIN  in  fr.  1  i 

5-6, 10-11, 12,  -»  28,  and  with  T  in  fr.  1  -»■  2-3),  5144  offers  a  number  of  new  read¬ 

ings.  That  at  fr.  1  i  20  is  uncertain  due  to  the  state  of  the  papyrus  but  is  likely  to  be 

corrupt.  Two  variants  are  viable  but  not  necessarily  improvements  on  the  familiar 

text:  fr.  1  ->  32  ert  Se  /cat  for  en  Se;  fr.  3  ->■  27-8  cw/caraAucat  for  KaTaXeXvcdat.  The 

rest  are  indefensible  or  obvious  corruptions:  fr.  1  i  16  6>  vnepfiaXXovcac  omitted; 

fr.  1  4  17—18  ot  ’jrpoeiprjp.evoi  for  ra  7rpoetp^pteva;  fr.  2  1  11  TrpoceiXeTo  for  npoelXcro', 

fr.  3  -»  20-21  p.rj  vrj  Ala  ye  rov  evpiovaraTOv  for  p/qv  18pi£a  ye  tov  evTropojTaTOV, 

fr.  3  ->  28  second  article  omitted;  fr.  3  4  6  Te  rJ  aAAcov  for  r(e)  aXXwv,  fr.  3  4  2-3 
Sta/3ai4otc  for  Sta/3at 77c;  fr.  3  4  23  /cat  pteytcTa  omitted.  Three  of  these  cases  involve 

dittography  (fr.  1  4-  20,  fr.  3  ->  21,  fr.  3  4  6). 

I  am  much  obliged  to  Dr  W.  Benjamin  Henry  for  several  helpful  suggestions 

and  to  Dr  Daniela  Colomo  for  her  restoration  work  on  fr.  3. 

5144.  ISOCRATES,  PHILIPPUS  70-77 \ 
Fr.  1  4 

8]tcoct  p,rj  7 Tpoj[epov  ti  na  (§7®) 

dr/c  TTpLV  reAo[c  e-nideLvai TOlC  7Tpa.TTo[p,€VOLC  OJV  y l  §7J 

yvopevcov  tt\ojc  ovk  av  et/co 

5  tcoc  peya  <f>po\yoirjc  rrtoc  Se 

ouyt  rreptxp.pri[c  ojv  tov  fhov 

StareXoiTjc  jrjX[tKOVTO)v  ce 
avrov  eiSwc  ir[paypaTOJV 

eTTiCTCLTrjv  yey[ev7]pevov  tic 

10  S  ovk  av  tcov  /ca[t  peTptcuc  Aoyt 

£ec6a  1  8vvape[vtov  ravrac 

av  cot  /xaAtcra  [7rapati'eceie 

irpoaipetcQat  r[ ojv  npa^ecov 

rac  apcj)OTepa[(  )  (f>epe tv  apa 

15  Syyapevac  cp[c7rep  Kaprrovc 

-qSovac  /cat  ret/x[ac  peytCTac 

ai T€xp"f]  8  at-  p[oi  ot  ■npoetp'r)  §72 

pevot  irept  t[ovtojv  et  pr)  rra 

paXeXoLTTafc  rj[v  rt va  Aoyov 
20  ovk  avavap[  c. 9  aA 

A  OKvrjcac  €nr\etv  ov  r)8r)  pot 

8okco  SrjXcucety  [otpat  yap  cot 

re  cvpcjjepety  [a/coocat  7rept  av 
tcov  epo t  Te  Trpo\cr]Keiv  p.era 

25  7rappr)ciac  coCTr[ep  eidi.cp.at  itoi 
eicd at  rooc  Aoyop[c  atcdavopat  §73 

yap  ce  Siaj3aXXo[pevov  vno 

tojv  cot  pev  <f)[dovovvT ojv 

rac  Se  rroXet c  r[ac  avTiov  et 

30  6[ic]pevojv  etc  r[apa^ac  Kadt 

c[ra]vat  /cat  ttjv  [et prjvrjv 

t[t?] v  toic  aAAotc  /cfotr^v  7ro 

Xepov  tolc  avTco\y  tStoic  etvat 

VOpt^OVTOJV  Ot  [ TtaVTOJV  TOJV 
35  aXXcov  ap.eX7]ca[vTec  7 rept 

r t)c  07c  8vvap,[ecoc  Xeyovctv  cue 

79-80,  101-5  61 
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ovx  V7 rep  t 17]  c  EXXaSoc  aAA  c 

7 TL  TCLVT’qV  av]£a.V€TaL  KO.L  CV 

C. 5  Xp0V0]v  Y]St)  7T0LCLV  7) 

fuv  €77i/3oi/Ac]uctc  Kat  Xoyoj  pe( v )  §74 

peXXetc  Mecc\r\viotc  ̂ otjOclv 

eav  ra  7rcpt  ®<a)]k€Clc  StoiKrjcrjc 

epyoj  8  vrro  ceavjjo)  iroieicdai  Tie 

Xo7row7}co]v  vrrapxovci  Sc  cot 

©crraAot  ptv]  Kat  @r)ficuoi  /cat 

77aVT6C  Ot  T7)]c  Ap<f>lKTVOVtaC 

p,€T€XOVT€C ]  CTOtpOl  CWCLKO 

XovOetv  Apyeiojt  8e  /cat  Meccrj 

vtot  /cat  MeyaX\p7ToXeirai  /cat  < 

tojv  aXXajv  7ro]AAot  ajV7roAejai(i/) 

/cat  TToieiv  av]acrarovc  ./la/ccSat 

povtovc  7]v  Sc]  rai/ra  irpa^rjc 

ojc  /cat  ra/v  aXX]a>v  EXX^vojv 

paSta/c  Kparr)c]eic  rayra  (f>Xya  §75 

povvrec  kcli  (fxijcKOvrec  a/cptjSa/c 

etSevat  kcli  raJ^cajc  a7ravTa  < 

tco  Xoyco  /caracjrpe^ojacvot 

770AA0UC  7T€id]ovciv  Kat  p aXtc 

ra  pev  tokc]  tcov  ayrcpy  /ca 

KO>v  e7Tidvp,o]yvTac  ojvtt ep  ot 

XoyoTTOtovvjrec  e77eiTa  Sc  /cat 

rove  ovbevt  Xo]ytcpaj  ypcp/xe 

vovc  vnep  t]oiv  koivojv  aAAa 

77-avra7ract]y  avorjrcoc  Sta 

Keipevovc  /<]ai  ttoXXt}v  yapiv 

eyovrac  rote]  yy[e]p  aura/y  <£o 

fietcOat  Kat  ScStcvat]  TTpocirot 

ovpevotc  ert]  Sc  /cat  touc  ovk  a 

TroSoKtp.a£,o]vTac  to  Sokclv 

ce  e7n^ovXev]eiv  rote  EXXrjctv 

aAAa  rrjv  aiTtajv  Tavjrjv  a£tav 

eTrtdvpiac  ct]  rat  vopt^ovrac 

ot  tocovtov  a]<£ecract  tov  vow  §76 
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8 pcohecT epov  avrov  /cat]  7rAct 
ovoc  a£tov  SoKetv  etvat  7r]  0177C1 

ev  ct  Sc  tojv  a(f>  HpaKXeovc]  tlvi 

TT€(f)VKOTOJV  OC  aTTaCTjC  Ko]t€C 

TTj  TTjC  EXXaSoc  evepyeTTj\c  em 

f>epot  tt)v  atrtav]  TavT~qv  etc  TTjiv ) 

p.eytCTT)v  atcylvimv  av  aurov 
/caracTT/cctet']  rtc  yap  ovk  av  aya  §77 

vaKTT)cete  /cat]  peterjetev  ct  (jjatvot 
to  tovtoic  eTTtjfiovXevojv  vrrep  co[v) 

o  npoyovoc  aur]oi>  npocetXeTo  Kt(v) 

Sc[(?)  7 rapa  p tKpov  -qyetedat  to  (§79) 

7rap[a(?)  iractv  evSoKtpetv 
aA[Aa  totc  vopt^etv  KaXrjv  e 

ycty  [/cat  peyaXrjv  tt]v  8o£av 

Kat  ij[pe7roL>cai'  cot  /cat  rote  cotc 

7rpo[yovoic  Kat  rote  vcf)  vpcov 

TT€Trpaype[voic  orav  ovtoj  §80 

8ta9r]c  tovc  E[XXrjvac  cocrrep 

opac  AaKe8atpoy[tovc  re  77 poc 

tovc  eavTOjy  /3aciA[eac  eyof 

rac  roue  rc  CTatpouc  [roue  coi/c 

■npoc  cc  Sta/ccip.[cvouc 

tovc  r]ou  Sco[uc  touto  ]"  (§101) 

ayaywv ]  yap  S[uvap.ty]  ocr/v 
otoc  r  7]v  TrXetCTTjV  /cat]  crpa 

rcucac  C7T  ai/Toac  a7T77A]^ey  c 

/cet^ev  ou  povov  r/TTT]]deic 

aAAa  /cat  /caraycAac^ct]c  /cat 

So^ac  ovtc  fiactXevetv  o]yrc 
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c]TpaT[7fyav  a]|iojc  eivai]  ra  §102 

TOl[vW  7 T€p]l  Kyij[pOV  KCU ]  &Ol 

viktjv  Kai  KiXi\Kiav  k] cu  to{v) 

tott[ov]  etcetvov  o9e\y  e]xpwv 

TO  vau[ri]fctu  Tore  fi[e]v  rp>  fte 

ra  ̂aciAecoc  yyv  Se  ja  pey  a 

( p€crr)K€v  to.  8  €r  ■yoAejua) 

KOI  KOLKOIC  T0C0VT0[tc]  eCTtV 

were  efceii^co  juev  prj8ev 

etvat  toutcov  ra>y  [e0]ya»' 

Xprjcipov  coi  8  rjy  iroXepei(v) 

rrpoc  avrov  fiovArjdrjc  cvp 

(fcopwc  e£eiv  Kai  (. irj  vrj  Aia  §I03 

y]e  [T]?V  eypwTra.Ta.Toy  twv 

v]yv  rrept  ttjv  rjiretpov  rrpoc 

TJKe\  l  8[vc]fX€V€CT€pOV  CLVCU 

tolc  /3a]ctAecoc  rrpaypaci 

twv  Tr]oXepowTWV  rj  irav 

tw]v  y  av  eirj  cx^tAcwtotoc 

ei  p\rj  /3 ovXolto  cwKaTaXv 

cat]  TavTTjv  ttjv  cLpxrjv  aiKi 

cape] vrjv  pey  r[o]y  a[8eA]<£[o](v) 

Kad  c^koctov]  evi a[vTov  a 

van[cpTrei]y  cl  S[e  cv  Siafiai 

vote  [etc  ttjv]  r)TTe[ipov  ckci 

voc  [r  av  acpcvoc  1801  fiorj 

Qov  rj[Keiv  a vtw  ce  vopi£wv  tw(v) 

tc  {t}  afAAcoi'  caTpairwv  ttoA 

Aodc  [ airocTTjccLC  rjv  vt to 

CXV  TlVV  eXevOepiav  avTOic 

Kai  To[vvo]^a  t[outo]  SiaOT[ei 

pyj[c  e]tc  [ttj]v  Aciay  oirep  [et]c 

tovc  EX[X]yvac  eicrrecoy 

Kai  ttjv  7jp€T€pay  Kai  ttj(v) 

AaKeSaipoviwy  apxijy  tea 

TeXvc[ev]  €ti  8  av  77A€ia>  Xeyeiiy) 

(§104) 
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is  €Trex{et]povy  ov  Tporrov  tto 
Xepwv  racier  av  rrcpiyc 

voio  ttjc  tov  fiaciXewc  Su 

vapewc  vuv  8c  <f>ofiovpai 

prj  ri^Jec  CTTiTciprjcwciv 

20  Tjpiv  [et]  prjSev  TTWTTOTe 

pcTaxfiptcapevoc  twv  c[rp]a TlWTIKWV  cot  ToXpwq\y 

napaiveiv  tw  7rA[etc]r[a  St] a 

tt€tt paypevw  /ca[r a  7roA]e 

25  pov  WCT€  TTepi  p[cv  TOV 
twv  ov8ev  oipai  8eiv  [7r]Aet 

w  Xeyeiv  Trept,  8e  twv  aXXw(v) 

rjyovpai  tov  re  7rare[pa  cov 

««  ]. 

Fr.  i4 

i  SeSJicuct  rightly  with  F  (-taictp)  0  (-taict):  SeSiaciv  A,  SeStcea  FIN. 

3-4  oiv  yi]yvo/j.€i>u>v  rightly  with  T0:  ole  yivop.evoic  AFIN. 

5-6  SeJ  puyi  with  0AFIN  (8'  N):  S’  ovk  av  F.  av,  necessary  with  the  potential  optative  StaTe- 
Xoirjc,  could  be  understood  from  the  previous  sentence  (cf.  K.-G.  i  248-9),  but  the  anaphoric  style 
here  favours  its  repetition  with  nuic  ovk.  Isocrates,  moreover,  does  not  seem  to  use  ovyl  elsewhere. 

One  may  compare  pi’s  ttwc  ovyi  in  place  of  ovioc  ov  Kai  at  Me.  3,  which  YVorp-Rijksbaron,  The  Kellis 
Isocrates  Codex  (1997)  251,  consider  a  corruption. 

7-8  ce]aurov  etSaic:  c avrov  (cavrov)  et’Scoc  ©AFIN:  elSiuc  cavTOv  T.  The  rules  of  syllabification 
necessitate  the  restoration  of  the  trisyllabic,  uncontractcd  form  of  the  reflexive  pronoun,  for  which 

compare  fr.  2  -v  10  eavrcov;  cf.  LXIX  4717  p.  11.12  n.  and  CPF  1.2**  on  p8o  1 8  (pp.  706-7).  Miinscher 

43  argues  for  F’s  word  order. 10-11  Xoyi]Cec9ai  Svvape[viov  witli  ©AFIN:  Aoyi^oju-evwv  T.  The  reading  here  was  perhaps 
influenced  by  <f>epeiv  .  .  .  Swapevac  a  little  further  on  in  the  same  sentence,  or  arose  as  a  gloss  on 

Xoyi£o/j.evwv.  F’s  reading  Ls  better  as  it  avoids  the  close  repetition  of  the  participle. 
12  fj-aXicra  [rrapaiveceie  with  ©AFIN  (napaiveceiev  IIN):  vapaivecetev  paAicra  T.  The  latter 

word  order  is  undoubtedly  the  correct  one,  for  paXicra  is  to  be  taken  with  both  irpoaipeicOai  and 
napaiveceie  (so  Miinscher  43). 

14  ap<f>0Tepa[(  ):  a/xifioTepa  10:  apufroTepa  cAprFlN:  a  p</>6repa  cot  A4.  Because  of  the  break  it  is 
impossible  to  determine  what  the  papyrus  had  (ap.<f>OT€pac;  at  any  rate,  is  wrong). 

15  Syvapevac  rightly  with  rs©AFIN :  Swap-eic  Fpr. 
ip[cirep  Kapvovc:  dicnep  vac.  ttovc  Apr:  wcirep  Kapirovc  A2:  ojcirep  a  pa  Kapnovc  A4  (conjecture). 

16  r/Sovac  Kai  ret/x[ac  (1.  rtp.de)  /xeytcrac.  The  primary  MSS  at  this  point  have  iJSovdc  9’  (re 

©AFIN)  virepftaXXovcac  (-fiaAovcac  ©)  Kai  npac  pey'icrac  (peytcrac  om.  Api  in  lac.:  dve^aAetTrrovc 
A4  (conjecture)).  9 ’  v-nep^aAAovcac  will  have  been  left  out  by  a  saul  du  meme  au  mime  as  a  result  of  the 
succession  of  feminine  plural  accusative  endings  in  -ac. 

17  airexptj  with  11  IN :  a.TTeyprjv  © :  aTToyprj  A. 
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8  av  p\ot  with  AIIN,  B1  o  8’  av  pot  0:  8’  av  17877  pot  T.  The  last  preserved  trace  is  too  exiguous 
to  guarantee  cither  H  or  w,  but  ̂ [Stj  pot  would  be  too  long  for  the  available  space.  Ps  addition  was 

perhaps  a  copying  mistake  resulting  from  the  influence  of  ov  ySy  pot  a  little  further  on  in  the  same 

sentence  (cf.  Blass,  Praefatio  editionis  alterius  p.  vi),  but  for  a  defence  of  such  repetitions  see  Drerup’s  edi¬ 
tion,  pp.  Ixxvi— lxxix  (especially  p.  Ixxix  for  the  reading  here). 

17—18  01  npoeiprflpevoi:  new  reading.  All  primary  MSS  have  to.  irpoeipypeva  (except  that  © 

omits  7 rpo-).  The  variant  oi  TTpoetp-ppevot  (sc.  Aoyoi)  is  impossible  with  singular  a-rrexp7!  and  perhaps 
arose  from  the  influence  of  the  immediately  preceding  pot  and  the  anticipation  of  nva  Aoyov  in  the 

following  clause  (cf.  also  rroteicdat  rove  Aoyovc  further  on  in  the  same  paragraph).  For  the  corruption 

to  the  masculine,  cf.  Ad  Me.  52,  where  the  reading  of  the  second  family  (and  apparently  of  5135  ii 

12-13)  err  l  to  opoAoyovpevov  eABovra  has  become  cm  roue  opoAoyovpevovc  eAQovra  in  pi  and  Worp— 
Rijksbaron,  The  Kellis  Isocrates  Codex  209,  wonder  whether  Aoyovc  is  to  be  understood  from  the  context. 

18  7T€pi  r[ovrcvv :  om.  Apr  in  lac. :  rtavrosc  A4  (conjecture). 

20  OVK  avayap[  c.g:  ovk  apvrjpovrjcac  FQATIN :  ov  vac.  powr/cac  Apr:  ovkovv  pev  apvrjpovqcac 

A4  (conjecture).  There  is  room  for  the  expected  ap[vr)povycac  aA  at  the  end  of  the  line,  avav  before 
it  rnay  be  a  product  of  confusion  with  avapwq-  combined  with  dittography;  for  a  similar  dittography, 

cf.  pi’s  ava{va}j8aA ecdai  at  Me.  33.  Possibly  the  end  of  the  word  was  also  corrupted  and  the  scribe  in¬ 

tended  the  rare  avapvr/povevcac  having  remembered’,  a  verb  that  is  unattested  in  the  Classical  period 

and  w'ould  give  the  wrong  sense :  the  opposition  ovk  .  .  .  aAA’  oKvr/cac  implies  that  Isocrates’  failure  to 
mention  the  point  under  discussion  was  due  to  his  hesitation  rather  than  forgetfulness. 

20-21  aA]A  oKvrjcac:  omitted  by  FIN. 

25-6  ffot]eic£tai:  cot  irotrjcdai  IIN. 
28  pev:  omitted  by  A. 

31—3  rr)v  [dpr/vr/v]  t[tj]v  rote  aAAotc  «[oivtjv  iro]Aepgy  rote  avra>[v  tStotc  with  T0:  rrjc  elprjwrjc 

rote  aAAotc  ko ivfjc  tov  iroAepov  avrutv  77S1CO  Apr  (ovctjc  inserted  after  elprjvqc  by  A4),  rye  dpr/vr/c  rrjc 

rote  aAAotc  KOtvfjc  tov  iroAepov  rdiv  ovtcov  rjB'uv  IIN.  The  paraphrase  of  the  passage  in  Arist.  Rh. 
3.10,  i4.iob29-3i  and  the  allusion  to  it  by  [Dem.]  12.19  support  the  reading  of  the  papyrus  and  T0. 

Fr.  1  -+ 

2

-

 

 

3  cy[  C.5  XP°vo]v  r/Sr/  vaciv:  cv  ttoAvv  xpovov  t/Bt)  iracivT:  7toAvv  7/817  ypovov  omaciv  ©,  cvyvov 

77815  XP°V0V  oaraciv  AIIN.  The  papyrus  probably  agreed  with  F  in  the  lacuna,  though  cy[yvov  (a  word 
not  used  by  Isocrates)  is  not  excluded.  Isocrates  is  more  likely  to  have  written  ttoAvv  t/Stj  xp°vov  (as 

at  Paneg.  162,  De pace  30,  36,  Hel.  4,  Antid.  285,  Epist.  9.11)  than  ttoAvv  xpovov  y8y  (cf.  Munscher  32). 

3

-

 

4

 

 

r/[piv:  
omitted  

by  
0. 

4  cm/3ouAe]yetc  with  T0:  iirtfiovAevotc  AIIN. 

pe(v) :  omitted  by  AIIN. 
6  <Poj]k€o.c  with  0AIIN :  &oj  Keic  T.  See  L.  Threatte,  The  Grammar  of  Attic  Inscriptions  ii  (1996) 

247,  and  Seek,  Untersuchungen  81--2. 
6-7  Stot/cjjcj/c  [epyw  8  vtto  ceav]roj  restored  with  T©  (which  have  the  form  cavroi ;  for  the 

restoration  of  trisyllabic  ceavjriv,  see  onfr.  1  4-  7-8):  epy<p  Sioi/ojctjc  vtto  cavrw  8e  A,  epya>  Siooajceic 
iir6  cavrd)  (cavTovN)  8c  IIN. 

8  /MIN  have  8tavofj  after  IleAoTTowrjCov  (needed  following  the  loss  of  the  A oy<p  pev  .  .  .  ,  epyw 

8e  .  .  .  contrast).  The  papyrus  agrees  with  10  in  construing  voieic8ai  with  pe AAeic  from  the  preced¬ 
ing  clause.  ,  m 

13  MeyaA]  oiroAetrai :  1.  MeyaAorroAhat. 

14  cvvTToAept(v) :  1.  cu1u.77oAe(u.etv. 

17  a>c  (I)  omitted  by  0AQN  but  required  here  to  fill  the  space.  The  repeated  aic  (cf.  §73)  is 
needed  as  an  indication  that  Isocrates  himself  is  not  of  this  opinion  (Munscher  43). 
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22  -neidjovciv  with  T:  rreLdovci  ©AIIN. 

23  pev  after  paAtcra  is  omitted  by  AIIN,  but  the  available  space  indicates  that  the  papyrus  had 

it;  it  is  necessary  for  the  contrast  with  eireira  8e  ktA. 

ayroiy:  only  specks  of  ink  on  a  heavily  abraded  surface. 

25  Be  with  P0ATIN :  om.  rpr.  Munscher  21  argues  that  Se  is  an  interpolation,  comparing  Ad 

Me.  2-3  paAtcra  pev  .  .  .  e-netO'  ...  en  8’  ...  ,  but  paAtcra  pev  ..  .  errena  Be  kol  .  .  .  is  found  at 
Paneg.  175  and  Plat..  63:  cf.  CPF  1.2*  on  pi7  I  B  20-21  (pp.  398-9). 

26  Ao]ytcpoi  with  F© :  Aoyw  AIIN.  Aoytp  has  been  used  earlier  in  the  sentence  (but  in  the  sense 

of  ‘speech’),  so  that  AoytcptL  is  preferable  here.  The  same  choice  of  variants  recurs  a  few  lines  later 
in  §76  (not  preserved  in  5144),  but  with  the  readings  difterendy  distributed  among  the  manuscripts 

(Aoyotc  T:  Aoyicpoic  ©AIIN,  sc.  ypai/xeroc);  there,  however,  the  meaning  ‘speeches,  words’,  i.e.  Aoyoic, 
is  more  appropriate. 

28  TTavraiTacily  with  F0IIN :  wavrcwraci  A  (hiatus). 

avor/Twe  with  ©AQN :  avaicOr/rwc  F4 :  ovatcOr/rovc  Pr.  avaicdrjrojc  is  perhaps  better  supported 
by  C.  soph.  9  avaicdr/rtoc  .  .  .  StaiceivTai,  Panath.  85  avaicdrirtoc  BteKeiprjv.  Munscher  43  suggests  that 

avor/rcoc  (which  recurs  in  Panath.  155,  232,  Epist.  5.4)  is  a  gloss  on  the  less  familiar  ovatcOr/raic. 

32  €Tt]  Be  yai:  new  reading.  The  primary  MSS  have  simply  en  Be.  The  phrase  en  Be  «rat  is 
well  attested  in  Isocrates  (C.  Loch.  20,  Me.  33,  40,  Panath.  154,  Epist.  4.11),  but  in  Trap.  40  one  finds  the 

comparable  sequence  7 rpwrov  pev  ..  .  eiretra  Be  ..  .  en  Be  (cf.  also  Antid.  15 1,  In  Call.  8).  en]  Se  k at 

is  likely  to  be  due  to  the  influence  of  eiretra  Be  icat  (25).  Cf.  for  a  similar  variant  C.  Soph.  16  (discussed 

in  CPF  1.2**  on  P42 1 5  (p.  531));  in  general  on  the  formulae  used  in  such  sequences,  see  S.  Ljungdahl, 
De  transeundi  generihus  quibus  utilur  Isocrates  commentatio  (1871)  43-7. 

34  ce  eTTtfiovAevjetv  restored  with  ©AIIN:  emflovAeveiv  ce  T.  While  the  papyrus  agrees  with 

©AIIN  in  word  order,  it  is  impossible  to  decide  whether  it  elided  ce  or  not  (like  ©AIIN),  since  it  is 

not  consistent  in  this  respect  (see  introd.).  Munscher  43  prefers  the  reading  of  T,  as  it  avoids  the  need 
for  elision. 

35  curia]  v  restored  exempli  gratia  with  FA:  apyr/v  ©FIN. 

35-6  a£tav  [eTTtdupiac  ajiiat  restored  with  TSITN :  dfiav  elvat  imdvp'iac  elvat  A. 
Fr.  2  J. 

1

-

 

2

 

 

irAet[ovoc  with  AIIN:  -nAeovoc  F0.  See  Threatte,  Grammar  \\  321,  Seek,  Untersuchungen  67-8, 

CPF  1.2*  on  p  17  X  9  (p.  422),  and  cf.  fr.  3  4-  14  irAetco. 
2  [Soicem]  restored  with  T :  So/cctv  av  ©AIIN,  There  does  not  seem  to  be  sufficient  space  for  the 

particle  in  the  lacuna.  Munscher  44  argues  in  favour  of  its  omission. 

2

-

 

3

 

 

7r]oir,ci[ev:  1.  rrotrjcetev. 

8-9  IIN  accidentally  omit  the  apodosis  rt'c  .  .  .  ptcricetev. 

8  av:  omitted  by  T  and  inserted  by  I'5  above  the  line. 

9  petcrjctev :  1.  ptcrjceiev. 
11  o  TTpoyovoc  aurjou  restored  v,ath  r@IIN:  avrov  o  irpoyovoc  A  (hiatus). 

■npocetAero:  new  reading.  All  primary  MSS  have  -npoeiAero.  rrpocatpeopai,  however,  has  the 

sense  of  ‘choose  and  associate  with’,  ‘take  for  one’s  companion/ ally’  (as  in,  for  example,  Aegin.  38, 

where  TrpoceiAero  is  the  reading  of  T,  while  A  has  irpoeiAero)  or  ‘choose  in  addition’  (see  LSJ  s.v.);  it 

would  not  be  appropriate  here,  where  only  the  simple  meaning  ‘choose’  is  required. 

Fr.  2  -> 
5  Considerations  of  space  suggest  that  the  papyrus  omitted  either  koi  before  coi  (with  Pr;  xai 

added  in  the  margin  by  F3)  or  cole  following  rote  (with  ©AQN).  Exempli  gratia  I  have  opted  for  the 
former  possibility  in  the  supplemented  text. 
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10  eaurcuy  with  TATUM:  avr&v  0. 

11  re  sToipouf  with  TB  (both  S’)  AN1:  re  Mpovc  IHNP. 

Fr.  3  ->■ 1-9  Some  scattered  and  indeterminate  traces  on  damaged  or  displaced  fibres  here  and  at  4  1-9 
are  not  taken  into  account  in  the  transcription. 

1—2  cvv[ayayaiv:  so  PQAIIN.  cup.7rapacKevacdp.evoc  (IT)  cannot  be  accommodated  in  the 

available  space.  The  middle  voice  of  this  compound  verb,  also  found  in  a  variant  at  C.  soph.  21 

(cvp,Trapac/<evacac0at  ©A:  cvp.rrapaKeXevcacdai  I),  has  only  a  few  late  attestations,  but  it  has  been 

favoured  by  modern  editors  (Benseler-Blass  excepted),  perhaps  as  a  lectio  difficihor.  ewayw,  however, 

is  quite  common  in  Isocrates,  e.g.  Panath.  49  rpi-qpeic  p.ev  cwayayovroc  ktA.,  104  crparoireSov  .  .  . 
cvvayayovrec.  Ps  reading  may  have  been  influenced  by  irapacKevrjc  in  the  previous  line;  cf.  Blass, 

Praefatio  editionis  alterius  p.  vi.  Mtinscher  14  suggests  that  it  originated  as  a  gloss. 

2  yap:  omitted  by  ©AIIN.  A4  attempted  to  heal  the  asyndeton  by  conjecture,  inserting  Acre 
before  ewayaydov  (Miinscher  47). 

3  [nXeicT'qv]  restored  with  F :  transposed  after  Suva puv  by  ©AIIN,  wrongly  (Mtinscher  47). 

12  A4  adds  Ttp  before  vaun kw. 

1

2

-

 

1

3

 

 

pcera  §aciXeu)c  with  ©AIIN :  fiaciXetoc  T. 

1

3

-

 

1

4

 

 

a<f>ecrr)Kev  with  T:  apecrrjKe  ©AIIN. 

16  mere  €K€tvw :  likewise  unelided  in  0. 

17  tovtojv  rosy  [eQ]voiv  with  F:  rmv  iQv u>v  rovrmv  ©AIIN1*  (tovtov  Nac).  Isocrates’  tendency  to 
avoid  ending  one  word  and  beginning  the  next  with  the  same  syllable  does  not  appear  to  apply  to  the 

article;  cf.  Drerup’s  edition,  p.  lxvi,  and  S.  Martinelli  Tempesta,  Gnomon  78  (2006)  595. 
18  co  1  rightly  with  mN :  cu  ©A. 

19-  20  cvp.<f>opa>c  with  r@AprQN :  cvp.p.dxouc  A2,  apparently  a  conjecture  (E.  Drerup,  De  codicum 
Isocrateorum  auctoritate  (Leipziger  Studien  xvii/i,  1895)  43;  id.,  Philol.  55  (1896)  661). 

2
0
-
 
2
t
 
 

p.7}  v7]  Aia  [y]e  [t]ov  eypmrrararpv:  p.rjv  'ISpiea  (so  T,  Harpocrat.  1  2:  18 pea  ©AIIN)  ye 

tov  ev-nopdirarov  
MSS.  The  corruption  of  the  unusual  sequence  p.rjvi8pieaye  

to  pn]irq8iaye  will  be  due 

to  confusion  with  a  phrase  familiar  in  later  Greek,  vq  Ala  ye:  cf.  Drerup’s  edition,  p.  lxxx  (errors  aris¬ 

ing  ‘scriptura  continua  male  disiuncta’).  evpam-  for  evrropmr-  may  be  due  to  confusion  with  ‘Europe’ in  this  geographical  
context.  The  dittography  

of  -ar-  in  the  superlative  is  a  corruption  paralleled  in 

pi  (Ad Me.  20  oiKeiora{ra}rouc,  
41  xapiewa{ra}rov  

for  xapiccrarov);  
cf.  Worp-Rijksbaron,  

The  Kellis 
Isocrates  Codex  40,  and  fr.  1  4-  20  n. 

26  y:  omitted  by  IIN. 

2
7
-
 
8
 
 

cwKaraAu[cat:  new  reading.  The  primary  MSS  have  the  perfect  passive  KaraXeXvcdai. 

The  restoration  
cuv«araAu[etv  

is  theoretically  
also  possible,  

but  -Aucai  is  more  likely  to  occur  in  a  vari¬ 
ant  for  -XeXvcdai.  

The  active  compound  
with  cuv-  conveys  the  notion  that  Idrieus  would  collaborate 

with  Philip  in  undoing  the  
King’s  empire,  implying  

a  greater  role  for  Idrieus  than  Isocrates  
appears 

to  envisage  
in  §104  (merely  exelvoc  t’  av  acpevoc  1801  f}or)9ov  ij/ceiv  avrai  ce  vo/u£a >v).  It  is  easier, 

moreover,  
to  envisage  

a  corruption  
of  KaraXeXvcdai  

to  (cvv)KaraXvcai  
than  vice  versa,  since  one  at  first 

expects  the  subject  of  the  infinitive  
to  be  the  same  as  the  subject  of  fiovXotro. 

2

8

-

 

9

 

 

TTjv  apx rp>  acKi[cap.e]vT?v-  F  omitted  rr/v  before  apyijv,  but  F2  added  it  above  the  line.  The 

papyrus  omits  rr/v  before  alKicap-evrfv,  
which  all  primary  

MSS  have.  The  omission  
is  probably  

due  to 
parablepsy  

(apxrfvrTjvaiKica  
p.evqv). 

Fr.34- 
1— g  See  above,  fr.  3  ->■  1—9  n. 

1  Kad  e[Kacrov]  evtafurov:  so  ©AIIN.  T  has  tov  before  hnavrov  likewise  in  §51),  but  spacing 

would  not  allow  it  here;  cf.  above,  fr.  3  — >■  17  n. 

2—3  Siaf3ai]voic:  new  reading.  All  primary  MSS  have  Sia^alr/c.  Aspectually,  the  aorist  is  re¬ 

quired.  Siafialvoic  is  probably  an  intrusive  gloss  on  Sta^ai-qc.  Isocrates  does  not  employ  the  present 

optative  of  (-)j8atva>  elsewhere. 
5  The  supplement  here  is  rather  longer  than  those  of  neighbouring  lines.  No  variants  are 

reported  for  this  part  of  the  text. 
10  e]ic:  omitted  by  IIN. 

11  roue  EX[X]Vvac:  vac.  vac  Apr,  rove  iXXV  suppl.  A2. 

12—13  T1?V  f^c-repay  xai  ttj(v)  AaKeSaipcovicov  apyr/y  with  F :  rr/v  rjperepav  apxr/v  xal  rr/v  Aa- 

Ke^aipovlaiE  ©AIIN.  Mtinscher  47  argues  for  T’s  reading. 
14  nXeiaj  with  r©IIN:  nXelova  A.  See  Threatte,  Grammar  ii  311,  and  cf.  above,  fr.  2  4-  1—2  n. 

17—18  hyvajxeiuc  with  T©AN:  8v vap.iv  II. 

1

9

 

 

rt[v]ec  with  r©A'IIN :  rtc  Apr. 

€TTlT€ip.T)  CCOClV.  1.  eTTlTip.T)CU>ClV. 

21  pLeraxeipicapevoc  with  T :  pieraxeipicdpcevo  i  ©AIIN.  The  plural  will  be  due  to  the  influence 
of  rip.lv  in  the  preceding  clause  (cf.  Mtinscher  47). 

21—2  rcuy  c\rp]aTia>riKajv  with  T:  rd>v  crparr/yiKaiv  ©IIN:  crparryyiKOv  A. 

22  cot  toA pxor)[v:  vvv  roXp.a>rjv  col  F:  cot  roXp.cop.ev  ©AIIN.  The  final  trace  is  too  slight  to 

guarantee  either  H  or  w,  but  the  first  person  singular  form  is  restored  because  of  p.eraxeipicap.evoc 

in  21  (see  n.  ad  loc.).  The  papyrus  agrees  with  F  in  the  use  of  the  singular  rather  than  the  plural,  but 
with  ©AIIN  in  word  order  and  the  omission  of  vvv.  Mtinscher  47  argues  that  the  dative  should  not 

be  separated  from  rrapaiveiv. 

23  77-A[eic]r[a:  all  primary'  MSS  have  rrXelcra  xal  pAyicra,  but  /cat  p.eyicra  would  not  be  possi¬ 
ble  within  the  available  space.  Its  omission  here  is  unjustifiable  and  is  probably  a  copying  er  ror  arising 

from  the  two  identical  endings  in  -tcra. 

24-5  TToX]ep.ov  restored  with  T0IIN:  tov  voXepiov  A.  Considerations  of  space  suggest  lack  of the  article  in  24. 

28  tov  om.  Apr  in  lac.,  apxelv  rrpoc  rrapd8eiyp.a  tov  add.  A4  (conjecture). 

A.  BENAISSA 

5145.  Isocrates,  Pijilippus  1 17-19,  121-3,  126-7 

9  iB.i8i/H(a)  15.5  x  18.3  cm  Second  century 

A  fragment  of  a  roll  giving  the  lower  parts  of  three  consecutive  columns  and 

the  lower  margin.  The  text  is  written  along  the  fibres.  On  the  back  are  remains  of 

a  documentary  text,  written  in  a  hand  of  the  late  second  or  early  third  century. 

Col.  i  preserves  ends  only  from  a  stretch  of  25  lines,  occupying  a  space  about  12  cm 

high;  col.  ii  (about  13.6  cm  high  and  6  cm  wide)  preserves  28  lines,  some  to  their 

full  length;  col.  iii  (about  6  cm  high)  preserves  13  line-beginnings.  Lines  will  have 

held  between  17  and  24  letters.  A  column  will  have  contained  c.50  lines  and  been 

about  25  cm  high.  The  lower  margin  is  about  4.5  cm  deep.  Each  intercolumnium 

measures  approximately  1.2  cm.  Traces  of  ink  are  visible  in  the  intercolumnium 

between  cols,  ii  and  iii:  there  is  an  upright  trace  at  about  the  level  of  iii  4  and  a  few 

horizontal  traces  at  about  the  level  of  iii  10.  Possibly  these  are  the  remains  of  sigla 

or  marginalia. 
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The  text  is  written  with  a  thick  pen  in  a  medium-sized  informal  round  hand 

with  some  ligatures.  There  is  some  inconsistency  in  letter  formation,  a  is  tall, 

sometimes  ascending  well  above  the  line;  r,  tt,  and  t  are  flattened;  w  is  broad 

and  rounded;  o  is  often  very  small;  y  is  v-shaped,  sometimes  with  a  nearly  upright 

left-hand  branch;  to  has  a  flat  or  nearly  flat  base.  A  comparable  hand  is  that  of 

the  astrological(?)  text  E  Tebt.  Tait  45  (pi.  10),  assigned  to  the  second  century,  and 

written  on  the  back  of  a  document  in  a  hand  also  possibly  of  the  second  century. 

Paragraphus  with  high  point  is  used  for  punctuation  at  ii  22  and  26  (the  high 

point  being  misplaced  in  the  second  case).  Iota  adscript  is  not  written.  A  supralin- 

ear  bar  replaces  v  at  line-end  at  i  23. 

The  papyrus  agrees  with  the  MSS  of  the  second  family  against  T  in  a  true 

reading  at  ii  22;  cf.  also  i  7,  8-9.  It  has  a  unique  reading  in  ii  6-7.  There  is  a  clear 

agreement  in  genuine  reading  with  T  and  ©,  against  the  remaining  primary  MSS 

of  the  second  family,  at  ii  20. 

There  is  a  small  overlap  with  P97. 

Col.  i 

c. 23  lines  missing 

3. rac  /cat  Tac  ttoXcic  /cat  vejcoc 

/cat  (3ajfj.ovc  tSpupev]  0  [uc] 

rove  8  out  €v  rate  euxajtc 

5  our  €v  Tate  fluctatc  Ttpcojpe 

vovc  aAA  a7ro77op7ra]c  au 

tco v  rjfjLac  770toupcvouc] 

evdvfxovixevov  e0i^eiv]  ce 

avrov  XP7)  Kai  p-eAeTav]  ottcoc 

io  €ti  pt,aXXov  rj  vvv  Toiav]T7)v 

a rravTec  Trept  cov  ttjv  y]vco 

]. 

fxovvrac  7rept/3aA]Aec0ai 

15  piev  tt]  Stavota  rac  7rp]afeic 

Svvarac  [xcv  euyp  S]  opot 

ac  €^epyal,€cdai  Sc  £ij]t€iv 

avrac  ottcoc  av  ot  /cat]pot  rra 

pa8i8cociv  €K  ttoXXcov  6]  at'  /c[a] 

20  ravoyjceia c  OTt  5]ct  TOUT[o]t' 

rov  Tponov  TrpaTTjcty  pa 

(§"7) 

§118 
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5145.  ISOCRATES,  PHILIPPUS  117-19,  121-3,  126-7 

AtCTa  S  6K  tcov  Iaco\vi  cup, 

fiavTcov  €K€lvoc  yap  ou8]c 
TOtouTOf  otov  cu  Karepya] 

capcvoc  pceyLCTTjc  So^Jc 
2  lines  missing 

c.22  lines  missing 

co[ct€  fn)8ev  rjTTOv  avrovc  (§ 1 52 1) 

etv[at  cj>oftepovc  toic  EXXrjciv 

rj  ro[tc  fiapfiapoic  cov  ov8cpuav 
7roto[up€^a  npovoiav  aAA  a 

yvoo[vp,€v  koivov  cjjofiov  /cat 

klv8[vvov  aTracLV  t)p,LV  av 

£oix<?[vov  €CTiv  ovv  avSpoc  §122 

p]cy[a  cj>povovvToc  /cat  <f> tAcA 

AJ^fpoc  /cat  TToppcorepco  tcov  aA 

Aa)[v  tt)  Siavota  Kadopcovroc 

airglxprjcaiievov  rote  tolov [toic  7 rpoc  touc  f3ap(3apovc 

/cat  [ycopav  aTTOT€p,opbevov 

T[ocavT7)v  ocr/v  oXiyco  tt  pore 

pov  eip[r}Kaix€v  a-naXXa £ai  tc  to[uc  £evcT€Vop,€vov]c 

tcov  ko.kco\v  co]y  [auTOt  t  ey]ou 

ct  /cat  toic  aXXocc  7rapeyouct 

/cat  7roAeic  c£  avTcov  cvctt] 

cat  /cat  tout  ate  opicai  ty\v 

EXXaSa  /cat  77-p[o]$aAec0ai 

7 Tpo  anavTcov  rpxcov  Tau  §123 

to  yap  npa£ac  oy  fxovov  ckcl 
vovc  euSatpovac  ttoitjcclc 

aXXa  /cat  7ravTac  T^pac  etc 

accf) aAetav  /caTacnpcrc  tjv 8  ovv  TOVTCOV  Sta  [pap]  Tip 

aAA  ckclvo  yc  p[aS]ta>[c  77] o 
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Col.  iii 

KNOWN  LITERARY  TEXTS 

c.  37  lines  missing 
.].[ 

€iv  [cocr  e£ov  rjfxtv  tclkcivwv  (§126) 

aSeco[c  exetv  irpoc  77/xac 

avToy\c  rrcpi  puKpcov  rroAe 

5  fXOVfx[cV  KCU  TOVC  aplCTafXC 

vovc  [ tt)c  o,pyr\c  'r7)c  jSaciAe 

ojc  cvy\i<aTacTp€<f)op,€9a 

kcu  AcXr)[9apjCV  Tjfx ac  avTovc 

eyiore  [ra>v  TrarpiKcov 

10  exdpcov  tovc  TTjc  ayT[r)c  cvy 

ycyeiac  (xe^rcyovrac  clttoA 

Xvyai  £t}to[vvt€C  Sto  kcli  col  §127 

v[o]|iu£oj  cvp,[cf>epeiv  ovtcoc 

Col.  i 

7  [iyj,ac]  om.  rpr,  add.  F3. 
The  traces  after  the  break  are  hard  to  interpret:  first  two  low  specks;  then  the  right-hand  part 

of  a  circle  with  a  dot  above;  finally  a  supralinear  cross-bar  and  on  the  line  traces  suggesting  a  flattened 

n.  cov  is  expected  but  would  be  written  in  an  anomalous  way  and  leave  ink  unaccounted  for. 

8-9  cefaurov  with  ©N  (ceaur^)  A  (ce  amov)  II  (ce  avrov):  cavrov  T.  Cf.  5144  fr.  1  4-  7-8  n. 

12-13  There  are  confused  traces  in  13,  perhaps  partly  offset,  and  further  ink  in  12,  again  per¬ 
haps  partly  offset.  If  the  papyrus  offered  no  new  reading  here,  the  text  written  in  these  two  lines  would 

be  [ju Y)V  egovciv  XPV  Se  rove  p.ei£ovoc  So£r)c  tojv  aXXwv  ciridv], 

14  77e/3tj3aA]Aec0ai  restored  exempli  gratia  with  T.  ©AIIN  have  nepifiaXecOai. 

6-7  av]^ope[vov  against  all  the  primary  MSS,  which  have  avZavopevov.  The  fluctuation  be¬ 
tween  the  two  equivalent  forms  is  found  in  §38  (av£opevr)c  T :  av£o.vop.ein)c  ©AIIN),  but  otherwise 

av£av-  is  the  preferred  form;  cf.  §73  (5144  fr.  1  ->  2),  Paneg.  104,  Depace 51,  Panath.  47, 115.  Inscriptional 

evidence  is  inconclusive  (Threatte,  Grammar  ii  509).  Miinscher  29  (on  §38)  argues  for  avgav-. 

16  £evir€vop.evov]c  restored  with  ©AIIN  and  Harpocrat.  £  3.  Thas  TroXirevop.h'ovc. 

17  [avroi  t  ex]ou  restored  with  r0AII:  r  om.  N. 

19  4  avrojv  with  IAIIN:  iir’  clvtcov  ©. 
20  o/ncai  with  T0:  e^vpcocat  AIIN. 

22  7 rpo  with  ©AIIN :  rrpoc  T. 

26  Through  an  oversight,  the  high  stop  was  inserted  after  Karacrijcei  instead  of  after  kcl- 
Tacrrjceic  where  it  belongs. 

28  tt]o,  i.e.  77]o|[7j«k:  tto^cuc  r©AIIN. 

P.  M.  PINTO 

5146.  ISOCRATES,  PHILIPPUS  120,  123-4 
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5146.  Isocrates,  Philippus  120,  123-4 

93/Dec.  28/ G.2  3.4  x  7.7  cm  Fourth  century 

The  lower  inner  corner  of  a  papyrus  codex  leaf  with  remains  of  8  lines  (->) 

and  9  lines  (4).  The  lower  margin  is  about  3.4  cm  deep  at  its  shortest.  The  inner 

margin  is  about  0.3  cm  wide  at  its  narrowest  on  the  ->■  side  and  about  0.6  cm  wide 

at  its  narrowest  on  the  side.  Each  line  held  about  21—4  letters,  and  the  maximum 

line  length  seems  to  have  been  about  12— 12.5  cm.  Five  lines  and  the  interlinear 

space  following  them  occupy  an  area  about  2.7  cm  high.  Approximately  39  lines 

are  missing  at  the  top  of  the  I  side.  The  height  of  the  written  area  will  have  been 

about  26  cm,  and  that  of  a  page  about  31  cm  (allowing  for  an  upper  margin  about 

two-thirds  the  depth  of  the  lower  margin:  cf.  Turner,  Typology  25).  For  codices  with 

similar  dimensions  (the  first  class  of  aberrants,  ‘much  higher  than  broad’,  from 
Turner’s  Group  8),  see  Turner,  Typology  21. 

The  text  is  written  in  a  medium-sized  decorated  formal  upright  hand.  Broad 

letters  (a  h  k  u  n  tt  t  y  i|))  contrast  with  tiny  e-  ©  o  c.  Uprights  and  descending 

obliques  are  thick,  cross-strokes  and  ascending  obliques  thin.  The  tails  of  p  y  cj> 

descend  well  below  the  line;  the  oval-bowled  (J)  extends  also  well  above  the  line,  w 

is  rounded  and  deep  in  the  middle.  LXVI  4507  (Anubion?)  is  written  in  a  hand 

of  a  similar  type;  the  slightly  slanting  hand  of  the  letter  P.  Herm.  5  (GMAW2  70; 

about  317-23)  may  also  be  compared. 

There  are  new  but  unappealing  or  impossible  variants  at  ->  5-6  and  8  and  l  2. 

ra  7Tp[a^T]c  kcu  /xaAtcra  p,cv  ttcl  (§120) 

padTj[c  oXrjv  Tfjv  fiaciAciav  ave 

Xciv  [et  Se  /xt]  xwPav  0Tt  ttAcicttjv  a 
( f>opica[c6ai  kcu  SiaAafieiv  ttjv 

5  Actav  a>[c  Aeyouci  rtvec  ano  Ki 

KiXiac  \jxcxpt  Clvojtttjc  npoc  Sc 

TOVTOl[c  KTICCLL  7 ToXeLC  67 U  TOJ 

n[o]vT[oi 
l 

].[ 
evSoKtfj.7jc]eic  Si  (§123) 

KCUCOC  TJVTTCp  CLVTOC  r]  6771  TO.V 

9  OpfX7]C7]C  Kai  TOVC  E]A Xrj 
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vac  Trporpcprfc  ci rc]t  vvv  §I24 

yc  tlc  ovk  av  clkotojc ]  ra  cvp. 

rappovrjceicv  Yjpuov  o\ttov  na 

pa  fiev  rote  fiapfiapoic  o\vc  virei 

2- 3  
ave]Aetv:  so  T:  iXeiv  ©AON.  line  2  would  be  too  short  without  the  prefix. 

3  The  supplement  seems  two  or  three  letters  too  long.  Perhaps  oti  was  not  present,  but  that  is 

not  the  only  possibility. 

5  Aciav:  so  T0A.  II  has  the  corruption  ovciav  (and  BiafiaXetv  where  the  other  manuscripts 

have  BiaXafleiv),  while  N  has  ovciav  in  the  text  with  aciav  added  above  the  line. 

o)|c:  so  r.  ©AIIN  have  fjv,  wrongly  (Munscher  48). 

5-6  Ki]kiXmc:  an  anagrammatic  corruption,  for  KiXiidac.  I  have  considered  the  possibility 

that  KC\  is  not  to  be  supplied  at  the  end  of  the  preceding  line,  the  variant  being  instead  merely  Ki- 
Atac,  but  this  would  leave  5  too  short,  even  if  Xeyovctv  (T)  was  written  where  I  have  restored  Aeyovci 

(©AIIN). 

7-8  cm  to j]  it[o]vt[oj:  a  new  false  variant.  The  later  manuscripts  have  em  tovtou  rtot  t6ttoh 

(r)  and  cv  tui  tottco  tout co  (0AIIN).  As  Sinope  is  a  city  on  the  Pontus,  ttovtuh  could  easily  make  its 

way  into  the  text.  Cf.  De  pace  86,  where  for  iv  Aara)  Be  (T),  AI1N  give  ev  tui  ITovrip,  apparently 

a  gloss  (M.  L.  W.  Laistncr,  CQ.15  (1921)  81;  CPF  1. 2**  on  P46. 1073-4  (PP-  579_8o)). 

I 

1  ]  _  [,  on  the  line,  a  stroke  descending  from  left  to  right.  jxaA]A[ov]  |  [tuiv  aXXiov  evSoKipr/c ]eic 

seems  possible.  In  F,  povov,  repeated  from  earlier  in  the  sentence,  has  replaced  the  correct  reading 

paXXov  (0AIIN). 

2  evBoKiprjc]eic:  -cr/c  IINsl. 
The  papyrus  omits  the  /<a£  otherwise  transmitted  before  Biicaiaic.  Though  not  essential,  the 

particle  seems  desirable  for  clarity. 

3

-

 

4

 

 

avroc  r]  em  rav[&:  so  T©  (auroc  re  cm  ravra).  AIIN  give  em  raura  avroc  re. 

5  irpoTpep-qc  seems  compatible  with  the  space  available.  ©IIN  have  TrporpeipT). 
7  davpaceiejv.  so  T.  ©AIIN  omit  the  v. 

W.  B.  HENRY 

5147.  Isocrates,  Antidosis  2-4 

5  iB.44/D(f)  11  x  9.2  cm  Second  century 

A  fragment  containing  the  lower  part  of  the  first  two  columns  of  a  papyrus 

roll.  The  writing  runs  along  the  fibres  and  the  back  is  blank.  The  lower  margin  is 

3.2  cm  deep;  the  intercolumnium  is  between  1.7  and  2.1  cm  wide.  Col.  i  preserves 

ten  lines,  and  col.  ii  ten  line-beginnings.  About  22  lines  are  missing  at  the  top  of 

col.  ii  and  the  lost  opening  will  have  occupied  about  21  lines.  The  original  column 

height  will  have  been  about  19  cm.  There  are  12-16  letters  to  a  line,  and  the  maxi¬ 

mum  preserved  line  length  is  5.6  cm. 

5147.  ISOCRATES,  ANTIDOSIS  2-4  75 

The  small  formal  round  hand  resembles  those  of  LII  3685  (Plutarch),  as¬ 

signed  to  the  first  half  of  the  second  century,  and  XVII  2099  (Herodotus),  also 

assigned  to  the  early  second  century.  Bilinearity  is  breached  only  by  <|>.  There  are 

no  lection  signs  except  for  a  filler  at  the  end  of  i  10. 

Collated  with  the  primary  manuscripts  (T0A).  There  are  no  points  of  textual 

interest. 

The  papyrus  does  not  overlap  with  any  of  the  other  known  papyri  of  this 

speech,  all  of  which  come  from  rolls  (see  CPF  1. 2**  pp.  497-513).  These  are  P34. 

(P  Princ.  Ill  113),  P35  (PL  inv.  III/273E),  P36  (XLV  3233),  P37  (I  27  +  PL  inv. 

II/ 870),  P.  Koln  XI 435  (possibly  part  of  the  same  roll  as  P34),  and  the  unpublished 

P33  ter  (P.  Mich.  inv.  1592);  there  is  also  P58  (LXIX  4736),  which  contains  a  part  of 

De  pace  quoted  in  Antidosis  and  may  belong  to  a  copy  of  either  work. 

Col.  i 

c.  21  lines  lost 
Sccc  [€v]io[uc]  ™[v 

COplCTCOV  jSAa C(f)7] 

p-owrac  7T€pL  rr\c 
cpr) c  diaTpifirjc 

5  Kai  Xcyovrac  a >c 

CCTLV  TTCpl  8lKO 

ypaptav  /cat  irapa 
TrXrjCLOV  7TOLOVV 

rac  (jscTrcp  av  et  tic 

.0  ^[ctJSiav  tov  to  > 

Col.  i 6  eertv  with  T :  ecTi  ©A. 

to  The  angular  line  filler  might  also  be  read  as  part  of  a:  the  upper  part  of  the  left-hand 

oblique  and  the  extension  of  the  right-hand  oblique  above  the  apex.  In  that  case,  we  would  have  to 
reckon  with  an  omission,  tov  (to  ttjc  Adr/vac  eBoc  epyacapevov)  roXpcvr),  which  could  be  explained 

as  a  case  of  homoeoteleuton  (-ov  .  .  .  -ov). 

Col.  ii 
5  emxcipr)[ceie  restored  e.g.  with  ©A.  T  has  -ceiev. 

P.  M.  PINTO 
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5148—52.  Demosthenes 

This  group  contains  papyri  of  Demosthenes  XXV,  XXX  and  XXXTV  In  col¬ 

lating  them,  we  have  based  ourselves  on  the  critical  text  of  M.  R.  Dilts,  Demosthenis 

Orationes  iii  (Oxford  2008).  Where  the  papyrus  provides,  or  suggests,  a  unique  vari¬ 

ant,  we  have  consulted  also  the  editions  of  Dindorf  (Oxford  1846)  and  Dindorf- 

Blass  (Leipzig  1907);  for  speech  XXV  also  Butcher  (Oxford  1907),  Sykutris  (Leipzig 

1937),  and  Mathieu  {Demosthene,  Plaidoyers  pohtiques  iv,  Paris  1947);  for  speeches  XXX 

and  XXXIV  also  Rennie  (Oxford  1921)  and  Gernet  {Demosthene,  Plaidoyers  civils  i, 

Paris  1954).  The  readings  of  S  have  been  verified  from  the  printed  facsimile,  and 

those  of  A  from  the  images  available  on  the  website  of  the  Bayerische  Staatsbiblio- 

thek,  by  Dr  W.  B.  Henry. 

5148-5150.  [Demosthenes]  XXV  {m Aristogitonem  I) 

This  speech,  which  most  editors  follow  Dionysius  of  Halicarnassus  {Dem.  57) 

in  thinking  spurious,  has  been  poorly  represented  in  the  finds  from  Egypt.  Here  we 

publish  three  more  witnesses.  The  total  coverage  is  now: 

6-8,10-11  5148  papyrus  roll  1/1 

26, 31-2  5149  parchment  codex  v 

47-8  VI  882  (P.  Yale  I  23)  papyrus  roll  11 

50-51, 68-71  5150  papyrus  roll  1 

63-7  P  Lond.  Lit.  125  parchment  codex  v 

All  these  come  from  Oxyrhynchus,  except  P.  Lond.  Lit.  125,  whose  prov¬ 
enance  is  uncertain. 

5148.  [Demosthenes]  XXV  6-8,  10-11 

21  3B.27/E(3~6)e  7.5  x9  cm  First  cent,  bc /first  cent,  ad 

A  fragment  from  the  bottom  of  two  columns.  The  back  is  blank,  but  shows 

a  repair  patch  (3.2  x  7.8  cm)  roughly  corresponding  to  the  second  column,  with 

the  outer  layer  of  fibres  parallel  to  the  writing  on  the  front;  underneath,  on  its 

upper  part,  some  traces  of  ink  are  visible  (either  accidental  or  due  to  contact  with 

writing).  Remains  of  a  similar  patch  can  also  be  seen  on  the  right,  in  correspond¬ 

ence  with  the  first  column  of  the  recto.  The  lines  had  an  average  of  22  letters;  the 

columns,  of  about  47  lines,  measured  about  7  x  25  cm  and  were  1  cm  apart,  with 

a  margin  of  at  least  1.2  cm  at  the  foot.  The  speech  will  have  begun  at  the  top  of  the 

column  preceding  col.  i;  the  whole  work  would  have  taken  up  about  2.6  m  (9  feet). 

The  hand,  smallish,  upright  and  serifed  in  absurd  fashion,  resembles  those 

of  XXI  2303  (pi.  xi)  and  XXXI  2545  (pi.  iv),  assigned  to  the  late  Ptolemaic  or 
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early  Roman  period;  earlier  examples  like  P  Lond.  Lit.  134  probably  date  from 

the  second  century  bc  (Cavallo-Maehler,  HB  no.  46,  pp.  80-81;  Cavallo,  Scrittura 

pp.  47-9).  The  serifs,  sometimes  straight  and  sometimes  curved,  often  connect 
one  letter  with  the  next,  emphasizing  the  baseline.  The  only  mark  of  punctuation 

is  a  paragraphos  (ii  6) ;  wider  spaces  are  sometimes  left  between  words  (ii  7  after 

ayaTrcocav ,  9  after  rroXeic,  1 1  after  8ikt]v,  14  after  Opovov),  but  it  seems  that  the  only 
ones  to  which  any  significance  attaches  are  the  widest  (i  9 ;  ii  6,  with  paragraphos). 

Iota  adscript  written  correctly  in  i  10.  Note  p.ey\yap  (i  9-10).  ei  for  1  i  14,  ii  1 1 — 12. 

The  text  is  of  considerable  interest,  not  least  by  reason  of  its  date. 

Col.  i 

«c 
eXrjXvdevai]  ei  8  erepoy  rt  §7 

tovtojv  n€pi\ecTcu  o  ixrj8eic 

p.ev  av  avroc  Tre^TTOirjKevai  (f>r) 

ceiev  ev  8e  rate  p7]](f)oic  evpedr) 

cera  1  5eSoi/ca]  /xrj  8o£r)T€  tl 

civ  tov  act  fio]vXop.evov  tto 

v-qpov  eivai  t\ojv  ev  r[^]i  ttoXcl 
ttcll8ot pijSeiv]  ac9ey[q]c  f. Ley 

yap  rrac  7 Tovrjpoc]  Kad  eay\ro\v  an 

8  av  vfxeic  npjocOqcOe  ovtoc 

icyvpoc  yiyvejrat  ec[n  S]e  tov to  toil  ixev  C-3  .  m[p 

epyacia  Kai  Sv]mcr€ia  [v]fi€iv 
Se  rote  Souctjy  ov€t[So]c  fiov  §8 

7t[oAd]i/  7}8t)  [ xpovov  aic%pa)c 

Kai  K-[a]/ccf>c  ̂ [77-0  tovtojv  3ia 

Kei/xeva  /3eA[r ia>  Troirjcai 
navTa  ra  rotafura  edrj  irapi 

SovTa c  T7]fi.epo[v  opdwc  8ei  81 

Kacai  Kai  t[t)v  ra  8u<aia  a  §11 

ya7rcocar  evy[opuav  rrept  ttXci 

cro v  7roi7]cop,e[vovc  7]  7racac 

Kai  TroXeic  /ca[i  ywpac  ca >£ct 
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io  Kai  rrjv  aiTapaiT\yjTov  k(x i  cepLvrjv 

Slktjv  rjv  o  ra[c  ayicorarac  rj 

fieiv  reAerac  [fcaraSet^ac  op 

( fceVC  TTCLpa  TOV  [ TOV  S IOC  (pTJCl 

Opovov  Ka.drj\}jL€VT}v  TravTa 

is  ra  tojv  avdp[ojTTO)v 

Col.  i 

2  3  ere/jov:  so  SPY:  5e  nporepov  A. 

3  rourojv  77-€pt]fcrat:  so  AF:  nepiecrai  Tovroiv  SY,  in  contravention  of  Blass’  Law  (tT  nepi-), 
which  the  author  of  the  speech  observes  as  strictly  as  Demosthenes  himself. 

6  Sogrjre:  so  SFY:  3o£ere  A. 

7-8  7To\[v7)pov  eivai:  eivai  no vrjpov  codd.,  in  unanimous  contravention  of  Blass’  Law  (-Aopevov). 
If  Blass  or  anyone  else  had  conjectured  novrjpov  eivai,  the  air  would  have  been  thick  with  accusations 

of  temerity,  but  that  is  precisely  what  5148  now  reads.  On  the  general  issue,  see  LXX  4769  ii  5-6  n. 

9-10  p.ey\[yap.  Such  assimilations,  normal  in  inscriptions  of  the  Classical  period,  disappear 

from  documentary  papyri  in  the  second  century  BC  (Mayser,  Grammatik  i.i2  206)  and  occur  only  rarely 
in  literary  papyri  of  the  Roman  period;  for  examples  in  the  Herculaneum  papyri,  see  W.  Cronert, 

Memoria graeca  herculanmsis  { 1903)  61.  Gf.  5143  2. 

10  mac  novrjpoc] :  ecrtv  ai rac  0  novrjpoc  SFY  (o  om.  Y*):  7rac  icnv  6  novrjpoc  A.  The  previ¬ 
ous  line  and  the  next  suggest  that  about  12  letters  are  missing  from  this.  As  no  reading  in  any  of  the 

manuscripts  has  less  than  17,  5148  must  have  omitted  something.  Though  it  is  always  possible  that 

it  accidentally  omitted  novrjpoc,  the  likeliest  supposition  is  that  it  read  yap  nac  novrjpoc.  That  the 

manuscripts  disagree  over  the  position  of  icr i(v)  proves  nothing,  because  such  disagreements  occur 

in  places  where  no  w'ord  is  dispensable;  but  a  later  hand  is  more  likely  to  have  added  it  than  to  have 
omitted  it.  For  the  omission  compare  5150  fr.  2  ii  4. 

13  The  surface  is  so  badly  worn  before  a  [n  represented  only  by  a  speck  at  line-level)  that  only 
one  or  two  minute  traces  remain,  but  there  is  no  reason  to  doubt  that  5148  had  Aa/Sovri. 

15  The  upper  trace  before  )3  may  be  a  high  point  rather  than  part  of  the  c. 

Col.  ii 

4—5  napi\\&ovTac\  so  F3:  napi8ovrac  vpa c  SAYFW’. 
5  Set  om.  hie  A. 

6  k at:  om.  codd.:  ‘fort,  rrjv  (3e)’  Sykutris.  The  mediaeval  manuscripts  provide  no  satisfactory 

way  of  articulating  the  clause  that  begins  in  4.  S  reads  dpQojc  Set  SiKacai,  rrjv  to  Sweat'’  ay a7raicav 
Evvop Lav  nepl  nXeicrov  noirjcapevovc,  ij  .  .  .  c<p£e i,  *at  rrjv  anapairrjTov  Kai  cejxvrjv  A  Iktjv,  rjv  .  .  . 

i<f>opav,  etc  avrov  etcacrov  voptcavra  fiXerreiv  ovreo  tfjrj<f)ll!,ec6ai;  editors  make  syntactical  sense  of  this 

by  printing  a  colon  after  cw£e  1,  but  the  chiasmus  is  unnatural  and  without  the  colon  any  reader  would 

go  astray.  FY  agree  for  the  most  part  with  S  but  repeat  rjv  before  etc  avrov;  so  too  A,  which  also  inserts 

av  after  vojiicavra  and  restores  before  i/oj<£t'£ecl9at  the  3et  that  it  had  omitted  before  Sitcacai.  Sykutris’ 
conjecture  6p8d ic  Set  Swcacat,  rrjv  (Se)  was  commended  by  C.  Riiger,  PM.  Woch.  58  (1938)  1148 — not 
without  justification,  as  it  turns  out,  since  5148  now  has  opdeoc  Set  St]|«acat  Kai  r\rjv  ktX.  The 

space  before  Kai,  wide  enough  for  three  letters,  is  presumably  not  a  sign  of  trouble  but  a  partner  to 

the  paragraphos;  the  space  in  i  9  before  acdevrjc,  which  begins  a  sentence,  is  wide  enough  for  more 
than  one  letter  and  may  have  been  wider. 

5148.  (D  l<  MO  S' I II ENE  Sj  XXV  6  X.  10  II 

10  Unless  5148  disagreed  with  the  mediaeval  manuscripts,  this  line  had  i.j  letters  where  the 

lines  on  either  side  had  11.  It.  Ls  hard  to  imagine  that  any  difference  was  an  improvement. 
12  rcAcrac  here  in  SFY,  before  rjpiiv  in  A. 

13-14  Opovov:  Opovov  4>rj<i  codd.,  which  in  view  of  the  attraction  exerted  on  enclitics  by 
the  beginning  of  their  phrase  may  well  be  thought  an  easier  but  less  idiomatic  order. 

M.  I).  REF  YE 

5149.  [Demosthenes]  XXV  26,  312 

6  iB.i7/IV(a)  4.8  x  8.2  cm  Fifth  century 

A  portion  of  the  upper  part  of  a  leaf  of  a  parchment  codex  with  remains 

of  10  lines  and  upper  and  inner  margins  on  each  side.  The  line  length  was  about 

8.5  cm,  and  a  line  held  about  20  letters  on  average.  The  text  from  the  top  of  the 

column  preserved  on  the  front  to  the  top  of  the  column  preserved  on  the  back  was 

about  2,242  letters  long  and  will  have  taken  up  about  112  lines.  Five  lines  and  the 

interlinear  space  beneath  the  fifth  occupy  an  area  about  4.5  cm  high.  112  lines  will 

then  have  occupied  a  space  about  50.4  cm  high,  too  much  for  a  single  column,  and 

it  is  safe  to  assume  that  this  was  a  double-column  codex,  with  each  column  holding 

about  37  lines  and  occupying  an  area  about  16.7  cm  high.  The  upper  margin  is  pre¬ 

served  to  a  depth  of  3.6  cm,  and  the  depth  of  the  lower  margin  may  be  estimated 

as  5.4  cm  (if  it  is  assumed  that  it  was  one-and-a-half  times  as  deep  as  the  upper:  cf. 

Turner,  Typology  25),  so  that  the  total  height  of  the  leaf  will  have  been  about  25.7 

cm.  The  inner  margin  is  preserved  to  a  width  of  0.9  cm  on  both  sides.  If  we  assume 

a  similar  figure  for  the  outer  margin  and  for  the  space  between  the  columns,  the 

total  width  of  the  leaf  will  have  been  19.7  cm.  For  parchment  codices  with  com¬ 

parable  dimensions,  see  Turner,  Typology  27  (Groups  IV  and  V).  The  speech,  being 

of  about  33,655  letters  in  length,  will  have  occupied  about  46  columns  or  23  pages. 

The  approximately  8,172  letters  that  preceded  the  top  of  the  first  column  on  this 

leaf  will  have  taken  up  1 1  columns. 

The  hand  is  a  well-executed  example  of  the  ‘Sloping  Pointed  Majuscule* 

(Cavallo-Maehlcr,  GBEBP  p.  4).  o  is  consistendy  small,  an  oval  loop  closed  at  the 

right  by  a  short  heavy  oblique;  p,  t,  y,  and  x  regularly  descend  below  the  line.  Ob¬ 

liques  descending  from  left  to  right  are  very  thick:  uprights  and  descenders  are  of 

medium  thickness  and  often  taper  towards  the  base;  horizontals,  and  obliques  de¬ 

scending  from  right  to  left,  thin  to  the  point  of  invisibility  and  sometimes  delimited 

by  heavy  finials.  This  emphatic  shading  indicates  a  date  not  earlier  than  the  fifth 

century,  and  possibly  of  the  sixth,  a  fairly  late  stage  in  the  development  represented 

by  GBEBP  15a,  17b,  41c.  Punctuation  sparse:  high  stop,  front  4.  Iota  adscript  omit¬ 

ted  in  the  only  place  that  requires  it  (front  1). 

There  are  no  readings  of  particular  interest. 
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Front  (flesh  side) 

Aa^coy  to)  \[axovri  /cat  o  p/q  (§2^) 

X€lpQTOV7][d€lC  TO)  X€lP° 

t[o]v  170CVTI  [e£  icov  {ijtoi 

r)  eivar  kcu  t[cov  avrcov  p,€ 

5  t€X€LV  k9'1  °^lwc  veoc 

fir)  irpecfivr^epoc  ra  npoc 

r/KoyTCL  7Tp[arT0t  aAAa  7 rav 

to  T€Tayp,€y[ov  e^eAacac  € 

KQCTOC  €K  t[oV  j8lOU  TT]V  €CLV 

10  tov  fiovAfycw  vopov  apxyv 

Back  (hair  side) 

Xecdat  rote  0e]oic  psq  y[e]ve  (§3I) 

edae  Set  ei  8  a]  pa  cvpfiairi  [  ] 

/x€i£ov  ecri\v  ecrux^a 

ttj  uoAet  a7rop]^cai  roue  /3ou 

5  Ao^uevouc  cfja^apreiv  Si 

OV  TOVTO  77-01] 77 COU CIV  €L  TOV 

tov  apeip.ev]ov  au[r]oic 

€T0ip.0V  iw]  ap|ai  ri  yap  §32 

ouroc  o#cv?7C€ie]y  av  co  (avSpec  a)^(7/vaioi)  r[a>(v) 

10  avjj/cecTOJv  t\  Sei]vajv  a 

Front  (flesh  side) 

2  In  the  left-hand  margin,  c. 5  mm  to  the  left  of  the  line-beginning,  a  horizontal  trace:  acci- 
dental? 

9-10  €au]|rovl  with  SAFY‘::  eavriLv  YJ . 

Back  (hair  side) 

2-3  cu^cuij  [  ] :  ciyt/San;  Ti  S”.  The  lacuna  at  the  end  of  2  would  accommodate  only 
 one  let¬ 

ter,  and  there  is  no  room  for  rt  at  the  start  of  3. 

3  ecraxy/ati:  1.  euTiiytjftti.  The  first  syllable  has  been  falsely  assimilated  to  that  of  the  preceding
 

<CT.
>.  

' 6  «  with  S“Y‘:  fj  S‘AFYC.  et  is  probably  an  iotacistic  spelling,  not  an  indicative  variant  irom 

a  particular  tradition. 

9  to  (arSgec  a)%ra tot) :  omega  with  theta  written  above  it ;  the  crossbar  of  theta  extends
  well  to 

either  side  of  the  roundel,  and  its  ends  arc  marked  with  heavy  finials.  See  K.  McNamee,  Abbreviations 

in  Greek  Literary  Papyri  and  Ostmca  (1981)  113  (+  supplement  in  MSP  tea  (1985)  220)  for  various  abbrevia¬ 

tions  of  this  phrase.  For  this  exact  form  she  refers  to  P.  Ant.  I  27.52,  E  Rainer  Cent.  21  (P.  Mich.  inv. 
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1359),  E  Ryl.  1 58.92, 118,  and  P.  Lit.  Lenaerts  ii,  all  Demosthenes;  and  P.  Gen.  2.1  (inv.  256;  see  M-P3 
5),  Aeschines.  [Parsons  notes  that  §y  and  its  companion  co  continue  to  appear  in  the  mediaeval  tradi¬ 
tion  of  Demosthenes,  e.g.  in  cod.  A  (D.  M.  MacDowell,  Demosthenes  Against  Meidias  (1990)  71—2);  see 

in  general  M.  R.  Dilts,  Aeschinis  Oradones  (1997)  p.  xx  with  n.  17.  a!  clearly  represents  cS  8(i«racrai),  to 

presumably  tblhjvaiot:  avSpec  is  bypassed  as  common  to  both.] 

adrjvcuoL  iroir/cai  Svp.  but  the  verb  was  not  present  here. 

r[to(v) :  t[oiv  would  extend  further  to  the  right  than  any  other  line,  and  we  guess  that  it  was  mit¬ 
ten  as  tw,  a  typical  abbreviation  though  not  one  attested  elsewhere  in  5149.  However,  the  line  ends 

in  general  exhibit  a  fair  range  of  irregularity. 

N.  KARAPANAGIOTI  /  P.  J.  PARSONS 

5150.  [Demosthenes]  XXV  50-51,  68-71. 

fr.  1  34  4B.78/D(4-7)a  4.4  x  8.7  cm  First  century 

fr.  2  33  4B.79/G(i-2)a  10  x  10.7  cm 

Two  fragments  from  the  same  season,  boxed  separately  but  presumably  from 

the  same  roll,  since  the  hand,  the  letter-size,  the  line-spacing,  and  the  column-width 

are  all  very  similar.  Fr.  1  consists  of  two  pieces  from  a  single  column ;  (a)  provides 

the  first  three  words  of  line  9,  and  (b)  the  remains  of  the  last  surviving  letters  of  the 

same  line.  Fr.  2  contains  the  lower  part  of  a  column,  with  one  trace  of  that  preced¬ 

ing  and  some  line-beginnings  from  that  following.  The  edge  of  a  kollesis  can  be  seen 

c.3.5  cm  from  the  left-hand  edge;  the  overlap  was  of  c.2.5  cm.  The  backs  are  blank. 

There  were  between  24  and  28  letters  to  a  line,  with  a  column-width  of  c.6  cm. 

The  intercolumnium  measures  c.l  cm,  the  lower  margin  c. 2  cm.  If  the  beginnings 

of  fr.  2  col.  iii  are  rightly  identified,  8  or  9  lines  are  lost  at  its  top,  making  a  column 

height  of  23  or  24  lines  or  r.14  cm,  roll  height  18  cm  if  the  top  margin  equalled  the 
lower. 

The  hand  is  a  small  neat  example  of  the  gawky  type  assignable  to  the  first  cen¬ 

tury  ad  (compare  P.  Lond.  II  354  =  GLH  9a,  Cavallo-Maehler,  Hellenistic  Bookhands 

88,  of  7-4  bc;  II  246  =  GLH  10c,  HB  96,  of  ad  66).  The  letters  are  roughly  2-3 

mm  square ;  the  interlinear  spaces  measure  about  4  mm.  a  sometimes  sharp-nosed, 

sometimes  rounded;  b  bean-shaped;  e  with  cross-bar  detached;  k  once  as  a  vertical 

followed  by  a  c-shaped  curve.  Some  ligatures:  note  especially  ojv,  where  a  single 

stroke  serves  as  both  the  final  curve  of  co  and  the  first  upright  of  n  ;  pav  fr.  2  ii  7, 

where  the  back  oblique  of  a  serves  as  the  first  upright  of  n. 

There  are  no  signs  of  punctuation,  accents  or  corrections  (correction  currente 

calamo  fr.  2  ii  2).  Iota  adscript  is  written  correctly  where  needed  (fr.  1.10).  ei  for  1 

fr.1.13,  fr.  2  ii  6  (yeivop.eva),  11.  Unmarked  elision  in  fr.  2  ii  6  (and  in  fr.  1.9  if  rightly 

reconstructed);  scriptio plena  in  fr.  2  ii  4,  8. 

Substantial  new  variants  in  fr.  2  ii  5—7,  14,  iii  6. 

Fr.  1  was  first  identified  and  edited  by  Dr  M.  Maehler;  since  then  the  original 

has  been  re-examined  and  its  two  constituent  fragments  realigned.  Fr.  2  was  identi- 
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fied  as  part  of  the  same  roll  by  Dr  W.  B.  Henry.  The  combined  version  here  printed 

is  the  responsibility  of  Prof.  P.  J.  Parsons. 

Fr.  i 

(«)  ].[ 

na]yrcov  k\o.koh  ti ']?[<£}  kcu  TrpoSrf 

Aoc]  cov  otl  toiov\t\oc  cct[l  run  fiion 

ck6\ttcit\c\  yap  eiciv  opoy  [ Sicpvpioi  §51 

5  navrejc  adijvaioi  tout  [cov  cKacroc 

•npaT^Tcov  Kara  rrjv  a\yopav 

v€pi€pxera]i  77x01  vrj  rov  [rjpaKXea 

tcov  koivcov  77]  rcov  iSico[v  aAA  ovy 

(b)  ovroc  oyScy  ov8  ay  [cyot  8ci £ai 

10  TtpQC  OTCOl  TOV  fil o[v  CCTl  TCOV  pc 

Tpt]oiV  77  tcov  KaXcp[v  ovyi  rcov  7toXi 

riKcov  ayadcpv  c\tt  ouSevi  ttjv 

ifjv ]XVV  Siaxpe i@[€t  ov  r€Xvr)c  ov  7€ 

copjyiac  ovk  aAA 77c  [epyaciac  ovScpi 

15  ac]  €[Tn]pcX[ei\Tai  pfu  cfrtXavOpcomac 

Fr.  2 

Col.  i  Col.  ii 

c.8  ] . [  (§68) 

tcov  a'7TaAAay77va[i]  aAAa  [[xJSia  xi  vp iv 

ovtoc  evvovc  cctiv  oti  (f>rjciv  aval 

S77C  0  Se  avaibyc  ck  tivoc  wvopaedrj 

5  rrpoc  810c  Kai  tcov  aAA cov  Oecov  ovk  €k  t ov 

kov  ra  pr]T  ovt a  prjTe  yetvopev a 

p7]T€  yevrjcopeva  ToXpav  Xeyeiv 

Sea  avaicyyvTiav  orrep  ovtoc  ttoici 

rjyovpai  TOivvy  Kai  7repi  tt]C  evSei  §69 

10  £ecoc  a  P01  rrapaXiireiy  eSot;  _ 

XvKoypyoc  /ScXtciov  eivat  rrpoc 

vpac  enreiv  cyco  yap  oipai  8eiv  Ujttac 

coc[7r]ep  av  cl  ypeoc  ecKoneiTO  i8iov 

ovtcoc  €^]eracat  tovtov  /cat . 

15  ]  tovtov t  tov  aycovoc  St/cata  [  ] 

Col.  iii 

5150.  [DEMOSTHENES]  XXV  50-51,  68-71 

83 

t 
[ 

.[ 

5  V”.[  (§7°) 

ai’hpiJTai 

cl;a[Xr)XnTTai  to  ocf>Xr)pa  r/peic 

...[ 

ci  8  ct  [ccti  Kai  ecrai  Tccocncp  av  ck 

10  rcicrj  [ Keipeva  ovtoc  ovScv  aXr) 

[ dec  Xcyci  aAA  aSiKei  Kai  Seiva  ttoici 

ra  k[o iva  St/cat  a]>avi £etv  cm 

XS/?["'’  otl  yap  €1  p-q  nav  ocov  airj,  §71 

Xcv  [o<f>ciXei  vvv  77  Kpicic  ov8  o 

>*  [ 

Fr.  1 

6  iv  yk  TC  TTpcLTTtov  codd.  ev  ye  rt  is  quite  a  tight  fit  at  the  beginning  of  the  line,,  but  possible. 

Alternatively  the  scribe  may  have  written  ev  at  the  end  of  5,  or  omitted  ye. 

8-9  aAA  ouy]  |  ovtoc:  this  division  seems  unavoidable,  if  the  lineation  is  rightly  reconstructed, 
but  normal  orthography  would  require  aAA  ov |y  ovtoc.  Perhaps  the  scribe  wrote  ouyt,  but  that  too 

(before  a  vowel)  would  be  anomalous. 

9  o08'  av  om.  S. 11  tcov  /caA<o[v:  KaXuiv  codd.  (except  that  O  has  rcov  «aAcov,  with  the  papyrus,  according  to 
Dindorf  1846). 

12-13  [t-ijv  I  ifiv]% yv:  so  AFT':  rfj  ifiuxj)  SY",  with,  which  compare  e.g.  Isocr.  Archid.  85  rate  iftv- 
xatc  8iar plfieiv.  The  corrupt  accusative  could  be  the  result  of  an  expectation  that  the  verb  following 
should  have  a  direct  object. 

Fr.  2 

Col.  i 

15  j . ,  curving  trace  like  the  right-hand  side  of  omega. 

Col.  ii 

2  [t]  with  a  deletion  dot  above,  and  partly  covered  by  the  replacement  S.  The  scribe  appar¬ 

ently  skipped  Si  a  (by  parablepsy  or  as  unnecessary  to  the  sense)  and  began  to  write  n,  but  caught 
himself  in  time. 

2

-

 

3

 

 

vp.iv  OVTOC  ewovc  cctiv:  so  SY:  evvovc  o5toc  cctiv  vp.lv  A:  !>piv  oSroc  cctiv  evvovc  F.  Weil 

deleted  
the  whole  

phrase. 

3

-

 

4

 

 

avaiSijc :  avaiSyc  cctiv  codd.  cctiv  would  be  easily  omitted,  or  easily  interpolated.  Com¬ 

pare  
5148  

i  10  n. 

4

-

 

7

 

 

The  manuscripts  have  CK  tIvoc  aivopAcdy  tu>v  aXXtvv  aAA'  ij  orav  to.  (ra  om.  Yc)  prjr’  ovra 

p.rjT’  
av  yevop-ev  

a  (y.T)  t’  av  yev-qcop.eva  

add.  
AY),  

ram  
a  ToXp,a  

Xeyeiv  
St’  avaicyuvTi'av  

o-rrep  
ovtoc 
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TTOiet;  As  a  parallel  for  the  construction,  Schaefer  cited  XXIII  62  tL  yap  aXX’  ecrlv  to  peTa-rroieiv  rj 
orav  rl  S’  dXXo  to  cuyypdv  rj  orav  .  .  .  ;  That  however  does  not  explain  tcov  aAAcov,  which 

presumably  means  ‘from  what  cause  other  than  when 
The  papyrus  offers  a  quite  different  structure:  ex  rivoc  cbvopacdq,  irpoc  Aiac  xal  tcov  aXXcov 

Oeaiv;  ovx  ix  tov  xav  ra  p-qr1  ovra  pqre  yetvopeva  p-qre  yevqc.6p.eva  ToXpdv  Xeyeiv  Si’  avaicyyvTiav , 
oirep  ovtoc  iroiei;  __ 

Of  the  elements  here,  TLG  produces  no  example  of  irpoc  Aioc  xal  tcov  aAAcov  decdv;  irpoc  tov 

A  10c  ical  TU)V  aXXcov  Qeaiv  Aeschin.  In  Tim.  70,  In  Ctes.  156.  This  speech  has  vq  tov  Ala  xal  deovc  at 

§65;  Demosthenes  himself  uses  pa  tov  Ala  xal  rove  aXXovc  deovc  (IX  54),  and  elsewhere  vq  tov  Aia 

Kal  ndvrac  deovc  /  deovc  d-navTac.  Syntactically,  the  oath  might  reinforce  the  initial  question  ex  ti'voc 
cdvopacdq,  or  the  answer  (itself  a  rhetorical  question)  which  follows.  Dr  Henry  argues  convincingly 
for  the  former,  since  in  similar  structures  the  answering  question  tends  to  begin  with  the  negative :  he 

compares  Dem.  XVHI  ng,  with  Wankel  ad  loc.,  and  LV  18,  where  Trpoc  deedv  can  only  belong  to  the 

preceding  clause. 

p-qr’  ovra  p-qre  ye ivopeva  prjre  yevqcopeva  as  it  stands  produces  an  unexpected  asymmetry  of 

terms,  ‘what  is’,  ‘what  is  coming  to  be’,  ‘what  will  be’.  The  expected  triad  of  present,  past  and  future 

would  require  yevopev a,  and  perhaps  the  scribe  intended  this  (the  same  form  of  words  Ps.-Archytas 
p.  32.13);  y(e)ivopeva  for  yiyvopeva  would  represent  a  really  vulgar  spelling. 

The  version  of  the  papyrus  is  simpler  and  clearer  than  that  of  the  MSS.  If  this  long  version  is 

original,  die  shorter  perhaps  arose  from  damage  to  a  common  archetype ;  if  the  shorter  is  original, 

the  longer  may  represent  an  attempt  to  clarify  redv  dXXojv  aAA’  rj  orav. 

10  TTapaXiireiv-.  SO  FY:  irapaXeirreiv  SA:  rrepiXirretv  F  (misprinted  napa-  in  Dilts’s  OCT). 
e5o£  :  perhaps  eSotjev  (the  traces  are  spaced  too  widely  for  e8o£e  alone),  but  there  is  unex¬ 

plained  ink  on  what  should  be  die  right-hand  upright  of  nu. 
IQ  eyco:  SO  SAY:  eyed  pev  F. 

13  XP€0C  '■  s0  SFCY:  xpecoc  AF”.  Later  grammarians  regard  -coc  as  the  Attic  form  (Phryn.  371  etc). 
ecxoireiro:  ecxoireire  codd.,  rightly. 

14  ei]eracai:soSYF:e^Td^A. 

xat  :  xal  ra  codd.,  but  the  papyrus  had  more  letters.  Perhaps  ravra,  i.e.  rawTOt,  if  that 
could  mean  anything  suitable  to  the  context. 

15  St/caia  [_  ] :  the  final  alpha  is  large,  and  perhaps  its  extended  tail  filled  the  rest  of  the  line. 
Alternatively  there  might  just  be  room  for  the  next  word,  [«]. 

Col.  iii 

Supplements  from  the  standard  text  simply  to  test  line-length. 

5  W.  [:  we  expect  4  7ra[pa  rq  deco  xeipevq  ei  pev  ow,  but  the  trace  does  not  suit  A. 

6  dvqpqrai  ravra  xal  codd.,  which  leaves  c.io  letters  unaccounted  for.  One  possibility:  the 

papyrus  added  a  noun  to  ravra,  e.g.  ra  ypdppara ,  to,  cwBepara. 

7  e£a[A7)AuTTCu:  so  S:  c^ijAetirrat  F. 

8  We  expect  Xqpovpev  paXXov  Se  ifievSopeBa,  but  I  cannot  find  a  fit  in  the  traces. 

13-14  w<f>]\Xev.  this  division  of  syllables  runs  against  the  normal  assumption  that  muta  cum 

liquida  (especially  such  combinations  as  can  begin  a  word)  cohere,  so  that  <o\<j> Xev  would  be  expected. 

There  are  occasional  apparent  exceptions,  but  probably  the  papyrus  actually  wrote  o><£et]|Aev. 

M.  MAEHLER  /  P.  J.  PARSONS 

5151.  DEMOSTHENES  XXX  fCONTRA  ONETOREM  1)  39  85 

5151.  Demosthenes  XXX  ( contra  Onetorem  I)  39 

6153/ 7(lit-)  4.7  x  5.2  cm  Second  century 
Plate  I 

A  scrap  of  a  roll  giving  the  end  of  the  speech  and,  centred  underneath,  the 

title  with  stichometric  total.  The  hand  is  that  of  LXI  4107  (Thucydides  VII),  and 

as  expected,  a  line  is  of  approximately  the  same  length  (4.9  cm  in  4107,  about  5.0— 

5.1  cm  in  5151)  and  holds  approximately  the  same  number  of  characters  (17—19  in 

4107,  16-18  in  5151)  in  both  rolls:  see  Johnson,  BookroUs  and  Scribes  33-4.  A  nearly 

perpendicular  right-hand  margin  is  obtained  by  the  use  of  smaller  letters  at  line- 

end  (3)  and  of  >-shaped  fillers  (2,  4  (supplied));  the  latter  also  appear  in  4107  (ii 

4,  6,  8).  A  diaeresis  is  applied  to  an  initial  1,  and  a  low  point  marks  a  minor  pause 

(3);  both  are  due  to  the  scribe.  The  column  is  the  last  of  the  speech,  but  the  second 

speech  against  Onetor  may  well  have  followed  (cf.  6-7  n.):  the  blank  space  to  the 

right  of  the  column  was  at  least  1  cm  wide,  while  the  intercolumnium  in  4107  is 

1. 6-1. 7  cm  wide. 

The  appearance  of  a  final  stichometric  count  in  a  copy  of  a  prose  text  from 

Egypt  appears  to  be  a  novelty,  but  many  examples  are  already  known  from  the 

Herculaneum  papyri:  see  e.g.  D.  Obbink,  Philodemus  On  Piety:  Part  1  (1996)  62-3;  R. 

Janko,  Philodemus  On  Poems:  Books 3-4  (2011)  198-207. 

Only  one  other  papyrus  of  this  speech  has  been  published,  P.  Berol.  17067, 

a  third-century  papyrus  codex  leaf  from  Hermopolis  containing  XXIX  60  and 
XXX  i  (ed.  W.  Brashear,  TPF40  (1994)  25-7). 

a7To]Souvai  to  ap 

yvpiov  Ka]i  ex  tcov  aX> Xcov  aTrajvTcov-  iKavcoc  [ 

a7ro6]e6[e]i^0ai  p.01  vo[> 

5  M]<o 
77-jpOC  OVTjTOpa 

a 

}AAA[ 

] 
 [ 
 ' 

1-2  to  ap[yvpiov  as  in  S  and  A.  Dilts  prints  rdpyvpiov. 

6-7  The  subscription  is  given  as  in  S.  F  has  KA  TA  ONHTOPOC  E30YAHC  A';  A  does  not 
have  the  subscription.  The  decoration  preserved  in  this  copy  appears  to  be  limited  to  a  short  stroke 
under  the  final  letter  of  the  first  line  and  a  dot  above  the  c  in  the  second. 
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The  absence  of  the  author’s  name,  as  in  5152,  may  be  an  indication  that  the  roll  held  more 

than  one  speech  of  Demosthenes :  cf.  Johnson.  Bookrolls  and  Scribes  143 ;  F.  Schironi,  to  jxeya  Xtov : 

Book-Ends,  End-Titles,  and  Coronides  in  Papyri  with  Hexametric  Poetry  (2010)  65-8. 

8  No  stichometry  is  otherwise  preserved  for  this  speech.  The  sfichometric  indications  pre¬ 
sented  by  the  mediaeval  manuscripts  in  the  other  private  speeches  imply  in  nearly  all  cases  an  average 

stichos-length  of  34—5  letters,  though  there  are  exceptions,  not  clearly  relevant  to  the  present  speech: 

the  figure  for  XLVIII  is  about  28.6,  and  that  for  LIX  about  32.  (The  transmitted  stichometric  total 

for  XLIII  would  imply  a  higher  figure,  about  35.6,  but  has  been  suspected.)  The  letter-count  for  this 

speech  is  approximately  12,340.  If  we  assume  as  the  basis  for  the  stichometric  count  a  stichos  between 

34  and  35  letters  long,  the  stichometric  total  will  lie  between  352  and  363;  but  the  preserved  sequence 
of  three  deltas  will  not  accommodate  a  figure  in  this  range.  If  we  take  the  basis  to  have  been  a  stichos 

32  letters  long,  the  total  will  be.  385.  HHHV\AAA[I1  is  compatible  with  the  preserved  letters,  but  it 

would  not  be  perfectly  centred,  even  if  up  to  four  iotas  were  added  on  the  right  (for  386-9).  A  better 
solution  is  to  assume  a  stichos  of  e.36  letters  (=  c.2  lines  of  5151),  such  as  we  regularly  find  in  the  public 

speeches.  12,340  letters  will  then  occupy  about  343  stichoi.  If  written  as  HHH]AAA[AIII,  the  figure 
will  have  been  centred  in  the  column. 

The  set  of  copies  to  which  the  stichometric  indications  in  the  mediaeval  manuscripts  go  back 

is  unlikely  to  have  employed  in  this  speech  a  different  stichometric  basis  from  that  used  in  the  other 

private  speeches  (including  XXXI),  and  it  seems  safe  to  assume  that  the  stichometric  total  given 

there  was  approximately  352-63.  But  there  may  not  have  been  only  one  stichometry  in  use  in  ancient 

manuscripts  of  Demosthenes.  In  XIX,  SFQall  give  the  same  figure  for  the  stichometric  total,  but  the 

marginal  stichometric  figures  in  FQ,  imply  a  shorter  stichos-length  than  those  in  S  and  may  go  back 

to  a  copy  where  a  different  stichometric  basis  was  applied:  see  D.  M.  MacDowell,  Demosthenes  On  the 

False  Embassy  (2000)  36-8.  On  the  stichometry  in  Demosthenes  manuscripts,  cf.  Fr.  Burger,  Stichometri- 

sche  Untersuchungen  zu  Demosthenes  und  Herodot  (1892);  E.  Drerup,  JKPh  Supp.  24  (1898)  235-7;  id.,  Pkilol. 

Supp.  7  (1899)  536  n.  1;  in  general  on  stichometry,  F.  G.  Lang,  jVT 41  (1999)  40-57. 

W.  B.  HENRY 

5152.  [Demosthenes]  XXXIV  {contra  Phormionem)  49-END 

57/122/1  24  x16  cm  Second/third  century 

This  fragment  contains,  on  the  verso  of  accounts  and  upside  down  in  rela¬ 
tion  to  them,  the  last  two  columns  of  the  speech,  very  badly  rubbed,  and  7.5  cm  of 

blank  papyrus  to  their  right  (11  cm  if  the  lower  right-hand  corner  is  included).  The 

lines  had  an  average  of  20  letters;  the  columns,  of  23  lines,  measured  6.5  x  12.5  cm 

and  were  1.5  cm  apart,  with  a  margin  of  1.5  cm  at  the  head  and  1.5  cm  at  the  foot. 

The  whole  speech  would  have  occupied  about  3  m  of  papyrus. 

The  hand  resembles  that  of  XXXI  2539  (pi.  n,  Dictys);  for  dated  parallels 

see  GLH  17a  (Commentary  on  Thucydides,  mid-n  ad),  18b  (Favorinus,  later  than 

ad  191),  20b  (Edict,  ad  206).  Punctuation  and  iota  adscript  are  lacking,  et  for  1  ii  
10. 

5152  is  the  third  known  papyrus  of  speech  XXXI\(  which  is  also  transmitted 

by  P.  Koln  IV  184  (of  the  first  half  of  the  3rd  cent.),  §§3-5,  and  P.  Grenf.  II  10  (= 

Hausmann  XL,  of  the  2nd  cent.),  §§5—7. 

5152.  [DEMOSTHENES]  XXXIV  (CONTRA  PHORMIONEM]  87 

Col.  i 
■nap  vp.LV  ix[rj8a]p,coc  to  ay  §50 

Spec  StKacr[ai]  vptetc  yap  ec 

0]  ot  auroi  01  T[oy]  e'y[i]Sayetca 

fJ.evov  €K  t[ou]  eptn optov  ttoX 

5  A]  a  xf?VPaT9-  K[a]t  TOtc  Sttystc 
rate  TrapacyovTa  rac  1/770 

drjKac  Oayarto  t,rjfj.itocav 

rec  eicayyeXdevTa  ev  too 

8rjipto  /cat  Tayja  7 roXtryv 

10  u/xefrjeppv’  ovra  Kai  iranpoc 
riyeicBt  yap  §51 

tovc  tolovtovc  ov  fxovoy 

t]oi/c  evryyyavovTac  [a 
St/cetv  aXXa  k at  kolvt)  fiXa 

is  ?T€[1]1'  T?  ̂ EE?PLOV  YE^Y 

eiKOTtoc  [a]t  y[ct]p  [e  Jrropfcu  rote 

?[p] ovk  °-”°  rvv 

davet^optevarv  aXX  ai to  tcov 
«<u 

=»  H  o{v)T[e\  yav[K]X[V]9ov 
ovt  e7r]i^ar^[v]  cctiv  [ay]  a 

£ovtojv\  ptepoc  eav  [a]<£at 

Col.  ii pedrj  ev  ptev  ovy  tolc  vofxotc  §52 

7roAA[ai]  Kai  /caAat  ̂ o7]9[e]t[at 

etc iv  [a]  pro  tc  vpiac  Se  [Set]  cyv 

erravopdowTac  tjoatyecOai 

5  /eat  ptrj  evvyeppovyra c 

Tote  Trofxrjpotc  tv  Vfpty  coc 

■nXetcTT]  epvnopta  7r[e]pt  to 

ept7Topiov  rf  eCTat  S[e]  eav 

S  tai^u  Aar  [r]  77x6  tovc  ra  e 

10  avTtov  npoetefievoyc  Kai 

EV  €L7T}vP^V"r)T^  tt8f(re[i]c(?ai v\tto  toiovtojv  Br)pt[o)]y  e 

y]to  fiey  ovv  ocaire[p]  010c 
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rjv  €ip[yj]Ka{i}  kclXco  Se  xai  Aa 

15  Aoy  rtva  Toiv  <j)tXco[y 

ea[v]  KeXevrjre 

TTpOC  T7)V 

TTapaypaffirjv 

t rjv  tf>opp,[i\<pyoc 

As  will  be  evident  from  the  transcript,  much  less  could  be  made  of  the  text  if  it  were  unknown. 

Col.  i 

3  oi  avroi  II  SF:  om.  A,  del.  Blass:  oi  del.  Rennie. 

3—4  €7uSav€tcajuevov  II  A:  i-mSeSaveicpevov  SF. 
6  -TTapacxovra  II:  ov  napacyovra  codd. 

15  vpojv  II  SF :  A. 

16  [e  ,]iropiai  II:  evTropiai  A:  ijj.iropiai  SF.  Cf.  ii  "J. 
17  An  unprejudiced  eye  would  have  read  yaC  as  voi. 

Col.  ii 

1  -pe$i 1 1I AF:  -prjre  S. 

5-6  cvyxcopovvrac  rote  novrjpok  n  (-pr/-  apparendy  a  simple  mistake  for  vrj)  SF:  toIc  tt ovypoic 
cvyXapovrracA-  .... 

7  ejOTopm  n:  einopia  A:  di^iXtta  SF.  The  reading  of  II  is  not  necessarily  an  anticipation  of 
epnopiov  in  the  next  line:  cf.  the  variants  at  i  16. 

ire  pi  II  SAF ;  irapa  edd.  (corr.  Aldina). 

8  en7Topiov:  ptov  apparently  in  thicker  ink,  or  re-inked,  witli  a  short  blank  before  and  after.
 

The  blanks  perhaps  avoid  flaws  in  the  writing  surface  (similarly  in  12,  between  0  and  v  of  toiovtojv). 

9  8ia<f>vXaTTT)T€  II  SA:  <£uA<XTTTJT€  F. 
12  TOIOVTOJV  II  A:  TOJV  TOIOVTOJV  SF. 

13  pipe  does  not  account  for  all  the  traces  at  the  line-end,  one  of  which  may  belong  to  some¬ 
thing  superscript:  ofoc  r(e)  codd. 

14-15  Ao|Aoy:  aAAov  codd.,  no  doubt  rightly,  though  AaAov  would  give  the  sentence  a  frankness 
and  informality  all  too  rare  in  forensic  speeches. 

17-19  The  end  title  is  given  differently  in  the  mediaeval  tradition:  YFJEP  XPYCiniJOY 

nPOC  THN  0OPMJQNOC  TTAPAPPA&H  S  (misreported  in  Dilts’s  OCT):  I1POC  &OPMIQNA 
YXIEP  AANEIOY  AF.  The  author’s  name  is  omitted:  see  5151  6-7  n. 

Alongside  the  subscription  remains  of  an  unpretentious  coronis,  which  may  have  continued 

above  if  its  mid-point  marked  the  end  of  the  text  proper,  as  expected.  Another  ornament  of  uncertain 

design  appears  to  have  descended  from  the  right  of  19  to  a  point  level  with  the  bottom  of  the  previous 

column.  The  end-title  was  set  off  by  horizontal  strokes  (some  now  obliterated)  above  and  below  the 

line-beginnings  and  line-ends. 

M.  D.  REEVE 

5153-8.  PLUTARCH ,  MORALIA 

5153-8.  Plutarch,  Moralia 

These  six  items,  all  dated  on  palaeographical  grounds  to  the  second  or  third 

centuries,  offer  primary  evidence  of  the  circulation  of  Plutarch’s  works  in  Graeco- 
Roman  Egypt,  a  province  which  indeed  he  himself  once  visited  ( Mor.  678c  shows 

him  leaving  Alexandria).  If  we  omit  works  conjecturally  attributed  to  Plutarch 

(XXXTV  2688—9,  P  Lond.  Lit.  175),  we  have  now  fourteen  witnesses,  of  which 

eight  certainly  (and  one  probably)  come  from  Oxyrhynchus : 

Moralia 

5153 

75A-C 

de  profectibus  in  virtute 
11 

papyrus  roll 

Oxyrhynchus 

5154 

139E-140D 

comugalia  praecepla 
hi 

papyrus  roll 

Oxyrhynchus 

LII  3685 
M-P3  1431.1 

155C-D 

septem  sapientium 
convivium 11,  first  half 

papyrus  roll 

Oxyrhynchus 

5155 

191E-F 

regum  et  imperatorum 

apophthegmata 

m/rv 

papyrus  roll 

Oxyrhynchus 
PSI  inv.  565 

M-P3 1432.001 

452F 

de  cohibenda  ira 

11,  first  half 

papyrus  roll 

? 

P  Harrauer  1 
M-P3 1432.01 

456F-457B 
de  cohibenda  ira 

parchment 
codex 

? 

PSI  inv.  2055 

(probably  same 
roll  as  5156) M-P3 143 1. 1 1 

66od, 

66id 

quaestiones  convivales 
11 

papyrus  roll 

Oxyrhynchus: 

5156  (probably 

same  roll  as  PSI 

inv.  2055) 

660c, 

66ib-c 

quaestiones  convivales 

papyrus  roll 

Oxyrhynchus 

P.  Laur.  inv. III/543A. 
M-P3 1431. 1 2 

7T5D 

quaestiones  convivales 
11 

papyrus  roll 

Oxyrhynchus: 

5157 

732E-F
 

quaestiones  convivales 
11 

Oxyrhynchus 

papyrus  roll 
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P.  Ant.  II  85  + 

III  213 

M-P3 1432 

89OE  etc. epitome  de  placitis 

philosophorum 

in 

papyrus 
codex 

Antinoe 

5158 

963d 

Vitae 

de  sollertia  animalium 

ni 

papyrus  roll 

Oxyrhynchus 

LII  3684 

M-P3 1429. 1 

Lycurgus  31 

papyrus  roll 

Oxyrhynchus 

P.  Heid.  I  209 

M-P3 1430 

Pelopidas  7 11 

papyrus  roll P.  K0I11 1  47  etc. 

M-P3 1431 

Caesar 

hi 

papyrus  roll 

Panopolis? 

Palaeographical  datings  must  always  be  taken  with  a  pinch  of  salt.  Neverthe¬ 

less,  it  is  interesting  that  12  out  of  14  published  papyri  are  assigned  to  the  second 

and  third  centuries  ad  (and  another  to  the  third/fourth),  and  five  of  them  (5153, 

PSI  inv.  2055  +  5156,  5157,  PSI  inv.  565,  3685)  not  long  after  the  author’s  death. 

This  suggests  an  early  popularity,  continuing  into  the  third  century,  and  then 

a  slump  more  distinct  even  than  what  would  be  expected  from  the  general  survival 

rate.  The  works  attested  include  two  normally  thought  spurious  {regum  etimperatorum 

apophthegmata ,  epitome  de  placitis  philosophorum)]  and  two  not  included  
in  the  ‘Cata¬ 

logue’  of  Lamprias  {de  cohibenda  ira ;  quaestiones  convivales).  For  a  general  account  of 

the  early  reception  of  Plutarch,  see  R.  Hirzel,  Plutarch  (1912)  74-82. 

The  new  pieces  offer  points  of  textual  interest,  (a)  New  readings,  all  right  or 

plausible:  5153  i  4-5  adds  cKa^crqv,  10  reads  vepiKei^vr/  (confirming  conjecture), 

ii  5— : 10  [?t]  .  .  .  ytyvajc[/c]9ucty  for  av  .  .  .  yiyvoocKioci]  5155  ii  14  perhaps  -it-  (con¬ 

firming  conjecture),  25  aura  for  a utoc  (confirming  conjecture);  5156  fr.  1.3  rr/pe[L 

for  770  tet,  PSI  inv.  2055  fr.  1.2-3  y^vop-evov  for  Seofxevov,  fr.  2.2-3  cwtcaradecic  for 

Karadecic  (confirming  conjecture),  5  tva  Sc  /lit?  for  el  Se  /xri  (emended  to  el  5e  &rj).  By 

contrast,  5154  fr.  4.5  koivluc  looks  like  simple  error,  {b)  Agreements  with  the  indirect 

tradition:  5154  fr.  4.3  to  ovk  e/x[ov  (Stobaeus)  for  ovk  ifxov  (codd.);  5158  two  agree¬ 
ments  with  Porphyry  against  the  MSS.  The  new  variants  in  5156  and  PSI  inv.  2055 

have  a  special  interest,  since  the  mediaeval  manuscript  transmission  of  Quaestiones 

convivales  can  be  traced  back  to  a  distinct  archetype:  Vindobonensis  phil.  gr.  148 

(designated  T),  of  the  first  half  of  the  eleventh  century 

The  new  papyri  have  been  collated  with  the  most  recent  leubner  editions. 

We  have  also  consulted  the  Bude  and  Loeb  editions;  the  two  editions  of  G.  N.  Ber- 

nardakis  {editio  minor,  Teubner  1888—96;  editio  maior  brought  to  publication  by  P.  D. 

Bernardakis  and  H.  G.  Ingenkamp,  Academy  of  Athens,  2008-  );  and  the  indi- 

5153.  PLUTARCH,  MORALIA  75A-C 

vidual  editions  in  the  Corpus  Plutarchi  Moralium  series  (for  5153—4  and  5156:  De 

profectibus  ed.  E.  Valgiglio,  1989;  Coniugalia  praecepta  ed.  G.  Martano  and  A.  Tirelli, 

1990;  Ouaest.  conv.  /Fed.  A.  M.  Scarcella,  2001). 

J.  H.  BRUSUELAS  /  P.  J.  PARSONS 

5153.  Plutarch,  Moralia  75A-C  {de  profectibus  m  virtute) 

112/48  13.0  xii. 8  cm  Second  century 
Plate  IV 

Tops  of  two  columns,  with  an  upper  margin  of  c.5.5  cm  and  intercolumnium 

of  c. 2.5  cm.  Lines  of  15-18  letters  (c.5.5  cm),  columns  of  c. 28  lines  (c.14  cm).  The 

back  is  blank. 

The  copyist  writes  an  elegant  script  of  the  ‘Roman  Uncial’  type,  bilinear  ex¬ 
cept  for  cj),  the  base-line  emphasised  by  regular  serifs,  the  upper  line  by  occasional 

ligatures ;  he  maintains  a  certain  regularity  of  line-ends  by  writing  the  last  letter 

small  (i  1,  7,  12)  or  by  adding  space-fillers  (double,  ii  10).  No  lectional  signs  except 
diaeresis  (i  8);  scriptio  plena  i  8,  elision  unmarked  ii  4;  iota  adscript  as  required  in  i 

9?,  ii  12. 

The  text  of  de  profectibus  begins  with  the  first  line  of  col.  i.  There  is  no  sign  of 

a  tide  above  that;  any  such  will  have  come  at  the  end  of  the  work,  and  possibly 

also  to  the  left  of  col.  i.  The  whole  treatise  would  have  taken  r.6o  columns  in  this 

format,  c. 4.8  m.  of  papyrus. 

5153  offers  unique  variants  in  i  4-5,  in  i  10  (confirming  a  conjecture),  and in  ii  10. 

Col.  i  Col.  ii 

Tl]c  T(x)V  Aoyoov  CO  coc 

ct]e  ceveKicov  ccocet 
tt)]v  avrov  fieATiqyfxe  75B 

.  .  .]  Vf>oc  o-perrjv  et<a 5  .  .  .  .]  cyuatcffyfcjty  et  5 fir)$\zp,i<xv  at  7/?[o]ko 

7rat]  tjoiovci  ttjc  appo 

cv\vrjc  aveciv  a[A]Aa  t 

ccot]  craO/jicJi  iraciv 
10  7]  /ca/c]ta  TTepiKeLjxevT)  10 

/j.oAvjL\8ic  cocre  [Si]ktu 
ov  /car]  €C7racey  [o]uSe 

yap  e]u  {iovcik[olc 

Tiav  e£iv  eyyeyec9a[  1 

TravTarracL  r ov  ca»ju[a 

toc  avappojcd€v[roc 
aAA  cocnep  ev  To[fTOtc  75c 

oy  TrpoKOTTTOVciy  [et  npo 
Komovrec  ave[cei 

tov  fiapvvovroc  ot[or 

cm  £uy[o]u  irpoc  rowa[v tiov  ara^epoMevoti 

yLyvooc[K]oycLV  ttjv  )) 

fierafioAiiv  out  coc  ev  [ 

t]o )l  tfnAocofyeiv  oyre 
Ttva  TTp\  OKOlJTjV  OVT€ 
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|  7TpOKo]lT7jC  [aic]07)ClV 

15  VTToXriTi]Teo[v  €l]  ti-qdtv 

V  4’tlXrl\  ̂ [OlTIC l]v  /XI) 
Se  ano] Kad[aLpercu  r]r}c 

afteXrepijac  a[AA  aypi  T]?u 
A afavT]o[[ 

3-5  Tij]v  avrov  /3eATioup.e|[  .  J  irpoc  a perqv  ?«a|[. , . .]  cvvcucdy[c]iv:  Tqv  o.vtov  ̂ AnovpLvov 

TTpoc  dpcrijv  cvvaLcOrjciv  codd.,  except  /hArtoupAou  rtvoc  K1,  peXTiovp.€vr)v  rt voc  K2  J.  5153  appar¬ 
ently  had  fieATiovfj.€\[vr)v  or  -|[vou  in  3-4,  and  then  uniquely  added  €*:a|  [c-rr/v  or  «kci|[ctou  before 
cwaicdyciv.  Sense  seems  to  require  jSeAnovp.o'ou;  then  e*:a|[cr»?v  would  add  a  practical  touch,  since 

improvement  in  each  virtue  separately  is  certainly  easier  to  monitor  than  improvement  in  virtue  as 
a  totality. 

10  TT€piKeiix€vr]  :  TTepi6ep.€vr)  codd.  5153  confirms  the  conjecture  of  Babbitt,  where  most  editors 

print  Trep^r^defievT}  (Emperius). 

Col.il 

io  Unexplained  ink  in  the  left-hand  margin. 

yiyvoic[K]pyciv:  yiyvtbcKaici  codd.  The  indicative  requires  us  to  supply  ei  in  5,  replacing  av  of 

codd. 

II-I2  £v  |  [t]oji  (fciAocopeiv.  so  GxC2D:  ev  rote  piAocopelv  cett.  (cv  roic  ptAocopeiv  e-nayyeAAo- 

pevoic  FqM  mg.  a2A@N  mg.  S). 

15  uttoA^it] reofv:  so  xG2D:  arroA-qr rreov  W:  aTroAetwreov  cett.  The  last  seems  less  well  suited  to 
the  space. 

17  Se  (scriptio  plena)  suggested  by  the  spacing. 

19  r] 0 _  [ :  TO  aicpov  codd.,  except  axparov  to  D.  Of  ]o  we  have  only  the  upper  right-hand  arc; 
the  next  trace  is  indeterminate.  But  it  seems  likely  that  5153  shared  the  majority  reading 

P.  J.  PARSONS  /  W.  B.  HENRY 

5154.  Plutarch,  Moralia  139E-140D  (comugalia  praecepta ) 

88/ 187(a)  fr.  1  3.5  x  5.5  cm  Third  century 

Four  fragments  from  a  roll  (back  blank).  Upper  margin  preserved  to  2.5  cm, 

intercolumnium  2  cm.  Frr.  2,  3  and  4  all  have  upper  margins;  if  they  represent  suc¬ 

cessive  columns,  the  column  had  c. 32  lines,  with  a  width  of  r.8.5  cm  and  a  height 

of  r.17.5  cm.  In  this  format  the  whole  treatise  would  occupy  c.30  columns,  3  m.  of 

papyrus.  The  hand  is  a  well-executed  Severe  Style,  of  classic  type,  comparable  with 

II  223  (GLH  2 1  a)  and  assignable  to  the  third  century.  No  lectional  signs,  except  the 

diaeresis  in  fr.  2.4  and  the  circumflex  on  fr.  2.5  7ra.4S1.dc;  punctuation  by  paragra¬ 

phs  (fr.  1  ii  7/8),  and  stops  high  above  the  line,  i.e.  added  later  (frr.  2.3,  3.5).  No 

evidence  for  the  treatment  of  elision  or  iota  adscript. 

93 
5154.  PLUTARCH ,  MORALIA  139E-140D 

Substantial  corrections,  perhaps  by  the  first  hand,  at  fr.  1  ii  8  and  fr.  2.4.  The 

unique  variant  kolvcoc  for  kolvolc  (fr.  4.5)  will  be  another  error  of  copying,  by  false 

anticipation  of  the  following  die.  At  fr.  4.3  the  papyrus  preserves  a  correct  reading 

known  only  from  the  indirect  tradition. 

Fr.  1 

.].[ 
o<J)[eAoc  ouSev  ecnv  et  prj 

Sefi/cvvct  r r)v  poptfrrjv  o 

po[tav  ovtcoc  01 >Se  nXouctac  139F 

]p  5  ya[perT]c  ovrjctc  et  prj  nape 

] ,  i  yo[i  top  fitov  opotov  rco  av 

]  .  D“  _M*  tat  ai^uivov  to  -q6oc 
]  et  xaip[0VT0C  pev  etxova  cKvdpco 

TV[V 

Fr.  2 

cac  per  [aureus  SiSac/couctv  (14OA) 

eym/x7r[Aac0cu  povac  yevo 

pevaC  o\vtcoc  01  prj  cvvovrec 

[[eJt'Aapajc  t[o.4C  ywatfjt  pr)8e 

5  -rratSiac  k[oivcovovvt€C  avratc 

Kai  ycAcu[roc  tStac  rjdov ac  ya> 

pic  ayTco[v  tflreiv  hthaacovctv 

ro]ic  [twv  Tlepccov  fiactXev 

<f>iAaQX\rjTat  yvpy[acTtKOvc  14OC 

ovtojc  avr)] p  (fnAocwpaljoc  xaA 

Aoj7TicTpi]av  yvvatx[a  not 

et  (j)lA7)8o]vOC  €Taiptx[r]V  xai 

axoXacrojv'  cfiiXayadoc  \xat 

< piAoxaAo]c  ca)(j)pov a  xa[t  koc 

ptav  Aaxatva ]  TratStcxrj  [nvvdavo 

pevov  tlvoc  ei]  7]Sr)  ay[Spi  7 rpoc 
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Fr.  4 

ev8ai]fioy[a  kol  fia  (1400) 

Kapia\y  [etjvat  ttoX\lv  ev  r)  to 

€fjLo]y  KCU  TO  OVK  €fl[oV  T)KLCTO 

<f>de]yyofiev wv  o\kovovci 

5  Sia  to]  koivcoc  coc  e[vt  p,aAt 

cto.  xp]vc6 at  toic  a£[totc  cttov 

8t)C  roue]  77oAlTCt[c  TToXv  8g 

[xaXXov  ck\  yafjiov  S[et 

Fr.  i  Col.  i 

We  have  not  managed  to  place  these  line-ends.  In  8  ] . .,  the  first  trace  is  part  of  a  rising  oblique 
or  arc  at  upper  level,  the  second  the  top  of  an  upright,  ]f  i  acceptable. 

Col.  ii 

1  Calculation  shows  that  this  is  near  the  top  of  the  column  next  before  fr.  2. 

2  ecriv  om.  vll,  according  to  Martano-Tirelli. 

5-6  7rape]|xo[i:  so  OJ©  and  Stob.  4.22.135:  Trapeyei  cett. 

8  ei  xaLp[ovroc:  so  codd.  Thus  the  new  sentence,  which  elaborates  the  simile  of  the  mirror, 

begins  in  asyndeton.  Some  editors  have  found  this  objectionable,  and  the  Teubner  prints  el  (yap) 

(Sieveking).  In  5154  the  copyist  began  with  yap',  later  t  was  squeezed  in  after  a,  and  et  added  in  the 
left  margin,  slightly  out  of  alignment. 

Fr.  2 

i  In  the  left-hand  margin  a  dot,  too  heavy  to  be  accidental:  to  help  alignment,  or  mark  a  dif¬ 
ficulty? 

/act  [avrojv:  II  has  xal  mvoveae  before  this  phrase,  and  Zb  after,  where  the  papyrus  has  no 
room  for  it. 

4  The  scribe  first  wrote  eiyapajc,  then  crossed  out  e,  added  diaeresis  on  t,  and  converted  y  to  A 

by  adding  the  right-hand  oblique. 

5  TTCuSidc:  the  accent  distinguishes  the  genitive  of  7rcu8td  from  that  of  7ratS(e)t'a. Fr.  3 

4  eratpiK^v:  so  codd.,  Apostol.  i2-53g:  iptoTiKTjv  Stob.  4.28.10,  Apostol.  2.100c. 

6  (fnXoKaXo]  c :  after  ]  c  unexplained  ink,  a  short  oblique  trace  at  line-level.  Perhaps  a  separator  to 
mark  the  pause  between  the  double  subject  and  the  double  object,  but  nothing  similar  can  be  seen  in  4. 

7  These  supplements  from  the  transmitted  text  make  a  rather  long  line.  It  may  be  that  the 

papyrus  had  a  shorter  version,  e.g.  \7rvd0-. 

8  cty[Spt:  the  traces  would  not  fit  Platt’s  conjecture  ravSpl. Fr.  4 

3  to  ovk :  so  rightly  Stob.  4.23.43,  Apostol.  i2.g7g:  to  om.  codd. 

5  koivcoc:  kolvolc  codd.  Stob  (koi^c  compend.  A)  Apostol. 

8  ck\  yafAOv:  so  rightly  codd. :  ev  yafuo  Stob.  Apostol. 

P.  J.  PARSONS  /  W.  B.  HENRY 
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5155.  Plutarch,  Moralia  191E-F  (regum  et  jmperatorum  apophthegmata) 

i04/6(f)  6.4  x  ig  cm  Third/fourth  century 

Two  fragments  and  a  scrap  from  a  book-roll;  writing  with,  the  fibres,  back 

blank.  The  fragments  join  to  give  the  upper  part  of  a  single  column,  with  parts  of 

25  lines;  top  margin  preserved  to  4  cm,  left-hand  margin  (intercolumnium)  to  2  cm. 

The  line  originally  measured  c.6.5— 7.0  cm  (c. 20  letters);  if  the  suggested  reconstruc¬ 
tion  of  col.  i  is  correct,  the  column  originally  measured  c.19.5  cm  (31  lines).  On  this 

scale,  the  whole  work  would  have  occupied  145  columns,  a  length  of  12.5  m.  To 

the  left  a  heavy  kollesis,  and  a  few  line-ends  from  the  preceding  column.  The  scribe 

writes  a  rather  slack  Severe  Style,  assignable  to  the  third  century  or  even  later.  Iota 

adscript  correctly  in  ii  7  and  16;  diaeresis  on  initial  iota  and  upsilon  (ii  23,  24).  No 

lectional  signs  except  a  divider-mark  below  the  beginnings  of  ii  2,  7, 14  and  21.  This 

divider  takes  the  form  of  a  wide  shallow  curve,  like  a  hyphen,  joining  an  oblique 

that  slopes  sharply  down  into  the  left-hand  margin :  apparently  a  florid  variant  of 

the  diple  obelismene,  for  which  see  R.  Barbis,  Pap.  Congr.  XVIII  { 1988)  ii  473-6;  K. 

McNamee,  Sigla  and  Select  Marginalia  (1992)  24-5  and  Table  2c;  and  (for  Hercula¬ 

neum  papyri)  G.  Del  Mastro,  CErc  31  (2001)  no.  In  some  examples  this  sign  serves 

to  separate  sections  or  blocks  of  text,  rather  than  individual  sentences.  In  5155 

this  distinction  does  not  apply,  since  each  new  sentence  is  in  fact  a  new  anecdote: 

individual  anecdotes  end  with  the  divider,  and  where  the  end  occurs  in  mid-line, 

the  scribe  leaves  a  blank  of  c.5  letters  (ii  21,  and  by  inference  also  14). 

Col.  i  Col.  ii 

TOJV  7 ToX[cfXUx)V  TOIC  £ L(f>€  (J9IE) 

]  OC  CIV  C(f)[lKVOVVTai  TOH  8c 

]  6a  1 

77/30  [S]ot[^£.  77a paSovvai 
U CTpar[uoTac  tcov  cfiopcov 

].. 5  K€Xev[oVT(X)V  OVK  €<f>T)  TTl 

]. CT€Ve[lV  TOVC  aXXoTpLOVC 

]? toh  7r[po8ovTi  tovc  iStovc 

]. 

kXco[[xcv7) c  rrpoc  tov  vtti 

]. 

cxvov[p.cvov  avTou  Scoceiv 

]. 

io  aAe«Tp[uovac  OTrodvrjCKOv 

r]ac  eJV  toh  fxax^cdai  fir)  cv 

ye  enrev  aA|A]a  80c  [/xoi  tovc 
Ta.KTeivovTa\c\  e[y  ran  p.ax€ 

/  "  . . .[ 15  KpiOeic  etc  tovc  rp[ta«'octouc 

TJTLC  T)V  CV  TTjl  77[oAet  TTpCO 
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TE]v?Vf[a  Tl, fj.)r)  T7)[i  ra gel 
iXapoc  kcu  fMeiS\icpv  [arrrjei 

^]a[i]/pe[iv  A ey]a>v  €i  [rpiatcociovc 

20  "Q  rro[Xtc  ejyei  TjoXna\c  eavrov 

fieXnoyac  (vac.)  8ap,[wvi8ac 

6e  rayOeic  eic  rr/v  r€A[eurat 

av  TOU  xopou  Tafu>  TOU  TOV 

Xopov  icravroc  evye  [ewrev 

25  e^WJ/^c  ttcoc]  /cat  avra  [evn 

Col.  i 

The  slight  traces  of  line-ends  would  fit  the  following  reconstruction,  which  we  owe  to  Dr  D.  Co- 
lomo:  (igiC-D)  crparoirebov  KeXevcav]roc  \  [eireijievai  xai  8iapaxe]cdai  \  [tov  f3act Xetoc  ovk  S]ia 

|*  [xaiXvceiv  rove  ttoAc/luoJuc  |  [icovc  avrotc  yevecOai  f3o]y  \  [Xopevovc  en  be  ptKpov]  a  |  [-noXenrovcqc 

rVc  ra<f>po]y  \  {cvvai/jcu  xara  tovto  7rapar]a  |10  [£ac  to  StaAewrov  xai  irpoc]  1  |  [cove.  The  ending 
]  oc  stands  rather  lower  than  line  1  of  col.  ii,  and  we  have  assumed  that  it  belongs  to  line  2  of  col.  i; 
but  the  trace  attributed  to  line  1  is  very  dubious  and  may  be  delusory. 

Col.  ii 

Il-r4  M  cv]\  ye  eurey  aA[A]a  80c  [^o<  roue  «a]|Ta«r€tvovra[c]  e[y  ran  /xaXc]|[c0at:  so  codd. 

(for  the  spelling  of  the  participle  see  next  note),  except  ov  tovtojv,  elire,  beopxu,  aXXa  paXX ov  r<hv 

(f>ovevovTO)v  ev  r<p  payecOai  Z  g  (the  Teubner  apparatus  implies  that  the  last  three  words  are  omitted, 
but  that  is  not  true  at  least  for  Z). 

13  Ka]\Ta.KT€t.vovTa\<]:  the  medieval  MSS  have  either  -ktcvv-  or  -ktcv-.  airoKTev{y)eiv  has 
a  wide  undisputed  currency  in  LXX,  NT  and  the  Christian  Fathers,  and  in  later  Byzantine  usage; 

see  TLG  and  Trapp,  Lexikon  zur  byzantinischen  Grazitat  s.v.  It  appears  also  in  MSS  of  secular  writers 

of  the  Roman  period,  often  as  a  variant  and  generally  in  danger  of  normalization:  W.  Cronert, 

Memoria  Graeca  Herculanensis  (1903)  266  n.  ̂   collects  some  examples.  The  grammarians  list  ktewio  as 

Aeolic  (Herodian  III  ii  303,  539),  and  that  may  have  given  the  form  some  prestige,  but  most  often  it 

keeps  vulgar  company  (Psaltes,  Grammatik  der  byzantinischen  Chroniken  (1913)  241,  argues  that  it  actually 

represents  a  back  formation  from  exreiva,  by  analogy  with  pei W epeiva):  5155  now  gives  a  reason  to 
remove  it  from  our  passage  of  Plutarch. 

14  c.12  ....[•  The  surface  is  badly  damaged.  The  space  needs  to  accommodate  -c6at.  if  line 

13  is  correctly  reconstructed;  then  a  space  of  c. 5  letters  before  the  next  anecdote  (as  in  ii  21);  then 

what  appears  in  the  MSS  as  Flaihape-roc  ovk  ey-  The  same  Laconic  Spartan  recurs  at  Apophthegmata 

Laconica  231  a,  241D-E,  in  various  spellings  (naiSapevT-,  -naibap-pT-,  -rraiSapiT-);  also  Lycurg.  25.6  (-TrcuSd- 
prjToc).  Editors  have  corrected  all  examples  to  iTeSoptr-,  the  name  of  a  Spartan  harmost  frequendy 

mentioned  in  Thucydides  VIII  (Poralla.  A  Prasopography  of  Lacedaemonians  ̂ 1985)  no.  599;  IlaiSapiT- 

Suda  s.v.),  see  Gomme,  Andrewes  and  Dover  on  Thuc.  8.28.  Of  the  variants,  only  JJSapn-  can  be 

paralleled  from  inscriptions,  see  LGPN  IIIA  (three  examples  from  Arcadia,  iv-m  bc);  and  Wacker- 

nagel,  Philologus  86  (1931)  140-41  =  Kleine  Schrijlen  i  752-3,  argued  conclusively  that  ilatSdpijroc  repre¬ 
sents  just  an  itacistic  corruption.  In  5155  the  final  traces  would  suit  tr[,  perhaps  even  pir[,  but  those 
before  remain  intractable ;  the  clearest  so  high  in  the  line  that  it  might  bc  suprascript. 

19  TToAirafc:  om.  E. 

25  77 cue:  077 tuc  Z  g.  Here  the  shorter  form  suits  the  spacing. 

5155.  PLUTARCH,  MORALIA  191E-F 
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avra  (i.e.  avra),  righdy:  avroc  all  MSS.  In  the  same  anecdote  at  i4gA  all  MSS  have  avra  (avra 

Wilamowitz);  at  2igE  av-rt)  ( avri)  Oil)  75  Xcopa.  Herdein  restored  avrr/  here,  but  the  Doric  form,  as  at 

149A,  suits  the  Spartan  Damonidas. 

P.  J.  PARSONS  /  W.  B.  HENRY 

5156.  Plutarch,  Moralia  66oc,  66ib-c  (qpaestiones  coxvivales  IV  pr.,  1.2) 

H2/6o(b,  c)  fr.i  3.7  x  9.8  cm  Second  century 
Plate  I 

Two  fragments  from  a  roll,  written  along  the  fibres.  Fr.  1  preserves  a  right 

margin  of  1.3  cm  and  an  upper  margin  of  5  cm  (if  indeed  line  1  is  the  top  of  the 

column).  The  average  number  of  letters  per  line  is  12,  suggesting  a  column  width 

of  about  4-5  cm.  The  backs  are  blank. 
The  text  is  written  in  a  small  informal  round  hand.  Letters  are  upright  and 

generally  fairly  well  spaced,  with  a  tendency  toward  cursive  forms:  A  is  quickly 

written  in  two  movements,  showing  some  variation  in  the  size  of  its  loop;  w  is  deep 

and  in  three  strokes;  y  is  V-shaped;  and  go  is  very  rounded  with  a  high  middle. 

The  feet  of  the  uprights  of  tt,  t,  and  k  are  ornamented  with  ticks  or  back-hooks. 

The  cross  bar  of  t  sometimes  extends  far  to  the  left,  and  the  mid-stroke  of  e  often 

extends  to  the  right.  The  hand  is  generally  bilinear,  only  the  upright  of  cj>  extending 

above  and  below  the  line.  Little  attempt  is  made  to  justify  the  right-hand  margin. 

GMAW 2  17  (X  1231),  assigned  to  the  second  century,  is  fairly  similar.  No  lectional 

signs  are  present,  and  there  is  no  evidence  for  the  scribe’s  practice  in  respect  of  iota 

adscript  or  elision. 

PSI  inv.  2055,  edited  by  I.  Andorlini  in  0S01  hitf]cioc:  le  vie  della  ricerca:  studi  in 

onore  di  Francesco  Adorno  (1996)  3-10,  comes  from  the  same  stretch  of  text  as  5156, 

yet  does  not  overlap  it;  and,  to  judge  from  the  published  image,  its  second-century 

hand  is  similar,  particularly  in  respect  of  A,  y,  kk,  h,  with  further  examples  of  unjus¬ 

tified  line-end.  Note  also  that  both  items  show  the  same  line-spacing  and  approxi¬ 

mately  the  same  line-length  (c.13  letters  occupying  c. 4.5  cm).  Thus  a  strong  case  can 

be  made  for  the  claim  that  PSI  inv.  2055  and  5156  come  from  the  same  roll. 

5156  offers  one  unique  variant  (fr.  1.3),  which  appears  very  plausible. 

These  fragments  and  their  connection  to  PSI  inv.  2055  were  identified  by 

David  Danbeck  through  the  Ancient  Lives’  project. 

Fr.  1 vypor]r)[T]a  (660c) 

kcu  pvct]y  (xefcaiptov 
cvrovjpv  77]pz[l  r]o 

pea  Aacc]  o  /xevo  v 
a  vtov 
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fievov]  OVTCDC  o 

CVjJ,7To]TLKOC  A O 

yoc  ovk  cat  &i\a<f>op€t 

cdciL  Travrajira 

rove  7Tivov\ra\c 

Fr.  2 

].[ 
M]fra/3a  [ (66ib) Aeiv]  h 

:[par]7j0€icav  [ 
a>v  ev  7)  0 

pieiv j  hvvauAcojv 

66lC 

Kpa-r]e 
*  So  KCU 

Fr.i 

i  Perhaps  the  first  line  of  the  column,  but  the  surface  is  stripped  immediately  above  it. 

3  rrjpe[i  r]o:  voiei  to  T.  Ghiara  Meccariello  had  suggested  this  reading,  and  a  later  conserva¬ 
tion  of  the  papyrus  has  confirmed  it.  For  this  use  of  rr/petv,  cf.  e.g.  725B  hrjXovciv  at  x‘ovec,  ra  Kpea 

SvccrjTrra  rrfpovcai  -noXvv  xpovov. 
I 

Fr.  2 

1  ]  [.  Only  a  small  trace;  then  enough  papyrus  for  about  three  letters,  but  the  ink  is  now  gone. 

2-4  In  2  the  tail  of  final  alpha  is  so  extended  as  to  suggest  line-end.  In  that  case  3  too  probably 

ends  with  cav,  though  there  is  no  margin  to  prove  it.  4  is  short:  after  the  final  i?  a  blank  with  a  heavy- 
dot,  which  I  have  taken  as  a  space-filler. 

4-5  r)\[p.eiv  rather  than  -[/luv  suggested  by  the  spacing. 

J.  H.  BRUSUELAS 

5157.  Plutargi-i,  Moralia  732E-F  (quaestiones  convivales  VIII  9.3) 

57/ 15(e) 
Second  century 

Plate  IV 

A  scrap  of  a  roll  with  line  beginnings,  written  along  the  fibres.  Left-hand  and 

lower  margins  are  preserved  to  1  cm  and  0.8  cm.  There  is  an  average  of  15  letters 

per  line,  suggesting  a  column  width  of  about  5  cm.  The  back  is  blank. 
The  text  is  written  in  a  small  informal  and  rather  variable  round  hand.  Letters 

sometimes  touch,  co  is  rounded  and  looped  at  the  centre,  y  is  v-shaped  or  looped 

at  the  base,  x  at  line-beginning  (2)  has  on  the  left  a  curved  stroke  ascending  from 

5157.  PLUTARCH ,  MORALIA  732E-F 

mid-line  level  connected  to  the  descending  oblique.  The  right-hand  upright  of  n 

may  be  raised,  a  may  have  a  pointed  or  rounded  loop.  With  the  exception  of  p 

extending  below  the  line,  the  hand  is  generally  more  or  less  bilinear.  The  hand  of 

XI IX  3435,  assigned  to  the  second  century,  is  similar. 

Punctuation  is  by  paragraphus  in  two  forms  {see  2  n.).  There  is  no  opportunity 

to  observe  the  scribe’s  treatment  of  iota  adscript  or  elision. 

The  papyrus  does  not  come  from  the  same  roll  as  5156.  It  yields  no  surprises, 

but  offers  yet  another  text  produced  within  a  generation  of  the  author’s  lifetime. 

app.[oviai  A oyovc  e  (732E) 

X0vci\y  a  Sc  'nX'qptpbc 
XoVCIV  avdpCo[7TOL  7 T£ 

pi  Xvpav  KCU  KCU 
5  opxpciv  o[vK  av  TIC  7TC  732F 

ptXa$[oi 

2  The  paragraphus  apparently  forks  at  its  right-hand  end:  i.e.  it  is  not  the  normal  ‘forked 

paragraphus’  or  diple  obelismene]  lor  similar  types  Dr  Henry  refers  to  IX  1175  fr.  6.9  (pi.  IV;  Soph.  fr. 

**211),  PSI XI 1212  fr.  a.i,  21  (pi.  vn;  Cratin.  fr.  171).  Does  the  difference  of  form  indicate  a  difference 
of  function?  The  paragraphus  here  seems  to  mark  a  minor  pause,  while  the  standard  paragraphus  at 
6  indicates  a  full  stop  after  ire]|ptAa£[oi. 

Xovci[v.  The  1  is  badly  damaged,  and  there  is  an  exiguous  trace  of  suprascript  ink  that  I  cannot 

explain. 
J.  H.  BRUSUELAS 

5158.  Plutarch,  Moralia  963D  ( de  sollertia  animalium) 

24  3B-72/C(d)  2-8  x  3.7  cm  Third  century 

A  scrap  with  parts  of  eight  lines  written  along  the  fibres.  No  margins  are  pre¬ 

served.  line  length  ranges  from  21  to  24  letters  (about  7.3  cm).  The  back  is  blank. 

The  small  hand,  slightly  sloping  to  the  right,  is  a  regular  version  of  the  Severe 

Style,  assignable  to  the  third  century.  The  letters  are  angular  and  precisely  formed, 

with  the  cross-bar  of  t  sometimes  touching  the  following  letter,  n  and  h  display 

their  typical  broadness  in  comparison  with  narrower  e  and  c,  though  these  are 

not  as  narrow  as  one  might  expect  in  every  instance.  Bilinearity  is  breached  by  the 

descenders  of  p  and  y.  A  similar  hand  is  that  of  GLH  21a  (II  223),  of  the  early  third 

century.  There  are  no  lectional  signs  and  no  evidence  for  the  scribe’s  treatment  of 
iota  adscript  or  elision. 

This  part  of  the  text  is  quoted  by  Porphyry,  De  abstinentia  3.24.3—4.  In  two 

places,  the  papyrus  has  acceptable  readings  hitherto  attested  only  by  Porphyry  (1 
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€v  rra]  6ei,  4  ec[riv),  confirming  the  value  of  his  quotations  for  the  establishment  of 

the  text:  see  in  general J.  Bouffartigue  and  M.  Patillon,  Porphyre  De  V abstinence  i  (1977) 

p.  Ixxxiv.  In  the  one  place  where  Porphyry  can  be  seen  to  have  made  a  deliberate 

change,  the  papyrus  agrees  with  the  remainder  of  the  direct  tradition,  as  expected 

(6  eyco).  A  collation  of  Plutarch’s  text  in  this  passage  and  the  quotation  in  Porphyry, 

with  commentary,  is  given  by  W.  Potscher,  Theophrastos  rrepl  evcefielac  (1964)  5-12. 

The  papyrus  is  collated  with  the  Teubner  edition  of  K.  Hubert  (Moralia 

vi.i,  2 1 959),  but  for  the  quotation  in  Porphyry,  the  Bude  edition  of  Bouffartigue- 
Patillon,  Porphyre  De  Vabstinence  ii  (1979),  has  been  used. 

ecriv  ev  7 ra]0ei  yev[ecdai  /u.17  (9630) 

K€KT7)(X Jevov  8wa[pUV  f]C  TO 

na 60c  r)  c]repr)ctc  rj  Tr[r)pcoctc  7) 

tic  aAA^]  kclkwcic  ec[rtv  aA 

5  Aa  j ur]v  €v]reTvxr)Ka[c  ye  A vr 

rajcatc  kvci]v  eyco  8e  [xat  vmroic 

aAa>]'7n)/c[ac 

1  ev  7ra]0ei  with  Porph.:  e^nradec  MSS.  Although  only  the  bottom  half  of  1  is  preserved,  the 

turn-up  of  c  was  clearly  not  present.  Bernardakis  and  Helmbold  accept  ev  iraBei,  while  Hubert,  Bouf¬ 
fartigue,  and  Pbtscher  1 1  prefer  ifj.7ra.9e c. 

S4  ec[nv  with  Porph.:  fjv  MSS.  Either  tense  is  possible:  cf.  Potscher  11,  who  suggests  that  the 

present  may  be  a  corruption  due  to  the  influence  of  ecriv  earlier  in  the  sentence. 

5  wv  ev]rervxriKa[c  restored  with  MSS:  fxr)  evTeTvxVKa  transmitted  for  Porphyry,  whose  Bude 

editors  print  (ifjv  evrerix^Ka,  noting  that  the  change  to  the  first  person  will  be  due  to  his  effort  to 
remove  evidence  of  the  original  dialogue  form. 

5  -6  Auttoj|ccuc:  restored  exempli  gratia  with  the  manuscripts  (except  ¥,  which  give  yXwccaic 

(ye Acocaic  g))  and  Porph. 

6  eyco  with  MSS.  Porphyry’s  ert  does  not  suit  the  space.  This  further  alteration  was  necessary 
following  his  change  of  ivTcrvyr/xac  to  ivrervxnKa>  which  eliminated  the  contrast  of  persons.  Gf. 
Potscher  11. 

7-8  The  surface  is  stripped  in  line  7  except  for  a  few  shadowy  traces.  One  may  reconstruct  the 

text  exempli  gratia  as  [ewoi  S<=  pact  xat  fiovc  p.ai]|vec0ot  xai  aAco]7njK[ac. 

8  aA(v]-rr-rj/<[ac:  aXcorrexac  MSS  Porph.  The  rare  spelling  with  -rj-  outside  the  nominative  sin¬ 
gular  is  found  in  a  fourth-century  letter  (LIX  3998  37)  and  metrically  guaranteed  at  Opp.  Cyn.  1.433 

and  [Apolin.]  Metaphr.  Ps.  62.21;  here  it  may  be  due  to  analogy  with  nom.  aAojrrrjl;  or  to  the  phonetic 

interchange  e/17  common  in  papyri  of  the  Roman  period;  cf.  Gignac,  Grammar  i  242— g.  Above  the 
eta  there  is  further  ink:  some  of  it  might  be  interpreted  as  the  lower  arc  and  cross-bar  of  a  correcting 

e,  but  if  so  it  is  due  to  a  different  hand  (the  mid-stroke  is  longer  and  more  pronounced,  with  a  sharp 
downward  slope),  and  in  any  case  some  ink  remains  unexplained. 

J.  H.  BRUSUELAS  /  W.  B.  HENRY 

IV.  SUBLITERARY  TEXTS 

5159.  Chapter  on  Tetrasyllabic  Feet 

i02/8g(b)  Fr.  1 5.8  *  4  cm  Second  half  of  third  century 

Fr.  2  6.5  x  6.6  cm 

Two  fragments  from  a  leaf  of  a  papyrus  codex  containing  definitions  and  ex¬ 

amples  of  tetrasyllabic  feet,  probably  part  of  a  metrical  treatise  or  schoolbook.  Fr.  1 

is  from  the  top  of  the  leaf  with  an  upper  margin  of  at  least  1.2  cm.  Reconstruction 

of  the  text  on  the  basis  of  the  order  of  feet  in  parallel  works  (see  below)  shows  that 

4  must  precede  and  suggests  that  only  one  line  separates  fr.  2  from  fr.  1.  This 

proximity  is  supported  by  the  continuity  of  the  fibre  patterns  between  the  two  frag¬ 
ments  on  the  i  side.  A  left  margin  of  4  mm  is  preserved  in  i  fr.  2.  The  full  width  of 

the  column  can  be  estimated  at  c. 7.5  cm. 

The  writing  is  in  an  informal  hand  of  medium  size  that  is  hardly  bilinear 

and  sometimes  leans  slightly  to  the  right.  It  shows  some  kinship  to  the  ‘Severe’  or 

‘Formal  Mixed5  style ;  cf.  small  and  raised  o,  A  sometimes  with  pointed  nose,  nar¬ 

row  e  with  protruding  midstroke.  Other  noteworthy  letters  are  A  with  a  long  base 

extending  beyond  its  sides  (especially  on  the  left)  and  a  looped  apex,  c  with  straight 

back,  y-shaped  y  with  a  short  left-hand  arm  attached  to  a  right-leaning  vertical, 

<J>  with  a  compressed,  oval-shaped  loop,  and  relatively  small,  fiat-bottomed  co  with 
rounded  extremities.  The  hand  may  be  placed  in  the  later  third  century;  compare 

LII  3662,  a  papyrus  of  the  Iliad  assignable  to  the  second  half  of  the  third  century 

because  written  on  the  back  of  a  house-property  register  from  the  first  half  of  that 

century,  and  P.  Flor.  II  259  (GLH  22d),  a  letter  from  r.260.  The  scribe  does  not  write 

any  punctuation  or  accents,  but  he  places  a  forked  paragraphus  (or  diple  obelismene ; 

see  GNIAW2  p.  12)  before  the  indented  heading  of  the  present  chapter  in  f  fr.  1.3, 

and  fills  the  blank  space  at  the  end  of  the  preceding  section  (4-  fr.  1.2)  with  the  same 

sign.  The  contents  of  f  fr.  1.1— 2  are  uncertain  as  a  result  of  heavy  abrasion  and 

small  lacunae;  groups  of  letters,  separated  by  small  blank  spaces,  are  surmounted 

by  horizontal  strokes,  such  as  are  found  in  grammatical  papyri  to  emphasize  special 

terms  and  examples  or  to  mark  syllables  under  discussion. 

The  greater  part  of  the  papyrus  consists  of  a  list  of  tetrasyllabic  feet  with 
definitions  and  examples  in  the  following  format:  (1)  name  of  foot;  (2)  number 

and  length  of  syllables  constituting  the  foot,  introduced  by  ex  (see  4-  fr.  1.5-6  n.); 

(3)  number  of  its  ypocot  or  time-units  (see  4-  fr.  2.2  n.);  and  (4)  a  one-word  example 

introduced  by  olov.  The  third  chapter  of  Hephaestion’s  Enchiridion  (second  century 
ad)  is  our  earliest  attestation  and  systematic  exposition  of  the  sixteen  tetrasyllabic 

feet  ( cvvderoi  rr oSec),  which  were  considered  to  be  composed  out  of  the  shorter 
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feet  (a-nXoi  iroSec)  and  some  of  which  (e.g.  the  dispondeus)  were  mere  theoretical 

possibilities  rather  than  units  actually  used  and  recognized  in  ancient  metrical 

analysis  (cvvOerot  voSec  are  first  mentioned  by  Aristoxenus,  Elementa  rhythmica  2.22, 

26,  pp.  14—16  Pearson). 

The  format  of  presentation  of  feet  in  5159  (name  of  foot  e«  .  .  .  n-ypovoc 

otov  .  .  .)  recurs  in  a  number  of  ire.pl  iroSwv  sections  in  Greek  and  Latin  metrical 

and  grammatical  treatises,  compendia,  and  appendices  of  the  late  Roman  and 

Byzantine  periods.  Notable  examples  in  this  specific  format  are  the  so-called  Ap¬ 

pendix  Dionysiaca  (Suppl.  Ill  to  the  Tkxvrl  ypap-p-ariKi]  that  goes  under  the  name  of 

Dionysius  Thrax,  ed.  G.  Uhlig,  Grammatici  graeci  i.i  1 17-21)  and  Appendix  Rhetorica 

(Pdrisinus  gr.  1983  fol.  3-4),  both  printed  in  M.  Consbruch,  Hephaestionis  Enchiridion 

cum  commentariis  veteribus  (1906)  307-9  and  337-9  respectively;  for  a  similar  format  in 

Latin  (name  of  foot  ex...  temporum  nut.. .),  cf.  Diomedes  (fourth  century)  in  H.  Keil, 

Grammatici  latini  i  480-81,  Donatus  (fourth  century),  GL IV  370  =  L.  Holtz,  Donat  et  la 

tradition  de  Venseignement  grammatical  (1981)  608,  and  the  Breviatio  pedum ,  GL  VI  307-8. 

The  papyrus  is  now  probably  our  earliest  example  of  this  schema.  The  fact  that  it 

also  appears  in  two  school  papyri  from  late  antique  Egypt  (see  below)  suggests  that  it 

was  originally  devised  as  a  pedagogical  aide-memoire  to  provide  students  with  a  handy 

and  succinct  summary  of  the  names  and  shapes  of  metrical  feet;  cf.  Diomedes,  GL 

I  481 :  hos  omnes  (sc.  pedes),  cum  de  metri  iractatu  aliquid  legimus ,  diligmtius  considerare  et  in 

memoria  habere  debemus,  ut  singuli  quique  versus  quibus  pedibus  constent  scire  possimus.  Know¬ 

ledge  of  these  feet  was  essential  because  some  of  them  are  the  basis  of  the  p-erpa 

TTpcoTorvira  with  which  poetry  was  analysed  according  to  the  predominant  metrical 

theory  in  antiquity;  cf.  Aristides  Quintilianus,  De  musica  i  23  ed.  Winnington-Ingram 

€K  Si)  TWV  77-oScov  cw Ut avTa i  To.  p.krpa,  and  see  R.  Pretagostini  in  ho  spazio  letterario 

della  Grecia  antica  i.2  (1992-6)  372-81.  On  sections  about  metrical  feet  in  metrical, 

grammatical,  and  rhetorical  treatises,  cf.  in  general  J.  Luque  Moreno,  De  pedibus,  de 

metris:  las  unidades  de  medida  en  la  ritmicay  en  la  metrica  anliguas  (1995). 

The  sequence  of  feet  in  such  works  varies  considerably;  see  W.  Hoerschel- 

mann,  Ein  griechisches  Lehrbuch  der  Metrik:  literarhistorische  Studien  (1888)  ch.  vi,  and 

Luque  Moreno,  De  pedibus  ch.  7.  In  its  arrangement  of  tetrasyllabic  feet  the  papyrus 

is  broadly  in  agreement  with  the  following  works: 

a)  Aristides  Quintilianus  I  22  (second  or  third  century). 

/3)  A  number  of  Latin  grammatical  and  metrical  treatises  from  the  late  second/ 

early  third  century  onwards :  Terentianus  Maurus  (second/ third  century),  GL 

VI  369—72  =  C.  Cignolo,  Terenliani  Mauri  De  litteris,  de  syllabis,  de  metris  (2002)  i 

105-13;  Marius  Plotius  Sacerdos  (third  century),  GL  VI 499;  Diomedes  (fourth 

century),  GL  I  480-81;  Donatus  (fourth  century),  GL  IV  370;  Aphthonius 

(fourth  century),  GL  VI  47-8  (transmitted  with  the  Ars  grammatka  of  Marius 

Victorinus);  Ars  Palaemonis  de  metrica  institulione,  GL  VI  207—8  (~  GL  VH  335)  j 

Breviatio  pedum,  GL  VI  307—8;  De  pedibus,  GL  V I  646. 
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y)  A  group  of  related  sections  of  Byzantine  handbooks  and  compendia:  Book 

V  of  the  ‘Scholia  B’  to  Hephaestion  in  Consbruch,  Hephaestionis  Enchiridion 

298-303;  Isaac  Monachus  (fourteenth  century),  LLrpt  p.krpojv  ttoltjtlkow,  in 

L.  Bachmann,  Anecdota graeca  (1828)  ii  174-7  (on  foot  names),  177-9  (foot  list); 

Pseudo-Draco  in  J.  G.  Hermann,  Draconis  Stratonicensis  Liber  de  metris  poeticis 

(1812)  127-33  (the  author  was  in  fact  a  sixteenth-century  writer  by  the  name 
of  Jacob  Diassorinos,  and  the  second  section  of  his  work  is  virtually  a  copy  of 

Isaac;  see  L.  Cohn  in  Philologische  Abhandlungen,  Martin  Hertz  •  ■  ■  dargebrachl  (1888) 

133—43);  Pseudo-Hephaestion  §ib,  in  H.  zurjacobsmuehlen,  Pseudo-Hephaestion 

Demetris(  1886) 33-5  =  Dissertationes philologicae Argentoratenses  10:  219-21 ;  Pseudo- 

Moschopulus  (after  thirteenth  century),  in  F.  N.  Titze,  Manuelis  Moschopuli 

cretensis  Opuscula  grammatka  (1822)  49-50.  Add  now  Georgius  Gemistus  (four¬ 
teenth/fifteenth  century),  Llepl  ircuSeiac,  in  M.  Scialuga,  AAT 129  (1995)  3-34 

at  19.  For  a  general  overview  of  some  of  these  Byzantine  compilations,  see  K. 

Krumbacher,  Geschichte  der  byzantinischen  Litteratur  (*1897)  594-8.  Isaac’s  foot  list 
alone  displays  the  same  schematic  format  of  presentation  as  5159. 

Hephaestion  ch.  in,  the  Appendix  Dionysiaca,  the  Appendix  Rhetorica  (with  one  excep¬ 

tion),  and  related  works  follow  a  strictly  quantitative  ordering  principle  and  present 

the  tetrasyllabic  feet  in  ascending  order  according  to  number  of  ypovot  or  time- 

units  (the  main  difference  between  them  being  the  arrangement  of  the  i^aypovoi 

feet).  The  above -cited  works  and  5159,  however,  belong  to  a  different  tradition 

that  was  evidendy  more  widespread  in  late  Roman  and  early  Byzantine  times. 

They  place  the  longest  foot  (the  dispondeus  of  eight  time-units)  in  second  position 

following  directly  after  the  shortest  foot  (the  proccleumatic  of  four  time-units). 

Moreover,  they  group  the  paeones  (five  time-units)  and  epitrites  (seven  time-units) 

together  because  of  their  formal  resemblance,  while  the  i^aypovoi  are  moved  from 

their  quantitatively  intermediary  position  between  paeones  and  epitrites  to  stand 

before  die  paeones  (except  in  Diomedes  and  Ps.-Moschopulus,  who  move  them 

after  the  epitrites).  There  is  some  variation  in  the  order  of  the  e^aypovot  feet  within 

this  collection  of  works  (see  Hoerschelmann,  Lehrbuch  38),  and  it  is  their  arrange¬ 

ment  by  Isaac  and  Ps.-Hephaesdon  that  happens  to  correspond  to  the  papyrus’ 

specific  presentation  of  these  feet.  The  full  arrangement  of  tetrasyllabic  feet  in 

5159,  therefore,  would  have  been  as  follows  (feet  between  square  brackets  have  not 

been  preserved) : 

1  TTpOKeheVpiaTlKOC 
2  Stc7 rovSeioc  ( - ) 

3  Strpoyatoc  (-  w  —  -) 

4  Suapcfioc  ('-'  —  w  — ) 
5  x°p‘VPoc 6  [ avricnacToc  (w - '-')] 
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7  (or (8)  [lojvlkoc  and  peiipvoc  ( - w  w)] 

8  (or  7)  \loiVLKoc  an’  iXarrovoc  ('■'  w - )] 

9  [natcov  npwroc  (-  '*■'  w  ~)] 

10  [ttc ilcov  Bevrepoc  (w  —  w  w)] 

1 1  naitov  rplroc  (w  v  -  v) 

1 2  naiojv  reraproc  (w  w  w  — ) 

13  npaiToc  enirpiroc  (w - ) 

14  Bevrepoc  enirpiroc  (—    - ) 

15  TpiTOC  enirpiroc  ( - ’-'  — ) 

16  reraproc  enirpiroc  ( - w) 

As  to  the  one-word  examples  illustrating  the  feet,  one  is  common  to  all  works 

that  have  examples  (4-  fr.  2.3  'HpatcXetSyc),  while  two  partly  damaged  ones  are 

potentially  reconcilable  with  attested  examples  (see  ->•  fr.  1.2,  5  nn.).  The  papyrus, 

however,  also  offers  at  least  four  new  examples  not  previously  attested  in  any  work, 

and  its  use  of  Boxpioc  as  an  alternative  name  of  enirpiroc  is  rare  among  metricians 

(see  fr.  1.5  n.). 

The  uncertain  content  of  the  top  of  4  fr.  1,  which  does  not  seem  to  be  a  similar 

exposition  of  feet,  is  problematic.  We  can  either  suppose  that  a  discussion  of  some 

kind  intervened  between  the  exposition  of  trisyllabic  feet  and  that  of  tetrasyllabic 

feet,  or  that  the  list  of  tetrasyllabic  feet  was  not  part  of  a  comprehensive  presenta¬ 

tion  of  feet,  but  was  introduced  at  this  point  for  some  other  purpose  or  was  a  self¬ 

standing  section. 

The  appearance  of  new  examples  not  paralleled  elsewhere  in  the  tradition  is 

a  characteristic  of  two  similar  lists  of  feet  found  on  papyri.  The  fifth-century  PSI 

I  18  (M-P3  344  =  5  Wouters  =  405  Cribiore)  contains  an  early  version  of  the  Ap¬ 

pendix  Dionysiaca  preserving  only  the  last  two  trisyllabic  feet  and  coming  before  the 

rexvri  °f  ‘Dionysius  Thrax’  rather  than  after  it  as  in  the  medieval  manuscripts  (like 

the  fifth-century  Armenian  translation  of  the  rexvq  and  its  supplements,  it  omits 

the  tetrasyllabic  feet).  For  the  last  foot  (the  molossus)  two  examples  rather  than  the 

usual  single  example  are  given,  and  the  second  of  them  (Hpaf<Xrjc)  is  unattested  in 

the  other  lists.  P.  IFAO  inv.  320  (M-P3  2644  =  406  Cribiore),  a  miscellaneous  school¬ 

book  of  the  late  fifth  or  early  sixth  century,  contains  a  paragraph  listing  disyllabic 

feet  (fols.  iiiv  and  iV).  Two  of  its  examples  are  different  from  those  in  other  lists,  one 

occurs  only  in  one  medieval  manuscript,  and  another  is  common  to  almost  all  the 

other  lists.  (The  small  and  fragmentary  P.  Giss.  Univ.  IV  43  i  5—7  (M-P3  2171;  first 
or  second  century  bc)  has  ec]rlv  6p[ic\poc  [.  .  .  rp]eic  cvXXafiat  etciv  [.  .  .]  ecrt 

Ppaxeta;  but  it  is  unclear  whether  this  was  a  systematic  discussion  of  feet.)  The  oc¬ 
currence  of  the  rather  technical  tetrasyllabic  feet  does  not  suggest  that  5159  was  an 

elementary  school  text  like  PSI  r8  and  P.  IFAO  inv.  320,  although  there  is  nothing 
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to  rule  out  its  use  by  a  more  advanced  student  under  a  ypappariKoc.  For  a  brief 

survey  of  the  relatively  few  papyri  discussing  metre,  see  T.  Renner,  Pap.  Congr.  XXIII 

600-601. 

The  notes  focus  on  some  metrical  terms  and  examples  of  particular  interest, 

and  collate  the  examples  of  feet  with  the  other  works  that  have  them.  It  will  be 

useful  to  divide  these  works  into  three  groups,  following  and  supplementing  Hoer- 

schelmann,  Lehrbuch  ch.  vn : 

Group  I  =  Ps.-Hephaestion  §2  (supra  cit.);  Isaac  Monachus  (supra  cit.);  some¬ 

times  Ioannes  Siculus  in  C.  Walz,  Rhetores  graeci  vi  (1834)  237—40. 

Group  II  =  Appendix  Dionysiaca  (supra  cit.);  Anonymi  commentarium  in  Hermoge- 

nem  in  Walz,  Rhetores  graeci  vii.2  (1834)  988-90;  Nicetas  Serrarum  (eleventh 

century)  in  W.  J.  W.  Koster,  Tractatus  graeci  de  re  metrica  inediti  (1922)  103-5; 

Ps.-Moschopulus  (supra  cit.);  Tractatus  Harleianus  in  T.  Gaisford,  Hephaestionis 

Alexandria  Enchiridion  (1855)  i  317-18;  Ps.-Hephaestion  §20  (supra  cit.). 

Group  III  =  Appendix  Rhetorica  (supra  cit.);  Tractatus  depedibus  (a.  1451)  in  Koster, 

Tractatus  graeci  12 1-3. 

When  individual  works  or  manuscripts  within  a  group  differ  from  their  relatives, 

they  are  cited  separately.  I  also  cite  the  Latin  grammarians  and  metricians  who  oc¬ 

casionally  use  Greek  examples  to  illustrate  the  relevant  feet  (Terentianus  Maurus, 

Donatus,  Aphthonius).  Parisinus  gr.  2676  fol.  2V  is  a  particularly  poor  version  of  the 
foot  list  and  does  not  follow  any  particular  tradition.  For  its  unique  and  sometimes 

peculiar  examples  (not  cited  in  the  notes),  see  Hoerschelmann,  Lehrbuch  43-4  (cf. 

also  40). 

I  am  grateful  to  Dr  Martin  L.  West  for  kindly  reading  and  commenting  on 

a  final  draft  of  this  edition. 

4  Fr.  1 .  aPa  <V.[ 

.^r[— ]> — [ 
7T€  [  ]  oStovrf 

.o.V|i.V.Tf.| 

Fr.  1 

]KpacKaift  acrr  [ 

]![.]*...  [l'Lpo«ra[ 
]  toc  KTpicovppaxei 

]  .  *P[.  ]  . 7Tev .  aXPovoc 

=  l.vL. .1.1. 

].[ 

]ap  jxa Kpco  OKra[ 
]  to  ̂ pa/cAei  _  ̂c5i[ 

eKp.aK.paC'  _ ]vk  JtepvrjT  S[ ]  TTlTplTOcSeVTCp  [ 

]paKpaci<aifipax€iacKa[ 
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KpacKcufipaxeiace  [  5  IpbaKpcovenTaxpovoc 

OLovfirjvo  po  S  [  ]  „  <f>p .  8ei7'r}Bc>xp-L0c 

eKfipaxeiacKa.Lp,a[  JernTpiTocTpi  occkS  [ 

fipaxeiaCK  [  ]  Kp  [  ]  .  .  .  k  .  ij BpaxeiacKai 

Xpovoco . o , [  ]  XPov .  .  . lov . [ 

10  ].VSoX.[ 

;  Fr.  1 
1  _ ,  three  tiny  dots  at  about  two-thirds  height  (space  could  accommodate  two  letters);  part 

of  an  upper  arc  or  small  circle  (e.g.  A,  6,  6,0)  [  (first),  lower  arc  at  bottom  of  lacuna  (a?  e?  o?) 

I  ,  upright  leaning  slightly  to  the  right  with  join  at  top,  or  apex  of  triangular  letter,  then  after  small 

lacuna  dot  level  with  letter  tops  [  (second),  lower  semicircle  at  line  level,  then  further  to  the  right 

thick  trace  of  descending  oblique  at  two-thirds  height  (bottom  and  tail  of  A?)  2  «,  t  or  (less 

likely)  r  _ ,  horizontal  at  two-thirds  height,  then  dot  at  line  level  (foot  of  upright?):  traces  compat¬ 
ible  with  t;  after  abraded  surface,  apparently  an  upright,  perhaps  with  a  join  at  top  r[,  left  half 

3  it,  horizontal  bar  and  second  leg  ,  [,  descender  (like  p)  ]  0,  tt  or  ri;  left  half  ot  small  raised 

circle  r[,  top  left  perpendicular  junction  4  _ ,  upright,  then  after  small  abraded  surface  dot 

at  mid-height  o , ,  long  horizontal  at  line  level  extending  slightly  below  0  (like  base  of  A.)  .  [  (first), 

short  upright  with  apparent  horizontal  join  from  top  right  ] .,  thick  trace  like  upper  half  of  upright 

c  ,  foot  of  upright(?),  then  thick  dot  at  line  level  (displaced?)  ,  [  (second),  thick  trace  at  two-thirds 
height  5  . . .  [,  thick  trace  level  with  letter  tops  resembling  the  upper  part  of  an  arc  or  circle; 
dot  level  with  letter  tops;  top  of  thick  upright 

i  Fr.  2 

1  ]  (,  foot  of  upright  leaning  to  the  right  with  a  small  hooked  serif  2  . . ,  small  right¬ 
facing  semicircle  at  line  level  (a,  o,  co);  upright  slanting  to  the  right,  then  dot  at  line  level  to. , 

descending  oblique  (k,  n)  3  0 . ,  a,  m,  or  n  1  ,  long  base  (as  ot  a)  4  upright 

then  two  dots  equidistant  from  it  (one  near  line  level,  the  other  higher);  apex  composed  of  junction 

of  two  obliques  (a,  a,  a);  two  vertically  aligned  dots  suggesting  an  upright  5  . .  [,  dot  at  mid¬ 
height,  then  at  top  short  horizontal  bar  with  raised  extremities;  very  short  vertical  trace  near  line  level 

6  0  ,  long  base  (as  of  A);  o  or  co  o  ,  displaced  high  dot  .  [,  traces  of  upright  leaning  to  the 

right  8  .  [,  thick  trace  level  with  letter  tops  ] . . ,  top  of  upright;  upper  tip  of  thick  upright 

or  apex  [,  specks  on  edge  9  0  ,  foot  of  upright  slightly  below  line  level  .  [,  tall  upright 

on  edge  10  ]  upper  arc  (e-,  c,  B ?) ;  short  horizontal  or  upper  arc  level  with  letter  tops,  below 
it  another  horizontal  extending  further  to  the  right  (compatible  with  top  and  midstroke  of  e)  k  . . , 

two  parallel  uprights;  thick  ascending  oblique  or  juncture  of  two  obliques  (as  in  nose  of  a),  then  flat¬ 
tened  end  of  descending  oblique  _  [,  o  or  p 

-*  Fr.  1 

1  ]k,  arms  only  ,  first,  descender;  second,  a,  a,  or  (less  likely)  a;  third,  x  or  k;  fourth 

and  fifth,  ei  or  h  [,  upper  part  of  upright  with  joins  from  the  right  at  top  and  two-thirds  height 
Above  /3  there  are  sonic  traces  of  ink,  but  they  arc  exiguous  and  indistinct,  and  seem  too  close  to  the 

first  line  to  be  a  page  number  2  ] .,  short  upright  (perhaps  displaced)  . . .  [,  first,  thick  trace 

at  around  mid-height;  second,  after  small  hole  top  of  upright  leaning  to  the  right;  third,  thick  and 

confused  trace  slightly  below  line  level;  above  it  to  the  right  two  short,  parallel  horizontals  a  short 

distance  apart  (slightly  displaced?);  the  last  two  sets  of  traces  may  belong  to  separate  letters  ] . , 
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upper  arc  above  extended  base  of  A  3  ] . ,  small  upper  arc  (o,  p)  c . ,  dot  at  line  level  and  short 

horizontal  at  mid-height  4  ] . ,  thin  horizontal  almost  touching  foot  of  k  ]  ,  right-hand  tip 
of  horizontal  or  upper  arc  level  with  letter  tops  v  ,  r  or  T  5  ]  _ ,  small  trace  of  descending 

oblique  then  upright  (perhaps  with  join  at  foot):  most  likely  n  ]  [,  broad  upper  arc  (compatible  with 

top-left  arm  of  x)  ]  ,  trace  of  short  upright  with  perpendicular  join  at  top  (c  ?);  o  or  p  [,  A  or  A 

-►Fr.  2 

1  p,  second  half  of  co;  dot  at  line  level,  then  after  small  lacuna  another  dot;  second  half 

of  u  J  [ ,  foot  of  long  descender  2  ]p,  parts  of  oblique  and  second  upright  k  ,  foot  of 

upright  at  line  level  ,  upright;  part  of  upper  arc  at  mid-height  3  )  ,  speck  level  with  let¬ 

ter  tops  .  [,  dot  at  mid-height  6  ]  ,  thick  trace  at  line  level  touching  loop  of  <j>  p  ,  speck 

at  mid-height  7  1  ,  left-hand  tip  of  thick  horizontal  level  with  letter  tops,  then  faint  trace  of 
upright  k8  .  [,  somewhat  confused  traces  on  dirty  surface,  but  it  is  possible  to  make  out  k  and  A  then 

the  foot  of  an  upright  8  ] .  . . ,  small  loop  (o  or  p);  short  horizontal  then  left-facing  arc  (co?); 
slight  trace  of  an  upright  leaning  slightly  to  the  right  k  . ,  apex  of  A,  A,  or  A  9  ,  small  trace 

of  horizontal  or  lower  arc  at  line  level;  dot  at  line  level  and  another  above  it  at  around  mid-height; 

damaged  surface  with  confused  traces  at  mid-height,  but  small  loop  discernible  [,  top  of  upright 

or  apex  slightly  above  letter  tops  10  ]  ,  dot  level  with  letter  tops  on  edge  [,  u  or  (less  likely)  N 

I 

Fr.  1  —  [  ]"  apa  ap”[ 

>z.  .V  t[-]>-[ 

TTep  [t]  7 to8(I)v  r[ 

TToSec  [e]ict  T€T[pacv\\afioi  t?-] 

5  7T pOK[€Xevp.aTLKOC  €K  TCCCapOiv] 

[fipaxei (ov,  rerpaxpovoc,  ofoi'] 

Fr.  2  [T.T.T.T.-  S]i[c7rbvSeioc  it<  rec-] 
[ejapwy  /xa/qotijy,  oKTa[xpovoc ,] 

[o]tov  HpaKXelSrjc.  8i[rp6x(i<-o c] 

ii<  p,a.Kpac  Kal  /3pa^et[ac  /cat  ̂ a-] 

s  Kpac  Kal  Ppaxelac,  €|a[Wovoc,] 
otov  Mr}v68copoc.  St[ta/x)3oc] 

e/c  fipaxc'tac  /cat  p.a[/cpac  /cat] 

jSpa^etac  Ka[t]  /xa/cpa[c,  e£d-] 

xpouoc,  otov  [“.7. “.7.  X°P‘V-] 

10  [jSo]c  Ik  jtta/cp[dc  /cat  Suo  jSpa^et-] 

Fr.  I  [Kai  p.a]Kpac  Kal  ftpaxelac,  jre[r-] 

[raxpovo^c,  [ojfoy  [  JoSa/poc.  7ra[t-] 
[aiv  Terajproc  €/c  rpiajv  fipaxei- 

[tuv  /cat  p,]a/cp[d]c,  irevraxpovoc. 
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5  [otov  “ .  - .  rM .  •  S%[/uo]f  ?  *“[‘] 

[' inlrpiTOC  rrpwTOC  €K  ̂pax^tac] 

Fr.  2  [#cai  Tpi]a>v  /^ci[k]p[<£v,  en-raxpo-] 

[voc,  oto]v  Kvfiepvqrqc.  S [oXpi-] 

[oc  o  /cat]  ivLTpiroc  Seurepo[c] 

[€k]  /ACLKpac  kcli  jSpa^elac  /ca[t] 

5  [Suo]  pta/cpcuv,  iffraxpovoc , 

[ofov]  A.<f>po8eLTr}.  Sox/aloc 

[o  Kai]  €7 TlTpiTOC  Tp'lTOC  €K  Su[o] 

[>“*]/?<"!’  real  PpaXeiac  Kai 

[jua/cpac,  €7rra]^;povoc,  olov  [  ] 

10  [  f-9  ].  Stjc.  &6Xp.[ioc] 

‘(4-) .  .  .  On  tetrasyllable  (?)  feet.  There  are  16  tetrasyllable  feet:  Proceleumaticus,  out  of  four 

shorts,  four  time-units,  such  as  .  .  .  Dispondeus,  out  of  four  longs,  eight  time-units,  such  as  “Hera- 

cleides”.  Ditrochaeus,  out  of  a  long,  a  short,  a  long,  and  a  short,  six  time-units,  such  as  “Menodorus”. 
Diiambus,  out  of  a  short,  a  long,  a  short,  and  a  long,  six  time-units,  such  as  .  .  .  Choriambus,  out 

of  a  long,  two  shorts,  (and  a  long,  six  time-units,  such  as  .  (Third  paeon,  out  of  two  shorts,) 

(->)  a  long,  and  a  short,  five  time-units,  such  as  “ — odorus”.  Fourth  paeon,  out  of  three  shorts  and 
a  long,  five  time-units,  such  as  .  .  .  First  dochmius  or  epitritc,  out  of  a  short  and  three  longs,  seven 

time-units,  such  as  kubernetes ”  (“helmsman”).  Second  dochmius  or  epitrite,  out  of  a  long,  a  short, 

and  two  longs,  seven  time-units,  such  as  “Aphrodite”.  Third  dochmius  or  epitrite,  out  of  two  longs, 

a  short,  and  a  long,  seven  time-units,  such  as  “ — des”.  (Fourth)  dochmius  . . .’ 

i  Fr.  i 

3  7f/?[‘]  T’yScvv  t[.  Probably  restore  r[eTpacvAAa/3a>v. 

4  iroSec  [e]  tci  T«T[pact;AAaj8oi  I?-].  The  reading  and  restoration  of  what  follows  noSec  is  based 
on  a  suggestion  by  Dr  W  Benjamin  Henry. 

5-6  [e/c  .  .  .  )3pax«iwv] :  a  compressed  expression  for  cvyKelpevoc  (vel  sim.)  Ik  reccdpiov  fipa- 

4-  Fr.  2 

2  6kt6.[xpovoc.  A  (irpajToc)  xpbvoc  was  considered  the  smallest  time-unit  and  was  equated  with 

the  length  of  a  short  syllable,  with  two  xpovoi  naturally  corresponding  to  a  long  syllable.  It  is  equiva¬ 
lent  to  what  rhythmicians  called  a  crjpeiov;  see  Aristides  Quintilianus  1 14  andj.  M.  van  Ophuijsen, 

Hephaestion  on  Metre:  A  Translation  and  Commentary  (1987)  55-6.  For  more  complex  ancient  definitions  of 
Xpovoi,  see  the  brief  description  and  references  in  M.  L.  West,  Greek  Metre  (1982)  193. 

3  ’HpaKXeiSffc.  This  example  is  universal  among  Greek  lists.  Aphthonius  has  CaUklides. 

6  MrfvoStppoc:  a  new  example  and  a  common  name.  Groups  I  and  II  have  ApxeS-qpoc  (Apx i- 
Sapoc  in  Ps.-Moschopulus).  The  App.  Rhet.  of  Group  III  has  IJaiSaydjpac,  but  as  Hoerschelmann, 

Lehrbuch  42,  notes,  this  is  probably  a  mistake  for  irai8ay<oy6c,  which  is  the  reading  of  Tractatus  de  pedi- 

bus.  Other  manuscripts  have  Ei<r6p€ioc  and  NiKoXaoc;  see  Hoerschelmann,  Lehrbuch  42-3.  Zm°dorus 

in  Aphthonius  is  the  closest  to  the  papyrus’  example,  but  cannot  be  read  here. 
9  olov  [r.T.r.T-  Most  Greek  lists  have  AvaKpeaov  as  the  example  for  the  diiambus,  but  given 

the  papyrus’  new  examples  for  many  other  feet,  it  would  be  imprudent  to  assume  that  this  name  stood 
here.  Tract,  de  ped.  has  AOtjvIojv,  Aphthonius  Simonides ,  Diomedes  Cleonides,  and  Terentianus  Maurus 

Corinthios. 
->  Fr.  1 

2  [  joStopoc.  The  small  raised  upper  arc  before  8  is  almost  certainly  o,  but  the  preceding 

space  is  damaged  by  a  hole,  and  the  initial  traces,  which  could  represent  either  one  or  two  letters, 

are  rather  puzzling  (see  palaeographical  apparatus).  QeoStopoc  of  Group  I  and  AtoScopoc  are  difficult 

to  reconcile  with  the  traces.  Group  II  has  KAeofiovAoc,  Group  lH  •PiAoSypoc,  Aphthonius  Epicurus, 
Terentianus  Maurus  Menelaus,  while  Donatus,  the  Breviatio  pedum  ( GL  VI  308),  and  De pedibus  ( GL  VI 

646)  give  Menedemus. 

5

 

 

.7  7  7  ] vvt .  -  n  is  the  letter  most  likely  to  fit  the  traces  before  77,  so  that  @eo<f>avr)c  of  Group 

I,  Emyevrjc  of  Groups  II  and  HI,  and  Aphthonius’  
Diogenes  would  all  be  suitable.  Terentianus  

Maurus 
has  mXorr'i 8ai  (cf.  neXoiri8r,c  

in  Parisinus  gr.  2676  fol.  2V). 
So]x[pi°]c.  The  use  of  the  term  Soxpioc  as  an  alternative  to  errirpiToc  is  rare  in  the  writings 

of  metricians  and  similar  lists  of  feet.  Only  the  commentary  of  Choeroboscus  (eighth  century)  on 

chapter  III  of  Hephaestion  (p.  219  Consbruch)  and  the  Anonymi  Ambrosiani  De  re  melrica  (in  G.  Stude- 
mund,  Anecdota  variagraeca,  musica.  metrica,  grammatica  (1886)  229)  offer  it  for  the  first  and  second  epitrites 

(w - ancl  -  w  — and  Book  V  of  the  Scholia  B  to  Hephaestion  (p.  303  Consbruch)  for  the  first 

epitrite.  5159,  in  contrast,  gives  the  term  Soypuoc  as  an  alternative  to  imrpiroc  for  all  four  epitrites 

and  even  presents  it  first,  whereas  the  above  works  cite  it  among  other  alternative  names  of  the  epi¬ 
trite  (imreioc,  KapiKoc).  Ancient  theories  of  the  docbmiac  are  far  from  unanimous  and  clear,  but  the 

Soxpioc  or  SoxpiaKoc  was  generally  considered  a  pvOpoc  or  metron  (or  a  species  of  a  metron  like  the 

antispast)  constituted  by  smaller  feet  rather  than  a  foot  in  its  own  right;  cf.  Choeroboscus’  statement 
at  p.  239  Consbruch:  (to  8oxp<-clk6v)  Kara  rr68a  perpeirai  (cf.  similarly  Quint.  Inst.  9.4.79-80).  For 
an  overview  of  ancient  views,  see  C.  Del  Grande  in  La  lingua greca  net  mezzi  della  sua  espressione  ii  (i960) 

368-9,  and  J.  W.  White,  The  Verse  of  Greek  Comedy  (1912)  295  §624.  Among  the  few  writers  who  admit 

and  name  pentasyllable  ‘feet’,  namely  Diomedes  (GL  I  481-2)  and  the  Anonymi  Ambrosiani  De  re  metrica 
(in  Studemund,  Anecdota  varia  232-5;  cf.  Anonymus  Berolinensis,  ibid.  295-6),  a  seven-time-unit  Soxptoc 

rj  irpoavanaicToc  is  cited  with  the  scheme  w  w  -  -  -,  which  can  be  viewed  as  a  version  of  the  third 
epitrite  with  resolution  of  the  first  long;  otherwise  the  vrrodoxptoc  and  the  8oxpioc  Kara 

cv£uyiav  (■-'  —  -  -)  in  these  lists  are  oktclxpovoi. 

In  tragedy,  the  sequence  « - (=  ‘first  epitrite’)  is  sometimes  interpreted  as  a  syncopated 
or  catalectic  dochmiac  (U.  von  Wilamowitz,  Griechische  Verskumt  (1921)  407;  W.  S.  Barrett  on  Eur.  Hi. 

81 1-16;  West,  Greek  Metre  in;  against,  N.  C.  Conomis,  Hermes  92  (1964)  34-5;  J-  Diggle,  Euripidea  (1994) 

107,  395;  C.  W  Willink,  ICS  27-8  (2002-3)  36-7  (=  Collected  Papers  on  Geek  Tragedy  (2010)  575)  with  n.  34); 

but  in  view  of  its  rarity  it  is  unlikely  that  its  detection  was  the  origin  of  the  use  of  S oyptoc  for  ehur/H- 
toc.  Moreover,  this  phenomenon  would  not  explain  why  S oyptoc  is  applied  to  the  first  two  epitrites  by 

Choeroboscus  and  the  Anonymus  Ambrosianus  and  to  all  four  epitrites  by  the  papyrus  (only  Book  V 

of  the  Scholia  B  to  Hephaestion  limits  it  to  the  first  epitrite),  unless  we  assume  that  they  applied  the 

term  mechanically  to  the  other  epitrites  in  analogy  with  the  first  epitrite. 

Another  possibility  is  that  this  rare  use  of  S oxpioc  as  an  alternative  name  of  enlrpiToc  implies 
an  analysis  of  the  dochmiac  metron  as  an  epitrite  plus  one  syllable,  i.e.  as  a  hypercatalectic  epitrite. 

Since  many  metra  took  their  names  from  their  main  constituent  foot  (e.g.  lapfioc  >  lap(3u<6v;  cf.  van 

Ophuijsen,  Hephaestion  15—16),  some  ancient  metricians  may  have  started  applying  the  term  8oxp<-oc 
(ttouc)  to  the  eVcrpiroc  by  analogy,  because  this  foot  was  interpreted  as  constituting  the  Boxpia-Kov 

perpov.  In  other  words,  this  would  be  the  reverse  of  the  way  metra  are  usually  named  after  feet;  in 

this  case,  the  foot  (irrirpiToc)  would  derive  its  second  name  (8oxpcoc)  from  the  metron  (8oxp<-clkov). 
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Two  passages  can  be  adduced  as  evidence  for  such  an  analysis  of  the  dochmiac,  although  both  are 

late.  First,  there  is  a  statement  in  Choeroboscus’  commentary  on  Hephaestion  (p.  240  Consbruch) 

that  (ev  .  .  .  to)  Soxp-iqt)  in'nptroc  ecrt  koA  cvXXa^-q.  Consbruch  brackets  this  sentence  because  it 
clearly  breaks  the  flow  of  the  passage  and  does  not  make  sense  at  this  point.  But  whatever  its  original 

placement  in  Choeroboscus’  discussion  (cf.  Consbruch’s  note  on  p.  239  lines  17-18),  it  betrays  perhaps 
the  existence  of  a  metrical  theory  in  antiquity  that  considered  the  dochmiac  metron  to  be  composed 

out  of  one  or  more  of  the  four  epitrite  feet.  The  forms  that  would  be  obtained  through  this  definidon 

are  :w - ,  -    - ,  —  ~  — ,  and - -  -.  The  first  and  last  of  these  are  possible  dochmiacs, 

but  not  the  third  and  probably  not  the  second  (cf.  West,  Greek  Metre  no  n.  92;  Diggle,  Euripidea  150). 

Another  passage  that  suggests  a  similar  view  of  the  dochmiac  is  found  in  the  Scholia  A  to  Hephaes¬ 

tion  (p.  142  Consbruch),  where  the  scholiast  analyses  Hephaestion’s  first  example  of  his  ‘antispastic 

penthemimer  called  dochmiac5  («Aueiv  paUrai,  p.  32  Consbruch)  as  a  fourth  epitrite  plus  a  syllable, 
because  he  (wrongly)  considers  kXv-  a  long  syllable.  From  such  an  analysis  of  the  Soxt-^kov  as  an 

epitrite  plus  one  syllable,  it  is  not  a  big  step  to  call  its  constituent  epitrite  foot  a  Sox/luoc.  If  this  defini¬ 
tion  of  the  dochmiac  was  voiced  in  antiquity,  and  if  it  is  the  explanation  of  the  use  here  of  Boxp-ioc 

for  imrptToc ,  it  evidently  did  not  gain  wide  currency.  Its  main  weakness  and  the  probable  reason  for 

its  limited  diffusion  is  that  it  does  not  allow  the  derivation  of  the  typical  and  most  common  form  of 

the  dochmiac  -  —  w  -,  recognized  by  both  ancient  and  modern  metricians. 

Fr.  2 

2  Kv^pvYirr/c',  a  new  example.  ApicTeiSyc  is  the  example  given  by  virtually  all  Greek  lists. 

Ioannes  Siculus  has  Icoavv-qc  and  Aphthonius  Aristocles.  The  papyrus’  example  is  a  rare  exception  to 
the  general  tendency  of  such  lists  to  offer  personal  names  as  examples,  especially  for  tetrasyllable 

feet.  Common  personal  names  or  those  of  famous  individuals  must  have  been  considered  an  effec¬ 
tive  means  of  illustrating  and  retaining  the  syllabic  patterns  of  feet.  Students  will  already  have  been 

familiar  with  lists  of  names  from  elementary  reading  exercises;  cf.  lines  67- 1 14  of  the  Uvre  d’ecolier  (in 

bc)  published  by  Gudraud  and  Jouguet  (M-P3  2642)  with  its  list  of  mostly  personal  names  from  two 
to  five  syllables,  and  R.  Cribiore,  Writing,  Teachers,  and  Students  in  Graeco-Roman  Egypt  (1996)  43  and  nos. 

101, 105, 106, 109, 112, 113, 118,  124  in  her  catalogue  of  school  exercises. 

6  Appodelrri-.  read  A^pohWrj  (the  spelling  with  a  is  perhaps  chosen  to  mark  unequivocally 
a  long  iota).  Another  new  example.  Names  of  Greek  gods  and  goddesses  are  virtually  absent  from 

other  lists.  Evpvp.r)8r)c  is  die  example  of  Groups  I  and  II  and  Tract,  deped.,  ApxiM^Vc  t^at  °f  App. 

Rhet .,  Terentianus  Maurus,  and  Aphthonius,  and  Mcomedes  that  of  the  Breviatio  pedum  ( GL  VI  308). 

Ioannes  Siculus  gives  erroneously  ’HpaiiXeiS-qc,  while  Tract,  de  ped.  adds  the  unintelligible  example 
CT-qciyrj&"qc. 

g-i°  .  [ .  ]|[  eg  ]  ,  Si)c.  Whatever  the  beginning  of  the  word,  this  is  again  a  new  example,  for 

A-qp-ocdevyc  is  the  example  of  almost  all  Greek  and  Latin  lists  (with  the  exception  of  Tract,  de  ped., 

which  has  ’Hpajhiaiv).  The  ending  suggests  diat  the  example  is  a  personal  name  with  a  patronymic 
termination.  The  last  trace  in  9  is  compatible  with  the  tip  of  a  tall  upright  or  the  apex  of  a,  a,  or 

perhaps  a;  no  more  than  one  letter  can  be  missing  after  it  on  that  line.  The  lacuna  in  the  following 

line  can  accommodate  8-10  letters,  and  the  high  dot  at  the  edge  of  the  papyrus  before  8  could  be  the 

upper  tip  of  an  upright,  e.g.  1.  It  is  difficult  to  think  of  a  suitable  personal  name  that  is  long  enough  for 

the  large  lacuna  in  10  (Avrau8pi8rjc,  Apxo.v8pt8i}c,  Ae^avSpiBrjc,  Avcav8pL8i}c,  Avcittit18t)c,  obtained 

through  an  online  search  of  the  LGPJV,  would  be  too  short  and  were  in  any  case  too  uncommon  to 

have  served  as  memorable  examples).  Perhaps  the  trace  after  v  in  9  is  a  mere  stray  mark  and  the 

example  began  in  10. 

A.  BENAISSA 

5160.  Commentary  on  Eupolis’  Goats  (?) 

ioi/i75(a)  12.8  x  23.5  cm  Second/ third  century 
Plate  V 

Extensive  stretches  of"  two  columns  of  a  roll,  together  with  a  single  line¬ 
beginning  from  a  third  at  the  level  of  ii  36.  The  back  is  blank.  The  text  is  written 

in  a  medium-sized  upright  ‘severe5  hand  comparable  to  those  of  XXXVII  2804 
(Sophocles?,  later  n)  and  XVII  2098  (Herodotus,  n/m;  GLH  19b),  which  has  on 

its  back  a  land  survey  assigned  to  the  reign  of  Gallienus.  The  lower  margin  is  pre¬ 

served  at  the  foot  of  col.  ii  to  a  depth  of  1.7  cm.  A  line  of  text  was  about  5.1  cm 

wide  and  held  about  17  letters.  The  intercolumnium  is  generally  about  1.6  cm  wide, 

but  narrower  (about  1.2  cm  wide)  to  the  left  of  ii  13,  which  projects  slightly.  The  40 

preserved  lines  of  col.  ii  occupy  an  area  21.7  cm  high. 

Corrections  have  been  executed  in  several  places.  There  are  supralinear  addi¬ 

tions  at  i  10  and  ii  28,  and  changes  made  on  the  line  at  i  16  and  ii  35,  all  of  which 

may  be  due  to  a  second  hand.  Lection  signs  include,  besides  the  high  point  added 

at  i  16,  an  apostrophe  (ii  15)  and  tremas  on  1 ,  organic  (i  5,  ii  39)  and  inorganic  (i  14), 

all  probably  due  to  the  original  scribe.  Except  at  ii  15,  elision  is  unmarked.  A  short 

blank  space  at  ii  12  may  bc  intended  as  punctuation,  and  there  may  be  another 

such  at  ii  28  (see  n.).  There  is  one  probable  instance  of  the  paragraphus,  apparently 

misplaced  (ii  36  n.).  A  single  possible  case  of  e/r^ectc  (ii  13)  may  not  be  significant. 

Iota  adscript  is  present  wherever  required.  There  is  a  possible  example  of  ec  for 

long  t  at  i  25. 

The  text  is  a  learned  commentary,  with  references  to  scholars  including  Se- 

leucus  Homericus,  one  Dionysius,  Aristophanes  of  Byzantium,  Callistratus,  and 

Aristarchus  (i  7,  ii  11,  25,  27-8,  29-30;  cf.  ii  4).  Quotations  from  the  comic  poet 

Aristomenes’  Dionysus  in  Training  and  from  Aeschylus’  Danaids,  introduced  by  the 

tides  in  the  genitive  case,  are  used  to  illustrate  grammatical  points  (ii  32-6,  39-40). 

The  work  under  discussion  is  a  comedy:  cf.  ii  17-19  «ojp.]o)tSet  8}  avjo  [  ]c 

elc  n,a\a[Kiav.  It  mentioned  the  Athenian  general  Nicias  (i  4-6),  and  appears  to 

have  made  use  of  a  Euripidean  phrase  (i  30,  ii  7-8).  The  characters  included  a  fe¬ 

male  innkeeper  (i  15,  24)  and  a  goatherd  (i  17, 31-2,  ii  1 1).  The  apparent  prominence 

of  the  latter  suggests  an  identification  of  the  play  as  Eupolis5  Goats ,  in  one  frag¬ 
ment  of  which  (9)  a  female  innkeeper  is  mentioned.  The  statement  in  a  lemma 

that  ‘Nicias  is  of  the  Aegeis5  (i  4)  could  then  be  explained  as  a  pun.  Apart  from 
this  lemma  and  the  Euripidean  phrase  mentioned  above,  there  is  little  that  can  be 

ascribed  with  certainty  to  the  poetic  text  rather  than  to  the  commentary  on  it:  i  14 

seems  to  be  quoted,  but  it  is  not  clear  how  far  the  quotation  extends.  To  judge  by 

the  leisurely  pace  of  the  commentary  at  the  foot  of  col.  ii,  we  should  not  expect 

lemmas  to  form  a  large  proportion  of  the  text.  For  a  recent  discussion  of  the  play, 
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see  I.  C.  Storey,  Eupolis:  Poet  of  Old  Comedy  (2003)  67—74;  a^so  Fragments  of  Old 

Comedy  ii  (2011)  54  -63. 

Commentaries  on  plays  of  Eupolis  are  preserved  in  XXXV  2741  (Maricas), 

XXXVII  2813  (. Prospaltm ),  and  XXXV  2740  ( Taxiarchodf )),  frr.  192,  259,  and  268 

in  PCG. 

A  preliminary  edition  of  this  papyrus  was  prepared  by  Dr  Trojahn,  who 

received  advice  from  Prof.  W.  Luppe;  a  brief  description  appeared  in  her  mono¬ 

graph  Die  aif  Papyri  erhaltenen  Kommentare  zur  Alien  Komodie  (2002)  205.  Dr  Rea  made 

further  contributions.  The  edition  presented  here  is  the  work  of  Dr  Henry.  Frag¬ 

ments  of  comedy  and  tragedy  are  cited  according  to  the  numerations  of  PCG  (fol¬ 

lowed  by  Storey)  and  TrGF. 
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OTLTCOiaV  VXpCOV 

Tai[  ]vTLT  [  ] CaVTOV 
atcyyAoySf  ]  aiSojv 

40  CTVy7]lSeTOLOVTo[  ] 

Col.  iii 

4[ 

otl  tcoi  avrov  xP?Xv- 

rai  [djvrt  to[u]  cavrov. 

A  IcxvXov  A  [a] vatSwv ’ crvyr/i  Si  toioi>to[  ] 

CoU 

1  ]  [  (first),  the  tip  of  a  stroke  descending  below  the  line  ]  [  (second),  a  low  speck  2  ]y, 

the  second  upright  with  a  suggestion  of  the  cross-bar  extending  to  the  right  ,  a  heavy  trace  on  the 

line  r,  a  shank  3  ,  a  speck  on  the  line  4  ]  ,  an  upright  9,  lower  parts  c  (first), 

upper  part  e,  tips  of  cap  and  cross-bar  c  (second),  upper  part  t,  both  ends  of  cross-bar  1, 

top  v,  upper  left-hand  corner  6  _  [,  upright  ]  [,  end  of  shank  descending  below  the  line 

7  . . ,  upright;  low  specks  _  [,  end  of  shank  descending  below  the  line  ]  ,  upright  8  , 

a  trace  at  mid-line  level  suiting  the  bridge  of  w  [,  a  faint  trace  at  letter-top  level  on  scoured  surface 

9  0,  the  middle  part  of  the  upright  and  the  upper  right-hand  corner  of  the  loop  ]  _ ,  an  abraded 

trace  at  letter-top  level,  perhaps  a,  a,  or  a  ,  specks  on  abraded  surface;  the  number  of  letters 

represented  is  uncertain  10  ....[,  an  upright;  a  low  speck;  an  oblique  descending  from  left  to 

right;  specks  on  abraded  surface  at  the  end  of  the  line,  the  base  of  core;  specks  at  mid-line  level; 

a  speck  on  the  line;  above  the  tops  of  the  letters,  a  steeply  descending  stroke  with  a  further  speck  to 

the  right;  on  the  line,  an  upright  and  the  left-hand  edge  of  the  lower  part  of  another  upright,  abraded 

on  the  right  1 1  ]  ,  a  trace  at  letter-top  level ;  the  base  and  top  of  c,  6,  or  ©  [,  a  trace  on 

the  line;  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle;  scattered  abraded  traces;  an  upright  abraded 
traces  12  ]  ,  a  shank  descending  below  the  line,  abraded  at  the  top  and  with  a  further  trace  to 

the  left  at  letter-top  level  ,  two  uprights;  scattered  traces  , .  ,  abraded  traces,  the  second 

set  suiting  the  left-hand  tip  and  foot  of  y  13  ] . ,  scattered  traces  including  a  suggestion  of  an 

ascending  oblique  in  the  upper  half  of  the  line:  perhaps  y  14  ]S,  the  lower  right-hand  corner 

16  ■ ev  due  to  the  second  hand:  the  first  hand  wrote  ai,  which  the  second  hand  made  into  N,  adding 
a  high  stop  and  cursive  e  in  the  narrow  space  preceding  17  1,  the  right-hand  edge  of  an  upright 

18  ] . ,  a  descending  oblique  19  ] . ,  the  end  of  a  cross-bar  at  letter-top  level  20  ]  ,  a  speck 

at  mid-line  level  followed  by  a  low  speck  and  the  top  of  an  upright:  n  possible  ,  a  trace  suggest¬ 
ing  the  lower  part  of  ©  or  c,  followed  by  specks  and  an  upright  on  abraded  surface  21 

abraded  traces  .  .  .  . ,  abraded  traces,  the  first  suggesting  an  upright,  the  last  the  right-hand  side 

of  k  or  x  22  specks  ,  an  abraded  upright;  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-bar  just 

below  letter-top  level  followed  by  a  trace  of  an  upright  at  mid-line  level;  a  trace  on  the  line  followed 

by  a  speck  at  letter-top  level  23  ] . . . ,  a  high  abraded  trace ;  the  upper  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle ; 

an  upright  with  traces  suggesting  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  extending  from  its  top,  followed 
by  a  trace  on  the  line  suggesting  the  base  of  a  circle  on  a  displaced  piece  of  papyrus  [,  abraded 

traces,  perhaps  the  cap,  cross-bar,  and  turn-up  of  ©  ]  ,  abraded  traces  at  letter-top  and  mid-line 
levels  . ,  abraded  traces,  perhaps  an  upright  25  ]  ,  , ,  a  low  flat  trace  on  abraded  surface; 

perhaps  die  cap  of  c  or  e  26  . .  .>  a  trace  in  the  lower  half  of  the  line  suggesting  an  upright; 

the  upper  edge  of  a  cross-bar  at  mid-line  level;  specks  27  ]  ,  high  and  low  specks  ]  ,  a  high 

trace;  a  low  trace  followed  by  a  short  cross-bar  at  mid-line  level  28  ] .  . ,  a  short  low  upright; 
a  high  trace  followed  by  a  low  trace  suggesting  an  upright  ,  an  upright,  1  or  p  29  ]  , 
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a  high  speck;  the  base  and  part  of  the  left-hand  side  of  e-  or  c ;  a  trace  on  the  line;  the  tail  and  specks 

belonging  to  the  left-hand  side  of  A  or  A  30  ].,  abraded  traces  at  letter-top  level,  perhaps  the 

loop  of  p  . ,  scattered  specks  31  ]  ,  a  trace  suggesting  the  base  of  c  or  e  32  ] . ,  perhaps 
the  lower  part  of  the  stem  and  the  top  of  the  loop  of  p 

Gol.ii 

x  ]  [,  a  low  trace  2  ] . . ,  the  turn-up  of  c  or  e;  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  7  .  [, 

a  speck  on  the  line  8  [  ]  ,  a  narrow'  gap  followed  by  the  base  of  a  circle  .  [,  a  low  trace 

9  ,  abraded  traces  . . ,  a  tail  turning  to  the  left  at  the  foot,  with  a  further  trace  just  above  letter-top 
level;  a  trace  on  the  line;  an  upright  ,  the  lower  parts  of  two  uprights;  an  upright  . .  an 

upright;  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  10  . ,  in  damaged  context,  a  trace  now  suggesting  the 

top  of  a  descending  oblique;  high  traces  _ ,  a  high  cross-bar:  t  acceptable  ,  [,  the  left-hand  arc 
of  a  circle  attached  to  the  cross-bar  of  the  preceding  r  11  17  [,  the  top  of  the  first  upright  and 

traces  of  the  cross-bar  14  t,  rubbed  traces  at  letter-top  level:  t  rather  than  r  15  [,  alow 

trace  ]  [,  a  low  stroke  descending  from  left  to  right  16  _  [,  the  top  of  an  upright 

traces  at  mid-line  level;  the  lower  parts  of  two  uprights;  a  low  dot;  the  turn-up  of  e  or  c  T7  3 .  > 

the  foot  of  an  upright  18  ,  a  trace  below  the  line  .  [,  specks  20  traces  at 

letter-top  level;  perhaps  the  top  of  an  upright  followed  by  a  gently  descending  low  stroke  with  a  trace 

at  letter-top  level  above  its  right-hand  end:  perhaps  k;  perhaps  o;  two  uprights,  the  second  perhaps 

joined  from  the  left  low  in  the  line  [  _],  possibly  a  blank  space,  but  ink  may  have  been  lost  to  abra¬ 
sion  v[,  the  junction  of  the  first  upright  and  oblique  and  two  further  traces  to  the  right:  apparently 

n  rather  than  u  21  ]  [,  traces  on  a  narrow  strip  of  cross-fibres  22  a  stroke 

ascending  from  left  to  right;  perhaps  the  turn-up  of  e  or  c;  high  and  mid-level  traces;  a  low  trace 

23  ,  a  dot  on  the  line  close  to  the  tail  of  a  ;  two  low  specks  ,  [,  perhaps  the  lower  left-hand  part 
of  c  ]  _ ,  specks  24  [,  the  lower  part  of  a  short  upright;  a  high  speck  on  the  edge  of  the 

upper  layer  27  ,  [,  a  trace  on  the  line  ]  [,  a  tall  upright  28  . ,  the  top  of  e  or  c ; 

a  high  speck  on  the  edge ;  perhaps  the  top  of  o  or  c ;  the  base  of  e  or  c ;  again  the  base  of  e  or  c,  with 

a  higher  trace  belonging  to  its  left-hand  side  v,  the  upper  parts  . ,  the  top  of  an  upright  followed 

by  the  edge  of  the  top  of  an  upright,  perhaps  a  narrow  n  [  above  the  line,  rubbed  traces,  the 

third  perhaps  e  or  c  29  r,  the  left-hand  end  of  the  cross-bar  and  the  foot  _  . ,  the  edge  of 

the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle;  traces  suggesting  both  feet  and  the  upper  left-hand  corner  of  u, 
of  which  the  last  (together  with  the  preceding  trace)  is  on  a  piece  displaced  to  the  right;  perhaps  the 

lower  left-hand  corner  and  the  edge  of  the  right-hand  side  of  co  30  ,  specks  31  .  [, 

part  of  an  upright  _ ,  a  flat  trace  on  the  line  close  to  0  32  y,  the  upper  left-hand  corner  it , 

the  upper  right-hand  corner  ,  specks;  above  letter-top  level,  perhaps  the  upper  left-hand  comer 
of  Y  [,  the  low'er  part  of  an  upright  35  The  final  v  is  written  on  y  36  just  above  8, 

of  which  the  middle  part  is  abraded,  a  short  cross-stroke  extending  to  the  right-hand  side  of  the  letter 

40  9,  traces  suiting  the  low'er  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  o[,  the  upper  left-hand  arc  and  part  of  the 
top :  not  co  ] . ,  a  high  trace  on  the  edge 

c.  . .  with  reference  to  (?)  (the  phrase?)  “(that?)  those  who  wish  take  up”.  (?) 
“And  Nicias  is  of  the  Aegeis”.  For  Nicias  son  of  Niceratus  (belonged  to  the  tribe)  Aegeis. 

Seleucus  raises  a  problem  .  .  .  ally  ...  [13]  ...  to  the  market-place  .  .  .  coming  in  here  towards  .  .  . 

female  innkeeper  .  .  .  incident:  .  .  .  shepherd  .  .  .  goatherd  .  .  .  represents  .  .  .  boiling .  .  .  lately  .  .  . 

hints  that .  . .  has  had  intercourse  with  the  female  innkeeper;  he  calls  (?)...  “disturb”  (?)...  because 
of  ...  in  the  deed  .  .  .  pot(s) .  . .  untoward  fortunes  ...  to  the  goatherd  . . .  Atreus  ...  his  own  (?)... 

[ii  3]  to  nothing  (?)...  (in)  Arist —  .  .  .  home  .  . .  untoward  fortunes”  is  Euripidean  . .  .  that  is  (?) . . . 

(of  the?)  goatherd,  as  Dionysius  says  .  .  .  Arche — ’s  (?)-••  not  (?)...  has  been  turned  (?)•••  not  (?) 

.  .  .  and  quickly  (or:  perhaps) .  .  .  left  behind  (?):  and  (he)  ridicules  him  (or:  them) ...  for  softness .  .  . 

[25]  (in)  Aristophanes’  (writings) :  for  they  say  “about .  .  .”;  in  Callistratus’:  ...  is  “that  of  short .  . 
in  Aristarchus’:  in  place  of  “about  (him)self,”  i.e.  “not  for  another”.  Aristomenes’  Dionysus  in  Training: 

“this  encomium,  O  Satyrs,  (is)  about  the  knuckle  or  about  (our)selves”.  Because  they  use  “himself”  in 

place  of  “yourself”.  Aeschylus’  Danaids:  “you  are  detested  .  .  .  such  .  .  .’” 

Col.  i 

2
—
 
3
 
 

Even  if  correctly  restored,  the  lines  are  multiply  ambiguous.  If  a  quotation,  avaXa[fie'ii>] 

rove  j3ov\ofj,evovc  may  belong  to  a  passage  in  iambic  trimeters  or  trochaic  tetrameters  catalectic. 

4  Nik] lac  r’  AlyijiSoc  icTiv.  The  first  two  metra  of  a  trochaic  tetrameter  catalectic.  Nicias  is 
fairly  frequently  mentioned  in  comedy:  Eupolis  fr.  193,  Ar.  Eq.  358  (in  which  play  his  name  is  also 

given  to  the  second  slave),  Av.  363,  639,  fr.  102,  Phrynichus  fr.  62,  Teleclicles  fr.  44.  In  view  of  the 
prominence  of  a  goatherd  in  what  follows,  there  is  no  doubt  a  pun  here  on  ou£. 

5-6  Perhaps  rq]c  yap  Alyr)t8[oc  4>vXr/c  |  i$v]. 

13  cf-4-6)? 
14—15  Stop’  elcid>v”  7 rpoc  [tt/v  na}v8oK€vrpiav?  Or  possibly  8evp’  clcidiv  tt p6c[eX0e  TrajvSoxeu- 

rpta v,  an  iambic  trimeter.  Eupolis  fr.  9  (from  the  Goats)  mentions  a  iravSoKevTpia:  see  on  ii  12  below. 

19  iipojo:  cf.  29  xvrpac.  iipr/rol  appears  twice  in  Eupolis’  Goats  (frr.  5, 16). 
20  apTicoc  or  apn  seems  likely. 

22  Presumably  said  with  reference  to  a  passage  in  the  text  under  discussion. 

23  aiVo  |Aoc  does  not  seem  excluded. 

24-5  Perhaps  KaXci  (or  KaAet[rai)  .  .  .  KivrjcaL,  if  |Uf[p>]ftKrai  (23)  is  used  of  sexual  intercourse. 

27-8  Perhaps  St  a  to  followed  by  a  weak  aorist  infinitive  active  ending  in  -cat. 

30  avajpcioic  Tvyaic  restored  from  ii  7. 
32  Atreus  may  have  been  named  in  the  original  context  of  the  Euripidean  phrase  avapcloic 

TvXau  (ii  7-8). 

Col.  ii 

3

-

 

4

 

 

Perhaps  er]  8e  rote  Apic[rapxdoic :  cf.  29-30.  Apic\jor$>aveLoLc  would  be  slightly  too  long: 

cf.  25,  where  
rote  ApicTO<f>av[eloic  

is  a  complete  
line.  But  these  are  not  the  only  possibilities. 6  Bopcpv  will  belong  to  a  poetic  quotation,  whether  from  the  text  under  discussion  or  a  parallel 

passage. 7-8  avapcloic  rvx[aic  Evptjwt'SeftJop  ecrt[.  avapcioc  is  found  infrequendy  in  tragedy  (Aesch.  Ag. 
5 1 1,  Soph.  Track  640,  853),  but  does  not  seem  to  be  attested  elsewhere  for  Euripides.  He  has  a  similar 

expression  at  Hel.  1 142-3  avnXoyoic  (apufii-  Dobree)  tt^covt’  aveXirlcroic  rvxaic.  Eupolis  uses  Euripi¬ 
dean  language  most  clearly  in  fr.  99  at  102  (=  Eur.  fr  507)  and  35  (cf.  Eur.  fr.  558). 

10  TpvrecTiv  seems  acceptable. 

1 1— 12  Aiovv]cioc:  note  references  to  scholars  of  this  name  in  the  scholia  to  Aristophanes  at  Av. 

1297-9  (A.  ...  6  Zdmvpoc)  and  Pint.  322.  There  is  a  short  blank  space  after  this  word,  perhaps  meant 

as  punctuation. 12  Apx£[-  The  only  Kajpum8ovp.evoi  known  from  Eupolis  whose  names  begin  thus  are  Archede- 

mus  (fr.  80)  and  Archestratus  (fr.  298).  ApxclcTparov  w'ould  extend  to  the  margin  and  leave  no  room 
for  the  beginning  of  the  word  that  ends  Xoktjv  in  the  next  line.  If  Apxc[8i )p,ov  is  accepted,  there  will 

be  room  for  one  or  perhaps  two  more  letters,  and  <f>v]XaKrjv  may  be  a  possibility,  though  its  reference 

will  be  unclear.  If  neither  of  these  names  is  correct,  7raA]Aa«Tjvmay  also  be  considered.  pajXaKr/v  may 

be  a  further  possibility  (cf.  19),  but  an  adjective  would  not  be  easy  to  accommodate  here. 
It  has  been  argued  that  Eupolis  fr.  9  ti)v  navSoKevTpiav  yap  o  yXapcov  (from  the  Goats)  is 

a  second  reference  in  this  poet  to  Archedemus,  to  whom  the  same  adjective  is  applied  by  Aristophanes 
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at  Ran.  588:  see  Storey,  Eupolis  73-4  (doubting  the  connection).  If  this  identification  is  correct,  the 
references  to  a  TravSoKevrpia  in  the  previous  column  (15,  24)  may  be  relevant. 

13—14  ( -)rk\rpa-nrai  rather  than  {-)ec]r pairrai  since  the  combination  cr  is  not  divided  at  line- 

end  at  29-30. 

17  o\tjo-,  v\tto-.  The  participle  in  whatever  case  may  refer  to  the  same  person  or  persons  as 

avro  t  [  in  the  next  line. 

17- 19  Koj/xjajiSei  SJ  avjo  [  ]c  etc  p.a\a[i<lav.  Cf.  for  the  construction  e.g.  sch.  in  Ar. 

Pac.  803  <5  Se  MeXavdioc  KCoptwi Setrai  etc  paXariav  Kal  o^ay lav.  Kal  noXv  pdXXov  ev  role  KSXa&v 

Evrro Ate  (fr.  178)  wc  AvaiBov  avrhv  SiajSaAAct  Kal  KoXaKa. 

18  avrov  [  (perhaps  referring  to  Arche —  (12)),  or  avrov[c. 

1

8

-

 

1

9

 

'  Ei\iroXt\c? 

23  -Krai  jrjc? 
24  The  division  at  the  start  is  uncertain.  At  the  end,  h>  or  iv  Se. 

24  ff.  The  explanation  found  in  Aristophanes  of  Byzantium  is  followed  by  those  of  his  pupils 
Callistratus  and  Aristarchus. 

26  Perhaps  vzp[l  a vrov:  cf.  31. 

28-9  tt )v  cvvropL <pv:  a)  is  not  certain,  but  o  was  not  written.  The  phrase  may  be  an  explanation 
of  a  feminine  accusative  singular  that  stood  in  the  poetic  text  (added  above  the  line  for  clarification  ?). 

Before,  0  ccriv  may  be  possible  (cf.  31)  but  fails  to  account  for  the  preceding  trace.  Perhaps  that  trace 

is  associated  with  the  supralinear  addition  rather  than  the  main  text,  and  the  scribe  left  a  short  gap : 
cf.  12  above. 

34-6  rovrl  TovyKojp.iov,  w  [C]arupo(t],  rrepl  kovSi5A[o]i»  rj  avreov.  An  anapaestic  te¬ 

trameter  catalectic.  Little  is  known  of  this  play,  to  which  Aristomenes  fix  n-13  belong.  To  judge  from 

the  line  quoted,  the  chorus  will  have  been  Satyrs,  as  in  Cratinus’  Dionysalexander  and  plays  entitled 
Satyrs  by  Ecphantides,  Callias,  Cratinus,  and  Phrynichus.  A  chorus  of  Satyrs  boasts  of  its  prowess  in 

boxing  at  Soph.  fr.  **1130.11  (VIII 1083  fr.  1.11). 
36  If  the  sign  over  the  initial  letter  is  a  paragraphus,  as  seems  likely,  it  is  out  of  place.  Perhaps 

it  should  have  been  placed  under  the  line,  to  mark  the  end  of  the  quotation. 

37-8  Gf.  Antiatt.  AB I  77.7  avrov:  avrl  rod  zavrov.  For  examples  of  this  usage,  familiar  from 
Aeschylus  and  other  authors,  see  e.g.  LSJ  s.v.  iavrov  11. 

40  crvyrjt  Sc  toiouto[  ]  :  at  the  end,  -ojV|c  seems  possible,  -ov  is  perhaps  not  excluded,  but 
would  be  rather  generously  spaced:  contrast  the  end  of  38. 

Presumably  these  words  began  an  iambic  trimeter  and  the  whole  line  was  quoted.  It  is  not  oth¬ 

erwise  known.  As  it  is  given  as  an  example  of  avrov  used  in  place  of  cau-roO,  the  subject  will  be  second 
person  singular,  and  crvyfji  will  be  indicative  passive  rather  than  subjunctive  active. 

W.  B.  HENRY  /  S.  TROJAHN 

5161-3.  Graeco-Latin  Glossaries 

We  present  here  parts  of  three  glossaries  on  papyrus.  Each  is  of  a  type  familiar 

from  the  Hermeneumata  Pseudo-Dositheana :  5161  is  an  alphabetical  glossary  of 

conjugated  verbs,  while  5162  and  5163  are  lists  of  nouns  arranged  under  subject 

headings.  Published  bilingual  glossaries  from  papyri  have  been  collected  in  C. 

Gloss.  Biling.  The  various  versions  of  the  Hermeneumata  are  cited  as  A  (Amp- 

loniana),  Mp  (Montepessulana),  B  (Bruxellensia),  S  (Stephanus),  L  (Leidensia),  M 

(Monacensia),  E  (Einsidlensia),  Vat  (Vaticana),  and  G  (Celtis).  Most  of  the  relevant 

material  is  included  in  CGL  III  and  cited  by  Goetz’s  page  and  line,  but  for  L  we 
have  used  the  continuous  numeration  of  G.  Flam  mini,  Hermeneumata  Pseudodositheana 

Leidensia  (2004),  and  for  Vat  that  of  G.  BrugnoJi  and  M.  Buonocore,  Hermeneumata 

Vaticana  (2002).  The  thematic  glossary  of  C  (Vindob.  suppl.  gr.  43)  is  published  in 

photographic  form  at  http://data.onb.ac.at/rec/AL00147700,  and  an  edition  is 

being  prepared  by  Professor  Rolando  Ferri,  who  has  kindly  made  his  draft  avail¬ 

able  to  us:  see  in  general  Ferri,  ‘ Hermeneumata  Celtis :  The  Making  of  a  Late -Antique 

Bilingual  Glossary’,  in  id.  (ed.),  The  Latin  of  Roman  Lexicography  (2011)  141-69.  In 

citations  from  this  glossary,  Roman  numerals  refer  to  sections  and  Arabic  numer¬ 

als  to  items  within  a  section.  For  the  table  of  contents,  see  A.  C.  Dionisotti,  JRS 

72  (1982)  92-3;  sections  i-v,  which  are  of  particular  relevance  to  5162,  have  been 
edited  byj.  Kramer  as  P.  Paramone  5.  The  alphabetical  glossary  of  B,  not  included 

in  CGL,  was  edited  from  Brux.  1828-30  (Br)  by  J.  Gessler,  RBPh  16  (1937)  169-78, 

and  from  Angers  477  {A)  by  H.  Omont,  Bibliotkeque  de  lEcole  des  chartes  59  (1898)  676 

(penult.  gloss)-9;  another  manuscript,  Heidelberg,  Salem  IX..39  (H),  is  published 

in  photographic  form  at  http:/ /digi.ub.uni-heidelberg.dc/diglit/sallXgg.  There  is 

no  standard  numeration,  but  entries  are  easily  located  in  the  alphabetical  sequence. 

A  fuller  version  of  B  forms  the  basis  of  the  alphabetical  glossary  in  Leid.  Voss.  Lat. 

F.  26  (Vo),  printed  in  CGL  III  398-  421,  which  preserves,  for  items  beginning  with 
each  letter  of  the  Latin  alphabet,  the  original  order  of  the  entries  in  B ;  the  end  of 

this  glossary,  missing  from  the  Leiden  manuscript,  can  be  restored  from  the  frag¬ 

ment  in  Angers  477  ( A ,  published  by  Omont,  as  above,  671-6).  For  general  accounts 

of  the  Hermeneumata,  cf.  A.  C.  Dionisotti,  ‘From  Ausonius’  Schooldays?’,  JRS 72 

(1982)  83-125;  ead.,  ‘Greek  Grammars  and  Dictionaries  in  Carolingian  Europe’, 
in  M.  W.  Herren  and  S.  A.  Brown  (edd.),  The  Sacred  Nectar  of  the  Greeks  (1988)  1-  56, 

esp.  26-31,  including  a  table  setting  out  the  contents  of  each  of  the  versions  (26-8). 

A  stemma  of  B  is  given  by  Dionisotti,  ‘From  Stephanus  to  Du  Cange:  Glossary 
Stories’,  RHT 14-15  (1984-5)  303-36  (312). 

5161.  Graeco-Latin  Alphabetical  Glossary  of  Conjugated  Verbs 

7  I B .  5  /F(b)  r  1 .7  X  20  cm  Third  / fourth  cen  turv 
Plate  VI 

Whitten  across  the  fibres,  a  fragment  of  a  Greek-Latin  alphabetical  list  of 

verbs  conjugated  in  the  present  indicative  active,  in  the  first,  second,  and  third  per¬ 

sons  singular.  The  upper  margin  and  upper  parts  of  four  columns  are  preserved, 

containing  Greek  verbs  starting  with  p,  c,  t,  v,  and  <f>,  alongside  their  Latin  equiva¬ 

lents.  The  other  side  was  used  for  a  private  letter  in  Greek,  5182,  of  which  the 

address  is  written  downwards  along  the  fibres  between  cols,  i  and  ii  of  the  glossary. 

The  Greek  is  written  in  an  informal,  medium-sized  round  hand,  with  some 

ligatures.  Bilinearity  is  respected  only  to  a  limited  extent,  being  violated  especially 
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by  cj),  p,  i  (often  in  ligature  with  e),  and  the  enlarged  form  of  y  that  may  be  used  in 

initial  position  (iii  14-21),  and  sometimes  by  the  long  tail  of  a  (e.g.  at  iii  1—3).  The 

uprights  of  tt,  t,  t,  and  h  tend  to  have  curves  on  the  base  line.  The  mid-stroke  of 

6  usually  protrudes  and  connects  with  die  following  letter,  e  is  sometimes  written 

in  one  movement  (e.g.  at  i  23).  The  cap  of  c  is  regularly  flat  and  in  final  position 

extends  well  into  the  narrow  intercolumnium.  y  is  often  looped  at  the  base  (e.g. 

i  22,  iii  4).  h  tends  to  have  a  high  cross-bar.  n  usually  has  its  oblique  and  second 

upright  made  separately  but  also  appears  in  a  cursive  form,  looped  at  the  upper 

right  (both  forms  occur  side  by  side  at  i  25).  e  narrows  to  a  point  at  the  bottom,  and 

its  cross-bar  protrudes  from  its  body  to  connect  with  the  following  letter.  There  is 

a  correction,  executed  by  the  scribe  himself,  at  iii  21.  The  only  diacritic  mark  in  the 

Greek  part  of  the  glossary  is  the  diaeresis  inconsistentiy  applied  to  initial  v  (iii  4, 

etc.).  Long  paragraphi  separate  the  five  alphabetical  sections.  Iota  adscript  is  not 

written.  The  script  resembles  that  of  the  glossary’s  closest  parallel,  P.  Strasb.  inv.  g 

1175  (C.  Gloss.  Biling.  II  3;  iii/iv),  which  may  suggest  a  dating  in  the  third  or  fourth 

century. 

The  quality  of  the  Latin  script  indicates  that  the  scribe  was  a  Greek  speaker. 

There  are  two  cases  of  character  switching  (on  which  see  J.  N.  Adams,  Bilingualism 

and  the  Latin  Language  (2003)  46) :  the  scribe  wrote  qy  for  eg  at  ii  25  (though  he  cor¬ 

rected  the  y  to  g),  and  q  for  e  again  at  iv  6.  Other  corrections  are  found  at  ii  5  and  iv 

8-9.  The  influence  of  the  Greek  script  also  appears  in  the  formation  and  ductus  of 

several  Latin  letters  (e.g.  x,  t,  a,  e):  on  this  phenomenon,  see  e.g.  M.  Norsa,  ‘Analogic 

e  coincidenze  tra  scritture  greche  e  latine  nei  papiri,’  in  Miscellanea  Giovanni  Mercati 

vi  (1946)  105-21 ;  B.  Rochette,  Le  Latin  dans  le  monde grecque  (1997)  204-6;  id.,  ‘Ecrire 

en  deux  langues:  Remarques  sur  le  mixage  des  ecritures  grecque  et  latine  d’apres 

les  papyrus  litteraires  bilingues  d’auteurs  classiques’,  Scriptorium  53  (1999)  325-34. 

There  appear  to  be  fewer  ligatures  in  the  Latin  than  in  the  Greek,  which  again  sug¬ 

gests  that  the  scribe  was  more  experienced  in  Greek.  The  scribe  tends  to  lengthen 

considerably  the  oblique  of  s  and  the  cross-bar  of  t  in  inflectional  endings,  while  / 
and  r  descend  well  under  the  base  line. 

Only  the  sections  containing  verbs  starting  with  c  and  v  are  preserved  com¬ 

plete.  Each  of  these  consists  of  six  verbs  and  occupies  eighteen  lines.  Assuming  that 

the  alphabetical  sections  were  all  of  the  same  length,  we  may  estimate  the  original 

number  of  lines  to  a  column.  The  t  section  begins  at  i  31  and  ends  at  iii  3.  Thus 

col.  i  will  have  been  45  lines  long.  On  the  basis  of  the  same  assumption  of  six  verbs 

(eighteen  lines)  per  alphabetic  section,  the  list  will  have  contained  144  Greek  verbs, 

i.e.  432  conjugated  Greek  verb  forms  with  their  Latin  equivalents  (another  432 

items).  It  will  have  occupied  approximately  twenty  columns. 

Dr  Henry  notes  that  the  use  of  the  vertical  fibres  for  this  text,  which  must 

have  been  copied  before  the  letter  on  the  back,  suggests  that  the  preserved  frag¬ 
ment  is  from  the  final  leaf  of  a  codex  which  had  horizontal  fibres  on  the  outside : 
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such  codices,  including  the  bilingual  Virgil  glossary  P.  Ryl.  Ill  478+  (M— P3  2940), 

are  fisted  by  Turner,  The  Typology  of  the  Early  Codex  66-7  (Table  11).  If  col.  i  was  the 

first  column  of  the  page,  the  alphabetical  sequence  may  have  been  completed  on 

the  same  page  at  col.  vii/viii.3.  A  pair  of  columns  (Greek  +  Latin)  takes  up  a  space 

5.75  cm  wide.  The  width  of  the  written  area  (8  columns)  will  then  have  been  about 

23  cm.  30  fines  of  text  occupy  a  space  about  18  cm  high;  a  45-line  column  will  then 

have  been  about  27  cm  high.  The  upper  margin  (preserved  to  its  original  height,  to 

judge  by  the  horizontal  edge  above  cols,  iii— iv)  is  1.4  cm  high;  with  a  lower  margin 

a  little  deeper,  the  page  will  have  been  30.5-31  cm  tall.  The  codex  may  then  have 

belonged  in  Turner’s  ‘nearly  square’  category  ( Typology  15).  About  6  V2  columns  of 

Greek  and  the  same  number  of  Latin,  a  total  of  12  columns  and  two  more  half- 

filled,  would  be  required  for  the  lost  beginning  of  the  glossary,  up  to  the  top  of  col.  i 

of  the  fragment.  The  glossary  is  thus  unlikely  to  have  been  the  only  work  contained 

in  the  codex. 

The  verbs  are  not  alphabetized  beyond  the  initial  letter.  The  observance  of 

alphabetical  order  within  the  c  section  may  be  accidental.  The  p  section  is  not  com¬ 

plete:  three  conjugated  verbs  came  before  panra),  but  it  seems  unlikely  that  all  of 

them  preceded  it  alphabetically.  In  this  respect,  the  glossary  follows  the  general  ten¬ 

dency  observed  by  M.  Naoumides,  ‘The  Fragments  of  Greek  Lexicography  in  the 

Papyri’,  in  Classical  Studies  Presented  to  Ben  Edwin  Perry  (1969)  181-202  at  188 :  ‘it  seems 
that  as  a  rule  there  was  a  certain  relation  between  the  size  of  a  dictionary  and  the 

degree  of  strictness  of  its  alphabetical  arrangement.’  Because  of  the  relatively  lim¬ 
ited  number  of  verbs  found  under  each  letter,  strict  alphabetical  arrangement  was 

not  necessary;  the  same  applies  to  the  shorter  alphabetical  glossaries  XLIX  3452 

(C.  Gloss.  Biling.  II  7)  and  P.  Strasb.  inv.  g  1175  (C.  Gloss.  Biling.  II  3). 

The  closest  parallel  to  this  text  among  the  papyri  is  the  codex  P.  Strasb.  inv.  g 

1x75  (C.  Gloss.  Biling.  II  3),  the  remains  of  a  list  of  conjugated  Greek  verbs  organ¬ 

ized  alphabetically  (a— y)  together  with  their  Latin  equivalents.  But  in  that  papyrus 

the  present  indicative  forms  (first,  second,  and  third  persons  singular)  are  given  in 

reverse  order,  beginning  with  the  third  person  and  ending  with  the  first,  and  the 

Latin  verbs  are  transcribed  in  Greek  script.  Conjugated  verbs  are  found  in  two 

further  glossaries  preserved  in  papyri.  P.  Berol.  21246  (C.  Gloss.  Biling.  I  1;  1  bc), 

apart  from  proverbs  and  sentence  models,  contains  conjugated  forms  of  an o8l8cop.i 

reddo  (5-14),  Kparea)  teneo  (23-28),  epyop.cu  venio  (48—57),  and  possibly  a  fourth  verb 

pair  (29-35).  However,  there  the  verbs  are  conjugated  in  different  tenses,  moods, 
and  voices ;  the  Latin  equivalents  are  transcribed  in  Greek  script.  P.  Sorb.  inv.  2069 

(iii;  new  edition:  E.  Dickey  and  R.  Ferri,  JPE  175  (2010)  177-87),  a  Latin-Greek 

alphabetic  glossary  of  homonyms  with  additional  grammatical  information,  also 

contains  conjugated  Latin  verbs  with  their  Greek  equivalents  (3—5,  16,  109-10, 

1 29—34);  on  the  sphere  of  application  and  the  origin  of  this  papyrus  see  E.  Dickey, 

&E% 5  (=010)  188^08. 
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All  but  one  of  the  word  pairs  in  5161  are  attested  in  the  Hermeneumata.  One 

Greek  verb  (i  25-7)  does  not  occur  with  its  Latin  equivalent  as  given  in  the  papyrus 

either  in  the  Hermeneumata  or  in  the  glossaries  of  GGL  II.  Dr  Henry  notes  that 

the  best  parallel  for  the  form  and  content  of  the  text  is  the  alphabetical  glossary 

of  B.  There,  as  here,  Greek  verbs  alphabetized  by  first  letter  only  are  conjugated 

in  the  first  three  persons  singular  (given  in  order  from  first  to  third),  and  accompa¬ 

nied  by  Latin  translations.  B  has  fewer  verbs  for  each  Greek  letter,  but  where  we 

can  check,  all  of  its  verbs  also  come  up  in  the  present  glossary,  and  in  two  cases, 

it  shares  with  5161  verbs  not  found  in  the  other  alphabetical  glossaries  among  the 

Hermeneumata  (i-ii  13-15,  28-30;  cf.  25-7  n.).  If  we  take  into  account  also  the 

fuller  form  of  B  quarried  by  Vo,  it  shares  nearly  all  the  verbs  found  in  the  papyrus 

(exceptions:  i-ii  10-12, 16-18  (but  see  n.),  iii-iv  19-21).  M  also  has  many  of  the  same 

verbs  conjugated;  like  Vo,  it  generally  gives  more  forms  than  5161  and  B. 

On  the  basis  of  the  script  and  high  number  of  divergences  from  classical 

Latin,  the  papyrus  seems  to  be  a  study  aid  for  a  Greek  speaker  learning  Latin,  per¬ 

haps  at  school.  The  material  could  help  with  language  acquisition  in  two  different 

respects :  it  was  useful  for  learning  new  vocabulary  and  helped  with  the  practising 

of  the  conjugation  in  the  simple  present. 

[  -a, 

-0] 

rapaccco 
turbo 

"6]f[c 

-s] 

rapacc€ic 
turbos -]« [ 

~]t 

rapaccei 
turbat 

pO.TTTCO 
c[onsuo] 

vpevw 

texio 

panreic 
[cjonsiis 

5  vfaveic 
texis 

p]a7TT€l 

consit 
V(f)€V€l 

trjxit 
sparge [0] 

UTToSrjVUOJ 
calcio 

p'WHc 
spargis 

yTTp8r)vvei.c 
calcis 

p€V€L 
spargit VTTgSyjvvei 

calcit 

piTTTCx) 

precio 

10  yTT7}p€TOO 
ministfro 

piTTT€lC 

precis 

V7rr)peTetc 
ministfras 

ptTTT€t 

precit 

V7T7)p€T€C 

ministrffat 

cuoirac 
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CLOJTTa tacit 

V7ro<j>epei 
stiffen  [t 

cvpa> 

trago 

amo 

cvpetc 

tragis 

lAeic 

amas 

CVp€l 

tragit 

amat 

cvvvevo) 

accrjgo 
sfulflo 

cuvveveic 

accegis 

[tf>vcac 

sufflas] 

cvvvevei 

accegit 
sufflat] 

cvvTr/pco 

conserbo 18  lines  lost 
cvvrrjpeic 

conserbas cvvrrjpei 

conserbat 

TTjpOJ 

serbiio 

[rrjpeic 

serbis] 
serbit] 

12  lines  lost 

\  .  .  I  sew  together,  you  sew  together,  he/she  sews  together;  I  sprinkle,  you  sprinkle,  he/she 

sprinkles;  I  throw,  you  throw,  he/she  throws;  l  move,  you  move,  he/she  moves;  I  sift,  you  sift,  he/she 

sifts;  I  keep  silence,  you  keep  silence,  he/she  keeps  silence;  I  drag,  you  drag,  he/she  drags;  I  agree, 

you  agree,  he/ she  agrees ;  I  protect,  you  protect,  he/she  protects ;  I  watch  over,  you  watch  over,  he/ she 

watches  over; ...  I  trouble,  you  trouble,  he/ she  troubles;  I  weave,  you  weave,  he/she  weaves;  I  put  on 

shoes,  you  put  on  shoes,  he/ she  puts  on  shoes;  I  do  service,  you  do  service,  he/she  does  service;  I  go, 

you  go,  he/she  goes;  I  take  off  my  shoes,  you  take  off  your  shoes,  he/she  takes  off  his/her  shoes;  I  en¬ 

dure,  you  endure,  he/she  endures;  I  love,  you  love,  he/she  loves;  I  blow,  you  blow,  he/ she  blows; . . .’ 

1-3  A  verb  with  initial  p  is  to  be  restored  on  the  Greek  side.  [Dr  Henry  suggests  prjccco]  -<r]i[c 

-]et  allido]  -is]  -i]t,  which  fits  traces  and  spaces  on  both  sides.  This  is  one  of  the  verbs  conjugated  in  the 

p  section  of  B  (cf.  also  Vo  399.7 1-7),  together  with  piyco,  paivoo,  and  pam co.  As  the  verbs  found  in  B 
all  come  up  in  the  papyrus  wherever  it  is  possible  to  check,  we  should  expect  prjccio  and  ptydr  to  have 

been  two  of  the  remaining  three  verbs  in  the  p  section  of  the  papyrus  text,  and  the  latter  will  not  fit 

here  (note  3  -]ei).  Cf.  for  the  pair  also  L  236,  A  79.3,  Gloss.  Steph.  CGL  III  439.20.] 

4-  6  The  word  pair  recurs  in  B  (cf.  also  Vo  402.7-14).  The  verb  consuo  also  appears  as  cuso  (cf. 

L  237,  Gloss.  Steph.  444.75-6,  Gloss.  Lois.  CGL  III  475.42,  44)  or  as  cossuo  (so  cod.  Br  in  B;  cf.  Gloss. 

Steph.  444.27).  In  A  78.70  and  M  157.25-8  the  Greek  verb  is  glossed  by  forms  of  sarcio. 

4  cfonsuuj:  the  spelling  is  uncertain:  cf.  5-6. 
5  [cjonsiis:  1.  consuis.  The  final  j  is  corrected  from  0. 
6  consit:  1.  consuit.  See  C.  Battisti,  Avuiamento  alio  studio  del  latino  volgare  (1949)  142. 

7-9  -e-  is  written  for  - at see  Gignac,  Grammar  i  191-2.  The  pair  recurs  in  B  (cf.  Vo  417.44-9); 

cf  also  L  235,  A  79.9-10  ( reni  aspargo;  ranon  asparge ),  M  157.14-18,  Gloss.  Steph.  464.22,  Gloss.  Bern. 
CGL  III  503.12,  CGL  II  427.22. 

7  sparge[o]:  1.  spargo.  The  incorrect  verb  form  spargeo  illustrates  the  hesitation  in  the  conjugation 
of  the  verb  classes  -ere  and  -ere  which  was  characteristic  of  Vulgar  Latin  (cf.  V.  Vaananen,  Introduction 

au  latin  vulgaire  (3ig8i)  136),  and  of  which  several  examples  are  present  in  the  papyrus. 

10-12  precio  precis  precit:  1.  proicio  proicis proicit.  -oi-  here  was  pronounced  as  a  diphthong.  Mono- 
phthongization  produced  a  closed  e:  see  Vaananen,  Introduction  38.  B  and  Vo  do  not  have  this  pair,  but 
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cf.  L  233,  A  79.8,  M  157.20-24,  Gloss.  Steph.  461.21,  GGL  II  428.23  Pn ttu>  evtaKOvnov  iacio  iaculor 

proicio. 
13—15  mobeo  mobis  mobit\  1.  moveo  moves  movet.  For  the  spelling  with  -b-,  see  TLX.  VIII  1538.21—4; 

Vaananen,  Introduction  50;,}.  G.  F.  Powell  in  R.  Ferri  (ed.).  The  Latin  of  Roman  Lexicography  (2011)  113-14. 

For  -is  -it  in  this  verb,  cf.  TLL  VIII  1538.36-8;  7  n.  The  word  pair  is  found  in  B  (cf  Vo  411.28-31), 
and  in  Gloss.  Steph.  456.74,  GGL  II  131.2  Movet  kc ivet,  caXevet,  429.38  CaXevco  moveo  commoveo  agito. 

16-18  For  the  word  pair,  cf  L  244  crjcov  cerne,  A  79.23,  M  158.12-15,  Gloss.  Steph.  441.60  ceme, 

crjcov,  Gloss.  Lois.  475.46  cerne  crjcov,  CGL II  99.51  Cernil  opat,  c-qdet.  This  Greek  verb  is  not  found  in 
B,  and  in  Vo  its  place  in  the  c  section  is  taken  by  the  synonymous  civid£a>,  with  the  same  Latin  gloss 

(402.15-18). 
16  cemio\  1.  cemo.  The  verb  form  cernio  seems  to  follow  the  analogy  of  the  type  capio:  cf.  iv  4. 

19-21  tacio  tads  tacit.  1.  taceo  taces  tacet.  Because  of  the  phonetic  alternation  of  -eo  and  -io 

(Vaananen,  Introduction  45),  some  verbs  with  the  infinitive  -ere  tended  to  be  conjugated  as  -ire  verbs  in 

Vulgar  Latin;  see  Vaananen,  Introduction  135.  The  word  pair  is  found  in  B  (cf.  Vo  419.37-42);  cf.  L  243 

cidjna  tace,  A  79.20,  M  158.4-11,  Mp  339.74-6,  Gloss.  Steph.  465.12  taceo,  cuoirw,  ctyd>,  Gloss.  Bern. 
503.56,  CGL  II  432.25  Cuottlu  taceo  obticeo  sileo  conticuo. 

22-4  trago  tragis  tragit:  1.  traho  trahis  trahit.  The  form  trago  for  traho  is  found  in  a  ninth-century  ma¬ 

nuscript  of  the  pseudo-Eusebian  collection  of  Gallican  sermons  (A.  Souter,  JThS  41  (1940)  48).  h  was 

not  pronounced  in  this  intervocalic  posidon  (see  Vaananen,  Introduction  55),  and  g  was  not  pronounced 

between  such  back  vowels  as  a  and  0  (cf  e.g.  CIL II 5728  Austo  =  Agusto)  or  even  between  palatal  vowels 

in  some  instances  (cf.  e.g.  CIL  III  14730  maesler  =  magister):  see  Vaananen,  Introduction  58.  This  may 

explain  the  use  of  g  instead  of  h  in  this  position.  The  change  may  also  be  motivated  by  the  fact  that 

y  before  a  front  vowel  was  regularly  pronounced  as  fricative  [j],  which  was  in  some  cases  omitted  in 

writing  or  conversely  inserted:  see  Gignac  i  71-2.  Thus  a  scribe  more  familiar  with  Greek  than  Intin 

could  easily  use  the  grapheme  g  in  this  verb  paradigm,  especially  in  the  forms  Irakis,  trahit ,  and  then 

analogically  in  traho  as  well.  The  word  pair  is  not  found  in  B  but  is  present  in  Vo  419.43-54;  cf.  L  248 
cvpov  trahe,  Gloss.  Steph.  465.51  bake,  cvpov,  CGL  II  200.9  Trahit  cvpet,  449.2  Cvpoj  traho. 

25-7  cvvvevc 0  is  not  found  in  the  Hermeneumata  nor  in  the  glossaries  of  CGL  II.  The  Latin 
equivalent  is  also  problematic.  On  the  basis  of  Vulgar  Latin  phonology,  one  may  consider  accedo, 

attingo,  and  accingo  as  possible  candidates.  Accedo  could  be  paired  with  cvwevco  as  both  mean,  among 

other  things,  ‘agree’  (LSJ  s.v.  II.3;  OLD  s.v.  8).  There  are  sporadic  examples  of  the  interchange  of  d 
and  g  before  the  front  vowel  i  in  Vulgar  Latin,  e.g.  fastigium  for  fastidiam,  arrndiae  for  corrigiae.  Remidium 

for  Remigium;  cf.  Battisti,  Awiamento  147.  It  is  also  possible  that  -go  -gis  -git  is  due  to  the  influence  of  22-4. 

[Dr  Henry  compares  for  the  confusion  the  spellings  of  allido  -is  -it  glossing  pr/ccoj  -etc  -ft  in  B  (cf.  1-3 
n.  for  the  suggestion  that  this  verb  was  present  in  those  lines  of  the  papyrus):  //has  d  throughout,  but 

Rr  gives  alligo  alligis  allidet,  and  A  alligo  allidis  allidit.  He  notes  that  the  interpretation  of  the  Latin  in  the 

papyrus  as  representing  accedo  -is  -it  is  supported  by  B,  where  in  manuscripts  A  and  Br,  the  c  section 

curiously  includes  TrAijcia^io  -etc  -ei  (with  Greek  transliterated  and  misspelt)  glossed  as  accedo  -it  -it. 
(In  manuscript  II,  the  verb  has  been  moved  to  the  end  of  the  n  section,  but  this  is  certainly  a  later 

development:  for  re-alphabetization  in  H,  see  A.  C.  Dionisotti,  RIIT 14-15  (1984-5)  312.)  This  is  one 

of  only  five  items  in  the  B  verb-list  not  taken  over  into  Vo  (noted  by  Dionisotti  306  n.  6).  The  papyrus 

suggests  an  explanation.  Perhaps  the  Greek,  as  given  in  the  papyrus,  had  dropped  out  at  an  early  stage 

through  damage  to  a  common  archetype  and  was  missing  from  the  fuller  form  of  B  used  for  Vo.  The 

verb  was  useless  without  a  Greek  equivalent  and  so  was  omitted  from  Vo.  At  a  later  stage,  the  gap  was 

conjecturally  filled  by  forms  of  irXr)cta£,a>  (A  Br),  shown  by  the  ‘wrong’  initial  letter  to  be  no  more  than 

a  guess.  Finally  these  were  moved  to  the  ‘correct’  place  in  the  alphabetical  sequence  (7Z).  Gloss.  Steph. 

438.5  is  the  only  other  example  of  the  pair  accedo,  TrA^cta^a*  indexed  at  GGL  VI 12 ;  Stephanus’s  source 
for  the  entry  is  likely  to  have  been  his  manuscript  of  B  (cf.  Dionisotti  313-17  with  stemma  at  317).] 
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25  accr/go:  the  scribe  originally  wrote  -qy.  He  corrected  the  y  to  Latin  g,  but  left  the  rj  un¬ 

changed:  cf.  iv  6. 
28-30  For  -b-  replacing  -v-,  cf.  13—15  n.  The  word  pair  is  found  in  B  (cf.  Vo  402.19—24);  cf  also 

Gloss.  Steph.  443.44,  CGLH  112.19  Conservat  cvvrqpei,  cosset,  Starr/pet,  4.48.21. 

31  seibiio:  1.  servo.  For  -b-  replacing  -v-,  cf.  13—15  n.  servo  has  been  confused  with  servio.  Its  com¬ 
pound  in  con-  has  the  correct  terminations  at  28-30,  but  in  that  case  there  is  no  corresponding  com¬ 

pound  of  servio  to  generate  confusion.  The  word  pair  is  not  found  in  B  but  is  present  in  Vo  417.50—58; 

cf.  L  259  T-qpei  servat ,  A  79.47,  M  159.58—65,  Gloss.  Steph.  463.52  servat,  rqpei,  CGL  II  455.16. 

32—3  Restored  on  the  basis  of  31. 

1-3  The  word  pair  is  found  in  B  (cf.  also  Vo  419.63-5,  where  forms  of  turbulento  have  taken  the 
place  of  those  of  turbo);  cf.  M  160.8-11,  Gloss.  Steph.  465.69,  Gloss.  Bern.  504.11,  CGL  II  451.48. 

4-6  is  written  for  -cu-:  cf.  i-ii  7-9  n.  The  word  pair  is  found  in  B  (cf  Vo  419.67  -75);  cf.  also 

L  279  vpa'wovctv  texent.,  A  80.6,  M  161.27-9,  E  270.22,  Gloss.  Steph.  465.34,  Gloss.  Bern.  505.36,  CGL II  198.11  Texit  vfaivet,  468.57. 

4  texio:  1.  texo.  Cf.  i-ii  16  n. 6  trjxit:  I.  texit.  Cf.  ir-ii  25  n. 

7
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-rj-  is  written  for  -e-:  cf.  Gignac.  i  246.  vttoScwoj  is  a  late  Greek  form  of  vrroSetv;  see  LSJ 

s.v.  inroSeco.  
The  pair  is  not  in  B,  but  is  in  Vo  402.39-50;  

cf.  L  281  uttoSijcov  
calcia,  M  161.12-16,  

CGL 
II  46551  Yrroheoptoj  

calcio ,  466.5  Ynobrjcov  
calcia ,  Dosith.  Arsgramm.  

77.3  Tolkiehn. 
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The  -io  ending  was  at  first  associated  with  the  paradigm  -is,  -it  (though  a  correction  has 

been  carried  
out).  The  verb  class  in  -drew as  the  most  resistant  

to  changes  
in  Vulgar  

Latin;  see  Battisti, 
Awiamento  

244. 

10-12  The  word  pair  is  in  B  (cf  also  Vo  41 1.32-9);  cf  L  280  vnripeToOciv  ministrant,  A  80.3,  M 

161.17-20,  CGL  II  465.19  Y-ntjpeTOj  ministro  obsequor. 

13-15  For  the  spelling  with  b-  instead  of  v-,  cf.  i-ii  13-15  n.  The  word  pair  is  in  B  (cf.  cod.  A  of 

the  Vo  glossary'  p.  675  Omont);  cf  also  M  161.56-8,  Gloss.  Steph.  465.77,  Gloss.  Bern.  505.43,  CGL 
II  463.8  Yirayut  avrirovnopevoptat  vado.  There  are  also  other  equivalents  for  the  Greek  verb  inrayco  in 

the  tradition,  cf  L  275  vnaye  due  te,  A  80.  lypago  eo. 

15  For  -el  instead  of  -it,  cf.  i-ii  7  n.;  Vaananen,  Introduction  30  (confusion  of  the  graphemes  E 

and  /). 

16-18  For  the  Latin  endings,  cf  8-9  n.  -eule-  and  -calc-  are  both  found  in  this  and  related  words, 

but  -culc-  (as  here)  is  perhaps  to  be  preferred:  cf  TLL  V.i  1274.68-80.  The  pair  is  not  found  in  B,  but 

is  in  Vo  405.68-72;  cf  L  282  vttoXvcov  exculcia,  Gloss.  Steph.  447.43  excalcia,  vnoXvcov.  For  the  Greek 

verb  with  other  Latin  equivalents,  cf  M  161.6-12 ypoluo  discuMo  etc.,  CGL  II  466.53-55  YiroXvoptu 
disculcior  excalcior;  YttoXvcov  excalcia ;  YiroXvco  decalcio. 
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Cf  L  291,  A  79.74,  M  160.65-7,  Gloss.  Steph.  464.68,  CGL  II  468.29  Yirofepco  perfero 

subfero.  
The  pair  is  not  found  

in  B  or  Vo. 
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sufferifs]  sufferijt]:  1.  suffers  suffert.  On  the  normalization  processes  applying  to  irregular 

verbs,  
see  Vaananen,  

Introduction  
136. 

21  ei  is  corrected  from  w. 

22-4  The  pair  is  in  B  (cf  Vo  400.4-15);  cf  also  L  296  fiXel  amat,  A  80.28,  M  162.32-8,  Gloss. 

Steph.  439.29  amat,  fiXei,  Gloss.  Bern.  495.2,  CGL  II  472.6  <2hAa»  amo  adamo. 
25-7  The  pair  is  in  B  {Br II;  cf  Vo  417.75-418.2);  cf  also  L  303  fved  sufflat ,  A  80.31,  M  16258-9, 

Gloss.  Steph.  464.69,  Gloss.  Bern.  495.3,  CGL  II  474.12  <Pvca>  flo  sufflo;  CGL  VO  313. 

ZS.  OTVOS 
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5162.  Graeco-Latin  Thematic  Glossary 

ioa/^4  a  12.5  x  29.1  cm  First/second  century Plate  vn 

The  papyrus  contains  parts  of  three  columns.  Of  the  first,  some  Latin  word- 

ends  arc  preserved,  while  the  second  and  third,  of  which  only  the  latter  is  preserved 

to  its  full  height,  give  the  remains  of  42  lines  of  Greek  lemmata  and  their  Latin 

equivalents.  The  column  height  is  23.6  cm,  the  lower  margin  is  4.2  cm  deep  (prob¬ 

ably  its  original  depth),  and  the  upper  margin  was  at  least  1.2  cm  high.  The  interco- 

lumnium  is  about  1.9  cm  at  its  narrowest.  On  the  back,  upside  down  in  relation  to 

the  text  of  the  glossary;  are  remains  of  two  columns  of  Greek  medical  prose,  which 

will  be  published  in  a  forthcoming  volume. 

The  glossary  is  written  entirely  in  the  Greek  alphabet  with  the  Latin  trans¬ 

literated.  This  suggests  that  it  was  primarily  intended  for  Greek  speakers  learning 

Latin;  cf.  A.  Bataille,  RechPap  4  (1967)  165-6.  The  text  is  written  in  an  informal 

round  hand.  Letters  are  sometimes  joined  with  ligatures,  and  there  are  some  cur¬ 
sive  tendencies.  There  is  some  resemblance  to  the  hands  of  II  225  (pi.  v;  Cavallo 

Maehler.  Hellenistic  Bookhands  91;  1)  and  XVIII  2161  (pi.  hi;  GMAW2  24;  11).  The 

majorin'  of  the  letters  are  bilinear,  with  only  <{>,  •f*,  p,  and  at  times  1  violating  bi¬ 

linearity.  Uprights  and  obliques  are  often  slightly  curved.  The  cross-stroke  of  e  is 

usually  slightly  detached  and  extends  beyond  its  body.  It  is  often  connected  to  the 

following  letter,  y  is  normally  V-shaped  and  looped  at  the  base,  but  it  is  y-shaped  in 

iii  37  (first)  and  iii  40  (first),  a  has  a  rounded  bowl,  while  ka  has  a  low  round  saddle 

and  legs  curving  out  at  the  bottom,  c  may  have  an  almost  flat  top  and  is  written  in 

two  movements,  with  the  cap  sometimes  separated;  o  can  be  quite  small,  floating 

between  the  lines.  There  are  no  diacritical  marks  except  for  internal  diaeresis  in  ii 

13  and  rough  breathing  where  needed  in  the  Latin  (iii  5).  Long  t  is  regularly  spelt  <rt. 

Corrections  are  present  at  i  5  and  iii  20  and  27.  Both  Greek  headings  in  col.  ii  are 

placed  in  ekthesis,  as  is  the  first  of  the  Latin  headings  in  col.  iii  (6).  There  is  a  seri¬ 

ous  corruption  in  the  Latin  at  iii  11-12  (see  commentary),  not  corrected  in  what  is 

preserved.  Other  errors  in  the  Latin  (not  including  mere  orthographical  variants) 

are  found  at  iii  23,  25,  28,  34,  38,  and  40:  those  at  23  and  34  at  least  are  visual  cor¬ 

ruptions. 

The  lemmata  are  organized  thematically  under  headings,  three  of  which  can 

be  recognized  (i  14 :  On  the  sky,  ii/iii  6:  On  stars;  and  ii/iii  32:  On  winds).  The  first  sec¬ 

tion  i  1  13)  is  fragmentary,  but  probably  lists  the  names  of  goddesses.  The  closest 

parallel  among  papyri  of  bilingual  glossaries  is  XLVI  3315  (1/11;  C.  Gloss.  Biling. 

I  8\  which  gives  parts  of  two  thematic  groups.  One  column  is  partially  preserved, 

with  Latin  written  in  the  Greek  alphabet.  3315  presents  the  last  five  of  the  signs  of 

the  zodiac,  given  in  the  correct  order:  Scorpio,  Sagittarius,  Capricorn,  Aquarius, 
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Pisces.  (In  our  papyrus  at  ii/iii  27—31,  a  different  order  is  found.)  The  names  given 

under  the  heading  On  winds  in  3315  recur  in  our  papyrus,  with  one  exception:  Vol- 

turnus  is  only  given  in  3315  12.  There  are  slight  differences  in  the  orthography  of 

the  wind  names  in  the  two  lists.  The  order  of  names  is  identical,  except  that  3315 

omits  Eurus  after  Africus ,  and  has  Volturnus  (not  present  in  5162)  after  Favonius;  it 

breaks  off  after  Subsolanus.  Differences  in  the  Greek  -  Latin  equivalences  cannot  be 

detected,  since  the  Greek  of  3315  is  missing. 

If  the  reconstruction  adopted  here  is  correct,  the  first  thematic  group  in  the 

papyrus  (names  of  goddesses)  is  paralleled  by  P.  Mich.  inv.  2458  (11/m;  N.  E.  Priest, 

%PE  27  (1977)  193-200;  G.  Gloss.  Biling.  1 12).  There  a  series  of  names  of  gods  (i/ii 

1— 11)  is  followed  by  a  list  of  names  of  goddesses  (i/ii  13-28),  introduced  by  a  head¬ 

ing  (i/ii  12).  Again,  the  Latin  is  written  in  the  Greek  alphabet. 

There  are  numerous  papyri  containing  similar  thematic  lists  of  names  (e.g.  fish 

in  C.  Gloss.  Biling.  I  5;  fish  and  vegetables  in  C.  Gloss.  Biling.  I  6  and  7  (XXXIII 

2660  and  2660a);  months  in  C.  Gloss.  Biling.  Iii):  see  C.  Gloss.  Biling.  II  p.  26. 

The  lemmata  in  the  glossary  are  well  attested  in  the  Hermeneumata.  The 

order  of  the  sections  in  our  papyrus  is  closely  matched  by  M  (167.25-  )  and  G. 

In  each  of  these,  the  first  five  sections  of  the  thematic  glossary  (omitting  minor 

divergences  in  the  wording  of  the  titles)  are  (in  Latin)  deorum  nomina,  dearum  nomina , 

de  caelo ,  de  signis  caelestibus,  and  de  XII  signis.  The  last  four  of  these  are  found  in  the 

same  order  in  the  papyrus  (although  de  XII  signis  is  attached  to  the  preceding  sec¬ 

tion  without  a  separate  heading).  Other  thematic  glossaries  in  the  Hermeneumata 

also  begin  with  deorum  nomina ,  dearum  nomina,  de  caelo  (L  391— 513,  A  82.51-83.46)  or 

deorum  nomina,  dearum  nomina  (E  236.21-237.9,  Mp  289.41-291.53)  before  diverging 

(I  have  not  distinguished  cases  where  goddesses  follow  gods  in  a  single  list).  Only 

in  B  (followed  by  S)  are  deorum  nomina  and  dearum  nomina  in  second  and  third  place, 

after  de  caelo  (393.28-394.10,  348.8-49).  Dr  Henry  suggests  that  the  papyrus  text 
also  began  with  a  list  of  names  of  gods  and  that  the  preserved  section  listing  names 

of  goddesses  was  the  second  (cf.  for  this  part  of  the  sequence  also  C.  Gloss.  Biling. 

I  12,  mentioned  above):  in  that  case,  to  judge  by  M,  in  which  the  first  two  sections 

extend  from  167.25  to  168.57,  two  pairs  of  columns  might  suffice  to  contain  the 
material  lost  at  the  start. 

As  in  our  papyrus  (ii/iii  2—5),  the  seasons  are  often  listed  under  the  heading 

-rrepl  ovpavov  de  caelo  (L  484,  M  168.58,  S  347.27,  C  iii).  In  Mp,  the  relevant  heading 

is  7 Tepi  Kep,o)vojv  de  tempestatibus  (293.65),  while  in  E,  they  are  listed  under  the  head¬ 

ing  7 Tepl  xpbvov  de  temponbus  (242.25),  and  in  Vat  they  appear  under  the  heading 

7T€pl  yfjc  de  terra  (399).  In  A,  they  are  attached  to  the  list  of  goddesses’  names,  but 
perioyranu  de  caelo  is  the  next  section  (83.34). 

The  section  de  caelo  is  followed  by  de  signis  caelestibus  in  M.  and  C  (see  above)  and 

in  E  (241.17,  35)  and  effectively  in  Vat  (265  de  caelo,  278-9  nomina  stellaruni),  while  in 
Mp  the  sections  on  stars  immediately  precede  de  tempestatibus.  The  papyrus  includes 
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the  signs  of  the  zodiac  at  the  end  of  the  section  irepi  acrpojv,  while  in  the  thematic 

glossaries  found  in  the  Hermeneumata  they  have  a  separate  heading,  whether  they 

stand  alone  (L  1703  (cf.  A  82.49-50),  Mp  291.54,  Vo  405.24)  or  with  other  stars  (M 

170.16,  C  v,  E  241.67,  Vat  291-2).  (There  is  another  list  in  L  at  72.34-45,  without 

separate  heading,  but  this  is  not  part  of  the  thematic  glossary.)  The  signs  of  the 

zodiac  are  given  in  the  correct  order  in  the  Hermeneumata  and  in  3315  where 

preserved,  as  mentioned  above.  In  our  papyrus  they  appear  in  a  different  order, 

though  the  first  two  and  last  are  correctly  placed. 

The  list  of  wind  names  appears  in  the  Hermeneumata  at  L  599—610,  A  84.50— 

64,  M  172.5-28,  E  245.30-50,  Mp  295.10-28,  S  354.6-29,  B  395.66-396.6,  Vat 

380-98,  C  xlviii.  In  3315,  as  in  5162,  the  wind  names  come  immediately  after  the 

signs  of  the  zodiac.  This  sequence  of  these  two  elements  is  found  in  the  Herme¬ 
neumata  only  in  the  fuller  version  of  B  used  in  Vo,  with  a  book  division  before  de 

venlis  (Dionisotti,  RHT 14-15  (1984-5)  306-7  with  307  n.  1). 
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‘.  .  .  ,  Concordia,  .  .  .  ,  Horae  (?), .  .  .  ,  Iuventus. 

‘On  the  sky:  sky, .  . . ,  spring,  summer,  autumn,  winter. 

‘On  stars:  stars,  stars,  Evening  Star,  Morning  Star,  Ursa  Major,  Pleiad.  Sagitta,  Sirius/Canis 

Major,  Lyra,  rainbow,  Dolphin,  Corona,  Equus,  Aries,  Taurus.  Leo,  Libra,  Virgo,  Capricorn,  Gem¬ 
ini,  Aquarius,  Sagittarius,  Scorpio,  Cancer,  Pisces. 

‘On  winds:  wind,  north  wind,  south  wind,  south-west  wind,  east  wind,  west  wind  (zephyr), 

north  wind,  east  wind,  north-west  wind,  north-east  wind.’ 

col.  i The  upper  margin  is  not  preserved,  but  to  judge  from  col.  iii,  no  lines  are  lost  at  the  top  of  the 

column. 
x  The  first  trace  is  an  upright.  If  it  represents  t,  suitable  names  of  goddesses  (cf.  5  n.)  with 

approximately  five  letters  before  the  ending  -las  are  felicitas  (L  457,  Mp  291.25,  B  394.6  (S  348.45),  C 

ii. 40-41),  dignitas  (L  475),  libertas  (M  168.17,  C  ii.56),  castitas  (M  168.36,  C  ii.83),  voluptas  (Mp  291.43,  C 

2  The  upper  arc  of  a  circle  and  a  trace  on  the  line,  perhaps  c. 

3  ]  ,  a  speck  at  mid-line  level.  Naturally,  there  are  many  names  of  goddesses  (cf.  5  n.)  ending 
with  a  and  having  approximately  six  letters  before  this  ending,  e.g.  minerva  (L  434,  A  83.14,  etc.),  fortrna 

(L  437,  C  ii.47,  etc.),  bellona  (M  168.43,  C  ii.44,  etc.),  vicloria  (M  168.48,  C  ii.48). 
4  Since  there  is  space  for  about  five  letters,  the  name  of  a  goddess  (cf.  5  n.)  to  be  supplied  is 

probably  ultrix  (G.  Gloss.  Biling.  1 12  ii  21;  M  168.21,  Mp  291.40,  C  ii.23). 

5  The  e  is  deleted  by  dots  above  and  below,  and  a  short  cancel  stroke  is  squeezed  in  between  it 

and  the  preceding  5.  As  die  name  of  a  goddess,  concardia  occurs  frequendy  in  the  Hermeneumata  in 
CGL  III  with  its  Greek  equivalent  o/xovoia:  L  458,  M  168.28,  Mp  291.15,  B  393.54  (S  348.34).  It  also 

appears  in  C  ii.38,  where  it  is  immediately  followed  by  discordia  (ii.39),  which  does  not  appear  as  the 
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name  of  a  goddess  in  the  Hermeneumata  in  CGL  HI.  For  the  placing  of  goddesses’  names  here  in 
the  sequence  of  topics,  see  the  introduction. 

7  Of  to,  a  trace  suiting  the  right-hand  side.  With  the  ending  -pat  we  find  only  one  goddess 

name:  home  (A  83.33,  M  168.46,  C  ii.59).  But  by  itself  this  would  not  extend  so  far  to  the  right.  [Dr 

Henry  suggests  that  the  entry  in  the  preceding  line,  only  about  four  letters  long  to  judge  by  5,  was 

topat,  and  that  line  7  contained  avpjwpai,  a  corruption  (for  aurora )  due  to  the  influence  of  the  preced¬ 

ing  line:  cf.  on  ii-iii  38,  40  for  corruption  in  the  Latin  possibly  due  to  the  influence  of  earlier  entries. 

For  the  sequence,  cf.  M  168.45-6,  where  aurora  immediately  precedes  home ;  for  Htoc  Aurora  in  lists  of 
goddesses,  cf  also  L  447,  477,  Mp  290.70,  G  ii.24.] 

1 1  The  most  likely  goddess  name  with  approximately  eight  letters  before  the  ending  -tia  is  provi- 

dentia  (L  476,  G  ii.66,  etc.)  or  dementia  (Mp  291.53}.  C,  however,  contains  further  possible  items  (e.g.  in- 
dulgentia  ii.98,  experienlia  ii.ioo,  immetuentia  ii.109)  which  usually  do  not  occur  in  other  Hermeneumata. 

12  ]  :  the  lower  part  of  an  oblique  descending  from  left  to  right. 

13  For  the  goddess  Iuventus,  cf.  OLD  s.v.  3.  The  name  appears  in  G  ii.61  as  the  equivalent  of 

the  Greek cf.  luventas  in  L  478. 

14  Of  ]t,  the  edge  of  an  upright.  For  parallels  for  the  order  of  topics,  see  the  introduction. 

15  For  the  assumed  pattern,  with  caelum  immediately  following  the  heading  de  caelo,  cf.  L  485,  M 

168.59,  E  241.18,  Vat  266,  S  347.2,  28,  and  comparable  sequences  below  at  ii/iii.6 -7,  32-3;  for  caelum, 
also  P.  Lond.  II 481  (C.  Gloss.  Biling.  1 13)  8  (kijAwc),  C  iii.6. 

17  Possible  meteorological  terms  with  approximately  five  letters  before  the  preserved  ending 

include  nubilum  (L  489,  G  iii.45,  etc..),  serenum  (L  490,  C  iii.47,  etc.),  tonitrum  (L  508,  written  as  tonitruum, 

A  83.35),  etc. 

19  Possibilities  found  under  this  heading  include  aestus  (L  499,  A  83.43,  C  iii.71,  etc.),  hiatus  (C 

iii.50),  crepitus  (G  iii.82),  tumultus  (C  iii.89),  etc.  Since  only  aestus  is  preserved  in  more  than  one  source 

and  its  length  also  matches  the  size  of  the  lacuna,  it  is  the  most  likely. 

20  Possibilities  include  nubes  (L  488,  C  iii.44,  etc.),  ros  (L  492,  G  iii.63,  etc.),  frigus  (L  498,  G 

iii.142,  etc.).  As  the  lacuna  is  short,  ros  is  the  most  probable. 

21  Possibilities  of  about  the  right  length  include  mat  (M  169.5,  C  iii.66,  etc.)  and  tonat  (M 

169.16,  G  iii.102,  etc.).  [Dr  Henry  notes  that  the  sequence  favours  the  former:  cf  M'  169.3-5,  E 
244.52-4,  Mp  294.38-9,  C  iii.63— 6.] 

23  A  spot  of  ink  on  the  edge. 

25  Cf  17  n.  for  possible  supplements. 

29  ] . :  an  upright,  perhaps  1.  A  possibility  is  pluvia  (L  493,  M  169.7,  C  hi.55,  etc.). 

33  Meteorological  terms  with  approximately  four  or  five  letters  before  the  ending  -a  include 

nebula  (L  491,  G  iii.96,  etc.),  nubila  (B  393.7  (S  347.4)),  stilla  (G  iii.69),  umbra  (C  iii.90,  etc.). 
There  is  space  for  nine  more  lines  at  the  foot  of  the  column  below  line  35. 

1  In  the  Hermeneumata,  the  Latin  word  beginning  with  n  that  appears  closest  to  ver  is  most 

often  nix  (L  496,  M  169.9,  Mp  294.43,  S  347.43),  but  the  two  never  occur  one  after  the  other. 

2—5  In  the  Hermeneumata,  we  find  the  names  of  the  four  seasons  one  after  the  other  five 

times :  three  times  in  the  same  order  as  in  the  papyrus  (L  500-503,  A  83.27-30,  C  iii.34-37),  and  twice 

in  a  different  order  (S  347.49—52:  winter,  spring,  summer,  autumn;  Vat  436-8:  summer,  spring,  au¬ 

tumn,  winter).  In  other  versions,  the  names  do  not  form  a  single  block:  M  168.65, 169.27-9;  E  242.42, 

44,  46-7;  Mp  293.72,  294.32,  46,  51. 
2  Restored  on  the  basis  of  the  presence  at  3—5  of  the  other  three  seasons. 

3  a[i]cr[ac:  or  -[owe.  Both  forms  appear  in  this  word  pair  in  the  Hermeneumata.  Cf.  L  501, 

A  83.28,  M'  169.27,  E  242.46,  Mp  294.32,  S  347.51,  Vat  436,  C  iii.35,  CGL  El  327.64. 
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4  On  the  basis  of  the  Latin,  a  Greek  word  meaning  ‘autumn’  is  to  be  restored,  either 

pdivouajpov  or  pero-ntopov.  pdivonajpov  is  more  probable,  since  all  of  the  Hermeneumata  use  it:  L 

502,  A  83.29,  M  169.29,  Mp  294.51,  S  347.52,  G  iii.36.  E  242.47  has  both  terms.  In  CGL  II  we  find 
peroTTcopov  as  the  Greek  equivalent  of  autunams  three  times  (27.36,  366.27,  542.14),  and  pdivomupov 
occurs  similarly  three  times  (470.52,  491.4,  514. 34). 

5  The  word-initial  iota  seems  to  be  written  with  an  L-shaped  rough  breathing.  For  the  word 

pair,  cf.  L  503,  A  83.30,  M  168.65,  E  242.42,  Mp  293.72,  S  347.49,  Vat  438,  C  iii.37,  CGL  II  68.41, 

476.20,  495.72, 540.51,  553.12.  In  the  majority  of  these  entries  (all  except  E  242.42,  C  iii.37,  and  CGL 

II  540.51),  the  word  is  spelt  with  -ps  as  here.  Sec  in  general  on  the  spelling  with  jto  TLL  VI. 3  2773.6411. 
6  The  thematic  tide  under  which  die  names  of  stars  are  grouped  is  not  found  in  this  form  in 

the  Hermeneumata,  which  instead  attest  a  longer  form :  irepl  t<ov  ovpav'uov  aerptov  (or  irepi  aerptov 

ovpav'uov)  de  signis  caelestibus :  cf.  M  169.63,  E  241.35,  Mp  292.55.  In  G  iv  the  tide  appears  as  de  signis 
caelestibus  irepl  aerptov  (toSitov  ovpavov  (but  in  the  table  of  contents  (5)  the  Greek  is  rrepl  aerptov 

ovpav'uov).  On  the  basis  of  the  Hermeneumata,  S17  ce[iyveic  would  also  be  possible.  The  translation 
of  aerpa  in  the  next  line  lends  some  support  to  the  supplement  printed,  but  die  inconsistency  is  not 

impossible:  M  has  the  same  in  the  first  entry  of  the  section. 

7  For  the  word  pair,  cf.  M  169.64,  E  241.36  (in  the  singular  and  with  the  Latin  equivalents 
signum,  astrum ,  sidus),  Mp  293.10  (in  the  singular),  Vat  277,  CGL  II  183.39,  42  (in  the  singular),  and 

248.50  (in  the  singular). 
8  For  the  word  pair,  cf.  P  Lond.  .11  481  (C.  Gloss.  Biling.  1 13)  6,  L  486,  M  168.63,  E  242.9  (in 

the  singular),  S  347.32,  48  (in  the  singular),  B  393.6  (S  347.3),  Vo  417.70,  CGL  II  188.15  and  248.36 
(both  in  the  singular). 

9  For  the  word  pair,  cf  M  170.15,  Gloss.  Bern.  CGL  III  492.77,  CGL  II  315.23;  also  G  iv.6  (Lat. 

vesperugo).  Vat  280-81. 10  For  the  word  pair,  cf.  M  169.65,  E  242.21/2,  Mp  293.44,  Vat  282,  C  iv.5,  CGL  II  124.36  and 

474.26. 

n  ouepy [iAia  glosses  nXeiac  (ii  12):  at  some  stage  in  the  transmission,  a  scribe  accidentally 

skipped  the  Latin  equivalent  of  apuroc  and  copied  the  Latin  equivalent  from  the  next  line  instead. 

Cf.  M  169.66  arctos  septentrio,  E  241.29  6  apmoc  septentrio,  241.60  17  a pmoc  ursa,  Mp  293.14-15  apmoc 

eAi/cy  septentrio  maior,  apmoc  Kwocopa  septentrio  minor ,  Vat  286  apmoc  septentrio ,  G  iv.i  ursae  a purot,  CGL 

II  244.53  apmoc  r]  cv  7 to  ovpavto  hie  septentrio. 

12  77-Aeiac.  The  Greek  word  otherwise  occurs  in  bilingual  lists  in  the  plural,  with  Latin  vergiliae 
(11  n.):  cf.  M  170.2,  PI  241.63  (Lat.  pliades ,  vergiliae),  Mp  293.18,  Vat  284,  CGL  II  206.34  ar>d  409.11. 

p€i8ii<[ov\a:  i .c.Jidicula.  The  usual  transcription  of  Latin  i  would  be  1  or  e;  see  Gignac,  Grammar 

i  254-6.  <^€iSty[ouAa  may  have  come  in,  after  the  presence  of  an  omission  (cf  11  n.)  had  been  detected, 
from  an  unrelated  marginal  addition  meant  as  a  correction  for  prjStKoy[Xa  (15).  The  correct  Latin 

equivalent  of  the  Greek  uXctac  is  found  in  the  previous  line. 

13  cayira-.  i.e.  sagitta ;  for  the  simplification  of  the  geminate,  cf.  28,  4.1 ;  V.  Vaananen,  Introduction 
aulatinmlgaireC  1981)58.  For  the  word  pair  in  astronomical  context,  cf.  M  170.6,  E  241.47,  Mp  293.35, 
G  iv.16. 

14  For  die  word  pair,  cf.  M  169.67,  E  241.56,  Mp  293.28  (Lat.  canicula),  S  348.4  (Lat.  caniculd),  C 
w.20,  CGL  II  97.5  and  357.22. 

15  For  the  transcription  of  Latin  i  as  r/,  see  Gignac,  Grammar  i  239.  For  the  word  pair,  cf.  M 

170.5,  C  iv.18,  E  241.42  (both  fidicula  and  lyrd).  Mp  293.33  has  only  lyra  as  the  Latin  equivalent.  Cf. 
also  12  n.  above. 

16  cipic:  l.  Tptc.  Cf  17,  20,  36;  Gignac,  Grammar  i  189-91.  For  the  pair,  cf  M  170.4,  S  34.8.6,  Vat 

285,  G  iv.17,  CGL  II  333.10.  Mp  has plaga  for  Ipic  (292.64)  and  arcus  as  the  equivalent  of  l<ov-q  (292.65), 

apparently  as  a  result  of  transposition. 
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17  8eX<j>€Lv:  1.  SeA a  later  form  of  SeA<£fo;  see  LSJ  s.v.  For  the  pair,  cf.  E  241.49,  Mp  293.36, 
C  iv.22,  CGL  II  42.4,  268.2. 

18  Cf.  M  170.14,  E  241.40,  Mp  293.21,  S  348.5,  C  iv.24,  CGL  II  116.55  an<^  437-3^- 

19  Cf.  Mp  293.32,  C  iv.25,  CGL  II  62.27  and  332.56;  C.  Gloss.  Biling.  I  9.5  aiKovc  with  n. 

20  Kpeioc-.l.  xpioc. 

ap\[ejir)vc:  for  the  correction,  cf.  i  5.  The  reverse  insertion  of  the  nasal  is  the  result  of  the  corre¬ 
sponding  loss  of  nasals  in  speech;  see  Gignae,  Grammar  i  119.  In  Latin,  this  phenomenon  is  particularly 
characteristic  of  the  consonant  cluster  -ns-;  see  Vaananen,  Introduction  64.  Starting  from  this  line,  the 

twelve  signs  of  the  zodiac  are  listed  without  an  introductory  title.  For  the  word  pair,  cf.  L  1704, 72-34> 

M  170.17,  E  241.68,  Mp  291.56,  Vat  295,  C  v.2  (starting  after  this  entry,  we  find  the  symbols  of  the  signs 
of  the  zodiac  instead  of  their  Latin  names),  CGL  II  355.26. 

21  For  the  word  pair,  cf.  L  1705,  72.35,  M  170.18,  E  241.69,  Mp  291.60,  Vat  295,  Vo  420.25, 
CGL  II  452.4. 

22  Aeo:  0  for  final  -0  in  the  nominative,  as  regularly  in  this  papyrus  (24,  29,  34  (corrupt:  see 

n.),  39),  implies  the  colloquial  pronunciation  -0:  cf  e.g.  R.  G.  G.  Coleman,  in  J.  N.  Adams  and  R.  G. 

Mayer  (edd.),  Aspects  of  the  Language  of  Latin  Poetry  (1999)  38.  For  the  word  pair,  cf.  L  1708,  72.38,  M 

170.21,  E  241.72,  Mp  292.5,  Vat  298,  Vo  409.71,  CGL  II  360.7. 

23  Ai/3oA  written  in  error  for  libra  (AtjSpa):  perhaps  the  upright  of  p  and  a  part  of  A  were  not 

easily  recognizable  in  the  exemplar.  For  the  word  pair,  cf.  L  1710, 72.40,  M  170.23,  E  242.2,  Mp  292.12, 

Vat  300.  The  Hermeneumata  (including  C  v.8)  have  (vyoc  instead  of  £vyov. 

24  ovipyo  :  for  the  final  -o,  cf.  22  n.  For  the  word  pair,  cf.  L  1709,  72.39,  M  170.22,  E  242.1,  Mp 

292.8,  Vat  299,  CGL  II  209.19. 

25  KarrpioKlopvovc:  i.e.  capricornus  (narr  pLKopvovc).  For  the  word  pair,  cf.  L  1713  (contaminated 

with  the  word  pair  to^ottjc  Sagittarius),  72.43,  M  170.26,  E  242.5,  Mp  292.27,  Vat  303,  Vo  403.62,  CGL 

II  97.23  and  220.XO. 

26  yepeivei:  for  et  corresponding  to  short  Latin  i,  cf.  12  n.;  Tep-eivoc  is  common  in  the  name. 

For  the  word  pair,  cf.  L  1706, 72.36,  M  170.19,  E  241.70,  Mp  291.65,  Vat  296,  CGL  II  32.40. 

27  a#c[o]]ua/)toy[c:  the  correction  was  carried  out  with  a  cancel  stroke  touching  the  right-hand 

side  of  o.  For  variations  in  representation  of  Latin  qu,  see  Gignae,  Grammar  i  225-6.  For  the  word  pair, 
cf.  L 1714, 72.44,  Mi  170.27,  E  242.6,  Mp  292.30,  Vat  304,  Vo  400.53. 

28  Tayirap[iovc:  r  is  written  for  <  at  the  start,  perhaps  the  result  of  a  visual  corruption  (cf.  23 

above),  c  having  been  written  with  a  pronounced  angle  at  the  top  left.  For  the  simplification  of  the 

geminate  //,  cf.  13  n.  For  the  word  pair,  cf.  L  1712  (cf.  25  n.),  72.42,  M  170.25,  E  242.4,  Mp  292.20,  Vat 
302,  Vo  418.49,  CGL  II  177.10  and  457.14. 

29  cKopmo'.  for  the  final  -0,  cf.  22  n.  For  the  word  pair,  cf.  L 1711, 72.41,  M  170.24,  E  242.3,  Mp 
292.15,  Vat  301,  Vo  418.48,  CGL  II  433.58. 

30  KavKLvoc.  1.  xapKivoc.  For  the  interchange  of  liquids  and  nasals  see  Gignae,  Grammar  i 

109-10.  [Dr  Henry  notes  that  kclvk-  shows  the  influence  of  the  Latin,  suggesting  that  the  two  columns 
were  copied  together  at  some  stage.] 

KavK.pov[c:  i.e.  cancer.  The  false  ending  (cf.  TLL  HI  228.32-4)  may  be  due  to  the  Vulgar  Latin 

process  whereby  nouns  of  the  second  declension  ending  in  -er  tend  to  adopt  the  more  transparent  -us 
ending  of  masculine  nouns,  for  which  a  standard  example  is  provided  in  Appendix  Probi  139  aper  non 

aprus;  cf.  J.  G.  F.  Powell  in  R.  Ferri  (ed.),  The  Latin  of  Roman  Lexicography  (2011)  117-18.  For  the  word  pair, 
cf.  L  1707,  72.37,  M  170.20,  E  241.71,  Mp  292.2,  Vat  297,  CGL  II  97.10  and  338.57. 

31  i%Qvc  77tc/ce[(.]c.  The  Greek  name  of  the  constellation  Pisces  is  plural  (cf  L  1715,  72.45,  E 

242.7,  G  v.13,  CGL  II  151.15);  but  in  three  Hermeneumata  it  occurs  as  here  in  the  singular  (M  170.28, 

Mp  292.36,  Vat  305).  For  -ei-  representing  -i-,  cf.  12  n. 

32  The  thematic  title  is  found  in  L  599,  A  84.50,  M  172.5,  E  245.30,  Mp  295.10,  S  354.6,  B 
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395.66  (Vo  405.25),  C  xlviii  (Greek  only,  but  cf.  the  table  of  contents,  56),  and  3315  6.  A  different 

thematic  title  is  found  in  Vat  380-81 :  rtov  avep. ojv  to.  ovopaia  ventorum  nomina. 
33  With  one  exception  (A),  all  the  thematic  lists  of  names  of  winds  (including  that  in  3315) 

start  with  this  word  pair  (for  the  Vo  glossary,  cf.  A  p.  675  Omont).  It  also  appears  in  the  glossaries  of 

CGL  II  (206.10,  225.49);  cf.  also  P.  Lond.  II  481  (C.  Gloss.  Biling.  I  13)  11. 

34  axoi Ae:  i.e.  aquilo.  e  will  be  a  visual  corruption  of  the  expected  o  (cf.  22  n.).  The  normative 

transcription  of  the  Latin  w'ord  Aquilo  would  be  axoviXoj;  cf.  3315  8.  According  to  Gignae,  Grammar  i 

225-6,  the  similar  word  Aquila  never  appears  as  AkoiA-,  only  AxvA-  or  rarely  Akov A-,  but  ko  for  qu  is 
w;ell  attested  in  the  name  Quintus.  For  the  word  pair,  cf  L  602,  A  84.57,  M  172.8,  Mp  295.13,  S  354.15, 

B  395.69  (Vo  400.57),  Vat  384,  C  xlviii.  10,  CGL  II  258.47. 
35  The  Latin  wind  name  is  present  in  3315  9.  For  the  word  pair,  cf.  L  604,  Mp  295.20,  S  354.13, 

B  395.70  (Vo  400.56),  Vat  385,  C  xlviii  1 1,  CGL  II  27.33  and  377- 1 2.  In  other  versions  of  the  Herme¬ 
neumata,  votoc  has  different  Latin  equivalents:  A  84.62  and  M  172.9  africus ,  E  245.42  notus. 

36  Xjeujj:  1.  A'ufi.  The  Latin  wind  name  is  present  in  3315  10.  For  the  word  pair,  cf.  L  603,  E 

245.44,  Mp  295.19,  S  354.16,  B  395.71  (Vo  400.59),  C  xlviii.  13.  A  84.64  has  ouster  as  the  Latin  equiva¬ 
lent  (cf.  previous  n.). 

37  For  the  w'ord  pair,  cf.  A  84.54,  M  172.12/13  (owing  to  the  omission  of  a  Latin  equivalent 
in  this  thematic  group,  several  Greek  lemmata  have  their  Latin  equivalents  in  the  preceding  line),  E 

245.35,  S  354.29,  B  395.72,  C  xlviii. 6,  CGL  13  319.22.  Another  Latin  equivalent  appears  with  evpoc  in 

Mp  295.22  (chorus),  23  ( terrester ),  S  354.12  ( vulturous ;  cf.  CGL  II  212.42,  Gloss.  Steph.  CGL  DI  474.48, 

L607  (cj.j). 

38  The  normative  Latin  transcription  would  be  paovwvtov c  as  in  3315  11.  The  omission  of 

the  semivowel  v  as  elsewhere  in  this  w'ord  (TLL  VI. 1  382.34-7)  is  characteristic  of  Vulgar  Latin:  see 
Vaananen,  Introduction  5 1 .  There  are  several  examples  in  the  Appendix  Probi  (e.g.  29  avus  non  aus,  62  flams 

non  flaus,  176  pavor  non  paor);  cf.  Powell  (30  n.)  114.  The  superfluous  k  may  be  due  to  the  influence  of 
36  appiKOvc.  For  the  word  pair,  cf.  M  172.10/11,  Mp  295.21,  S  354.14,  B  396.1  (Vo  406.70),  Vat  389, 

C  xlviii.17,  CGL  II  71.10  and  322.8.  The  Greek  word  appears  with  a  different  Latin  equivalent  in  E 

245-37  ( zephyrus ). 39  a\rro.pi<iac  \  for  the  spelling,  see  CGL  Index  s.w.  Aparcias,  Septemtrio;  LSJ  and  Rev.  Suppl. 

ceiTTevTpio :  present  in  3315  13.  For  the  final  -0,  cf.  22  n.  For  the  w'ord  pair,  cf.  L  605,  A  84.58,  M 

172.11/12,  Mp  295.18,  S  354.24,  B  395.74,  Vat  388,  C  xlviii.16,  CGL  II  182.29  and  233.23.  The  Greek 
w'ord  has  a  different  Latin  equivalent  in  E  245.39  {<^pAlo)>  while  Vo  418.51  has  septentrio  arctos  (shown  by 

the  sequence  to  be  the  wind,  but  cf  11  n.  above). 

40  couj8[c]a>A<mot>c:  1.  covficajAavovc;  the  superfluous  t  may  be  due  to  the  influence  of  27-8 
above.  For  the  word  pair,  cf.  M  172. 14/15,  E  245.33,  Mp  295.25,  S  354.25,  B  395.73  (Vo  418.50),  Vat  387, 

CGL  II  253.1.  The  Greek  word  has  a  different  Latin  equivalent,  desolanus  (- rius ),  in  L  608,  C  xlviii.  15 
(cf.  Vo  405.26). 

41-2  There  is  casual  ink  (a  large  blot)  to  the  left  of  the  initial  letters  of  col.  hi. 

41  repecTpic:  i.e.  terrestris;  for  the  simplification  of  the  gemmate,  cf.  13  n.  The  meaning  ‘north¬ 
west  wind’  is  not  given  in  OLD  or  Lewis  and  Short.  The  word  pair  only  occurs  in  C  xlviii.18  (Lat. 

terrester ),  but  in  Mp  295.22—3,  chorus  and  terrester  appear  in  successive  lines  each  as  a  translation  of  evpoc. 
The  Greek  word  appears  with  different  Latin  equivalents :  L  609  aequalis,  A  84.60  corns,  S  354.27  squalls, 

B  396.2  (cf  the  Vo  glossary,  A  p.  675  Omont)  and  Vat  390  vulturous.  Likewise,  terrestris  (-ter)  appears  with 
different  Greek  equivalents,  avoyetoc  (S  354.17,  Vat  397,  CGL  II  197.38, 235.59)  and  epigios  (Vo  420.26). 

42  The  word  pair  is  attested  only  once  in  the  Hermeneumata,  at  E  245.34. 

ZS.  OTVOS 
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7477(a)  fr.  1  16.3  x  22.9  cm  First/second  century 

Two  fragments  of  a  roll,  blank  on  the  back,  the  larger  (fr.  1)  with  upper  mar¬ 

gin,  preserved  to  its  original  height  of  3.6  cm,  and  remains  of  two  columns,  broken 

at  the  foot.  Parts  of  the  first  23  lines  of  col.  i  and  of  the  first  13  lines  of  the  following 

column  are  present,  together  with  a  narrow  intercolumnium  (0.9  cm  wide  at  its 

narrowest).  (Not  included  below  are  two  unplaced  fragments,  of  which  one  is  blank 

and  the  other  has  no  decipherable  letters  except  a  single  x.) 

The  text  (Greek  and  transliterated  Latin  in  the  Greek  alphabet)  is  written  in 

a  medium-sized  informal  upright  round  hand.  A  is  broad  with  a  triangular  loop, 

narrowing  to  a  sharp  point,  which  may  extend  well  below  the  line  underneath  the 

preceding  letter.  B  (fr.  1  i  2)  has  a  flat  base  with  the  loops  added  in  a  sinusoid  not 

touching  the  upright.  The  right-hand  sides  of  h  and  7 r  may  be  curved  (e.g.  i  13),  or 

virtually  upright  (e.g.  i  14).  Serifs  are  sometimes  added,  but  not  consistently:  note 

especially  k  with  exaggerated  left-pointing  serifs  at  top  and  bottom,  as  at  i  6,  9,  20, 

ii  2.  The  hand  of  III  466  (directions  for  wresding),  placed  by  the  editors  in  the  sec¬ 

ond  century  but  by  Cavallo  (Pap.  Flor.  XXXVI  [2005]  228)  in  the  first,  has  many 

similar  features.  A  comparable  dated  hand  is  that  of  LVHI  3917  (early  n);  cf.  also 

LXV  4453  with  the  editor’s  introduction. 

The  text  is  copied  without  the  use  of  lection  signs.  A  break  between  two  the¬ 

matic  divisions  at  i  3  is  marked  by  an  ornamental  divider  extending  as  far  right  as 

the  longer  of  the  two  preceding  lines  (1)  and  beginning  slightly  to  the  left  of  the  pre¬ 

ceding  line-beginnings.  Then  the  Greek  tide  of  the  new  section  stands  in  eK$e etc. 

Outward-pointing  obliques  set  off  the  Greek  tide  to  the  right  and  were  probably 

balanced  by  symmetrically  placed  obliques  to  the  left,  where  the  papyrus  is  lost. 

Following  the  long  Greek  title,  the  Latin  equivalent  necessarily  begins  further  to 

the  right  than  the  Latin  glosses  at  the  top  of  the  column,  but  it  stands  slightly  in 

eKdecic  in  relation  to  the  Latin  glosses  below,  just  as  the  Greek  title  stands  in  ckOcclc 

in  relation  to  the  lines  that  follow.  The  scribe  does  not  take  the  trouble  to  match 

the  alignment  of  the  Greek  entries  following  the  title  precisely  to  that  of  the  entries 

preceding  the  break,  but  begins  instead  slighdy  further  to  the  left.  The  initial  letter 

of  the  first  entry  of  the  new  section  (i  5)  is  enlarged.  It  is  likely  that  the  scribe  copied 

each  Latin  gloss  together  with  the  corresponding  Greek  entry,  as  expected.  If  he 

had  copied  all  the  Greek  entries  for  the  column  before  he  began  adding  the  Latin 

glosses,  he  would  no  doubt  have  avoided  placing  the  glosses  for  the  first  two  lines 

on  an  alignment  too  far  to  the  left  to  be  maintained  in  what  follows. 

The  orthography  is  generally  good.  There  are  itacistic  spellings  at  i  6  and  22 

(?),  a  minor  error  at  i  20,  and  possibly  a  more  serious  corruption  in  the  Latin  at  i  9. 

The  text  is  of  value  as  treating  subjects  not  hitherto  represented  in  thematic 
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glossaries  on  papyrus:  insects  (i  1-2,  but  the  original  heading  is  lost:  see  n.),  furni¬ 

ture  (i  4— ii  13),  and  perhaps  iron  objects  (fr.  2).  As  was  to  be  expected,  the  entries 
and  their  organization  correspond  fairly  closely  to  those  of  the  Hermeneumata. 

While  they  do  not  match  precisely  any  single  version,  there  are  several  striking 

unique  correspondences  to  Mp:  see  on  fr.  1  i  1-2,  16,  22,  ii  5,  ro-11.  There  are  also 
a  few  more  or  less  noteworthy  novelties:  see  e.g.  on  fr.  1  i  7,  9,  19,  20,  22,  ii  2. 

fr.  1 col. 

]  I+vpmZ 

< fioppiKa 

Tp[vr]avr}  [ 

] 

PXarra 

kAMM  [ 

]\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 

AvW?c  [ 

]irept€v\P]oiA€V€iac/ STjcovneXAeKrtAe 

°AM?c  [ 

»  ] 

\  COV7T€\Ae£ 

5  vir[z]pov  [ 

]  *A«|V>;] XcKTOVC 

]  ̂V[Xar\a 

CTTOvSai 

. ]?P 

(frovXKpOUp 

Ai.K[voy 

. ]. 
KOVTWCU 

pa^KTpa 

10 

]  XeKTlKa 

,0  Ofay, 

1  a  ov/x 7TVpytCKo]c 
appapiovp 

<tf.[ 

CK€Vo\9rjK7) 
ovacapiovp 

.[ 

rpo]7fta 

prjvc  a 

15  Tpi]novc 

7-pi7777[c] 

KK]-r, 

...]eov 

yacT[a  ] 

KO.]ll1TTpa 

«[ 

?[ 

20  yX(x)]cOKOpOV 

«[ 

p]  oSioc 

ftofSiouc ....]? 

H 

[ 

‘ant,  cockroach. 

‘On  furniture :  furniture 
couch,  frame  of  a  couch,  back  of 

a  couch.  .  .  .  ,  litter,  footstc 

cupboard,  chest,  table,  three-legged  table,  box,  bench  (?),  seat(?),  ca se,  casket,  i-modius  vessel,  1-, 
vessel  (?),  .  .  .  balance,  ladder,  lamp,  mortar,  pestle,  sieve,  .  .  .  ,  \ vinn  owing-fan,  kneading-tr 
trough,  small  trough  (?),  basket  (?), . 
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i—2  These  pairs  are  commonly  attested.  G  includes  both  in  section  xliv,  irepl  d-qpltov  (43  {formica 

p.o£oc),  94),  and  the  second  again  in  section  xlv,  nzpl  iprrerwv  (11).  Otherwise,  those  thematic  glossa¬ 

ries  that  include  both  pairs  place  a'A^ij  blatta  with  birds  and  p-ipp-rji  formica  with  quadrupeds  (L  1006, 
1060;  M  188.51,  189.52)  or  beasts  (Vat  1069,  762).  The  sequence  of  topics  found  here  is  paralleled  in 

Mp,  where  ciA^ij  platta  stands  at  320.53  towards  the  end  of  a  list  of  quadrupeds  (320.1-60)  which  im¬ 
mediately  precedes  the  furniture  section. 

4-7  kXIvt)  lectus  is  regularly  the  first  entry  in  such  lists  after  iv8o  pceveia  supellex  itself.  In  three 

cases  (L  1147-  50,  A  92.8-11,  C  xxiv;  cf.  S  365.76-9,  where  the  list  proper  begins  instead  with  supellex 
ligriea  iv8op.evia  £v\ivrj)}  it  is  followed  immediately  by  ivr/Xarov  sponda ,  of  which  we  find  here  the  plural 

(see  7  n.);  Mp  320.61-3,  M  196.65-  7,  and  E  269.28-30  diverge  after  kXLvtj  lectus. 
7  We  should  have  expected  the  singular  sponda  on  the  Latin  side.  Other  thematic  glossaries 

have  the  singular  in  both  languages  (L  1150,  A  92.11,  S  365.79,  Mp  321.2-3,  M  197.11,  C  xxiv. 3;  E 
269.32  ivrjXaTOv  sponda  lecti).  The  plural  (EvqXara  sponde)  is  found  at  GGL II  299.1. 

8  Various  forms  of  the  Greek  are  attested  in  thematic  glossaries:  C  xxiv.5  ha sjulcrum  avaKXnov, 

Mp  321. 1  ava.KXi.dpov fulcrum  (dvaxAtvrpov  Boucherie),  M  197.12  ancalitonfuctum,  and  E  269.33  ayKaXrj- 
rov  (with  no  Latin).  CGL  II  74.8  gives  Fuldrum  ava kXcltov  ( avaKXnov  e),  and  avaKXnov  is  among  the 

glosses  for  Pluteum  at  CGL  II  152.33;  CGL  II  526.24  gives  Fuldrum .  anacliter .  {avaKXnov  e).  To  judge  by 

the  space  available,  [avaxAirJov  as  in  C  may  be  the  likeliest  here.  See  further  C.  A.  Lobeck,  Phrynichi 

Eclogae  (1820)  131— 2;  also  LXIII 4389  2  n. 
9  KOVTLvai  is  puzzling.  CGL  II.  521.53  gives  Contila .  mesaulion  .,  in  which  contila  has  been  thought 

to  stand  for  cortina,  and  corlinae  in  the  late  sense  ‘curtains’  would  be  fairly  suitable,  but  seems  not  to  be 
paralleled  in  lists  of  this  kind,  and  we  would  expect  an  item  of  wooden  furniture,  v  for  p  is  not  found 

often  in  Greek  documents  (Gignac,  Grammar  i  109).  The  high  flat  trace  at  letter-top  level  on  the  Greek 

side  appears  to  be  too  far  to  the  right  to  be  part  of  auAcucu,  which  would  be  expected  as  the  Greek 

equivalent  of  cortinae  (cf.  TLL IV  1072.15-21);  vapaTreracp-ara,  glossed  elsewhere  by  aulaea  (CGL  VI 

115),  would  extend  well  to  the  right  of  the  trace,  but  it  is  possible  that  the  end  of  the  word  has  been 
lost  through  abrasion. 

10  Greek  popeiov  (CGL  VI 632). 

n  cKa^eXXovp.  {scabellum)  seems  suitable.  If  it  is  correct,  wrorr68iov  will  probably  have  stood  on 
the  Greek  side  (CGL  VII  236). 

12  rrvpyicKo]c:  cf.  XLIX  3452  i  16  (C.  Gloss.  Biling  II  7.16).  The  standard  gloss  (CGL  VI  95). 

13  For  parallels,  cf.  Mp  322.27,  S  366.57;  CGL  ATI  394. 

14  A  common  pair  (CGL  VI  691;  cf.  C.  Gloss.  Biling.  1 15.7). 

15  Cf.  Mp  321.25,  S  366.11,  Vo  420.23  tripedem  tripoda ;  C  xxiv.  143  tripes  rplnovc,  ttu/hctotoj/; 
CGL  ATI  367. 

16  Not  a  common  pair  in  such  lists,  but  cf.  Mp  321.19;  CGL  VI 216. 

17  Perhaps  SieSj/soi'  cou|j3ceAA(ovju.:  cf.  S  366.12,  C  xxiv.26;  CGL  ATI  308.  In  CGL  II  255.21, 
subsellium  is  the  last  gloss  for  BaQpov. 

18  Perhaps  8tppo]c  ce[AAa  (CGL  VII  252;  add  C.  Gloss.  Biling.  1 14.21  sela  sifiin  (=  8i<f>pl(o)v?)). 
cfjSiAe  is  also  possible  on  the  Latin  side  (CGL  ATI  250). 

19  The  regular  gloss  for  Kapur  pa  is  capsa  (CGL  AT  179),  but  that  does  not  seem  to  suit  the  trace. 

Kapirrpa  is  among  the  glosses  for  Area  et  arcla  at  CGL  II  24.49,  an(l one  of  those  may  have  stood  here. 

20  yA^jcoKopoi-:  i.e.  yXojccoKopov.  There  does  not  seem  to  be  room  for  a  second  c.  The  same 

spelling  is  found  in  papyri  in  the  letter  P.  Tebt.  II  414.21  (n)  and  the  list  E  Berl.  Sarisch.  21.35,  5°  (v/ 

vi);  cf.  LXXIV  4979  3  n.  We  expect  focelkts  or  loculus  on  the  Latin  side  (CGL  AT  652-3),  but  the  trace 
seems  unsuitable.  Perhaps  a[pKa  or  a[p/cAa  was  written,  as  in  the  previous  line. 

21  /no[Scou/x  is  also  possible  on  the  Latin  side  (CGL  VI 705). 

22  xot\yiKtov  Xe[fpaXe  (i.e.  librale)?  For  the  sequence,  cf.  Mp  322.19-21,  where  pobioc  medium 

was  originally  followed  by  x0lvlX  librale,  but  the  second  hand  added  ij pipoSivp  semodium  (20)  between 

them.  (C  xxiv.151  and  xxiii.3  has  modius  for  yoiviKtov  used  of  a  measure,  cf  P.  Fouad  49.13 

(100)  xoiwiceuui,  CPR  1 31.17  (153)  x°ivi[«e] ;«.[»]  (BL  I  117);  E  Fouad  43.48  ([89-90) 

(BL  III  61).  At  Phld.  Ind.  Sto.  col.  5.4,  cited  by  LSJ  s.v.  1,  it  is  a  false  reading  for  <j>oiv'iKi[a  (T.  Dorandi, 
Filodemo:  Stoiia  dei flosofi:  La  stoa  da  ifenone  a  Panezio  (PHerc.  1018)  (1994)).  CGL  II  122.56  offers  instead 

Librale  x0lVLKLC- 

1  Lat.  trutina  (E  270.1,  Mp  321.28,  C  xvi.71;  CGL  VII  371). 

2  Lat.  scala  (CGL  ATI  237);  not  otherwise  found  in  lists  of  furniture.  The  sense  here  will  no 

doubt  be  ‘ladder’  rather  than  ‘staircase.’ 
3  Lat.  lucerna  (CGL  AT  656),  a  common  item  in  thematic  glossaries,  where  it  appears  four  times 

in  the  furniture  section  (M  197.55,  E  27°-32>  Mp  322.16,  C  xxiv.56),  though  it  is  also  found  in  other 
sections.  Cf.  also  for  this  pair  C.  Gloss.  Biling.  I  15.12,  38;  II  8.4. 

4  Lat.  probably  pila  (CGL  ATI  88),  as  in  all  the  parallel  lists  of  furniture  except  E,  where  oXpoc 
is  the  last  in  a  long  series  of  words  glossed  by  mortanum  (270.8). 

5  vrrupov  follows  oA/xoc  in  Mp  321.43-4,  where  it  is  glossed  first  as  pisabulum,  then  &&  pilum]  cf. 
C  xxiv.40  pilus  vrrepov  wtoicoc.  In  E  270.9,  it  is  again  the  last  in  a  list  of  Greek  terms,  all  glossed  as 

pistillum. 

6  lat.  cribrum  (CGL  AT  287):  so  all  the  other  lists  of  furniture,  except  that  the  Latin  has 

dropped  out  in  L  1171,  while  E  includes  the  entry  not  in  the  furniture  section  but  under  the  heading 
rrepl  rwv  ipyaXelwv  deferramenlis  (263.8). 

7  Cf  perhaps  M  197.49  ensislron  cemiclum ,  E  269.61  evSet crpov  ceruiculum ,  C  xxiv.59  -60  cerniculurn 
evceiciripiov,  incerniculum  eveenpov;  TLL  III  863.59-67. 

8  Lat.  uannus (CGL  VII 393):  cf.  Cxxiv.51  uannus Xicpoc  cKapicrr/pLov;  E  263.6  (under  the  head¬ 

ing  nepl  tojv  ipyaXeiuiv  de  ferramentis),  where  the  gloss  is  shared  with  fipacrrjp  in  the  previous  line.  The 

alternative  interpretation  ‘cradle’  is  not  suited  to  the  context  and  does  not  seem  to  be  paralleled  in 
the  thematic  glossaries. 

9  Cf.  Mp  321.37-9  (Lat.  inatra,  magis,frmentatorium),  S  366.16  ( magidern  paKrpav),  C  xxiv.92  magis 

10-11  Cf  especially  Mp  321.40-41  (after  the  entries  for  paKrpa):  cKaf-q  alueum ,  cKapiSiov  scafi- 
sterium.  In  other  thematic  glossaries,  CKapr/  stands  alone,  glossed  by  alueus  (A  92.25,  S  366.49)  or  alueum 

(L  1164,  M  197.50);  cf.  C  xxiv.52  alueus  cKapiov. 
12  Perhaps  c <f>y\pic  (=  cnvplc)  glossed  as  sporta,  a  regular  component  of  such  lists  of  furniture 

(CGL  ATI  288).  For  the  variation  in  the  spelling  of  this  w'ord,  see  LSJ  +  Rev.  Suppl.  s.v.  cirvplc. 

fr.  2 

a[ 

(4 

f>.[ 

KP.  .[ 

5  K7j  _  [ 

.[ 
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3-4  ifio.  is  an  uncommon  word-beginning  (cf.  CGL  VII  684).  The  word  here  is  likely  to  be 

iffaX[i8ec  (Lat.  forftces),  ‘scissors5  (CGL  VI  462).  This  entry  is  found  under  the  heading  irepl  ciSypecov  de 
je.rre.is  in  L  1310,  M  204.48.  and  Mp  325.45.  If  that  is  the  context  here,  «/>..[  may  represent  Kpea\ypa 

(Lat.  carnariwnv.  CGL  VI  183),  ‘flesh-hook,5  which  occurs  under  the  same  heading  at  L  1338  and  M 
204.58.  Cf.  C  XXV  [irepl  ipyaXeUov).68fajex  tfiaXic  Xavrov ,  80  arpago  Kpeaypa. 

W.  B.  HENRY 

V.  DOCUMENTARY  TEXTS 

5164.  Receipt  for  Delivery  of  Oil 

34  4B.72/H(t-4)c  7.5  x  15  cm  3o]uiy  26  bc  or  3 1  January  25  BC ? 

Asclepiades,  the  father  of  an  overseer  of  the  temples  of  the  Oxyrhynchite  and 

Gynopolite  nomes,  acknowledges  receipt  of  oil  from  Patoiphis,  an  oil-worker.  The 

oil  is  said  to  ‘fall  to’  Patoiphis  for  Year  4  of  Augustus.  In  XII 1453  =  Sel.  Pap.  II 327 

(30/29  bc),  four  lamplighters  declare  on  oath  to  two  overseers  of  the  temples  of  the 

Oxyrhynchite  and  Cynopolite  nomes  that  they  will  sendee  the  lamps  and  provide 

oil  to  two  temples  of  Oxyrhynchus  in  Year  1.  One  of  the  lamplighters  is  Thonis 

alias  Patoiphis,  later  simply  called  Patoiphis.  If  he  is  to  be  identified  with  the  oil- 
worker  named  in  this  receipt  (see  below,  4  n.),  and  Asclepiades  is  acting  on  behalf 

of  his  son  or  in  a  similar  capacity,  1453  may  provide  the  context  for  the  delivery 

mentioned  in  5164.  However,  it  is  also  possible  that  the  transaction  was  private  in 

nature  (cf.  below,  8  n.). 

The  back  is  blank. 

AcKXr]nia8r)c  oc  xal 

An'uov  6  narrjp  IlToX(tp.aiov) 

tov  ini  ribv  Upcbv  TOV 

5 0£v(pVyx't-TOV )  KCLl  Kwo[noXlTOv)  IIaTol(f>€l 
5  iXcuovpyoji  ̂ at(petv).  aniyoi 

napa  eov  rove  inifiaXXovfrac) 

cot  tov  reraprov  trove 

Kaicapoc  iXatov  kvtjkiv(ov) 

fier pr}{Tac)  8vo,  [yivovr at)  iX[alov)  kvt)(kivov)  p.(erp^Tai) 

10  Ka i  oyhiv  coi  nepl  tovtcov  iyKaXd>. 

(trove)  Kaicap(oc),  Me( )  e. 

4  of  5  Xl  6  «rla XXS  8  kvtjkX  9  ̂   /  I 

KV  p  10  ovBev:  V  may  be  a  correction  eyxa A'u  II  L  featep 

‘Asclepiades  alias  Apion,  the  father  of  Ptolemaeus,  the  overseer  of  the  temples  of  the  Oxy¬ 
rhynchite  and  Gynopolite  (nomes),  to  Patoiphis,  oil-worker,  greetings.  I  am  in  receipt  from  you  of  the 
two  metretai  of  safflower  oil  that  fall  to  you  for  the  fourth  year  of  Caesar,  total  2  metretai  of  safflower  oil, 

and  I  have  no  claims  against  you  about  these  matters. 

‘Year  ...  of  Caesar,  Mesore  (or  Mecheir)  5.’ 

1  AcKX-q-niaB-qc.  The  name  occurs  also  in  5165  1,  a  papyrus  of  about  this  date  found  close  to 
5164:  could  it  be  that  both  texts  refer  to  the  same  person? 
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3-4  rov  ini  rwv  iepatv  rov  V£v<j>vyXlrov)  /cat  Kvvo(noXlrov).  Gf.  XII 1453  13-14  rote  ini  rwv 
Upuiv  ktA.,  the  only  other  attestation  of  this  title  for  these  nomes.  In  1453  13  n.  it  is  suggested  that  it 

is  ‘a  variant  for  emcranjc  tcov  lepwv’,  a  function  attested  in  die  Ptolemaic  period  (see  E  Gen.  HI  135 
in  trod. ;  E  Paramone  7.8-9  n.). 

4  ITaTotyei.  For  the  name,  see  LXXI  4822  9  n.  In  view  of  its  rarity,  it  is  worth  considering  the 
possibility  that  this  person  is  to  be  identified  with  the  Patoiphis  attested  in  1453,  who  is  called  Thonis 

alias  Patoiphis  when  described  as  a  lamplighter  of  die  temple  of  Sarapis  and  Isis  (2-5),  but  simply 

Patoiphis  when  mentioned  as  the  father  of  another  lamplighter  (7).  It  is  conceivable  diat  an  eXaiovp- 

yoc  could  serve  as  a  XvXvan rye,  a  function  that  required  the  provision  of  oil.  E  IFAO  1 13.29  (23  bo), 

in  which  a  man  named  Patoiphis  subscribes  to  a  marriage  contract,  may  refer  to  the  same  person. 

8  iXalov  KvrjKiv(ov).  See  D.  B.  Sandy,  The  Production  and  Use  of  Vegetable  Oils  in  Ptolemaic  Egypt 

(1989)  83—7, 1 1 6-18.  If  the  oil  was  used  for  lamp-lighting,  it  should  be  noted  that  there  appears  to  be 
no  evidence  in  the  papyri  for  such  a  use  of  safflower  oil;  see  M.  Mossakowska,  JJP  24  (1994)  109-31. 

9  p.€Tpy( rac).  These  will  have  been  ‘Attic’  metretai,  whose  capacity  was  39.1  litres;  see  N.  Kruit, 
K.  A.  Worp,  APF45  (1999)  m2. 

II  (e-rouc) .  Kaicap(oc)  Me( )  F.  The  year  figure  ought  to  be  8  or  e,  since  the  oil  is  supplied  on 
account  of  Year  4.  Neither  letter  can  be  confirmed,  though  8  would  be  more  difficult  to  fit  in  the 

space.  There  is  also  no  palaeographical  basis  for  deciding  between  Me(coprj)  and  Me(Xeip).  Mesore 
is  the  last  month  of  the  year,  and  it  is  possible  that  the  oil  for  Year  4  was  delivered  at  the  end  of  the 

year,  in  which  case  the  date  Mesore  5,  Year  4,  would  correspond  to  30  July  26  bc.  Compare  1453, 

where  die  period  for  the  maintenance  of  lamps  and  supply  of  oil  to  temples  at  Oxyrhynchus  runs 

from  Thoth  1  to  Mesore  7  (see  BL  VIII  246)  of  Year  1  of  Augustus  (=  30/29  bc).  (Whether  Mesore  5 

fell  at  the  very  end  of  the  year  need  not  concern  us  here;  on  the  dating  system  used  at  the  time,  see 

C.  Bennett,  fPE  142  (2003)  221-40,  esp.  230;  for  a  different  view,  see  E.  Grzybek  in  Y.  Perrin  (ed.), 

■Neronia  VII:  Rome,  l3 I  talk  et  la  Grece  (2007)  145-57,  with  Bennett’s  response  at  http://www.tyndalehouse. 
com/Egypt/ptolemies/chron/roman/chron_rom_anl_frame_026.htm.)  The  other  possible  date  is 

Mecheir  5,  Year  5,  which  converts  to  31  January  25  bc. 

L.  CAPPONI 

5165.  Order  to  a  Banker 

34  4B-74/D(i-2)b  9.8  x  9.8  cm  27  January  24  bc 

Miccalus,  the  agent  of  a  certain  Asclepiades,  orders  the  banker  Apollophanes 

to  pay  three  hundred  silver  drachmas  to  Myrmex.  The  reason  for  the  payment  is 

not  specified. 

This  is  the  earliest  order  to  pay  of  the  Roman  period  addressed  to  a  banker. 

In  terms  of  format  and  wording  it  is  comparable  to  a  group  of  Heracleopolite 

bank  orders  of  87-82  bc,  namely  BGU  XIV  2401-16,  2416A,  and  especially  SB 

XIV  11309-28.  The  paucity  of  information  given  may  indicate  that  it  is  not  itself 

a  cheque  but  rather  an  instruction  to  a  banker  to  honour  a  cheque  that  has  been 

issued;  see  R.  Bogaert,  AncSoc  31  (2001)  209— n. 

The  writing  runs  along  the  fibres.  There  are  several  traces  on  the  back,  per¬ 
haps  the  remains  of  a  docket. 

Mlkko.\oc  vac.  6  7ra[pJ  A^ctch jmaSy  AttoXXo- 

<f>av€i  Tpa7re£(iT$)  ya(tpetv).  XPrUjL°’TiCOV  MypfirjKi 

af’  ov  eyetc  Pov  eTTiCTO.Xp.aTOc  apyvptov  rptax(octac), 

(yivovTai)  (8paxp.al)  t.  (erouc)  s'  Kaicapoc,  Meyetp  ft. 

2  t panel  X  XP  vac-  P^tlcov  3  rpiaic  4  /  5  *- 

‘Miccalus,  the  agent  of  Asclepiades,  to  Apollophanes,  banker,  greetings.  Pay  to  Myrmex,  from 
the  instruction  of  mine  that  you  have,  three  hundred  (drachmas)  of  silver,  total  300  dr.  Year  6  of 

Caesar,  Mecheir  2.’ 

1  0  na[p’  A]cKXT)niaBrj.  The  use  of  the  dative  instead  of  the  genitive  in  this  construction  is  only 
sporadic;  see  Mayser,  Grammatik  ii.2  370. 

A  banker  called  Asclepiades  is  attested  in  IV  806  =  SB  XIV 11884  (42  or  20  BC)-  This  may  then 

be  a  note  sent  by  (the  agent  of)  one  banker  to  another;  on  collaboration  between  banks,  which  may 

have  required  bankers  to  hold  accounts  with  other  bankers,  see  Bogaert,  Trapezilica  Aegypliaca  102, 

250-52.  On  Asclepiades  see  also  5164  1  n. 
1-2  AnoXXo<f>avei  rpanel(irri).  This  is  no  doubt  the  Apollophanes  named  at  5166  1,  who  was 

to  receive  the  tax  on  the  sale  of  a  slave.  He  is  not  given  a  title  in  5166,  but  the  inventory  numbers  of 

5165  and  5166  indicate  that  die  two  papyri  were  found  close  together,  and  the  name  has  not  occurred 

in  any  other  Oxyrhynchitc  documents  of  this  date. 

Apollophanes  was  probably  a  private  banker,  in  which  case  this  would  be  the  earliest  reference 

to  a  private  bank  in  Roman  Egypt;  see  Bogaert,  ZfE  109  (1995)  153.  A  private  bank  in  Oxyrhynchus 
is  attested  as  early  as  73  or  44  bc  (XIV  1639). 

2  Mvpp.T)Ki.  This  name  is  otherwise  attested  in  the  papyri  only  in  the  Zenon  archive,  though see  N.  Gonis,  CE  75  (2000)  130. 

3  arj)’  ov  eXeic  pov  imcraXparoc.  This  expression  is  novel,  but  recalls  formulas  found  in  orders 

for  transfer  of  credit  in  grain,  especially  XLIX  3486  2-4  (41/2?)  StdcnAov  dr/>’  ov  eXeic  pov  perprj- 

paroc  (more  often,  eXeic  pov  iv  depart),  per  pi)  pa  there  refers  to  the  result  of  the  action  of  ‘measuring 
in’  or  depositing  grain,  and  hence  to  the  deposit  itself.  It  corresponds  to  inlcraXpa  here.  This  is  one 
of  the  terms  used  for  orders  for  payment  addressed  to  bankers  in  the  Roman  period,  though  we  do 

not  have  any  such  examples  from  before  the  second  century;  see  Bogaert,  Trapezilica  Aegyptiaca  238, 

240-43  (=  AncSoc  6  (1975)  100, 103-6).  This  inlcraXpa  is  said  to  be  with  Apollophanes  (eXei c),  and  the 
payment  to  Myrmex  is  to  be  taken  from  the  inlcraXpa.  The  inlcraXpa  in  question  may  be  a  cheque 

given  to  Apollophanes  to  cover  (at  least)  the  amount  due  to  Myrmex.  Bogaert  notes  that  ‘the  deposit 

from  which  the  payment  is  to  be  made  is  mentioned  only  once  in  the  Roman  orders’ :  P.  Fay.  100.14-15 

(99)  {xPV^Ttcov  .  .  .)  ac  eXtc  pov  iv  depart  apyvplov  8paXpac  ktX. 
L.  CAPPONI 

5166.  Instruction  to  Receive  Tax  on  Sale  of  Slave 

344B.73/H(3-5)a 

Plates  VIII-IX 
Mnesitheus,  possibly  a  tax-farmer,  instructs  Apollophanes,  probably  the 

banker  of  5165,  to  receive  from  Philiscus  son  of  Tryphon,  a  Macedonian  iVn-apy^c 
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it ry  avBpaiv  (see  3  n.),  the  tax  on  the  sale  of  Thermuthion,  a  runaway  slave  whom 
Philiscus  had  bought  from  Lucius  Rutilius  Philomusus.  On  the  back  a  second  hand 

wrote  two  lines  concerning  a  payment  of  twelve  drachmas  to  a  certain  Nicolaus, 

probably  a  clerk  in  the  bank.  The  persons  involved  are  not  given  any  titles,  perhaps 

an  indication  that  this  is  a  piece  of  internal  correspondence.  The  date  is  damaged, 

but  the  hand  and  prosopography  (see  1  n.)  point  to  the  late  first  century  bc. 

In  its  structure  5166  resembles  two  later  documents.  In  1 185  =  SB  XX  14395 

(181),  two  contractors  for  the  tax  on  sales  (iyKvt<Aiov)  write  to  the  public  bankers  of 

Oxyrhynchus  ordering  them  to  receive  from  a  woman  the  reA(oc)  3ouA(a»v)  on  a  fe¬ 

male  slave  and  her  son,  bought  through  the  office  of  the  agoranomus.  Gf.  also  I  96 

(180).  On  this  type  of  document,  see  A.  Martin  and  J.  Straus,  CE  64  (1989)  254-5. 

5166  offers  a  clear  indication  that  the  tax  on  the  sale  of  the  slave  was  just 

under  20%  of  the  sale  price;  see  further  8  n. 

The  text  of  the  letter  is  written  along  the  fibres. 

Mvrjcideoc  AnoXXo<f>avei  ^aipetv. 

Sefai  rrapa  0lXlckov  tov  Tpycjxovoc 

MclkcSovoc  LTnrapxov  in’  avSpcbv 
tcXoc  8ov Xrjc  Ocppovdlov  (he  (fTWv)  A 

5  overje  ev  8pa.cp.coL,  i]v  ava^Tjrrjcac 

6

 

 
GiAMckoc  iavreoL  ava£ei,  Ijc  i7Tpla(ro) 

7 rapa  Aovklov  ’PotlXlqv  0iXop.ovcov 

%aA kov  (raXavTcov)  1  T,  ̂[a(AfCOu)  irjpoc  apy(vpiov)  (raXavra)  XQY  7 

(vac.)  eppco[eo].  ( erovc )  [  c.5  ]t/c — 

Back,  across  the  fibres: 

jo  (m. 2)  NiKoXacp •  cot  drro  tou  tcAouc 

irape^i  )  (bpaxpac)  SexaSuo,  (yivovrai)  (dpax/rai)  l\ 3. 

4,  9  L  6  T)c  corr.  from  rje  errpta  7  1.  'PovnAiov  8  rc  (bis)  apy 
11  sm  1 

‘Mnesitheus  to  Apollophanes,  greetings.  Receive  from  Philiscus  the  son  of  Tryphon,  a  Macedo¬ 
nian,  cavalry-commander  over  men,  the  tax  on  the  slave  Thermuthion,  about  30  years  old,  a  runa¬ 
way,  whom  Philiscus  will  track  down  and  bring  back  for  himself,  whom  he  purchased  from  Lucius 

Rutilius  Philomusus  for  10  talents  3,000  (drachmas)  in  bronze,  2  talents  693  (drachmas)  3  Vz  (obols)  in 

bronze  (converted)  to  silver. 
‘Farewell.  Year 

Back:  (and  hand)  ‘To  Nicolaus; . . .  will  pay  you  twelve  drachmas  out  of  the  tax  (money),  total 

12  dr.’ 

1  MvrjcWeoc.  Nearly  all  occurrences  of  this  name  in  papyri  are  from  Oxyrhynchus.  In  XX 

2277  17  (13)  we  find  a  landholder  of  this  name;  cf.  also  II  296  5.  A  Mnesitheus  features  in  the 

r 
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documents  from  the  archive  of  Comon.  (XXXVIII  2834-46)  as  the  husband  of  Aline,  daughter  of 
Comon  1  and  mother  of  Comon  m;  that  Mnesitheus  died  in  50  (2837). 

2L77o\\o<f>avei.  Presumably  to  be  identified  with  the  banker  of  this  name  in  5165  1—2  (24  bc). 

3  Maxebovoc.  For  a  list  of  early  Roman  references  to  ‘Macedonians’,  see  O.  Montevecchi,  Pap. 
Congr.  XXI (1997)  724  n.  23  =  Scripta  selecta  (1998)  398  n.  23.  Cf.  5168  3. 

iirnapxov  €tt’  avSpcbv.  The  title  originally  indicated  a  type  of  officer  in  the  Ptolemaic  army;  but 
survived  into  the  first  century  ad.  Its  exact  meaning  is  difficult  to  establish.  In  II  277  (19  bc)  a  land¬ 

holder  and  his  tenant  describe  themselves  as  Macedonians  and  1-mrapxo.i  sir’  avopojv.  Grenfell  and 
Hunt  thought  that  this  was  an  honorary  title  that  descended  from  the  Ptolemaic  period  and  indicated 

cavalry  officers  who  were  not  in  active  service.  E.  van’t  Dack,  JJP  ig  (1983)  84,  suggested  that  the 
title  indicated  cavalry  officers  of  the  Ptolemaic  army  who  were  in  office  after  55  bc  and  survived  for 

a  decade  or  so  after  the  Roman  conquest.  It  is  possible  that  some  cavalry  contingents  of  Macedonians 

were  still  used  in  Augustan  Egypt  as  the  auxilia  of  the  Roman  army.  A  different  interpretation  was  put 

forward  by  B.  E.  Nielsen  and  K.  A.  Worp,  %PE  136  (2001)  135-6  =  P.  NYU  II  16.4-5  who  articu¬ 

lated  iiravSpiov,  ‘manly’;  but  the  absence  of  the  article  before  the  alleged  adjective  in  P  Tebt.  1 54.2-3, 

iWapx^‘  ctt’  avSpuiv  xaroLcou  Imre  cup,  makes  this  less  likely.  Besides,  P.  W.  Pestman,  in  P.  Tor.  Cho- 

ach.  p.  123  n.  3,  suggests  an  equivalence  with  inverse  word-order  between  the  Greek  commander  +  in’ 
avBpiov  and  the.  Demotic  soldier  +  [in  n.3  rmt.w  n  (‘one  of  the  men  of’)  +  commander,  which  would  make 
€7 r*  avBpdjp  a  technical  term,  used  to  designate  the  eponymous  commander. 

4  tcAoc  BovXrjc.  This  must  be  the  tax  on  sales  (ey/cuxAtov)  that  was  levied  under  both  Ptolemaic 

and  Roman  rule  as  a  percentage  of  the  market  price;  see  P  Coll.  Youtie  II  126  introd.,  and  Straus, 

LAchat  71-7,  esp.  72-5,  where  the  various  ways  in  which  this  tax  is  referred  to  in  connection  with  slave 
sales  are  listed  and  discussed.  Other  occurrences  of  the  phrase  reAoc  SouXov  for  the  sales  tax  are  listed 
in  Straus,  L’Achat  74  n.  265. 

4-6  On  runaway  slaves  in  Graeco-Roman  Egypt,  see  LI  3616  introd.;  Y.  Riviere,  ‘Recherche 

et  identification  des  esclaves  fugitifs  dans  1’Empire  romain’,  in  J.  Andreau  and  C.  Virlouvet  (edd.), 
LlnformaLion  el  la  trier  dans  le  monde  antique,  (2002)  117,  150-52, 166-78,  182-3. 

7  Aovklov  'PoriXiov  <PtXop,ovcov.  A  certain  Philomusus  is  expected  to  come  from  Alexandria  to 
Oxyrhynchus  on  a  business  trip  in  XII  1479  8,  assigned  to  the  late  first  century  bc.  In  the  early  first 

century  ad,  the  bronze  tablet  SB  I  4226  refers  to  the  estate  of  Agrippina  the  cider  and  Rutilius,  which 

was  probably  acquired  later  by  a  Julio-Claudian  emperor;  see  G.  M.  Parassoglou,  Imperial  Estates  in 
Roman  Egypt  ( 1978)  18  and  n.  23.  The  spelling  TonXlov  is  attested  in  O.  Claud.  I  156.5  (11);  the  note 
ad  loc.  refers  to  further  instances  of  the  name  in  two  unpublished  ostraca  with  lists  of  soldiers.  Cf.  T. 

Eckingcr,  Die  Orthographie  lateinischer  Worter  in  griechucken  Inschriften  (1892)  63. 

8  yoA/cou  (■ro.XavTcuv)  t  T.  This  is  the  nominal  price  at  which  the  slave  was  bought:  10  talents 
3,000  drachmas  represent  a  fossilized  sum  and  not  necessarily  the  actual  amount  paid;  see  P.  Col. 

VIII  222  introd.,  and  A.  Benaissa,  fPE  177  (2011)  225-6.  This  document  and  the  agoranomic  notices 

III  581  (ed.  ZPE  170  (2009)  178-9),  LXXV  5051,  and  LXXVIII  5176  are  unique  in  not  citing  a  silver 

price,  though  the  sale  document  itself  would  have  mentioned  it. 

x[a(AKou)  rtjpoc  apy(vpiop)  (raAcwTa)  jS  XQY  Y  A-  Cf.  5176  fr.  2.9— 10.  This  sum  is  the  reAoc  to  be 
received  by  Apollophanes.  For  similar  cases  in  which  the  sum  of  the  enkyklion  is  preceded  by  x°-Xkov 

Trpoc  apyvpLop,  cf.  II  333  12-13  (e<k  ZJ*E  170  (2009)  178),  242  34,  and  243  47-9.  Dr  Benaissa  observes 
that  the  tax  is  c. 20%  of  the  price,  not  10%  as  has  sometimes  been  assumed  on  the  analogy  of  the  rate 

on  other  sales  (rightly  questioned  by  S.  L.  Wallace,  Taxation  in  Egypt  from  Augustus  to  Diocletian  (1938)  230, 

and  Straus,  UAchal 76-7).  For  examples  of  20%  sales  tax  on  slaves  from  the  early  Ptolemaic  period,  see 

C.  Ptol.  Sklav.  I  5  (198/ 197  bc)  and  9  (197  bc),  and  p.  62.  The  phrase  x°-Xkov  Trpoc  apyvpiov,  ‘bronze 
against  silver’,  indicates  that  the  tax  payment  was  in  bronze  coinage  (including  the  conversion  fee); 
Maresch,  Bronze  und  Silber  93—5. 
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9  Tm  year  figure  is  lost.  The  last  two  letters  seem  to  be  t  and  «.  The  day  is  thus  likely  to  be 

the  twentieth,  and  the  month  name  probably  ended  with  i:  either  fJauv]t  or  <l>aa)(f>\i  would  fit  the 

space. 
to  aro  70b  7 <7,0 ix.  The  mention  of  TeAouc  without  further  specification  and  with  die  article 

suggests  that  this  is  a  note  to  be  understood  with  reference  to  the  text  ort  the  front. 

1 1  Read  TrapiCo. >),  Tmp4£[ofj.€v))  or  ?«pe|(ei),  depending  on  who  the  payer  would  be:  the  staff 
of  the  bank  or  Phdiscus. 

Ibpa^uac,  8 eKaSvo.  If  the  sum  of  to  talents  3,000  bronze  drachmas  is  equivalent  to  600-900 
silver  drachmas,  as  is  usual  in  slave  sales  and  manumissions  (see  P  Col.  VIII  222  introd.,  Maresch, 

Bronze  und Silbei  1  :g.,  12  drachmas  was  1.33 — 2%  of  the  price  of  the  slave-  if  10  tai.  3,000  dr.  is  a  real 

amount,  actually  paid.  It  is  possible  that  tins  referred  to  one  of  the  many  taxes  on  sales,  such  as  rrtv- 

r^noerrj  \2%],  Uarocrr,  (1%),  re'Aoc  ayopavoplac.  or  ayopa vopla  tiivituv",  see  Wallace,  Taxatim  224—32, 
270,  303.  On  the  other  hand,  if  the  12  drachmas  derive  from  the  tax  on  the  sale  (see  above,  10  n.),  this 

sum  would  be  6.5-10%  of  the  tax  amount.  We  have  considered  whether  it  is  a  conversion  fee,  but  this 

percentage  is  r.ot  attested  for  the  enkyklion;  sec  Marcsch,  Bronze  undSilber  214. 

L.  CAPPONI 

5167.  Receipt  for  Pig-Tax 

102/123(0)  7.3  x  8.8  cm  12  March  20  bc 
Plate  IV 

This  receipt  offers  the  earliest  reference  to  the  pig-tax  (viiarj)  in  the  Roman  pe¬ 

riod  (see  L.  Capponi,  Augustan  Egypt  (2005)  15 1,  where  this  text  is  mentioned),  as  well 

as  the  earliest  attestation  of  an  urban  district  (Te/xyevou0ewc)  in  an  administrative 

context.  The  Roman  pig-tax  was  one  of  the  capitation  taxes  (including  poll-  and 

dike-tax;  see  5172  3  n.)  newly  introduced  to  Egypt;  the  division  of  an  Egyptian  me¬ 

tropolis  into  administrative  districts  only  appeared  after  the  Roman  conquest  (see  J. 

Kruger,  Oxyrhynchos  in  der  Kaiserzeit  (1990)  77-80;  S.  Daris,  2TE 132  (2000)  211  n.  4). 

The  fact  that  both  novelties  are  attested  here  for  the  early  Augustan  period  seems 

to  support  the  suggestion  that  there  is  an  institutional  correlation  between  them; 

see  R.  Alston,  The  City  in  Roman  and  Byzantine  Egypt  (2002)  138-9,  who  relies  on  the 

evidence  of  poll-tax  and  the  discussion  in  A.  K.  Bowman  and  D.  W.  Rathbone,  J.ftS' 

82  (1992)  1 1 2-13,  120.  In  Oxyrhynchus  at  the  very  beginning  of  Roman  rule,  a  new 

way  of  registering  the  urban  population  by  residence  in  different  quarters  is  likely 

to  have  been  required  for  a  rational  imposition  of  the  new  capitation  taxes.  The 

same  association  of  urban  subdivision  and  taxation  by  person  is  found  in  contem¬ 

porary  ostraca  from  Coptus,  mostly  poll-tax  receipts;  see  O.  Leid.  pp.  74— 5- 

The  amount  paid  is  2  drachmas;  see  3  n.  The  payment  is  counted  for  the 

district  of  Temgenouthis,  presumably  the  registered  place  of  residence  of  the  tax¬ 

payer.  Except  for  II  313  descr.  ( =  SB  X  10242),  389  descr.,  and  XII 1518.  where  no 

names  of  districts  have  been  read,  all  published  papyri  from  Oxyrhynchus  record¬ 

ing  payments  for  pig-tax  refer  to  city  districts.  5167  and  LXXV  5053  (149)  are  the 
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only  receipts  that  do  not  combine  the  pig-tax  with  other  taxes.  For  the  pig-tax  in 

general  and  a  list  of  Oxyrhynchite  receipts  attesting  it,  see  5053  introd. 

The  formula  used  in  5167  is  noteworthy  in  that  it  places  the  date  at  the  end 

instead  of  the  beginning  of  the  text.  This  is  not  paralleled  by  any  other  receipt 

for  capitation  taxes  from  Oxyrhynchus,  but  is  common  e.g.  in  ostraca  from  Upper 

Egypt. 
The  writing  runs  along  the  fibres.  The  back  is  blank. 

8iayeypa(<f)€v)  ’Apvyyic 
vayriKoc  micrjc 

T e[i(yevovd€coc)  8vo  to  (  )  _  .(  )  T€fx(yevov6€coc). 

(vac.)  (erouc)  1  Kaicapoc,  &ap.(evcoO)  T?. 

I  Si ayeyp  3  rf  to.)  re  4  L  <f>a 

‘Aphynchis,  sailor,  has  paid  for  pig-tax  for  Temgenouthis  two  (drachmas) ...  of  Temgenouthis. 
Year  10  of  Caesar,  Phamenoth  16/ 

1—2  'Arfivyyic  vamiKoc.  Previously  unknown. 

3  Te^yevovdeaic).  Mu  is  raised  and  simplified  into  a  downward-turned  arc.  The  abbreviation 
can  be  compared  with  CPR  V  1.4  (=  Taf.  1);  see  also  note  ad  loc..  The  alternative  reading  TeA(ouc) 
would  entail  an  abnormal  word  order.  On  this  district  of  Oxyrhynchus,  see  S.  Daris,  Z PE  132  (2000) 

220-21  =  Diz-  geogr.  Suppl.  m  102, 147,  Suppl.  rv  99, 129.  The  second  earliest  mention  of  the  district  of Temgenouthis  comes  in  II  253  3  (19). 

This  is  the  earliest  reference  to  an  urban  district  in  Oxyrhynchus  and  the  Egyptian  chora  in 

general,  predating  Eppaiov  in  5172  3  and  the  district  <PoiviKd)voc  <Ppovpiov  of  Coptus  in  O.  Leid. 

170  (14  bc). 

8uo,  sc.  8 pa-xpac.  This  is  presumably  the  annual  amount  due  for  pig-tax.  The  same  rate  is 
probably  attested  in  III  574  4  (11):  inspection  of  the  original  suggests  reading  (Spaxprj)  a  (rerpaj^oXov) 

(■fipnofteXiov),  npoc8(iaypa<f)op€vajv)  (ojSoAoc)  (rjpicopeXiov)  (the  second  (rjpicofieXiov)  not  in  the  first  edi¬ 
tion).  Two  other  rates  are  known  for  Oxyrhynchus  in  the  first  century  ad:  2  dr.  1  V%  ob.,  recorded  in 

II  288  (22-5),  311  =  SB  X  10223  (23)  ̂ d  SB  XX  14665  (30);  and  1  dr.  4 '/a  ob.,  recorded  in  II  313  = 
SB  X  10242  (47),  308  =  SB  X  10243  (50),  289  (83),  P.  Oxy.  Hels.  12  (99).  The  latter  amount  may  also 
occur  in  XII  1520  7  (102):  as  already  suspected  by  S.  L.  Wallace,  Taxation  (1938)  145,  a  photograph 

indicates  that  it  is  possible  to  read  (8p.)  plav  (rerpdifioXov?)  [(rjpioj@eXiov)],  (ylvovrai)  a  (rerpib^oXov) 

(-qpicujieXiov)  instead  of  the  original  editors'  (Sp.)  plav  (reTpdjfioXov?),  (ylvovrai)  a  (rerpdi^oAov).  From 
the  reign  of  Hadrian  onwards,  die  rate  of  1  dr.  5%  ob.  occurs  in  P  NYU  II  41  (131/ 2),  IV  733  (147) 

and  LXXV  5053  (149;  cf.  4  n.)}  with  a  minor  variation  of  1  dr.  5  Va  ob.  1-2  ch.  in  SB  I  5677  =  XXIV 

15968  (223)  (in  line  18,  read  (Trevraj^oXov)  instead  of  (rerpdj^oXov)).  Although  these  variable  amounts 

stand  in  contrast  to  the  stable  rate  for  pig-tax  in  the  Arsinoite  nome  (see  Wallace,  Taxation  144-5,  328; 

P.  Col.  V  pp.  301-2),  they  need  not  imply  that  the  Oxyrhynchite  pig-tax  was  not  a  capitation  tax: 
they  may  be  due  to  tariff  fluctuation  over  time.  Furthermore,  as  die  first  three  amounts  mentioned  (2 

dr. ;  2  dr.  1 V2  ob. ;  1  dr.  4%  ob.)  present  a  ratio  of  8  : 9  : 7,  it  is  tempting  to  see  in  them  some  arithmetic 

involving  supplementary  payments  (implicit  or  explicit  as  in  574  4,  depending  on  scribal  practice), 

and  to  take  1  dr.  4V2  ob.  as  the  base  rate. 

to  \  ).  The  year  for  which  the  payment  was  counted  is  expected  here,  but  this  cannot  be  read. 
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I  have  not  found  a  satisfactory  reading.  If  the  right-turned  curve  after  omicron  is  part  of  an  ill-formed 
kappa,  we  may  read  Toy(aSa>v)  (not  TO/c(aSetac),  a  capitation  tax  typical  of  the  Mendesian  nome;  see 

P.  Thmouis  I  pp.  38-9),  implying  vnep  and  meaning  ‘for  breeding  sows’.  This  would  indicate  that  the 
Roman  pig-tax  still  referred  in  some  way  to  pig-rearing;  see  Wallace,  Taxation  145,  Capponi,  Augustan 

Egypt  15 1—2,  and  5053  introd.  However,  the  only  attestation  of  breeding  sows  in  a  fiscal  context  comes 

from  the  early  Ptolemaic  period,  viz.  SB  III  7202.32-3  (227  bc). 
(  )  T efp(y€vovde(tic) .  The  two  unread  letters  stand  one  above  the  other,  and  resemble  two 

curves  pointing  to  each  other.  The  letter  at  the  top  may  be  kappa  or,  less  likely,  upsilon  or  alpha.  The 

letter  under  it  may  be  epsilon,  while  lambda  and  rho  cannot  be  excluded.  One  possibility  is  «c( ),  but 

it  does  not  make  good  sense  here.  I  have  also  considered  Xa(vpac)  and  pu(ju.ijc).  The  rho  may  seem  too 

short  and  slanted  when  compared  to  those  in  lines  1  and  4,  but  the  form  can  be  accounted  for  by  its 

initial  position  and  the  fact  that  there  is  an  abbreviation.  Tepyevovdecoc  is  coupled  with  Xavpa  in  SB 

XXIV  16186.3-4  (70),  but  not  found  elsewhere  w'ith  pvp-q-  The  collocation  pvp-rj  Tep-yevovdcioc  w'ould 
not,  however,  be  implausible;  cf.  SB  XXIV  16011.7  (11/ 12?)  pvp'O  MvpofiaXavov  (known  otherwise  as 

an  ap<t>o8ov),  with  R.  Duttenhofer,  HASP  34  (1997)  59,  and  Daris,  TfE  132  (2000)  21 1  and  n.  3.  In  any 

case,  it  is  not  clear  why  the  name  of  the  district  is  repeated,  nor  why,  after  mentioning  it  for  the  first 

time,  the  scribe  described  the  district  as  Xavpa  or  pvprj,  if  this  can  be  read. 

R.-L.  CHANG 

5168-5170.  C  OLLECTION  OF  DOCUMENTS 

29  4B.63/C(i2)a  25.5  x  15.9  cm 

Three  sheets  of  papyrus,  each  containing  a  separate  document,  assembled  in 

a  to/jLoc  cvyKoXXrjCLfMoc.  The  lower  parts  are  missing.  Only  the  second  document 

retains  both  left  and  right  margins,  with  a  sheet-join  in  the  middle.  The  first  two 

documents  seem  to  have  been  written  by  the  same  scribe  on  the  same  day.  It  is 

not  clear  why  they  were  joined  with  the  third  document  (5170),  which  is  of  a  very 

different  kind,  ro/xot  cvyKoXXrjcip.01  containing  documents  of  different  types  are 

uncommon:  see  W.  Clarysse  in  M.  Brosius  (ed.),  Ancient  Archives  and  Archival  Traditions 

(2003)  344-59,  at  355.  A  parallel  for  the  combination  of  5168  and  5169  is  given  by 

BGU  IV  1153  (14  bc),  which  consists  of  a  nursing  contract  and  a  document  relating 

to  napapiovr). 

The  writing  runs  along  the  fibres  in  all  three  documents.  The  back  is  blank 

except  for  some  traces  of  ink. 

5168.  Wet-Nurse  Contract 

29  4B.63/C(i2)a,  col.  i  10  October  i8{?)  bc 

Apollonia  agrees  to  become  wet-nurse  to  a  foundling  whom  Sarapion,  a  ‘Mac¬ 

edonian’,  had  collected  from  a  dung  heap  and  probably  intended  to  keep  or  sell  as 

a  slave.  Wet-nurse  contracts  are  discussed  and  re-edited  by  M.  Manca  Masciadri 

and  O.  Montevecchi  in  C.  Pap.  Gr.  I;  cf.  also  Z.  Tawfik,  Pap.  Gongr.  XXI  (1997) 
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939-53,  andj.  Bingen,  CE  81  (2006)  208-11.  See  in  general  on  wet-nurses  C.  Laes, 
Children  in  the  Roman  Empire  (2011)  69-77.  To  judge  by  certain  supplements  (e.g.  at  5, 

7-9),  the  original  line-length  was  approximately  12  cm. 

€tovc  TpeiCKai8eKa.TOv( ?)  Kaicapoc,  tj3,  {vac)  iv  ’O^upuyyam  noXei. 

OfxoXoye f  AnoXXtovla  c.6  -Sjojpou  Tlcpccivrj  yxera  Kvpiov 

tov  iavrrjc  rrarpoc  Capaniwvji  AiSv/xov  Ma/ceScm  napet- 

Xrjpivai  Trap ’  avrov  0  dvrjprjTai  6  Capani\a>v  and  tconpiac  apeevt- 

5  kov  ctupeaTLov  aS  inedr/KCV  ovo)fj.a  "Epojc,  0  /cat  indvaytcov  OrjXd- 
cei  /cat  dpiijjei  rai  iSt<p  aiiTrjc  yaAajyrt  /cat  Tidrjvrjcet  ini  ypo- 

vov  firjvac  Sc/cao/crjcp  ano  rryc  evccTtocrjc  fjjxepac  Aa/x- 

fiavovea  napa  tov  Ca)pan'uxivoc  Kara  fxrjv a  etc  ra  rpo<prja  /cat 

IfiaTicfxov  /cat  rrf\v  aXXrjv  8andvr]v  rrdcav  dpyvpiov  Spa- 

10  y/xac  oktco{?),  teal  aiT€x\ew  r r/v  AnoXXovviav  napa  tov  Capani- 

covoc  tcop  npwTtov  jx\rjvd>v  Tpidiv  dpyvpiov  Spay/xac  et/coct 

/cat  reccapac(?)-  tovtcov  S]e  nXrjpwdiyTcov  xoprjyrjciv  tov 

Capanicova  tt}  AnoXXojjvia  [/carja  [pbyjya  tov  [ec]r apiivov  a- 

09  ,  /xr/  oucryc]  jfj  AnoXXiovia  i^ovciac  npoepei- 
15  nT€iv  toi  Capan]i[co]v[i  rjov  7rafSa  p.eypt  tov  tovc  Se/cao/crcu  p,fj- 

vac  nXr)piodfjva]i,  -rf)  S’  Al77-oAAama  fxr/8’  avSpo/coiTTyctv  ini 
C. 6  npoc  to  fxrj  Sjta^flapiyvat  to  eariyc  yaAa.  riyv  8i 

ndcav  npocT]aciav  /cat  impiiXrjav  noirjcda)  /cat  ̂ uera 

tov  xpovov  napaSoT]cp  aura)  Tcdpa/xp-ivov  /cat  rfreuyora 

20  C.17  iav  p)rj  ti  nadj]  avdpwnivov,  0  /cat 

cvpuf>av€c  c. 9  /caracTjiycet.  yevo/xerou  Se  tivoc 

r.25  ]  07/ou,  inavayxov  eye- 

pov  c. 21  7r]apa  tov  Capanlatvoc 

C.24  e]tc  tovc  Se/cao/cra/  phy- 
25  vac  c. 21  eav(?)]  Se  77  An[oXX]wvia  p.77 

’  ]. . . . 

2  1.  IlepcLvr)  8  1.  Tpopcta  12  deyjcvv  corn  lfom  dey-iuy  1.  x°PVYVceLV 

13  tov  corr.  from  roe?  14  077  corr.  14-15  l.  irpocptirretv  16  1.  aj'Spo/comycetv 

17  1.  eatmjc  18  1.  in tpiXeiav  noicicdw  19  redp-  corr.  from  dedp- 

‘Year  thirteen(?)  of  Caesar,  Phaophi  12,  in  the  city  of  OxyrhynchL  Apollonia  daughter  of 
— dorus,  Persian,  having  her  own  father  with  her  as  guardian,  acknowledges  to  Sarapion  son  of 
Didymus,  a  Macedonian,  that  she  has  received  from  him  the  male  child  whom  Sarapion  has  pulled 

out  from  a  dunghill,  to  whom  he  gave  the  name  Eros,  whom  she  will  perforce  breast-feed  and  nourish 
with  her  own  milk  and  tend  as  his  nurse  for  a  period  of  eighteen  months  counting  from  the  present 
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day,  receiving  monthly  from  Sarapion  eight(?)  silver  drachmas  for  fostering  and  clothing  and  all  the 

other  expenses;  and  that  Apollonia  is  in  receipt  of  twenty-four(?)  silver  drachmas  from  Sarapion  for 

the  first  three  months,  and  that  when  these  (months)  have  been  completed,  Sarapion  will  provide 

Apollonia  each  month  with  the  agreed  (wage),  with  Apollonia  not  being  permitted  to  hand  the  baby 

over  to  Sarapion  until  the  eighteen  months  have  been  completed,  nor  to  have  a  male  bed-mate  .  . . , 
so  that  her  milk  is  not  spoilt.  Let  her  give  all  attention  and  care,  and  after  the  period  (of  the  contract), 

let  her  hand  (the  child)  over  to  him  nursed  and  fully  cared  for(?),  unless  it  suffers  some  mortal  event, 

which  she  shall  make  clear(?).  If  something . . .  happens  . . . ,  of  necessity . . .  another  . . .  from  Sara¬ 
pion  . . .  the  eighteen  months  ...  If  Apollonia  does  not . . 

i  The  day  of  the  month  is  the  same  as  in  5169,  hence  the  supplement  erovc  TpcicKaiSeKarov, 

though  it  seems  slightly  too  long  for  the  space. 

3  [rov  iavr-rjc  narpoc] .  If  Apollonia’s  guardian  were  her  husband  or  other  relative,  his  name 
would  be  given,  but  there  is  no  room  for  it  unless  iavrfjc  is  omitted.  The  name  of  her  father  has  al¬ 
ready  been  given  in  2,  and  there  is  no  need  to  repeat  it  here. 

Capaniojv]  t  AiSvpov.  A  Sarapion  son  of  Didymus  is  found  at  5171  20-21  (6  bc),  but  both  names 
are  common. 

MaxeMvi.  Cf.  5166  3  n. 

Before  ‘nap€i[X^<f>4vai>  we  expect  iv  ayvia.  Cf.  the  omission  of  rvjc  @-r)fiai8oc  in  2. 

7  prjvac  Se/cao/orja).  Cf.  15—16,  24.  The  term  of  service  of  eighteen  months  is  in  line  with  those 
known  from  other  documents;  see  e.g.  C.  Pap.  Gr.  1 5.8  (Alex.,  13  bo). 

xo  For  the  monthly  salary,  see  11-12  n. 

1  j— 12  There  is  not  enough  room  for  81a  Xeipoc  oikov.  Three  months’  salary  being  24  drach¬ 
mas,  Apollonia  was  paid  8  drachmas  a  month  (10). 

12  rrXrjpipOevTojv.  After  the  rho,  there  is  an  unfinished  omega,  followed  by  a  space  about  0.5  cm 

wide  left  blank  (perhaps  due  to  the  unevenness  of  the  surface)  and  then  a  fresh  omega. 

13-14  a|  [ttotclktov  pucdov,  as  conjecturally  supplied  in  C.  Pap.  Gr.  1 16.10,  would  be  unparal¬ 
leled  and  too  long  if  the  supplement  printed  at  14  is  correct. 

14  Cf.  for  the  genitive  absolute  C.  Pap.  Gr.  I  31.319-20  pr)  ovcrjc  rfj  'Hpa>  igovciac  [  .  .  . 
-pijipat  7 ole  yovevci  to  iraiSiov  p r)8i  irapa[.  Both  irpoc-  (C.  Pap.  Gr.  I  24.7)  and  anopplnrctv  (C.  Pap. 

Gr.  I  28.18,  24(?))  are  found  in  such  phrases,  and  it  is  not  certain  which  is  to  be  preferred  at  C.  Pap. 

Gr.  I  29.3,  3 J. 3 19—20. 
16  7rAi7pco%a]i.  Cf.  II  275  =  W.  Chr.  324  =  Sel.  Pap.  1 15.24-5  (66);  XIV  1641  8  (68)  piXPi  rov 

tov  xpovov  7r\r)pa)drjvcu. 

For  Ty  S’  AnoAXaivta  pr)S ’  we  expect  simply  pT)S‘  (cf.  C.  Pap.  Gr.  I  28.19  pr)Si  napadrjXaceiv). 

Apparently  the  scribe  has  inserted  ttj  8  ’  AttoAAojv'kj.  for  the  sake  of  clarity  (cf.  ti)v  AnoXXcvvlav  at  10). 

pr/S’  avBppKOLT-fjCLv  im,  prjS’  avSpoKoirovcav  117)8’  imKVovcav  is  a  standard  pair;  cf.  also  C.  Pap. 
Gr.  I  14.18—19  /cat  [7*77]  avSpoKoireiv  irpoc  to  pr)  8ia<j>8apr)vcu  [to  yaXa  pr)8i  im)icveiv.  If  we  restore 

e77i|[<cu77c(€)iv,  it  will  be  necessary  to  assume  that  7*778’  has  dropped  out  between  the  infinitives. 
The  future  infinitive  here  provides  an  interesting  parallel  to  C.  Pap.  Gr.  I  26.26  (no)  707 

av8poKoiTr)a.v,  but  the  construction  there  is  uncertain  and  apparently  confused;  for  discussion,  see  J. 

Bingen,  CE  81  (2006)  216-17. 

18  nacav  npocT]ac'iav  is  paralleled  by  C.  Pap.  Gr.  I  14.17,  but  seems  short  for  the  space. 
20  At  the  start,  micijc  impeAclac  alone  (cf.  C.  Pap.  Gr.  1 35.20,  36.20)  may  be  a  little  too  short: 

perhaps  it  had  the  article,  as  in  the  similar  phrase  above  (17—18). 

20-21  C.  Pap.  Gr.  I  14.21  iav  pr)  ti  nadr)  avdpibnivov,  o  teal  cw<f>avi[ c  yev ]r)rai  gives  the  gen¬ 
eral  sense  expected.  Here  we  may  have  had,  e.g.,  o  xai  [cvppavic  inavayxov  /caracrj^cet:  cf.  P.  Koln 

III  147.5-7  (Augustan)  nX-qv  iav  pi)  ti  fiiaiov  in  dcov  y[e>rj[T]ai  .  .  .  o  /cap]  cvp^avic  KaracTycoj. 
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(In  the  hght  of  that  passage,  the  iav  pi)  clauses  in  both  wet-nurse  contracts  are  to  be  taken  with  what 
precedes:  the  wet-nurse  must  return  her  charge  unless  she  can  prove  that  it  has  died.) 

2
1
—
 
2
 
 

yevopevov  Se  tivoc  probably  refers  to  an  eventuality  such  as  that  implied  in  iav  p]fj  ti 

nadr)  avdpojirivov.  The  clause  may  have  ended  with  ivroc  rov  Xp]ovov  in  22.  Cf.  SPP  XXII  36.14  (145) 

iav  Si  nadr)  [t]i  avdpdmivov  ivroc  tov  Xpo[vov],  i[navayxo]v  ktA.  See  further  22  -5  n. 

2
2
—
 
5
 
 

This  clause  specifies  what  should  happen  if  Eros  dies :  eVe|  [pov  (22)  was  probably  followed 

by  7raiStov  or  7rat8a  (cf.  15).  The  phrase  n]apa  tov  Capan'uovoc.  not  paralleled  in  this  context,  may 
suggest  that  Apollonia  will  have  to  accept  a  substitute  ‘from  Sarapion’  (cf.  C.  Pap.  Gr.  I  14.21— 5);  in 
other  cases,  it  was  the  wet-nurse  herself  who  had  to  find  a  replacement  (cf.  C.  Pap.  Gr.  I  4.19-26, 

5.20-26,  9.iia-i2a). 
25  ini  tolc  npoKccjxivoLc  would  fit  the  space  available  after  7*77!  [vac;  cf.  C.  Pap.  Gr.  1 14.23-4. 

cav(?)]  Si  17  An[oXX]a)via  pr)  may  have  been  followed  in  the  next  line  by  ̂ovXr/rai  tov  to 
notrjcai;  cf.  C.  Pap.  Gr.  1 14.24. 

5169.  Repayment  of  Loan 

29  4B.63/C(i2)a,  col.  ii  10  October  18  bc 

Arsinoe  acknowledges  the  return  of  money  that  she  had  lent  to  Petosiris  and 

his  two  sons,  both  named  Herceus.  She  had  made  the  loan  on  condition  that  Peto- 

siris’  daughter,  Senerceus,  serve  her  for  two  years.  The  document  is  not  complete : 

of  the  subscription,  only  the  subscriber’s  name,  Apciv[o7),  survives. 
On  contracts  involving  paramone,  see  W  L.  VVestermann,  JJP  2  (1948)  9-50; 

B.  Adams,  Paramone  und  venvandte  Texte  (1964);  A.  E.  Samuel,  JJP  15  (1965)  304-5;  J. 

Hengstl,  Private  Arbeitsverhaltnissefreier  Personen  in  den  hellenistischen  Papyri  bis  Diokletian 

(x972)  9 — 34 j  A.  Jordens,  P.  Heid.  V  pp.  284-95.  Parallels  for  the  vicissitudes  suffered 

by  Senerceus  are  found  in  other  contracts  of  service,  most  of  which  probably  ori¬ 

ginated  from  private  debts.  We  find  another  paramone  involving  a  daughter  forced 

to  work  outside  her  family  in  order  to  repay  a  debt  in  BGU  IV  1139  (5  bc),  reedited 

by  O.  Montevecchi,  BASP  22  (1985)  231-41  =  Scripta  selecta  (1998)  345-54.  BGU  IV 

1153  ii  (14  bc)  and  1154  (10  bc)  are  two  contracts  of  paramone  and  repayment  of  ap¬ 
parently  interest-free  loans  of  300  and  100  drachmas  respectively.  See  also  C.  Pap. 

Gr.  I  8  (7/6  bc),  the  cancellation  of  a  contract  according  to  which  a  woman  called 

Philo tera  was  acting  as  wet-nurse  for  her  own  child  in  order  to  repay  a  debt;  BGU 

IV  1126  (9  bc),  a  contract  for  services  in  return  for  a  loan  of  one  hundred  drach¬ 
mas;  PSI  X  H20  (1  bc  or  ad),  a  paramone  for  one  year  involving  a  certain  Heraclius 

(the  debtor)  and  two  creditors  called  Gaius  and  Lucius;  P.  Mich.  V  241.24-38  (16), 

a  contract  of  service  in  a  pottery  of  a  certain  Patynis  and  his  son  Aunes,  who  re¬ 
ceived  a  loan  of  40  drachmas  from  the  owner  of  the  pottery;  P.  Diog.  16  (207). 

The  personal  names  in  this  document  show  that  the  servant  came  from  a  na¬ 

tive  Egyptian  background,  while  her  employer  belonged  to  the  Hellenized  upper 

class.  A  further  point  of  interest  is  that  the  contract  offers  an  early  mention  of  the 
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archive  (apxelov)  of  the  record  office  ( ypaxf>ciov )  of  Oxyrhynchus,  where  the  rop-oc 

was  probably  deposited. 

€Toy\c\  rpeicKaiSfe] Karov  Ka'i[ca\poc}  0aaxf>c  ifi,  (vac.)  iv  'O^vpvyxatv  noAci  rijc 

®r}j3ai8oc.  opcoXoycl  Apccvorj  Ap[ijcTovvoc  pLCTa  Kvpiov  tov  earrjc  a- 

ScAcfroy  Ania)yo\c\  tov  ApicTCOvoc  ! EpKet  npe^fivTepw  IJeToclpioc 

oi  rpeic  iv  ayu[i]ai  anex^tv  napa  tov  ai>TOV  teal  tov  vecoTepov  ai)TOV 

aSeAefrov  ' ’EpK€Ovc  cti  Si  koI  [t]ou  apL<f>OT€pcov  naTpoc  IJeTOclptoc 

tov  Beviaioc  ovtcov  anoSfjpuov  a pyvpiov  vofxicfiaToc  8pa- 

VjU.ac  e/carov  [  J  av  Ke<f>aXatov,  ate  ouScv  npocrqx^r}>  <*c  i8a- 

V€IC€V  a VTOIC  7}  ApCIVOT)  KOTO.  CVyypCL<f>r}V  TTjV  TeX Tj0i)0fjcav 

Sta  tov  iv  ’Otjvpvyxcov  n\o\Xei  apxrjoy  tov  ypa<f>'iov  iv  ra>  Sckotw 
erei  Kaicapoc  0apievcod  ini  napapLOvfj  tt)c  tov  IJeTodpioc 

dvyarpoc  TOiv  S’  aXXcov  a8eX<f>7jc  CevepKevc  ovSenco  ovct)c 

iv  rjXiKia  err’  err)  Svo  clkoXovO ojc  rate  8Y  avTrjc  CTjpiavdetcatc 

StacToXaic ,  kcu  pirjdev  ivicaXelv  pir)8*  ivKaXeciv  pirjS’  eneXev- 

cacflai  Apcivorjv  pt7)8>  aAAoy  iinep  avTrjc  toic  7 rpoyeypapi- 

pevoic  (p[r)]8e  toic  Trap’  a  vtcov  7 repi  pirjSevoc  an  A  cue  tcov  ko¬ 

to.  tt/v  8rqXovp,iv’qv  tt)c  napapiovrjc  [c]vyypa(/>r)v  rj  XVRic 

tov  tt/v  icopLevrjv  e<f>o8ov  a Kvpov  eivai  /cat  npocanoTiviv 

Apcivorjv  rj  tov  vnip  avTrjc  ineXevcopievov  toic  npoyeypapipie- 

voic  rj  toic  nap 3  ovtcov  Kad’  €k6.ct7)v  e<j>o8ov  to  tc  jSAa^oc  /cat  €- 

nlnpiov  apyvpiov  Spaxpcac  TpiaKoclac  /cat  etc  to  Srjpiociov 

rac  tcac  /cat  pirjdev  rfccov.  KVpia  1)  cvyypa<f>r). 

r\ 

(vac.) 
Apciv[6rj 

2  1.  iavTrjc  3  1.  vpecfivTepco,  some  correction  on  /?  5  1.  Epxecoc  6  a tto  (vac.) 

Srjpcov  8  apcivoy:  some  correction  on  v;  o  is  squeezed  in  1.  TeXeuo9etcav  9  1.  apxelov, 

ypacjrelo v  II  1.  CevepKccjc  13  1.  iyKaXeiv,  eyxaAeceiv  13-14  1.  irreXevcecdai 

17  1.  npocarrorlveiv 

‘Year  thirteen  of  Caesar,  Phaophi  12,  in  the  city  of  Oxyrhynchi  in  the  Thebaid.  Arsinoe 
daughter  of  Ariston,  having  with  her  as  guardian  her  brother  Apion  son  of  Ariston,  acknowledges  to 

Herceus  the  elder,  son  of  Petosiris,  the  three  of  them  in  the  street,  that  she  is  in  receipt  from  the  said 

(man)  and  from  his  younger  brother  Herceus,  and,  in  their  absence,  also  from  their  father  Petosiris 

son  of  Beniaeus(?),  of  (the  sum  of?)  one  hundred  drachmas  in  silver  currency,  as  principal  to  which 

nothing  was  added,  which  Arsinoe  lent  them  in  accordance  with  a  contract  concluded  through  the 

bureau  of  the  record-office  in  the  city  of  Oxyrhynchi,  in  the  tenth  year  of  Caesar  in  Phamenoth,  in 
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consideration  of  the  service  of  the  daughter  of  Petosiris  and  sister  of  the  others,  (namely)  Senerceus, 

not  yet  of  age,  for  two  years,  in  accordance  with  the  guidelines  notified  through  it;  and  that  Arsinoe 

will  bring  no  claim  now  or  in  the  future,  nor  take  proceedings,  nor  will  another  on  her  behalf,  against 

the  afore-mentioned,  nor  against  their  agents,  concerning  any  provision  whatever  of  the  contract  of 
service  here  made  known :  otherwise,  apart  from  any  future  claim  being  invalid,  Arsinoe  or  the  person 

who  will  take  proceedings  on  her  behalf  will  also  pay  in  addition,  to  the  afore-mentioned  or  their 

agents,  in  respect  of  each  claim,  both  the  damages  and  a  fine  of  three-hundred  drachmas  of  silver, 

and  an  equal  number  to  the  treasury  and  no  less.  The  contract  is  binding.’ 

2-3  ?|SeA<$oy.  The  reading  is  unclear.  There  may  be  faint  traces  at  the  end  of  line  2,  making 

av\etj>ipy  a  possibility,  though  it  would  be  incorrectly  divided. 
3  EpKet  TTpelfivTeptp.  EpKevc  is  probably  a  variant  of  the  common  name  Epievc ,  which  is  often 

spelled  Epyevc  ;  for  Oxyrhynchites  called  Hcricus,  see  B.  W  Jones  andj.  E.  G.  Whitehorne,  Register  of 

Oxyr/rynchites go  B.C.  -AD.q6(  1983)  u6(nos.  2260-67).  bi  P-  Wash.  Univ.  1 50  (Oxy. ;  late  1  bc),  we  find 

Ep{  )  v€<or[e]p[oc  (23)  and  two  lines  later  a  name  beginning  Ep-  (25). 
6  Toti  Beviaioc.  The  form  in  the  nominative  is  unclear.  The  name  may  be  attested  also  in  the 

Arsinoite  VI  918  iii  11  Bev ta[  oc  (genitive,  restored  from  an  entry  in  the  unpublished  col.  iv/).  Gren¬ 

fell  and  Hunt  noted  that  'Bevia[juoc  is  not  improbable’  but  dismissed  the  possibility  of  a  connection 

between  this  name  and  Beviap.iv,  since  this  person’s  father  and  grandfather  had  an  Egyptian  name. 
It  is  probably  not  related  to  the  Roman  name  Benius  (one  /choc  Bevioc  KeXep  appears  in  I.  Koptos 

52,  engraved  under  Domitian). 
7  f  ]  av.  presumably  [to]  irav,  though  there  is  no  exact  parallel.  (There  are  some  instances 

of  the  collocation  ndv  Ke^aXatov.) 

KefaXaiov,  ale  ovSev  TTpoc-qx^V-  The  aorist  npocqx^V>  'was  added’,  in  the  repayment  corre¬ 

sponds  to  the  perfect  TrpocrjKTau  ‘has  been  added’,  in  the  formula  commonly  appended  to  the  capital 

in  loan  contracts;  cf.  5173  6-7  (25-6)  *e<£aAcu'o|  vj,  afe  ovSev  ran  kuOoXov  npocTjKrai  with  n.  (ran 
KadoXov  is  occasionally  omitted.)  The  parcumne  clause  is  often  found  in  loans  apparently  free  of  inter¬ 

est:  in  such  cases,  the  interest  was  probably  paid  off  by  the  obligation  for  service.  This  may  have  been 

the  case  in  BGU  IV  1153  ii  (14  bo)  and  1154  (10  bo).  The  presence  of  the  paramone  clause  in  a  loan 

contract  may  also  indicate  that  the  service  was  the  repayment  for  both  the  capital  and  the  interest,  as 

was  suggested  by  A.  E.  Samuel ,JJP  15  (1965)  304 . 5. 

9  Sia  rot!  iv  ’Ogvpvyxcov  y[6]Act  a pxv°V  T°f  ypapiov.  This  is  the  only  passage  in  which  apyetov 
and  ypapelov  appear  together.  On  ypapeia,  see  W.  E.  H.  Cockle,  JEA  70  (1984)  112;  Straus,  LAchat 

57-8.  5169  is  the  earliest  certain  reference  to  an  apxelov  at  Oxyrhynchus  (the  provenance  of  P  Ryl.  II 

65.4  (?67  bc)  is  uncertain).  An  dpxctov  tcov  p.vrjp.6vojv  is  attested  in  LV  3777  13  of  57  bc. 

9-10  Phamenoth,  Year  10  Augustus  =  25  February  -  26  March  20  bc. 
ii  CevepKevc.  This  name  is  not  otherwise  attested  in  this  form,  but  Cevepievc  ( Tc -)  is  familiar. 

For  the  spelling  with  kappa,  see  above.  3  11. 
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ovSeirco  over} c  iv  TjXiKia.  This  formula  was  used  to  indicate  minors  in  wills  and  property 

declarations  

;  see  e.g.  P.  Fouad  
35.6-7  

(48),  
in  which  

a  woman  
appoints  

her  husband  
as  her'  guardian, and  the  cession  

of  land  
II  273  =  M.  Chi:  221. 13-14  

(95),  
both  

from  
Oxyrhynchus. 

1
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3

 

 
aKoXovOwc  rate  8i’  avrrje  ctjfiavOeicaic  SiacroXaic.  This  phrase  has  no  exact  parallel, 

though  
cf.  P.  Tebt.  

1 24.44-5  
(n7Bt::)  

o-koXovOcoc  

rate  
SeSopiva 

t(c)  
5/  a[v]rdjv  

8iacToAa(i>c,  

or  E  Flor. 
I  86  =  M.  Ckr.  247.26  

{post  
25.vii.86)  

6.koXov9co[c]  

rate  
816.  tcov  

\cvv\ypapwv  

8rjXco9eicaic  

S t aero Aratc. 
15-16  The  only  Oxyrhynchite  parallel  for  this  expression  is  XTV  1644  16—18  (63/62  bc)  p.r]8e 

22  .M/rcoJoiy  The  name  of  one  of  the  parties  opens  the  subscription,  the  rest  of  which  is  lost. 
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5170.  Notice  to  an  Agoranomus 

29  4B.63/G(i2)a,  col.  iii  Late  first  century  bc 

What  little  survives  seems  to  establish  that  this  papyrus  belongs  to  the  category 

of  notices  to  agoranomi  (2  avaypaipov );  it  probably  deals  with  mortgaged  property 

(land).  This  type  of  document  is  well  attested  in  the  Oxyrhynchite  nome  in  the  later 

first  century  ad,  but  nowhere  else  and  at  no  other  time.  The  text  is  therefore  of 

some  importance,  since  it  would  seem  to  prove  that  the  practice  was  known  at  Oxy- 

rhynchus  from  the  very  beginning  of  the  Roman  period.  See  further  5176  introd. 

The  text  is  written  in  a  larger  and  more  cursive  hand  than  5168-9. 

0€O)v  (vac.)  [1  ?] .  [ 

avaypaijjov  [ 

IlavcLpc  t[ov 

€«r[  ]v<t>ic  i;[ 

5  ini  votov  [ 

TT-rjxvv  €  .  [ 

mi  T-fjc  ei’[c 
TCtiV  ovrco[y 

‘Theon  . . .  Register  ...  of  Paysis  son  of  .  .  .  Eunouphis(?) .  .  .  towards  the  south  .  . .  cubit . .  . 
and  the  .  . .  that  are  .  . .  in  the  .  . 

1  ®ec ov.  In  notices  to  agoranomi,  the  sender  may  be  an  official  ‘not  precisely  specified  or  his 

agent’,  perhaps  the  farmer  of  the  iyKmXiov,  the  tax  on  sales;  see  Straus,  LAchat 49-50,  and  Benaissa, 
ZPE 170  (2009)  171. 

At  the  end  
of  the  line,  

probably  
tu>  ayopavopip  

x

a

'

l

 

2

 

3

 

4

 

5

 

6

P

€

 

lv- 

2  avaypatfiov.  The  verbs  avaypacfieiv  and  Karaypafoiv  are  technical  terms  for  the  action  of 

registering  conveyances  of  property  or  drawing  up  a  contract;  see  Straus,  LAchat  44-52,  and  Benaissa 

(1  n.)  170-71.  The  use  of  avaypaipov  places  this  text  in  Benaissa’s  category  iib,  which  consists  of  orders 
to  register  loans  and  mortgages;  for  references  to  such  texts  see  LXXTV  4984  introd. 

At  the  end  of  the  line,  perhaps  restore  Saveiou  cvyypa^yqv  or  cvyypatfrrjv  tmoBrjKTjC. 

3  flavcLoc.  The  name  Llavac  is  attested  at  Oxyrhynchus  in  the  early  Roman  period;  see  Jones 

and  Whitehorne,  Register  161-2  (nos.  3266-7). 

4  euv[  Euv[o]vifnc?  The  name  in  this  form  is  not  attested  elsewhere,  but  cf.  Avvovfac, 

"Evovttic,  Evov<f>,  and"Evov(f>ic,  all  variants  of  the  name  Avov<fnc. 
5  im  vorov.  Cf.  II  243  =  M.  Chr  182.21  (79).  Cardinal  points  are  normally  mentioned  in  the 

topographical  description  of  the  boundaries  of  a  property. 
6  At  the  end,  ey[  (ev[a?)  or  ei[. 

7-8  Perhaps  restore  something  on  the  lines  of  e.g.  XLI  2972  15-16  (72)  xat  rijc  etc  avro  eicoSov 

Kal  itjoSo v  Kal  row  cwKvpovrcov  \  raw  ovtwv  ktX.  The  phrase  has  hitherto  occurred  only  in  sales  of 

real  property,  though  cf.  II  241  19-22  (98),  from  a  registration  of  a  mortgage. 
9  ev  ran  a  [.  The  letter  on  the  edge  is  more  likely  to  be  gamma  than  pi. 

L.  CAPPONI 

5171.  Report  from  a  T opo gramma tevs 

io5/22o(a)  15  x  28  cm  6  bc 

Arius,  topogrammatcus  of  the  Middle  toparchy,  reports  a  rescinded  sale  of  land, 

which  no  doubt  originated  from  unproductive  properties  put  on  public  sale,  as 

the  references  to  ‘bought  land’  (4)  and  paradeixis  (3-4)  imply.  The  sale  contravened 
the  rulings  of  the  prefect  Gaius  Turranius,  pronounced  during  the  audit  that  he 

held  on  the  matter  of  revenues  collected  in  the  Hermopolite  nome  for  8/7  bc  ;  this 

probably  happened  in  the  early  months  of  6  bc  (see  below,  6-7  n.).  Arius  quotes  the 

prefect’s  rulings  (8-16),  which  prohibited  all  officials  in  the  chora  from  purchasing 

land.  A  list  of  properties  thus  repossessed  by  the  government  is  added  (19-22).  The 

recipient  of  this  report  is  not  specified;  it  may  have  been  a  copy  or  draft  of  a  report 

from  the  topogrammatcus  to  his  superior,  perhaps  the  basilikos  grammateus.  Cf.  P.  Oxy. 

Hels.  9  (26),  a  report  of  a  toparch  which  likewise  has  no  addressee. 
The  text  contains  the  earliest  clear  reference  to  public  sale  of  land,  and  offers 

the  second  earliest  attestation  of  ‘bought  land’  as  a  land  category,  which  began 

to  develop  in  Egypt  under  Augustus;  see  below,  4  n.  Turranius’  rulings,  though 
fragmentary  and  only  partially  intelligible,  apparently  belong  to  the  same  judicial 

tradition  as  the  Gnomon  of  the  Idios  Logos  §70,  transmitted  by  BGU  V  1210.174-80 

(after  149)  and  already  in  force  in  P  Mil.  Vogl.  II  98  (138/9?;  BL  V  71).  On  this 

regulation,  which  forbids  any  official  or  liturgist  to  engage  in  purchases  and  loans 

within  the  territory  of  his  office,  see  S.  Riccobono,  II  gnomon  delVidios  logos  (1950) 

210-22,  where  the  previous  studies  are  summarized,  especially  Th.  Reinach,  Un 

code  fiscal  de  LEgypte  romaine  (1920-21)  152-7,  and  W.  Graf  Uxkull-Gyllenband,  BGU 

V2  (1934)  70-77.  See  also  A.  Jordens,  Statthalterliche  Verwaltungin  der  romischen  Kaiserzeit 

(2009)  478-9. 
The  kleroi  of  Diognetus,  of  Socindrus  and  Demetrius,  and  of  Demetrius 

(19-21)  are  new. The  text  lacks  its  right-hand  and  lower  left-hand  parts.  What  remains  is  bro¬ 

ken  into  an  upper  and  a  lower  fragment,  which  almost  join.  The  extent  of  the  loss 

on  the  right  can  be  deduced  from  supplements  in  2-8.  The  writing  runs  along  the 
fibres.  The  back  is  blank. 

The  edition  has  benefited  from  the  advice  and  criticism  of  Andrea  Jordens 

and  J.  David  Thomas.  Paul  Heilporn,  Dominic  Rathbone  and  Jane  Rowlandson 

have  also  provided  helpful  comments. 
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Trap '  Apelov  T07TOypappaT€OJc  rrjc  ftecrjc  TOirap)(i[ac.  c. 5 

avaX'qp.fidrjvaL  rac  vtto  &ap,ovvioc  Kiofi[o]yp[a.p,p,a.T€ioc 

Tavatecoc  Kal  tov  ’Icrpov  cttolklov  Kara  ttlcti\v  1 rapaSe- 
Sciy/xevac  etc  ia>vrip.ev7)v  r §i(  )  toic  otto  [  c.7 

5  vlolc  7tapa  ra  wro  Patov  Tvppavlov  tov  rj[yep,ovoc  c. 4 

K€Kpipiva  €7rl  tov  y€vop.€vov  5ia[Ao]y [iCpLOV  c. 6 

apyupiKtui'  tov  Ky  (Z'tovc)  Kaicapoc  tov  'Epp,o[Tro  Aitov  vopeov 

if’  a>v  {vac)  p[r)8e]ya  twv  koto.  t)v  yoipav  Tr[payp,aTLKwv 

(by€ic0[cu  ,  ] f .  7"(  )»  T0^c  ypa^foji'Tac  TVV  [  c  -6  a-fepi- 

10  /3ecra[ra]  iirl  1 ravTWV  X[a\p.§av€tv  [  c.  10 

6t^[acr]ac  prjjc  -npayp-aTiKolc  (hveicQat  [  c. 7 

C. 7  Jciy  etc  rac  rourcpv  yvvaiKac  e[  £.7 

c.6  ]t€  'PtojACLioc  to  uiTO  [rtS]?  c77p.aivop.e[va>v  c.5 
c.6  ]ou  wvrjfievoy  e[f]Souc  tS  [  c.6 

is  c.6  ]  aAAou  TOIOVTOV  Wo(?)  ini  rov  ,o[ 

c.6  ]..()  (me.)  r[..]..?VT..[ 

]  kS  (efovc)  Ka[i\capoc 

]>() 

]  Kal  AidvjLCp  ap,<f>o(r€poic)  Ai8(vp.ov)  e/c  (tov)  Aioyvrjfrov)  e  [ 

20  Cajpamcovt  Ai8(vp,ov)  e/c  (rod)  Ca>Kiv8(pov)  Kal  A’qp.r/^p'iov)  a  [ 

]  CapaTTLCvvi  Ai&(vp.ov)  €K  (tov)  Ar)prj(Tp'iov)  e  L  d  (vac.)  [ 
]  _  _  (vac.)  (yivovTai)  if  _  _  (vac.)  [ 

|p,au  a§eA</>co[i 

3  1.  Ta.va€<»c  4  t  ..St  7, 17  L  13  crifiaivofi  e  [van-:  a  corn  18  ].v 

19  a/x^0StS€'<S loyv’1  20  8i$€kc(dkiv8  Sij/h’  21  SiSe^ju,’'  22  / 

'From  Arius,  topogrammateus  of  the  Middle  toparchy. .  .  .  (that)  the  (arouras)  be  repossessed  that 
were  verified  in  good  faith  by  Phamounis,  komogramrnateus  of  Tanais  and  of  the  hamlet  of  Istrou,  as 

belonging  to  (the  category  of)  bought  land  .  .  .  ,  and  assigned  to  the  .  .  .  sons  .  .  .  ,  contrary  to  the 

rulings  of  the  prefect  Gaius  Turranius  .  .  .  during  the  past  audit  of  the  cash  revenues(?)  of  the  23rd 

year  of  Caesar  of  the  Hermopolite  nome,  in  respect  of  which  none  of  the  officials  in  the  chora  should 

purchase  .  .  .  ,  and  those  who  record  ...  are  to  take  . . .  most  accurately  on  all  points  . .  .  judges,,  and 

not .  . .  officials  .  . .  purchase  ...  (in  the  names  of)  the  wives  of  these  men  . . .  nor(?)  any  Roman  . . . 

the  .  .  .  by  the  indicated  officials(?) ...  of  the  category'  of  bought  land  ...  or  of  something(?)  else  of 
this  kind  . . .  over  the  nome(?) ....... 

. .  24th  year  of  Caesar 

cTo(?) .  .  .  aiid  Didymus,  both  of  them  sons  of  Didymus,  from  the  (allotment)  of  Diognetus,  5 
.  .  .  (arouras) .  .  . 

‘.  .  .  to(?)  Sarapion  son  of  Didymus,  from  the  (allotment)  of  Socindrus  and  Demetrius,  1  .  .  . 
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\  .  .  to(?)  Sarapion  son  of  Didymus,  from  the  (allotment)  of  Demetrius,  5%  (arouras) .  . . 
\  .  .  total  16  (arouras) . .  . 
‘to  .  .  .  the  brother  .  . 

1  Apeiov  Toiroypa.fj.fj.aT€a)c.  Previously  unknown. 

There  seems  to  be  no  room  for  an  addressee  at  the  end  of  the  line.  There  may  have  been  a  verb 

governing  avaArjpufaOrjvai  (2)  or  a  preposition  followed  by  to  {avaX-r)iJ.pQ-qvo.i)>  meaning  ‘as  for’  (e.g., 

■nepi  tov )  or  ‘because  of’. 2—4  TOC  vtto  .  .  .  KOJix[o]yp[aixp.aT€aic  .  .  .  irapaSe^Seiyfievac,  SC.  apovpac.  Cf.  IV  718  26—7 

(179-81 ;  seej.  D.  Thomas,  Epistrategos  ii  (1982)  189)  t]o[c]  yno  tov  Ku>p.oypap.p,a.T<uoc  TTpoc^tovr/deicac 
[apovpac.  Trapa8c]8eiyp,€vac  suits  the  context  better  than  airoSeJSeiy/xevac,  which  is  not  attested  as 
a  technical  term  in  sales  of  land  by  the  state.  napaSeigic  was  the  final  step  in  a  successful  public  sale 

of  unproductive  land  (at  fixed  price),  before  the  payment  of  the  buyer.  It  was  carried  out  by  komogram- 

mateis\  with  the  help  of  on-site  yetop,eTpai,  they  authenticated  the  description  of  the  public  property 
on  sale  given  in  the  offer  of  purchase,  and  made  a  report  to  basilikoi  grammateis  either  directly  or 

through  topogrammaUis.  See  P.  Petaus  17.3  n.;  P  Thomas  12  introd.;Th.  Kruse, Der konigliche Schreiber und 

die  Gauverwallung  (2002)  508-14,  517-18;  S.  Alessandri,  Le  vendite  jiscali  nell’Egitto  romano  i  (2005)  50-91, 

190-200,  and  esp.  218-19. 
2  0ap.ovvioc  Kipp. [o] yp[ap.p.aT€toc.  Previously  unknown.  This  variant  of  the  name  Pamounis  is 

not  common  and  appears  more  frequently  in  the  Ptolemaic  period.  It  is  attested  for  the  Oxyrhynchite 

nome  only  in  BGU  X  1943  (215/214  bo);  cf.  also  P.  Leit.  1  =  SB  VIII  10192.8  (c.160)  <Pa/j.owiov. 

3  Tavaiemc  Kal  tov  "Icrpov  inoiKiov.  These  are  the  earliest  mentions  of  the  two  localities,  situ¬ 
ated  in  the  Middle  toparchy.  There  is  no  other  evidence  that  they  were  joined  in  a  single  komogrammateia, 

though  they  arc  mentioned  side  by  side  in  other  texts;  see  A.  Benaissa,  Rural  Settlements  of  the  Oxyrhynchite 

Nome  (2 2012)  s.w.  It  is  suggested  in  LVIII  3918  16  n.  that  the  place  names  ‘reflect  the  presence  of 
Thracian  immigrants  in  the  area’,  but  Dr  Dan  Dana  has  kindly  pointed  out  to  me  that  this  is  not  very 
likely:  (1)  it  would  be  arbitrary  to  conflate  the  supposedly  Scythian  settlements  on  the  Tanais  (river 
Don)  and  the  Greek  city  of  Istros  (by  the  Danubian  delta)  into  a  single  Thracian  framework;  (2)  Istros, 

rather  than  referring  to  the  Danube  or  the  Greek  city,  may  have  been  the  name  of  the  founder  of 

the  hamlet;  (3)  most  of  the  Thracian  cleruchs  in  Egypt  did  not  originate  from  the  Danubian  region. 

Tavaieioc.  This  spelling  of  the  genitive  of  Tavaic  with  a  redundant  iota  is  also  found  in 
XXXVIII  2874  3  (108)  and  XXII  2351  8, 46  (112). 

Kara  mcTi[v.  Perhaps  equivalent  to  {xaXfj)  lucre  1,  bona  fide.  Cf.  SB  XX  14339.16-17  (111),  where 
a  prelect  is  reported  to  have  said  that  he  acted  Kara  menu  in  wrongly  assigning  a  liturgy;  see  J. 

Maspero,  BIFAO 10  (1912)  156.  Both  this  prefect  and  the  village  scribe  in  5171,  though  acting  ‘in  good 

faith’,  may  have  been  in  the  wrong;  see  A.  Berger,  EDRL  s.v.  error filed.  Phamounis  may  have  carried 
out  the  TrapaScL^ic  before  C.  Turranius  issued  his  rulings. 

4  €covT)fj.evriv,  sc.  yrjv.  This  is  the  first  contemporary  reference  to  this  land  category,  though 

P.  Oxy.  Hels.  9.6  (ad  26)  indicates  that  it  already  existed  by  16/ 15  bc.  It  was  formed  from  unproductive 

land  put  on  public  sale  at  fixed  prices  and  was  created  as  a  distinct  category  in  the  very  early  years 

of  Roman  rule;  see  J.  Rowlandson,  Landowners  and  Tenants  in  Roman  Egypt  (1996)  48-54;  Alessandri,  Le 

vendite  jiscali  205-6;  Jordens,  Slatlhalterliche  VerwaUung  486,  with  further  references. 
Public  sales  of  land  were  previously  not  mentioned  in  any  document  earlier  than  XX  2277  of 

ad  13.  Cf.  also  IV  721  (13/14),  IX 1188  (13). 

t  8i{  ).  It  may  be  possible  to  read  rgc  ISjcoTiK-ijc?),  but  the  wording  would  be  clumsy.  See also  8-9  n.,  14  n. 

4-5  to tc  vtto  [  c.7  |  vlolc.  After  imo  there  is  a  trace  that  looks  like  the  top  of  an  upright,  fol¬ 
lowed  by  the  upper  part  of  an  oblique  rising  from  left  to  right,  and  then  perhaps  the  upper  part  of  an 
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upright.  If  we  read  rote  tnroKe[iiJ,evoic]  vloic,  the  implication  would  be  that  the  name  of  the  father  of 

the  ‘sons1,  i.e.  AtSufiov  (see  19-21),  has  been  omitted:  Didymus’  sons  presumably  acted  as  front  men 
for  the  fraudulent  purchase  (cf.  below,  11-12  n.).  Another  possibility  would  be  to  restore  1 wo  %e[Zpa/ 

XiUpl  ai>Tov  or  virox<=  [ipioic,  which  would  imply  that  these  were  Phamounis’  sons  under  his  tutelage, 
for  whom  he  illegally  bought  the  properties  and  to  whom  he  transferred  them;  however,  unless  we 

reckon  with  the  implicit  use  of  a  double  name,  it  would  be  impossible  to  explain  why  the  name  of 

their  father  is  given  as  A  iBv/iov. 

5  Taxon  Tvppaviov  tov  rj[y<=p.ovoc.  G.  Turranius  is  the  fifth  prefect  of  Egypt  known  to  us,  at¬ 

tested  in  office  between  10  March  7  bc  and  5. June  4  bo.  For  a  list  of  texts  mentioning  him,  see  P.  Bu- 
reth,  ANRWTL 10. 1, 475;  G.  Bastianini,  ANRWTL  10.1, 504;  add  BGU XVI  2605.1,  CPR XV  15.1.  His 

career  was  first  reconstructed  by  A.  Stein,  Die  Prafekten  vonAgypten  (1950)  19-20,  with  I.  Philae  H  142  {= 
SB  V  8420  =  IGR 1 1295)  of  8  March  7  bc  as  the  earliest  attestation.  In  this  inscribed  epigram,  Catilius 

alias  Nicanor  writes  of  his  travel  from  Alexandria  to  Philae  and  his  inscription  there  and  mentions  the 

name  of  the  prefect,  C.  Turranius.  As  the  prefect  would  have  travelled  up  the  Nile  some  time  between 

January  and  April  (see  6-7  n.),  Catilius’  journey  must  have  coincided  with  the  convenlus,  that  is,  he 

must  have  joined  Turranius’  retinue  at  the  beginning  of  7  bc,  as  E.  Bemand  suspects  (I.  Philae  II  142.6 
n.,  pp.  82-  3).  It  is  highly  likely  that  Turranius  was  in  office  already  by  the  end  of  8  bc. 

6—7  Sta[Ao]y|  tcpcov  c. 6  ]  a pyvpixuiv  tov  xy  (erovc)  ktX.  There  is  not  enough  room  at  the  end 
of  6  for  ciTiKcov  kcll.  pope ov  may  be  considered  as  a  stopgap. 

If  SiaAoyiCfj,oc  here  refers  to  the  prefect’s  conventus,  as  seems  likely,  it  is  its  earliest  attestation  in 
this  sense,  the  next  earliest  being  M.  Chr.  68  (before  30  June  15).  Alternatively,  it  may  have  the  more 

general  sense  ‘audit,’  as  in  several  Ptolemaic  papyri. 
This  audit  of  the  revenues  from  the  Hermopolite  nome  for  Year  23  (8/7  bc)  must  have  been 

carried  out  in  Year  24  (7/6  bc);  cf.  below,  17.  The  fact  that  this  nome  was  singled  out  may  suggest 

that  the  audit  was  performed  during  the  assizes  held  for  Middle  and  Lower  Egypt,  which  should  have 

taken  place  some  time  between  January  and  April  (6  bc);  see  R.  Haensch,  Pap.  Congr.  XXI 329—32. 

8  i<j>‘  <pv,  c5v  presumably  refers  to  K€Kpip.eva.  For  ini  +  gen.  meaning  ‘in  respect  of  which’, 
similar  to  £m  +  dat.,  see  perhaps  Mayser,  Grammatik  ii.2  469-70,  473.  Cf.  the  fragmentary  P.  Lips.  II 

124.61-2  t a  TrppCTaxOtvTa  \  ip’  <Ly. 
8-12  This  passage,  after  ip3  <hv,  consists  of  three  infinitive  clauses  which  may  have  depended 

on  a  finite  verb  now  lost.  One  possibility  is  ir/xjcijxei,  perhaps  to  be  restored  at  the  end  of  11.  How¬ 
ever,  a  finite  verb  may  not  be  required  for  infinitives  expressing  orders.  Besides,  the  second  and  third 

infinitives  seem  to  form  a  unity,  with  tov c  .  .  .  ypap[o]yTac  (g)  as  the  subject;  see  9-  n  n.  and  11-12  n. 

8
-
 
9
 
 

p.[ijSe]ya  twv  Kara  tt)v  yaipai'  Tr[payp.aTiKa>v]  [  diveic0[ai  _  ]t  _r(  ).  This  regulation  is  remi¬ 

niscent  of  Dig.  XVIII  1.62  qui  officii  causa  inprovincia  
agil  vel  militat,  praedia  comparare  in  eadem  provincia  rum 

potest ,  praeterquam  
si patema  eius  a  ftsco  dislrahantur.  

The  unread  part  may  be  the  equivalent  
to  praedia,  and 

iS]iwt(ik-  )  may  be  a  possibility;  
cf.  4  n.,  i4.n.  Cf.  also  Dig.  XVIII  1.46,  XLIX  14.46.2,  C.  Th.  VIII  15.1. 

8  Tj\_payp.aTiK(jiv].  Cf.  11,  where  the  word  survives  in  full.  This  is  the  earliest  attestation  of  the 

term  in  papyri  of  the  Roman  period.  It  refers  to  minor  officials,  very  often  kmogrammateis,  and  prob¬ 
ably  does  not  include  liturgists,  as  in  later  times  (there  is  no  proof  that  the  Roman  liturgical  system 

had  been  introduced  at  such  an  early  date).  This  specific  meaning  of  the  term  can  also  be  deduced 

from  the  edict  of  Ti.  Iulius  Alexander  (68)  21  ffi  cT/xmjyotc  rji  Ttpayp-aTiKolc  fji  aXXoic  tcov  -npocopei- 

XrjKOTOiv  [tcol  Sijjuoawi  Xoycoi.  Turranius’  ruling  thus  seems  to  have  a  less  extended  application  than 

Gnomon  §70,  which  concerns  liturgists  as  well;  see  BGU  V2  pp.  72-4.  For  -npayfcaTiKoi  as  ‘subordinate 
officials’,  see  also  VI  899  17  n.;  G.  Chalon,  L’Edil  de  Tiberius  Julius  Alexander  (1964)  126  n.  12;  CPR 
XXIII  17.8  n.;  Kruse,  Der  konigliche  Schreiber  1 103  n.  220. 

9

-

 

1

 

1  roue  Se  ypdp[o]yjac  jr/y  .  .  .  Si/<[aer]ac.  The  subject  of  A[a]p,/3ayetv  ought  to  be  roue  .  .  . 

ypa<f>[o]yTa.c,  
perhaps  

secretaries  
in  charge  of  the  registration  

of  sales  of  land;  the  object  will  then 
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begin  with  -njy,  e.g.,  r yy  [yvco/ipu  (‘the  secretaries  are  required  to  take  good  notice  of  the  prefect’s 

judgement’). 

9-10  aKpc][j8ecTa[ra] :  not  euce^ecrara,  which  is  used  exclusively  for  honorific  titles  in  the  pa¬ 
pyri,  and  not  attested  before  the  diird  century.  It  should  be  specified  that  there  is  not  enough  room to  restore  -toJtijv] . 

a  S«iacr]Ac:  dPXl]|S«[«T]dc? 

1
1
—
 
 

12  fLTjT€  ijpaypM.-rucoic  aiveicftai  [  c.J  ]  |  [  c.~j  ]cw  etc  rac  tovtcuv  yvvaixac.  This  is  the  third 

infinitive  proposition,  which  prohibits  illegal  purchase  by  functionaries  through  front  men.  The  gap 

at  the  end  of  11  or  even  12  will  have  held  an  infinitive  meaning  ‘allow’  or  similar  to  account  for  the 
dative.  Cf.  Dig.  XVIII 1 .46  non  licet  ex  officio,  quod  administrat  quis ,  emere  quid  vel  per  se  vel  per  aliam personam; 

XLIX  14.46.2  quod  a  praeside  sen  procurator e  vel  quolibet  alio  in  ea  provincia ,  in  qua  administrat,  licet  per  supposi- 
tam personam  comparatwn  est,  infirmato  contractu  vindicatur.  Compare  also  P.  Mil.  Vogl.  II 98  (138-9?),  where 

a  village  scribe  is  accused  of  fraudulent  purchase  of  land:  9-10  rq |’v  xarayp] ap-qv  n[e)7roirjcdcu  etc 
ovopca  rrjc  nev&epac  avjov  Icapiov,  27-8  cvxeKTrjcTe  (1.  -8ai)  err3  [o]vo/xaToc  rrjc  ’Icapi[ov\.  For  the interchange  between  the  expressions  etc  ovopca  tov  Beivoc  and  etc  tov  Setva,  frequently  attested  in  tax 

and  land  registers,  see  F.  Preisigke,  Girowesen  (1910)  149-50;  P.  Ryl.  II  202a.8ff.  n. 

1

2

-

 

1

3

 

 
€l  •  •  ■  \Te  'Ptofiaioc.  Perhaps  read  e|Vet  oure  j  acroc  ou]re  Pcofiaioc,  with  two  groups  of 

people  of  special  civil  status  standing  
in  opposition  

to  ‘the  officials  in  the  chord!  (8),  though  it  would  be 
unusual  if  acToc  preceded  

'Pwfxqioc.  
This  regulation,  

which  presumably  
runs  down  to  the  beginning of  16,  does  not  correspond  

to  any  Roman  legislation  
of  which  we  are  aware. 

14  ]ou  <J)VTjp.€vov  c[f)8ovc  iS  [.  At  the  start,  t]ou?  At  the  end,  before  the  break,  the  edge  of 

a  high  semi-circle,  followed  by  a  speck  on  die  edge.  )  may  be  considered,  though  the  form 

of  the  omega  would  be  irregular.  If  correct,  it  would  offer  the  earliest  record  of  ‘bought  land’  being 
treated  as  a  sub-category  of  private  land.  Cf.  also  above,  4  n.  and  8-9  n. 

djwrjpLevov.  For  the  perfect  forms  of  w vovpuu  without  reduplication,  see  F.  T.  Gignac,  Grammar 

15  Perhaps  restore  7)  tivo]c  aXXov  toiovtov  and  dirt  tov  vo[pov. 

16  The  first  letter  on  the  edge  looks  like  mu,  topped  by  an  L-shaped  alpha. 

t[  ]  .oyr  [.  Perhaps  t[ou]to  or  rfaijra  ovtojc  though  it  is  hard  to  read  sigma. 
17-23  The  structure  of  the  text  here  differs  from  that  of  the  preceding  lines;  this,  as  well  as  the 

smaller  hand,  makes  it  difficult  to  estimate  the  number  of  letters  lost  to  the  left. 

17  ]  kS  (erovc)  Ka[i]capoc.  Not  ro]y:  the  short  horizontal  before  k8  can  hardly  belong  to 

upsilon. 
18  ’]  vd(  ).  Of  the  uncertain  letter,  which  must  be  a  vowel,  there  are  traces  belonging  to  the 

upper  and  lower  right-hand  corners.  The  only  available  choices  are  epsilon  and  eta,  and  ]  ev0(aSe)  or 

ev0(a)  may  be  considered  (referring  to  the  village  and  farmstead  mentioned  at  3). 

19  In  the  break  at  the  beginning  of  the  line  perhaps  restore  [Capan'uovi]  (cf.  20-21),  though  we 
do  not  know  whether  Didymus  had  more  than  two  sons. 

£k  (tov)  A  ioyvy(rou).  This  kleros  was  previously  unknown.  The  name  is  rarely  attested  in  Egypt 

after  the  Ptolemaic  period.  The  original  holder  may  or  may  not  be  related  to  Bills  son  of  Diognetus,  an 

(• oySoTjKovTctpovpoc )  kX(t)povxoc)  in  P.  Tebt.  III. 2  830.4  (11  bc;  i(X(rjpoc)  ed.  pr.,  but  cf.  e.g.  P.  Enteux.  8.1). 

20-21  The  same  Sarapion  son  of  Didymus  is  probably  meant  in  both  lines.  Cf.  5168  3  n. 

20  £k  (tov)  C<ok'iv8(pov)  kcll  Arjp.Tj(rpiou).  This  kleros  too  was  not  attested  previously.  The  name 
Cd>KLv8poc  has  appeared  only  in  O.  Edfou  III  371  1.41,  2.2,  3.6,  3.9  (49  bc?).  No  etymology  has  been 
offered. 

21  £k  (tov)  ArjixqGpiov).  This  kleros  too  appears  to  be  new.  Several  kkroi  ‘of  Demetrius’  have 
been  attested  in  the  Oxyrhynchite  nome,  but  none  in  the  Middle  toparchy;  see  P.  Pruneti,  Aegyptus 

55  (>975)  ‘72-3- 
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22  This  line  may  have  started  with  aAAat.  introducing  another  amount  of  arouras.  What  comes 

after  it  looks  like  the  siglum  for  (irvpov)  or  (aprafiai),  but  this  is  not  expected  here.  The  final  traces 

may  be  read  as  alpha  or  lambda,  or  as  a  word  abbreviated  at  the  second  letter,  which  would  be  a  sim¬ 
plified  and  raised  alpha. 

23  Ai8v]p.coi  aSeA^wfi?  In  this  line  the  hand  is  larger  than  that  in  19-22,  and  looks  more  like 
that  in  1-18.  This,  as  well  as  the  fact  that  this  name  follows  the  sum  total  of  illegally  bought  arouras 

in  22,  suggests  that  this  line  is  not  part  of  the  list.  Thus  we  cannot  tell  with  certainty  whether  this 

person  is  the  Didymus  son  of  Didymus  named  in  19,  the  brother  of  the  Sarapion  mentioned  in  20-21. 
This  was  the  last  line  of  the  column.  It  is  not  clear  whether  the  report  abruptly  ended  here,  or 

was  carried  on  in  a  lost  second  column. 

R.-L.  CHANG 

5172.  Receipt  for  Dike-Tax 

103/ 1 24(b)  8.3  X  12.2  cm  3°  Juty  7 

This  is  the  earliest  receipt  for  dike-tax  from  the  Roman  period  so  far  pub¬ 

lished,  taking  the  place  of  O.  Petr.  79  (15).  The  closest  parallel  is  CPR  V  1  (66), 

which  has  the  same  arrangement:  date  of  payment,  verb  of  paying,  names  of 

private  banking  agents,  year  for  which  the  tax  was  due,  district  for  which  the  tax 

was  counted,  name  of  tax-payer,  amount  paid;  see  R.  Bogaert,  AncSoc  31  (2001) 

250  (formula  1),  and  below,  3  n.  Another  point  of  interest  is  the  mention  of  the  city 

quarter  of  Hermaion,  the  earliest  to  date ;  see  3  n. 

The  papyrus  is  complete  except  for  a  small  loss  at  the  lower  right.  This  is  not 

likely  to  have  contained  a  signature,  also  absent  from  CPR  V  1  and  II  312  descr. 

=  SB  X  10237.  A  kollesis  is  visible  3.2  cm  from  the  left  edge.  The  writing  runs  along 
the  fibres.  The  back  is  blank. 

erovc  A?  Kaicapoc, 

MMcM  s7.  8iayeyp(a(bc) 

81  a  'Qp(  )  rpairrel/nov)  ̂ co(juartKOu)  A/3  (erovc)  Epp.a(lov) 

'Qplcov  nXovrapx(ov) 

5  (Spa^p.ac)  7 rev-re  (rrevrojfioXov),  (ylvovrat)  e  (tt€vt<1)^oXov). 

3  u>pTp'~-xCNL*PP-a  4  r\ourapx  5  S  ?  I  ? 

‘Year  36  of  Caesar,  Mesore  6.  Horion  son  of  Flutarchus  has  paid  through  Hor — (?),  banker, 

for  dike-tax  for  the  32nd  year,  for  (the  district  of)  Hermaion,  five  drachmas  5  obols,  total  5  (dr.)  5  ob.’ 

2  §iayey/>(a</>e).  The  expansion  in  the  active  voice  is  suggested  by  the  use  of  the  nominative  for 

the  name  of  the  tax-payer  (4).  We  should  therefore  resolve  Sia yiyp(a<f)e)  instead  of  Siayeypafrrai)  in 

II  288  1,-7,  12,  17,  21,  25,  30,  32,  and  289  i  2,  ii  2,  4;  these  two  texts  should  be  classified  under  formula 

1  of  bank  receipts  in  R.  Bogaert,  AncSoc  31  (2001)  250.  (Bogaert’s  formula  2  with  biaycypamai  seems 
to  be  characteristic  of  tax  receipts  from  Philadelphia:  see  A.  E.  Hanson,  BASF  19  (1982)  54-5.) 

3  'Qp(  ):  not  73p(oy),  as  the  type  of  the  abbreviation  indicates.  Cap(  )  is  not  excluded,  but  the 
putative  alpha  would  have  an  abnormally  flat  bottom;  cf.  Kaicapoc  in  1.  In  any  case,  this  banker  is 
not  otherwise  known. 

rpa(nct,'nov).  The  absence  of  the  article  (rye)  before  the  banker’s  name  tells  against  resolving 
the  abbreviation  as  Tpa(ire£ijc),  which  is  what  earlier  editions  have  (contrast  CPR  V  1.4):  see  288  8  et 

passim ,  289  2  et  passim,  SB  X  10221  iii  3,  iv  2, 10223, 10237, 10242.3,  10243  i  3,  ii  2;  in  all  these  passages 

the  expansion  rpa^c^lroo)  should  be  preferred.  Thus  there  is  no  distinction  to  be  drawn  so  far  as  this 

point  is  concerned  between  the  examples  cited  by  Bogaert  (2  n.)  for  his  formula  1  and  for  his  formula 

2.  Indeed  Bogaert  already  includes  288  in  his  second  category,  with  Tpave^irov  rather  than  rpankU]c. 

For  private  banks  in  Roman  Oxyrhynchus,  sec  Bogaert,  /jPE  109  (1995)  15 1—7. 

Xw(jj.ariKov).  For  Roman  dike-tax  as  a  capitation  tax,  see  P.  Brookl.  45  introd.;  P.  Koln  III 

138.3  n.,  IX  376  introd.  (p.  143);  K.  Maresch,  Bronze  und  Siller  (1996)  164-72;  Bogaert,  AncSoc  30 

{2000)  148-9;  E  Heilporn,  Thebes  et  ses  taxes  =  O.  Stras.  II  (2009)  25  n.  91,  94-7.  It  is  first  recorded  in 
BGU  IV  1198  (Heracl.;  5/4  bo),  a  petition  to  the  prefect  from  four  priests  who  complained  of  being 

subject  to  poll-  and  dike-tax.  There  are  seventeen  published  Oxyrhynchite  papyri  attesting  this  tax, 

excluding  P  Koln  III  138  and  XII 1438,  which  are  of  uncertain  provenance.  Except  for  P.  Princ.  II 

46  (11)  and  XLIII  3107  (238),  they  are  all  from  the  first  century;  see  the  list  in  Maresch,  Bronze  und 

Silber  232-3,  235,  to  which  add  SB  XX  14665  (30),  SB  X  10236  =  II  322  descr.  (36),  E  Oxy.  Hels.  29 
(54),  and  XLI  2971  (66).  Apart  from  the  last  three  documents,  which  are  contracts  of  apprenticeship, 

they  are  largely  cumulative  receipts  and  tax  accounts,  in  which  the  dike-tax  is  often  connected  with 

other  charges,  especially  poll-  and  pig-tax.  The  poll-,  pig-  and  dike-taxes  were  the  main  taxes  levied 
on  persons  in  Oxyrhynchus  from  the  reign  of  Augustus  to  the  end  of  the  first  century  (or  later);  see  II 

389  descr.  (early  1),  SB  XX  14665,  P.  Oxy.  Hels.  29.30-31,  2971  19-20,  E  Oxy.  Hels.  12  (99). 

’Epp.a(lov).  This  is  the  earliest  attestation  of  this  district,  on  which  see  S.  Daris,  SJPE 132  (2000) 
215-16  =  Calderini,  Diz.  geogr.  Suppl.  in  99-100;  see  also  Suppl.  111  36,  Suppl.  v  32,  73. 

5  (Bpaxfiac)  ttcvtc  (ncvrib^oXov).  This  same  amount  paid  for  dike-tax,  including  prosdiagrapho- 
mena  and  other  taxes,  is  recorded  in  some  Theban  ostraca  of  the  late  first  century;  see  Maresch, 

Bronze  und  Silber  223.  The  standard  rate  for  dike-tax  in  the  first  and  second  centuries  was  6  drachmas 

4  obols,  attested  as  early  as  ad  15  in  Upper  Egypt  (O.  Petr.  79)  and  18  in  Oxyrhynchus  (II  309  descr.  = 

SB  X  10221  iv).  Prosdiagraphomena  and  other  additional  payments  were  included  in  the  sums  collected 

elsewhere  in  Egypt,  but  such  payments  are  not  recorded  in  any  Oxyrhynchite  document  relative  to 

the  dike-tax.  and  thus  can  hardly  account  for  the  difference  between  the  standard  rate  and  the  pay¬ 
ment  of  5  dr.  5  ob.  in  5172.  Whether  this  amount  indicates  a  different  rate  or  partial  payment,  we 

cannot  tell;  cf.  the  instalments  recorded  in  II  308  descr.  =  SB  X  10243  ̂   5_6  (3  dr.  4 Vt  ob.  +  2  dr.  5  Vi 

ob.  paid  for  46/7),  and  possibly  in  II  312  descr.  =  SB  X  10237  (3  dr.  4  V2  ob.  paid  for  35/6),  or  288  20 
(6  dr.  paid  for  23/4). 

R.-L.  CHANG 

5173.  Loan  of  Money 

104/  178(a)  13  x  12  cm  29  August  25-3  February  26 

Anteis  son  of  Titan,  previously  known  from  LVIII  3915  (30),  acknowledges 

receipt  of  a  loan  of  100  silver  drachmas  through  a  private  bank  at  the  Serapeum 

of  Oxyrhynchus.  What  remains  is  paralleled  by  SB  XVI  12700A  (end  of  reign  of 

Augustus;  see  R.  Bogaert,  £PE  109  (1995)  154),  SB  X  10222. 1-12  (20),  10238.1-10 
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(37),  10246.1-1 1  (55),  and  II  269  1-8  (57).  The  lost  part  will  have  contained  the
  pen¬ 

alties  in  case  of  default,  the  ̂ F^-clause,  the  signature  of  an  amanuensis  (Anteis  was 

illiterate;  see  3915  27-9)  with  the  date,  and  the  notification  of  payment  through 

the  bank.  Cf.  also  P.  IFAO  III  30  (early  1),  P.  Yale  I  60  (6/5  bo),  XLW  3351  (34), 

and  XLIX  3490  (140/41)  (the  last  two  did  not  require  the  involvement  of  a  bank). 

The  text  offers  the  earliest  dated  instance  of  the  expression  ‘imperial  and 

Ptolemaic  silver  coinage3 ;  see  below,  4—5  n. 

The  papyrus  was  rolled  up  from  the  right  and  crushed;  the  leftmost  panel  was 

tucked  in  prior  to  the  endorsement.  The  strip  was  then  folded  horizontally  at  least 

twice.  A  kollesis  is  visible  5.2  cm  from  the  left.  The  text  runs  along  the  fibres. 

Avrclc  Tiravoc  Flcpcrjc  rrjc  cmyovrjc 

ZcolAcol  ©ecuvoc  ̂ ctt/peiv.  o/xoAoytoi  €X€IV  7Ta~ 

pa  cov  iirl  rov  Trpoc  ,0£ypvyxa>v  iroAei  Capaneiov 

Sia  rrjc  'ttpa-Koc  roy  IJroXcp, aiov  rparrktflc  apyv- 

ptov  Cefiacrov  /cat  IlroXcp.aiKOv  vopiquaToc  hpa- 

Xf^a.c  eicarov,  (ytvovrat)  apy(vpiov )  (Spaced)  p  K€<f>aXaio\y\,  ate  ovScv  ran  /ca- 

doXov  npocyKTai,  ac  /c[a]i  a-nohocco  col  rrjc  Scko.- 

rr)]i  rov  Me[x]e ip  [rov  ei/Jecrairoc:  Sa/Sf/carou 

er]  owe  Tifieploy  Ka[tca]poc  Cefiacroi 5  7r“' 

CTjC  v]TT€pd€C€0)[c  C. 4  ] . [. .] - 

]..[  C-1  ]..[ 

Back,  downwards,  along  the  fibres 

(m.2?)  'Epfiaioy  .[ 

2  1.  6poXoyw  6  fapfi  7  1.  Mcbcco  8  bojSeKarov  -  9  ™  - 

‘Anteis  son  of  Titan,  Persian  by  descent,  to  Zoilus  son  of  Theon,  greetings.  I  acknowledge  that 

I  am  in  receipt  from  you,  at  the  Serapeum  in  the  city  of  Oxyrhynchi  through  the  bank  of  Hierax,  son 

of  Ptolemaeus,  of  one  hundred  silver  drachmas  of  imperial  and  Ptolemaic  coinage,  in  total  ioo  silver 

drachmas  as  principal,  to  which  nothing  has  been  added  at  all,  and  which  I  will  return  to  you  on  the 

tenth  of  Mecheir  of  the  present  twelfth  year  of  Tiberius  Caesar  Augustus,  without  any  delay.  11  I  fail 

to  refund  you  according  to  the  set  conditions(?) . . .’ 
Back:  ‘Of  Hermaeus  .  . 

1  Avreic.  This  confirms  the  reading  of  the  name  in  LVIII 3915  23. 

Tlepcrjc  rrjc  iviyovijc.  Anteis  is  not  called  a  ‘Persian  by  descent’  in  3915,  where  he  is  the  seller 
of  a  camel;  this  is  further  evidence  that  this  designation  was  legal  fiction  at  that  time  and  applied  to 

debtors.  This  situation  is  paralleled  e.g.  by  P.  Mich.  V  332  =  PSI VDI 910  (47/8),  where  a  certain  Or- 

seus  is  or  is  not  described  as  ‘Persian  by  descent’  depending  on  whether  he  is  a  borrower  or  vendor; 
see  P.  Merton  1 10.4  n. 

2  ZcoiXon  ®eojvoc.  A  person  of  this  name  is  attested  in  X  1316  4-5  of  57  (we  have  seen  a  pho- 
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tograph).  Zoilus  son  of  Theon  in  II  265  41,  42  (81-95)  and  LXXV  5051  7  is  probably  a  namesake, 
since  he  was  alive  some  time  in  the  reign  of  Domitian;  cf.  also  P.  Eirene  I  5  =  SB  XXIV  16093.2  (1), 

though  the  patronymic  is  only  tentatively  restored. 

3
—
 
4
 
 

iirl  to u  irpoc  ̂ O^ypvyyaiv  noXei  Capaneiov  Sia  rrjc  ’Iepaicpc  rov  TTroAejuatov  rpaire^ijc. 

The  banker  Hierax  son  of  Ptolemaeus  was  not  known  previously  R.  Bogaert,  /(PE  109  (1995)  155-6, 

argues  that  there  were  two  private  banks  operating  at  the  Oxyrhynchite  Serapeum  at  least  from  ad  30 

to  74,  one  of  which,  unlike  the  bank  mentioned  here,  included  the  Serapeum  in  its  name :  3915  13-14 

81a  rrjc  iirl  rov  Trpoc  'O^vpvyycuv  [7roAei  Capa\irielov  CapaTrtcovoc  rov  ZcolXov  rpane^Tjc)  would  be 
a  reference  to  the  other  bank.  To  Bogaert’s  list  of  documents  mentioning  the  bank(s)  at  the  Serapeum 
add  now  also  LXXV  5052  30-31  (86/7)  and  P.  Sijp.  49.7-10  (11,  but  not  later  than  153/4:  this  bank 
was  confiscated  by  the  state  and  was  farmed  out  regularly  from  153/ 4  onwards;  see  Bogaert  156). 

4

—

 

5

 

 
apyvpiov  CefiacTov  ko.1  riroXe/juiiKov  vopicpxnoc.  This  expression  reflects  the  simultane¬ 

ous  use  of  the  old  Ptolemaic  coinage  and  the  new  billon  tetradrachm,  
first  minted  in  20/ 21 ;  see  E. 

Christiansen,  
/(PE  54  (1984)  292-6.  5173  offers  its  earliest  attestation,  

followed  by  SB  XVI  12609  = 
ChLA  XLV  1340  =  C.  Epist.  Lat  1 13  (27).  (The  reference  to  such  coinage  in  SB  XX  15028  allows  us 

to  narrow  down  the  possible  range  of  dates  for  that  document  from  14-37  10  20-37-) 

6

-

 

7

 

 

Ke<f>aXa'io[u],  ale  ovSev  tcoi  nadoXov  TrpocfjKTai.  This  formula  is  characteristic  of  Oxy¬ 

rhynchite  
loans  of  money  from  ad  20  to  85;  see  F.  Lerouxel,  

(jPE  181  (2012)  165-8,  who  argues  that 
the  usual  rate  of  12%  p.  a.  lies  behind  the  lack  of  a  reference  

to  interest.  Cf.  now  5169  7  (18  bg)  with  n. 

7

-

 

9

 

 

Mecheir  ro,  Year  12  Tiberius  =  4  February  26.  The  form  of  words  may  suggest  that 

Mecheir  
had  not  yet  begun. 

10  After  v]Trepdeceip\c,  parallels  suggest  reading  iav  S]e  prj  airoS a>  k aOa  yeypairr ai. 

12  The  purpose  of  this  line,  much  too  damaged  and  containing  a  name  which  does  not  occur 

on  the  front  so  far  as  it  is  preserved,  is  unclear.  The  endorsements  of  other  Oxyrhynchite  loan  con¬ 

tracts  of  this  period  (P.  Yale  1 60.19-20  (6/5  bc),  XLIX  3485  38-40  (38),  P.  Genova  II  62.49  (9®)>  etc-) 
are  of  no  help. 

R.-L.  CHANG 

5174.  Letter  to  Apelles,  Strategus 

58/B(37)a  15.5  x  16  cm  28  October  -  26  November  26 

A  fragment  from  the  end  of  a  letter  addressed  on  the  back  to  Apelles,  a  stra¬ 

tegus  of  the  Panopolite  nome  not  known  previously.  A  further  point  of  interest  is 

the  reference  to  an  unnumbered  August  day’  (see  10  n.). 
The  letter  is  written  along  the  fibres  on  a  sheet  that  seems  to  have  belonged  to 

a  composite  roll:  there  is  a  three-layer  sheet-join  close  to  the  right-hand  edge,  and 

a  four-layer  one  2.3  cm  from  the  left-hand  edge,  while  the  sheet  attached  at  left  is 

of  finer  quality  and  lighter  in  colour  than  that  at  right. 

].*"* 

. ] . [  b" 

. ]Ak>vtout[  c. 20  ]  W 

*.[. .].  o™  ̂yvca.l  

c

-

1

 

2

°
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5  77  [6]/X</fat  /zot  aur  [  £20  ]  tSv 

e[a]v  alprjL  ypape  k[  £20  ]mi. 

7 rpo  Se  7ravrco(v)  cea(urou)  e77-[ipiAou  IV  vyLaivrjtc. 

eppwco. 
(. erovc )  iy  Tifiepiov  Kaicapoc  Cefiacrov,  prjvl  Neon 

io  CcjSacraii,  Ceftacriji. 

Back,  downwards,  along  the  fibres: 

]  (vac.)  AneXXei  crpar^ycoi  IJavoiroX^rov ) 

4  two  horizontals  over  v  and  vtj:  perhaps  only  accident  7  wav-rcea  9  L 

io  short  oblique  stroke  over  -q  of  cefiacTqi  ii  -navo-no 

.  therefore  if(?)  you(?)  have  considered  .  . .  send  me  . . .  Write  about  whatever  you  choose  . . . 

Before  everything,  take  care  of  yourself  so  that  you  are  healthy.  Farewell. 

‘Year  13  of  Tiberius  Caesar  Augustus,  in  the  month  of  Neos  Scbastos,  August  day. 

Back:  ‘. . .  to  Apelles,  strategus  of  the  Panopolite  nome.’ 

4  Perhaps  read  el  [/xe]v  o8v  rjyrjcat,  though  iota  does  not  reach  below  the  baseline  elsewhere 
in  the  text. 

5  avr  [:  avT7}[  (avrr)[v?)  or  auTt[  (aurt[fca  would  go  well  with  iKir[e]piffai). 

5-6  ]  <5v  e[a]v  atpfji  ypape.  In  the  break  restore  -rrepl,  as  in  P.  lips.  1 104. 13-14  (95/62  BC)>  SB 
XVIII  13273.10-11  (Ptolemaic),  etc.;  or  wrep,  as  in  IV  787  (16). 

10  CefiacTrji.  Cf.  5176  fr.  2.7.  There  is  one  other  instance  of  an  unnumbered  rjpepa  CefSacrr)  in 

the  month  of  Neos  Sebastos  from  the  reign  of  Tiberius,  viz.  O.  Stras.  1 54  (15);  there  may  be  another 

from  the  fourth  year  of  Gaius  (39/40),  if  the  name  of  the  month  is  correctly  read  (O.  Wilck.  385,  with 

BL II.  1  58;  a  different  reading  is  proposed  in  O.  Bodl.  II  429  introd.  =  BL  VIII  539  [BL  slightly  mis¬ 
represents  this  as  a  correction  to  the  suggestion  in  BL  II.i]).  It  is  possible  that  such  unnumbered  days 

indicate  the  birthday  of  the  ruling  emperor,  but  Snyder  has  pointed  out  that  this  is  not  likely  to  apply 

to  Tiberius.  There  are  grounds  to  believe  that  from  the  reign  of  Tiberius  onwards  the  day  intended 

under  this  name  was  the  first  of  each  month.  See  generally  W.  F.  Snyder,  Aegyptus  18  (1938)  227-32  and 

44  (1964)  162-4,  and  more  recently  the  discussion  by  C.  Bennett  at  http:/ /www. tyndalehouse.com/ 

Egypt/ptolemies/chron/egyptian/chron_cg_anl_augustus.htm. 

11  AireWei  cTparrjywi  IJavoTToX^TOv).  No  other  strategus  of  the  Panopolite  nome  is  known  for 

the  early  Roman  period.  As  often,  he  may  have  been  an  Oxyrhynchite  who  came  back  to  Oxyrhyn- 
chus  with  his  papers,  though  the  name  Apelles  is  not  attested  in  this  region  before  the  second  century. 

The  inventory  number  of  5174  (58/8(37)3)  is  adjacent  to  that  of  LV  3807  (58/8(36)3),  a  letter 

apparendy  sent  from  an  official,  perhaps  a  royal  scribe,  to  another  notable  some  time  between  years 

12  and  15  of  Tiberius.  3807  mentions  affairs  in  Diospolis,  probably  one  of  the  two  cities  of  this  name 

in  Upper  Egypt  (‘Parva’  or  ‘Magna’),  to  the  south  of  and  not  too  far  away  from  Panopolis.  The  names 
of  the  sender  and  addressee  are  lost.  One  may  wish  to  associate  the  two  letters,  but  it  should  be  noted 

that  the  addressee  of  3807  was  probably  not  a  strategus  when  that  letter  was  written  (see  3807  24-6). 

N.  GONIS 
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5175.  Petition  to  the  Prefect 

57/ 102(a)  14  X  9  cm  c.49 

Only  the  top  of  the  document  survives.  It  appears  to  be  a  duplicate  of  I  38 

=  M.  Chr.  58  =  M.  V  Biscottini,  Aegyptus  46  (1966)  237-8  (no.  24),  a  petition  of  the 

weaver  Tryphon  to  the  prefect,  written  some  time  after  29  March  49.  5175  is  not 

written  by  the  same  hand  as  38,  and  has  a  number  of  spellings  of  its  own  (1,  3,  4); 

see  also  5-6  n. 
For  bibliography  on  the  archive  of  Tryphon  see  M.  Piccolo,  Aegyptus  83  (2003) 

197  n.  1;  add  now  P  J.  Parsons,  City  of  the  Sharp-Nosed  Fish  (2007)  211-14,  and  B. 

Kelly,  Petitions,  Litigation,  and  Social  Control  in  Roman  Egypt  (2011)  131-3,  312-16. 139  = 

II  317  (52)  is  another  duplicate  in  the  archive. 
The  back  is  blank. 

TvaicoL  OvepyiXloji  Kairtr[<o\yi 

napa  Tpvcfxovoc  ro[u]  AlovvcLov 

rd)v  airp  'Oi;vpvvxcp\y  7r]oAecoc.  Cv[poc 

C[vp]oy  ivaix^lpicgv  yvvq[iKi  qov 

5  C[a]/o[aei)]Tf  Arricovoc  ran  _[ 
c6  SU]  ivyvov  [e]/x[ou 

3  1.  'O^vpvyyujv  4  1.  eveyApicev  6  1.  iyyvov 

‘To  Gnaeus  Vergilius  Gapito  from  Tryphon  son  of  Dionysius,  (one)  of  those  from  the  city  of 
Oxyrhynchi.  Syrus  son  of  Syr  us  handed  over  to  my  wife  Saraeus  daughter  of  Apion,  in  the  (seventh?) 

year,  on  my  security . . .’ 

1  Cn.  Vergilius  Gapito  was  prefect  ol"  Egypt  from  c.47  to  52 .  His  nomen  is  spelt  OiiepyeXUoi  in  38 1 . 
2  ro[u].  Dr  Henry  observes  that  the  article  is  present  also  in  38  2,  but  omitted  by  editors. 

5-6'  Perhaps  ra>i  fj?[5o]  | [pwc  be  1];  I  38  4-6  rim  r<Li  £  (bei)  Tt^eplov  KXavdtov  Kaicapoc 
Cefiacrov  Fcpp-aviKou  AvroKparopoc  81’  ivyvov  ipov  0  aveipijr at.  This  Year  7  =  46/7. 

N.  GONIS 

5176.  Notice  to  an  Agoranomus 

g  1B.172/A  (fr.  1)  1 1.7  x  8  cm  23  Tune  y2 

9  1B.172/E  (fr.  2)  12.2  x  16.5  cm 

Fr.  2  is  the  lower  part  of  a  document  whose  top  (fr.  i)  was  previously  published 

as  LXXIV  4985.  Fr.  i  preserves  the  beginning  of  a  letter  from  Herachdes  and 

Ammonius  authorizing  an  agoranomus  to  register  the  sale  of  house  property.  Fr.  2 
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provides  the  foot  of  the  document,  and  contains  the  end  of  the  dating  clause,  the 

signature  of  Heraclides  with  a  repetition  of  the  date,  and  a  note  to  the  agoranomus 

from  a  banker  and  his  associates  confirming  their  receipt  of  the  requisite  tax,  a  sum 

of  2  talents  and  1500  drachmas  in  bronze  (see  6-10  n.).  The  two  fragments  do  not 

appear  to  join  and  little  is  left  of  the  first  hand  in  fr.  2.1-2;  but  the  continuity  of 

a  sheet-join  c. 5  cm  from  the  left-hand  edge  and  the  alignment  of  the  vertical  folds 

guarantee  that  the  fragments  belong  to  the  same  document. 

This  type  of  document,  in  which  officials  of  unspecified  function  either  au¬ 

thorize  agoranomi  to  register  the  sale  or  mortgage  of  house  property  or  a  slave,  or 

order  them  to  grant  the  manumission  of  a  slave,  is  represented  by  some  two  dozen 

examples  and  is  peculiar  to  Oxyrhynchus;  for  a  discussion  and  list  of  the  relevant 

papyri,  see  M.  G.  Raschke,  BASF  13  (1976)  17-29,  and  A.  Benaissa,  %RE  170  (2009) 

157-85,  to  which  add  now  LXXIV  4984,  LXXV  5051,  and  very  probably  5170 

in  this  volume.  The  exact  function  of  the  senders  of  these  letters  is  uncertain,  but 

they  are  most  commonly  identified  with  the  supervisors  of  the  sales-tax  (irnTypyTal 

iyKVKMov);  see  J.  A.  Straus,  U Achat  et  la  vente  des  esclaves  dans  I’Egypte  romaine  (2004) 
49-50,  and  c£  %PE  170  (2009)  171. 

Virtually  all  published  letters  of  this  kind  date  from  the  last  three  decades 

of  the  first  century  ad,  probably  because  a  batch  of  documents  was  cleared  from 

the  office  of  the  agoranomi  at  the  end  of  this  period.  Since  the  vast  majority  were 

published  or  described  in  V.  Oxy.  I— II,  they  were  no  doubt  excavated  together 

during  Grenfell  and  Hunt’s  first  season  at  Oxyrhynchus  (1897).  5170  of  the  late 

first  century  bc  and  this  letter,  both  likewise  found  in  the  first  season,  are  the  first 

specimens  outside  this  date  range,  a  proof  (if  one  was  needed)  that  the  chronologi¬ 
cal  concentration  of  the  other  letters  is  the  result  of  ancient  archival  and  disposal 

history  rather  than  of  a  short-lived  administrative  practice. 

The  writing  runs  along  the  fibres  and  the  back  is  blank.  Fr.  2  preserves  a  gener¬ 
ous  lower  margin  (7  cm). 

Fr.  1 

’ HpabcXei&TjC  Kal  Ap,p,wvioc  ran 

ayopavofxoji  x(& lp€iv).  Karaypapov 
tbvrjv  Aiok\€l  llToXeixaiov  tov 

€7 TtfiaXXoVTOC  TOJl  8  MT  id  €p,€VU)t 

5  [ lepovc  oiKiac  Kal  avX yc  Kal  rye  etc  ravr(ac) 

eicoSov  Kal  e£[o]Sou  Kal  rd>v  cvvKVpovTcov 
Koivojy  [/cat]  aStaipertov  77730c  rove  re 
a\y\TOV  a8e[X(<f)ovc)  /car] a  yarepa  Kal  rove  .  .  .  .e 
a  [  C.  12  ] em . [,.].X"0 
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.[  c.B  J. 

(vac.)  [  ]  oySorj  Kal  et/caSt  Ky. 

(m. 2)  'H paKXe[i8yc]  XPVip 8.ricov).  (erouc)  tj3  T tfieptov  KXavSlov 
Kalcapoc  [CejSajcroii  TeppiaviKov  AvroKparopoc, 

5  (vac.)  IJavvi  Tcy. 
(m. 3)  TloXepicov  Kal  01  /xero^(ot)  ran  ayopa(vop.an)  xatpe(iv). 

rf)  kB  Cefi acrfji  {CefiacTrji}  tov  Ilavvi 

tov  ev(e)cra>To(c)  erotic  koQ’  y(v)  e'xe(t)  8iaypa(cj>yv) 

Xa(XKOv)  77 -po(c)  apy(vpLov)  (raXavra)  8vo  ̂ lAiac  7T€vraKo(ciac), 
10  (ylvovTai)  x<i(Xkov  7 rpoc  apyvpiov)  (raXavTa)  ft  (vac.)  eppa>(co). 

Fr.  1 

2  xl  3  w  of  -paiov  corr.  5  ravT  6  1.  cvyKvpovjoiv  9  ]  .Xv 

Fr.  2 

3  XPV  L.  6  peTo  ayopxcup’  7  V  °f  second  cefia. cttji  corr.  to  8  everwr 
Kad’^x^iayp  9  x^P°aPY^  Trevraic0  10  =  €ppw 

(Fr.  1)  ‘Heraclides  and  Ammonius  to  the  agoranomus,  greetings.  Register  a  sale  for  Diodes  son 
of  Ptolemaeus  of  the  share  that  falls  to  the  one  disposing  of  it,  of  a  house  and  courtyard  and  the 

entrance  and  exit  to  these  and  the  appurtenances,  (being)  common  and  indivisible  with  his  brothers 

on  his  father’s  side  and  . .  .’ 

(Fr.  2)  . .  twenty-eighth,  28.’ 
(2nd  hand)  ‘Heraclides :  register  (it).  Year  12  of  Tiberius  Claudius  Caesar  Augustus  Germanicus 

Imperator,  28  Pauni.’ (3rd  hand)  ‘Polemon  and  associates  to  the  agoranomus,  greetings.  On  29  Pauni,  August  day,  of 

the  present  year,  (N.N.  has  paid,)  in  accordance  with  the  bank  draft  in  his  possession,  two  talents  and 
one  thousand  five  hundred  (drachmas)  of  bronze  (converted)  to  silver,  total  2  tal  1500  (dr.)  of  bronze 

(converted  to  silver).  Farewell.’ 
Fr.  1 

7-8  rove  T€  |  a[u]rou  a8e[A(^ouc)  «ar]a  irarepa  Kal  tov c  .  . .  ,e:  roue  e|ayrov.  .[ _ ] _ «/?a 

Koi  to  [  \  eed.pr.  (a8[e\(<f>ovc)  and  irarepa  suggested  in  7-8  n.).  I  am  grateful  to  R.-L.  Chang  for 
restoration  work  on  these  lines  and  the  recovery  of  further  text. 

9  a.[e.i2]ey™ . [.  .].#<«(  ):  [  . .[ . 1.  **.pK 

Fr.  2 

3  HpaKXe [1877c]  xpv(p°‘ticov)-  Letters  to  agoranomi  authorizing  the  registration  of  sales  or 

mortgages  or  ordering  the  manumission  of  slaves  typically  contain  the  ‘signature’  N.N.  xPVi^Ticov  in 
the  sender’s  own  hand;  for  a  list  of  instances,  see  %PE  170  (2009)  170  n.  32,  to  which  add  I  48  21,  49 

14.  In  the  other  examples,  the  signer  does  not  repeat  the  date  as  here.  In  48  22  (see  BL  VII 126)  <Pa- 

ui(<f>i)  id  belongs  to  the  bankers’  subscription  (checked  on  a  photograph).  49  15-18  contains  after  the 
signature  a  subscription  specifying  the  month,  the  day,  and  a  sum,  but  not  in  the  hand  of  the  signer. 
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The  editors  assign  this  subscription  to  the  first  hand,  but  a  photograph  shows  dearly  that  it  is  due  to 

a  third  hand;  note  also  that  the  subscription  is  dated  a  day  later  than  the  main  letter,  suggesting  that 

it  was  made  by  bankers  to  confirm  the  payment  of  the  requisite  sum  (see  below,  6-10  n.,  and  cf.  the 

identical  amount  in  I  50,  a  bankers’  notice  to  agoranomi). 

6-10  In  this  note  bankers  confirm  that  they  have  received  from  the  purchaser  the  sales-tax 

(iyKvxXiov),  payment  of  which  was  presumably  a  prerequisite  to  the  agoranomic  registration  of  the 

sale.  Although  the  tax  is  not  explicidy  named,  cf.  the  parallel  subscriptions  in  II  242  31-4,  243  45-9, 
333  12-13  (fully  published  in  %PE  170  (2009}  177-8),  all  of  which  confirm  explicidy  the  payment  of  the 

iyKVKXiov,  cf.  also  the  self-standing  notice  I  50  (with  BL  VH  126),  acknowledging  the  receipt  of  the 

■npoTTpariKov  tax  for  a  manumission.  1 48  22-4  (BLVH 126)  preserves  the  beginning  of  a  similar  note 

following  a  letter  to  an  agoranomus  ordering  him  to  manumit  a  slave;  see  also  above,  3  n.,  on  1 49. 

The  formulation  of  this  notice  is  more  compressed  than  that  of  50, 242  31-4,  and  243  45-9:  it 
omits  the  main  verb  rera/crai,  the  name  of  the  payer  (as  subject),  and  the  name  of  the  tax,  but  adds 

an  otiose  tou  €v(e)crc3 ro(c)  trove.  333  12-13  follows  an  altogether  different  and  even  more  abbrevi¬ 

ated  format:  Biaypapr/  date  iyxuKXiov  sum..  49  15—18  (see  above,  3  n.)  is  reduced  further  to  simply  date 

6  IJoXepivv  kcli  ol  /xeTOx(ot).  Polemon  is  probably  the  banker  named  in  XXXIV  2720  2  (41-54) 

Tpa-ne[(y]c  fy’  ijc  ] .  Xep-ojv  *a[i  peroyoi.  The  editor  notes  ad  loc.:  ‘presumably  !J\pXepa}v  (though 

TjcAe/xcuv  is  not  palaeographically  excluded)5;  but  the  former  is  surely  the  likelier  restoration:  the 
form  TeXepajv  is  not  attested  as  a  variant  of  the  name  Tr/Xcpwv,  and  the  latter  name  is  itself  very  rare; 
cf.  also  R.  Bogaert,  %PE  109  (1995)  152. 

7  r fj  CefiacTTji.  {CefiacT-pt}  tou  IJavvi.  The  bankers’  note  to  the  agoranomus  is  dated  to  the 
day  after  that  of  the  main  letter,  as  in  49  15-16  (see  above,  3  n.)  and  242  32.  In  243  the  letter  is  dated 

generally  to  Phamenoth  (43),  without  specification  of  a  day,  while  the  bankers’  notice  is  dated  to  the 
28th  of  the  same  month  (46).  In  333  10, 12,  the  main  letter  and  the  bankers’  note  date  from  the  same 
day;  cf.  also  48  22. 

For  the  29th  as  a  r/pepa  Ceftacrri,  which  probably  commemorates  the  birthday  of  Germanicus, 

see  W  E  Snyder,  Aegyptus  18  (1938)  218-21,  and  44  (1964)  146-7, 159. 139  4  (see  ®1J  1 312)  ks  dupli¬ 
cate  II  317  provide  another  instance  from  the  same  year  in  the  month  of  Pharmouthi. 

A.  BENAISSA 

5177.  Letter  of  Diogenes,  Strategus,  to  Heraglides 

47  5B-43/F(4-6)a  9  x  14.5  cm  27  November  -  26  December  132 

The  left-hand  side  of  a  letter  from  Diogenes,  strategus,  to  Heraclides,  a  sito- 

logus  or  another  strategus  (see  3  n.,  16  n.).  The  papyrus  was  found  together  with 

5178,  a  letter  from  Heraclides  to  the  strategus  Claudius  Diogenes,  and  it  is  reason¬ 
able  to  assume  that  these  are  the  same  people.  The  letter  seems  to  have  been  sent 

to  acknowledge  receipt  of  official  correspondence  from  Heraclides.  Possibly  orders 

or  decisions  taken  by  the  central  administration  were  being  sent  around  as  a  cir¬ 

cular  from  nome  to  nome;  cf.  P.  Ryl.  II  78  (157).  The  official  nature  of  the  letter  is 

confirmed  by  the  file  number  added  in  the  top  margin. 

Diogenes  added  the  closing  greeting  in  a  fast  and  abbreviated  cursive,  while 

the  hand  responsible  for  the  main  body  of  the  text  is  that  of  a  professional  scribe. 

A  third  hand  wrote  the  file  number  at  the  top  and  what  may  be  a  docket  at  the  foot. 
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The  presence  of  vertical  folds  suggests  that  the  letter  was  rolled  up  and  squashed 

flat  before  being  sent.  Staining  on  the  back  may  suggest  that  a  seal  was  placed 

there,  but  it  seems  more  likely  that  it  is  subsequent  to  the  opening  of  the  letter. 

The  writing  runs  along  the  fibres. 

K3?)  IyM 

' 
 («*)

 

(m.  1)  Aioyevrjc  crpaT^yoc  name  of  nomeif) 

c.[ 

tuh  <j>[t]\[T]a[Tun  xaipeiv. 

5  ac  €TTe[[x\ijj[a ]c  fmcr[oAac dwcrj  7T€f)l  rrjc  [ 

avTcov  imcToX  [ 

KeypovLc/xeyl 

r[o]u  it,  (erovc)  A8piav[ov  rov  Kvplov 
10  iKOpLicap.r)y  [ 

‘V  e[iS];jc,  [<f>] |Urar[e. 

(m.2)  ippip[c]6ai  [c]e  evxopcu)  Sia  tto.v[t6c. 

(vac.) 
(m.l)  (erovc)  it,  AvroKparopoc  Kaicapoc  Tp[aiavov 

A8piavov  Cej3acrov,  A8pia[vov  n. 
»  (™-3?) 

Back,  downwards,  along  the  fibres : 

(m.i)  'HpaK\ei8r)i  (vac.?) . (vac.?)  [ 

9  itf  12  euxo  13  L 

(3rd  hand?)  ‘207.’ (1st  hand)  ‘Diogenes,  strategus  (of  the  . . .  nome?),  to  Heraclides, . . . ,  his  dearest  friend,  greet¬ 
ings. 

‘The  letters  you  sent .  .  .  concerning  the  ...  of  them  .  .  .  letter  .  .  .  dated  (.  .  .)  to  the  17th  year 

of  Hadrianus  the  lord,  I  received  ...  so  that  you  may  know',  my  dearest  friend.’ 

(2nd  hand)  ‘I  pray  for  your  continual  good  health.’ 
(1st  hand)  ‘Year  17  of  Imperator  Caesar  Traianus  Hadrianus  Augustus,  (in  the  month  of)  Had- 

Back:  (1st  hand)  ‘To  Heraclides, . . .’ 

1  flyJcT.  The  number  indicates  that  this  document  is  part  of  an  archive  of  official  correspond¬ 
ence.  It  may  have  been  filed  by  means  of  a  tomos  synkotlesimos,  although  there  is  no  sign  of  a  join  on 

the  left.  The  position  of  the  number  suggests  that  the  letter  is  preserved  to  just  over  half  its  original 

width,  and  this  is  confirmed  by  the  formulaic  supplement  at  13.  The  non-indented  lines  will  then  have 
contained  about  22  letters. 
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2  ALoyevrjc  crparfayoc.  No  Diogenes  was  previously  attested  as  strategus  of  any  nome  in  132, 

but  we  do  not  know  who  the  Oxyrhynchite  strategus  was  at  that  time;  see  J.  Whitehome,  Strategi  and 

Royal  Scribes  of  Roman  Egypt a  (2006)  96. 
3  'HpaKAe[lS]riL  c.  [.  After  sigma  there  is  an  upright,  with  the  surface  stripped  above;  if  this 

was  tau,  its  crossbar  will  have  been  lost.  ei[roA6yu>i  would  suit  the  indications  that  in  5178  the  
stra¬ 

tegus  Diogenes  is  Heraclides’  superior,  as  well  as  the  subject  matter  of  that  letter.  On  the  other  hand, 

^[t]A[T]a[Tan  in  4  would  suit  a  letter  from  a  strategus  to  a  strategus  (see  4  n.)  but  would  be  unparalleled 

among  communications  from  strategi  to  sitologi;  but  see  5178  2  n.  If  the  papyrus  had  cT[parr)ydu,  it 
should  be  noted  that  no  Heraclides  is  attested  as  strategus  of  any  nome  in  132.  See  also  16  n. 

4  ̂[i]A[r]a[rwi  is  confirmed  by  in  11.  For  the  use  of  this  superlative,  confined  to 

correspondence  between  social  equals,  see  Th.  Kruse,  Der  kbnigliche  Schreiber  und  die  Gauvenvaltung  (2002) 

884-90. 

5  S.c  &r€[p]tf[ o]e  ?m<r[oA<lc.  Cf.  P.  Brem.  16.3  (c.117).  eVj>M<|y  and^?[a]#i]c  are  not  pos¬ 
sible  readings. 

5-6  E.g.  Ka]0aic  TJ.  Not  &Ko\ov]da>c  jj,  since  what  follows  is  not  a  verb;  contrast  e.g.  XLVII 

3345  58-9  (209)  clkoAovQujc  fj  eypaif rev  imCToXjj  Keypoviepeinj  \  etc  to  is  (croc). 

6  [:  A  or  A,  less  likely  x. 

7  cmcroA  [:  e.g.  imcr  oAtf[  (if  ̂   is  right  at  6),  imcr oAt?[c  (with  6  irepl  r rjc);  apparendy  not 
e7ricToA<i[c  (with  5  ac  em?[>]i|(<[a]c),  to  judge  by  the  final  trace. 

8  K€xpovicp,^y[:  Kexpovicp,ev[ac,  of  the  letters  mentioned  in  5,  which  seem  to  have  prompted 

this  letter,  rather  than  Kexpovicp,ty[t 7  or  -ijc,  of  the  letter  mentioned  in  7.  After  Kexpoviepev-  we  expect 

€tc  (+  acc.)  or  ini  (+  gen.)  and  a  year  date  (exceptional  simple  dative  in  XII 1451  22,  if  correctly  sup¬ 

plemented),  which  may  or  may  not  have  been  followed  by  a  month  date;  the  year  may  be  accompa¬ 

nied  by  ivecroc  or  8teA66i>/8ieAr)Avd6c  (accusative  or  genitive).  r[o]y  (trove)  in  9  suggests  that  the 

participle  may  have  been  followed  by  etc  with  a  month  date  and  then  a  year  date,  but  this  would  
be 

against  the  norm;  otherwise  restore  em]  |  r[o]y  t£  (trove),  but  this  would  result  in  a  very  short  
line. 

10  E.g.  k[cu  yeypapa  (or  typapa)  cot],  t[ypapa  o5v  cot],  y[iypapa  ovv  cot],  8[to  ypapu)  cot]. 

13-14  These  lines  may  have  been  written  by  the  first  hand  though  in  a  more  cursive  style  than
 

the  body  of  the  letter. 

14  AlSptafvofl.  This  month  corresponds  to  Choiak. 

15  The  text  is  badly  damaged  and  largely  illegible.  The  brackets  may  indicate  cancellation. 
16  The  function  of  Heraclides  is  elusive.  After  a  space  blank  except  for  traces  of  the  lower  part 

of  a  descending  oblique,  perhaps  remnants  of  the  common  saltire  pattern,  ctroAo  may  be  possible: 

after  the  putative  sigma  there  is  an  upright  descending  well  below  the  line;  then  a  long  horizontal 

at  letter-top  level  with  traces  suggesting  a  semi-circle  directly  under  its  right-hand  part,  followed  by 

the  feet  of  one  ascending  and  one  descending  oblique,  and  further  traces  at  mid-line  and  letter-foot 

level,  ct par  is  more  difficult  to  read:  the  crossbar  of  the  first  tau  would  extend  too  far  to  the  right,  rho 

would  be  oddly  placed,  and  alpha  though  possible  is  less  likely  than  lambda.  Following  a  patch  on 

which  no  traces  are  visible,  before  the  break,  there  may  be  the  right-hand  half  of  eta  or  the  junction 

of  a  crossbar  with  the  left-hand  side  of  omega  (rco);  pi  (ir[apb.)  is  less  likely.  Alternatively,  Dr  Chang 

suggests  that  the  first  set  of  traces  may  represent  [crp]\  ep  7to[a],  i.e.,  [crp]a(rriy(p)  'E,p^(o)yo[A(trov)]. 

(There  is  a  gap  in  our  evidence  on  Hermopolite  strategi  between  mid  130  and  early  133;  see  White- 
horne,  Strategi  and  Royal  Scribes  67.) 
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5178.  Letter  of  Heraclides  to  Claudius  Diogenes,  Strategus 

47  5B.43/F(i~3)a  12  x  22  cm  Early  second  century 

Plates  X-XI 
This  letter,  complete  except  for  some  loss  at  the  right-hand  edge,  refers  to  the 

transportation  of  wheat  on  river  boats  in  mid-June  of  an  unstated  year.  At  this  time 

the  harvest  was  still  ongoing,  and  the  Nile  at  low  water.  The  large  shiploads  men¬ 

tioned  and  the  fact  that  a  strategus  was  concerned  with  the  matter  suggest  that  this 

was  tax  grain  destined  for  Alexandria. 

The  inventory  number  indicates  that  5178  was  found  with  5177,  a  letter  from 

Diogenes,  strategus,  to  Heraclides,  dated  to  132.  Though  5178  is  not  exactly  dated, 

it  is  probable  that  we  are  dealing  with  the  same  persons  and  that  the  two  letters 

are  contemporary.  The  apparent  reference  to  the  day  of  the  Sabbath  would  be  re¬ 

markable  in  the  wake  of  the  crushing  of  the  Jewish  revolt  of  1 15-17;  see  below,  14  n. 

The  script  is  large  and  rounded,  comparable  to  PSI  V  446  (G.  Cavallo  et  al., 

Scrivere  libri  e  documenti  nel  mondo  antico  pi.  cxi),  dated  to  133-7;  and  to  two  copies  of 
the  Ninus  romance,  PSI  XIII 1305  (pi.  v),  assigned  to  the  first  century;  and  P.  Berol. 

6926  ( GLH  iia),  also  dated  to  the  first  century  (before  100-101). 
The  column  of  text  is  preserved  to  nearly  its  original  width.  There  seems  to 

be  no  complete  letter  lost  at  6  or  13.  Several  vertical  folds  are  discernible.  To  judge 

from  the  placing  of  the  address  at  the  very  top  of  the  back,  corresponding  to  the 

left-hand  edge  of  the  front,  it  seems  that  the  regular  process  of  folding  was  followed 

(cf.  LIX  3989),  but  that  the  left  edge  of  the  papyrus  was  not  tucked  in  for  protec¬ 
tion.  It  is  not  likely  that  there  was  another  flap  that  was  tucked  in  and  then  broke 

off,  as  the  surviving  edge  of  the  papyrus  is  damaged,  and  the  resulting  left-hand 
margin  would  have  been  unusually  wide. 

The  writing  runs  along  the  fibres. 

’Hpa/cXeiBrjc  Aip[yevei 

tool  BecnoT-T/ 1  x^ipeiv. 

TO  TtXocOV  TUxTTOV  NlKOCTpaT€l[ 

6ltt€CX€v  tov  yopcov  (aprafi d)v)  ’yr[ 
5  Kal  to  A\e£aroc  @eo<fnXe[ 

aycoyrjc  (apTafid>v)  1787?  eve-  [ 

aAero  (apra/Sac)  Ta[c  8e Xonrac  arr 6  yijc  rrjc  [ 

fiadpac  TeOCiKaixey  [ 

10  etc  Be  to  aXXo  7rAot[ov 
A Xe^avBpov  AXe£av8p[ 

ivefia Xovto  a.770  7J77 c 
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iicdkc  (a prafiac)  ’ ac .  twi  §e  [ 
Cafifiadau  to  iv  €To[fyxau 

15  rjprai  etc  9r)cavp6v.  [ 

ippcbc9al  ce  evxop.a[i. 

Tlavvi  i?. 

Back,  downwards,  along  the  fibres : 

KAavSiau  Aioykvizi)  (design)  CTpa-rrjyun  [ 

I

 

 
ijpaxAetS^c  4,  6,  7,  13  "S"  13  1.  *8  Sioyev 

‘Heraclides  to  Diogenes,  his  master,  greetings. 

‘The  boat  of  Papus  of  the  Nikostratean  deme(?)  received  its  load  of  3,30o(+)  artabas,  and  that 

of  Alexas  of  the  Theophilean  dcme(?),  with  a  capacity  of  6,362  artabas,  has  loaded  5,742  artabas  so 

far.  The  rest  we  have  placed  (away)  from  the  ground  of  the  gangway.  And  since  yesterday,  they  loaded 

1,200  artabas  onto  the  other  boat,  of  Alexander  the  Alexandrian(?).  But(?)  on  the  Sabbath(?)  what 
was  ready  has  been  taken  into  the  granary. 

‘I  pray  for  your  good  health. 
‘Pauni  16.’ 

Back:  ‘To  Claudius  Diogenes,  strategus.’ 

1  'HpaKXeiBrjc.  See  introd. 

Aio[yev(t.  Gf.  the  address  on  the  back  (18),  which  gives  him  the gentilicium  Claudius  and  specifies 
that,  he  is  a  strategus.  See  5177  2  n. 

2  Tiui  SecTTOTiji.  This  is  among  the  earliest  instances  of  S€C7t<5ttji  in  the  opening  greeting  of 

a  letter.  Cf.  P.  Sarap.  21  (126),  where  a  £ei>y7?AaTijc  writes  to  his  employer  using  a  similar  formula:  he 

states  his  own  name  first,  and  uses  Kvploji  Seqrjonjt  of  his  employer.  SeoroTijc  in  this  context  is  virtu¬ 

ally  equivalent  to  Kvpioc,  which  it  supplanted  in  late  antiquity.  In  general  on  the  use  of  Seen  ora,  see 

E.  Dickey,  Greek  Forms  of  Address  (1996)  95-8.  The  fact  that  Hcraclides  places  his  name  before  that  of 

Diogenes  suggests  that  there  was  no  vast  difference  of  status  between  them,  though  cf.  W.  Chr.  481 

=  P.  Giss.  1 17  =  Sel.  Pap.  I  115  =  E  Giss.  Apoll.  13  (113-20),  where  the  sender,  who  states  her  name 

first,  is  presumed  to  have  been  a  slave  of  the  recipient,  but  one  who  had  a  very  close  relationship 

with  the  addressee  and  his  family.  In  that  letter  Kvpian  occupies  the  place  Sec-no-rp  has  here.  Several 

other  letters  to  the  strategus  Apollonius,  mostly  from  professionals  who  worked  for  him  (e.g.  P.  Brem. 

15—16),  display  the  same  type  of  prescript  and  address.  We  may  posit  a  close  professional  relationship 
between  Heraclides  and  Diogenes  the  strategus  here.  Contrast  5177,  which  shows  the  typical  formula 
of  one  official  transmitting  information  to  another. 

3  NtK0CTpaTei[:  apparently  NiKocTpaT€i[ov.  (There  is  a  short  semi-sinusoid  over  the  epsilon; 

its  purpose  is  unclear,  but  its  position  speaks  against  an  abbreviation.)  Cf.  5  ©eo<f>iXe[,  presumably 

®eo<£iAe[iou.  Rather  than  the  names  of  the  men’s  fathers,  these  may  be  Alexandrian  demotics.  These 
particular  demotics  are  not  attested,  but  the  organization  of  demes  and  phylae  was  a  very  fluid  affair; 

see  D.  Delia,  Alexandrian  Citizenship  During  the  Roman  Principate  (1991)  63.  We  might  also  consider  the 

possibility  that  these  are  the  names  of  the  boats,  but  the  forms  are  not  suitable:  see  P  Heilporn  in 

P.  Bingen,  pp.  343-4.  See  also  below,  n  n. 
4  yopov.  This  is  the  technical  term  for  tonnage,  and  denotes  the  sum 

board  a  ship. 

5  ©eo<f>iXe[:  sec  3  n. 

total  of  the  cargo 
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6  ayojyrjc.  This  is  the  technical  term  for  capacity.  The  figures  given  here  and  at  4  indicate 

that  these  were  large  ships  (I.  J.  Poll,  APF  42  (1996)  128;  for  various  kinds  of  ships,  see  P.  Heilporn 

in  R  Bingen,  pp.  339-59).  The  capacity  is  given  with  greater  precision  than  usual;  according  to  Poll, 
such  numbers  are  always  rounded,  and  where  the  figure  is  1200  or  more,  it  is  given  in  hundreds.  See 

also  the  table  in  E.  Borner,  Die  staatlkhe  Korntransport  (1939)  28-9:  even  in  cases  where  the  load  (yopoc) 

is  given  precisely,  the  capacity  (aytoyrj)  is  not,  though  admittedly  in  different  kinds  of  documents.  To 

judge  by  the  stated  figure,  the  ship’s  storage  capacity  was  about  250  m3  (cf.  Poll  1 31).  If  we  assume  that 
the  storage  space  was  about  1  m  high  (though  this  may  be  on  the  high  side:  cf.  Poll  132)  and  apply 

the  formulas  used  by  Poll  131— 2  in  the  case  of  BGU  VII 1663,  the  storage  space  will  have  been  about 

9.4  m  wide  and  26.5  m  long,  and  the  ship  will  have  been  roughly  12.5  m  wide  and  38  m  long. 

6-7  evelfidAero.  Cf.  12.  It  is  unusual  to  have  the  ship  as  the  subject  of  this  verb.  A  person  would 
be  expected. 

8-9  [  ]  |j 8adpac.  The  word  is  not  attested  in  papyri  without  a  prefix,  airo-  occurs  regularly  in 
literary  sources,  which  gloss  both  an  oft  66 pa  and  St aftadpa  with  rcXipai;  veo>c  (Hesych.  a  50)  and  Latin 

scala  (Pollux  1.93).  Greek  and  Roman  boats  of  a  certain  size  normally  carried  such  ‘gangplanks’  or 
‘landing  ladders’;  see  L.  Casson,  Ships  and  Seamanship  in  the  Ancient  World  (1995)  251.  References  to  8ia~ 

ft  ad  pa  in  papyri  include  P.  Cair.  Zen.  IV  59542  and  PSI  V  543  (in  the  context  of  horse-travel);  bn-  is 
found  in  the  accounts  of  a  river-journey,  P.  Cair.  Zen.  IV  59753.  The  word  could  also  refer  to  a  (fixed) 

pier  (see  CPR  XXX  16.10  and  n.),  and  that  is  a  possible  sense  here. 

10  This  line  extends  slightly  into  the  left-hand  margin  and  has  an  enlarged  initial  letter.  This 

presumably  indicates  the  start  of  a  new  sense  unit. 
11  AlAe^ai'S/pf.  If  there  are  Alexandrian  demotics  in  3  and  5,  this  may  be  another,  viz.  AlAef- 

ai >8p[elov  (for  the  uncertain  demotic  AXegavSpeioc,  see  Fraser,  Ptolemaic  Alexandria  ii  125-6  n.  77).  Other 

possibilities  include  AAe^aj'8^[ecoc  and  even  AXei;6.v8p[ov  (patronymic).  Note  that  in  XLIEI  3111  2-3 

(257)  a  ship-owner  is  described  principally  by  means  of  his  name  and  origin:  ttXoIou  CKaporraKTCovoc 
AiovvcPppiovoc  AX^av\8pe(oc  XtvoKarayuryeujc  teal  (be  XP4jU.(cm£ei). 

14  Cap.96.6101.  A  capftadov  was  an  earthenware  jar  and  the  corresponding  liquid  measure, 

between  14  and  22  sextarii  (P.  Mayerson,  IEJ  46  (1996)  258-61;  BASP  35  (1998)  215-18;  BASP  36  (1999) 

83-6;  N.  Kruit,  K.  A.  Worp,  BASP -ft  (2001)  79-87).  However,  as  the  word  appears  here  in  the  singular 
and  in  a  context  where  thousands  of  artabas  are  mentioned,  this  sense  is  unsuitable.  It  is  more  likely 

that  capftadov  has  to  be  understood  as  a  spelling  of  caftftarov/ -a,  ‘Sabbath’,  as  in  VI  903  ig  =  C.  Pap. 
Jud.  Ill  457d  (iv);  see  also  the  earlier  P.  Cair.  Zen.  IV  59762  =  C.  Pap.  Jud.  I  10.6,  and  H.  C.  Youtie, 

Scriptiunculae  ii  803-4.  This  would  suit  the  context,  especially  since  it  seems  that  a  contrast  is  intended 
between  the  words  £k6£c  and  ran  .  .  .  capfiadcm.  A  more  remote  possibility  is  that  this  is  a  personal 

name,  as  occasionally  elsewhere  (SB  IV  7291. 1  (1  bc)  Caftft-;  O.  Stras.  I  590  =  C.  Pap.  Jud.  I  115.4  (n 

bc)  Capftadov,  though  this  may  be  a  version  of  the  common  CapftadUov),  but  in  that  case  the  use  of 

the  article  would  be  unexpected. 

If  the  reference  is  to  the  Sabbath,  it  is  conceivable  that  Heraclides  and  Diogenes  were  Jewish  or, 

less  likely,  pagans  who  acknowledged  the  Sabbath  (cf.  W.  Clarysse,  S.  Remijsen,  M.  Depauw,  SCI  29 

(2010)  51-7,  at  52).  On  the  assumption  that  5177  and  5178  refer  to  the  same  persons  and  are  contem¬ 

porary,  the  notion  of  Jewrish  strategi  in  Egypt  not  long  after  the  end  of  the  Jewish  revolt  of  115/ 16-17 
w'ould  be  highly  problematic,  unless  some  members  of  the  Jewish  elite  succeeded  in  escaping  the  fate 
of  the  majority  and  retained  their  status  in  society.  But  there  is  nothing  in  our  sources  to  support  this 

scenario.  (On  the  aftermath  of  the  revolt  in  Egypt,  see  M.  Pucci  Ben  Zeev,  Diaspora  Judaism  in  Turmoil, 

116 /up  CE  (2005)  186-go.)  An  alternative  interpretation,  put  forward  by  Professor  Parsons,  takes  the 

problem  away  from  the  elite:  ‘Heraclides  and  his  staff  (=  “we”,  9)  organize  die  arrival  of  the  grain, 

and  the  ships’  crews  (“they”,  12)  load  it.  In  7-9  “we”  have  put  the  unloaded  remains  of  the  cargo  at 
the  landward  end  of  the  gangway,  from  where  the  crew  will  carry  it  across.  These  two  boats  belong 
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to  proper  Alexandrian  citizens  (demotics).  The  third  boat  (n)  belong  to  someone  who  comes  from 
Alexandria  but  is  not  a  citizen  {no  demotic:  a  Jew  on  the  outside?).  His  crew  is  Jewish,  and  they  do 

not  work  on  the  Sabbath;  so  what  was  ready  to  be  loaded  (ie.  on  the  river  bank)  has  been  taken  (back) 

to  the  granary  (for  safe-keeping).’ 
to  ev  ero[ifuoi.  The  space  seems  tight,  but  see  3  n. 

15  etc  Orjcavpov.  The  granary  is  the  last  place  where  grain  was  deposited  before  it  was  loaded 

onto  ships.  It  was  kept  there  until  all  the  relevant  administrative  steps  had  been  taken  to  give  it  clear¬ 
ance  for  further  transportation;  see  A.  J.  M.  Meyer-Termeer,  Die  Hqfiung  der  Schiffer  im  grieckischen  und 

romischen  Recht  (1978)  5—6. 

17  Pauni  16  =June  10. 

18  Aioyev(et).  There  is  no  mark  of  abbreviation,  unless  it  is  concealed  by  the  common  saltire 

pattern,  the  tops  of  which  survive.  The  sender’s  name  may  have  been  given  at  the  end  of  the  line,  now 
lost,  but  the  spacing  would  be  tight.  If  there  is  room  for  another  word,  it  may  have  been  the  name  of 
the  nome  after  crparrjytbi. 

M.  MALOUTA 

5179.  Letter  to  Attius 

46  5B.49/H(i-7)c  8.3  x  6  cm  Second  century 

This  letter  to  Attius,  secretary  of  the  1%  and  2%  levy  at  Ptolemais  Hormou, 

is  not  dated,  but  is  in  a  neat  hand  typical  of  the  second  century;  see  e.g.  BGU  1 73 

(135)  and  BGU  V  1210  (post-149),  partially  reproduced  in  W.  Schubart,  Gnechische 

Paldographie,  Abb.  35  and  36.  It  looks  like  the  work  of  a  professional  scribe. 

The  text  offers  the  first  indication,  albeit  indirect,  of  a  customs  post  at  Ptole¬ 

mais  Hormou  (Lahun),  which  was  the  sole  port  of  the  Arsinoite  nome  on  an 

external  waterway  (the  Bahr  Yusuf)  and  must  have  been  a  busy  transit  point;  see 
further  12  n. 

There  is  a  sheet  join  3  cm  from  the  left  edge.  The  letter  was  rolled  up  from 

right  to  left,  and  the  address  was  written  on  the  top  exterior  panel  with  a  i-cm  space 
in  the  middle  for  a  binding. 

Attloh. 

'HAiodcopoc  o  <f>lAoc  napaKaXet  ce 

8ia.7T€p,i{jac8aL  avrcp  ra  emfiT]- 

via  iavrov,  errei  ju.77  rq>  rrevdspai 

5  avrov  Sienepu/iw.  (vac.)  el  oSv  die  ypa- 

(f>€t  pLrjrroj  rat  7 revdepco  avrov 

ar TecraXrj,  evOjcoc  rep  HXioocupcp 

Trepujjov  aura  etc  AXe^avSpeiav. 

eav  Se  rote  y/xerepoic  arroKara- 

10  craBfj,  €K€tvoi  avra  a7roSo)Covct. 

eppcoco. 
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Back,  downwards,  along  the  fibres : 

Arrian  yp(ap,p.arei)  (vac.)  p  Kal  v  IIro(X€fJiat8oc)  "Opp,(ov) 

5,  9  tail  of  final  alpha  extended  as  line-filler  6  avrov  —  12  if  nr°  op P 

‘To  Attius. 

‘Our  friend  Heliodorus  asks  you  to  have  his  monthly  allowance  sent  on  to  him,  since  you  have 
not  had  it  sent  on  to  his  father-in-law.  So  if  as  he  writes,  it  has  not  yet  been  dispatched  to  his  father- 

in-law,  send  it  immediately  to  Heliodorus  in  Alexandria.  If  it  is  delivered  to  our  people,  they  will  hand 
it  over. 

‘Farewell.’ 

Back:  ‘To  Attius,  secretary  of  the  1%  and  2%  at  Ptolemais  Hormou.’ 

1  Arrian.  The  name  Attius  is  rare  in  the  papyri.  The  only  other  second-century  attestation  is 
in  LXH  4335  {128),  a  receipt  to  Attius  son  of  Attius  alias  Apollonius,  of  Oxyrhynchus,  for  payment 

of  the  cash  rent  on  half  of  a  50-aroura  plot.  The  decent  socio-economic  status  of  this  person  accords 

with  the  possible  identification  of  him — or,  less  likely,  his  father — with  the  Attius  of  this  letter,  which 
would  also  explain  how  it  ended  up  in  the  refuse  of  Oxyrhynchus. 

2  napaKaXei  ce.  The  phrase  also  occurs  in  SB  X  10240.3  (41)  and  XIV  1 1900. 15  (11),  in  both 

cases  of  a  request  from  a  third  party  transmitted  through  the  writer. 

3-4  inip.-qvia  can  be  a  monthly  allowance  in  cash  or  kind  (Prcisigke,  WB  s.v.;  O.  Berenike 

1  Pp.  21-2). 12  yp[ap.p.aret)  p  Kai  v  IIro(Xep.ai8oc)  "Opy.{ov).  On  the  Arsinoite  village  of  Ptolemais  Hormou 
see  the  references  collected  in  P  Narm.  2006,  p.  43  n.  12.  The  p  Kai  v  levy  and  its  collection  are 

discussed  by  S.  L.  Wallace,  Taxation  in  Egypt  from  Augustus  to  Diocletian  (1938)  268-70;  P.  J.  Sijpesteijn, 

Customs  Duties  in  Graeco-Roman  Egypt  ( 1987)  19-20,  23-5, 91-7;  F.  Reiter ,  Die  jYomarchen  des  Arsinoites  (2004) 

236-59.  It  was  a  3%  (1%  +  2%)  levy  on  certain  goods  imported  to  and  exported  from  the  Arsinoite 

nome,  which  was  collected,  alongside  the  levies  for  the  ‘Memphis  harbour’  (Xipfr  Mep.<f>ecuc)  and  the 

‘desert  guard’  {iprjpLOfjjvXaKia),  at  customs  posts  (irvXai,  ‘gates’)  in  border  villages.  It  was  particular  to 
the  Arsinoite  nome,  at  least  in  its  name,  and  was  collected  by  die  nomarch,  a  private  tax-contractor 

also  unique  to  this  nome.  For  Attius’  title  of  ypap.p.arevc  p  Kai  v  we  can  compare  Phanias  ‘secretary 

of  the  Memphis  harbour  tax’  (gate  not  specified)  to  whom  the  letter  E  Coll.  Youtie  I  54  (n/m)  is  ad¬ 

dressed,  and  the  anonymous  ‘secretary  of  the  gate  of  Theogonis’  (levy  not  specified)  mentioned  in 

the  account  P.  Gen.  I*  71.16  (early  ra).  The  content  of  this  letter  implies  that  the  ypapepxirevc  p  Kal  v 
had  a  managerial  role  superior  to  the  collectors  of  the  levy,  who  were  either  employees,  with  various 

titles,  of  the  nomarch  or  liturgic  ‘inspectors’  (enirqpTjral)  appointed  by  the  strategus  of  the  nome. 

The  specification  of  Attius’  remit  as  the  p  Kal  F,  comparing  the  different  remit  of  Phanias,  supports 

Reiter’s  view  that  this  levy  was  administered  separately  from  the  Memphis  harbour  and  desert-guard 

levies.  His  subordinate  Heliodorus  was  probably  one  of  the  nomarchy’s  collectors,  in  which  case  this 
would  be  the  first  direct  evidence  that  the  post  was  salaried.  Alternatively;  Heliodorus  may  have  been 

an  ‘arab-archer’  (apafioTo£6rTjc),  a  sort  of  state  policeman  stationed  at  each  gate  whose  salary  was 
paid  by  the  nomarchy.  The  curt  address  and  farewell  of  the  letter,  the  use  of  a  professional  scribe  and 

his  anonymity  suggest  that  the  sender  was  much  superior  to  Attius,  perhaps  the  nomarch  himself.  He 

writes,  apparently,  from  Alexandria,  where  he  has  staff  (‘our  people’)  to  whom  Attius  is  to  transmit 
Heliodorus’  ‘monthly  allowance’  or  salary.  [Professor  D.  W.  Rathbone  kindly  contributed  this  note.] 

S.  RISH0J  CHRISTENSEN 
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5180.  Letter  to  Isidorus  and  Tyrannus 

20  3B.37/J(i-4)b  12.7  *  9-9  cm  Second/ third  century 

The  letter  deals  primarily  with  two  business  matters.  The  nature  of  the  one, 

however,  is  obscured  by  a  lacuna  in  line  2,  and  the  other  is  only  alluded  to.  The 

sender  does  not  identify  himself  in  the  address.  The  addressees  may  be  employees 

of  the  sender,  since  he  reprimands  them  for  not  having  done  what  they  were  told. 

The  tone  of  the  letter  is  rather  harsh :  there  is  not  even  the  greeting  at  the  begin¬ 

ning  or  a  salutation  at  the  end.  For  such  omissions  in  a  letter  of  similar  tone,  cf. 

P.  Tebt.  II  424  (in).  A  point  of  interest  is  the  use  of  the  rare  word  abegiacroc  (6). 

The  hand  is  similar  to  that  of  the  final  lines  of  P.  Hamb.  1 39  xvi  (179)3  c^-  a^s0 

P.  Mert.  II  84  (201),  or  E  Vind.  Tand.  23  (225). 

The  letter  is  written  across  the  fibres.  The  vertical  breaks  in  the  papyrus  and 

the  damage  on  the  left  part  of  the  sheet  suggest  that  the  letter  was  rolled  from  right 

to  left  and  then  flattened.  Since  the  left  margin  is  preserved,  this  part  was  probably 

tucked  in  for  protection  afterwards.  The  back  is  blank. 

Iciboopcp  (vac.)  [*]ai  Tv  paw  w.  (vac.) 

tov  eva  _  [\  J  cltto  Tcbv  8vo  J)V  etyO-^V 

erre/jufta  vp.[e]iv  bia  t[o]u  avabi bovToe 

vfieiv  ra  ypa[ix]fiaTa,  [1-2]  .roc  a-no  Ce[p]v(f>ea)c, 

5  ov  evereiXapceda  ra  ktt)vt]  ra  rpia  a veivai. 

el  Se  p.eXXofiev  rjbv)  abeglacTOi  etvai,  ov  Ka- 

Xcbc  ye'iverai.  (vac.)  -rrepl  yap  twv  aXXujv  ojv 

/car’  oiJjiv  vfxeiv  4veTeLX6.fj.e8a,  ra  evav- 

rta  evpagare,  Kal  fieXXei  r/brj  to  Trpayfia 

10  apyelv. 

3,  4,  8  1.  Vfi.lv  7  1.  yiverai 

‘To  Isidorus  and  Tyrannus. 
‘Of  the  two  that  we  had,  the  one  ...  I  have  sent  to  you  through  the  person  delivering  you  the 

letter, . . .  from  Seryphis,  whom  we  instructed  to  send  up  the  three  beasts.  If  we  are  now  going  to  be 

untrustworthy,  it  is  not  a  good  situation.  For  concerning  the  other  instructions  which  we  gave  you  in 

person,  you  did  the  opposite,  and  the  matter  is  now  going  to  be  cancelled.’ 

2  [  ]  .  At  the  beginning,  the  lower  part  of  a  left-facing  curve;  at  the  end,  part  of  a  horizontal, 

probably  of  a  final  N,  since  the  missing  word  must  be  in  the  accusative.  We  might  consider  @[ov]y  or 

’  ̂   aijb  tojv  Svo.  For  a  similar  example  of  the  use  of  the  preposition  instead  of  the  partitive  geni¬ 
tive,  see  e.g.  XXXI  2583  10. 

eiyapev.  It  is  not  clear  whether  the  plural  represents  the  sender  alone  (enefujia  is  used  in  the 
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next  line)  or  other  persons  are  included;  cf.  E.  Mayser,  Grammatik  ii.i  40  ff.  For  the  form  see  B.  G. 

Mandilaras,  The  Verb  127—8  (§  279),  and  F.  T.  Gignac,  Grammar  ii  332. 

4  [1—2]  roc:  probably  the  name  of  the  deliverer  of  the  letter  in  the  genitive  (apparendy  not 

[% Toe). 

Ce[p]v<f>ecoc.  This  village  lay  6.4  Ion  southeast  of  Oxyrhynchus,  in  the  Western  toparchy;  see  A. 
Benaissa,  Rural  Settlements  of  the  Oxyrhynchite  Nome  s.v. 

5  08:  either  ‘whom’  (for  the  attraction  of  the  relative  pronoun  cf.  2,  7)  or  ‘where’.  The  former 
seems  more  likely.  In  the  latter  case  the  sender  would  have  given  the  order  in  Seryphis. 

aveivat:  ava  is  used  for  the  movement  from  village  to  city,  from  valley  to  desert  or  up  the  Nile, 
Kara  for  the  opposite. 

6  aSe£tacT«H.  Gf.  Ptol.  Tetr.  3.14.35, 1416-17  Hiibner  (in  a  long  list  of  qualities)  jjevcrac,  Siafi 0- 

Xovc,  iiTLopKOvc,  fiadvirovrjpovc,  emfiovXevTiKovc,  ac vvOerovc,  aSegiacTOVC.  The  sense  is  ‘unreliable’ 

(Robbins;  LSJ  Rev.  Suppl.  offers  instead  ‘not  to  be  trusted  in  an  engagement’):  cf.  LSJ  s.w.  Segia  2, 
8e£m£a>.  The  opposite  is  found  at  Ptol.  Tetr.  3. 14.31,  1385-6  Hiibner  rrpoc  rove  6p.oiov c  evcvvderovc 

ov  KaXoic  yetverai.  See  LSJ  s.v.  yiyvofiai  n  2.  Gf.  the  similar  usage  of  these  words  in  contracts,  in 

the  formula  rrepl  8e  tov  ravra  ovtojc  opduic  KaXtkc  yeyovevai  eTrepioTijdevrec  viro  cov  (Lfj.oXoyrjcafj.ev; 

see  D.  Simon,  Studien  zur  Praxis  der  Sdpulationsklausel  47-8. 

8-9  ra  evavria  ei rpatjare.  Cf.  P.  Sakaon  48.6  (343)  rovvavria  8ierrpa£aTO. 

10  apyelv.  For  the  sense  of  the  verb  see  LSJ  Rev.  Suppl.  s.v. :  ‘to  be  nullified,  cancelled’ ;  cf.  E.  A. 
Sophocles,  Lexicon  s.v.  3. 

PH.  SCHMITZ 

5181  Foot  of  Private  Letter 

70/77^)  10.3  x18  cm  Third  century 

The  papyrus  contains  the  lower  half  of  a  letter  with  salutations.  The  text  con¬ 

sists  mainly  of  personal  names  in  the  accusative  indicating  people  who  are  greeted. 

The  hand  is  upright,  large  and  clear,  but  not  very  practised.  A  date  in  the  third 

century  would  suit. 

To  judge  from  the  folds,  the  damage,  and  the  position  of  the  address  on  the 

back,  the  papyrus  was  rolled  up  from  the  right  to  the  left,  squashed  flat  and  folded 

in  two  (between  lines  2  and  3);  the  address,  of  which  only  the  last  four  letters  re¬ 

main,  was  written  on  one  side  of  the  package. 

The  text  is  written  along  the  fibres  of  a  thick  piece  of  papyrus. 

c. 6  ]y  avTOV  teal 
tt)v  firjTepa  fiov  ©a 77- CIV  Kal  TT)V  p,T)T€pa 

fiov  KoTTpOVV  Kal  AttoX- 
X ojvlov  Kal  'Pcofiatv 
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Kal  *QpvyIvj]V  Kal  Mm- 

gov  Kal  Aioyevrjv  Kai 

IlToXepaiov  tov  a- 

10  8eX<f>6v  cov  Kal  At- 

piTpiav  tt]V  yvvaiKa 
avrov  Kal  Aiovvciov 

tov  viov  avrov  /cat 

KopvrjXiov  Kai  'H pa¬ 
is  kXt)v  Kal  Capamaha. 

ipwcdai  vpac  fiovXopai. 

Back,  downwards  along  the  fibres: 

]wpoc 

2  awro[vlV  3  See  comm.  6  1.  Toipatov  7  o>corr.  fromo  10  after 

St,  a  smudge  or  cancelled  letter  10-n  1.  Awr,j
piav  n  ywaixa  corr.  from  ywaxa 

12  -tov:  o  corr.  from  v  13  viov  16  1.  ippucdai 

*.  .  .his. .  .and  my  mother  Thaesis  and  my  mother  Coprous  and  Apo
llonius  and  Romaeus  and 

Horigenes  and  Morns  and  Diogenes  and  your  brother  
Ptolemaeus  and  his  wife  Demetna  and  his  son 

Dionysius  and  Cornelius  and  Heracles  and  Sarapias.  I.  want  you
  to  be  healthy. 

1-2  It  is  tempting  to  restore  r]oy  d|[SeA<£o]y  avrov  (RLC);  c
f.  9-10  tov  a8e\<f>ov  cov,  13  tov  vlov 

0U  3-5  riiv  pyrtpa  pov  ®aVciv  xal  r^v  Mrtpa  pov  Korrpovv.  For  t
his  ‘extended’  use  of  pyTVP>  see 

E.  Dickey,  Mnemosyne  57  (2004)  131-76,. esp.  r65.  The  addi
tion  of  the  women’s  names  strongly  suggests 

that  these  are  ‘older  women  with  a  close  connection  to  the 
 writer’,  and  that  neither  mother. 

When  the  term  is  used  in  this  way,  it  is  often  applied  to  more  th
an  one  woman:  cf.  e.g.  X 12  6  (8  9, 

XIV  1678  (20,  23),  LVI  3859  (34,  41),  P.  Ammon  1 3  (vi  12-13, 
19-20). 

3  LLvrcpa.  There  is  a  short  vertical  stroke  after  c  and  another
  after  a.  The  first  is  slightly  below 

the  line  and  most  likely  only  a  slip  of  the  pen,  but  the  latter 
 could  almost  be  interpreted  as  1,  though 

the  combination  at  is  written  differently  everywhere  else  in  the  
letter. 

16  ipcocdai  ip&c  QoiXopat.  froiXopaL  is  far  less  frequent  
in  this  phrase  than  ctyopaL. 

17  ]ojvoc.  This  ought  to  be  the  end  of  the  sender’s  nam
e. 

M.  VIERROS 

5182.  Letter  of  Chenthonis  to  Petosiris 

/Wu\  ti7x20  cm  Early  fourth  century 
7iS.5/f(b)  .1.7  x. can  PlateXH 

This  letter  is  written  on  the  back  of  a  piece  of  a  Graeco
-Latin  glossary  (5161:. 

Chenthonis,  possibly  a  Christian  (see  below,  4-
5  n.),  complains  to  Petosiris  about 

the  offensive  behaviour  of  his  father  and  brother,  w
ho  have  come  to  the  house  with 
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a  group  of  government  agents  and  demanded  sixty-five  talents  in  taxes  ( canonica ) 

on  a  plot  of  land.  The  sum  mentioned  may  suit  a  date  in  the  330s  or  340s  (14—15 

n.;  cf.  11— 12  n.).  The  address  on  the  other  side  identifies  the  sender  as  ‘Theon,  son’, 

presumably  of  Petosiris.  He  may  have  taken  the  letter  down  from  Chenthonis5 dictation;  see  further  24  n. 

It  is  unclear  how  Chenthonis  was  related  to  Petosiris,  especially  since  the 

relevant  part  of  the  opening  salutation  is  lost  (1).  There  are  two  main  pieces  of  evi¬ 

dence:  Petosiris5  children  were  with  her  (8-9;  cf.  22,  and  the  use  of  the  first  person 

plural  in  12—13);  and  she  is  referred  to  by  Petosiris5  brother  Sarapion  as  ‘the  one 

who  holds  everything  of  our  brother’s5  (19—20).  If  ‘our  brother5  refers  to  Petosiris 

himself,  Chenthonis  will  have  been  his  wife :  in  her  husband’s  absence,  she  is  forced 

to  pay  the  taxes  in  his  stead.  Alternatively,  one  may  conjecture  that  she  had  inher¬ 
ited  the  property  of  a  deceased  brother  of  Petosiris  and  Sarapion ;  perhaps  she  was 

his  widow.  On  the  latter  hypothesis,  Petosiris5  wife  will  not  be  mentioned  in  the 
letter,  except  perhaps  in  the  lacunose  final  line  (23). 

The  hand  is  not  particularly  practised.  The  text  is  written  along  the  fibres.  To 

judge  by  the  five  vertical  folds,  the  letter  was  rolled  up  from  left  to  right.  After  the 

roll  was  pressed  flat,  the  address  was  added  in  the  space  between  two  columns  of 

the  glossary  on  the  other  side. 
Kvp'uo  pov  (vac.)  [ 

Xcvdaivic  (vac.)  FlcTocipi 

(vac.)  xaLpatv.  (vac.) 
7 Tpo  pcv  TrdvT cov  evyopai  tw 

5  Kvplcp  Qeto  aTroXafieiv  ce  pera 

vyieiac  Kal  oXoKXrjpiac  cvv  tolc 

TraiSloLC  cov.  94X ai  ce  8e  yvcovai  ra  776- 

7 rovOa  v7to  tov  rraTpoc  cov  pcja  tojv 

7raiStajv  cov  eve/cev  tojv  8vo  apov- 

10  pa>v  iveyxac  -npo  dvpwv  tov  Kop  _  - 

CTTjV  p€TO.  TC OV  (j>pOVpWV  TOV  ££6.KTO- 

poc  Kal  dirr/TTicai  r/pac  tovc  <j>6- 

povc  Kal  a'naiT'qd'ppev  pcTa. 

vfipecov  i^rjKOVT a  ttcvtc  raAav- 
15  ra  VTTCp  TWV  KaVOJVlKOiV  cISgjv. 

icTadr]  pot  yap  6  naTrjp  cov  Kal  Capa- 
tt'uov  6  a 8eX(f>oc  cov  on  coi  VTrep 
avrov  8eiSic  to.  TrdvTa  ck  7 rXrjpoic, 

cttcl8t]  lci  Tj  cyovca  to.  iravTa  tov  d 8eX- 

20  (f>ov  rjpcoy.  [ac]7ra£erai  ce  Capa770- 
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c.Q  7 rav]  rec  /car’  ovo/xa 
c.13  ]  IV  ce  tcl  rraiSia  cov 

C. II  ]  cipfiioc. 

Back,  downwards  along  the  fibres: 

(XttoJSoc  IJeroc'ipi  napa  (vac.)  Occovoc  (vac.)  viov 

2,  24  1.  Ilerodpci  7  l.a  12  1.  rprycc  13  1.  airyryeypcv  15  1.  KavoviKofr 

16  Kac  k  corrected  from  co  17  cot:  1.  cv  18  1.  rrXypovc  21  xaro  vo  pa:  spaces  left 

blank  because  of  defects  on  the  surface?  23  cvppioc:  v  corrected 

‘To  my  lord  .  .  .  ,  Chenthonis  to  Petosiris,  greetings.  Before  all  I  pray  to  the 
 lord  god  that  I  find 

you  in  good  health  and  well-being,  together  with  your  children.  I  w
ant  you  to  know  what  I  have  suf¬ 

fered  at  the  hands  of  your  father  with  your  children  because  of  the  two  
arouras.  Having  brought  be¬ 

fore  our  (house)  doors  the  conveyer(?)  with  the  guards  of  the  exactor,  he
  exacted  the  taxes  from  us,  and 

we  haH  sixty-five  talents  exacted  from  us  with  insults,  on  account  of  the  levies  fo
r  the  canon,  for  your 

father  and  your  brother  Sarapion  (?)came  upon(?)  me  (saying),  “y°u  ought  t
o  hand  over  everything  m 

full  for  him,  since  you  are(?)  the  one  who  holds  everything  of  our  broth
er’s”.  Sarapo  greets  you  . . . 

everyone  by  name  . . .  you  . . .  your  children  . . .  wife.’ 
Back:  ‘Deliver  to  Petosiris,  from  Theon,  (his)  son.’ 

1  Petosiris  would  have  been  addressed  as  cvpfiUp  or  a 8eX<fxp;  see  introd. 

2  Xevdwvcc.  The  name  is  not  attested  elsewhere,  though  for  the  formati
on  cf.  6ev0<*vtc,  CcvBa>- 

vtc,  TcevOiovtc.  On  female  Egyptian  names  with  the  prefix  Xev-,  ‘daught
er  of’,  followed  by  a  personal 

name,  see  J.  Bingen,  CE  63  (1988)  167-72  =  Pages  d’tpigraphie  grecque  ii  (2005)
  103-n. 

The  word  order  is  unusual;  we  would  expect  rep  xvploj  pov  [  •  •  •  ]  I  IJcrocipi  X
evQwvic. 

4
-
 
5
 
 

etxopcu  T <p  Kvpiep  6cw.  This  prayer  may  be  an  indicator  of  Christianity,  though  this 

assumption  
is  not  inescapable;  

see  M.  Naldini,  II  Cristianesimo  
in  Egillo  (^998)  10-12;  M.  Choat,  A. 

Nobbs,  JGRChrJ  2  (2001-5)  
40-51 ;  M.  Choat,  Belief  and  Cult  in  Fourth-Century  

Papyri  (2006)  108-12. 

5
-
 
6
 
 

On  the  health  wish  formula,  common  in  third-  and  fourth-century  letters,  see  J.  L.  White, 

The  Form  and  Function  of  the  Body  
of  the  Greek  Utter  (1972)  8  n.  4;  G.  Tibilctti,  

U  lettere  private  nei  papin 

greci  del  III e  IVsecolo  d.C.  (1979)  
47-52.  The  formula  used  

here  is  unique  in  that  pera  with  
substantives 

denoting  
health  is  employed  

instead  of  the  usual  adjectives  
or  participles,  

though  pera  6XoxAyptac 

is  similarly  used  
in  XIV  1682  (=  Naldini,  Cristianesimo  

no.  52)  6-8  y  pkv  rov  9cov  irpovoia  1 rappee  to 

pera  oXoxXypiac  
ce  ra  oocefa  airoAa)3etv. 

6

-

 

7

 

 

cvv  rote  rraiSiotc  cou.  This  phrase  is  used  rather  loosely:  Petosiris  is  not  with  the  children, 

who  are  with  Chenthonis  herself  (8-9,  cf.  22).  Apparently  she  intends  mere
ly  to  pray  for  their  good 

health  as  well  as  his.  It  is  considerably  less  likely  that  the  phrase  is  t
o  be  taken  with  the  more  distant 

evyopai  (4;  ‘I  pray  that  I  find  you  well — and  your  children  join  me 
 in  the  prayer )  or  anoAafictv  (5, 

‘I  pray  that  I  as  well  as  your  children  find  you  well’).  _  / 

Chenthonis  may  be  the  mother  of  the  children,  although  she  writes
  rote  naiSioic  cov;  ‘in  letters 

between  spouses,  the  couple’s  children  are  sometimes  referred  to  with 
 a  possessive  that  includes  only 

one  parent’  (E.  Dickey,  Mnemosyne  57  (2004)  167). 

7  O&uo  ce  81  The  particle  follows  an  enclitic  and  occupies  third  
place  in  the  sentence  also  at 

16  icraBy  pot  yap. 

ra,  L  a.  See  E  T.  Gignac,  Grammar  ii  179. 
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10-12  eveyicac  .  .  .  xal  airyrycai  (1.  airyryce).  xal  appears  to  be  connective,  as  diough  a  finite 
verb  rather  than  a  participle  preceded;  cf.  Mayser,  Grammatik  ii.i  343-4. 

1
0
-
 
1
1
 
 

xop  crtjv.  After  p,  we  could  read  two  letters  instead  of  one,  but  in  that  case  only  -oc- 

would  be  possible,  which  would  not  produce  any  viable  word.  xopycryv,  1.  -1  cryv,  is  the  less  unsatis¬ 
factory  reading.  Although  not  a  known  title  of  a  municipal  official  and  not  found  in  any  published 
papyrus  or  ostracon,  xoptcryc  may  be  compared  to  the  term  avaxoptcryc  used  in  XLIII  3124  9 

(Lyc.;  c.322?)  of  a  conveyer  for  military  annona ,  on  which  see  E  Mitthof,  Annona  militaris  (2001)  123. 

A  money-conveyor  may  have  been  required  for  this  exaction.  Mitthof  suggests  that  avaxoptcryc  is  an 
alternative  designation  of  the  kmpcXyryc,  and  the  same  may  apply  to  xoptcryc  here  (or  the  offices 
may  have  had  similar  functions);  cf.  XXXVI  2766  5  (305)  impcXyroy  ctroxpidov  avaxopfopkyoy. 

1
1
-
 
1
2
 
 

rdtv  (fpoupojv  rov  igaxropoc.  That  guards  were  attached  to  the  bureau  of  exactor  civitatis 

was  known  for  Hermopolis  
from  P.  Stras.  IV  197  (with  BL  VIII  415),  in  which  a  ppovpoc  i^axTopiac 

was  sent  to  assist  praepositi pagi  in  summoning  
tax  collectors;  they  were  an  inheritance  

from  die  office 
of  the  strategus  (LXI 4116). 

On  the  office  of  exactor  in  Egypt,  see  Mitthof,  Annona  militaris  143—4,  ̂ 4;  A.  Laniado,  Recherches 

sur  les  notables  municipaux  dans  V Empire  protobyzantin  (qooq)  113.  Although  exactores  replaced  the  strategi 

about  309,  they  were  still  frequently,  especially  in  the  area  of  Oxyrhynchus,  referred  to  as  strategi;  see 
J.  D.  Thomas,  CE  70  (1995)  237-9. 

*3—14  qmairyBypcv  (1.  any-)  per  a.  vfipewv.  The  same  phrase  with  the  order  reversed  occurs  in 
XLVIII 3393  12  (365).  vfipeic  seems  to  refer  to  insults  rather  than  physical  attacks;  see  e.g.  VI  903  1, 

P.  Select.  18.10-11,  SB  1 5235.12-13,  and  generally  Preisigke,  WB  s.v.,  BDAG  s.v.  2. 

14-15  Uyxovra  irevre  r6.Xa.vra.  The  figure  given  is  for  tax  exacted  on  two  arouras  (9-10).  R.  S. 

Bagnall,  TAPhA  115  (1985)  305,  suggests  that  ‘at  least  from  the  time  of  Diocletian  and  Constantine 
to  that  of  Justinian,  the  total  taxation  on  arable  land  seems  to  have  been  roughly  constant  at  a  level 

equivalent  to  about  2%  artabas  per  aroura’.  In  our  case,  the  figure  for  a  arouras  would  then  be  c.f/% 
artabas;  if  this  were  paid  in  money  rather  than  kind,  and  65  talents  were  not  an  extortionate  sum, 

their  market  value  would  not  have  been  much  higher  than  C.5V3  artabas  of  wheat  (12-13  tal./art.).  On 

the  other  hand,  assuming  that  in  the  fourth  century  the  taxes  in  kind  may  have  amounted  to  %-%  of 

the  total  tax  burden  (see  Bagnall,  loc.  cit.  304;  J.-M.  Carrie  in  L’Hnflazione’  nel  quarto  secolo  d.C.  (1993) 

"37).  85  talents  would  not  be  worth  less  than  a/s-i  art. :  in  the  early  part  of  the  fourth  century,  private 
land  in  Oxyrhynchus  was  taxed  at  1  art./ar.  (Bagnall,  loc.  cit.  300),  which  means  that  the  correlated 

tax  burden  in  money  may  be  equivalent  in  value  to  V3-V2  art./ar.  The  price  of  wheat  (per  artaba) 

was  C.3  tal.  in  327  (PSI IV  309,  in  a  coemptio ,  with  the  market  price  no  doubt  higher),  14  tal.  in  335 

(P.  Lond.  VI 1914),  24  tal.  in  338  (I  85),  50  tal.  in  the  340s  (P.  Abinn.  68  of  c.348-51),  and  rose  to  much 

higher  levels  in  the  350s  (334  tal.  in  P.  Princ.  Ill  183V  of  c.353);  see  Bagnall,  Currency  and  Inflation  in 

Fourth  Century  Egypt  ( BASF  Suppl.  5:  1985)  64,  and  P.  Kell.  IV  p.  226.  Thus  a  date  in  the  330s  or  even 

340s  for  this  letter  would  suit. 

15  xavcoviKwv  (1.  xavo-)  eiStov.  xavovtxa  etSy  are  no  doubt  equivalent  to  xavovtxot  popot,  at¬ 

tested  

in  I  71  
ii  6-7  

(Ars.;  
303)  

and  
SB  

XX  
14657.24  

(Herm.;  

c.300-310);  

l 2 * * * * 7ei8r)  

is  a  general  

designation 

for  all  taxes  whether  in  money  or  in  kind’  (P  Cair.  Isid.  51.2  n.).  The  term  may  refer  generally  to  regu¬ 
lar  taxes  in  kind  and  money,  excluding  levies  for  military  use :  in  71  xavovixoi  popot  are  distinguished 

from  crparuorixai  evOeveiat,  i.e.,  the  annona  militaris ,  levied  in  kind  (see  Mitthof,  Annona.  militaris  8-9). 

The  ccmonica  were  part  of  the  canon,  ‘fixed  tax  schedule’,  but  the  canon  was  not  limited  to  them;  see  L. 
Wenger,  Canon  in  den  romischen  Rechtsquellen  und  in  den  Papyri  (SAWW  220/2:  1942)  31. 

16-17  ecTady  pot .  .  .  on.  The  construction  is  unclear.  If  icra.9 y  is  simply  ‘he  stood’,  the  dative 

pronoun  is  hard  to  account  for.  Perhaps  the  sense  is  rather  ‘he  came  upon’,  ‘he  accosted’,  with  a  da¬ 

tive  like  that  found  with  eplcrypt  (LSJ  s.v.  B.m.2;  cf.  also  s.v.  evicrypi  B.m.i,  ‘threaten’,  and  iv.i,  ‘stand 

in  the  way’,  also  with  a  dative).  Then  a  verbum  dicendi  can  be  understood  with  on  xrX.  from  the  main 
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verb ;  cf.  Mayser,  Orammatik  ii.3  4-5.  Icri^  may  have  the  same  c
onstruction  at  SB  XVIII  13867.24  5 

(n)  icrad-r]  poi,  Ae[yaj]v  on  (followed  by  direct  speech),  
where  the  editors  take  the  dative  with  the  par- 

ticiple  This  construction  is  reflected  in  the  translation  above,  w
hich  assumes  that  the  singular  subject 

a  „aTrip  cov)  was  expanded  by  the  addition  of  Copacl
a,,  6  aSc^ic  cov,  Sarapion  is  the  speaker 

in  the  sentence  introduced  by  o'n.  The  alternative  is  to  disso
ciate  Capmriwv  Irom  icraB 7,  and  make 

him  the  subject  of  a  verbicm  dicendi  that  has  been  left  out  w 

17  cot  (for  cv)  refers  to  Chenthonis,  not  Petosiris:  we  are 
 in  direct  speech  here  after  on.  lor  cm 

introducing  direct  speech  (recitativum),  see  LVI 3855  7  n. 

17-18  v-rrep  avrov.  avrov  refers  to  Petosiris  (‘our  brother’  in  19-
20). 

18  detSic.  The  injunctive  function  of  this  verbal  form  will 
 remain  the  same,  whether  it  is  un¬ 

derstood  as  jussive  subjunctive  81801c  or  8i8j)c,  or  indicative  8
1801c  or  SiSeic,  or  even  optative  SiSowjc, 

8i8otc,  or  8t8otc.  For  the  present  system  of  8tSco/xi  in  papyri,  see  Gignac,  Gr
ammar  n  382-4.  ̂ 

19  tct.  We  expect  cv  el  17  eXovca;  cf.  P.  Koln  IV  199.4-5  
(c-3n?)  cv  0  €XWV  rov  1 1S 

tempting  to  read  col  (for  a);  cf.  '17)  el,  with  sigma  ligatur
ed  to  a  tiny  omicron,  but  we  would  have  to 

reckon  with  a  sigma  with  an  unusually  short  cap,  and  a  c
o  ligature  that  is  very  different  from  t  a 

used  in  cov  (7-9,  16, 17,  22).  The  first  letter  would  be  e
asier  to  read  as  omicron,  but  this  would  lead 

to  impasse. 

IQ-20  y  eXovca  to.  navra  rov  aheX <f>ov  ij/xaiy.  See  introd. 

20  Capano--  The  right-hand  leg  of  pi  is  extended  to  the  right 
 and  then  hooked  upwards,  and 

omicron  is  written  above  it.  This  probably  does  not  indicate  a
n  abbreviation,  unexpected  in  this  text. 

20-21  Perhaps  restore  CapaiTo\[8wpa  or  C(tpa.n6\[8(upoc  kul 
 7tov]tsc;  there  is  no  room  or  oi  col 

before  mv]Tec  (cf.  BGU II  615.14),  still  less  for  01'  ipoi  (cf.  e.g.  P  Thomas  14.17).  E  
Merton  II  82.16-19 

dcrTa[eai]  ...  Kai  cravrac  kclt’  ovopa  may  offer  a  parall
el  for  xcu  varjeec,  even  if  in  that  text  eve¬ 

ryone’  receives  and  does  not  send  greetings.  Closer  perhaps  is  LV
I  3855  23-4  (0280/81)  dcniJo[vre 

'  22-3  1  IV  loot  iike  the  end  of  an  infinitive  with  itacistic  spe
lling  Of  the  unread  letter  only 

a  trace  under  iota  remains,  which  suggests  chi  or  xi.  We  expect
  a  farewell  formula  at  this  point,  and 

wc  may  consider  supplying  c.g. ) .  ,v  „  ri  ™.8i«  cov  | 
 [«* ovra.  «ai  but  this  sequence  ,s 

without  parallel.  ,  .  . 

24  It  is  curious  that  the  letter  is  said  to  be  from  Theon  rather
  than  from  the  author,  Chenthoms 

(2),  but  cf.  LXV  4493,  LXVn  4627,  and  P.  Grenf.  I  53  - 
 W.  Ok  131  -  Naldini,  Cnsttanmmo  no.  56 

(iv)  The  last  is  a  double  letter:  the  author  encloses  in  her  let
ter  to  her  husband  Theodorus  a  message 

that  she  asks  him  to  show  to  another  person.  The  whole  letter 
 is  in  the  same  hand,  probably  that  of 

Theodorus’  son,  who  endorsed  it.  In  5182  also,  the  letter  and  t
he  address  on  the  back  appear  to  be  m 

the  same  hand,  and  it  is  highly  likely  that  Chenthoms  dicta
ted  the  letter  to  Theon. 

The  long  gap  following  nopi  is  at  approximately  half
-height,  and  may  have  been  intended  to 

accommodate  a  binding. 

R.-L.  CHANG 
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aeiKeXioc  5131  ii  14 

Adaftac  5131  ii  8  mg. 

A\Ki8ap.ac  5130  1  ii  26 

aAAa  5130  2  3  (?) 
aAAoc  5131  ii  3 

avaipelv  5130  2  6 
avBpwiTeioc  5130  1  ii  18 avocioc  [5131  ii  17] 
anoSoKip.a£e iv  [5130  3] 

aronoc  5130  1  ii  13 

av£eiv  5130  s*+  5 

aX6oc  5131  ii  9 

ftaAXeiv  [5131  ii  13] 

^<0  5130  '  ii  7  (?) 

jiorjdeiv  5130  1  ii  17-18 

yap  5131  ii  4 yevea  5131  ii  6 

Be  5130  1  ii  5  (?),  6  (?),  7  (?),  12, 16, 

.9  [5431^  9] 

hecirocwoc  5131  ii  7 

hiarpifieiv  5130  1  ii  21 
hia<t>delpeiv  [5130  1  ii  11] 
SouAetkii'  5130  1  ii  22—3 
Svcnelc-wc  5130  1  ii  19— 20 
Sai/ia  5131  ii  7,  [8] 

iav  [5130  2  6] 
lyw  5130  1  ii  17  [5131  ii  9] 

el  5130  1  ii  19 

etc  5131  ii  10 

Ik  5130  1  ii  26 

iiceivoc  5130  1  ii  16 iv  5131  ii  11 

eirre  [  5131  ii  I 

iXelv  5130  1  ii20 
TjKeiv  5131  ii  4 

■qcvXcuc  [5131  ii  8] 

8r,pa  [5131  ii  5] 

lepoc  [5130  2  4] iKavwc  5130  1  ii  17 

Iva  [5130  2  3] Ivw  [5131  ii  12  mg.  (?)] 

tcoc  5130  1  ii  20 

Kahpoc  5131  ii  6 

Kal  5130  ‘ii  21  5131  iiu Kapat  [5131  ii  13  (?)] 

Kara<f>poveiv  5130  1  ii  15 

Kplcic  5130  1  ii  23-4 
XlBoc  5131  ii  16  (?) 

Aoyoc  5130  1  ii  21 
jadAtcra  5130  1  ii  14-15 {xiv  5130  1  ii  13,  17, 2  7  5131  ii  9 

ri  5130  1  ii  16  5131  ii  11 

l*oX6[  5131  ii  12 viv  [5131  ii  8] o8e  5131  ii  4 

Spoioc  5130  1  ii  16 oc  5130  1  ii  21 

ovk  5130  1  ii  12 
ovv  5130  ‘  ii  17, 2  7 

ovtco  5130  1  ii  23 

waAaioc  [5130  1  ii  13] 

iriXac  5131  ii  8 irm'a  5130  1  ii  27 

TrXavrj  5130  1  ii  18—19 nXovroc  5130  1  ii  8, 14,  2  5 

iro[  5131  ii  IO 
■noielv  5130  1  ii  23 

17 po  5131  ii  8 
17 P6c  5131  ii  7 

7TQJC  [5130  1  ii  12] 

(-)«• po«  [5131  ii  22  (?)] cvyKvpeZv  [5131  ii  3  (?)] 

cvpfialveiv  [5131  ii  3  (?)] 

cvviideta  5130  1  ii  22 
raA arrelptoc  [5131  ii  14] 

Tidevat  5131  ii  8 
tic  5130  1  ii  19 rXrjvai  5131  ii  24  (?) 

(-)rpo7roc  5130  3*4  2 

(-) rpori  [5131  ii  22  (?)] 
v/xetc  5131  ii  9 

<f>aoc  5131  ii  10 <f>epeiv  5131  ii  7 

iopdSijv  5131  ii  5 

foovelv  5130  1  ii  16 

XPW*  pi|0  ‘  iiio  (?)] 

ipvxv  5131  ii  12 

cS  5131  ii  14  (?),  24  (?) 
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II.  SUBLITERARY TEXTS Carvpoc  ii  35 

T€  i4 

0ami  ii  11 

ceavrov  ii  38 TOtOVTOC  U4O <f>v\aKvj  [ii  12-13  (?)] 

CeXevKoc  '17 

TOUrecTi  ii  IO  (?) <fivXkrqc  [i  13  (?)] 

crpa-  ii  24  (?) 
rpa-  ii  24  (?) 

4>v\r)  [i  5] 

crvyeiv  ii  40 

Ope™  “  I3-I4 cvppaxoc  i  8 

™XV  i  30.  “  1 

Xp-rjc8at  U37-8 
cwTopoc  U28-9 

yvrpa  i  29 cvvTvxia  i  r6 

{moXelireiv  [ii  17  (?)] 

&  ii  35 

raXa  ii  15 
<Lc  ii  .1 

(c)  Graeco-Latin  Glossaries  (5161—3) 

(i)  Greek 

alyoKtpcoc  5162  ii  25 

kUtt,  [5163  1  i  1 6] 

CK(4r,  [5163  1  ii  10  (?),  11 

clvclkXitov  [5163  1  i  8] 

ic \tp.a£  5163  1  ii2 

CK04&10V  [5163  1  ii  10  (?), avepoc  5162  ii  32,  33 

icXivri  5163  1  i  6 

CK€Vodr/Kr/  [5163 'i  13] airapKiac  5162  ii  39 

kockivov  5163  1  ii  6 

cKopmoc  5162  ii  29 
airr)Xid>TT)c  5162  ii  40 

itpeaypa  [5163  2  4] cre<f>avoc  5162  ii  18 
apKTOc  5162  ii  11 KpLOC  5162  ii  20 

cvvveveiv  5161  i  25—7 

ac-rffp  5162  ii  8 
Ki W  5162  ii  14 

cwrqpciv  5161  i  28-30 

acrpov  5162  ii  6,  7 

cvpetv  5161  i  22 . 4 Aewv  5162  ii  22 

ctftvpic  [5163  '  ii  12] 

Bopeac  5162  ii  34 
X'lkvov  5163  1  ii  8 

XI4  5162  ii  36 
Tdpacceiv  5161  iii  1—3 

yXwccoKopov  5163  1  i  20 

Xvpa  5162  ii  15 
Tavpoc  5162  ii  21 

\v\voc  5163  1  ii  3 

rijpetv  5161  i  31—3 

8eX<f>iv  5162  ii  17 
rofdrrjc  5162  ii  28 Si'Su/xoc  5162  ii  26 

pctKT pa  [5163  1  ii  9] Tpaire[,a  5163  1  i  l4 

SUSpov  [5163  1  i  17] 
poSioc  5163  1  i  21 rpliiovc  5163  1  i  15 

S^poc  [5163  1  i  18] 

pipptf  5163*  i  1 

rpvr&vri  5163  1  ii  1 
cap  [5162  ii  2] 

votoc  5162  ii  35 

iiSpoyooc  5162  ii  27 

€»[  5163  1  ii  7 
imayeiv  5161  iii  13-15 

ivSopevla  5163  1  i  4, 5 
oicToc  5162  ii  13 wrepov  5163  1  ii  5 

fxrqXa-rov  5163  1  i  7 

oAf ioc  5163  1  ii4 
vrrr)p€T€ Iv  5161  iii  10-12 ecrrepoc  5162  ii  9 uj roSeweiv  5161  iii  7-9 

fvpoc  5162  ii  37 
irapdevoc  5162  ii  24 i57roAiieiv  5161  iii  16-18 

7 rep/  5162  ii  6,  32  5163  1 4  inrorfiepeiv  5161  iii  19— 21 &<f>vpo c  5162  ii  38 IlXciac  5162  ii  12 
xxj>a iveiv  5161  iii  4—6 

Cvyov  5162  ii  23 
mipyiCKOC  [5163  1  i  ,2] 

piMM 

Mpoc  [5162  ii  3] 
paiveiv  5161  i  7—9 4>lXsw  5161  iii  22-4 pa-retv  5161  i  4-6 tvciiv  [5161  iii  25-7] 

ITTTTOC  5162  ii  19 
p-qcceiv  [5161  i  1—3] 

4>o)c<j>opoc  5162  ii  10 

Tpt C  5162  ii  16 
plirreiv  5161  i  10-12 iyOvc  5162  ii  31 

xeipdiv  5162  ii  5 

caXeveiv  5161  i  13-15 
Xoiv'lkiov  [5163  1  i  22] KcuKiac  5162  ii  42 

cyOeiv  5161  i  16-18 
xwpoc  5162  ii  41 

KapurTpa  5163  1  i  19 

clXtfyq  5163  1  i  2 

KapKivoc  5162  ii  30 
CUOT T0.V  5161  i  19-21 

ifiaXLc  [5163  2  3] 
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accedere  5161  ii  25-7 
aestas  or  aestus  5162  Hi  3 

aestus  [5162  i  19] 

Afiicus  5162iii36 

allidere  [5161  ii  1—3] 
amare  5161  iv  22-4 
aquarius  5162  iii  27 
aquilo  5162  iii  34 

area  [5163  1  i  19  (?),  20  (?)] 

arcula  [5163  1  i  19  (?),  20  (?)] 
arcus  5162  iii  16 
aries  5162  iii  20 

armarium  5163  1  i  12 
Aurora  [5162  i  7] 
ouster  5162  iii  35 

blatta  5163  1  i  2 

caecias  5162  iii  42 

caelum  [5162  i  14, 15] 

calciare  5161  iv  7-9 
cancer  5162  iii  30 

canis  5162  iii  14 

Capricornus  5162  iii  25 

cernere  5161  ii  t6-t8 

cista  5163  1  i  16 
concordia  [5162  i  5] 

conservare  5161  ii  28-30 
consuere  5161  ii  4-6 

continae  5163  1  i  9  (?) 
corona  5162  iii  18 

de  5162  [i  14],  iii  6,  32  5163 
delphinus  5162  iii  17 

(ii)  Latin equus  5162  iii  19 emus  5162  iii  37 

exculciare  5161  iv  16-18 

Famous  5162  iii  38 

fidicula  5162  iii  12, 15 

formica  5163  1  i  1 

fulcrum.  5163  1  i  8 

gemma  5162  iii  26 

kirns  5162  iii  5 

Horae  [5162  i  6] 

luventus  5162  i  13 

lectica  5163  1  i  10 
lectus  5163  1  i  6 leo  5162  iii  22 

libra  5162  iii  23 

librale  [5163  1  i  22] 
lucifer  5162  iii  10 

mensa  5163  1  i  14 
ministrare  5161  iv  10-12 

modius  [5163  1  i  21] 
movere  5161  ii  13-15 

pirns  5162  iii  31 

proicere  5161  ii  10-12 

rorare  [5162  i  21] 

ros  [5162  i  20] 

sagitta  5162  iii  13 

Sagittarius  5162  iii  28 

scabelhm  [5163  1  i  11] 
sernpio  5162  iii  29 

sella  [5163  1  i  18] septentrio  5162  iii  39 

servire  5161  ii  31-3 sidus  5162  iii  [6],  7 

spargere  5161  ii  7-9 

sponda  5163‘i7 Stella  5162  iii  8 

subsellium  [5163  *  i  17] subsolanus  5162  iii  40 

sufferre  5161  iv  19-21 
sufflare  [5161  iv  25-7] 
supellex  5163 ‘i  4, 5 

Uicere  5161  ii  19-21 
taurus  5162  iii  21 
terreslris  5162  iii  41 

texere  5161  iv  4-6 

trahere  5161  ii  22-4 

tripes  5163  1  i  15 
turbare  5161  iv  1-3 

ultrix  [5162  i  4] 

vadere  5161  iv  13-15 

vasamrn  5163  1  i  13 
ventus  5162  iii  [32],  33 

ver  5162  iii  2 

mgilia  5162  iii  11 vesper  5162  iii  9 

oirgo  5162  iii  24 

III.  RULERS  AND  REGNAL  YEARS 

Augustus 

Kalcap  5164  7-8  (year  4),  (11)  (year  4  or  5)  5165  4  (year  6)  5167  4  (year  .
0)  [5168  ,]  (year  .3  (?))  5169  ,  (year 

13),  9-10  (year  10)  5171  7  (year  23),  17  (year  24)  5172  1  (year  36),  3  (year  32) 
(no  titulature,  year  lost)  5166  9 

Tiberius 

T&pio c  Katcap  CefiacToc  5173  8-9  (year  12)  5174  9  (year  13) 

Claudius 

TifiepLoc  KXavSioc  Kaicap  Cefiacroc  Feppav ikoc  AvroKpenaip  5176  2  3-4  (year  12) 
(titulature  lost)  [5175  5-6]  (year  7) 
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Hadrian 

ASpiavdc  6  Kipioc  [5177  9]  (year  17) 

AvTOKpaTiop  Kaicap  Tpo.io.v6c  A8piavoc  Ce/Sacroc  5177  13 — : 14  (year  17) 

<Paus(f>i  [5166  9  (?)  5168  1] 

5169  1 

Ni oc  Cefiacroc  5174  9-10 
ASpiavoc  5177  14 

Capfladov  5178  14 

30  July  26  bc  or  31  January  25 
bc  5164  n 

27  January  24  bc  5165  4 

25  February  —  26  March  20 bc  5169  9-10 
12  March  20  bc  5167  4 

10  October  18  bc  5169  1 

A8pi avoc  see  Index  III  s.v.  Had¬ 
rian;  Index  IV  (a) 

A\l£av8poc,  boat-owner  5178  11 ' AXe£ac,  boat-owner  5178  5 

'Ap.pdsvioc  5176  1  1 
Avrcic,  s.  of  Titan  5173  1 
ArreXX-qc,  strategus  of  the  Panopo- 

lite  5174  11  " 

AvIojv,  f.  of  Saraeus  5175  5 

Arricou,  s.  of  Aristoo,  br.  of  Arsi- 

noe  5169  3 

Air'uav,  Asclepiades  alias  5164  2 

ATToXXopavijc,  banker  5165  1-2 5166  1 

AnoXXoivia,  d.  of  floras  5168 
[2],  10,  [13L  16,  [25] 

AnoXXdjvioc  5181  5-6 

Apcioc,  topogrammateus  of  the  Mid¬ 
dle  toparchy  5171  1 

Apicrctiv,  f.  of  Arsinoc  and  Apion 

5169  2,3 

Apavor,,  d.  of  Ariston,  sis.  of 
Apion  5169  2, 8, 14, 18, 22 

IV.  MONTHS  AND  DAYS 

(a)  Months 

Mcycip  (5164  11)  (?)  5165  4 5173  8 

Gap-evajd  (5167  4)  5169  10 

(1 b )  Days 
Ce/SacTT?  5174  10  5176  2  7 

V.  DATES 

10  October  18  (?)  bo  [5168  1] 

30 July  7  5172  1^2 4  February  26  5173  8-9 28  October  -  26  November 

26  51749-io 22  June  52  5176 2  [2],  3-5 

23  Junc  52  5176  2  7-8 

Flavvi  [5166  9  (?)]  5176 2  5, 7 

5178  17 

Mecopr,  (5164  11)  (?)  (5172  2) 

27  November  -  26  December 
132  5177  13-14 

10  June  (no  year  given)  5178  17 
i4june  or  17  or  18  October  (year 

lost)  [5166  9] 

VI.  PERSONAL  NAMES 

AckXt)th6.8t]c,  alias  Apion,  f.  of 

Ptolemaeus  5164  1 

AcKXqnAhqc,  banker  (?)  5165  1 

Attioc,  secretary  of  the  1  %  and 

2%  levy  at  Ptolcmais  Hormou 

5179  1,  12 

Apvyxix,  sailor  5167  1 *Bcviaioc,  f.  of  Pctosiris,  gf.  of 
Hcrccus  sr,  Herceus  jr,  and 

Senerceus  5169  6 

Fa’ioc  TvppavioCy  praefectus  Aegypti 

r  **i?1 0  ’ 

fectus  Aegypti  5175  1 

Aqfiqrpia,  w.  of  Ptolemaeus  5181 

Al8up,oc,  f.  of  Sarapion  5168  3 

AlSvjxoc,  f.  of  Sarapion  and  Didy- 
mus  5171  (19),  (20),  (21) 

AlSvpoc,  s.  of  Didymus,  br.  of 

Sarapion  5171  19,  [23  (?)] 

Aioyivi)c  5181  8 Aioyivrjc  see  KXav8ioc  Aioyevrjc 

Aioyvrjroc  see  Index  VII 
diofcAyc,  s.  of  Ptolemaeus  5176  1  3 
Aiovvcioc,  f  of  Tryphon  5175  2 
Aiovvcioc,  s.  of  Ptolemaeus  5181 

^Epxevc  sr,  s.  of  Petosiris,  gs.  of 

Beniaios,  br.  of  Herceus  jr  and Senerceus  5169  3 

eve  jr,  s.  of  Petosiris,  gs.  of Senerceus  5169  5 

’Epp-aioc  5173  12 ’Epwc,  foundling  5168  5 *Evvovcfnc  5170  4 

ZcoiXoc,  s.  of  Theon  5173  2 

mi68a>poc  5179  2, 7 
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’Hpai<Ael8r)c  5176  1  I, '  3 
'HpaxAeiB-qc,  sitologus  or  strategus 

5177  3, 16  5178  i 

'HpaxArjc  5181  14-15 

©aijcic  5181  3-4 
0epp.ovdi.on,  runaway  slave  5166  4 
@4<dv  5170  1 

&ecov,  f.  of  Zoilus  5173  2 
®etov,  s.  of  Pctosiris  5182  24 

Iepa£,  s.  of  Ptolemaeus,  banker 5173  4 

7ci8a>po c  5180  1 

Kalcap  see  Index  III  s.w.  Augus¬ 
tus,  Tiberius,  Claudius,  Hadrian 

Karriraiv  see  Tvaioc  OvepyiAioc 

Kairlrasv 
KXavbioc  see  Index  III  s.v.  Claudius 

KXavSioc  Aioyevtjc,  strate¬ 
gus  5177  2  5178  [1],  (18) 

Korrpovc  5181  5 

Kopvr}Xioc  5181 14 

Aouxioc  PovrlAioc  ftiAopovcoc 
5166  7 

MixxaAoc,  agent  of  Asclcpiades 
5165  i 

Mv-qcWeoc,  tax-farmer  (?)  5166  1 

Mvpprjf;  5165  2 
Mwpoc  5181  7  -8 

NixoXaoc  5166  10 

OvepyiAioc  see  TVatoc  OvepyiAioc 
Kairlruv 

TJareoc,  boat-owner  5178  3 

IlciTOMfic,  oil-worker  5164  4 
IJavcic  5170  3 

Ilerocipic,  h.  (?)  of  Chenthonis, 
br.  of  Sarapion,  f.  of  Theon 5182  2,  24 

Ilerocipic,  s.  of  Beniaios,  f.  of 
Herceus  sr,  Herceus  jr,  and 
Senerceus  5169  3, 5, 10 

IJAavrapyoc,  f.  of  Horion  (5172 
4) 

TJoXepwv,  banker  5176 2  6 FlroAepaiKOc  see  Index  XI  ( b )  s.v. 

FlroAepaioc,  £  of  Diodes  5176  1  3 
FlroAepaioc,  f.  of  Dionysius,  h.  of 

Dcmetria  5181  9 

FlroAepaioc,  f.  of  Hierax  5173  4 

FlroAepaioc,  s.  of  Asdepiades  alias 

Apion,  overseer  of  the  temples 

of  the  Oxyrhynchite  and  Cyn- 
opolite  nomes  (5164  2) 

'PovrlAioc  see  Aovkioc  PovrlAioc 
<PiAopovcoc 

Pcupatoc  5181  6 

Capaevc,  d.  of  Apion,  w.  of  Try- 
phon  5175  5 

Capamac  5181  15  • 
CapairicoVj  br.  of  Petosiris  5182  17 
Capairiutv,  s.  of  Didymus,  br.  of 

Didymus  5171  [19  (?)],  20,  21 

Capamwv,  s.  of  Didymus,  Mac¬ 
edonian  5168  [3, 4],  8,  io--n, 
l1 3)  *d»  23 

CapaTTobwpa  [5182  20—21  (?)] 
Capa-TToSivpoc  [5182  20-21  (?)] 

*Cevepxevc,  d.  of  Petosiris,  gd.  of 

Beniaios,  sis.  of  Herceus  sr  and 

Herceus  jr,  minor  5169  11 
Cvpoc,  f.  of  Syrus  5175  4 
Cvpoc,  s.  of  Syrus  [5175  3] 

CdiKipSpoc  see  Index  VH 

Tifiepioc  see  Index  HI  s.w.  Tibe- 

Tnav,  f.  of  Anteis  5173  1 
Tpaiavoc  see  Index  III  s.v.  Hadrian 

Tpvtfxnv,  f.  of  Philiscus  5166  2 
Tpvcftiov,  s.  of  Dionysius,  h.  of 

Saraeus,  weaver  5175  2 

Tvpawoc  5180  1 

Tvppavioc  see  /ai'oc  Tvppamoc 

<Papowtc,  kmogranmateus  of  Ta- 
nais  and  die  hamlet  of  Istrou 
51712 

<PiAlcxoc,  s.  of  Tryphon,  Macedo¬ 

nian,  cavalry-commander  over men  5166  2,  6 

(piAopovcoc  see  Aovxioc  Povr'tAioc <PiAop.ovcoc 

*Xev6io vie,  w.  (?)  of  Petosiris 5182  2 

'Qp — ,  banker  5172  3 
'Dpiyevijc  5181  7 

'Qpliov,  s.  of  Plutarchus  5172  4 

— biopoc,  f.  of  Apollonia  5168  2 

[1-2].  roc  (genitive)  5180  4 

jaw  5181  17 

ilAe^avSpeict  5179  8 

AAe^vBpeioc  (?)  [5178ii] 
ilA^S/^c  (?)  [5178  n] 

Feppavixoc  see  Index  III  s.v. 
Claudius 

*  At}pr)rplov  (xArjpoc)  (5171 
21);  see  also  Cwxlv8pov  xal 

At)p-qrplov  [xAijpoc) 
*AioyvrjTOv  (xAijpac)  (5171  19) 

VII.  GEOGRAPHICAL 

Efliaf o»  0801-)  (5172  3)  •Ntxoapimwc  (?)  [5178  3J 
'EpporroAtrqc  vopoc  [5171  7] 

XJ^vpvyxHTTjc  [vopoc)  (5164  4) 

‘Sso^iAnoc  (?)  [5178  5]  V(vpvyx*v  rik  5168  1  5169  I, 

drfiah  5169  2  9  5173  3  5175  3 

lerpov  (cttoIklov)  5171  3  77avOTroAi'ri,c  (vo[t6c)  (5174  11) 
Flepct)c  5173  1 

KvVonoAlrqe  [vopoc)  (5164  4)  Flepcarq  5168  2 

nroAepatc  "Oppov  (5179  12) 
MaxeSui v  5166  3  5168  3 

Piupaloc  5171 13 
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Cepw/iic  5180  4  *C<vxlv8pov  ical  Ar/prjrptOV  Tavaic  5171  3 
(xAijpoc)  (5171  20)  Tepyev oMecoe  (5167  3)  (bis) 

VIII.  RELIGION 

8e6c  5182  5  UpSv  5164  3  Caparreiov  5173  3 
xipioc  5182  5 

IX.  OFFICIAL  AND  MILITARY  TERMS  AND  TITLES 

iy°C6)  ̂  1  
] 

i^axTwp  5182  11—12 

trpay^oriKoc  5171  [8],  ,1 

apxeiov  5169  9 
r/yepibv  [5171  5] 

ctroAoyoc  5177  [3  (?)],  16  (?) 

apytSixac-rr/c  [5171 10— II  (?)] 
cr parr)y oc  5174  II  5177  [2], 

ypapparevc  (p  xal  vj  (5179  12) 

dtjcavpoc  5178  15 

fe(?) ]  5178  18 

ypatfseiov  5169  9 limapxrjc  err’  avSpwv  5166  3 
ronoypapparevc  5171  I 

8Vp6ciov  5169  20 
xopicrqc  5182  10— II  (?) 

(f>povp6c  5182  11 SiaAoytcpoe  5171  6 Sixacrnc  5171  11  (?) xaipoypa.ppM.revc  [5171  2] 

X.  PROFESSIONS,  TRADES,  AND  OCCUPATIONS 

vavrixSc  5167  2 

XI.  MEASURES 

(a)  Weights  and  Measures 

rpaire(irqc  (5165  2)  5172  3 

apovpa  5182  9-10 (aprafiti)  5178  4,  6.  7, 13 
[pcrpijTtjc)  5164  9  [bis) 

(b)  Money 

rrrjxvc  5170  6 

8Poiwv  (5165  4)  (5166  11) 
vopicpa  5169  6  5173  5  [Cefiacrbv raAavrov  (5166  8)  (for)  5176  2  (9), 

[bis)  5168  [9-10],  11  5169  6-7, 

xal  FlroAepdixov) 

(10)  5182  14-15 20  (5172  5)  5173  5-6,  (6) 
[rrevrwp oAov)  5172  5  [bis) 

XII.  TAXES 

apyvpixoc  5171  7 
xavovixov  eZSoc  5182  15 

tiiaf  5167  2 

fl^T'TJTeZ^foclr,  (p  xal 

aKeVaroc-nj  r,. 

4>opoc  [5171  6  (?)]  518212-13 

5)  5179  12 

reAoc  5166  4  (SovAijc),  10 XaipariKOV  (5172  3) 
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lyLo.  5169  4 

aSeAfj  5169  ii 

dScA^oc  5169  2-3, 5  5171  23 

[(5176  1  8)]  5181  [1-2],  9-10 
5182  17, 19-20 

a8e£lacT0c  5180  6 

aStatperoc  5176  1  7 
afaiv  5178  15 

alpetv  5174  6 
&koXo66oic  5169  12 

a«Pip6c  [517l9-ro] 
anupoc  5169  17 
aAAoc  5168  9  5169  11, 14  5171 

i5l  [22]  5178  10  5180  7 

&H<j>6T€poi  5169  5  (5171 19) 

avaypafatv  5170  2 
dvaStSdvat  5180  3 

dva^TeCv  5166  5 
avaipeiv  [5168  4] 

ava.Xapft6.veiv  5171  2 
avSpoKoirelv  5168  16 
av/ip  see  Index  IX  s.v.  lirirapxric 

avievai  (iviqpi)  5180  5 
Anamiv  5182  12,  13 

a.Trexe,'v  5164  5  [5168  10]  5169  4 5178  4 

cwrAtoc  5169  15 

&tt6  5165  3  5166  10  5168  4, 7 

5175  3  5178  8, 12  5180  2, 4 

aTTofiadpa  [5178  8-9  (?)] 

d.ir68rjp.oc  5169  6 
Ajr0St8wat  5173  7, 10  (?)  5179  10 

[5182  24] 

airoKaOtcravat,  5179  9-1O 
dvoXapftaveiv  5182  5 
dwocWAAstv  5179  7 

apyvpixoc  see  Index  XII 

apyvpiov  5165  3  (5166  8)  5168 

9, 11  5169  6,  20  5173  4-5,  (6) 
5176  2  (9),  (10) 

apovpa  see  Index  XI  (a) 

apceviKoc  5168  4—5 
a. pro. fit}  see  Index  XI  (a) 

dpycior  see  Index  IX 

apx^Kacr-qc  see  Index  IX 

Send &c8cu  5182  20 

auAi}  5176  1  5 airUa  [5174  5  (?)] 

A.vTOKpa.Tcup  see  Index  III  s.w. 
Claudius,  Hadrian 

awroc  5168  [4,  6],  19  5169  4  {bis), 
8, 12, 14, 15, 18, 19  [5170  7] 

5174  5  (?)  5176  1  8  5177  7 
5179  3, 5, 6, 8,  io  5181  2, 12, 

13,18 

/3Ad/3oc  5169  19 
fiovXecdai  [5168  26]  5181  16 
fate  [5180  2  (?)] 

yaAa  5168  [6],  17 

ydp  5180  7  5182  16 

yij  5178  8 yiyvecdai  (5164  9)  (5165  4)  (5166 
11)  5168  21  5171  6,  (22)  (5172 

5)  (5173  6)  (5176 2 10)  5180  7 

ypAfiv  5171 9  5173  10  (?)  5174 

6  [5177  10]  5179  5-6 

ypa<f>etov  see  Index  IX 
ywrj  5171  12  5175  4  5181  11 

Savefaiv  5169  7-8 
SaveiOK  (?)  [5170  2] 

8e  5168  [12],  16, 17, 21, 25  5169 

5,11  5171g  [5173  10  (?)]  5174 

7  5178  [7],  10, 13  5179  9  5180 6  5182  7 

Se/caotfTW  5168  [7],  15,  24 

S^aroc  5169  9  5173  7-8 
Secirorqc  5178  2 

Sd^ecflat  5166  2 

SqXoCv  5169  16 
8-qp.ocioc  see  Index  EX  s.v.  8qp6c,ov 
Sid  5169  9, 12  5172  3  5173  4 

[5175  6]  5177  12  5180  3 
Sta p&9pa  [5178  8-9  (?)] 

Staypdftv  (5167  1)  (5172  2) 

Staypafj  (5176  2  8) SiaAoytcju.dc  see  Index  IX 
Stairepneiv  5179  3,  5 

StacroAij  5169  13 

SunfiOelpeiv  5168  17 
SiSovai  5182  18 

Sikoctijc  see  Index  IX 

SodAij  see  Index  XU  s.v.  reAoc 

8pa.xp.-q  Index  XI  (ft) 
Sdo  5164  9  5167  3  5169  12 

5176 2  9  5180  2  5182  9 
SaiSe/caroc  5173  8 

Jfe  [5168  20,  25  5173  10  (?)] 5174  6  5179  9 

kaurov  5166  6  5168  [3],  17  5169 
2  5179  4 

efi8op.oc  5175  6 

eyyuoc  5175  6 iyieaXeiv  5164  10  5169  13  (bis) 

iyxetpitw  5175  4 
iy<8  5165  3  5174  5  [5175  4, 6] 

51813,5  5182  1, 16 
«’  5174  4  (?)  51795  5180  6 
eiSevai  [5177  11] 

etSoc  5171 14;  see  also  Index  XII 
s.v.  tcawovitcdf  etSoc 

elude  5176  2  2 

etvai  5166  5  [5168  14]  5169 

6, 11, 17  (bis)  5170  8  5180  6 

5182  19 

etc  5168  8,  [24]  5169  20  [5170 

7]  5171  4, 12  5176  1  5  5178  10, 

15  5179  8 
etc  [5170  6]  5180  2 

€?coSoc  [5170  7]  5176 ' 6 
iK  5171  19,20,21  5182  18 
eVacroc  5169  19 

gVardv  5169  7  5173  6 

eKarocrq  see  Index  XII 
exetvoc  5179  10 
itcrrepireiv  5174  4—5 e’Aatov  5164  8,  (9) 

eXaiovpyoc  see  Index  X 

ipfidXXeiv  5178  6-7,  12 
h>  5166  5  5168  1  5169  1,4,9 

(bis),  12  5170  9  5178  14 
evavrioc  5180  8—9 

ev8a  (?)  (5171 18) 
h>8 dSe  (?)  (5171 18) 
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bicTkvat  5168  7  5173  8  5176  2  8 

evreAAetv  5180  5,  8 

hndc  [5168  22] 

i&KTosp  see  Index  EX l^Kovra  5182  14 

c^oSoc  [5170  7]  5176  1  6 iiovcia  5168  14 
enavayKOC  5168  5,  [21  (?)],  22 inti  5179  4 

ine, 8-q  5182  19 

iirepxe c0ai  5169  13-14, 18 eirt  5164  3  5168  6,  [25]  5169 

10, 12  5170  5  5171  6,  8, 10, 

15  5173  3 ;  see  also  Index  IX  s.v. 

Imrapxqc  «r*  di-Spidi- cVtjSdAAgtv  (5164  6)  5176  1  4 

imyovr,  5173  1 brtKueZv  [5168  .6-.7(?)] 
impiXeio.  5168  18,  [20] 
impeXecda  t  [5174  7] 

emp-qvia  5179  3-  4 inleraXpa  5165  3 hncToX-f)  5177  [5],  7 

ennidevai  [5168  5] 

emTipov  5169  19-20 
eiroLKiov  see  Index  VII  s.v.“Ierpov 
erepoc  [5168  22-3] 

ert  5169  5 

eroipoc  [5178  14] 

e“roc  5164  7,  (11)  (5165  4)  5166 

(4),  (9)  (5167  4)  [5168  1]  5169 1,10,  12  5171  (7),  (.7)  5172i, 

(3)  5173  9  (5174  9)  [5175  6] 5176 2  (3),  8  5177(g),  *3 
ev$ewc  5179  7 

evxecda t  (5177 12)  5178  16  51824 e<f>o8oc  5169  17, 19 

<?X«rtF  5165  3  5173  2  (5176  2  8) 
5180  2  5182  19 

gyflec  5178  13 

fj  5169  16, 18, 19 

-qyeicda.i  5174  4 

-qyepwv  see  Index  IX S8V  5178  6  5180  6,  9 

r/XiKia  5169  12 

77/xeic  5182  12,  20 

\pIrepoc  5179  9 

t,ccojv  5169  21 deXeiv  5182  7 

0edc  see  Index  VIII 

9vXd^eiv  5168  5-6 

9i) cavpoc  see  Index  IX 

9vpa  5182  10 

1*8 toe  [5168  6] 

ISuotikoc  5171  (4)  (?),  [(9)  (?)], 

MR 

lepov  see  Index  VIII 

tm  [5174  7]  5177  11 

iWa pxyc  see  Index  IX tcoc  5169  21 
Urauai  5168  13  5182  16 
KaOd  5173  10  (?) 

KaOicravai  [5168  21] 

KaOoXov  5173  6-7 Kadosc  [5177  5-6  (?)] 

KaXojc  5180  6-7 ko-vovikoc  see  Index  XII 
Kara  5168  8,  [13]  5169  8,  15-16, 

19  5171  3,  8  5176  ['  8], 2  8 
5180  8  5182  21 

K0.7aypa.<f>eiv  5176  1  2 
KetjsaXaiov  5169  7  5173  6 KVTjKlVOC  5164  (8),  (9) 

koivoc  5176  1  7 

KOf li&iv  5177  10 Kopicrqc  see  Index  IX 
Krrjvoc  5180  5 

Kvpioc  5168  2  5169  2,21  5182  1; 
see  also  Index  III  s.v.  Hadrian ; 

Index  VIII 

Kuipoypa.ppa.Tevc  see  Index  IX 

Xapfiaveiv  [5168  7-8]  5171  10 

Audpa  (5167  3)  (?) 

Xoiitoc  5178  8 

pelc  5168  [7],8,ii,  [13,  15-16, 

24-5]  51749 ptdAAeiv  5180  6,  9 

ptv  [5174  4]  5182  4 

pepoc  5176 ' 5 pera  5168  2, 18  5169  2  5182  5, 

8, 11, 13 

peroxoc  (5176  2  6) 

peTprjTrjc  see  Index  XI  (a) 

p4Xpi  5168  i5 
jut)  5168  [14, 17,  20],  25  5173  10  (?) 

51794 

pV8t  5168  16  5169  13  (fttr),  14, 15 

pr,8eic  5169  15  [5171  8] ;  see  also 

p-qdeic 

pr)9eic  5169  13,  21;  see  also  pr/Belc 

Pottos  5179  6 
pyyre  5171  II 

pxjTTfP  5181  3,4 

veoc  5169  4;  see  also  Index  IV  (a) 

vopicpa  see  Index  XI  (ft) 

vojude  [5171  15] ;  see  also  Index  VII 
vdroc  5170  5 

oySooc  5176  2  2 

oUla  5176  1  5 
dxrci  [5168  ,0(?)] 

oXoKXrjpia  5182  6 

opoXoyelv  [5168  2]  51692  51732 
ovopa  [5168  5]  5182  21 

dvoc  [5180  2  (?)] 

d'e  5164  I  5165  3  5166  5,  6 

5168  [4,  5],  20  5169  7  (ftif) 
5171  8  5173  6, 7  5174  5  (5176 

2  8)  5177  5  5180  2, 5, 7  5182  7 St,  5182  17 

od  5180  6 odSetc  5164  10  5169  7  5173  6 

ovSenw  5169  11 
ow  5174  4  5179  5 
oiirc  [5171  .3] 

ovtoc  5164  10  [5168  12,  26] 

5171  12,  [16]  (5176  1  5) 
ovrwe  5171  16  (?) 

of  c  5180  8 

iratSt'ov  [5168  23  (?)]  5182  7, 

9,  22 

irate  5168  15,  [23  {?)] 

srapa  5164  6  5165  1  5166  2,  7 
5168  [4,  8],  10,  23  5169  4,  "5> 

19  5171 1, 5  5173  2-3  5175  2 

5182  24 

7mpa§eutTviWi  [5171  3-4] 

irapaStSdvat  [5168  ig] 

TrapaXapfiaveiv  [5168  3 . 4] 
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TTdc  5168  9,  [i 8,20]  5169  7  (?) 

5171  io  5173  g-io  (5174  7) 
5177  12  5182  4, 18, 19,  [21] 

it6.cXw  5168  20  5182  7-8 
Tra.rr)p  5164  2  [5168  3]  5169  5 

5176  1  8  5182  8, 16 
tripm w  5177  5  5179  8  5180  3 
irevdepoc  5179  4,  6 

irkvre  5172  5  5182  14 

Tr€VT’i}KocT’t]  see  Index  XII  s.v. 

irevTuifi oXov  see  Index  XI  (b) 

nepl  5164  10  5169  15  [5174  5  (?)] 
5177  6  5180  7 

nrjxvc  see  Index  XI  (a) 
TTICTLC  5171  3 

■nXripric  5182  18 
vXypovv  5168  ra,  [16] 
ttAoiov  5178  3, 10 
muriv  5168  18,  [26] 

ttoXlc  see  Index  VII  s.v.  ’Ogvpvyxaw 

irpayp-a  5180  g 

■npacceiv  5180  9 

-rrpecflvTepoc  5169  3 

iTpiucdai  (5166  6) 
irp6  5174  7  5182  4,  10 

Trpoypacfieiv  5169  I4"'I5>  [9 
npoKeicffcu  [5168  25] 
■rrpic  5166  8  [5168  17]  5173  3 

5176  1  7, 2  (9),  (io) 

irpocayetv  5169  7  5173  7 
7rpoca.TTOTtveiv  5169  17 

rrpocpiirretv  [5168  14-15] 
TTpocra eta  [5168  18] 

TrpujTOC  [5168  11] 

pvM  (5167  3)  (?) 

pwwwat  5166  9  5174  8  (5176 

CaftfiaTOV  see  Index  IV  (b)  s.v 

ceavrUv  (5174?) 

cc/Jacroc  see  Index  III  s.w.  Tibe¬ 
rius,  Claudius,  Hadrian;  Index 

IV  ( a )  s.v.  Neoc  C«/3a ctoc;  Index 
IV  (6);  Index  XI  (b)  s.v.  vopuepa 

crjfialveiv  5169  12  5171 13 
aroXoyoc  see  Index  IX 

crparijyic  see  Index  IX 
cA  5164  6,  7, 10  5166  10  5173  3, 

7,  [io,  12]  5178  16  5179  2 5181 10  5182  5, 7  (bis),  8,  9, 16, 

17  (bis),  19,  ao,  22  (bis) 
cvyypo.(j>T)  5169  8, 16,  21  [5170  2] 

cvyicvpew  [5170  7]  5176  1  6 
cu/xjSioc  5182  23 

cvpufsavqc  [5168  21] 
cuv  5182  6 
cwpanov  [5168  5] 

raXavrov  see  Index  XI  (4) 

re  5169  19  5176  1  7 

reAoc  see  Index  XII 

reccapcc  [5168  12  (?)] 
reraproc  5164  7 
rtdhxu  5178  9 

riBrp**  5168  6 
tic  5168  20,  21 

roiouroc  5171  15 
rofcac  (5167  3)  (?) 

TOTrapxia  see  Index  VII  s.v.  peer) 

TOirapX'ia TOTroypapparev c  see  Index  IX 
rpaire£a  5173  4 

rpaireCbrqe  see  Index  X 
rpelc  5168  11  5169  4  5180  5 

rpciocaiSe/caroc  [5168  1  (?)] 
5169  1 

rptyetv  5168  [6],  19 

rpiaKocioi  (5165  3)  5169  20 

TPo<f>€iov  5168  8 

vfipic  5182  14 
uyiaiveiv  [5174  7] 

•uyUia  5182  6 

viicr)  see  Index  XII 
uioc  5171 5  5181 13  5182  24 

ipeic  5180  3, 4,  8  5181 16 
inip  5169  14, 18  [5174  5  (?)] 5182  15, 17 

vnepOecie  5173  10 {mo  5171  2, 5, 13  5182  8 [5170  2  (?)] 

vnoK€ic$at  [5171  4] 

<f>ep€iv  5182  10 
f'Aoc  5177  [4],  11  5179  2 

(f>opoc  see  Index  XII 

(f>povpoc  see  Index  IX 

Xaipeiv  (5164  5)  (5165  2)  5166  1 
[5170  1]  5173  2  5176  (‘  2),  f  6) 

[5177  4]  5178  2  5182  3 
XoXk6c  5166  8  5176 2  (9),  (10) 

y/Atot  5176  2  9 

xpripari^eiv  5165  2  (5176  2  3) 

Xpovi^e  iv  5177  8 XP6voc  5168  &-7,  [19,  22] 

XoipariKov  see  Index  XII 

Xwpa  5171  8 Xojpic  5169  16  5173  9 

(uvelcdai  5171  4,  9, 1 1,  14 

<Lvr,  5176  1  3 <bc  5166  4  5179  5 

XIV  CORRECTIONS  TO  PUBLISHED  TEXTS 

C.  Pap.  Gr.  1 14.21  5168  20-21 
E  Oxy.  I  38  2  5175  2  n. 

E  Oxy.  I  48  22,  49  15-18  5176  2  3  n. 
E  Oxy.  II  288,  289  passim  5172  2  n.,  3 
E  Oxy.  Ill  574  4  5167  3  n. 

E  Oxy.  VI  918  iii  11  5169  6  n. 
E  Oxy.  XII 1520  7  5167  3  n. 

E  Sijp.  49  (date)  5173  3-4  n. 
E  Tebt.  III.2  830.4  5171  19  n. 

SB  1 5677  =  XXIV  15968.18  5167  3  n. 
SB  X  10221  iii  3,  iv  2, 10223, 10237,  10242.3,  10243  i  3,  ii  a  5172  3  n. 

SB  XVni  13867.24-5  5182  16-17 
SB  XX 15028  (date)  5173  4-5  n. 
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Laura  Wilier 

Die  heutzutage  vorherrschende  rationale  Denkweise,  die  nicht  selten  als  die  einzig 

richtige  angesehen  wird,  bringt  die  antike  Medizin  haufig  in  Verbindung  mit  Magie, 

also  angeblich  irrationalen  Heilungsversuchen.  Dabei  wird  vergessen,  dass  auch  in 

unserer  Zeit  kranke  Menschen  z.  B.  um  Genesung  beten,  also  eine  religiose  Hand- 

lung  durchfuhren.  In  einem  solchen  Fall  wird  die  dadurch  hervorgerufene,  positive 

Wirkung  auf  die  Psyche  des  Leidenden  akzeptiert,  ohne  ihr  einen  negativen  Beige- 

schmack  zu  verpassen.  Die  heute  getrennten  Bereiche  Medizin,  Magie  und  Religion 

waren  in  der  Antike  noch  starker  miteinander  verwoben.1 

Die  von  Hippokrates  gepragte  griechische  Medizin,  die  den  Ursprung  unserer 

heutigen  Medizin  bildet,  hielt  mit  der  Eroberung  Agyptens  durch  Alexander  den 

GroBen  im  Land  des  Nils  Einzug,  womit  die  Kunst  der  Hippokratiker  auf  die  tradi- 

tionellen  agyptischen  Heilmethoden  traf.  Obwohl  es  in  beiden  Kulturen  einen 

flieBenden  Ubergang  zwischen  rationaler  und  magisch  angehauchter  Heilkunst  gab  - 

eine  Klassifizierung,  die  schon  in  der  Antike  vorgenommen  wurde  wurden  ma¬ 

gische  Heilmethoden  von  den  Hippokratikem  kritisiert  wie  heutzutage  die  Natur- 

medizin  von  den  Schulmedizinem,  aber  trotzdem  von  ihnen  angewandt.2  Dabei  be- 
riefen  sich  die  Anhanger  wissenschaftlicher  Medizin  auf  eine  Lehre,  die  volllcom- 

men  ohne  Gotterapparat  auskam,  wahrend  in  zaubermedizinischen  Kreisen  Be- 

schworungen  und  Reinigungen  verordnet  wurden,  da  die  Ursache  von  Krankheiten 

ein  gestortes  Verhaltnis  zu  den  Gottem  sei.3  Diese  theoretische  Opposition  existierte 
auch  noch  in  der  christlichen  Spatantike,  obwohl  die  tagliche  Praxis  ganz  gegenteilig 

aus  der  Vermischung  beider  Extreme  bestand,  in  der  selbst  Heilige  bei  „Schul- 

medizinem“  Hilfe  suchten  und  es  auch  Heilkundige  gab,  die  sich  Wissen  in  beiden 

Bereichen  erworben  hatten.4  Christopher  Faraone  zeigt  den  flieBenden  Ubergang 
und  die  gegenseitige  Beeinflussung  der  beiden  kUnstlich  aufgestellten  Kategorien 

Magie  und  Medizin  deutlich  anhand  zweier  Beispiele,  namlich  des  Einflusses,  den 

medizinische  Fortschritte  auf  sogenannte  magische  Heilmethoden  haben  konnten, 

und  anhand  der  systematischen  Herangehensweise  innerhalb  beider  Kategorien.5 
Da  nicht  nur  die  Agypter,  sondem  auch  die  Griechen  magische  Formeln  zur 

Krankheitsbekampfung  anwandten,  vermischten  sich  nach  der  Eroberung  Agyptens 

1  Fur  Literatur  zu  diesem  Thema  s.  Anm.  1  in  Dasen,  Magic. 

2  Draycott,  Healing,  1.  95-97.  Furley,  Besprechung,  87f.  Lang,  Society,  184. 228. 
3  Furley,  Besprechung,  82f.  Edelstein,  Relation,  219f. 
4  Maguire,  Art  and  Holy  Powers,  197.  Faraone,  Magic  and  Medicine,  153. 
5  Faraone,  Magic  and  Medicine. 
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Formeln  beider  Kulturkreise,  wobei  auch  Zauberworter  aus  anderen  Sprachen  einge- 

arbeitet  wurden.  Dabei  setzte  sich  die  agyptische  Tradition  durch,  dass  nur  das 

richtig  gewahlte  Wort  Wirkung  herbeifuhrt.6  Doch  die  Vermischung  beider  Kulturen 

fand  in  alien  die  Medizin  betreffenden  Bereichen  statt.7  So  wirkte  die  fur  die  Agyp- 
ter  gangige  Spezialisierung  der  Arzte  auf  ihre  griechischen  Kollegen,  welche  wiede- 
rum  nicht  nur  ihre  Landsleute,  sondem  auch  eine  einheimische  Klientel  zu  versorgen 

hatten.8  Dabei  fanden  auch  die  typisch  agyptischen,  tierischen  Organe  als  Zutaten 
Eingang  in  die  griechische  Medizin,  wahrend  wiederum  in  agyptischen  Tempeln 

medizinische  Abhandlungen  aus  dem  griechischen  Kulturkreis  gefunden  wurden, 

ebenso  wie  spatdemotische  Rezepte,  die  typisch  griechische  Ingredienzien  auf- 

weisen.9  Wenn  zuletzt  die  den  Griechen  bekannte  wissenschaftliche  Heilkunde  ver- 

sagte,  wandten  sie  sich  an  agyptische  Heilgotter  wie  Imhotep,  den  agyptischen 

Asklepios,  -  und  das  bis  in  die  Kaiserzeit  hinein.10 
Allerdings  nahm  die  Durchmischung  mehrere  Jahrhunderte  in  Anspruch.  Die 

agyptischen  Heilkundigen  praktizierten  den  gesamten  Hellenismus  fiber  und  sogar 

bis  in  die  Kaiserzeit  hinein  bevorzugt  nach  den  ihnen  von  alters  her  vertrauten 

Methoden.11  Die  Grundorganisation  und  Intensitat  der  medizinischen  Versorgung 

diirfte  sich  zumindest  zu  Beginn  des  Hellenismus  zunachst  kaum  geandert  haben  - 

aufier  aus  fiskalischen  Grunden.  So  fuhrten  die  Ptolemaer  das  iatrikon  ein,  das  zu¬ 

mindest  von  ca.  310-175  v.  Chr.  belegt  ist.  Es  war  eine  den  Steuer-Griechen  aufer- 

legte  Arztesteuer,  die  der  Sicherstellung  der  medizinischen  Versorgung  auBerhalb 

der  griechischen  poleis  diente,  indem  die  Abgaben  den  im  Hinterland  tatigen  Arzten 

zugute  kam,  um  ihre  Residenz  vor  Ort  zu  sichem. 12 
Im  neu  gegrundeten  Alexandria  mit  seiner  einzigartigen  Bibliothek  und  dem 

Museion  bildeten  sich  hervorragende  Bedingungen  -  wie  es  sie  im  griechisch- 

romischen  Bereich  nie  zuvor  gegeben  hatte  -  zur  Ausbildung  und  Entwicklung  der 

verschiedensten  Wissenschaften.  In  diesem  Umfeld  entstanden  die  beiden  beriihm- 

ten  Arzteschulen  des  Herophilos  und  Erasistratos,  von  denen  Ersterer  die  Zusam- 
menhange  zwischen  den  Organen  und  den  Pulsschlag  entdeckte,  wahrend  der  Zweite 

eine  plethora- Lehre  aufstellte,  die  zur  Folge  hatte,  dass  er  einem  GroBteil  der  Krank- 

heiten  mit  Behandlungen  wie  Abfuhrmitteln,  Diaten,  Aderlassen  etc.  zu  Leibe 

ruckte,  da  seiner  Theorie  nach  alle  Leiden  eine  Ubersattigung  verschiedener  Organe 

zur  Ursache  hatten.13 

6  Romer,  Einleitung,  2. 

7  Zur  Durchmischung  Marganne-Melard,  Medicine,  2723-2725. 
8  Fraser,  Alexandria,  374f.  Draycott,  Healing,  3f. 
9  Andorlini,  Prescription,  24.  Jordens,  Texte,  340.  Lang,  Society,  135. 

10  Jordens,  Texte,  323.  Fraser,  Alexandria,  374. 

11  Marganne-M61ard,  Medicine,  2725.  Andorlini,  Prescription,  23f.  Jordens,  Texte,  317.  Draycott, 
Healing,  4.  Lang,  Society,  136. 

12  Nutton,  Medicine,  9.  Fraser,  Alexandria,  373f.  Lang,  Society,  232-239. 

13  Meyer-Steineg  -  Sudhoff,  Medizin,  75.  77f.  8 If.  Zu  Herophilus  s.  H.  von  Staden,  Herophilus.  The  Art 
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Auch  wenn  damn  kiar  wird,  dass  manches,  was  in  der  Antike  als  wissenschaft- 
liclic  Medizin  gait,  in  unseren  modemen  Augen  als  Aberglaube  abgetan  wird,  lasst 
sich  der  fortschrittliche  Charakter  der  naturwissenschaftlich  tatigen  alexandrinischen 
Mediziner  nicht  leugnen.  Durch  systematische,  pathologische  Untersuchungen  der 
menschlichen  Anatom  ie,  die  Celsus  zufolge  an  Verbrechern  im  lebenden  Zustand 
durchgefuhrt  werden  durften,  erhielten  sie  detaillierte  Kenittnisse,  aus  denen  sie  chi- 
rurgische  Techniken  entwiekelten.14  Dabei  wandten  sie  zum  ersten  Ma]  Aderabbin- 
dungen  und  Narkosen  an  -  letztere  mit  Hilfe  der  betaubenden  Wirkung  der  sagen- 
umwobenen  Alraunwiirzel.15  Diese  Entdeckungen  befahigten  sie,  ton^H/tote 
Operationen  mit  entsprechenden  Instrumenten  durclizufiihren.16  Von  Votiven  aus 
dem  gesamten  Erstreckungsgebiet  der  griechisch-romischen  Antike  wissen  wir  11m 

die  detailreichen  Kenntnisse  der  inneren  Organe.1 7 
Gemeinsam  war  beiden  alexandrinischen  Arzteschulen,  die  sich  bis  in  islamische 

Zeit  hinem  hieltcn,  dass  ihre  Lehren  auf  der  Anatomie  als  Grundlage  fuflten.18 
Wahrend  Erasistratos  und  Herophilos  noch  mit  der  Medizin  in  ihrer  Gesamtheit  be- 
schaftigt  warm,  entwickelte  sich  unter  ihren  Schtilem  eine  Spezialisierung,  vor 
allern  in  den  Bereichen  Chirurgie,  Augen-  und  Zahnheilkunde,  die  sich  bis  in  die 

Spatantike  hinein  fortsetzte. 1 "  Diese  Entwicklung  in  Alexandria  durfte  auch  im  Um- 
land  nicht  ohne  Folgen  geblieben  sein,  wie  Papyrusfragmente  medizinischer  Hand- 

biicher  zeigen,  die  im  Hinterland  gefunden  wurden.20 
Mit  der  Eingliederung  Agyptens  in  das  Romische  Reich  kamen  zu  der  Mischung 

aus  agyptischer  und  griechischer  Heilkunde  noch  romische  Anwendungcn  hinzu.21 
Ab  dieser  Zeit  wurden  die  moisten  der  Uberlieferten  Handbucber  zur  Medizin  ver- 
fasst,  wozu  sowohl  das  Werk  des  Celsus,  der  zur  Zeit  des  Tiberius  schrieb,  als  auch 
das  unter  dem  Namen  De  materia  medica  iiberlieferte  Herbarium  des  Dioskurides 

vidi).
  '  

' 

14  Celsus,  Med.  Proem.  23:  longeque  optime  fecisse  Herophilum  et  Ermistralim,  qm  mcentes  homines 
a  reglbits  a  carcere  aceeptos  vivos  mciderint,  comiderarintqm  eliamnum  spiritu  remcmente  ea.  quae namra  ame  damuset.  Romer.  Einleitung,  I  Meyer-Steineg  -  Sudhoff.  Medizin,  76. 

15  Meyer-Steineg  -  Sudhoff,  Medizin,  87f.  Zur  Alraunwurze!  siehe  H.  Biedermann,  Mediciua  Maeica Metaphysische  Heilmethoderi  in  spatandken  und  mitlelalteriichen  Handschrifteu.  Graz  1972,  28f. 1 6  Nutton,  Medicine,  5. 

17  Vgl.  nur  etwa  das  Volrv  emer  Lunge,  bei  dem  die  Bronchien  deutlich  zu  erkennen  und  die  Lungen- blasdren  angedeutet  sind  (Abb.  in  Meyer-Steineg  -  Sudhoff,  Medizin,  77).  Eine  Lisle  mil  Votiven 
fmdet  sich  in  F.  T.  van  Staten,  Gifts  for  Ihe  Gods,  in:  H.  S.  Versnel  (Hrsg. ).  Faith  Hope  and  Worship. 
Aspects  of  Religions  Mentality  in  Ihe  Ancient  World,  Studies  in  Greek  and  Roman  Religion  2,  Leiden 
1981.  65-151,  bes.  105-151.  von  Hesberg,  Werkzeug,  120.  Solcbc  Votive  wurden  auch  noch  in  frtih- byzantmischer  Zed  gestiflet:  Vikan,  Art,  Medicine,  and  Magic.  66f. 

1 8  Meyer-Steineg  -  Sudhoff,  Medizin,  S5f. 

1 9  Baadcr,  Spezialarzte,  23] .  Meyer-Steineg  -  Sudhoff,  Medizin,  76. 
20  Romer,  Einleitung,  2.  Nutton,  Medicine,  7. 

21  g“9^emiis(:hllIlg  ‘SyPt'scher,  griechischer  und  romisoher  Heilmethoden  Draycott,  Healing,  12.  39. 
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zahlt,  der  sich  um  65  n.  Chr.  mit  Heilmitteln  beschaftigte.22  Das  wohl  beruhmteste 
Werk  der  nachchristlichen  Antike  entstammt  dem  2.  Jh.  und  der  Feder  Galens. 

Alexander  Trallianos  verfasste  im  6.  Jh.  medizinische  Abhandlungen,  und  Marcellus 

verbreitete  um  400  n.  Chr.  romische  Beschworungen  und  magische  Praktiken,  die  in 

der  Heillcunde  Anwendung  fanden.23  So  gibt  er  u.  a.  als  Heilmittel  Anweisungen  zur 

Amulettherstellung,  wie  sie  auch  aus  den  Papyri  bekannt  sind.24 
Bereits  Plinius  d.  A.,  der  umfangreiche  Bucher  liber  Heilmittel  aus  der  Tier-  und 

Pflanzenwelt  kompilierte,  nahm  darin  groBzugig  Anweisungen  auf,  die  wir  heute  als 

magisch  bezeichnen  wurden,  obwohl  er  magische  Praktiken  eigentlich  ablehnte. 

Dies  verdeutlicht  sein  ambivalentes  Verhaltnis  zur  Magie.25  Denn  obwohl  er  sogar 
berichtet,  dass  die  Magie  aus  der  Medizin  geboren  worden  sei,  und  zwischen  echter 

medicina  und  triigerischer  magia  unterscheidet,  flieJ3en  diese  beiden  Kategorien  bei 

seiner  Auflistung  verschiedener  Heilmethoden  nahtlos  ineinander  26 
Parallel  zu  den  Handbtichem  nehmen  in  der  romischen  Zeit  die  Belege  fur  als 

magisch  klassifizierte  Texte  und  Praktiken  zu,  besonders  intensiv  im  3.  und  4.  Jh.  n. 

Chr.27  Dabei  zeigt  sich  die  Bedeutung  der  Papyri  fur  unser  heutiges  Wissen  um  die 
antike  Medizin,  die  in  den  meisten  Fallen  mit  sogenannten  magischen  Anwendungen 

kombiniert  wurde.  Neben  Amuletten  und  Beschworungen  sind  u.  a.  Bruchstucke 

umfangreicher  Abhandlungen,  Notizen  von  Laien  und  Rezepte  erhalten.28  Allein  die 
in  den  PGM-Banden  publizierten  Papyri,  welche  die  Zeit  zwischen  30  v.  und  600  n. 

Chr.  umfassen,  nennen  uber  450  pharmazeutisch  aktive  Pflanzen,  Mineralien,  tie- 

rische  und  andere  Produkte.29 
Unklar  bleibt  jedoch,  was  fur  eine  Rolle  die  vorgeschlagenen  Rezepte  in  der 

Precis  wirklich  spielten.  Manche  Inhaltsstoffe  diirften  fiir  den  GroBteil  der  Bevo Ike- 

rung  einfach  zu  teuer  gewesen  sein,  andere  dagegen  unbekannt  oder  schwer  zu  be- 
schaffen.  Seltene  Ingredienzien  mussten  in  Alexandria  oder  Koptos  bestellt  werden, 

da  manche  Pflanzen  im  agyptischen  Klima  gar  nicht  gedeihen  konnten.30  So  nahm  in 

22  Romer,  Einleitung,  2.  Moog,  Gladiatorenblut,  154. 
23  Onnerfors,  Formeln,  167f. 

24  Marcellus,  De  Medicamtis  VIII.59:  In  lamella  aurea  acu  cuprea  scribes  opuco  oupcoSti  et  dabis  vel 

suspendes  ex  lido  collo  gestandum  praeligamen  ei  qui  lippiet,  quod potenter  et  diu  valebit,  si  obser- 
vata  castitate  die  Lunae  illud  facias  et  ponas.  PGM  VII  (3.-5.  Jh.;  zur  Datierung  s.  F.  Maltomini, 
P.Lond.  121  (=  PGM  VII),  1-221  :  Homeromanteion,  Zeitschrift  fur  Papyrologie  und  Epigraphik  106, 
1995, 107  Anm.  1.)  bietet  einige  Beispiele  zur  Amulettherstellung. 

25  Rothschuh,  Iatromagie,  10.  Kotansky,  Incantations,  1 13f.  Onnerfors,  Formeln,  167f. 
26  Plin.  HN  XXX.2:  Natam  primum  e  medicina  nemo  dubitabit  ac  specie  salutari  inrepsisse  velut 

altiorem  sanctioremque  medicinam.  Otto,  Magie,  231-234.  Plinius  ist  bei  Weitem  nicht  der  einzige 
antike  Autor,  der  ein  ambivalentes  Verhaltnis  zur  Magie  hatte  (Otto,  Magie,  61 9f.). 

27  Michel,  Magische  Gemmen,  230. 
28  Nutton,  Medicine,  7.  Andorlini,  Prescription,  23. 
29  Scarborough,  Pharmacology,  156f. 

30  Nutton,  Medicine,  7f.  10.  Eine  systematische  Betrachtung  der  in  Agypten  vorkommenden  Heilpflan- 
zen  bietet  R.  Germer,  Handbuch  der  altagyptischen  Heilpflanzen,  Philippika  21,  Wiesbaden  2008. 
Eine  Liste  mit  pflanzlichen  und  mineralischen  Arzneien  und  ihren  Wirkungen  findet  sich  in  Nilus  13, 

der  romischen  Zeit  der  Import  von  Heilkrautem  aus  dem  Vorderen  Orient  und 

Indien  offenbar  zu.31 
Das  Wissen  machte  einen  Heiler  aus,  egal  ob  es  das  Wissen  um  die  richtige 

Mischung  von  Ingredienzien  oder  das  Wissen  um  passende  Zauberworter  war.32  Da 
die  Grenzen  zwischen  Magie  und  Medizin  flieBend  waren,  lasst  sich  bei  den  vielen 

Rezeptffagmenten,  die  rein  aus  Inhaltsstoffen  ohne  weitere  Angabe  wie  einem  Titel 

oder  einem  Anwendungshinweis  bestehen,  nicht  unterscheiden,  ob  sie  fur  eine  medi¬ 

zinische  oder  magische  Anwendung  gedacht  waren  -  soweit  eine  strikte  Klassifi- 

kation  iiberhaupt  moglich  ist  -,  wenn  nicht  gerade  typisch  magische  Ingredienzien 

wie  Menstruationsblut,  Ohrenschmalz,  Haare  oder  dergleichen  enthalten  waren. 

Dabei  muss  jedoch  bedacht  werden,  dass  viele  Zutaten  auf  Grand  ihres  Symbol- 

gehaltes  empfohlen  wurden.33 AuBer  diesen  kommen  in  den  Rezepten  jedoch  auch  Inhaltsstoffe  vor,  deren 

pharmazeutische  Wirksamkeit  wissenschaftlich  bestatigt  ist.34  Extrem  seltene,  eher 

magisch  angehauchte  Substanzen,  aber  auch  alltagliche  wie  Wein,  konnten  spezifi- 

ziert  werden,  z.  B.  mit  einer  Herkunftsangabe.  Damit  wurde  suggeriert,  dass  nur 

diese  spezielle  Art  der  benotigten  Zutat  die  erwiinschte  Wirkung  herbeifuhrt.35 
Es  fanden  in  der  griechisch-romischen  Antike  jedoch  auch  eher  grotesk  anmu- 

tende  „magische“  Zutaten  Verwendung:  Ein  weitverbreitetes  Rezept  gegen  Epilepsie 
war  etwa  das  Trinken  von  Gladiatorenblut,  das  selbst  lange  nachdem  der  letzte 

Gladiator  in  der  Arena  gestorben  war,  noch  empfohlen  wurde.36  Plinius  zufolge 

sollte  ein  Gecko,  der  in  01  verrottet  ist,  gegen  Skorpionstiche  helfen.37  Mittel  gegen 
Empfangnis,  die  im  2.  oder  3.  Jh.  n.  Chr.  aufgeschrieben  wurden,  lauten  folgender- 

maBen  (PGM  LXIII, 25-29;  2.-3.  Jh.): 

25  AouAAriprcTov'  apaq  icuapov 

f>X[o]vxa  Gripacptov  Ttepiarcxg. 

’AcnW^npTtxov  Aapcov  icua- 

p[o]v  xsxpr|[p]evov  evSrioov  etc; 

8[sp]pa  fipiovou  Kat  7rspia7txe. 

128-130. 

31  Jordens,  Texte,  335. 
32  Romer,  Einleitung,  1 . 

33  De  Haro  Sanchez,  Magie,  1 .  Liste  mit  Gleichst 

deutung:  PGM  XU, 409-445  (2.-4.  Jh.). 

34  Draycott,  Healing,  41.  LiDonnici,  Ingredients,  359.  362-365. 
35  LiDonnici,  Ingredients,  362-365. 36  Nutton,  Medicine,  8. 

37  Plin.  HN  XXIX.35:  Scorpionibus  contrarius  maxime  invicem  stelio  traditur, 

iis  adferat  et  torporem  frigidi  sudoris  itaque  in  oleo  putrefaciunt  eum  e, 

ingen  magischer  Codenamen  und  ihrer  wahren  Be- 

mplas 

inlinunt.  Hunc  Graeci 
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Gegen  Empfdngnis.  Nimm  eine  Bohne.  die  einen  Wurm  hat,  und  hdnge  sie 

Gegen  Empfdngnis.  Nimm  cine  durchbohrte  Bohne  und  bind  sie  in  Maultier- 

leder  und  hang  es  um.lH 

Weniger  grotcsk  mutct  es  an,  dass  im  Kontext  dcr  Magie  bzw.  Medizin  das  Spuckcn 

und  dcr  Speichel  einc  cnormc  Bcdcutung  hatten.3y  Offenbar  hatten  die  antiken 
Mensehcn  die  im  Speichel  tatsachlich  enthaltenen  antibakteriellen  und  wundheilen- 

den  Stoffe  bemerkt  so  wie  oil  Erfahrungselemente  F  ingang  in  sogenannte  ma- 

gische  Heilmethoden  fanden40  Die  Anwendung  von  Speichel  als  Heilserum  wurde 
demzufolge  von  agypti seller  bis  in  arabische  Zeit  praktiziert.  vvobci  mil  dem  Auf- 

kommen  des  C'hristentiims  eine  direkle  Verbindung  zu  Wundem  Jesu  gezogen 

wurde,  bei  denen  er  mil  Hilfe  seines  Speichels  Heilung  bewirkte.41  Lin  typisch 
agyptisches  lleilmittel,  das  den  Griechen  und  Romem  aus  ihrer  Heimat  unbekannt 

war.  ist  die  altagyptische  Droge  kyphi,  die  aus  bis  zu  36  pharmazcutisch  aktiven 

Substan/en  zusammengesetzt  soin  konnte  und  die  bis  in  die  Spatantike  hinein  Ver- 

besserungen  erfuhr4?  Dabei  war  sicher  hilt'reich,  dass  Agypten  einen  groBeren 
Reichtum  an  medizinisch  verwendbaren  Stoffen  aufzuweisen  hatte  als  Grieehenland 

und  Italien. 

AUgcmein  erfreuten  sich  auch  Amulette  gegen  verschiedene  Arten  von  l.eiden 

groBer  Belicbtheit,  und  /war  sowohl  als  vorsorglicher  Schutz  als  auch  zur  Vcrtrei- 

bung  eines  bereits  eingetretenen  Obels,  haufig  in  Form  cities  Papyrusstuckchens.  auf 

dem  ein  abwehrender  Spruch  zu  lesen  war  und  das  gefaltet  oder  gerollt  am  Korper 

getragen  werden  konnte.  7.  B.  an  eineni  l;aden  urn  den  Hals  gebunden  oder  in  einer 
Kapsel  verwahrt.  Auf  diese  korperlichc  Verbundenheil  mil  dem  Amulett  weisen 

auch  die  griechischen  Begriffe,  periapton  und  pehamma ,  “das  Umgehangte”.  hin, 
wiihrend  das  Synonym  phylakterion  die  Sehut/funktion  betont.  Wer  an  einem  chro- 

nischen  Leiden  wie  Malaria  oder  Lpilepsie  litt,  wird  scin  Amulett  dauerhaft  bei  sich 

getragen  haben.  Aber  selbst  wenn  ein  einmaliges  Leiden  vorbei  war,  wird  ein  Trager 

sein  Amulett  nicht  einfach  entsorgt  haben,  sondem  es  weiterhin  als  Talisman  bei 

sich  getragen  oder  eventuell  sugar  in  einen  Tempel  geweiht  haben.44 
AuBer  Papyrus-  oder  Pergamcntamuletten  solllen  auch  gravierte  Gemmen  Schutz 

vor  oder  Heilung  von  einer  Krankheit  bieten.4'  Dabei  wurde  bei  der  Wahl  dcs 

38  Ubcrsetzung  aus  PG M . 
39  Onncrfors,  Komcln,  1 77. 

40  Rothschuh,  Iatromagie,  3 If. 

4 1  Rimer,  Mechanics,  90-92.  Vakaloudi,  Illnesses,  183.  Draycott,  Healing.  70. 
42  Scarborough,  Pharmacology,  160. 

43  Meyer  Steinsg  Sudhoflf  Medizin ;  79. 
44  Kotansky,  Incantations,  120. 

45  Zu  iatromagischen  (jemmen  ink).  Abb.:  Dasen,  Magic.  A.M.  Nagy.  Daktylios  Pharmakitcs.  Magical 

Healing  Gems  and  Rings  in  the  Graeco- Roman  World,  in  I.  Cseprogi  Ch.  Burnett,  Ritual  Healing: 
Magic,  Ritual  and  Medical  Therapy  from  Antiquity  until  the  Karly  Modem  Period,  Flurenz  2012.  71 
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Materials  der  Zweck  beriicksichtigt,  also  die  Krankheit,  gegen  welche  das  Amulett 

wirken  sollte.  Papyri  wurden  vermehrt  zur  Heilung  von  Fieber  und  Kopfweh  ge- 

wahlt,  Gemmen  zur  Bekampfung  von  Problemen  des  Magen-Darm-Trakts  und  von 

Schmerzen  in  Rticken  und  GliedmaBen.46  Gelbfarbene  Gemmen  aus  Jaspis,  beson- 
ders  mit  eingravierter  Darstellung  eines  Skorpions  und  eventuell  magischen  Worten, 

sollten  z.B.  gegen  Skorpionstiche  helfen,  vermutlich  insbesondere  gegen  solche  des 

gelben  Skorpions.47  Magnetische  Steine  auch  ohne  Gravur  wurden  besonders  als 

Amulette  gegen  Gebarmutterblutungen  und  ahnliche  Leiden  verwendet,  da  ange- 

nommen  wurde,  dass  ihnen  eine  magische  Kraft  innewohnt.48  Sie  sind  ein  Beispiel 
fur  unbeschriftete  Amulette.  Zu  den  beschriebenen  Amuletten,  die  Gesundheit  be- 

scheren  sollten,  zahlen  daneben  auch  lamellae.  Gold-  und  Silbertafelchen,  die  jedoch 

auf  Grund  ihres  wertvollen  Materials  nur  selten  bis  heute  tiberlebt  haben.49  Ein 

Papyrusamulett,  auf  dem  um  Schutz  vor  Krankheit  gebeten  wird,  konnte  folgender- 

maBen  lauten  (PGM  5c, 3-4;  5.-6.  Jh.): 

3  (pnXa^ov  rriv  8ouX,t|v  aou 

4  <X7c6  7idcrnq  voaou  atopajxoq  aurfjq  Kai  ̂ nxpcoasiq  anxriv  ano  xcaariq 

appeoaxsiaq xx\q  jrspl  ximxnq  anx(fiq) 

bewahre  deine  Dienerin  [vor  jeder  Krankheit]  ihres  [Leibes],  und  erldsen 

wirst  du  sie  von  jeder  Krankheit  ihrer  Seele50 
Deutlicher  magisch  angehauchte  Mittel  kamen  eher  im  Bereich  innerer  Leiden  zur 

Anwendung,  weil  der  Grund  fur  sie  meist  unbekannt  blieb.51  Dies  gait  auch  fur  Fie¬ 
ber,  weswegen  Papyrusamulette  dagegen  zahlreich  zum  Einsatz  kamen,  wobei  ihre 

Haufigkeit  auf  ein  ebenso  weit  verbreitetes  Leiden  hindeutet.52  Bei  ihnen  versuchte 
man  moglichst  alle  denkbaren  Fieberarten  zu  benennen,  um  Schutz  vor  alien  Even- 

tualitaten  zu  bekommen.53  Die  dabei  aufgezahlten  Varianten  an  Wechselfieber  sind 

vermutlich  Malariaarten.54  Ein  Beispiel  dafur  bietet  PGM  XXXIII,  19-23  (3.  Jh.): 

106,  bes.  74-81.  85f;  P.  Vitellozzi,  Gemme  e  Magia  dalle  collezioni  del  Museo  Archeologico 
Nazionale  delPUmbria,  Perugia  2010,  98-108;  C.  Bonner,  Studies  in  Magical  Amulets  Chiefly 

Graeco-Egyptian,  University  of  Michigan  Studies  Humanistic  Series  49,  Ann  Arbor  1950,  51-94.  Taf. 
V-VII.  A.  Mastrocinque,  Le  Gemme  Gnostiche,  in:  A.  Mastrocinque,  Sylloge  Gemmarum  Gnostica- 
rum,  Bollettino  di  Numismatica  Monografia  8.2.1,  Rom  2003,  59-63.  Michel,  Magische  Gemmen, 146-202. 

46  Michel,  Magische  Gemmen,  23  Of.  Smith,  Relations,  134. 

47  Im  Gegensatz  zu  dem  weniger  gefahrlichen  schwarzen  Skorpion.  Faraone,  Text,  55. 
48  Scarborough,  Pharmacology,  1 59. 

49  Kotansky,  Incantations,  110.  113f. 
50  Ubersetzung  aus  PGM. 

5 1  Rothschuh,  Iatromagie,  32.  Draycott,  Healing,  77. 

52  P.  Koln  X,  226.  Kotansky,  Incantations,  118.  Jordens,  Texte,  346.  Draycott,  Healing,  81.  98. 
53  Wilcken,  Agypten,  426. 

54  Draycott,  Healing,  73.  Jordens,  Texte,  346. 
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7tau[co]v  xriv 

20  TaiSa  arco  Jiavxoq  piyouq,  r|v  sxsksv 

Tap[auq,  f\]  xpixaiou  f)  xsxapxaiou  fi  Ka0r)- 

pspivov  r\  KapripspivoG  fj  voKxojcups- 
x[o]0 

Erldse  die  Tais,  Tochter  der  Tar[aus],  von  allem  Fieberfrost,  dreitdgigem 

oder  viertdgigem  oder  taglichem  oder  zweitagigem  oder  nachtlichem.55 

An  der  kaum  zu  bestimmenden  Schnittstelle  zwischen  Magie  und  Medizin  bewegten 

sich  die  griechisch-agyptischen  rhizotomoi,  „Wurzelschneider“,  die  sich  hervor- 
ragend  mit  allerlei  Heilkrautem  auskannten  und  bei  denen  gleichzeitig  Rituale  eine 

groBe  Rolle  spielten,56  was  PGM  IV, 2967-3006  (4.  Jh.)  beweist: 

Ilap'  Alyurcxioiq  asi  Poxavai  7,appdvovxai 

oGx©q-  6  pi^oxopoq  KaOaipsi  Kpoxspov  xo 

I'Siov  ad)  pa,  rcpoxspov  vixp©  7rspuu<p>dvaq  Kai. 
2970  xriv  Poxavriv  Ovpiaaaq  prixivri  sk  rcixuoq, 

siq  y  jtspisvsyKaq  xov  xorcov,  sixa  Kbcpi  Oupia- 

aaq  Kai  xriv  5ia  xoG  yaA,aicxoq  arcovSriv  ysa- 

psvoq  psx'  suycov  dvaaita  xo  (puxdv  kf  ovopa- 

xoq  smKaXoupsvoq  xov  Saipova,  ©  f)  Poxa- 
2975  vr\  avisproxai,  7cpoq  rjv  Xappdvsxai  ypsiav, 

TtapaKoAdiv  svspysaxspav  ysvsaOai  Kpoq  auxirv. 

SKUclriaiq  5'  auxdt  ski  7tdanq  Poxavriq  KaO'  oXov 

sv  apasi,  r|v  Xsysi,  saxiv  nSs- 

xaGx'  sunGv 

xriv  psv  xpuynOsiaav  rcoav  sic;  KaOapov  s?aaas<i> 

oOoviov  (xfjq  5s  piCnq  <siq>  xov  xokov  SKxa  psv  TtupoG 

KOKKonq,  xouq  8s  iaouq  KpiOijq  pslixi  SsGaavxsq 

3005  svspa^ov)  Kai  xriv  avaaKatpsiaav  yrjv  svywaaq 

a7taM.daasxai. 

Bei  den  Agyptem  werden  (Zauber)pflanzen  immer  so  gehoben.  Der  Wurzel- 
graber  vollzieht  zunachst  die  Reinigung  der  eigenen  Person:  zuerst  besprengt 

er  rings  mit  Natron  und  berauchert  die  Pflanze  mit  Fichtenharz,  wobei  er  es 

dreimal  um  den  Platz  herumtragt;  dann  rauchert  er  Kyphi,  giefit  die  Milch- 

spende  aus  und  zieht  unter  Gebeten  das  Gewachs  aus,  mit  Nennung  des 

Damons,  dem  die  Pflanze  geweiht  ist,  und  des  Zwecks  ihrer  Hebung,  und  mit 

der  Bitte,  sie  moge  dafiir  wirksam  werden.  Die  Anrufung  aber,  die  er  iiber 

55  Obersetzung  aus  PGM. 
56  Scarborough,  Pharmacology,  138.  157. 
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jeder  Pflanze  ganz  allgemein  bei  der  Hebung  spricht,  ist  fur  ihn  die: 

Hat  er  das  gesprochen,  so  wickelt  er  das  geemtete  Kraut  in  reines  Linnen  (an 

den  Ort  der  Wurzel  aber  warfen  <die  Wurzelsucher>  bisweilen  7  Weizen- 

und  ebensoviele  Gerstenkorner,  die  sie  mit  Honig  befeuchtet  haben),  und  hat 

er  die  aufgegrabene  Erde  daraufgeschiittet,  geht  er  von  dannen.57 

Dass  bei  solchen  Handlungen  sogar  Drohungen  ausgesprochen  wurden,  zeigt  eine 

anderere  Stelle  (PGM  IV, 286-95;  4.  Jh.): 

ypd)  7cpo  fi^iou.  A,oyoq  Xsyopsvoq* 
„aip©  as,  r\  xiq  Poxavn,  ysipi  KsvxaSaKxiAcp,  sy© 

6  SsTva,  Kai  cpspco  7rap'  spauxov,  iva  poi  svspynapq 

siq  xriv  xiva  ypsiav.  opKi^©  as  Kaxa  xoG  api- 
290  avxou  ovopaxoq  xoG  9soG'  sav  KapaKouariq,  r\  as 

xsKouaa  yaia  as  oukexi  Ppsyiiasxai  tkokoxs  sv 

pi©  Ttakiv,  sav  arcopriO©  xfja8s  xfiq  okovopiaq 

Zauberworte 
xsAiaaxs  poi 

295  xriv  xslsiav  SKaoiSijv." 

Gebrauche  sie  vor  Sonnenaufgang.  Das  Gebet  lautet:  ”Ich  hebe  dich,  Pflanze 
NN,  mit  funffmgriger  Hand,  ich  der  NN,  und  bringe  dich  zu  mir,  auf  dass  du 
mir  wirksam  seist  zu  dem  betr.  Gebrauch.  Ich  beschwore  dich  bei  dem  unbe- 

fleckten  Namen  des  Gottes:  wenn  du  nicht  horst,  wird  dich  die  Erde,  die  dich 

gebar,  niemals  wieder  benetzen  im  Leben,  falls  ich  mit  dieser  Zauber- 

handlung  keinen  Erfolg  habe  (ZW):  fuhret  mir  die  fehlerlose  Beschworung 

zum  Ziel.  ”58 

Dem  Nebeneinander  von  wissenschaftlichen  und  magischen  Anwendungen  in  der 

griechisch-romischen  Heillcunde  entspricht  die  Doppeldeutigkeit  der  griechischen 

Worter  pharmakon,  das  sowohl  pflanzliches  „(Heil-)Mittel“  als  auch  „Zauber- 

spruch“  bedeuten  kann,  und  katadeo,  „binden“,  ein  Verb,  das  sowohl  fur  tatsachliche 
Verbande  als  auch  fur  das  Binden  eines  krankmachenden  Damons  mittels  eines  Zau- 

berspruches  verwendet  werden  konnte.59  Zu  dieser  sprachlichen  Ambivalenz  gesellte 
sich  die  bei  fast  jeder  Therapie  angewandte  Kombination  aus  Handlung,  egal  ob 

magisch  angehaucht  oder  nicht,  und  einem  die  Behandlung  begleitenden  (Zau- 

ber)sprach.60  Dass  diese  im  griechischen  epodai  genannten  Zauberlieder  keine  „un- 

57  Ubersetzung  aus  PGM. 

58  Ubersetzung  aus  PGM. 

59  Weiterhin  doppeldeutig  gestaltet  sich  der  Begriff pharmakon  dadurch,  dass  die  von  ihm  bezeichneten 
Mittel  sowohl  zerstorend  als  auch  heilend  eingesetzt  werden  konnen.  Intensiv  mit  diesem  Begriff 

bcsch&ftigte  sich  W.  Artelt,  Studien  zur  Geschichte  der  Begriffe  „Heilmittel“  und  „Gift“.  Urzeit  - 
Homer  -  Corpus  Hippocraticum,  in:  Studien  zur  Geschichte  der  Medizin  23,  Leipzig  1937. 

60  Furley,  Besprechung,  85  Anm.  15.  De  Haro  Sanchez,  Magie,  1 . 
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bedeutende  Randerscheinung“  waren,  sondem  gleichwertig  zu  pharmaka  und 
Chirurgie  angesehen  wurden,  wird  daran  deutlich,  dass  sogar  eine  Autoritat  wie 

Galen  ihnen  Wirksamkeit  zuschreibt.61  Denn  dass  sie  tatsachlich  gesungen  wurden, 

hatte  eine  beruhigende  und  somit  heilende  Wirkung,  ebenso  wie  Beschworungen 

und  rituelle  Handlungen.62  Dass  es  dieses  Bewusstsein,  „dass  Heilung  nicht  nur  die 

Folge  physischer  Einwirkungen  ist,  sondem  auch  der  psychischen  Krafte  des  Patien- 

ten  und  seiner  Umgebung  bedarf4,63  bereits  in  der  Antike  gab,  verdeutlicht  eine 
Stelle  bei  dem  Amuletten  gegenuber  eigentlich  kritischen  Soranus:  Auf  Grand  ihrer 

psychischen  Wirkung  erlaubt  er  sie  eben  doch.64  In  diesem  Sinn  kann  auch  der  bei 
magischen  Behandlungen  auftretende  Placebo-Effekt  interpretiert  werden,  da  durch 

die  Rituale  die  Selbstheilungskrafte  des  Korpers  gestarkt  werden.65 
Die  literarische  Uberlieferang  bezeugt  den  Gebrauch  von  epodai  im  griechischen 

Kulturraum  bereits  fur  homerische  Zeit.  So  versorgen  die  Begleiter  des  j  ungen 

Odysseus  seine  Wunde  bei  einem  Jagdunfall  nicht  nur  mit  einem  Verband,  sondem 

auch  mit  einer  epode.66  Auf  den  magisch-medizinischen  Papyri  wurden  teilweise  zu- 

satzlich  die  Handlungen  notiert,  welche  gleichzeitig  mit  dem  jeweiligen  Zauber- 

sprach  ausgefuhrt  werden  sollten.  Eine  solche  Anleitung  konnte  wie  im  Fall  von 

BKT  X  26  (4.-5.  Jh.)  selbst  als  Amulett  verwendet  werden: 

■f  pifliou  pppiou  atpri  voor) 

ri  ypatpri  stu  7uxxaKiov 

ks  7reptd\|/£X£  xou  cpdcKov- 
xi  Xeyov  xou  5(sTva)-  ava{va}xopi 

5  8K  xou  TtLaopaxoc;  xou  0(go)u. 

61  Das  berichtet  Alexander  Trallianos  in  einem  Fragment,  das  Rufus  von  Ephesos  ttberliefert  (Fr.  89.23): 

"Ext  5s  Kal  6  Oeioxaxoq  raXrivoq  pri8e  voptaaq  eivai  tow;  empSac;,  sic  xou  rcoAXob  xpbvou  *al  ifa 
paKpaq  rceipaq,  eupe  psydA.au;  5uvao0ai  auxdq.  Furley,  Besprechung,  80f. 

62  Kotansky,  Incantations,  107  Anm.  2.  Bhayro,  Music,  13f.  Furley,  Besprechung,  84  Anm.  13. 
63  Staubli,  Muslimische  Amulette,  204. 

64  Sor.,  Gynaeciorum  Libri  III.42.3:  ...xcov  Jtspidmrav,  oiq  ripei;  on  repoasyopcv.  oik  anoKCoIux^ov  8£ 

xf|v  jiapdA-nvyiv  auxffiv  Kal  yap  si  ppSsv  si;  euOsiaq  Jtap£yei  xo  jtspiajrxov,  oXk’  o5v  8i’  sA,ju5oc; 
snOnpoxepav  xriv  Kapvooaav  xaya  jrape^si. 

65  H.  H.  Figge,  HeilerpersQnlichkeit  und  Heilungsbereitschaft  der  Hilfesuchenden,  in:  W.  Schiefenhfivel 

-  J.  Schuler  -  R.  Poschl  (Hrsg.),  Traditionelle  Heilkundige  -  Arztliche  Personlichkeiten  im  Vergleich 
der  Kulturen  und  medizinischen  Systeme.  Beitrage  und  Nachtrage  zur  6.  intemationalen  Fachkonfe- 
renz  Ethnomedizin  in  Erlangen,  30.9.-3.10.1982,  Curare  Sonderband  5/1986,  Braunschweig  1986, 
387-398  setzt  aus  psychologischer  und  ethnologischer  Perspektive  „Magie,  die  auf  die  Beseitigung 

von  Leiden  und  Krankheit  zielt“  gar  mit  Psychotherapie  gleich.  Aulierdem  unterscheidet  er  zwischen 
Heilungsfahigkeit  und  Heilungsbereitschaft,  wovon  der  Heilzauber  letztere  aktiviere. 

66  Horn.,  Od.  IX  456-458:  <ke0.riv  5’  ’OSnofloq  apnpovoq  dvnOsoio  Sfioav  emoxapsvcoq,  eJtaoiSfj  5’ 
aipa  KsXaivov  ^'aysOov.  Ausfuhrlicher  zu  dieser  Passage  R.  Renehan,  The  Staunching  of  Odysseus’ 
Blood,  American  Journal  of  Philology  113,  1992, 1-4. 
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•f  voces  magicae.  Den  (obigen)  Text  (schreibt)  auf  ein  Schreibtafelchen  und 
hangt  es  dem  Leidenden  um,  wahrend  du  ihm  folgendes  aufsagst:  Zieh  dich 
zuruck  von  Gottes  Geschopf 

Die  auf  Papyri  iiberlieferten  Zauberspruche  aus  romischer  Zeit  sind  mit  ihren  oft 

nicht  mehr  als  zehn  Zeilen  im  Vergleich  zu  anderen,  auch  solchen  aus  modemen 

Kulturkreisen,  sehr  kurz.  Dabei  weisen  die  griechischen  noch  weniger  Text  auf  als 

die  demotischen,  was  jedoch  fur  beide  Sprachen  nicht  ausschliebt,  dass  es  auch 

langere  Exemplare  gab.67 
Die  Zauber  und  ihre  Formeln  aus  romischer  Zeit  wurden  von  Alf  Onnerfors  auf 

Grandlage  der  literarischen  Uberlieferang,  besonders  der  historia  naturalis,  in 

folgende  Kategorien  eingeteilt:68 Die  einfachste  Form  stellen  die  incantamenta  simplicia  dar,  bei  denen  es  aus- 

reichte,  den  Namen  des  Kranken  und  sein  Leiden  zu  nennen,  die  aber  manchmal 

durch  Anweisungen  zu  begleitenden  Handlungen  erganzt  werden  konnten  und  sogar 

in  der  Veterinarmedizin  Anwendung  fanden.69 
Die  evocatio  morbi  diente  dem  Austreiben  von  Krankheiten,  was  auf  der  Vor- 

stellung  berahte,  dass  Erkrankungen  durch  Damonen  hervorgerafen  wurden.  Dabei 

wurden  die  Damonen  oft  mit  Imperativen  wie  exi(te)  oder  fuge  -  im  Griechischen 

entsprechend  pheuge  -  zur  Flucht  aufgefordert.70 
Anders  wird  dagegen  in  der  mina  eine  Drohung  gegen  einen  Damon  ausge- 

sprochen.71  Dabei  konnte  ebenfalls  die  pheuge-Formel  zur  Anwendung  kommen 

(PGM  5b, 1-3;  5.  Jh.): 

f  4>suys,  7Tvsupa 

pep.iari(i£Vov 3  X(piGXO)<;  G£  8lC0K£l. 

f  Flieh,  verhafiter  Geist,  Christus  verfolgt  dich. 72 
Bei  der  transplantatio  morbi  sollte  ein  Leiden  auf  ein  Tier  tibertragen  werden.  Z.  B. 

berichtet  Marcellus,  dass  es  moglich  sei,  Bauchschmerzen  auf  einen  Hasen  zu  uber- 

tragen,  indem  Bauchhaare  von  ihm  an  den  Bauch  des  Leidenden  gebunden  werden, 

woraufhin  der  Hase  mit  den  Worten  „Flieh,  Haschen,  flieh,  und  trag  den  Kolik- 

schmerz  mit  dir  weg“  freigelassen  wird.73 

67  Furley,  Besprechung,  91f.  und  Anm.  30. 
68  Onnerfors,  Formeln,  171-191.  Eine  ahnliche  Einteilung  hatte  bereits  100  Jahre  zuvor  schon  R.  Heim, 

Incantamenta  Magica  Graeca  Latina,  Leipzig  1 892  vorgenommen. 
69  Onnerfors,  Formeln,  171f.  194. 

70  Onnerfors,  Formeln,  172-177. 
71  Onnerfors,  Formeln,  177-181. 
72  Ubersetzung  aus  PGM. 

73  Marcellus,  De  Medicamentis  XXIX. 35:  Filum  quoque,  quod  ex  lana  vel pilis,  quos  de  ventre  leporis 

tuleris,  solus  purus  et  nitidus  facies.  Quod  si  ita  ventri  laborantis  subligaveris,  plurimum  proderit,  ut 
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Schr  popular  war  die  Similcmagie,  bei  der  Ahnlichkeiten  jeglicher  Art  cine  Rt>lle 

spielten,  vvic  schon  bei  deni  obigen  Beispiel  anhand  der  gewahltcn  Haare  und  ihrer 

Positionicrung  dcutlich  wird.  Plinius  boriehtet,  dass  jemandem.  der  unter  3-  b/w.  4- 

Tages-Fieber  lilt  so  oil  ein  bestimmtes  Kraut  umgewickelt  werden  sollte,  wie  lange 

die  Fieber&ehiibe  aridauerten.  4  Eine  l  ntcrart  der  Similcmagie  stcllt  die  Chromoana- 
logie  dar.  bei  der  Farbahnlichkeiten  cine  Rolle  spielten,  was  bcdeutel.  dass  gegen 

Gelbsucht  gelbe  Blatter  und  Bliitcn  eingesetzt  wurden.  und  zu  der  somit  auch  das 

oben  erwahnte  Beispiel  gelber  Gemmen  als  Scliut/.  vor  gelben  Skorpionen  zah!t.° 

Die  Vlorphoanalogie  zieltc  auf  Ahnlichkeiten  in  der  Gestalt  alv6 
Mit  cinem  adynaton  sollte  eine  Krankheit  lemgelialten  werden.  indem  eine 

Parallele  zu  einer  nicht  (mchr)  durchliihrbaren  Begebenheit  gezogen  wurde,  wes- 

wegen  adynala  zu  den  Analogiezauberri  zahlen. 

Die  historiola  ist  ein  Analogiezauber,  bei  dem  innerhalb  eines  Zauberspruchs 

eine  Geschichte  er/ahlt  wird,  oft  ein  mythologiseher  Prazedenzl’all,  der  sich  symbo- 

lisch  auf  den  Zustand  des  Patienten  ubertragen  liisst.7*  Indent  dieses  vergangene 
Ereignis  durch  das  crncute  Heraufbesehworen  aktualisiert  wird,  soil  analog  dazu  das 

Gewiinschte  geschehen.'4  Diese  Spruchart  wurde  s.eit  pharaonischer  Zeit  ange- 

wandt.80  Ein  Beispiel  bietet  PGM  XX, 5-12  (1.  Jh.  v.  Chr.): 

6-8  Buchst.Juc;  Xupac  <r>a6apnvik  [ 

5  wtuoidri]  ripoc  Jtuv  ieardK'ai>g|u. 
6-8  Buehst.  jiJixxrodoKoc  KUT£KafoOn 

uv|/]ot(mp  6’  kv  dpei  Kai£KauO|n] 

£jna  a6[k]cov  Kphva;.  cm'  ap|Kt(ovJ, 
crita  Xfiovxcov.  cmn  tic  jiupGk- 

1 0  viKtti  Km[(x|vo)3ri8£c  np<n>oav  |b- 

6d)p  K(i/v7t[i]oi  icuavcatc  kou  co- 
(Jcoav  aK|d|.i]aTOv  rtnp. 

subiata  tana  leporem  vivum  diinitta*  cl  dims  a.  dam  diminis  ewn:  luge.  Juge  lepuscule.  cl  tecum 

aufer  enti  efolomm.  Onnerfors,  Formeln,  181-1 83. 
7/-  Plin.  H\  XXI  1.61:  Magi  heliotropium  in  quartanh  qualcr,  in  lertianis  ter  adligari  iuhent  ah  ipso 

negro  precar  iij  ae  eum  so  tutu  rum  sc  nodos  liberation  el  tacere  mm  exemplu  her  ho.  Onnertors, 
I  ormolu.  175. 

75  Onnerfors.  Formeln,  183-187. 

76  Rothschuh,  dor  iatromagiseke  Anwendungcn  fiber  cinen  Zeitraum  voii  2000  Jahrcn  mtcrsucht,  eibt 
als  weilere  l.ntcrgruppcn  die  Organhomodynamic,  Dynamoanalogie  und  F.rgoanalogic  an.  Dei 
Similcmagie,  die  in  seiner  System  at  ik  cine  der  beiden  Hauptgruppen  iatromagischen  Verhaltens  ist, 

stcllt  er  die  Singularitfitsmagie  uegeniibcr,  ricren  Wirkung  in  der  AuBergewdhnlichkeit  der  verwendc- 
ten  Hcilinatel  lag  (Rothschuh,  latromagie,  13-15.  18  30). 

77  Mark.  10.75.  Onnerfors,  Formeln,  1 87-1 89. 

78  Onneriors,  Formeln,  190f.  Fur  ley,  Besprcehung,  92.  Frankfurter,  Spells,  80. 
79  Vlaltomini,  Cristo,  152. 

80  Frankfurter,  Spells,  80f. 
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Besprechung  der  Syrerin  [Name]  aas  Gadara  gegen  jede  Art  von  Verbren- 
nung.  ...von  My s ten  geriet  in  Brand,  auf  dem  Bergesgipfel  geriet  [es]  in 

Brand.  (Lttcke  im  Sinn)  Sieben  Quellen  der  Wolfe,  sieben  der  Baren,  sieben 

der  Ldxven.  Dock  sieben  dunkelaugige  Jungfrauen  schopften  Wasser  mit 

dunkelfarbigen  Kriigen  und  loschten  das  unermudliche  Feuer.81 

In  diesem  Fall  ist  noch  etwas  fur  antike  Zauberspruche  Typisches  erkennbar,  nam- 

lich  Krankheiten  als  physische  Objekte  zu  lconkretisieren,  z.  B.  Schmerzen  als  wilde 

Tiere  bzw.  hier  das  Kopfweh  als  Feuer.82  Oft  findet  sich  auch  der  Fall,  dass  ein 

Leiden  ins  Meer  verbannt  wird.83  Bei  der  Kombination  aus  Spruch  und  Handlung 
konnte  nach  dem  Verlesen  des  Spruchs  der  Schrifttrager  oder  etwas  anderes,  das  die 

Krankheit  symbolisierte,  ins  Meer  geworfen  werden;  genauso  wie  defixiones  in  der 

Erde  vergraben  wurden.  Eine  Methode,  die  Rothschuh  deletio  morbi  nennt.84 
Neben  ganzen  Zauberspriichen  wurden  gegen  Krankheiten  auch  einzelne  Zauber- 

worter  eingesetzt,  die  voces  magicae,  die  sich  teils  nicht  von  Damonennamen  unter- 

scheiden  lassen.85  Zu  den  haufigereren  dieser  Worte  zahlen  abrasax,  akramacha- 

mari,  ablanathanalba  und  seseggenbarpharagges ,86 
Das  zuletzt  genannte  Zauberwort  ist  u.  a.  auf  einem  Onyx  aus  dem  3.  oder  4.  Jh. 

n.  Chr.  eingeritzt,  der  gegen  Fieber  wirken  sollte.87  Die  Wahl  des  Amulettmaterials 
lasst  sich  damit  erklaren,  dass  manchen  Steinen  heilende  Wirlcung  zugeschrieben 

wurde.88  Pulverisierter  Hamatit  wurde  in  Fliissigkeit  gelost  als  Medizin  eingenom- 
men,  und  angeblich  kurierte  z.  B.  der  Antachates  alle  regelmaBig  wiederlcehrenden 

Krankheiten,  wenn  er  verbrannt  und  der  dabei  entstehende  Rauch  inhaliert  wurde.89 
Diese  Methode  konnte  eventuell  die  relativ  geringe  Menge  an  erhaltenen  Exem- 

plaren  erklaren.90 

Voces  magicae  konnten  in  Form  eines  Schwindeschemas  geschrieben  werden, 

eine  beliebte  Moglichkeit,  urn  etwas  Unangenehmes  wie  eine  Krankheit  loszu- 

werden.  Dabei  wird  ein  magisches  Wort  in  Form  eines  Dreiecks  mehrmals  aufge- 

81  Ubersetzung  aus  PGM. 

82  Furley,  Besprechung,  92f.  95. 
83  Furley,  Besprechung,  96. 
84  Rothschuh,  latromagie,  23. 

85  Vgl.  nur  die  Auflistung  von  ablanathanalba  im  unedierten  Index  der  PGM  unter  „Zauberworte“,  im 
Index  des  Suppl.  Mag.  dagegen  unter  „Gods,  Daemons,  Angels,  Mythological  Names,  and  Names 

from  the  Old  and  New  Testament". 86  Fur  Belege  s.  die  Indices  der  PGM  und  des  Suppl.  Mag. 
87  Neued.  durch  Geissen,  Amulett,  223-227. 
88  Fur  verschiedene  Steinarten  und  ihre  Wirkung  als  Amulett  siehe  Eckstein  -  Waszink,  Amulett,  Sp. 

403. 

89  Dasen,  Magic,  71f.  Sokrates  und  Dionysios,  Jtspl  MOcdv  (in:  Mesk,  Tractat,  321):  ooxoq  6  WGoq 

xpixctTov  xs  Kal  xsxapxaiov  icai  Jtaoav  aXXiiv  7tspioSov  vooou  ifixav  yivexai  8s  ofixcoc;-  xpu|/aq  xmoOupia 
sic;  SicurDpotx;  avOpaKaq  tbq  avxl  3.ipava>xou,  o6k  ayav  8s  Xembv  Oupiaxai,  tbq  av  sin  irXsiovaq  copac; 

peivaq  ̂ KuaOfj  Sia  xcdv  aiaOposcov. 
90  Geissen,  Amulett,  227. 
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schricbcn,  wobci  es  in  jeder  Zeile  um  cincn  Buchstaben  verkfirzt  wird,  bis  es  voll- 

kotmnen  versclivv unden  ist.  Aufdicsc  Weise  wird  der  Wunsch  nach  dem  schwinden- 

dcn  Cbel  mit  eincr  Art  Analogiezauber  verbildlicht.  Das  auf  solchcrlci  Art  aufge- 
schricbene  Zauborworl  entsteht  nun  ein  weitercs  Mai,  indent  man  die  Endbuchstaben 

jeder  Zeile  von  unten  nach  oben  liest.  Allerdings  nicht,  wenn  altemativ,  um  das 

Schema  zu  verkiir/en,  in  jeder  Zeile  sowohl  der  An  fangs-  als  auch  der  Endbuehstabe 

weggelassen  wird.  Ein  mit  einent  Schwindeschema  beschrittetcs  Stiickchen  Papyrus 

licfi  sich  gefaltct  gut  als  Amulett  initfuhren.91 
Schw indeschemata  konnten  sowohl  in  gelliigelter  Eorm  (pterygoeiJos) 

ABRASAX 

ABRASA 

ABRAS 
A  BRA 

ABR 

AR A 

als  auch  herzlomiig  (karJialos)  vorkommen: 

ABRASAX 
ABRASA 

ABRAS 
ABRA 
ABR 

AB 

A 

Irn  fall  des  oben  erwahnten  Onyx  ist  die  her/formige  Variante  des  Schwinde- 

schematas  gevvShlt.  Angelo  Geissen  weist  /war  darauf  hin.  dass  in  der  Spatanlike  die 

Anschauung  vorherrsehte,  dass  Fieber  am  Herzen  beginne,  halt  sich  allerdings 

zuriick,  cine  Vcrbindung  herzustellen  97 
Zusatzlieh  existierten  bereits  scit  klassiseher  Zeit  sechs  Ephesia  grammaia.  eine 

Sondergruppe  Zauberw orter,  deren  Macht  ebenfalls  in  ihrer  Unverstandlichkeit  lag 

91  Zu  Schwindcschemata  .liingst  Ch.  A.  Kara  ore,  Vanishing  Ac’s  on  Ancient  Greek  Amulets:  From  Oral 
Performance  to  Visual  Design,  Bulletin  of  the  Institute  of  Classical  Studies  Supplement  15,  London 
2012. 

92  Geissen,  Amulett,  225. 
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und  die  in  medizinischen  Zaubersprfichen  oft  vorkamen.93  Sie  konnten,  wie  Plutarch 

berichtet,  zur  Austreibung  von  Damonen  dienen,  indem  der  Besessene  sie  aufsagte.94 
Eine  Damonenaustreibung,  also  eine  Krankenheilung,  ohne  Ephesia  grammata 

konnte,  nachdem  ein  Gebet  fiber  dem  Kopf  des  Besessenen  gesprochen  wurde,  fol- 

gendermaBen  ablaufen  (PGM  IV,1249-1255;  4.  Jh.): 

C  KXcovaq  gratae;  apac;  x[ou]c;  pgv 

1250  dfjoov  oupav  Kal  Kscpa/aiv,  ev  Ka0'  ev, 
tco  5s  gvt  5epg  e^opKiCcov.  Kpups. 

STtpaxOfi.  8K(3aX.(i)V  7tgp{a7TTg  xq5 

8eiva  cpuA-aK-nipiov,  o  7tcp<i>T{0T|cnv  6  Kapvcov 
pgxd  to  gKpaZgiv  xov  Saipova,  87U 

1255  KaaaiTgpivou  TtgxdXou  xauxa- 

Nimm  7  Olzweige  und  binde  6  an  Ende  und  Spitze,  jeden  fur  sich,  mit  dem 

einen  iibrigen  aber  schlage  unter  Beschworung.  Halt  es  geheim;  es  ist  schon 

erproht.  Nach  dent  Austreiben  heinge  dem  N  N  als  Amulet,  das  der  Leidende 

ialso  nach  dem  A  ustreiben  des  Damons  umzieht,  auf  einent  / innbldttchen 
folgendcs  urn:...9* 

Da  sich  die  Vorstellung  von  Damonen  als  Krankheitsursache  in  der  Spatantikc  ver- 
starkte,  tiahmen  gleichzeitig  die  Exorzismen  zu.  die  gegen  eine  gan/e  Reihe  von 

Krankheiten  angewandt  wurden,  vor  allem  auch  dadurch,  dass  sich  die  Kirche  be- 

miihte,  die  Menschen  von  klassischcn  Arztbesuchen  abzubringen  ve  Trotzdem  ander- 
te  sich  in  der  medizinischen  Behandlung  mit  dem  Aufkommen  des  Christcntums  zu- 

nachst  nichts,  sogar  Chirurgen  waren  weiterhin  hoch  angesehen  97  Doch  in  den  Zau- 
berpapyri  schliigt  sieh  die  Veranderung  in  der  Religion  nieder;  auBer  den  heid- 
nischen  Gotten)  wurden  jet/t  auch  die  heilige  Dreieinigkeit  und  Protagonisten  der 

ehristlichen  Religion  angerufen.  z.  B.  in  PGM  5b,23-51  (5.  Jh.): 

t  X(pioT>c,  me  koi 

25  Cwvioc,  6  iaodpe- 

voc  Jtnotxv  vdaov 
Ktti  Jtdouv  paXaiaav, 

9?  Onnerfurs,  Fortiieln,  161-163.  Sie  lauteten  tnkion,  kuUnkion.  in.  tetrax,  damnumenein  unc  anion. 

94  Plu.  symp.  VII. 5. 4:  (orrut-.p  yap  oi  payot  touc  SutpoviCoucvou^  KC/^rjotim  tu  ’Eoemu  ypugginu  Jtpdc 
aoxonq,  K«TU7xyj-:tv  mi  iYvonri£fiiv. 

95  Uberset/ung  aus  PGM. 
96  Vakaloudi.  Illnesses,  173-182.  Ldelstein.  Relation.  219.  Faraonc,  Magic  and  Medicine,  139. 
97  Baatler.  Spe/ialar/tc,  232. 
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30  ’Irouwiuv 

cir/i:a- 

Or.  7rp};a|i{(tQ  xijc 

40  dcctroivn;  ii|i(t)v,  xrk 

Ohoxokou,  Kai  i6i v 

kv66c,o)v  dpxayyn- 

Ziuv  Kai  toO  ayiou  Kai  kv- 

()6<;oi)  djtooxt'Aou  Kai 
45  cuayytAioxou  koi  Ooo- 

Aoyon  ’Iwdvvoi)  Kai  toft 
ayiou  Xcppvou  Kai  toil 

ayiou  OiXoccvou  Kai  xou 

ayiou  Bikxoipoc,  Kai  xou 

50  ayiou  louoxou  Kai  ndvxoiv 

tdiv  dyunv 

1 •  Christus,  Sohn  und  Wort  des  lebendigen  Gottes,  der  du  heiltest  alle  Krank- 
heiten  und  alle  Sch'.viiche.  heiie  du  und  heschiitze  ouch  deine  Dienerin 

Iohannia...  Be.te.t  urn  die  h'urbitte  unserer  Herrin,  der  Goftgebdrerin,  und  der 
preiswerten  Erzengel  und  des  heiligen  und  prciswerten  A  pastels  und 

Evangelisten  und  Gottge.lehrten  Johannes  und  des  hi  Serenus  und  des  hi 

Philoxenos  und  des  hi  Viktor  und  des  hi  hist  us  und  oiler  Heiligen. 

Duzu  passt,  dass  vom  4.-7.  Jh.  n.  ('hr.  der  Kult  des  Lrzengcls  Michael  als  Kranken- 
lieiler,  der  aus  judischon  Vorstellungen  entsiand,  weite  Verbreitung  fand  und  in 

dessen  Kontext  Inkubationen  vveiterhin  prakliziert  wurden.09  Dies  sogar,  obwohl 
sich  die  chrisllichen  Kirchenvater  gegen  jede  Art  von  Amuletten  und  sonstigen  an- 

geblieh  heidnischen  Praktiken  aussprachen  -  mit  mabigem  Erfolg,  wie  spatere  Zu- 

gestandnisse  und  Wiederholungen  der  Verbote  belegen.  00  bin  neues  Phanornen  in 
friihby/anlinischer  Zeit  waren  Pilgerreisen  zu  Statten  der  lleiligenverehning  wie  der 

der  Heiligen  Menas  und  Damian  bei  Alexandria,  von  denen  man  sich  Heilung  ver- 

sprach.  Dabei  konnte  im  Falle  des  heiligen  Symeon  die  rote  Erdc  an  seiner  Pilger- 

statte  zur  Heilung  jeglieher  Leiden  vervvendet  werden,  sowohl  zur  innerlichen  als 

auch  zur  auBcrlichen  Anwendung,  sowohl  vor  Ort  als  auch  in  der  l  erne  in  Form 

einer  gepressten  Tonpillc,  auf  der  ein  Bild  der  Pilgerstiitte  zu  sehen  war  und  die  so- 

mit  wie  ein  Amulett  apotropaiseh  mitgefuhrt  werden  konnie,  w  ie  es  aueh  bei  mit  ge- 

98  Oocrsct/urit'  aus  PGM. 
99  Rohland,  Michael,  IU.?f.  14V. 

' 00  Staubli.  Christlichc  Amuletle.  190.  Metzger,  Hisloncal  Studies,  I06f.  Brashear,  Amulet,  16.  Barb, 
Survival.  I06f.  Vide  Beispide  bei  Fckstein  -  Was/ink,  Amuiett,  Sp.  407f. 

weihtem  Ol  oder  Wasser  gefullten  Ampullen  der  Fall  war.101  Im  Kontext  der  Heili- 
genverehrung  ist  auch  die  Anwendung  von  Beriihrungsreliquien  zur  Krankenheilung 

zu  sehen.  So  ist  P.  Paramone  14  ein  Brief,  mit  dem  zusammen  das  Stuck  eines  Ge- 

wandes  verschickt  wird,  um  aufgelegt  eine  Kranke  von  dem  sie  plagenden  Damon 

zu  beffeien.102  Anhand  dieser  Praktiken  lasst  sich  die  in  der  Spatantike  noch  immer 

enge  Verknupfung  von  Medizin,  Magie  und  Religion  beobachten. 

Die  medizinische  Versorgung  blieb  offenbar  bis  in  die  Spatantike  hinein  zufrie- 

denstellend.  Auch  wenn  sich  Beschwerden  iiber  nicht  rechtzeitig  geschickte  Medizin 

oder  das  Versagen  von  Arzten  hauften,  war  die  Sterblichkeitsrate  wahrscheinlich 

trotzdem  geringer  als  in  den  20er  Jahren  des  letzten  Jahrhunderts.  Seit  der  arabi- 

schen  Eroberung  schien  das  Gesundheitswesen  mehr  und  mehr  verfallen  zu  sein. 

Zwar  wurde  Galen  noch  immer  iibersetzt,  aber  echte  medizinische  Hilfe  war  aus- 

schlieBlich  in  Kairo  erhaltlich.103  Dass  sich  allerdings  die  Tradition,  Amulette  als 
Hilfe  bei  Krankheit  und  Schmerz  zu  verwenden,  weit  iiber  die  Antike  hinaus  hielt, 

zeigen  nicht  nur  Stiicke  in  koptischer  Sprache  aus  dem  11.  Jh.  n.  Chr.104  Auch  das 
bei  I.  MaaBen  in  diesem  Band  aufgefuhrte  Beispiel  gegen  einen  Skorpionstich  aus 

dem  friihen  20.  Jh.  und  die  ebenfalls  modemen,  arabischen  Systematiken  zum 

Gebrauch  der  Psalmen  bei  der  Herstellung  von  Amuletten  deuten  auf  eine  Tra- 

dierung  der  in  der  Antike  erkennbaren  Verschmelzung  von  Medizin  und  Magie  in 

Agypten  hin. 
105 

101  Vikan,  Art,  Medicine,  and  Magic,  67-69.  72f.  85.  Abb.  1.  2.  Maguire,  Art  and  Holy  Powers,  199- 
201. 

102  P.  Paramone  14,6f.  (6.-7.  Jli.):  ’'EjxaOov  8e  bxi  ©eoSotti  eSaipovioOri,  Kai  Xa|3oucja  jiiKpov  ek  too 

otixapiov  too  7tpo9nxoy  aPPa  ZtvouOiou  87tep\|/a  8ia  ’Empaxon,  Xva  xouxo  pdXrixE  auxf\. 1 03  R6mer,  Einleitung,  2f. 

104  Z.B.  die  Stiicke  Nr.  65, 73,  78,  82  und  85  in  Buschhausen  et  al.,  Lebenskreis. 

1 05  Schulz  -  Kolta,  Schlangen,  Skorpione.  Judge,  Magical  Use,  349. 
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